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GENERAL INTRODUCTION.

In the organization of the forces of the United States for participation in Tlie World War,
science accepted an important r61e. Activities which during days of peace had been directed

to the development of science and its industrial applications were suddenly concentrated on
the vital problems of national defense. In common with the other and more exact sciences,

psychologj- demonstrated its preparedness for wholly unexpected practical demands and
responsibilities.

When, on April 6, 1917, the Nation was called to war a group of experimental psychologists

promptly assembled to consider means of psychological service. As plans of action developed

the size of this group, its opportunities and responsibilities, steadily increased. The materials

of this report represent the methods and results of only the field of psychological examining.

Other phases of psychological service, equally important with that of psychological examining,

have been, or will be, presented elsewhere.'

This volmne constitutes a complete account of the history, methods, and results of psy-

chological examining in the United States Army. It consists of three parts. Part I is the

official history of the development of the service and of its conduct during the war. It is

supplemented by reproductions of the printed materials which were devised and used. Part

II is devoted to a complete account of the preparation of methods, their characteristics, and
their evaluation as practical procedures. In Part III the results of examining are presented

in summary fashion, and, for reasons which are indicated below, wholly inadequately.

The report was prepared under extremely trying circumstances, for immediately following

the armistice of November 11, 1918, pressiu-e developed within the War Department and
among the emergency personnel for early discharge. This rendered it difficult to hold, for a

sufficient length of time, a competent stafiF of psychologists to analyze the data of examinations

and to prepare materials for publication. It was necessary to choose between the preparation

of a report which contained a maximum of material and one which expressed a maximum of

precision. The decision rested svith the first alternative. Many of the obvious defects of this

volume must be charged against this practical decision.

The problem of publication was stUl further complicated by a sense of responsibUity to

two important agencies: the mUitary establishment on the one hand and the science of psy-

chology on the other. This dual obligation rendered the task of reporting pigychological examin-
ing peculiarly difficult, and to it the remaining shortcomings of the report may fairly be ascribed.

The report supplies, for the use alike of soldier and scientist, essential information concerning

methods and results.

The three parts of the volume are interdependent. No one of them can be used satisfac-

torily, either for mUitary purposes or in scientific research, apart from the others. To enable

the reader to obtain immediately a comprehensive view of the entire report, a list of the
chapters for the three parts is presented.

' Ycrkes, Robert M. Psychology in relation to the war. Psych. Rev., 25 Mar., 1918, 85-115.

Manual of Medical Research Laboratory, pp. 103-199. War Dept., 1918.

Medical studies in aviation. IV. Psychological observations and methods. Joum. Amer. Med. Asso., 71, Oct., 1918, 1382-1400.

Thomdike, Edward L. Scientific personnel work. Science, n. s., 49, Jan., 1919, 63-Cl.

Dunlap, Ivnight. Psychological research in aviation. Science, n. s., 49, Jan., 1919, 94-97.

The measurement and utilization of brain power in the Army. Science, n. s., 44, Mar., 1919, 221-226; 251-259.

The personnel system of the United States Army. Vol. I, The evolution of the personnel system; Vol. n. The personnel manual. War
Dept., Washington, D. C, 1919.

Report of the psychology committee of the National Research Council. Psych. Rev., 20, Mar., 1919, 83-149.

Air Service Medical, pp. 293-330. War Dept., Govt. Printing Office, 1919.

Intellectual and educational status of the medical profession as represented in the United States Army. Bulletin National Research
Council, No. 8, 1921.



VI GENERAL INTRODUCTION.

Entire responsibility for this volume rests with the staff of the Division (later Section) of

Psychology in the office of the Surgeon General. So much of the work has been done

cooperatively that no formal ascription of credit is possible. The chief service to the Army was

rendered by the staffs of examiners in the training camps. It is not possible to do fuU justice

even to those psychologists who submitted to the division field reports of special merit and

value. So far as practicable, responsibility and credit for the immediate preparation of this

official report are indicated in the statements prefatory to the several parts of the volume.

The Chief of the Division of Psychology expresses pecxiliar obhgation to three staff officers

who together rendered possible the completion of this volimie. Maj. Lewis M. Terman assumed

responsibility for the preparation of the account of methods; Capt. Edwin G. Boring dh-ected

the analysis of results, and after the separation of the Chief of the Division from the service

assumed editorial responsibility; Maj. Harold C. Bingham, in addition to assisting in important

ways thi-oughout the preparation of the volume, became responsible as Chief of the Section

of Psychology for the laborious and thankless task of reading proofs and preparing an index.

Without the inteUigent interest and support of the Secretary of War, Newton D. Baker,

and of his assistant, Dr. Frederick P. Keppel (later Third Assistant Secretary of War), and

of the Chief of Staff, the establishment of the service of psychological examining in the United

States Army would have been impossible.

The first step toward the introduction of psychological service was taken by Cols. Victor C.

Vaughan and William H. Welch, of the Medical Reserve Corps, who as members of the National

Research Coimcil and of the staff of the Surgeon General recommended to Maj. Gen. William C.

Gorgas that the methods of examining presented by the committee for psychology of the National

Research Council be given practical trial. This recommendation was accepted, and the Surgeon

General, with the assistance of his chief executive officer, Col. Charles L. Furbush, promptly

arranged for official trial of the methods and subsequently facilitated their introduction through-

out the Army.
Substantial assistance was rendered to psychological officers during the early period of the

work by Col. Pearce Bailey and Lieut. Col. Edgar King, of the staff of the Surgeon General.

From the beginning of his service as Surgeon General of the Army psychological examining

had the hearty and effective support of Maj. Gen. Merritt W. Ireland and his staff.

Among the many other officers who furthered in important ways this new variety of per-

sonnel service special mention should be made of Col. Henry A. Shaw, Brig. Gen. E. L. Mimson
Col. Roger Brooke, Brig. Gens. Robert I. Rees and R. J. Burt, and Col. W. D. Scott.

Robert M. Yebkes,
Lieut. Col., U. S. R.

Washington, D. C,
May 17, 1920.
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INTRODUCTION TO PART I.

The story of the introduction, development, and conduct of psychological examining in the

Army is told with substantial completeness in this part of the report. Attempt has been made
to indicate the novelty, practical success, and military value of the work and also to suggest

the educational, industrial, and scientific significance of the methods which military demands

brought into use. This official history begins with the inception of the idea of the psychological

classification of recruits and ends with the termination of the military emergency.

In order that all of the printed materials of military psychological examining shall be

rendered permanently available, they are reproduced in this part of the report. Of primary

value to the science of psychology are the forms of the Examiner's Guide.

In the preparation of Part I of the report the Chief of the Division of Psychology was

assisted editorially by Capt. E. G. Boring.

Robert M. Yerkes,

Lieut. Colonel, V. S. R.

Washington, D. C,
May 15, 1920.
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PSYCHOLOGICAL EXAMINING IN THE UNITED STATES AEMY.

Part I.—HISTORY AND ORGANIZATION OF PSYCHOLOGICAL EXAMINING
AND THE MATERIALS OF EXAMINATION.

HISTORY AND ORGANIZATION OF PSYCHOLOGICAL EXAMINING.

CHAPTER I.

PEEOFFICIAL PEEIOD OF PEEPABATION FOR NATIONAL SEKVICE.

On April 6, 1917, in connection with a meeting of a group of experimental psychologists

which was at that time being held in Emerson HaU, Cambridge, Mass., a session was arranged

by Messrs. Langfeld and Yerkes, with the approval of the chairman of the meeting, Mr. Tit-

chener, for discussion of the relations of psychology to national defense. Capt. W. S. Bowen,

instructor in military science and tactics. Harvard University, attended this meeting and made
valuable suggestions concerning the possible r61e of psychology. At the conclusion of the

discussion it was moved b}^ Mr. Warren that a committee, consisting of Messrs. Yerkes, Bingham,

and Dodge, be appointed to gather information concerning the possible relations of psychology

to military affairs and to fxirther the appUcation of psychological methods to military problems.

On the evening of the same day at an informal conference of the members of this committee

(Mr. Bingham's place was taken by Mr. Ogdeu) it was decided that the matter should be placed

before the coimcil of the American Psychological Association, so that the national organization

rather than any restricted or local group might take action. Following this conference the

president of the American Psychological Association prepared the following letter, which, on
April 7, was dispatched to the members of the council of the association:

Emerson Hall,

Cambridge, Mass., April 6, 1917.
To the Council of the American Psychological Association.

Gentlemen: In the present perilous situation it is obviously desirable that the psychologists of the country act

tinitedlj' in the interests of defense. Our knowledge and our methods are of importance to the military ser^ice of our

country, and it is our duty to cooperate to the fullest extent and immediately toward the increased efficiency of our

Army and Na\'j\ Formalities are not in order. We should act at once as a professional group as well as individually.

Aa president of the American Psychological Association I apparently have choice of two lines of action: Either

I may recommend to the council that a special meeting of the association be called at once to consider the general

situation, or I may, instead, ask the council to authorize the appointment by the president of such committee or com-
mittees from the association membership as seem desirable.

After consultation with a number of members of the association, I have chosen the second alternative, and I hereby

request the council's authorization to appoint such necessary and desirable committee or committees.

The duties of any group or groups of members appointed to represent and act for us would evidently consist, first,

in gathering all useful information concerning the varied aspects of the actual and possible practical relations of psy-

chology to miUtarj' affairs; second, to cooperate, as circumstances dictate with governmental agencies, with the National

Cbuncil of Defense, with local psychological groups or individuals, and with such other agencies as may develop;

third, to further the development and application of methods to the immediate problems of miUtarj' selection.

Already many of us are working for national defense in our respective communities. It is my thought that this

action by our council should, far from interfering with indi\-idual initiative, tend to unite us as a professional group

in a nation-wide effort to render our professional training serviceable.

7
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I urge you, gentlemen, to give thia matter your immediate consideration, and I trust that you will write freely

concerning your own activities, plans, and opinions, for your advice and suggestions concerning all aspects of the

problem will be quite as welcome as your vote on the above recommendation.

Yours, faithfully,
(Signed) Robert M. Yerkes,

President, American Psychological Association.

It was deemed desirable by two members of the council that a meeting of the coimcil be

called immediately for consideration of the situation and decision concerning desirable action.

Such a meeting was called by the president in Philadelphia for the evening of April 21.

In the meantime the president, in order to obtain pertinent information concerning actual

and possible applications of psychology to mihtary problems, and, by request, to advise the mili-

tary hospitals' commission of Canada concerning the use of psychological methods, proceeded to

the Dominion of Canada and made careful inquiry concerning psychological activities in Montreal,

Ottawa, and Toronto. Information obtained from the Canadian authorities indicated the

urgent desirability of the application of psychological methods in the selection of recruits and

in the studjdng of incapacitated soldiers.

While in Ottawa a telegram was received from Dr. George E. Hale, chairman of the National

Research Council, requesting a conference in Philadelphia on April 14. In accordance with

this request the president of the association met Dr. Hale and briefly reported to him the action

which had been taken by American psychologists and the results of observation in Canada.

Chairman Halo requested that a psychological committee be organized in connection with the

National Research Council and that the president of the American Psychological Association

act as chairman of the committee, and as a member of the councU. He further invited the

president of the association to attend the semiannual meeting of the National Research Council

in Washington, on April 19, as a representative of psychological interests.

At the special meeting of the council of the American Psychological Association, which was

held on the evening of April 21 and the morning of April 22 in Philadelphia, the president of the

association reported the action taken in Cambridge and the results of liis observations in Canada.

After thorough discussion of the relations of psychology to the military situation it was voted by

the council that the president be instructed to appoint committees from the membership of the

American Psychological Association to render to the Government of the United States all pos-

sible assistance in connection with psychological problems arising in the military emergency.

Twelve committees were subsequently appointed. It was further voted that the secretary of

the psychological association be instructed to communicate the action of the council to the mem-
bers of the association and to suggest that individuals and institutions offer their professional

services to the Government in suitable manner.

The council made certain suggestions concerning the presentation to the proper government

authorities of a plan for the psychological examination of recruits and authorized the president

to proceed with such presentation.

Following this council meeting, and by authorization already indicated, a psychological

committee of the National Research Coimcil was organized with the following membership:

Messrs. Cattell, Hall, and Thorndike from the National Academy of Sciences; Messrs. Dodge,

Franz and Whipple, from the American Psychological Association; and Messrs. Seashore, Wat-
son, and Yerkes from the American Association for the Advancement of Science.'

At the first meeting of this committee it was voted

—

that whereas psychologists in common with other men of science may be able to do invaluable work for national service

and in the conduct of the war, it is recommended by this committee that psychologists volunteer for and be assigned

to the work in which their service will be of the greatest use to the Nation. In the case of students of psychology this

may involve the completion of the studies on which they are engaged.

It was the function of this general committee to organize and, in a general way, supervise

psychological research and service in the present emergency. Problems suggested by military

oflBcers or by psychologists were referred by the committee to appropriate individuals or institu-

tions for immediate attention.

' Subsequently Mr. Cattell resigned from this committee and Messrs. Angell, Baird and Scott wero added to the membership.
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Several of the committees originally appointed by the council of the American Psychological

Association were subsequently accepted as subcommittees of the committee on psychology of the

National Kesearch Council.

After the meeting of the National Research Council which the president of the American
Psychological Association attended in Washington, and at which he made a brief statement

concerning the possible service of psychology to the military organizations, a circular letter was
addressed to the members of the American Psychological Association in which their cooperation

with the Government in the interest of national defense was suggested. It was indicated that

psychological laboratories might be made available and that offers of personal service would
materially assist the council in formulating and furthering plans for the development of national

service.

During the last week in April, in pursuance of the suggestions of the council of the American
Psychological Association, the president, acting as chairman of the committee on methods for the

psychological examining of recruits, prepared for transmission to the proper military authorities

a plan for the examining of recruits, in which the function of the psychologist in dealing with

intellectual deficiency and psychopathic tendencies, and his limitation, as an assistant of the

mihtary medical examiner, to the purely psychological aspects of the work was emphasized. A
definite proposal for the administration of the work of examining in the camps was made.
Since the details of this proposal differ considerably from the plan that was finally adopted it is

unnecessary to give them here.

Early in May this plan was submitted to the chairman of the National Research Coimcil,

who in timi referred it to the chairman of the committee on medicine and hygiene of the council,

Dr. Victor C. Vaughan. With Dr. Vaughan's support and cooperation the plan was promptly

placed before the Surgeon General of the Army.
The evident necessity for developing methods of psychological examining especially adapted

to military needs stimulated the chairman of the committee on methods of examining recruits

to seek such financial aid as should render possible the organizing of an active committee for

this special task. About the middle of May this need and opportunity were brought to the at-

tention of the committee on provision for the feeble-minded (Philadelphia), whose secretary, Mr.

Joseph P. Byers, immechately presented the matter to his board. It was promptly voted by this

organization to offer the committee on methods facilities for work at The Training School,

Vineland, N. J., and to meet the expenses of the work to an amoimt not to exceed $500. This

sum was later increased to $700. On the basis of this offer of assistance, a conxmittee, consisting

of Messrs. Bingham, Goddard, Haines, Terman, Wells, Whipple, and Yerkes, was assembled at

The Training School, Vineland, N. J., on May 28. It remained in session vmtil Jime 9 when it

adjourned for two weeks to make trial of methods which had been devised.

During the first two weeks it was decided to arrange a method of examining recruits in

groups of 25 to 50, as an initial psychological survey. The group method, as finally agreed upon
and printed for preliminary trial, consists of 10 different measurements.

From June 10 to 23 the various members of the committee conducted examinations by the

above method in several parts of the coimtry. In all, about 400 examinations were made, chiefly

upon United States marines and candidates in officers' training camps. These measurements
were analyzed by the committee and used as a basis for revision and the devising of methods
of scoring.

On June 25 the committee resumed its sessions at Vineland and continued its work imtil

Saturday, July 7, when it adjourned, on the completion of tentative methods of group and in-

dividual examining. At this time the committee had in press five forms of group examination

record blanks ; an individual examination record blank, which provides special forms of measure-

ment for illiterates, those who have difficulty with the English language, those who exhibit

irregularities suggestive of psychopathic condition, those who are intellectually subncfrmal or

inferior, and, finally, those who are distinctly supernormal; an examiners' guide, which contains

directions for the conduct of examinations; and various types of special record sheet.

Before its adjournment the committee, through a joint committee of psychiatrists and
psychologists, consisting of Drs. Copp, Meyer, Williams, Terman, Haines (Bingham, alternate).
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and Yerkes, received assurance from the committee (National Committee for Mental Hygiene)

on furnishing hospital units for nervous and mental disorders to the United States Government
that this committee would finance to the extent of $2,500 the trial of the above methods
of psychological examining in various army and navy organizations—the work to be so planned

as to test thoroughly the reUability and serviceableness of the methods, and to supply materials

for their improvement, and for the development of satisfactory methods of scoring and reporting

data of examinations.

This offer of assistance resulted in the prompt formulation of the following plan, which was
successfully carried out.

"Five groups of three men each are to be organized for immediate work in four different mili-

tary estabUshments, each group to consist of a chief examiner and two assistants. The fifth

group to be organized for statistical work.

"The four examining groups are to work for one month in naval stations, army re-

organization camps, or officers' training camps. It is proposed that approximately 1,000 men be
examined at each place by the group method and approximately 200 by the individual method;
further, that, so far as possible, the results of these examinations be correlated with industrial

and military records or histories.

"This work is to begin as soon after July 15 as possible. Records for examinations are to be

shipped to the statistical imit in New York City as rapidly as possible, so that they may be scored

and the results evaluated and correlated with a view to determining the best methods of scoring

and desirable changes in methods of examining."

PERSONNEL OF UNITS.

Examiamg unit, Fort Benjamin Harrison, Indianapolis, Ind.: Chief examiner, G. M.Whipple, succeeded byT. H.
Haines; assistant examiners, J. E. .\nderson, W. K. Layton.

Examining unit, Camp Jackson, Nashville, Tenn.: Chief examiner E. K. Strong; assistant examiners, B. R. Simp-

son, D. G. Paterson.

Examining unit, reorganization camp, Syracuse, N. Y. : Chief examiner, J. W. Hayes; assistant examiners, J. C.

Bell, W. S. Foster.

Examining unit, naval training base No. 6, Brooklyn, N. Y. : Chief examiner, R. S. Woodworth ; assistant examiners,

N. J. Melville, G. C. Myers.

Statistical unit: Statistician, E. L. Thomdike; assistants, A. S. Otis, L. L. Thurstone.

The examining of approximately 4,000 soldiers in accordance with the plan described above

and the comparison of the results with ofRcers' ratings of the men revealed a correlation of about

0.5, and in general justified the belief that the new methods would prove serviceable to the

Army.
On July 20, after the adjournment of the committee on methods and as a direct result of its

work, a substitute plan for the psj'chological examining of recruits was forwarded to the Surgeon

General of the Army. This plan proposed the commissioning of six qualified experts, to be desig-

nated chief psychological examiners, each to be in charge of the work of a single camp, and
the appointing, under the Civil Service Commission, of 18 men as assistant psychological

examiners. It was pointed out that a list of available appointees had already been prepared.

Specific recommendations for apparatus and equipment and for the mode of procedure in ex-

amining were also made. It was further submitted "that all recruits, on the results of the

group examination, be tentatively classified as mentally (a) low, (6) high, (c) average, (d) irreg-

ular; and that as time permits the lowest 10 per cent, the highest 5 per cent, and irregular in-

dividuals shall bo subjected to more searching individual examination."

Early in August report of the trial of methods of psychological examinations in army and
navy stations was prepared and on the basis thereof it became possible definitely to recommend
to the medical department of the Army official trial in the drafted Army of the methods pre-

pared by the committee.

The chairman of the committee was, upon recommendation of Drs. Vaughan and Welch,

of the National Research Council, appointed with the rank of major in the Sanitary Corps,

National Army, to organize and direct psychological examining for the medical department.



CHAPTER 2.

THE OFFICIAL MILITAKY TRIAL OF PSYCHOLOGICAL EXAMINING.

Section 1.

—

Provision of professional personnel.

The decision of the Surgeon General thoroughly to investigate the relations of methods of

psychological examining to mOitary needs was followed by systematic effort to discover suitable

ways of providing the necessary professional personnel for psychological service in the Army.
It was shortly discovered that the recently created Sanitary Corps offered opportunity for the

miUtary appointment of psychologists. The Sm-geon General decided that for preliminary trial

of psychological methods, a number not to exceed 16 qualified psychologists might be recom-

mended for appointment in the grade of first heutenant in the Sanitary Corps, National Army.
It seemed desirable, hovvever, to seciu'e the services of psychologists under civil appoint-

ment, in order that the necessity of commissioning a relatively large number of men for this

service should be avoided until the practical value of the methods had been demonstrated. The
chairman of the committee on psychology of the National Research Council actmg under the

direction of Maj. Pearce Bailey, responsible head of the work in neurology and psychiatry in the

Surgeon General's Office, proceeded to investigate for the Surgeon General the possibihties of

civil appointment. His inquiries led to the preparation of the following letter:

August 3, 1917.

From: The Surgeon General.

To: The Secretary of War.

Subject: Eligibles for employment as psychological examiners.

1. It is respectfully requested that the Secretary of War obtain from the Civil Service Commission, in accordance

with the needs and qualifications stated herein, a list of eligibles for the position of psychological examiner in the Army.

2. These men are needed to serve as expert psychological examiners under the direction of medical officers, to

the end that a "first line" army may be organized speedily.

3. The requirements for appointment are thorougli training in psychology and special training and experience in

the use of methods of psychological examining. Men holding the degree of Ph.D. in psychology or of M. D., or both,

who are professionally engaged in psychological work, are to be preferred.

4. The work will be done in the military camps under the direction of officers of the medical department detailed

to supervise this work of examining and classifj-ing according to ability.

5. The period of employment probably will not exceed six months.

6. Eighteen men are needed for immediate service. More may be required later.

7. The salary should be at the rate of $2,400 per annum.
W. C. GORGAS,

Surgeon General, United States Army.

[First indorsement.)

War Department, Augiist 7, 1917.—To the Civil Service Commission.

The department requests authority for appointment without competitive examination unless the commission has

a register of eligibles available for these temporary positions.

John C. Scopield,

Assistant and Chief Clerk.

t August IE, 1917.

The honorable the Secretary op War.
Sir: In compliance with the department's request of August 7, indorsed on the Surgeon General's recommenda-

tion of August 3, the appointment of 18 or more men as expert psychological examiners, at $2,400 per annum under

the Surgeon General of the Army, is hereby authorized under section 4 of Civil Service Rule VIII, which provides

for job employment, as the probable period of employment is mentioned as not more than six months.

By direction of the commission:

Very respectfully,
I. I. McIlhenny,

President, Civil Service Commission.

(11)
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(First indorsement.)

War Department, August 25, 1917.—To the Surgeon General.
August 20 1917

Memorandum for the Surgeon General:

Subject: Psychological examiners.

With reference to the communications herewith, the Secretary of War directs me to inform you that, due to lack

of data as to the exact nature of the duties to be performed by the proposed psychological examiners, he is unable to

act upon your recommendations. Information should be furnished as to the plan of employment of the personnel,

the necessity therefor, and the basis which fixes the number required.

Major General, Acting Chief of Staff.

August 21, 1917.

From: The Surgeon General of the Army.

To: The Chief of Staff.

Subject: Psychological Examining.

Relative to your inquiry of August 20 for information concerning psychological examining, I desire to offer the

following:
. .,.,,, .

1. It is deemed important that a special method of psychologically examining recruits which has been prepared

under the dii-ection of Maj. R. M. Yerkes for the detection of mental defectives be used.

2. The psychological examining must be done by special examiners, who will work under the direction of the

medical staff, and whose results will supplement those of the physical examiner.

3. Until the value of the methods has been definitely established by Army use it appears desirable to authorize

psychological examining in only four National Army cantonments. Thus far, under the authority of commanding

officers in various camps, about 4,000 men have been examined by volunteer workers. The results correlate

highly with officers' judgments of their men and justify the further and official trial of the new psychological

examining. ,.„,.,,.,
4. The general plan of work, and staff organization for each cantonment are briefly described in the accompany-

ing memorandum prepared for your information by Maj. Yerkes.

5. It is not anticipated that the services of contract psychological examiners will be required for more than four

months in any single cantonment.

6. It is further provided that if after the first four weeks of work the reports are not satisfactory, psychological

examining may be discontinued and the examiners discharged.

7. A few psychologists are being recommended for commissions in the Sanitary Corps. These men will organize

and direct the examining in the cantonments. In each cantonment either four or five contract employees are needed

to assist the commissioned psychologist. There are therefore needed for immediate use 18 civil-service appointees.

W. C. GORGAS,

Surgeon General, United States Army.

Approved August 23, 1917.

(Signed) Newton D. Baker,
Secretary of War.

[First indorsement.)

War Department, A. G. 0., August 24, 1917—To the Surgeon General.

Invitino- attention to the approval of the Secretary of War indorsed hereon, and with the request that he rec-

ommend the cantonments in which he wishes to begin, and the form of instruction to be given the cantonment

commander.

By order of the Secretary of War: „ ^ ,
H. G. Leonard,

Adjutant General.
[Second indorsement.)

War Department, S. G. O., September 1, 1917—To the Adjutant General.

It is recommended that the following instructions be given to the division commanders at Camp Lee, Va., Camp

Taylor, Ky., Camp Dix, N. J., and Camp Devens, Mass.:

1. A staff of 10 psychological examiners, either as fijst lieutenants of the Sanitary Corps or civilians employed by

the Civil Service Commission, mil report to you, prior to October 5, 191?, for the purpose of conducting psychological

examinations of enlisted men.

2. Arrangements will be made to conduct the examination of six companies per day (if double companies, 250

men, otherwise a corresponding number of men), four days per week—Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday.

In this way a regiment will lose not more than two days from work and the company not more than one day. It is not

intended that headquarters, supply, and machine-gun companies shall be examined.

3. It is believed that suitable rooms for the examination can be found, either at the hospital wards, barracks

rooms, or other largo buildings.

4. The method of examination will be substantially aa follows: Six psychological examiners with their assistants

will work simultaneously in different rooms. At 8 a. m., or thereabouts, company shall be reported in sections of not
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more than SO men (two sections for regular companies, three sections for companies of 250 men) to the examining rooms.

Each company section should report in charge of a commissioned officer, who should remain to assist with the examina-
tion, and should detail a sufficient number of noncommissioned officers to be distributed among the group to keep order

and assist in carrjdng out instructions of the examiner.

5. It is desired that the psychological examiner have interviews prior to the examination of organizations with
the commanding officer of the organization in order to explain to him the methods and objects of the examination.

6. The following clerical assistants detailed from enlisted men will be needed: (1) Two men to prepare typewritten

examination lists and reports; (2) 50 men to serve as scoring clerks four mornings a week, from 8 to 12 o 'clock; (3) 20

men to sen.'e as scoring clerks four afternoons a week, from 1 to 5 o 'clock; (4) 12 men to serve daily as copying clerks

for the keeping of indi%idual record cards.

7. It is not planned to conduct examinations on Sunday. It is expected that the work will be completed within

six weeks.

8. As this work has been carefully considered and planned, and as it is believed to hold possibilities of great good
for the service, it should be expedited and assisted in every possible way consistent with the general interests of the

eervice.

H. P. Birmingham,
Colonel, Medical Corps.

[With this indorsement a detailed program for psychological examining was submitted.

The object of the work, the specific functions of the personnel, and a daily schedule for the re-

porting of men from companies were included.]

[Third indorsement..

War Department. S. G. 0., September 4, 1917—To the Adjutant General of the Army.

1. Requested that necessary orders and instructions be given to the cantonment commanders as given in the

second indorsement hereon.

C. L. FUHBUSH,
Major, Medical Reserve Corps.

[Fourth indorsement.]

War Department, A. G. O., September 6, 1917—To the Surgeon General.

With the information that copies of the second indorsement have been transmitted to the commanding general,

eightieth diWsion, Camp Lee, Va.; the commanding general, eighty-fourth division. Camp Taylor, Ky.; the com-
manding general, seventy-eighth division. Camp Dix, N. J.; and the commanding general, seventy-sixth division.

Camp Devens, Mass., for action as recommended in that indorsement.

By order of the Secretary- of War:
John S. Johnston,

Adjutant General.

From August 17, 1917, Maj. Yerkes acted for the Surgeon General as responsible head of

psychological work, which was at first administered in connection with the neurological and
psychiatric service.

As soon as the Surgeon General had decided to make trial of psychological methods, plans

for the conduct of camp surveys were prepared, examining equipment and printed materials

were ordered, and necessary provision was made for the prompt and efficient conduct of the work.

PSYCHOLOGICAL STAFFS OF CANTONMENTS.

At Maj. Yerkes' request 24 psychologists were appointed as civilian examiners. Simul-
taneously 16 men were recommended for appointment as fii'st lieutenants in the Sanitary Corps.

The stations at which these several military and civil appointees reported are indicated below:

Camp Lee, Va. : First Lieuts. Clarence S. Yoakum (chief psychological examiner), George
O. Ferguson, jr., Walter S. Hunter, Edward S. Jones, and the following civilians: Leo J. Brueck-

ner, Donald G. Paterson, Austin S. Edwards, Rudolph Pintner, Benjamin F. Pittenger, Ben D.

Wood.
Camp Taylor, Ky. : First Lieuts. Marion R. Trabue (chief psychological examiner), Karl T.

Waugh, Heber B. Cummings, Edgar A. Doll, and the following civilians: James W. Bridges, J.

Crosby Chapman, John K. Norton, Eugene C. Rowe, J. David Houser, Calvin P. Stone.

Camp DLx, N. J. : First Lieuts. Joseph W. Hayes (chief psychological examiner) , Harold A.

Richmond, Herschel T. Manuel, Carl C. Brigham, and the following civilians: Thomas H. Haines,

Norbert J. Melville, Howard P. Shumway,Thomas M. Stokes, John J. B. Morgan, Charles C. Stech.
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Camp Devens, Mass.: First Lieuts. William S. Foster (chief psychological examiner), John

E. Anderson, Horace B. EngHsh, John T. Metcalf, and the following civilians: Raymond H.

Wheeler, Harold C. Bingham, Carl R. Brown, Chester E. Kellogg, Ralph S. Roberts, and Charles

H. Toll.

The section of Psychology within the Division of Netu-ology and Psychiatry was organized

during November, with the following staff: Maj. Robert M. Yerkes, S. C, N. A., in charge of sec-

tion, appointed August 17, 1917; Lieut. Arthur S. Otis, statistician, appointed October 3, 1917;

Dr. Lewis M. Terman, appointed advisory member October 18, 1917; Capt. Charles Scott Berry,

appointed November 21, 1917.

Section 2.

—

Conduct of examining in cantonments.

The progress of psychological work in the stations in which it was first tried and certain of

the most important conditions affecting it are indicated below:

Camj) Devens.—Beginning September 16, 1917, the psychological staff, which was quartered

in the base hospital, worked with the personnel officer of the camp for the double purpose of

assisting him and of gaining insight into the methods and results of the qualification card system.

The chief psychological examiner was advised on September 19 by the division surgeon that it

would be unwise to attempt to initiate psychological examining until at least 40 per cent of

the soldiers expected in the camp had been assigned to organizations. It was further stated that

this would probably delay examining until October 15.

During the last week of September examinations were made for the training of the staff

The following week certain preliminary investigations were conducted in compliance with direc-

tions from the Office of the Sm-geon General. The pxu-pose of these investigations was to perfect

methods and to secure tentative norms. Numerous conferences were held early in October to

acquaint the officers of Camp Devens with the methods and purposes of the psychological

service.

On October 15 psychological survey of the camp was initiated by the examination of 475

men. The following day 1 ,000 men were examined. A conference with company commanders

was held on October 17 and thereupon, in order that psychological records might be scored

promptly and the results properly reported to medical and line officers, about sixty enlisted men
were assigned to the psychological staff for clerical duty.

During the first week of the survey work, one regiment was examined. Each company

was taken in two sections. The average number of individuals per section was 100. The staff

at this time experienced difficulty in making the requested number of individual examinations.

During the second week of the survey, increase of the force of scoring clerks to 90 made possible

the examination of three regiments.

On November 9 a total of 14,091 men had been examined, and on November 20 the total

had reached 20,085.

Maj. Yerkes reported at Camp Devens on November 22 for inspection of psychological

examining and conference with the commanding general concerning the feasibility and desirabihty

of examining the officers of the camp.

Satisfactory arrangements were promptly made for the examination of officers, and on

November 26 this work was initiated by the examination of ISO medical, dental, and veterinary

officers. On November 28 it was reported by the chief psychological examiner that 830 officers

had been examined. On the same date a total of 1,059 individual e.xaminations was reported.

From this group of cases about 200 had been referred to the neuro-psychiatric officer for special

examination.

As the survey of the camp was well advanced, the attention of the staff was directed early

in December to special study of the military status, prospective value to the service, and general

behavior of men w^ho received unsatisfactory gradas in the psychological examination. Effort

was made to ascertain the attitude of company commanders, as well as of regimental and other

officers, toward the psychological service. To this end a simple questionary was sent to each

officer.
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Official report of December 6 gives the following totals for groups examined: Enlisted men,

18,021; officers, 1,197; individual examinations, 1,148.

From this time the strength of the psychological staff was rapidly reduced becaxise of needs

elsewhere, and attention was devoted primarily to the preparation of reports on special aspects

of methods and resvdts and to the completion of the study of the status and mihtary value of

men reported as "E" (mentally low grade) or as "m" (medical attention) cases. Lieut. Wm.S.
Foster, chief psychological examiner, was ordered to the Office of the Surgeon General, Wash-

ington, on December 13, for special duty in connection with the revision of methods and Lieut.

John E. Anderson was designated acting chief psychological examiner in his place.

In all approximately 20,000 soldiers were examined at Camp Devens between October 15

and December 1. The work was facihtated in every possible way by the commanding generals,

the division surgeon, and the commanding officer of the base hospital ; but it was nevertheless

conducted under seriously adverse conditions which at once lessened its value to the division and

made it extremely difficult for the psychological staff.

Psychological service in this camp was officially inspected for the medical department late

in November by Col. Henry Alden Shaw, M. C.

Camp Dix.—Although the psychological staff reported for duty at Camp Dix late in Septem-

ber, 1917, survey of the camp could not be initiated until late in November. This delay was due

to the desire of the commanding general to have organizations brought to full strength before

being examined and to the delay in the completion of the hospital wards in which the examinations

were to be made. During November, while awaiting the opportimity to make examination of

all available soldiers, the psychological staff busied itself with individual examining, with efforts

to perfect methods, and with the intensive study of a single regiment—the Thi'ee hundred and
third Engineers. Nine days were devoted to this organization alone, and, as a result, excep-

tionally detailed and valuable reports were made to the Surgeon General.

The first week of December Maj. Yerkes reported at Camp Dix to inspect psychological

work. At this time almost no examinations had been made aside from individual cases and
the Three hundred and third Engineers. Arrangements were then made, with the approval of

the commanding general of the division, for the immediate examination of officers. AU those

below the rank of field officer were ordered to report for examination, and the remainder were

invited also to attend.

On December 15 the chief psychological examiner, Lieut. Joseph W. Hayes, reported

that 1,151 officers had been examined, and in addition 5,462 enlisted men. There were in the

camp at this time 19,000 soldiers.

Between December 10 and December 22, when suitable faciUties for examining had been

secured, the psychological survey was rushed. More than 160 groups were examined and the

number of examinations per day reached 1,500. By January 1, 1918, about 14,000 men had
been examined in this camp.

Apart from the unfortunate delay of examining at Camp Dix, conditions were favorable

to the service.

Both the division surgeon and the commanding officer of the base hospital exhibited keen
interest in the work and effectively facilitated it. The delay of the general survey until organi-

zations were well filled undoubtedly greatly lessened the value of psychological reports to

company commanders. Consequently the results obtained in this camp are not of comparable
significance with those obtained in Camp Devens.

Gamp Lee.—From the very first the psychological service succeeded in Camp Lee. The
success was due in the main to the appreciation of the possible value of psychological examining

by the division surgeon, the commanding officer of the base hospital, and the commanding
general of the division. There was practically no delay in the initiation of work and the survey

of the camp was completed according to schedule.

Examining was initiated most fortunately on officers. On September 30, 1917, all regimental

medical officers were ordered to report for psychological examination, and the following week
practically all officers of the division and camp took the examination. The psychologists were
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requested to examine aU nurses at the base hospital and to make comparison of the psychological

ratings of the 50 best and the 50 poorest men in each of several companies.

By the middle of October the sm-vey of enlisted men was progressing rapidly; as many
as 1,100 were given group examination in a single day. When, on November 5, the work of

this camp was inspected by Maj. Yerkes, the organization of the staff, its relations to the

activities of the medical department, to the personnel office, and to the headquarters staff,

were eminently satisfactory and in all directions work was progressing rapidly and with

maximal serviceableness.

One member of the psychological staff was detailed diu-ing November to serve with the

psychiatrists of the division in order that cases requiring intelligence examination might be

reported on promptly. The chief psychological examiner, primarily for educational purposes,

held many conferences with regimental and company officers as weU as with officers of the

staff and members of the Medical Corps. The need was early recognized in this camp for the

organization of service battalions, to which might be referred men of very low grade intelligence

who, although undesirable for regular military service because of slowness in learning, might

yet be used to advantage as common laborers.

The survey of this camp had been practically completed by December 1 and except for

the uncertainty concerning the future conduct of psychological work the greater part of the

staff would have been transferred at once to some other station.

The total of examinations in Camp Lee to December 8, 1917, was 31,520. This covers

the examination of 1,317 officers, 19,913 white enlisted men, and 3,285 negro enlisted men.

Individual examination was made of 339 men. When the psychological survey in Camp Lee
was progressing at maximum speed, approximately 5,000 men were examined each week.

In this camp the division surgeon appreciated the possibilities of improving his service

by obtaining reliable information concerning the professional training, the intellectual abUity,

and the military value of every individual. He therefore developed a qualification card on
which the several important bits of information might be recorded and, with the assistance

of the personnel officer and the chief psychological examiner, made systematic study of the

medical officers of the camp. This information was later used most effectively for purposes

of reorganization. Incompetent officers were tried x)ut in new positions m order to discover

whether they were misfits or all-round incompetents. Many were transferred, some discharged,

and the divisional medical service was markedly improved. The commanding general of the

division also took pains to inquire into the possible values of ratings of officers and enlisted men.
His sympathetic and intelligent interest in the work of the personnel buii'eau and of that of

the psychological staff facilitated these lines of inquiry and rendered their results unusually

valuable to the division.

Col. Henry Alden Shaw, M. C, officially inspected psychological service at Camp Lee on
November 7, 1917.

Carrif Taylor.—The commanding officer of the base hospital. Camp Taylor on September

27, 1917, assigned seven wards to the psychological staff for conduct of its work. During the

next two weeks necessary equipment was secured and installed. On October 29 the chief

psychological examiner, Lieut. Marion R. Trabue, in conference with the commanding gen-

eral of the division endeavored to secmre the assignment of enlisted men to serve as clerks.

It developed in connection with this conference that the commanding general had never seen

the official instructions concerning psychological examining issued by The Adjutant General

of the Army. Search failed to reveal a copy of these instructions in the camp. Telegraphic

request for same was therefore sent to The Adjutant General. This miscarriage of information

cost the psychological staff nearly two weeks. It was not until November 15 that group examin-
ing was arranged for, and even then, instead of arrangements in accordance with the program
of the Office of the Surgeon General, the psychological staff was instructed by camp authorities

to examine men in connectiofn with the Tuberculosis Board. Subsequently Maj. Yerkes,

in connection with inspection of psychological examining at Camp Taylor, succeeded in arrang-

ing with the commanding general for the conduct of examinations in accordance with the
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program followed in the other camps. Thereafter several companies were given group exam-
ination each day. The largest number examined in a single day was 1,700 on November 22.

Early in December the officers of this camp were examined, and before Christmas the

survey of organizations of the division was completed. To January 1, 1918, approximately

17,000 enlisted men and 1,274 officers had been given psychological examination.

Section 3.

—

Special investigations and reportsfrom examining stations.

In each of the four National Army cantonments where psychological examining was
originally tried, the staff conducted special investigations as opportunity offered, for the

purpose of improving and standardizing methods and of securing reUable bases for the

evaluation of results. Results of these investigations were promptly reported to the Sm-geon

General so that the data received from the several stations might be compared and used to

advantage for the improvement of procedures.

It is impracticable ill connection with this liistorical statement to attempt asummary of these

reports or even a list. Beit said, however, that it was this work and the spirit which prompted
it that rendered possible the development and the final stabilization of methods. The actual

examining of soldiers in the cantonments occupied not more than half of the time of most mem-
bers of the staff. The remainder they devoted systematically to work, the importance of

which for the Army was doubtless greater even than the examining of thousands of men. These
40 psychologists, who worked early and late undei" conditions which were almost invariably

trying and sometimes utterly discouraging, deserve unhmited praise for the quahty and amount
of the original work which they did over and above the performance of their routine duties.

During tliis period of trial examining approximately 100,000 men were reported on. The
total of group and individual examinations, since many individuals were given two or three

examinations, approached 200,000. At the same time there were received from CampDevens,
36 special reports; from Camp Dix, 30; from Camp Lee, 32 ; from Camp Taylor, 11.

Section 4.— TJie relations of psychological examining to classification of personnel in the Army.

In August, 1917, a committee on the classification of personnel in theArmy was organized

to engage, under the direction of Tlie Adjutant General, in the development and applica-

tion of methods suitable for classifying soldiers in accordance with occupation, and in the prepa-

ration of a reliable classification of enlisted men and commissioned officers. The informa-

tion which this committee gathered was recorded on a "qualification card." It soon

became evident that the "intelligence rating" of a soldier may be of great importance in con-

nection with assignment to mihtarj^ duty. The committee therefore made provision on its

quahfication card for brief statement of the result of psychological examinations.

In view of tlie obvious relations of the psychological service to the work of the Commit-
tee on Classification of Personnel on the one hand, and to that of the Division of Nem^ology and
Psychiatry of the Medical Department on the other, the following recommendations concerning

the conduct of the psychological service were made \>j the chief of the Section of Psychology

after conference with Majs. Bailey and Salmon, of the Office of the Surgeon General, and with

their hearty approval:
November 5, 1917.

From: Maj. Robert M. Yerkes.

To: The ^urgeon General, U. S. Army.
Subject: Plans for conduct of psychological examining.

1. The psychological examining as conducted at present has two immediate references

—

(a) military, (6) medical

2. It appears logical and in a variety of respects desirable that the portion of the work which has purely military

significance bo done under The Adjutant General and in connection with the personnel committee; that the medical

portion of the work be done under the immediate supervision of the psychiatric boards.

3. It is therefore recommended that this department request the personnel committee of the War Department to

provide in its organization for the psychological examining of enlisted men as they report in the draft and for such

examining of officers as is requested.
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4. The accompanying plan and diagram indicate the relations which would be established in case the above recom-

mendations were adopted by the Medical Department.

5. This plan is especially recommended because a large part of the information gained in the psychological

examining must in any event be referred immediately to the personnel office, whereas only a few individuals exam-

ined are strictly medical problems.
Robert M. Yerkes,

Major, Sanitary Corps.

[The plan referred to outlined specifically a feasible mode of assignment of personnel under

the two alternative conditions, viz: (a) With all work organized under the Medical Depart-

ment; (b) with work divided between the Medical Department and Tlie Adjutant General's

Office.]
[Firet indorsement.]

War Departmemt, S. G. 0.,

November 7, 1917.

To The Adjutant General of the Army:

Referring the above plans for conduct of psychological examining to The Adjutant General with request that they

be considered by the Committee on Classification of Personnel of the Army and that the Medical Department be ad-

vised concerning them.
W. C. GORGAS,

Surgeon General, United States Army.

The matter was refen-ed to the committee on classification of personnel in the Army. The

raphes follow:
KOVEMBER 14, 1917.

From: Walter Dill Scott.

To: Surgeon General of the U. S. Army.

Subject: Plans for conduct of psychological examining as presented in letter from Maj. Yerkes, November 5, 1917.

1. The psychological examining is now being carried forward in Camps Devens, Dix, Lee, and Taylor. Reports

of this work are not as yet complete. Personally I am convinced of the value of this work, and beg to assure you that

the committee will be glad to give careful consideration to the plan proposed by Maj. Yerkes as soon as reports have

been secured from the cantonments regarding the usefulness of this work in organizing the divisions.

Walter Dill Scott,

Director, Committee on Classification of Personnel.

December 8, 1917.

From: The Committee on Classification of Personnel in the Army.

To: The Surgeon General, U. S. Army.

Subject: Extension of psychological testing in the division.

In response to Gen. Gorgas's letter of November 12 and in elaboration of W. D. Scott's letter under date of Novem-

ber 14. and in response to the request of Maj. Yerkes, the following resolution was voted unanimously by the committee:

The Committee on Classification of Personnel in the Army Iielieves that the interests of The Adjutant General's

Department and of the Surgeon General's Department would best be served by permitting the committee simply to

continue its hearty cooperation with the Surgeon General's Department in developing psychological tests and in mak-

ing use of the results of the tests. ...
The committee respectfully begs leave to call to the attention of the Surgeon General the advisability of extending

the work of psychological testing to all the Army cantonments. The results of such testing, if obtained within 48 liours

of the recrufta arrival in camp, would be of decided value to The Adjutant General's Office in classifying the enlisted

men.
Walter Dill Scott,

Director of the Committee.

Section 5.

—

Official inspection of psychological examining.

On the basis of careful study of psychological examining in Camps Devens, Dix, Lee, and

Taylor, Maj. Yerkes from time to time made report to the Surgeon General on the progress,

status, and significance of the work. These statements were made usually in connection with

regular daily or weekly reports or as reports of special detail. Since they obviously demanded

confirmation or correction as well as supplementation by a regular medical inspector, the chief

of the Section of Psychology requested in November, 1917, that a medical officer be ordered to

inspect psychological examining in Camps Lee and Devens. These stations were selected be-

cause in them work was furthest advanced. Thus, as soon as the status of the service justified

it, the first step was taken toward decision concerning the future of psychological examining

in the Army.
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Official inspection of the service was made during November by Col. Henry Alden Shaw,
M. C. His report on Camp Lee is reproduced in full below because it proved to be of the greatest

importance to the service. Maj. Yerkes was informed that Col. Shaw's observations at Camp
Devens were wholly confirmatory of the statements and recommendations contained in the

Camp Lee report and that for this reason detailed official report was not prepared.

November 16. 1917.
Prom: Col. Henry A. Shaw, M. C.

To: The Surgeon General, U. S. Army.
Subject: Psychological tests, Camp Lee, Va.

1. Pursuant to instructions from the Secretary of War dated War Department, Washington, November 5, 1917, I

proceeded to Camp Lee, Va., November 7 and reported to the commanding general.

I. GENERAL STATEMENT.

2. Camp Lee ia one of the four divisional cantonments selected by the War Department to try out certain psj'cho-

logical tests upon drafted men. Lieut. Yoakum, Sanitary Corps, N. A., had been placed in charge of this work as chief

psj'chological examiner and reported for duty on September 18, 1017, under direction of the division surgeon, Lieut.

Col. Thomas L. Rhoads. After familiarizing himself with the purposes and methods of the examinations. Col. Rhoads
directed that the tests be first made upon all medical officers in camp. The results were quite remarkable, as they cor-

roborated inastriking way the estimates of these officers already formed by the division surgeon and his personal staff.

In his own words, "we found that those (medical officers) who had made the higher marks in the psychological tests

were the very ones who had been doing good work, developing their infirmaries, making careful recruit e.xaminations

and complying with instructions, while those who had received the lower rating had not been doing as good work."
3. In view of the important bearing of this work upon the question of rating and promotion of officers, Col. Rhoads

decided to take up the whole matter with the commanding general. To that end a conference was arranged, at which
Lieut. Yoakum was present. Gen. Cronkhite was so favorably impressed with the results that had been obtained

by the examination of the relatively few medical officers that he determined to have the testa applied to the entire

commissioned personnel of the division.

n. THE PURPOSE OP THE TESTS.

4. The purpose of these tests has been outlined by Maj. Robert M. Yerkes, S. C, Chief of the Section of Psy-

chology, Office of the Surgeon General, as follows:

(o) To aid in segregating and eliminating the mentally incompetent.

(6) To classify men according to their mental ability.

(c) To assist in selecting competent men for responsible positions.

III. METHODS OP EXAMINATION.

5. Very briefly the scheme for examination is as follows:

(a) The men are assembled at 8 o'clock a. m. by companies in unoccupied wards of the base hospital, reporting in

groups of from 80 to 130 to one of three psychological examiners. Three groups are thus handled simultaneously and
half a regiment is disposed of each morning.

(6) Each recruit is given a form (copy inclosed) for the group intelligence examination and is directed to fill

in the information at the top of the sheet. This first test determines whether or not he is illiterate, and thus accom-
plishes the object of the literary test (copy inclosed), which has in consequence been abandoned.

(c) Men who are unable to fill in the headings on their forms are at once taken out of the group and sent to the
room arranged for the mechanical skill test. The remainder of the group continue with the intelligence examination
for three or four prescribed tests when a recess for a few minutes is announced, during which the examiner and his assist-

ants pick out those men who are showing evident nervous or mental disturbance as a result of the strain of the ordeal.

This procedure was adopted by suggestion of Maj. Moore, consulting neurologist of the hospital, with a view of segre-

gating as quickly as possible cases of doubtful mental and nervous stal)ility. Suspected cases are sent at once to the
neurologist for special examination; the rest of the group finish the intelligence test. Three groups of men are thus
handled by each of the three examiners between 8 o'clock and 11, or a little later, the intelligence examination pro-

ceeding simultaneously with the mechanical tests.

(d) The papers are scored in the afternoon or on the day following. Recruits who have been rated in the E class

(recei\dng less than 80 points out of a possible 414) return for a special individual examination to determine their mental
age. The scoring is done by 40 men and their work carefully supervised and checked. It is purely mechanical,
being accomplished by an ingenious series of stencils made to fit over each form, showing at a glance the proper answer
to the questions, so tliat nothing is left to the personal equation of the scorer.

(e) As a result of the tests, a report (form inclosed) is made by the cliief psychological examiner to the company
commander showing the rating of each man on the following scale: A, very superior; B, superior; C, average; D, inferior;

and E, very inferior. The total number in each class ia shown, as well as the number of illiterates. All' men in the

E class and all in the S class (illiterates who have taken the mechanical-skill test) are at once reported to the

neurologist for special examination.
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(/) These teata have been so systematically and expeditiously carried out and have been conducted with so little

interference with routine company and regimental duties that I heard not one word of criticism on this score. The

commanding general remarked to me that the time lost was neglible, and added that if the examination took 10 times

as long, he would still be in favor of it.

(g) Regular psychological examinations began on October 8 ; up to November 10, 1, 182 officersand 22,226 men (white)

had been examined, more than 90 per cent of the white strength of the command, in numbers ranging from 1,083 to

6,633 each week.
IV. RBSrrLTS OP THE TESTS.

6. Viewed from the standpoint of the purpose of the tests, the results may be outlined as follows:

A. Identification of the mentally incompetent:

(a) All men rated in the E and S- classes have been carefully examined by Maj. Moore, consulting neurologist

at the base hospital. A complete report of these cases is not yet available, but it is reasonably certain that about one-

half of the E class and somewhat less of the S class will be found disqualified for military service; and it is probable

that further observation and longer ser\dce of these men will result in further discharges for disability.

(b) It is recognized by both the psychologist and the psychiatrist that these tests do not discover certain not un-

common neurotic types. To assist in bringing these cases to light Maj. Moore has circulated the following bulletin

among company officers:

The personality traits named below are of such importance as to be indicative of possible underlying mental

conditions. Line officers are requested to refer to the psychiatrist recruits under their obser^'ation who exhibit them.

These traits are: Irritable; seclusive; sulky; depressed; shy; timid; overboisterous; sleepless; persistent T,dolators of dis-

cipUne; "queer sticks" (cranks); "goats" (butts of practical jokes); "boobs" (those who have difficulty in compre-

hending orders); dull; stupid; marked emotional reaction (such as vomiting and fainting at bayonet drill"); peculiarities

of attitude, speech, or behavior sufficiently marked to attract attention of associates; those resentful of discipline;

suspicious ; sleepwalkers ; bed wetters ; those persistently slovenly in dress ; those who have difficulty in executing mus-

cular movements in setting-up exercises; those who are generally restless.

B. Classification according to mental ability:

(a) The testimony of unprejudiced officers is to the effect that in most instances the ratings given by the psycholo-

gist are confirmatory of the estimates found after frequent and intimate observation. The testimony of the division

surgeon has already been quoted. Col. Rhoads had occasion recently to estimate the qualifications of about 30 officers

in his department. To assist him in this work, he called into conference Maj . Schmitter, Maj . Carter, and Maj . Williams.

The findings were closely in accord with the ratings as given by the psychologists.

(6) I took occasion to interview certain line officers who had been fui'nished psychological ratings of their men.

There was a general agreement that these ratings corresponded in most instances with estimates previously formed as

to the mental capacity of the men. Those at the top of the list correspond closely with the noncommissioned officers,

company clerks, and other men of more than average ability, wliile at the bottom the list invariably showed many
of the indifferent, stupid, and intractable men of the company.

(c) Maj. Carter, division sanitary insj>ector, who has had unusual opportunities to measure up the mental capacity

of medical officers of the camp, says:

"Relative to my observations of the psychological tests, I wish to say that the ratings awarded to the men conform
very closely to my personal estimation of the men examined."

((f) Maj. Williams, M. R. C, assistant to the division surgeon, believes that with the assistance given by the psy-

chological tests "battalion and organization commanders can quicker give ratings and opinions on medical officers.''

(e) Maj. Schmitter, commanding the base hospital, is firmly convinced of the value of the test as an aid in sizing

up the capabilities of his men. He told me of a number of instances where the psychological scores gave an accurate

index as to practical worth. Nearly all of the 200-odd men in his detachment were new to him and their records im-

known. When the report of the psychological examiners came in he noticed that the man who had been given

the highest rating had been sidetracked in the assignments and had been detailed to some very insignificant duty.

He sent for this man, questioned liim as to liis previous training, and then placed liim in a position of considerable

responsibility. The recruit immediately made good and fully justified Maj. Schmitter's faith in liim and in the trust-

wortliiness of the psychological rating. Some time previous to this occurrence Maj. Schmitter's attention had been

called to a young man of excellent appearance and address and apparently better educated than the ordinary soldier.

He decided to make him a corporal. Soon after tliis man got into serious trouble, left his post of duty, and involved

himself in all sorts of difficulties. When the psychological ratings came in it was found that his score was 81,

far below the noncommissioned-officer grade, and almost approaching the feeble-minded. Further acquaintance

with tliis man showed that, in Maj. Sclimitter's words, he was an out-and-out "bonehead."

C. Selection for responsible positions:

(a) Observations in this line are illuminating, and although, with one exception noted in the last paragraph,

men have not been selected, so far as I know, for important jobs solely by reference to their psychological scores, many
instances have occured where men so selected were found to stand liigh on the psychological lists. A di\'ision order

was recently issued requiring each company to report its best 50 men and its poorest 50 ; in most instances the individuals

on these lists corresponded very closel) with the highest and lowest of the psychological scores. As one captain

expressed it, "We believe there must be something in these tests because they agree with our estimates of our men";
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and it is said that Gen. Cronkhite has suggested tnat the reports of company commanders (on the 50 best and 50 poorest

men in their companies) when checked with the psychological scores will furnish a vaulable index as to the officers'

ability to size up men.

(i) The following instances have been reported as showing the concurrence of high mental rating with proved
military capacity:

The headquarters troop at Camp Lee is a selected group. In the tests they all scored high in comparison with other
companies. In order to prevent unfairness to some of these men when it came time to select men for the third officers'
training camp, it was ordered that a number of them be distributed over the camp to other companies and organi-
zations. One of the officers of this troop requested the scores of these men in order to check the men selected for
this distribution with their scores. He reported to us, after going over the list, that the 15 men selected because of
their excellent chances for the training camp were at the top of our list of scores ranked in accordance with the
mental capacity indicated by the tests.

About 15 promotions to noncommissioned ranks appeared in the local newspapers one morning. The score of
each of these men was looked up. It was found that every man in the list had a score which would have justified
the promotion so far as mental capacity is concerned. At the personnel office we find simiUar confirmations. The
correlation here can not be expected to be exact, since circumstances of life do not permit exact correspondence lietween
mental capacity alone and success in occupations to occur frequently.

One lieutenant in charge of a company, after examining our score sheet of his company, stated that the 50 men
he had finally picked were almost without exception at the top of our lists.

A third officer states that he was requested to select fi-\e men for especially high grade work. When he received
his list of scores he found that these men were at the top of the list.

(c) The following instances show the opposite conditions:

On the recommendation of his associates and on his appearance, a man in a certain company was made a corporal.
As soon as he began his work his commanding ofiicer reports that things began to go wrong. As corporal of the guard
he could not keep his men on duty and seemed unable to carry out instructions properly. TMien the report of scores
came to this officer he found that the corporal had a low mental capacity rating. One man who showed lack of
interest and decided tendency to disobey instructions in the group testing, proved on inquiry to be causing similiar
trouble in hia company. His score was 147—entirely too low a score in mental capacity for the rank he is holding.

Another officer reported that his corporals and sergeants were among the C men on our list. We found afterwards
that the selection of these officers had been made on the basis of previous military experience.

V. COMMENTS.

7. The time when the test should be made with reference to the date of arrival of the recruit is important. In one
way it would be desirable to have this examination over as soon as possible, and it might be held in coimection with
the physical examination immediately upon arrival. There is, however, one objection to this scheme which I believe

is vital. At Camp Upton a neurologist of experience observed that nearly every recruit was suffering during his first

phj'sical examination from an anxiety neurosis; hence a psychological test at this time would be manifestly unfair.

For similar reasons, it should not be made until after the effect of protective innoculations and vaccination has worn off.

Another good reason for postponing it is that the specialist, before coming to a definite conclusion as to mental and
nervous defects, desires a history covering the olwervation of company oflicers, and ob\-iously the longer the period

of observation, within limits, the better. In my opinion the psychological examination should not be held with-

in three weeks of arrival at camp, and the neiurological or mental examination by the medical specialist not sooner

than three or four weeks thereafter.

8. An interesting and important problem arises as to what mental age should be adopted as a minimum for military

serT,-ice. Recruits in the E class, a majority of whom are probably mentally defective, are examined by Dr. Rudolph
Pintner, who has had a very large experience in civil life in handling these cases. His belief is that any man of the

mental age of 10 or over is qualified for military service; men of 8 or 9 years might be used for special ser\-ice, and
picked men of 7 years; these latter would, however, be a drag on other brighter men and should, if used at all, be
placed in units composed of men of their own age. This is a matter which deserves further consideration and the
adoption of a definite and uniform policy.

9. In view of the fact that these ratings will be used for reference in the cases of officers and men for promotion,

I believe that stringent orders should be issued requiring that indi%'idual scores be considered confidential. The
very fact that in some instances a consideration of the rating may turn the scale for or against a candidate, while

in other instances the psychological report will be given no weight whatever—these are obvious reasons for keeping

secret this important record.
VI. RESUME.

10. Psychological tests Ijegan on October 8; up to November 10, about 90 per cent of the command, officers and
men, had been examined.

11. Men are rapidly handled in company groups by four examiners, who conduct simultaneously both the in-

telligence and the mechanical skill tests. About half a regiment is examined each day.

12. Certain tj'pes of mental and nervous instability are identified at once and the mentally defective as soon

ae the scores are known.

13. There was a general concurrence of opinion among officers who had been furnished psychological ratings of

men in their commands that previous estimates of mental capacity correspond in a very striking way with the scores

made by these men at the examination.
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14. Neurological examinations are made of all suspicious cases and of all men in the E and S classes. About half

of each class are found unfit for military ser\ice.

15. The value of these psychological tests as an indication of mental capacity can not be definitely determined

at present; further comparison must be made of officers' estimates and of the performance of the men with psycholog-

ical scores'. The general opinion at Camp Lee is distinctly favorable, and I am confident that the results obtained

by Lieut. Yoakum and his co-workers amply justify the extension of the examinations to include all enlisted and

drafted men and newly appointed officers.

16. There is nothing novel or experimental in the principle of applying psychological tests as a means of determin-

ing practical everj'-day mental capacity. It has been repeatedly made use of heretofore among big business concerns

with results indicated in dollars and cents saved. The value of the work of Maj .
Yerkes and his assistants consists in

devising mental tests of such a nature as to serve as a practical index of the intelligence of men in the military service.

If the results of the work at Camp Lee are borne out at other places, it must be admitted that Maj. Yerkes has been

eminently successful.

17. The following extract from an interview with Gen. Cronlthite, published in The Bayonet of October 26, 1917,

shows the opinion of the division commander in regard to value of the psychological examinations:

It may be revolutionary, but the psychiatric board's intelligence tests will play a great part in this division. These

tests are \'irtually conclusive ; they have proved so in thousands of cases. And men who show a high intelligence rating

will be watched closely; will be given every chance for advancement. Their daily work will be taken into consider-

ation, and if they deserve promotion they'll get it. This is the program from top to bottom—officers and privates.

Vn. RECOMMENDATIONS.

18. In view of the successful results of the psychological examinations at Camp Lee and of the high opinion of the

value of the tests by all unprejudiced observers, including the commanding general, the chief of staff, the ranking medi-

cal officers and many company officers, I recommend that the scheme be extended to include all enlisted and drafted

men and all newly appointed officers, provided competent psychologists can be found to take charge.

19. In my opinion the work should be prosecuted under the direction of the division surgeon, inasmuch as the

medical department is \atally interested in the prompt identification and elimination of the mentally unfit.

Henry A. Shaw,
Colonel, Medical Corps.

Col. Shaw prepared also the following special report on the significance of psychological

ratings for the Medical Corps

:

^ November 19, 1917.

From: Col. Henry A. Shaw, Medical Corps.

To: The Surgeon General of the Army.

Subject: Psychological rating of medical officers, Camp Lee, Va,

1. The psychological examinations of officers and drafted men are now nearing completion at Camp Lee, Va.

Through the courtesy of First Lieut. Clarence S. Yoakum, S. C, chief psychological examiner at that camp, I am

able to present certain information and data in regard to them which, in my opinion, have a very direct bearing on the

present condition and future policy of the medical department.

2. The statistics which are here reported are baaed upon psychological tests of 1,166 officers, including

—

Infantry,

227; Artillery, 169; Engineers, 63; Quartermaster Corps, 72; medical officers, 236 (of whom 188 were Medical Corps,

36 Dental Corps, and 12 Veterinary Corps). The ratings of these officers as a body were as follows: In the A class (very

superior; intellectually competent to command), 44 per cent; in the B class (superior ; officer type), 32 per cent; in the

C class (average private type), 24 per cent. Analyzing these ratings according to corps or arm of the service we find the

following percentages in each grade:

Table 1.

—

Shovring hij corps and arm of service percentages of officers and men in each grade.

Bange of scores
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3. It will be noted that the officer group as a whole is represented by 44 per cent in the A grade ; the Engineers con-
tribute 66 per cent of their total to this grade ; the ArtUIerj', 57 ; Infantr>', 44 ;

Quartermaster, 30 ; while the Medical Corps
shows only 27 per cent. In the B grade the representation of the Medical Corps is a trifle above the average, while the
Engineers and Artillery are slightly below. In the C grade the average is represented by 24 per cent; the Engineers give
only 5 per cent of their strength; tlie Artillery, 13; the Infantrj', IS; the Quartermaster, 28; and the Medical Corps, 40.

In other words, in the A grade, which contains 44 per cent of all officers, the Medical Corps is 17 per cent short of the
average and has a smaller representation than any other group, the Engineers being two and one-half times as numerous
proportionall}-

; in the B grade, the Medical Corps is about equal to the average, while in the C grade ("average private
tj-pe'). which contains only 24 per cent of the total officers, the Medical Corps is represented by 40 per cent of its

strength, a far larger proportion than any other group, the Engineers showing onlj'- 5 per cent of their number; the Artil-

ler}% 12; Infantrj', IS; and Quartermaster, 28. Comment on these figures is unnecessary. They speak for themselves.
The only question is whether or not they represent a true state of affairs.

4. With reference to the comparative efficiency of the officers of the various arms of the service I am not in a position

to judge. I am of the opinion, however, that the order of mentalitj' as shown by the psychological scores is fairly close

to the truth.

It is reasonable to beUeve tiat the Engineers have succeeded in attaching to their corps a larger number of techni-

cally trained young men than any other branch of the service. It is also probable that the officers' training camps have
drawn into the commissioned grades a larger number of college-trained men than either the Quartermaster or the Medical
Corps.

5. As to the question of whether these low ratings of the officers of the Medical, Dental, and Veterinary Corps are

borne out bj' the records of the officers as a group, I should say that on the average they are, and this without the slightest

disparagement to certain officers of the very best professional type whose ser\'ices deserve the highest praise. I gained
the impression by talking with the di\'i6ion surgeon and the base-hospital commander that there was a fairly large class

of medical men who were so incompetent professionally that they could never become efficient medical officers; and I

believe that this same state of affairs is true of most other cantonments. There is a sprinkling of medical officers of the
highest character and finest professional attainments in every military camp ; a fairly large group of medical men of average
ability, and another group, altogether too large, of men who are lacking in early education, in medical training, and in

professional skill, who were unable to earn a livelihood before the war and who welcomed the opportunity to receive the
stipend of a first lieutenant. These are the men who are bringing down the ratings of the Medical Corps. If continued
in the service they will cripple its efficiency and will seriously affect its prestige with the line.

6. In my opinion the medical department must immediately take steps—first, to weed out the undesirables, and,
second, to prevent the entrance of such into the corps. AVith reference to the first consideration there are three methods
by which tliis may be accomplished

:

(a) Relegation to the inactive list.

(5) Discharge from the service on recommendation of a board of officers appointed by division commander. (Bulle-

tin No. 32, War Dept., 1917.)

(c) Resignation.

The first method should not be resorted to except after the failure of the other two; but if an incompetent medical
officer can not be gotten rid of by discharge, or if he can not be induced to resign, he should be put on the inactive
list, even if such a procedure unduly increases the length of that Ust. The main object is to rid the Medical Corps of

its incompetents.

7. With reference to the other two methods I recommend that the attention of division surgeons be invited to

the necessity of adopting means to separate from the ser\-ice all members of the Medical, Dental, and Veterinary Corps
whose records indicate that they will not make efficient officers. The quickest method is resignation. Every possible

means to this end should be attempted, and if all fail the officer should be brought before a board, and the division

surgeon should insist on the right to name the members.

8. As to what means should be adopted to keep undesirables out of the service, I believe that the time has come
when we must insist on a liigher standard of professional ability and must exercise gi-eater care in the selection of

candidates. In my opinion every medical officer before being commissioned should be required to produce evidence

that he has spent a year as house officer in an approved hospital, or has had equivalent practical experience. At
training camps some means must be adopted to subject candidates to more rigid scrutiny as to their general intelli-

gence and professional attainments. They should be accepted only on probation, the right being reserved by the War
Department to discharge them upon the recommendation of the commandant at the expiration of the probationary

period. Judging from the resxilts of the psychological examinations at Camp Lee, the adoption of this scheme at med-
ical officers' training camps would give the commandant a ready and reliable guide and would furnish information

on which further observation could be made. I recommend that steps be taken to initiate some such scheme.

Henky a. Sh.\w,

Colonel, Medical Corps.
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Section 6.

—

Recommendationfor continuation and extension of psychological examining.

Because of the importance of early decision as to the continuation of psychological service

in the Army, the chief of the Section of Psychology addressed to the Surgeon General immedi-

ately after official inspection of examining in two of the four cantonments in which it had

been authorized a letter requesting an early decision concerning the continuation of psycho-

logical work. It was forwarded by the Sm-geon General with the following letter to The

Adjutant General:
December 7, 1917.

From: The Surgeon General U. S. Army.

To: The Adjutant General of the Army.

Subject: Continuance of psychological work.

1. Inclosed with this communication is a report from Maj. Robert M. Yerkes, S. C, chief of the Section of Psy-

chology, Office of the Surgeon General, with reference to the psychological examinations which have been practically

completed at three of the National Army cantonments; also a copy of report by Col. Henry A. Shaw, M. C, concerning

the examinations of one of the cantonments—Camp Lee, Va.

2. The purpose of these tests as outUned by Maj. Yerkes is as follows:

(a) To aid in segregating and eliminating the mentally incompetent.

(5) To classify men according to their mental capacity.

(c) To assist in selecting competent men for responsible positions.

3. In the opinion of this oflBce these reports indicate very definitely that the desired resiilts have been achieved.

Scores of drafted men, mentally incompetent, have been identified by the psychological tests much earlier in their

military careers than would have otherwise occun-ed. The clafisification of men according to mental ability, as

determined by these examinations, has corresponded in general, in a very striking way with the estimates pre\iou8ly

made by officers familiar with them; and many instances could be mentioned where men selected for responsible

positions, solely on their psychological records, had fully justified that selection.

4. The success of this work in a large series of observations, some 5,000 officers and 80,000 men, makes it reasonably

certain that similar results may be expected if the system were extended to include the entire enlisted and drafted

personnel and to all newly appointed officers.

5. There appears to be no objection on the part of commanding officers to the prosecution of this work at divisional

cantonments on the groimd that the time of the men is being unduly sacrificed, and I am of the opinion that these

examinations can be continued without just criticism whatsoever on this score.

6. In view of these considerations I recommend that all company officers, all candidates for officers' training camps,

and all drafted and enlisted men be required to take the prescribed psychological tests. I recommend also that the work

be prosecuted by psychological examiners under the control of Maj. Yerkes, S. C, and at divisional camps under the

general direction of the division surgeon. I recommend further that the division commanders be directed to furnish

the necessary facilities for carrying out of this work.

7. The extension of the examinations will involve considerable preliminary work on the part of the Section of

Psychology. I therefore request that a decision on this point be rendered as early as possible.

For the Surgeon General:

H. P. Birmingham,

Brigadier General, National Army.

The matter was referred by The Adjutant General to the Chief of Staff and by the Chief

of Staff to the training committee of the War College Division of the General Staff for investi-

gation and report. In connection with the investigation conducted by this conmiittee, Maj.

Yerkes appeared before the committee for a hearing and described at length the methods of

psychological examining, the results obtained, and the plans and purposes of the Surgeon

General's Office in connection with continuation and extension of the service.

At the conclusion of this hearing the training committee requested information concerning

the reactions of line officers to psychological examining. It was stated by Maj. Yerkes that

chief psychological examiners in the several cantonments had already been instructed to obtain

statements from company commanders to whom reports had been made of the psychological

ratings of their men. Maj. Yerkes further offered to request by telegram that the four chief

psychological examiners forward directly to the training committee of the War College the

responses of officers. The committee accepted this offer and appropriate telegrams were sent.

Pending receipt of statements from company commanders and final decision of the training

committee concerning the extension of psychological work, Maj . Yerkes presented to the com-

mittee memoranda bearing on the results and success of the examinations in the camps. He
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further emphasized at this time the disadvantages under which the work had progressed thus

far and the opportunity for securing even greater value by the establishment of more favorable

conditions.

Section 7.

—

Reports of company commaTiders.

As a result of the special request for the opinions of company commandei-s relative to the
value of psychological ratings, 322 reports were received. They are distributed as follows:

Camp Devens, 102; Camp Lee, 147; Camp Dix, 63; Camp Taylor, 10.

Analysis indicates four types of judgment concerning the value of psychological ratings:

(1) Favorable; (2) favorable with qualifications; (3) unfavorable with qualification; (4) unfavor-

able without qualifications.

The distribution of these judgments is indicated by the accompanying table, from which
have been omitted three Camp DLx reports from officers who state that they feel incompetent

to judge of the results because of limited opportunity to observe, and the 10 reports received

from Camp Taylor because they are not comparable -with reports received from other camps.

Table 2.

Camp.
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The recommendations of the Surgeon General for the extension of psychological examining

were approved hy the War Department on December 24, 1917, and to the Surgeon General's

letter of December 7, was appended the following second indorsement:

War Department, A. G. O., Dec. 24, 1917.—To the Surgeon General, U. S. Army.

With the infoi-mation that the scheme of psychological examinations of company officers and all newly drafted

and enlisted men is approved, and that he submit a plan to secure the services of the necessary psychologists and put

this system of examination into effect.

By order of the Secretary of War:
John S. Johnston,

Adjutant General.

This favorable decision concerning the psychological service was peculiarly fortunate as

well as gratifying to the men who were responsible for the work, because it came just before

the annual meetings of the American Psychological Association. Announcement of the action

was made at the meetings and the prospective need of a large increase in psychological personnel

was strongly emphasized.



CHAPTER 3.

PERIOD OF EXTENSION OF EXAMINING.

Section 1

—

Official plan and its approval.

In compliance with the request of the Secretary of War, dated December 24, 1917, that the

Surgeon General submit a plan for the extension of psychological examining, the section of psy-

chologj' prepared the following as the third indorsement on the original recommendation for

extension:
[Third indorsement.]

War Department, S. G. 0., Januaiy 3, 1918—^To The Adjutant General of the Army.

With a plan for the psychological examining of company officers and all newly drafted and enlisted men as per

request of second indorsement.

PLAN FOE PSYCHOLOGICAL EXAMINING nj THE ARMY.

1. Provision of personnel.

(a) Staff organization.—^The following personnel will be required for each divisional training camp or other

examining station of equal size.

(1) Officers in Sanitary Corps, 4 men. Chief of psyciological service, captain or major; clinical psycholofrist,

first lieutenant, captain, or major; assistant psychologist, first lieutenant or captain; assistant psychologist, first lieu-

tenant or captain.

(2) Noncommissioned officers, 4 men. Sergeants, 2; corporals, 2.

(3) Enlisted men (from medical or sanitary enlisted groups), 20 men.

All enlisted men will be on psychological duty only during periods of psychological group examining. At other

times they will be on regular military, sanitary, or medical duty. The number of enlisted men needed wiU depend

wholly upon the necessary speed of examining. If more than 400 soldiers are to be examined per day there will be

needed four additional enlisted men for each additional hundred soldiers examined.

It is desired that commissioned and noncommissioned officers and enlisted men be specially assigned to psycho-

logical duty and be organized as a special psychological unit under the command of the chief of the psychological ser\dce.

Total estimated personnel for 31 divisional training camps and special staff, Office of the Surgeon General, and med-

ical training camp:

Officers, Sanitary Corps, National Army.—Majors, 27; captains, 51; first lieutenants, 54.

Noncommissioned officers.—Sergeants, 62; corporals, 62; enlisted men, 620.

Officers, Sanitary Corps, 132; noncommissioned officers, 124; enlisted men, 620.

(b) Sources of personnel—

(1) Men over 31 years of age to be recommended for appointment in tlie Sanitary Corps as rapidly as possible, 50

(approximately).

(2) Men within draft age, qualified by professional training for psychological work and imperatively needed, 75

(approximately).

(3) Men already in the military ser\dce especially qualified for psychological examining by their professional train-

ing and transferable to the Sanitary Corps, 20 (approximately).

(4) Existing personnel for psychological service, commissioned officers, 19 (recommendations pending, 3).

Totals: Major, 1; captains, 4; fiist lieutenants, 14.

(c) Provision for special training of men in military psychology.—It is desired to establish a two months' training

course, co\ering military and psychological topics of importance, under the general direction of a qualified instructor

witji the rank of captain or major, in connection \vith the training camp of the medical department at Fort Oglethorpe,

Ga. The program of such a coxirse has been prepared and submitted for necessary modification and approval to the

training camp division. Office of the Surgeon General. It is provided that approximately one mouth be devoted to

military and military medical training and an equivalent period to psychological methods as applied in the Army.

It is further provided that at least 1 50 officers of the Sanitary Corps shall be trained in this course for psychological

service during the next six months; that at least 125 enlisted men be similarly trained during the same period. It is

further desired that at least 50 commissioned officers be ordered to Fort Oglethorpe for this special course of tra ining as

soon as possible.

(d) In accordance with section 150 (induction into the military service out of order) of the Selective Service Regu-

lations, it is desired to have certain qualified psychologists, not to exceed 100 in number, apply immediately, on the

(27)
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approval of this plan, to their local boards for induction into the enlisted reserve corps of the medical department (either

medical or sanitary ser\-ice) in order that they may be ordered to Fort Oglethorpe for special training in psycholo,gical

examining. A list or lists of such men will be supplied to The Adjutant General, in advance of action by the regis-

trants, with requests that he instruct the proper local boards to have the men report direct to the commandant of the

medical training department. Fort Oglethorpe, Ga., instead of to the nearest mobilization camp.

Before, diuing, or after the special course of training for psychologists at Fort Oglethorpe it is desired to recom-

mend men within the draft age as well as those above that age for appropriate commissions in the Sanitary Corps.

Unless it is permissible so to recommend professional psychologists between the ages of 21 and 31 , the psychological serv-

ice will be seriously hampered, if not rendered practically ineffective.

2. Provision of proper buildings for psychological examining:

(a) General phn.—It is deemed essential, in \-iew of the relatively complex character of the work and the need of

the rapid examining of hundreds of men per day both by groups and individually, and also because of the large quanti-

ties of apparatus, printed materials, and confidential records and report materials to be safely stored, that a special

building be provided in each divisional training camp for the conduct of psychological work and for the housing of the

psychological staff.

The psychology building should be located conveniently near or in connection with the proposed group of quar-

antine barracks or tents in which for a period of two weeks after their arrival at camp men are to be held under medical

observation. So far as possible it is desired that the building be in proximity also to either the base hospital or di-vision

headquarters.

The building should provide, as per rough sketch attached'—(1) On the first floor, (a) an examining hall, approx-

imately 30 by 60 feet, for the examining of groups of 150 to 200 men
; (6) an examining hall , approximately 30 by 50 feet,

for the examining of groups of 50 to 80 men
;
(c ) a storeroom approximately 12 by 20 feet, for record materials of various

sorts. (2) On the second floor, ((f) a room approximately 30 by 40 feet, for the scoring of records; (e) a record room and

executive office; (/) a storeroom for apparatus and miscellaneous supplies; (g) three rooms for individual examining

(h) four rooms for officers' quarters; (i) wash room, toilet, and shower.

The estimated cost of the required housing facilities, including necessary furnishing of benches, tables, and chairs

is $10,000 to $12,000.

(6) Special furniture and other equipment by rooms—Room (a), plain benches to seat at least 150 men; (6), high

work benches or tables to accommodate, standing, at least 60 men; room (r), shelving on two sides; room (rf), tables and

chairs to accommodate 30 scoring clerks; other rooms furnished with shehdng, tables, and chairs. The buUdiag will

require approximately 50 chairs and 25 tables.

3. Materials for psychological work. The following are the chief materials for psychological work:

(a) Apparatus and materials other than printed matter: Pencils, paper, stop watches, lapboards, blackboards,

charts, Stanford outfits. Point Scale outfits, performance outfits, stencils, Stenquist sets, typewriters, adding machines.

Estimated cost of above equipment per camp, $500 to $750.

(6) Printed materials: Literacy test blanks, alpha examination blanks, beta examination blanks, individual

examination blanks, individual record and report blanks, examiners' guides, and miscellaneous blanks.

Estimated cost of printed material per man examined, if the total nimiber provided for be 1,000,000 or more, 2 to

3 cents.

4. Schedule or program of psychological work: It is provided that men shall be examined at the rate of 400 per

day, but if desired that number may be increased to 800 per day without additional space or materials. From the deten-

tion quarters men would be reported in groups of 100 to 200 at examining room a, according to preaiTanged schedule.

The following is the examining procedure

:

I. Literacy test to di\'ide the original group reported into (a) men who speak and write English fairly well, (6)

those who do not; 5 to 40 per cent of the entire group. Time for this segregational test, 10 minutes.

II. The a group remains in examining room a for alpha examination, on the basis of which intelligence rating is

given. Time for alpha examination, 40 to 50 minutes.

III. The 6 group, after literacy test of I, is transferred to examining room b, where it is immediately given the

beta examination for the purpose of assignment of an intelligence rating. Time for beta examination, approximately

60 minutes.

IV. All individuals receiving intelligence ratings of E (very poor) in either alpha or beta examinations are to be

given careful individual examination as promptly as is feasible.

In accordance with the results of individual examining, E men will be (a) recommended to medical officer for

discharge, or (6) recommended for assignment to Service Battalion of the Depot Brigade, because of mental inferiority,

or (c) reported as suitable for regular assignment in training organizations.

In this connection it is deemed especially desirable that a service battalion be organized for each division within

the Depot Brigade to which, pending individual examination or execution of recommendation, men rated as E in

mental ability may be assigned. It is further deemed desirable that service organizations be created for the effective

use within the Army of men who by reason of inferior intelligence can not be satisfactorily used in regular training

organizations.

So far as can be predicted at present the average time per man for psychological examination will be about

70 minutes, the average time given by psychological examiner to each man will be approximately 5 minutes.

This moderate demand is conditioned chiefly by the examining of men in large groups.

' These sketches, as revised for constructional use, are reproduced on pp. 197t.
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5. Use of results of psychological examination: The principal purposes of psychological examination ndll be:

(a) Discover}' of men of inferior mentality vrho should either be discharged from the Army or assigned, in the light

of their mental characteristics, to special organization.

(h) To discover men of superior or special abilities xrho should be assigned to regular organizations or special

branches of the ser\-ice in accordance Trith psychological findings.

(c) To furnish apprtfximate measurement of mental capacity 'which may be used in connection writh the assignment
of men to organizations tothe end that companies and regiments within a given arm of the service may be of approxi-

mately equal strength mentally and therefore actively.

In order that the above purposes may be achieved it is proposed that report be prepared of psychological

examination of every enlisted man and every newly appointed officer and made available in connection with such
other official papers concerning him as are utilized in connection with assignment. That further special report of

all men of very low intelligence or of abnormal mental constitution be made to the proper medical officer.

It is clearly desirable that the results of psychological examination be properly correlated with those of other

medical examinations and -with the occupational and other inquiries conducted under the jiu-isdiction of The Adjutant
General by the Conmiittee on Classification of Personnel in the Army.

W. C. GORGAS,
Surgeon General, United States Army.

This plan was submitted to the Surgeon General for approval on January 3, 1918; was
forwarded by him to the Chief of Staff, and by him to the Training Committee of the War
College Division of the General Staff for consideration and report. Upon favorable report

of this committee was based a fifth indorsement:

[Fifth Indorsement.]

War Department. A. G. 0., January 19, 1918.—To the Surgeon General.

With the information that in accordance with directions given him under date of December 24, 1917, he is hereby
authorized to establish in his office a di-vision in psychology for the purpose of making psychological exami-
nations of all company officers and candidate officers in officers' training camps, and also of all the newly drafted and
enlisted men. The commissioned personnel for this service will be secured by recommending for commission in

the Sanitary Corps selected men skilled in psychology. Where possible, men over the draft age will be recom-
mended, but authority is hereby granted also to recommend men within the draft age, provided a sufficient number
cannot be secured over the draft age.

The enlisted personnel will be secured in accordance with section 150 of the Selective Service Regulations,
providing for the induction into the military service out of order of specially qualified men.

Authority is granted for the establishment of a school for special training in psychology in comiection with the
Medical Department Training School at Fort Oglethorpe, Ga.

The Quartermaster General will construct the necessary building at each cantonment for the examining board
in psychology, and furnish the necessary plain furniture for these buildings, in accordance with plans and speci-

fications submitted by you

.

By order of the Secretary of War:
John S. Johnston,

Adjutant General.

On the basis of this approval the Division of Psychology, which had been created by the
Surgeon General in accordance with authorization of the fifth indorsement, initiated on Jan-
uary 20, 1918, the necessary preparations for the proposed extension of psychological examin-
ing. This was done on the assumption that the War Department had tmconditionally approved
such necessary provisions for work as the essential personnel, suitable housing in camps and
required examining materials. It was further taken for granted by the staff of the Division of

Psychology that The Adjutant General would issue to commanding officers aU orders necessary
for their guidance and for the free and effective conduct of psychological examining. It is to

be noted at this point that no general orders were issued tmtil August, 1918, and that in conse-
quence this new service was attempted in divisional training camps and in various other
stations imder decidedly disadvantageous conditions. The chief of the Division of Psychology
has especially inquired of officers of the General Staff as to whether the division should have
requested the issuance of orders by The Adjutant General and has been informed that it

was not the duty of the Surgeon General to formulate or request the necessary orders, but
that The Adjutant General of the Army should have prepared and issued them with the ad-

vice of the Surgeon General and in accordance with the expectations properly aroused by the

fifth indorsement.
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This is but one important instance of the difficulties in the psychological service which

resulted from lack of coordmation, misunderstanding, or ignorance of the nature and require-

ments of the work. No mdividual was at fault. Everyone was domg his utmost to facilitate

military preparations and it is not surprising that in various du-ections important actions were

overlooked.

Smce preparations for the extension of psychological exammmg were varied in character

and covered a period of several weeks, it is desu-able that they be described under a number of

categories. Of these, the most important are: Provision of personnel, provision of build-

mgs^ the revision of methods of examinmg and the preparation of new supplementary

methods, the requisition and manufacture of necessary examinmg equipment, and the organi-

zation of examining in army camps.

Section 2.

—

Provision of psychological personnel.

STAFF OF THE DIVISION OF PSYCHOLOGY, OFFICE OF THE SUKGEON GENERAL.

The prmcipal tasks of the staff of the Division of Psychology were the organization and

administration of psychological examining throughout the Army; the preparation, revision,

and standardization of methods of examinmg; the securing of reliable standards of judgment;

the formulation of suitable instructions for the guidance of exammers and of officers who de-

sired to use psychological ratmgs; the accumulation of data concemmg the relation of psycho-

loi^ical ratmgs to military value; and the analysis of results for the preparation of official and

scientific reports.

The personnel of the staff necessarily varied both in numbers and in special professional

trainmg and interest. Durmg certam periods the staff was considerably augmented to facili-

tate the preparation of methods or of reports.

On March 5, 1918, the plan for the reorganization of the staff of the division to meet the

requirements of the extension of work was presented to the Surgeon General. This plan pro-

vided for the following officers:

(1) Head of division: Responsible for general organization of work, direction of staff,

and field activities (Rojert M. Yerkes)

.

(2) Assistant administrative officer and personnel officer: To be acting head of division in

absence of the head (Charles S. Berry)

.

(.3) Inspector of camp examining: To have general charge of conduct of psychological

examining in stations, so far as reports to the Surgeon General's Office, Division of Psychology,

are concerned (Clarence S. Yoakum and WiUiam S. Foster).

(4) Reconstructional psychological officer: To be charged with psychological aspects of

reconstructional work and assigned to the Division of Special Hospitals. For purposes of

organization and administration of personnel, to be considered a member also of the staff of

the Division of Psychology (Melville E. Haggerty).

(5) Officer responsible for revision of methods and analysis of reports: It will be the task

of this officer to conduct mquiries concerning the value of psychological examiniag, and to

improve methods of worlv as well as to direct the statistical handling of results in cooperation

with the statistical department of the office (Lewis M. Terman)

.

(6) Officer responsible for preparation of reports for the Surgeon General and other

officials: This officer shall also be responsible for publicity in connection with psychological

work (administrative officers and Harold C. Bingham).

(7) Statistical expert, who shall be charged with the solution of such statistical prob-

lems as arise in connection with the handling of methods and results.

(8) Trained and experienced psychological examiner who shall conduct, or supervise,

such individual or group examinations as are made by tlie Division of Psychology on request of

individuals and bureaus, within the War Department, either in or about Washington (Harold

C. Bingham).

(9) A filmg clerk.

(10) Statistical clerk.

(11-12) Stenographers.
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The following list indicates assignments to the staff to July 1, 1919:

I. Military appointees assigned to the staff.—Maj. R. M. Yerkes, August, 1917, to April, 1919; Maj. K. T. Waugh,
October, 1917, to March, 1918; Maj. M. E. Haggerty,' Januarj^ 1918, to August, 1918; Maj. C. S. Yoakum, .Vugust,

1917, to May, 1919; Maj. W. S. Foster, December, 1917, to January, 1918; August, 1918, to October, 1918; Maj. C. S.

Berry, November, 1917, to November, 1918; Maj. L. M. Terman, May, 1918, to March, 1919; JIaj. H. C. Bingham,
December, 1917, to November, 1920; Capt. W. S. Hunter, January, 1918; Capt. E. G. Boring, November, 1918, to

July, 1919; Capt. C. H. Toll, Januarj-, 1918, to February, 1918; Capt. D. G. Paterson, January, 1919; Capt. R. M.
Elliott;^ Capt. E. S. Jones, January-, 1918, to February, 1918;Capt. G. C. Myera, June, 1919, to November, 1919; First

Lieut. C. C. Brigham, January-, 1918. to April, 1918; First Lieut. -V. S. Otis, September, 1917, to March, 1918;

First Lieut. L. Marcus, February, 1918, to March, 1918; First Lieut. M. A. May, November, 1918; to July, 1919,

First Lieut. P. A. Mertz, April, 1919, to July, 1919; First Lieut. E. A. Lincoln, April, 1919, to March, 1920; Sergt.

W. C. Trow, September, 1918, to November, 1918; Pvt. E. C. Ward, September, 1918, to December, 1918; Sergt. B.

M. Oppenheim, November, 1918, to July, 1919; Pvt. R. F. Bird, March, 1918; Pvt. H. A. Hildreth, March, 1918;

P\-t. J. J. Hudson, March, 1918; Pvt. H. S. Leach, April, 1918; Pvt. P. H. Russell, March, 1918, to April, 1918; Pvt.

W. P. TomUnson, December, 1917, to January, 1918.

II. Advisory members of staff.—T. L. Kelly, L. M. Terman (later commissioned), E. L. Thomdike, G. M. WTiipple.

III. Civil appointees, psychologists.—J. W. Bridges, December, 1917, to December, 1918; C. R. Brown, May, 1918,

to July, 1919; Margaret V. Cobb, Februar,-, 1918 to May, 1919; Alice M. Clark, June, 1918, to July, 1918; Helen Da\is,

July, 1918, to August, 1918; Mabel R. Fernald, May, 1918 to May, 1919; Mary H, S. Hayes, December, 1918, to

January, 1919; J. J. B. Morgan (later commissioned), Januarj', 1918; R. H. Wheeler (later commissioned), December,
1917, to Januarj-, 1918.

ORGANIZATION OF A SCHOOL FOR MILITARY PSYCHOLOGY.

The staff of the division of psychology appreciated from the first the importance of provid-

ing for tlie selection and training of the requisite number of officers and enlisted men for psycho-

logical examuiing. Immediately following approval of the plan for extension, steps were taken to

organize a suitable training school for military psychology. The first move in this direction

was made when Maj. Yerkes suggested to Col. P. M. Ashburn, M. C, the need of a special training

school for rrulitary psychologists. Col. Ashburn expressed the opinion that a special school

might bo arranged for at the medical officers' training camp, Fort Oglethorpe, Ga., or Fort Riley,

Kans. He referred the matter to Col. E. L. Munson, M. C. chief of the division of training camps
of the Surgeon General's Office.

On learning of the nature of the need of the division of psychology for personnel, Col.

Munson addressed the foUowiag memorandum to Maj. Yerkes:

December 29, 1917.
Memorandum for Maj. Yerkes, Di\"ision of Psychology:

1. With reference to our conversation relative to the training of the officers working under yom- division, the

training camp di\'ision is prepared to train any reasonable number of such officers at the medical officers' training

campe.

2. They will be expected to conform to aU the rules of discipline and administration pertaining to these camps and
be given such part of the basic course of instruction as will reasonably be considered to pertain to their functions as

officers under the medical department.

3. It is suggested that a course of two months would probably suffice for these purposes which would also include

such amount of special training in psychology and other matters as j'ou may think necessary.

4. Please inform this office of the number of psychologists you would desire to have trained, including the average

to be so trained and the maximum number which could be expected at any one time. Please also submit a syllabus

of the instruction in psychology' and what other subjects you may desire to take up for consideration in getting up the

general program. The latter will then be tentatively drawn and submitted to you for conference and final action.

5. Please arrange for the selection and assignment after this course is arranged of such officers as you desire to

Bend to these training camps for duty as instructors under the commandant of the camp.

6. It is possible to establish two such schools if you so desire—one at Fort Riley, Kans. , and one at Fort Oglethorpe,

Ga. ; but if no large numl>er of student officers are to be instructed, it would be preferable to establish but one school,

which it is considered should be established at Fort Oglethorpe rather than Fort Riley, as plans of expansion contem-
plate the final concentration at Fort Oglethorpe of all the training facilities of the medical department.

E. L. Munson,
Colonel, Medical Corps.

' Assigned to duty on staff of division of physical reconstruction of Surgeon General's OSice.
' On duty with psychology committee of National Research Coimcil, January to April, 1919.
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In response to Col. Munson's information and request Maj. Yerkes replied, suggesting a

course of instruction two months long, one-half devoted to military and medical matters and the

remainder to specifically psychological subjects. The letter stated that approximately 150

psychologists should be trained—50 to report in successive months.

On receipt of this information Col. Munson prepared the necessary instructions for the divi-

sion of psychology and transmitted them to Maj. Yerkes in the following memorandum:

January 5, 1918.

Memorandum for Maj. Yerkes, Division of Psychologj'.

1. The attached letter, establishing a course for psychologists as part of the medical officers' training camp, Fort

Oglethorpe, Ga., is furnished for your information.

2. You should ask for orders for the necessary officers to carry on the work in psychological training. They should

be ordered to report to the commandant, medical officers' training camp, Fort Oglethorpe, Ga., for duty as instructors.

3. You should ask for orders directing the necessary officers and men to report to the medical officers' training camp.

Fort Oglethorpe, for the proposed instruction. As far as possible they should report on one or two definite dates, so that

companies and instruction may be organized and systematically commenced.

4. You should make request on the supply di\'ision for whatever special apparatus, equipment, and supplies will

be needed in your psychological work. Effort should be made to expedite its arrival at Fort Oglethorpe. It should be

addressed to the commandant, medical officers' training camp. Fort Oglethorpe, Ga.

5. You should prepare in detail a syllabus of the proposed course in psychological training, as described in para-

graph 6 of the attached letter of instructions.

6. This syllabus you should send to your representative on the staff of the commandant for reference to the latter.

7. Please communicate direct with the commandant, medical officers' training camp, Fort Oglethorpe, on all matt«r

other than those of the general policy of this course of instruction.

E. L. Munson,
Colonel, Medical Carps.

On the same day he prepared, by direction of the Surgeon General, a letter to the comman-
dant of the medical officers' training camp at Fort Oglethorpe, Ga., which created and provided

for the proper organization and conduct of a school in military psychology. This letter,

which includes the schedule of instruction for the course, follows:

January, 5, 1918.

From: The Surgeon General, U. S. Army.

To: Commandant, Medical Officers' Training Camp, Fort Oglethorpe, Ga.

Subject: School in military psychology.

1. A school for military psychologists will be established as a special course for selected student officers, as a

part of the general scheme of instruction carried out in the medical officers' training camp at Fort Oglethorpe, Ga.

2. The purpose of this school is to conduct training of psychologists along military lines, from the military viewpoint

and in the military enwonment; and, coincidently, to develop its officers physically and train them in subjects which

they should know under the conditions in which they would practice their speciality, including organization, regular

tions, paper work, relations with enlisted men, and theii- general functions as officers.

3. About 50 psychologists will be required monthly. Classes under instruction should be arranged for on the basis

of a course lasting two months.

4. The senior instructor in psychology detailed by this office on the staff of instructors of the training camp will,

under the supervision of the commandant thereof, be in direct charge of the course.

5. The routine work of psychologist at your camp will, as far as possible, be demonstrated and utilized as part of

the subjects of instruction.

6. The general instruction to be given will relate to the principles of psychological examination.

Detailed information as to the general nature and scope of the work to be done will be furnished by the psychology

section of this office.

The course of instruction in psychology based thereon will be prescribed by the commandant of the training

camp, after conference with the instructor in psychology.

7. The course in general training and psychology will cover a minimum of two months. In addition to instruc-

tion in other subjects, the course in psychology will comprise a total of 167 hours.

8. Officers under training as specialists in military psychology will be quartered and subsisted in the medical

officers' training camp and subject to its discipline at all times.

9. They will be organized as a special company. Hours of instruction in military psychology will be arranged

by the commandant of the training camp.

10. The schedule for the first month is as follows:
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General histruction..

Setting up (15 minutes daily for 25 days) 6. 5
Drills, marches, etc 52
Inspections 4

Tent pitching, shelter tent 2

Tent pitching, pyramidal tent 2

Personal equipment of sanitary soldier 1

First aid, using soldiers' equipment only 2

Customs of the ser\-ice 2

Duties of the soldier o

Organization of military forces of the United States 2

Organization of medical department for vrar 2

Relation of medical department to rest of Army 1

Army Regulations 12

Manual for the medical department 12

Field Service Regulations 6

Methods of supply, at home and in the field 2

Paper work, relating to the medical department 4

Paper work, relating to the Quartermaster's Department 2

iGlitarj' hygiene and camp sanatition g

Psychological Instruction.

Organization and administration of psychological examining 6

Paper work, relating to psychological examining 6

Group examining, practice 10

Scoring, organization and methods, checking, filing, etc 12

Indi\'idual examining, practice 14

Statistical method 10

General Instruction.

Hours.

Setting up (15 minutes daily for 26 days) 6. 5

Drills and marches 26

Inspections 4

The regimental detachment; its equipment, use, and internal administration 2

The ambulance company; its equipment, use, and internal administration 2

The field hospital; its equipment, use, and internal administration 2

The evacuation hospital ; its equipment, use, and internal administration (including its establishment) 2

Liquid fire, poison gases, protection against, symptoms, and treatment (practical) 4

War psychoses and neuroses; shell shock 8

Trench warfare, including demonstration of trench system 2

The sanitary ser\'ice, line of commmunication 2

Base hospitals, their organization and management 3

General hospitals, their organization and management 2

Organization, functions, and limitations of the American Red Cross 1

The ci\"il sanitary function of the medical department in occupied territory 1

Manual for coiut-martial and military law 4

The Articles of War , 1

The Geneva and Hague Conventions 1

The rules of land warfare 2

Psychological Instruction.

Examination of recruits, with papers and finger prints 3

Group examining, practice 40

Individual examining, practice 36

Statistical methods and reporting 10

Mental incompetents—Types 10

Service organizations 2

Malingering G

Reporting results 2

Total 184. 5
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12. About 25 to 50 selected enlisted men, to work imder the Di\dsion of Psychology, will be kept at your camp

under instruction therefor. Some of them will be sent with a view to being tried out as to their fitness for appoint-

ment as officers of the Sanitary Corps under the Di\'ision of Psychology. All should be given such part of the basic

course for enlisted men, including the physical, military, and professional, as might be of advantage to them in their

special service with psychologists.

Their fiuther special training under the Psychology Division will be outUned by the representative of that

division on your staff of instructors subject to your approval. They should be orgamzed as aseparate company under

officers of the Sanitary Corps serving under the Division of Psychology.
,

13 Receipt of this letter to be acknowledged.
E. L. MuNSON,

Colonel, Medical Corps.

Subsequently the Division of Psychology arranged also for a group of approximately

50 enlisted men to report at the medical officers' training camp, Fort Oglethorpe, and forwarded

a syllabus of a course in military psychology and the necessary supplies. Capt. William S.

Foster was appointed senior instructor in charge. In August, 1918, he was succeeded by

Lieut. John E. Anderson.

The history of the School for Military Psychology is recorded in the following official

reports of the senior instructors

:

On January 23, 1918, Capt. WilUam S. Foster, Sanitary Corps, National Army, was ordered to report to the com-

mandant for duty as instructor in the school, ^^^lile awaiting the arrival of student officers and men he was assigned

to Company IG of the medical officers' training group, for intensive military training. On February 4, 1918, officers

and enlisted men detailed for instruction began to arrive. No baiTacks for the use of additional companies were at

that time available, so that, until a sufficient number of officers to form a company of 25 to 30 should arrive, commis-

sioned psychologists were assigned to companies 13, 14, 15, and 16, which were already formed from officers of the

medical department. Similarly, until facilities and adequate personnel for the formation of a company of enlisted

psychologists were obtained, these men were assigned to the Camp Greenleaf Infirmary Detachment. On February 8,

22 commissioned psychologists, then in camp, together with certain other officers of the sanitary and veterinary corps,

were combined in company 15. Until February 16, when the psychological officers of this company became com-

pany 28 battalion VII, M. 0. T. C, and moved to a section of the camp where facilities for special training were

available, commissioned psychologists received the same training as that given regularly to medical officers. [The

first group of commissioned psychologists, company 28, is shown in pi. 1.]

On March 7 the enlisted psychologists, then numbering 49, -were moved from the infirmary to the tents of the

recruit section of the di\'ision of hospitals and sanitary trains, battalion XIV, and formed company F of that battalion.

In addition to their military training, special psychological training for these soldiers was begun at that time. On

April 20 company F became psychological company 1, and together with the commissioned psychologists of company 28,

was moved to more commodious ciuarters, formerly occupied by base and field hospitals. On June 20 a building,

specially constructed for psychological examining, was completed and both groups of psychologists were consolidated

and quartered, the officers in the psychological building itself and the enlisted men in the near-by barracks of the

motor sanitary imits in Camp Greenleaf annex. Formal instruction in military psychology was discontinued August 1,

1918. [The first group of enlisted men in training for psychological ser\ice, company F, is shown in pi. 2.]\* ******* *

The content of instruction followed closely the outline given in Gen. Munson's letter to the commandant, estab-

lishing the school (see above).

The military instruction for enlisted psychologists followed as closely as possible that given to the officers, save

that in certain cases, such as army regulations and manual of the medical department, abbre^iations and substitutions

were made and parts of Mason's Handbook for the Sanitary Troops were used as a text. This instniction was con-

ducted by officers of the school.

The first lectures were given in a lecture room formed by throwing together rooms in former officers' quarters.

Later mess halls, and yet later a lecturer's table in the open air, before an amphitheatre under the trees, were used,

until in May a special psychological building became available. This building is located centrally in Camp Greenleaf,

near the headquarters of the division of hospitals and sanitary trains. It is of two stories, 120 by 30 feet. On the

lower floor of the building is a large room, with benches and lap boards for the use of about 200 men in the alpha group

examination. At the opposite end of the building is a similar room, fitted with benches, tables, shelves, and special

ligliting arrangements for the beta group examination, for about 100 illiterates and foreigners. Between these two

rooms is a hallway, with a drinking fountain and supply room, which is used also as a library and is fitted with

shelves and counter. Above the beta room is a well-lighted scoring room, provided with tables, chaira, and shelves

and sufficiently large to accommodate 50 clerks and scorers. The remainder of the upper floor consists of five rooms

for individual examining, two offices, a record room, a supply room, two lavatories, and four rooms which serve as quar-

ters for the commissioned examining staff.
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MORALE STAFF AT CAMP GREENLEAF. GEN. MUNSON IS SHOWN IN THE CORNER.

STAFF OF THE SCHOOL OF MILITARY PSYCHOLOGY, CAMP GREENLEAF, MAY, 19IH.

From left to right: Capt. Foster, Lieut. Anderson. Lieut. Owen, Lieut. Murchison, Lieut. Pechstein, Lieut. May, and Lieut. Frost.
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Psychological training, as outlined in Gen. Munson's letter, liaa been supplemented in several ways. Lieut.

Mark A. May has given a course of four lectures on the political and religious creeds commonly held by conscientious

objectors. Upon three occasions lectures have been given by personnel officers and super^dsors, and practical experi-

ence in personnel inter's-ie'wing has been secured by student officers and men at the recruit depot, Fort Oglethorpe,

and at Camp Forrest. Special lectures on the psychological aspects of reconstruction have been given by Lieut. Col.

Mock and Maj. Haggerty, of the Surgeon General's Office. Considerable practical experience in actual examining,

both of groups and of indi\'iduals, has also been given to students. The extent of such examining at this camp will

be noted in detail later in this report. The instructor in psychology has given several general lectures on the nature

and ptirpose of psychological examining to the medical student officers, as a part of their scheduled instruction.

Psychological instruction has been conducted almost exclusively by officers of the school. The more important

courses given by psychologists are as follows: Organization and administration of psychological examining (Capt.

Foster. Lieut. Jones); paper work relating to psychological examining (Capt. Foster); alpha group examining (Capt.

Hayes, Lieut, Murchison); beta group examining (Lieut. WTieeler, Lieut. Owen); scoring (Lieut. Wheeler, Lieut. May);

indi^•idual examining (Capt. Rowe, Lieut. Anderson, Lieut. Paterson, Lieut. Pechstein, Lieut. Myers); mental

incompetents (Lieut. Anderson, Capt. Rowe, Lieut. Pechstein); statistical metliods and practice (Lieut. Morgan,

Lieut. May); malingering (Lieut. Paterson;) conscientious objectors (Lieut. May); military topics (Lieut. Murchison

Lieut. Owen, Lieut. Myers); gas instruction (Lieut. Murchison); drill (Lieut. Anderson, Lieut. Murchison, Lieut.

Lane, Lieut. Owen).

Psychologists upon arrival in camp were given alpha examination and filled out a modified officer's qualification

card. On this card were listed student's topics of specialization and publication and the amount and variety of psy-

chological and applic<I psychological training as well as preference as to jjsychological duty. His ability in the prac-

tice courses was frequently tested and estimated by the instructors in charge. The officers' military grades were

reported weekly by the company commander to the battalion commander, who revised them. In lecture courses,

grades were determined by recitations and final examinations. Recommendations as to promotion and assignment

of commissioned psychologists were made by a board of examiners.

In the case of enlisted men, the data on the qualification cards, the report of the company commander as to mili-

tary record, and the marks obtained in the training coui-se were similarly secured. A written examination on general

psychological topics and a final oral examination furnished a further basis of recommendation by a board composed of

officers of the school.

The record of the school with regard to military activities has been high. Before the system of weekly written and

r ractical examinations to determine military grades in the officers' training camp, and of awarding a banner each week

to the company showing the greatest improvement in drill and inspections, was discontinued, early in April, 22 psycho-

logical officers of the 43 who had at that time had more than a month's training had received a white hatband desig-

nating an A or highest grade, and the banner had been once awarded to company 28. In few other companies at the

camp ^ere there more than three white hatbands.

On May 31. 1918, by direction of the commandant. Camp Greenleaf, a suggested program for the organization of

"psychological stimulation <if troops" ("morale work") at this camp was submitted by Lieut. John F,. Anderson in

the absence of the senior instructor. The essential feature of this program was to begin the work in detention camp,

battalion X\', with a staff consisting of one morale officer, an assistant morale ofBcer, a chaplain, two headquarters

sergeants, and one enlisted man for each company, the latter to act in the capacity of sick sergeant, to lead in informal

singing on all possible occasions, and to assist in drill, games, athletics, and the gi\'ing fif personal information to re-

cruits. These psychologists cooperated with civilian agencies—Y. M. 0. A., Knights of Columbus, Jewish Welfare

Board, the Fosdick Commission on Training Camp Activities, and the Red Cross. A 15-day repeating program was

established, including in.spirational and informative talks, tagging of all recniits with a card bearing name, new ad-

dress, and printed paragraph intended to promote patriotic and military ideals; the systematic direction of the WTiting

of home letters by all recruits on their first day in camp, inclosing mimeograplied letter from the section commander;
the furnishing to company commanders of syllabi of inspirational talks, and the putting into effect of an evening pro-

gram of two and half hours' entertainment organized as a matter of daily routine.

On June 6, 1918, the office of camp morale officer was created and Capt, William S. Foster appointed thereto. The
above program was submitted for criticism to Maj, Kirk, commander of battalion XV, On the basis uf his recom-

mendations a revised program v.'as submitted to the commandant June 12, 1918, On June 15, 1918, this re\'ised pro-

gram was ordered to be put into effect. On June 17, 1918, First Lieut, Eliott P, Frost, Sanitary Corps, National Array,

was appointed assistant morale officer,

(In pi. 3, are reproduced pictures of the staff at Camp Greenleaf in June, 1918, and of the

morale .sergeants.)

On January 10, 1919, Lieut. Anderson submitted a report covering the period from the

relief of Capt. Foster from duty, August 7, 1918, to the abandonment of the school, January

9, 1919.

Instructional work was continued during this period on a reduced scale. Lectures and
courses on psychological topics were given by Lieut. Anderson, Lieut. May, and Lieut. Owen.
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An intensive three days' course on personnel work was given by Dr. E. K. Strong, of the Com-
mittee on Classification of Personnel, Adjutant General's Department. Following this work

Capt. Rosenblum, of the Adjutant General's Department, conducted practice in personnel work.

At another time Capt. Buehler and Mr. Evans of the Committee on Classification of Personnel

gave a course in trade testing.

A greater part of the time was spent in the actual conduct of examinations. From July

27 to December 7, 1918, a total of 49,984 men was examined, including 4,474 officers.

Morale work was contiiiued. When Capt. Foster was relieved from duty Lieut. Anderson

was made camp morale officer. On August 31, 1918, Lieut. Anderson was relieved from this

duty, and the assistant morale officer, Lieut. E. P. Frost, became camp morale officer. He
was succeeded by Lieut. R. V. Boyce, M. C, on October 23, 1918. At this time the morale

work ceased to be tmder the direction of a psychologist. Under Lieut. Frost and Lieut. Boyce
morale work was greatly extended and the organization perfected.

The school of military psychology has undoubtedly been of extreme importance for psycho-

logical service. For however thorough the scientific training or the technical psychological

training of a man, he is ill qualified for psj^chological work in the Army until he has had a few

weeks of intensive military training, and, in addition, training in military psychology. It is

beUeved that this school doubled the value of psychological service during the first six months

of 1918.
PERSONNEL OF THE DIVISION OF PSYCHOLOGY.

Personnel lists are presented herewith. The first list shows the commissioned officers of

the Sanitary Corps in psychological service, with successive commissions and dates and succes-

sive assignments to October 31, 1919. Assignment to the School of Military Psychology for

purposes of instruction is indicated by the name "Greenleaf" printed in itahcs. A second list

is that of the enlisted men in the medical department who were trained in the School for

Military Psychology.

Adams, Edwin W
Anderson, John E
Arps, George F
Ash, Isaac E
Bailor, Edwin M
Baird, George M. P
Baldwin, Bird T.i

Bare, John W
Bassett, Gardner C
Bates, Robert L
Benson, Charles E
Berry, Charles S

Bingham, Harold C

Boring, Edwin G
Boswell, Foster P
Breitwicser, Thos. J
Brigham, Carl C
Brockhank, Thos. W . .

.

Brown, Carl R

Brueckner, Leo J

Chamberlain, Edwin M.
Clark, Elmer B

Coburn, Chas. A."
Coghill, Harvie D.>
Cole, Lawrence W
Co.xc, Warren W
Cummings, Heber B . .

.

Dallen))ach, Karl M
Oeerwp.ster, David F . .

.

Denslow, Lorenzo C

De Voss, James C
Doll, Edgar A
Edwards, Austin S
Elliott, Richard M
English, Horace B
Estahrook, Arthur U. .

.

Farber, John C

Ferguson, George O

First lieutenant, March, 1918
First lieutenant, October, 1917
Captain, February, 1918; major, November, 1918
Captain, March, 1918 -.

Private, March, 1918; second lieutenant, October, 1918
Private, February, 1918; secondlieutenant, October, 1918
Major, February, 191S
First i ieutenant, February, 1918
Captain, January, 1913
First lieutenant, February, 1918
First lieutenant, February, 1918.
Captain, November, 1917; major, October, 1918.

Civilian, August, 1917; first lieutenant, February, 1918; captain,
October, 1918; major, June, 1919.

Captain, February 5, 191S
First 1 ieutenant, March, 1918
First 1 ieutenant, March, 1918
First lieutenant, September 1917
Private, February, 1918; secondlieutenant, October, 1918

Civilian, August, 1917; first lieutenant, January, 1918; civilian,

Mav, 1918.

Civilian, August, 1917; first lieutenant, March, 1918; captain, No-
vember, 1918.

First lieutenant, February, 1918: coptaiii, October, 1918
Private, March, 1918; second lieutenant, October, 1918

First 1 ieutenant, Septemljer, 1918
First lieutenant, September, 1918
Captain, October, 1918
Private, February, 1918: secondlieutenant, October, 1918
First I ieutenant, September, 1917; captain, November, 1918
Captain, February, 1918
First lieutenant, March, 1918
Private, March, 1918; secondlieutenant, October, 1918

First lieutenant, February, 1918: captain, November, 1918
First lieutenant, September, 1917
Civilian, August, 1917; captain, February, 1918
First I ieutenant, February, 1918; captain, October, 1918

First lieutenant, September, 1917; captain, November, 1918
First lieutenant, February, 1918; captain, August, 1919

Private, March, 1918; second lieutenant, November, 1918

First lieutenant, September, 1917

' Psychological Service In Division of Physical Reconstruction.

Oreenleaf, Upton.
Devens, Oreenleaf, Greenlea/.
Grcfnfcu/, Sherman, G. H. No. 36.

Oreenleaf, Jackson.
Oreenleaf Gordon, G. H. No. 17.

Oreenleaf. Grant, Logan, Travis.
S.G. O., Walter Reed Haspital.
Oreenleaf Taylor, Oreenleaf, G. H. No. 8.

Oreenleaf, Logan.
Oreenleafj Lee.
Oreenleaf, Grant.
S.G.O.,Dix,S.G.O.,FortRiIey,G.H.
No. 26.

Devens, S. G. O., MacArthur, S. G. O.

Oreenleaf tJpton, S. G. O.
Oreenleafj Wadsworth.
Oreenleaf^, Shelby, Pike.
Dix, S. G. O.
Greenleaf, Dodge, Oreenleaf, G. H. No.

28.

Devens, Oreenleaf, S. G. O.

Lee, Oreenleaf, Lewis, I./etterman G. H,

Oreenleaf Greene, G. H. No. 10.

Oreenleaf, Oreenleaf, Sheridan, G. H.
No. 18, No. 19, and No. 3.

Oreenleaf.
Oreenleaf, G. H. No. 19.

Oreenleaf Walter Reed.
Oreenleaf, Bowie.
Taylor.
Oreenleaf, Sheridan, G. H. No. 29.

Oreenleaf, Grant, Pherman.
Oreenleaf, Taylor, Oreenleaf, G. H. No,

3.

Taylor, DLx, Jackson.
Taylor, Oreenleaf, Pi.x.

Lee, Oreenleaf, Jackson.
Oreenleaf, Wadsworth, Sevier, Walter
Reed.

Devens, Oreenleaf, I,ewis.
Oreenleafj Gordon, G. H. No. 14, No. 3,
and No. 41.

Oreenleaf, Humphrej-s, Dix, G. H. No.
11.

Lee.
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Personnel of the Division of Psychology—Continued.
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Fitch, Harrj- N

Folsom, Joseph K

Foster, Wm.S

Frost, Elliott P

Fryer, Henry D

Giesel, FrederickW
Goldberger, Anthony M.

Hageert y, Melville E.i. .

.

Hansen, Clarence F

Harlan, Charles L

.

Hayes, Joseph W.

.

Eines, Harley C...

Holley, Charles E

.

Hood, Frazer
Houser, John D...

Hunter, Walters...
Jones, Kdward S . .

.

Kefaurcr Harry J.

.

Kellogg, Chester E..

Lane, Lawrence W.
Ls Rue, Paniel W..
Layton, Warren K.

Lee, Augustus S

Lincoln, Edward A.

Lytic, Herbert G.J

Malm berg, Constantine F.
Manuel. Herschel T

Marcus, Lawrence.
Marston, Wm. M.

.

May, Mark A
Meams, Wm. H.>..

Mert?., raul.\...

MetcalX, JohnT.

Miller, •WUIordS...
Moore, Cl.vdeB....
Moore, Henry T
Morgan, John J. B.

Murehison, Carl A. .

.

Myers, Garry C

McCrady, Roland A.

Paterson, Donald G.

Pechstein. Louis A.'
Pedrick , Lawrence L) . .

.

Pitten.qcr, Benjamin F

.

Poflenbcrger. Albert T.
Ream, Merrill J

EeJaU,A. E.i

Richmond, Harold A.

Roberts, Ralphs

Rowe, Eugene

Scott, IraD
Sbumway, Howard P.

Stech, Charles C.

Stokes, Thomas M.
Stone, Calvin 1"

Sylvester, ReuelH.
Terman, Lewis M.

.

Terry, I'aul W
ToU, Charles li

Trabue, Marlon R
Ullrich, Oscar A
Van Uouten, Lyman H

.

Private, March, 1918; second lieutenant, October, 191S

Sergeant, first class, March, 1918; first lieutenant, October, 1918.. .

First lieutenant, August, 1917; captain, January. 1918; major, Oc-
tober, 191S.

First lieutenant, February, 1918; captain, Novemlier, 191S

Sergeant, first class, April, 1918; second lieutenant, October, 1918. .

.

Private, March, 1918; sergeant, Julv, 1918; second lieutenant, Octo-
ber, 1918.

Sergeant, Febrimry, 1918; second lieutenant, October, 1918

Major, January, 1918
Private, February, 191S: second lieutenant, October, 191S

First lieutenant, March, 1918; captain, August, 1919

First lieutenant, August, 1917; captain, November, 1917; majo
October, 191S.

Private, May, 1918; second lieutenant, November, 1918.

Private, Februarv, I91S; second lieutenant, October, 1918

First lieutenant, March, 1918
Civilian, August, 1917; first lieutenant, February, 1918; captain,
November, 1918.

First lieutenant, September, 1917; captain, January, 1918

First lieutenant, September, 1917; captain, November, 1918
First lieutenant, March, 1918
Civilian, August, 1917; private, February, 1918; first lieutenant,
September, 1918; captain, August, 1919.

First 1 ieutenant, March, 1918
Captain, January, 191S
First lieutenant, February, V918

First lieutenant, March, 1918

Private, March, 1918; first lieutenant, October, 1918.

PriTOte, June, 1918
First lieutenant, February, 1918. .

.

First lieutenant, September, 1917.

First lieutenant, February, 1918.

.

Second lieutenant, October, 1918.
First Ueutenant, March, 1918
Captain, March, 1918

First lieutenant, April, 1918

First lieutenant, September, 1917

First lieutenant, February, 1918; captiin, November, 1918
Second lieutenant , October, 1918
First lieutenant , February, 1918
Civilian, August, 1917; first lieutenant, February, 1918; captain,

October, 1918.
First lieutenant, March ,1918
First lieutenant, March, 191S; captain, November, 1918

Private, April, 1918; second lieutenant, October, 1918

Private, February, 1918; second lieutenant, November, 1918
Civilian, August, 1917; first lieutenant, February, 1918; captain,
November, 1918.

First lieutenant, October, 1917
First Ueutenant, January, 1918

Civilian, August, 1917; first lieutenant, February, 1918; captain,
November, 1918.

First lieutenant, March, 1918; captain. November. 1918
First lieutenant, February. 191S; captain, November, 1918
Civilian, August, 1917; captaia, Jantiary, 191S; major, November,

1918.
Captain, February, 1918
Private, April, 1918; sergeant, July, 1918; second lieutenant, Novem-

ber, 1918.

First lieutenant, September, 1918

First lieutenant, September, 1917; captain, October, 1918

Ci\ilian, August, 1917; first lieutenant, March, 1918, captain,
November, 1918.

Civilian, August, 1917; captain, January, 191S; major, November,
1918.

First lieutenant, April, 1918
Ci\11ian, August, 1917; first lieutenant, February, 1918; captain,
November, 1918.

Civilian, August, 1917; first lieutenant, February, 1918

CivilLin, August, 1917; first lieutenant, February, 1918
Civilian, August, 1917; first lieutenant, February, 1918; captain,
November, 1918.

First lieutenant, February, 1918; captain, November, 1918
Ci\ilian, May, 1918; major, November, 1918
First lieutenant, March, 1918
Civilian. August, 1917; first Ueutenant, January, 1918; captain,
November, 1918.

First Ueutenant, August, 1917; captain, January, 1918
Second lieutenant, October. 1918
First Ueutenant, March, 1918; captain, July, 1919

1 Psychological Service in Division ot Physical Reconstniction.
: Assigned to School ol Psychology for C. C. P.; commissioned in A. G

Grernlenf, Gordon, McClellan, Green-
leaf, G. n. No. 10.

Orrenleof, Lee, Hancock, Oreenleaf,
Fort Leavenworth.

Devens, S. G. O., Oreenleaf, S. G. O.,
Morale Branch. General Stall.

Oreenleaf, Morale Branch, General
Staff.

Greenleof. SlacArthur, Morale Branch,
General Staff.

Oreenleaf, Humphreys, Grant, G. H.
No. 28.

Oreenleaf, Travis, Fort Sam Houston
Upton.

S. G. O.
Oreenleaf, Funston, G. H., Fort Bav-
ard.N. Mex.

Oreenleaf, Pix, S. G. O.
Dix Oreenleaf, Upton, Humphreys,
C. C. P.

Oreenleaf, Humphreys, Greene, Green-
leaf G. H. No. 36.

Oreenleaf, Hancock, G. H. No. 36.
Gr«nfco/,Shelby,Hancock,G.H.No.36.
Oreenleaf, Kearny, Lctterman G. H.

Lee, Oreenleaf Sheridan. Devens.
Lee, Oreenleaf. Custer.
Oreenleaf, Sevier, G. H. No. 19.

Oreenleaf, Custer, Dodge, Fort Sam
Houston.

Oreenleaf, Sevier, Wadsworth.
GrcfTi'rar.Meade, Walter Eeed
Oreenleaf, Gordon, McClellan, Green-

leaf, G. H. No. 19.

Oreenleaf, Wheeler, Wadsworth, G. H.
No. 3 and No. 41.

Oreenleaf, Lee, Fimston, Fort Leaven-
worth, S. G. O.

Oreenleaf.
Oreenleaf, Meade, G. H. No. 31.

Oreenleaf, Pike, Beauregard, G. H.
No. 1.

S. G. O., Oreenleaf, Wheeler, Pike.
Oreenleaf, Upton.
Oreenleaf, Oreenleaf, S. G. O.
Oreenleaf, G. H. No. 2, S. G. O., Walter
Eeed.

Oreenleaf, Greenleaf, Lee, Newport
News, S. G. O.

Devens, Beauregard, Fort Riley, S.

G. O.
Oreenleaf, Dodge. G. H. No. 29.

Oreenleaf, G.n.^o.1&.
Oreenleaf. Cody, G. H. No. 3.

Dix, Oreenleaf, Hancock, G. H. No. 30.

Oreenleaf. Greenleaf, Sherman.
Greenleaf, Gordon, Humphreys, G. H.
No. 31, Hoboken, S. O. O.

Oreenleaf, Sherman, Lewis, Letterman
G. H.

GrccTi/ca/. Wbeeler, G. H. No. 17.

Taylor, Greenleaf, Taylor, Fort Leaven-
worth.

S. G. O., Oreenleaf, J^ee.

Greenleaf, Greene, Greenleaf, G. H.
No. 9.

Lee, Oreenleaf, Wadsworth, Meade,
Humphreys, Newport News, S. 0. O.

Oreenleaf, G. H. No. 6.

Greenleaf, Meade, Shelby, Upton.
Lee, Oreenleaf, Travis, Fort Sam
Houston.

GrfcnJea/, Wheeler, G. H. No. 19.

Oreenleaf, Humphreys, Cody, G. H.
No. 21.

Walter Reed, G. H. No. 16, No. 38, and
No- 8.

DLx, S. G. O., Greenleaf, Humphreys,
Wheeler, Walter Reed.

Devens, Greenleaf, Jackson, Fremont,
Kearny.

Taylor, Oreenleaf, Greene, Shelby,
Funston, G. H. No. 31.

Oreenleaf, Devens.
Dix, Oreenleaf, Funston.

DLx, Oreenleaf, Funston, Logan, Green-
leaf.Lelternmn G. H.

Dix, Greenleaf, Tra\ds, Walter Reed.
Taylor, Greenleaf.Vlke, G. H. No. 28,

Custer, G. H. No. 38, S. G. O.
Oreenleaf, Dodge, Grant.
S. G. O.
Oreenleaf, Grant.
Dix, Devens, Greenleaf, Custer.

Taylor, Oreenleaf, Grant.
Oreenleaf, Fort Sam Houston, Travis.
OrecnJeo/, Dodge, O. H. No. 2(i, S. O. O.
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Personnel of the Division of Psychology—Continued.

Wade, Francis A

Waugh, KarlT

Wembridge, Harry A

.

Wheeler, Raymond H

White, Goodrich C . .

.

Wilson, William R--

.

Wood, Benjamin D . .

.

Woodrufl, William H.

Wylie, Harry H

Yerkes, Kobert M
Yoakum, Clarence S..

Private, February, 1918; second lieutenant, November, 1918

First lieutenant, September, 1917; captain, November, 1917; major.

January. 1918.

Private, "February, 1918, second Ueutenant, October, 1918

Civilian, August, 1917; first lieutenant, February, 1918; captain,

November, 1918.

Private, February, 1918; second lieutenant, November, 1918

Sergeant, February, 1918; second lieutenant, October, 1918'

Civilian, August, 1917; first lieutenant, February, 1918

Second lieutenant, October, 1918

First lieutenant, February, 1918; captain, October, 1918

Major, August, 1917 - .-
First Ueutenant, August, 1917; captain, November, 1917; major,

March, 1918.

GreejUeaf, Pike, Greenleaf, G.
H. No. 11.

Taylor, S. G. O., Gordon, McClellan,
G. H. No. 6.

Qreevieaf, Jackson, Meade, G. H. No.
21, Dix.

Devens, S. G. 0., Greenleaf, Bowie.

Greeiileaf, Jackson, Sevier, Greenleaf,
Gordon.

Greenleaf, Sherman, Greenleaf, G. H.
No. 29.

Lee, Greerdeaf, Cody, Kearny.
Greenleaf, G. H. No. 10 and No. 26, S.
G. O.

Greenleaf, Sherman, G. H. No. 8,

Upton, G. H. No. 43.

S. &' O.
S. G. O., Lee, Taylor, S. G. O.

Enlisted Personnel of the Section of Psychology, Medical Corps, trained in the School of Military PsychologySchool for

Military Psychology.

Adams, DonaldW
Addis, Walter D
Allenberg, Sidney
Amdursky, P:manuel . .

.

Andrews, Ralph L
Augenblick, Jack
Baumann, Arthur C. B.
Baumgartel, Walter H..
Beck/Edward Ji

Beck, Theophilis J
Benge, Eugene J
Bernard, Henrj' S
Beverly, Bert
Bird, Kobert F
Bishop, Homer G
Blake, Ralph M
Blancnette , Jospeli A . .

.

Bolwell, Robert W
Booher, Howard I

Borden, Neil H
Bowie, Arthur
Bradlsh Norman C
Bradish, Robert
Briggs, HowardL
Broehl, Leland P
Browdy, Louis
Brown, Anthony J

Brown, Oliver VV
Brownlee, John W
Bruder, Victor's
Bullock, William H . .

.

P, undlie, Gerhard J . .

.

Cartland, Carl Wi
Cascaden, William W..
Cavanaugh, Paul J
Clark, Walter J
Clarke, Francis P
Cohen, Joseph
Cohen William
Coleman, Abraham E

.

Conley, Harold G
Coons, GleimC
Cornell, Arthur
Corzlne, Bruce H
Cotter, .\rthur B
Cowdery, Karl M
Cox, John H'
Coyner, Martin B
Cribbs, James E
Currie, Warren G
Custer, Everett E
Davis, Greyden, R
Davis, Herman B
Dawson, John B
Day, Lorey C.
Dealey, William L....
Dimmick, Forrest L.

.

Doe, WeastellT
Doermann, Henry J .

.

Donovan, Herman L.
Dotzour, GroverC
Downing, Harold 8...

Edwards, Howard
Elterich, Theodore O.
E mmerlck. Franz J . .

.

Erickson Carll
Evans, \ValtcrP
Feldman, Harry G....

Date of arrival. Rank on arrival.

April, 1918.

February, 19LS..

October, 1918....

March, 1918.....

October, 1918.. .

,

Februarv, 1918..

May, 1918
October, 1918. .

.

February, 1918.

May, 1918

.do.
April, 1918
March, 1918
February, 1918..

June, 19i8.
May, 1918

do
March, 1918
April, 1918

February, 1918..

October, 191S...

April, 1918

May, 1918
September, 1918.

February, 1918.

April, 1918
October, 1918...

May, 1918
February, 1918
May, 1918

'do.'

March, 1918
February, 1918.

.

June, 1918
November, 1918.

Corporal.

.do.
April, 1918
September, 1918...

May,1918
Februarj', 1918...
March, 1918
May,1918
April, 1918
July, 1918
February,1918. ..

October, 1918
November, 1918..
March, 1918
May, 1918
February, 1918..

May, 1918
April, 1918
March, 1918
May, 1918
Juno, 1918
May, 1918

Corporal.
Sergeant.
Private..

Corporal.
Sergeant.

Corporal.

Private
Sergeant, Istclasss...
Corporal
Sergeant

Private..
Sergeant.
Private..
....do...

Sergeant, 1st class..

Corporal
Sergeant, 1st class.

Private
Corporal

Corporal.
Private..
Corporal

.

Private.

.

Corporal.
Private.

.

Private, 1st class.

Corporal
Private

February, 1918....
May, 1918 1 do.
April, 1918 do.
May,19is I do.

Private..
do...

Sergeant.

Lewis.
Wadsworth.
Discharged.
Lee.
Dodge.
Funston.
Devens.
Dodge.
Walter Reed.
Grant.
Custer.
DLx.
Fort McHenry.
Funston.
Wheeler.
Funston.
Hancock.
Walter Reed.

Do.
Hancock.
Taylor.
Logan.
Discharged.
Travis.
Grant.
Upton.

Do.
Pike.
Morale Staff, Green-

leaf.

Funston.
Walter Reed.
Dodge.
Walter Reed.

Do.
Upton.
... Do.
Hoboken.
Upton.
Sherman.
Morale Staff, Hoboken.
Iliunplireys.
Sherman.
Lee.
Fort McPherson.
G. II. No. 11.

Greene.
Discharged.
Dix.
Upton.

Do

Custer.
Kearney.
Humphreys.
Taylor.
Wadsworth.
G. H. No. 16.

Dix.
Grant.
Sheridan.
Funston.
Sevier.
Gordon.

Psychological Service In Division of Physical Reconstruction.
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Enlisted Personnel of the Section of Psychology, Medical Corps, trained in the School of Military Psychology—School for

Military Psychology—Continued.

Fenn. Dan IT

Finkelhor, Herbert R..
Fisher, Donald W
Flshkin, Joseph
Fossler, Harold R
Franklin. Henry
Friedman, Saul
Fromuth, Carl L
Garrett, John Wi
Gill.Wimara
Gilliland.AdamR'....
Given, Philip L
Glenn, HaroldH
Goolsbv, Jehu L
Gould, Kenneth M
Granger, Oscar
Gra\% Benjamin F
Greenberg Mayer
Grecnleaf, Walter Ji . .

.

Growdon, Clarence H -

.

Habberstad, Claude C.
Hagner, Leonard G—
Haneman, Henry W...
Hanmer, Harold M

—

Harrv, Leroy
Hauc^, Arthiu- A
Hawes, Ra\Tnond P.

.

Hcadrick, James A. .

.

HeUer, \ValterS
Hildreth, Harold A..
Hitchcock, George K.
Hoch, Alvan H
HofFer, Irwin S
Hoflman, Alfred M, .

.

Hoffman, David M. .

,

Holmes, Chester W. .

.

Holmes, Joseph L
Holztnger, Karl J

.

Hoover, \talter S

Hoystradt, George F
Hudson, James J
Humphrevs, Kelso II. .

.

Jackson, Ernest T
Jackson, Re.vnold D
Jenkins, Joe C
Jennings, William H
Johanson, Albert M
Johnson, Oscar J
Johnson, Oscar R
Johnson . Martin S
Josey, Cfiarles C
Kam, ReuclU
Katz, Samuel E
Katzenf'erg, Da\id S. .

.

Kauimann, Herman J.

.

Keener, Edward E
Kenmier, Frank L
Kennedy, Charles E
Kennedy^Iohn A.i

Kieman, Kdmimd B. .

.

King, Samuel R
Kolstad , Arthur
Komhauser. Arthur W.
Kmlch, Joseph W
Knhlman, August F. .

.

Lancaster, Elmer E. . .

.

Landis, EstcsB

Larrabec. Harold A.
Larsen, Ulrich.
Lavelle^ichael J.
Leach, Howards..
Leckv, William P.
Lefton.AI. P
Levy, Joseph
LewLs, Stuart

Llnd,TennleA
Little, LesIieT ,

LoomLS, Roger S
McClain, Fred H ,

McEmsh,Ru.sseIIC...
McKeon. Wallace F...
McMahon, Thomas A.
McWharl cr, Cecil E...
Man'in, Donald H. . .

.

Massio, Welford J
Micliie, John G

Moore, Bruce V.>..

.

Moore, John L
Morris, Frank E....
Morton, Richard L.
Muller, John J
Munro, Thomas

Date of arrival.

April, 1918
May, 1918
April, 1918
October, 1918. .

.

May, 1918
do

October, 1918....

April, 1918
May, 1918
February, 1918..

April, 1918
February, 1918..

April. 1918
March, 1918

.do.
May, 1918,

'do.

April, 1918
February, 1918..

May, 1918.

October, 1918.

,

April, 1918.

.do.
May, 1918
April, 1918
June, 1918
March, 1918
February, 1918...

Mav,1918
April, 1918
October, 1918
February, 1918...

Mav,1918
September, 1918.
October, 1918

March, 1918
February, 1918.,

May, 1918
do

April, 1918

March, 1918.
.do.

October, 1918. .

.

May, 1918
April, 1918
February 1918.

October, 1918. .

.

May, 1918
April, 1918
October, 1018. .

.

May, 1918.,

.do.
October, 1918. .

.

MaV, 1918,
do

Februarv, 1918.,

March, 1918 ...,

Octooer, 1918. .

.

March, 191S

October, 1918. .

.

Mav,1918
October, 1918
August, 1918
April, 1918
February, 1918. .

.

April, 1918
September, 1918.

October, 1918

March, 1918
November, 1918..

May, 1918
July, 1918
Mav, 1918
October, 1918
Jime, 1918
March, 1918

.do.
July, 1918...
March, 1918.

February, 1918.

May, 1918
June, 1918
Febniarv, 1918.

March, 1918

Rank on arrival.

Sergeant
Private, 1st cla.ss.

Private

Corporal.
Private.

.

Corporal.
do...

Sergeant.

' Psychological Service in Division of Physical Reconstruction.

.do.
Private..
Sergeant.
Corporal.
Private..
Sergeant

.

do...
Corporal.
Private..
Sergeant.
Private.

.

.do.
Sergeant.
Corporal.
Private..
Corporal.
Private..

.do.
Sergeant
Private, 1st class.

Private

Sergeant.

Corporal.
.do.

Sergeant, 1st class.

Sergeant
Corporal
Sergeant
Private

.do.

Private..
Corporal.
Sergeant.
Private..
Corporal.

Corporal.
.do.

Private.

.

Corporal.
Private..
Corporal.
Private.

.

Private
Corporal ,

Sergeant '.

Private ,

Sergeant, Ist class.

Sergeant
Private
Corporal ,

Sergcint
Private
Corporal ,

Sergeant
do

Private

Corporal ,

Sergeant
Private, 1st class..

Corporal.
Private.

.

Corporal.

do.
Private
Corporal
Sergeant
Private
Sergeant
Sergeant, 1st class..

Assignment to
camp.

Dodge.
Devens.
Dix.
Upton.
Mesde.
Pike.
Upton.
Wneeler.
Fort MePhorson.
Upton.
Walter Reed.
Pike.
Meade.
Upton,
Wadsworth.
Pike.
Travis.
Lee.
Walter Reed
Sherman.
Grant.
Gordon.
Upton.
Sign. C, Tr. Det.
Yale Univ.

Fimston.
Kearny.
Sevier.
Gordon.
Lewis.
G. H. No. 16.

Devens.
Custer.
Wheeler.
Hohoken.
Upton.
Sevier.
G. H. No. 30.

Dodge.
Ilq . Mtr. Units, Green-

leaf.

Upton.
Dodge.
Gordon.
Taylor.
Custer.
Cody.
Bowie,
Grant.
Dodge.
Custer.
Hohoken.
Humphreys.

Upton.
Discharged.
Hancock.
Grant.
G. H. No. 10.

Walter Reed.
Hoboken.
Dodge.
Lewis.
Dix.
Travis.
Morale Stafl, Qreenleaf.
Jackson.
Hq. Mtr. Units, Green-

leaf.
Beauregard.
Dodge.
G. h: No. 6.

Lee.
Gordon.
Custer.
G. H.No. 10.

Hq. Mtr. Units, Qreen-
leaf.

Grant.
G. H. No. 10.

Logan.
G. H. No. 10.

Wadsworth.
Dodge.
Logan.
Taylor.
Grant.
Wadsworth.
N. C. O. School, Green-

leaf.

Walter Reed.
Greene.
O. H. No. 30.

Meade.
Upton.
Jackson.
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Enlisted Personnel of the Section of Psychology, Med'cal Corps, trained in the School of Military Psychology—School for
Military P.tychology—Continued.

Murphy, Clifton
Myhre, Olaf O
Myrick, Fred F
Nau, OttoS
Neal, EarlS
Nohlo. Ellis L
Oberholser, Robert M.

.

Oppenheimer, Julius J.

Parker, Clifford D
Paynter, Richard H
Pearson, Oscar P
Pellctt, Frederick D
Peppel, Edward L
Perla, I>eo

Perrv, Stephen K
Puhak, John I

Rachofsty, Lester M. .

.

Racioppi, Joseph
Ralston, Roy R
Reed, Ellery F
Rees, Thomas L
Rhawn, Heister G
Rich, Gilbert J
Rich, Harold T
Rickard, Garrett E
Riggs.CecilH
Rosenberry, Benj. F. .

.

Rosenfield, Simon D. .

.

Rubin , Abner J
Rushmore. Everett
Russell, PhilipH
Sapiro, David
Sarr^, Alfons J.*

Schaeller, Rupert C
Schifl^ Hyman
Schmidt, Clayton
Schneider, Arthur M
Schneider, HerbertW
Schoonmaker, Bernard N,
Scriver, Harry ,

Shefveland, Jos. B ,

Shields, Lewis W ,

Sides. ArthurC
Simon, Arthur E ,

Snapp, Glenn B
Spranlde, Horace M
Springstun. Humphreys.
Stone, Charles L
Straass, Samuel W
Sweeting, C. Lloyd
Swindle, Percy F
Taub.IsraelZ
Tea.CharlesM
Ten Hoor, Marten
Terrell, Marvin C
Thornpson , Frank W
Thompson, Lorenzo D. .

.

Thorpe. HerbertW
Thompldns, Leslie J
Tomlinson, Willara P
Turets, David
Tyson, George R
Trow, William C
Uhlendorf, Bernard
Uhrbrock, Richard
Veajie, Walter B
Wakeman, Seth
Walker, Pierre J
Walter, Gains W
Ward, Emerson C
Watkins, Clarence P
Webor.ChrisO
Wechsler, David
Wells, Cornelius L
Werner, Helmut h C. J_ .

.

West, Robert W^
Westcott, Ralph W
Whitehead, Guy
Whitehead, James S
Wickman, KzraK
Wildman . James R ,

Wiles, Harry B
Williams, James M
Williams, Osborne
Wills, Benjamin O
Wilson, Samuel B

Wittenberg, Philip.

.

Woellner. Robert
Wolfe, p;mil
Wood. Ernest R
Wo(Kidy. (Jarroll H.

.

Wright", William W.
Young, Ralph C
Zlmmerly, Fred W.
Zoellner, Herbert W.

Date of arrival.

October, 191S.

do
May, 1918

April, 191S
May, 1918
November, 1918.,

Februarv, 191S...

May, 1918
Februarv, 191S. .

.

Mav, 1918 ,

March, 1918

Julv
.do

OctoliiT. I'.n-'. . .

.

Novoral'rr. lyl.s..

March, 1918
October, 1918
February, 1918.

.

October, 191S
May, 1918
November, 1918..

February, 1918...

March, 1918
April, 1918

.do.

October, 191*
April, 1918
August, 1918
April, 1918
November, 1918.
October, 1918
April, 1918

.do.
May, 1918
September, 1918.

.

May, 1918
October, 1918

—

March, 1918.

May, 1918. .

.

April, 1918
March, 1918
June, 1918
Februarv, 1918..,

MaV, 1918
April, 1918
May, 1918
November, 1918.

,

October, 1918
May, 1918
October, 1918. . .

.

February, 1918...

April, 1918
.do.

June, 1918
November, 1918,

April, 1918 ,

March, 1918....
Mav, 1918
February 1918.

.

June, 1918
April, 1918
November, 1918.

April, 1918
May, 1918
November, 1918,

May, 1918
i

ao
June, 1918 1 do
May,19is do
April, 1918
March, 1918
Mav. 1918
Aphl, 1918
May, 1918

do
Maroh, 1918
May, 1918
November, 1918

Rank on arrival.

Private, 1st class.

Corporal
Private, 1st class.

Private
Corporal
Private

.Tulv, 1918
May, 1918
OMober, 1918.

May, 1918

November, 1918.
February, 1918.

.

May, 1918

Sergeant, 1st class.

Private
.do.

Sergeant.
Private.

.

Sergeant.
Private.

.

Sergeant.
Corporal.
Sergeant.
Corporal.

,

Sergeant.
Corporal.

.

-do.
Private.

.do.

Private
Private. 1st class
Sergeant
Private
Corporal

.do.
Private.

.

Corporal.
Sergeant.
Private.

.

Corporal.

,

Sergeant.

Private.

.

Sergeant.
Corporal.
Sergeant.

Private
Sergeant, 1st class
Corporal

Private, 1st ch
Private
Corporal

Corporal.
Sergeant

.

Private .

.

....do...
Corporal

.

.do.
....do..
Corporal

do..
Private,

.do.
Corporal
Private
Corporal
Private
Sergeant
Sergeant, 1st class.

.do.

Corporal
Sergeant, 1st class.

Corporal
do.

Private.

.

Sergeant.

Corporal.
Private.

.

Corporal.
Private.

.

Jackson.
Dodge.
Lee.
Hiunphreys.
Funston.
Pike.
Hoboken.
Dodge.
Taylor.
Bowie.
Jackson.
Grant.
Wheeler.
Humphreys.
G. H. No. 9.

Hoboken.
Funston.
Upton.
lyce.

G. H. No. 9.

Travis.
Hoboken.
Meade.
Travis.
Sheridan.
Funston.
Shelby.
Greene.
Sherman.
Upton.
Bowie.
Taylor.
Fort McHenry.
Hoboken.
Upton.
Cody.
Pike.
Hiunphreys.
Pike.
G. H. No. 14.

Jackson.
Hq. Mtr. Units. Green-

leaf.

Greene.
Shelby.
G. H. No. 3.
Sevier.
Wheeler.
Devens.
G. H. No. 3.

Dix.
Pike.
Custer.
Jackson.
MacArthur.
Greene,
Devens.
Pike.
Jackson.
Upton.
Devens.
Logan.
Meade.
S. G. O.
Funston.
Taylor.
Dix.
Wadsworth.
Upton.
Discharged.
S. G. O.
Upton.
Cody.
Logan.
Hoboken.
Dix.
Wheeler.
Upton.
Jackson.
Upton.
Humphreys.
G. H. No. 10.

Sheridan.
Dodge.
Hancock.
Kearny.
Hq. Mtr. Units, Green

leaf.

Sevier.
Funston.
Discharged.
Devens.
Lewis.
Taylor.
Hoboken.
Jackson.
Wheeler.

' Psychological Service in Division of Physical Reconstruction.
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Section 3.

—

Appointments and promotions in the Sanitary Corps for psychological service.

The appointment of a number of psychologists, not to exceed 16, in the Sanitarj' Corps,

was approved in September, 1917; these officers were to have the grade of first lieutenant.

In addition, two officers were appointed for service in the Office of the Surgeon General—Maj.

Robert M. Yerkes to organize psychological examining, and Lieut. Arthtir S. Otis to have
charge of statistical work.

In the plan for extension of psychological examining to the entire Army which was approved

January 19, 1918, provision was made for 132 commissioned officers, distributed as follows:

27 majors, 51 captains, 54 first lieutenants. It was assumed that the Division of Psychology

would be permitted to secure this officer personnel in accordance with approval quoted on
page 29 of this report.

One of the early activities of the Psychology Committee of the National Research Council

and subsequently of the Section of Psychology, Surgeon General's Office, was the gathering

of pertinent information concerning men who might be considered for appointment in the

Sanitary Corps. Data concerning more than 600 applicants for psychological appointment

were secured, properly classified, and filed. The psychological staff' of the Surgeon General's

Office was therefore prepared, when the need for additional officers presented itself, to recom-

mend qualified candidates. During January and February recommendations were made in

order that a group of 50 student officers might report for training at Fort Oglethorpe. Subse-

quently this number was increased to 79, which is 53 less than the niunber of commissioned

officers approved by the War Dejiartment.

In accordance with the plan of the division, qualified psychologists were to be reconunended

for appointment as rapidly as arrangements could be made for their training at Fort Oglethorpe.

This was extremely difficult because of interference of academic and other professional obliga-

tions. It would have been possible to recommend immediately on authorization the total

number of 132 psychologists, but in order to secure so large a number it woidd have been
necessary to accept many men of relatively poor equipment as contrasted with certain of the

men who were willing to enter the service as soon as they could make suitable arrangements

with their institutions.

Another immediate reason for delay in the commissioning of psychologists is found in

the temporary postponement of recommendations. A short delay occurred in March and again

early in April; a delay of several days was occasioned by the request for appointment in the

Sanitary Corps of a large number of men for" the gas service. About the middle of April the

Division of Psychology was notified by the ranking officer of the Sanitary Corps that recom-
mendations might be made. As it was important to secure appointments for approximately

50 additional psychologists to report in May for the training course, the necessary papers were
prepared and as rapidly as possible placed in the hands of Lieut. Col. W. D. Wrightson; but
before action had been taken on any of these recommendations by The Adjutant General, the

Division of Psychology was requested to present an estimate of its personnel requirements

during the year 1918. In response to this request a personnel table was prepared and submitted
to the officer in charge of the Sanitary Corps.

Before estimate of the required personnel had been submitted, the Division of Psychology
was notified that, pending careful investigation of the persoimel of the Sanitary Corps, and of

requirements for the various kinds of work provided for by the corps, no recommendations
for appointment or promotion would be received by The Adjutant General.

Since this additional and indefinite delay threatened to interfere most seriously with the

training of a sufficient number of competent psychologists, and thus to render impossible

satisfactory compliance with the instructions of the War Department that all drafted men and
all company officers should be given psychological examinations, the following special request

for authority to recommend 50 additional psychologists for appointment in the Sanitary Corps

was addressed to The Adjutant General of the Army. This letter was written by Maj. Yerkes

and transmitted by Lieut. Col. W. D. Wrightson, chief officer of the Sanitary Corps.
121435°—21 4
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Aprh. 18, 1918.

From: The Surgeon General, U. S. Army.

To: The Adjutant General of the Army.

Subject: Authorized personnel, Sanitary Corps, N. A., for psychological service.

1. January 19, 1918, the War Department authorized the securing of special commissioned and enlisted personnel

for psychological service, in accordance with plan outlined in third indorsement, copy of which accompanies this com-

munication.

2. This authorization pro\ddes for commissioning in Sanitaiy Corps of 132 officers. To date approximately 80

officers have been commissioned. It is desired to complete the number up to the original authorized quota of 132

immediately.

3. This is a professionally qualified personnel, the needs for which can not be met by officers already in the Sanitary

Corps. The course in military psychology is in progress at the M.O.T.C., Fort Oglethorpe, to which it is desired to

send at least 40 commissioned officers for special training on April 29.

4. The fact that the Sanitary Corps has exceeded its allowance of officers at present, renders it impossible to rec-

ommend appointment of additional psychologists. The situation is urgent. During the next few weeks the Divi-

sion of Psychology will be expected to examine upwards of 200,000 men in the various recruit depots, training camps,

and ports of embarkation, and unless we are able to increase our personnel immediately and rapidly, it will be utterly

impossible to do the work which has been ordered.

5. In view of the above facts it is urgently requested that special authorization be immediately granted the Sur-

geon General to recommend appointment in the Sanitarjf Corps of 50 additional professionally qualified men for psy-

chological service, the same to be ordered on appointment, to M.O.T.C, Fort Oglethorpe, Ga., for training in military

psychology.

For the Surgeon General:
W. D. Wrightson,

Lieut. Col. Sanitary Corps.

On April 26 Maj. Yerkes was summoned to the War College by a member of the Committee

on Organization of the War Plans Division of the General Staff. To this officer all pertinent

information concerning psychological personnel and needs was presented, and at the close

of the interview Maj. Yerkes was given to understand that this officer favored approval of the

request for authorization to recommend the appointment of 50 additional psychologists, and

that the Division of Psychology might expect final word concerning the matter the following

day, Saturday, April 27. Early the following week the Division of Psychology was notified

by telephone that the special request had been disapproved. Later formal notice of the disap-

proval was received.

The pecxiliarly interesting and puzzling fact about this action is that the committee on

organization saw fit to disapprove an essential portion of a plan which had previously been

carefully investigated and fully approved by the Surgeon General, a Committee of the War
College Division of the General Staff, the Chief of Staff, and the Secretary of War. The unfavor-

able action of the committee was taken despite the evident fact that the training of psychol-

ogists, and thus the securing of an officer personnel adequate for immediate needs, would thereby

be rendered impossible.

Having failed at various times to secure authorization by individuals or committees

charged with special tasks to do precisely what the War Department had fully authorized in

Januar}^, 1918, the Division of Psychology prepared in May to make the best possible use of

its available personnel while awaiting final action of the Committee on Organization of the War
College with reference to personnel to be allowed the psychological section of the Sanitary

Corps.

On May 7 the committee recommended to the Chief of Staff that no additional ranks

or personnel be allowed the psychological section of the corps pending investigation of the value

of psychological examining. It also recommended that The Adjutant General address to com-
manding generals of National Army cantonments and National Guard camps and the com-
manding officers of army posts, a letter requesting report on three points—namely: (1) The
value of psychological work in the military establishment; (2) the desirability of continuing

the work; (3) the possibility of having medical officers make psychological examinations.

On May 16, 1918, the Division of Psychology received an informal memorandum, ad-

dressed by Lieut. Col. W. 1). Wrightson, of the Sanitary Corps, to Col. C. L. Furbush, of the

Medical Corps, in which it was stated that the General Staff had disapproved changes in psy-

chological personnel pending the special inquiry described iu the preceding paragraph.
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By inquiry for the Surgeon General the chief of the Division of Psychology learned that,

prior to July 1, reports concerning psychological vrork had been received by The Adjutant

General, in response to special request mentioned above, from approximately 90 commanding
officers. The Adjutant General had referred these reports to the Committee on Organization,

which body had in turn placed responsibility for their analysis on Maj. L. P. Horsfall. Repre-

sentatives of the Division of Psychologj- subsequenth' explained to this officer that the majority

of the reports were unfair to the psychological service because few of the officers called upon to

make report had knowledge of tliis new kind of work. It was indeed shown to the satisfaction

of Maj. Horsfall that the reports in most instances described neuro-psychiatric work instead

of psychological examining; that in other instances they confused the M'ork of the neuro-

psj-chiatrist with that of the psychologist; and that not more than one report in four dealt

strictly with psychological examining.

^Vs a result of this exhibition of the unreliability of the data presented in the reports,

Maj. Horsfall, and subsequently Col. J. W. Craig, to whom the matter was referred on transfer

of Maj. Horsfall to another division of the General Staff, concluded that the official reports

supplied no basis for decision concerning the desirability of additional psj'chological personnel.

They therefore investigated the work to their satisfaction in other ways.

To correct the serious misconceptions and prejudices concerning psychological examining

which had been created by the steady influx of seemingly unfavorable official reports over

a period of several weeks, the following memorandum was prepared for the Chief of Staff by

the Division of Psychology.
September 12, 1918.

Memorandum for the Chief of Staff.

Relative to the reports on supposedly psychological sendee.

1. In May, 1918, The Adjutant General directed the following letter to commanding officers of cantonments,

camps, and army posts:

"From: The Adjutant General of the Army.
Subject: Additional personnel for psychological duties.

The Secretary of War directs that you submit at once to this office a report a-s to the benefits derived from the

work of psychological officers and as to the advisability of continuing such examinations, and whether such examina-

tions can be made by the regular medical personnel on duty under your command."
2. Dm±ig May, June, and July it is understood by this ofiice that upward cf 100 replies to this request were

received by the War Department. Inasmuch as these replies are supposed to be, with a few exceptions, unfavorable

to psj-chological work, and have led to the conclusion on the part of various officers of the General Staff that tliis work

has little, if any, value to the army and should be discontinued, it is deemed of prime importance that the following

facts be considered

:

3. At the time above request for report was sent to commanding officers, psychological service had been fully

organized in four cantoiunents. Psychologists had recently been assigned to about 20 additional cantomnents and

camps, but they had not had opportunity completely to organize their work,much less to acquaint commanding
officers with it and to demonstrate its values.

4. In this connection attention is in\'ited to the fact that psychological service was originally introduced on a

purely trial basis. As a result of extensive trial in four cantonments and careful in\-estigation and consideration of

value to the service by the War Plans Di\'ision of the General Staff, it was decided in January, 1918, to extend this

service to the entire army. February, March, and April were required for preparations essential to the extension

of work, such, for example, as the suitable training in military psychology of necessary officers and the manufacture

and distribution of examining materials and other supplies. InMay , when the request for report was made of command-
ing officers, the service was just about to be organized for the entire army.

0. No misleading or undesirable effects could have resulted from tliis premature and unfair investigation had it

not been that psychiatric work had been in progress in practically all cantonments, camps, and army posts for many
months. The following is what actually happened: Practically every commanding officer reported on what was

supposed to be psychological 8en.'ice. This was done often in ignorance of the fact that no psychological work had

been att'^mpted in the station in question, and quite as frequently regardless of the fact that the work had been very

recently organized and could not bo fairly judged.

6. The majority of the reports received and supposed to deal with psychological work are, in fact, reports on the

nature and value of neuro-psychiatrifl work, which is entirely independent of and different from the service for which

the Di\'ision of Psychology', Surgeon General's Office, is responsible. Finlhermore, in many of the camps and can-

tonments to which psj'chologists had recently been sent, the commn.nding officers have confused psychological and

psychiatric work in such wise that grave injustiio is done to both as well !is to the Army itself.

7. Analysis of upward of 100 reports mentioned above indicates that the reports of line officers are at least 7.5 per

cent favorable to psj'cTiological work in those stations where it had made sufficient progress toward complete organization

to justify any report.
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8. This showing is wholly in line with the result of the original trial of methods in four cantonments, for at that

time the War Plans Di\'ision of the General Staff learned by direct inquiry that somewhat more than 75 per cent of

the company commanders and other officers who had first-hand knowledge of psychological service and its rcsulte

were favorable to the continuance and extension of the work. It would be remarkable, indeed, if the Army should

have changed so radically as the large number of unfavorable reports mentioned above wotild seem to indicate. The

case is, in fact, a perfectly clear one. The War Department has been misled by the confusion of similar terms, and

the most serious of injustices to important new work in the interests of military efficiency has been done.

9. At the present time psychological work is well organized and perfectly established in all cantonments and in

10 camps. At least three out of four of these military establishments report favorably concerning the value of the

work, and from the commanding officers of several of the cantonments and camps enthusiastic appreciations have been

received by this office.

Robert M. Ybrkes,
Major, Sanitary Corps, U. S. A.

Although originally only the rank of first lieutenant was authorized for psychological

appointees in the Sanitary Corps, in connection with the plan for the extension of psychological

service, the grades of first lieutenant, captain, and major were authorized, and on the basis of

this authorization the Division of Psychology proceeded to make preliminary arrangements for

the appointment of psychologists of matiu"ity, professional competence, and important position,

for whom the higher grades of captain and major were essential.

The work of the school of military psychology was planned on the assumption that it would

be best for the service to send ofiicers there with relatively low grade, M-ith the expectation

of recommending them for promotion if their records justified it. In pursuance of this plan

several psychologists were sent to the training camp as enlisted men who would otherwise have

been commissioned as first lieutenants because of professional qualifications and obvious value

to the service.

Experience during the initial stages of psychological examining in the camps indicated the

serious disadvantages of having an officer with the grade of first lieutenant at the head of thework.

It was therefore decided that the chief psychological examiner in the divisional training camps
should in all cases be an officer with the grade of captain or major.

In order that a sufficient number of professionally qualified and experienced examiners who
had been trained at Fort Oglethorpe might be rendered available as chiefs of the psychological

service m various stations, the following recommendations for promotion were made to the

Surgeon General in April, 1918:

For appointment as majors: Capts. G. F. Ai-ps, W. S. Foster, J. W. Hayes, W. S. Hunter,

B. F. Pittenger, E. C. Rowe, M. R. Trabue.

For appointment as captains: First Lieuts. J. E. Anderson, H. C. Bingham, L. J. Brueckner,

H. B. Cummings, E. A. DoU, G. O. Ferguson, J. D. Houser, J. T. Metcalf, W. S. Miller, J. J. B.

Morgan, J. K. Norton, D. G. Paterson, H. A. Richmond, C. C. Stech, C. P. Stone, T. M. Stokes,

H. P. Shumway, C. H. Toll.

Because of the peculiar importance of these promotions for the psychological service,

Maj. Yerkes, by permission of the rankmg officer of the Sanitary Corps, presented the recom-

mendations to the Surgeon General with full explanation concerning the professional reasons

for recommending the promotion of certam men whose ages were under those usually required

for promotion in the medical department. The Surgeon General referred the matter to Col.

Furbush for advice. Subsequently Maj. Yerkes was twice called in conference concerning the

matter, and thereupon the Surgeon General approved the promotions as listed above with three

exceptions. Maj. Yerkes was notified by Col. Furbush of the Surgeon General's approval and

assumed that the promotions woiild be made prior to the assignment of chief psychologists in

the various divisional training camps. On this assumption, men who had been recommended

for grades of captain or major were assigned as chiefs of the psycliological service.

Late in April, and nearly a month after recommendation and approval, Maj. Yerkes learned

upon inquiry concerning the reasons for delay m the promotion of certain officers, that the

ranking officer of the Sanitary Corps had returned the recommendations for the promotion of

psychologists to the Surgeon General, who had disapproved them. This action was taken with-

out notification of the Division of Psychology, v/hich proceeded with its personnel arrangements
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on the assumption that the promotions would be made in accordance with the Surgeon General's

ofScially announced approval.

The importance of this particular miscarriage of justice is gi-eater than might at first appear,

because the majority of the officers recommended for promotion had served as psychological

examiners since September, 1917. Many of them are men highly trained for professional work
in psychology, and qualified to hold important academic or other institutional positions.

Furthermore, the failure of these promotions necessitated the organizing of psychological

examining in several training camps imder the direction of a first lieutenant of the Sanitary

Corps. This officer, since he had to deal chiefly with officers of the line and stafl' of higher rank

than himself, worked at a very serious disadvantage. It is scarcely possible to overemphasize

the injustice to the psychological service of this particular and peculiar disapproval.

Almost simultaneously with the inquiry concerning the value of psychological examining

initiated by the Committee on Organization of the General Staff, two other investigations of the

work were undertaken. The one was made for and under the direction of the First Assistant

Secretary of War, because of numerous criticisms which had reached the Secretary's office.

This investigation was conducted by Mr. G. H. Dorr. The other investigation was conducted

for the General Staff by Col. R. J. Burt.

These three inquiries into the nature and value of the psychological service were undoubtedly

inspired by the same motive—namely, the desire to ascertain whether psychological examining

yielded sufficiently important practical results to justify its continuation and extension. Each
investigation was conducted independently.

As has already been indicated, misleading inferences and resulting unfavorable recommen-
dations on the bas-is of the reports of commanding officers were avoided by action of the Division

of Psychology; nevertheless further development of psychological examining awaited the

reports of Col. Burt and Mr. Dorr. Both of these mvestigators submitted detailed statements.

It is unnecessary to do more than report the nature of their conclusions and recommendations.

Formal report was made by Mr. Dorr on June 10, 1918. After describmg in detail the pro-

cedures of neuro-psycliiatric and psychological examining, this investigator made the following

recommendations concerning psychological service:

The present force of psychologists should be transferred from the Sanitarj' Corps and placed under the Committee

on Classification of Personnel and the psychologic work in the camps hereafter be conducted by them under the direction

of the Camp and Division Personnel OiTicers.

The machinery now set up for the psychologic test of all men inducted into the service at the time of their arrival at

camp should be given a thorough trial. To give it this trial, it is essential that the results of the psychologic tests be in

the hands of the camp pereonnel officer prior to the time that the men are assigned out of the depot brigade. Such small

increase in personnel as may be necessary to effect this should be made.
Personnel officers shoidd be instructed to make such use of the psychologic tests in making assignments of inducted

men as appears to be practicable treating the results of the tests as a rough index of mental alertness, but not of other

milit;u^- qualities. They should be instructed to report at the end of two months on their observations as to the value

to them in their work of the information afforded by these tests. Personnel officers shoidd be instructed to place in the

hands of regimental and company commanders lists of the psychologic test rating of men assigned to the divisional organi-

zations at the time they arrive in those organizations.

General instructions should be issued pointing out the object of the psychological tests and of the waysin which
they had been found useful in certain of the camps, with instructions to company commanders to report at the end
of two months their obsersations as to the extent of the use to which they have been able to put the tests in the

selection and training of their men.
The ultimate determination of whether the group psychologic examinations are of sufficient value to warrant

their continuance shoidd await the result of the observations so obtained, for no matter what the theoretical merits

or demerits of the test may be, the practical value must depend on the use to which tliey are put.

The existing testa should be revised, with the aid of officers accustomed to the training and handling of troops.

Psychologists attached to the camp and division personnel offices should be subject to call for aid in solving

problems of discipline, training and morale. Definite steps should be taken looking to the development of this

branch of the psychologic work.

The test should not be appUed to officers except at the request of camp or divisional commanders and the chiefs

of Staff Corps.

Officers engaged in psychologic work who fail to establish effective working relations with oflicers in command
of troops should be promptly transferred to other lines of activity.
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Col. Burt, on June 18, 1918, reported favoral)lv, as is indicated by the following

quotations:

The introduction of the Psychological Division is a distinct step forward in military progrees. Its work is full

of possibilities in the direction of classifying personnel, equitably distributing personnel and speeding up organization

and training; however, to be productive of proper results, a firm conlroUing hand from the War Department must

be kept upon it in order that no theorist may lie permitted to ride it as a hol)by for the purpose of obtaining dat \ for

research work and the future benefit of the human race, and this at the exjienee of present military training.

Furthermore, if it is to tie continued in existence, since it is of importance, it sliould be systematically backed up

by the War Department. So far the Psychological Division has an insufTicicnt personnel; camp commanders have

not been directed to give it a place in camp organization; no l)uilding has been assigned to it; and in the over-

crowded cantonments the psychologist has become a "pest," since a building was to be furnished him and none has

been at hand; conseciuently, his examinations have been held on sufferance, here, there, and anywhere. If he

had had a dislincti^'e niche in the cantonment, where gro\ip8 of men could have been sent to him systematically,

little opposition to his division wovild have been r^orted by cantonment commanders. * * »

It is recommended that the Psychological Division with its examinations be continued with limitations and

curtailments as follows:

Psychological examinations to lie given to all candidates of officers' training scliools or camps, to such other

company officers only as commanding ofTicers of stations where psychologists are on duty may designate, and to all

newly drafted or enlisted men at those points where large numbers are collected for mu.ster into the service. * * *

Rating results of psychological examinations to be presented to the division personnel officer, and by him to

organizations concerned at the earliest practical moment, it being borne in mind that the greatest value of said

ratings depends upon the division personnel ofhcers lieing able to make use of them in the e(iuitable distribution of

men to organizations, not after distributions have been made, and liy the organization commanders having ratings at

hand immediately upon the entrance of men into the companies. This will speed up organization, since, within

limits, it will enable commanders at once to place alert-minded men in lime for special technical instruction;

among this class self-effacing nonprofcssing men will gain early recognition; to at once arrange for special training

for the low grades and to know immediately which are the average men for all general instruction.

That the Psychological Division be provided definitely ^vith a building either by construction or assignment

at any station where it is to work.

That the Psychological Division be given a definite personnel sufTicient for its needs, and in camps or canton-

ments; that cantonment commanders be informed that additional permanent enlisted personnel from the depot

brigade, the Medical Corps, or camp sanitjiry troops shall be assigned to the Psychological f)ivision for instruction

in their duties and for work in psychological examinations when needed; at other times these men to be used on

other duties. So far this division has trained enlisted men in camps for use at times of incoming new drafts, and

in some cases lost them by requisitioned transfer at the time the drafts appeared. Camp commanders have received

no instruction to furnish any personnel for use in psychological tests. * * *

That definite orders be published covering the above, since no regulations so far have been issued through The

Adjutant General of the Army to carry on the psychological examinations. The only instructions now governing

at cantonments are those issued to camp surgeons from the Ofllce of the Surgeon General. In a spirit of cooperation

the camp commanders considered that this expressed a desire of the War Department to have the examinations

conducted.

That a scheme I)0 devised by which low mentality cases may be recommended for assignment to special organi-

zations, not for service as camp police or necessarily labor organizations, but in special-training organizations under

specially selected ofllcers who will understand their particular needs for training. It is believed that the majority

of Buch cases, although possibly requiring doulile time for development over that necessary for the average and

superior mental grades, still can be brouglit forth into good average soldiers who will stand the trench strain. The
undersigned is not convinced that the stupid man, with proper training and leading, is necessarily going to give way
in the trenches. Through the above, the superior and average cases as determined by the psychologist to be appor-

tioned equitalily by the division or camp personnel officer to regiments and separate organizations. The average

cases are included with the superior since practically the average enlisted man often becomes a better soldier than

the quickly-grasping examination man, often superficial, who olitains a higher rating: particularly so, since no

psychological examination can moaBure characteristics of leadership, loyalty, judgment, perseverance, etc., which

go to make up the valuable soldier's character. It must be said, however, that, with few exceptions, the judgment
displayed in picking candidates for officers (the third and fourth training camps were examined psychologically)

have been confirmed by superior ratings.

The grouping of superior and average men in fighting organizations, and the lielow-average men to special

training for replacemontM in fighting organizations will be a further step in advance, as the former should then complete

training in much less time than they would if retitrded by the slowest men. Herein lies an especial line for

speeding up training. It will meet with opposition through lack of intimate contact with the psychologists, fear

of the new and unknown project and the idea that the Army is to be saddled with a hobby. * * •

It is noticeaVile that the higher ranking officers of long military service generally condemn the psychological

t«8t as unnecessary from the standpoint of an organization commander. This is due

—

(a) To the fear of having a "hobby" saddled upon the Army.
(b) To a lack of knowledge of the psychological examination and its uses.
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(c) To their ability from practice to judge their own men.

(d) To the fear that esaminations -sriU encroach upon training time.

The younger oScers who are now and to be company a^mmandeis are inclined to believe uiat the pe cncicizical

ratiTigs are of value in confirmiTig organization commanders in their estimates of men.
So isr, due to tranaferring personnel from and to or?anizaticai=, lack of fixed personnel for the Psychological

Division to enable records to be made qtiickly, and definite instructions to camp peisonnel officers, no use of value

has been made of psychological ratings in organizatirHis, eicept in depot brigades. Camp petsemnel officers ha-.-e.

however, used them to some extent when called upon to supply particular classes of men for special serx-ices. The
^plication of examination reeults is yet in its infancy. This and continuous changing of drafted men to and fraoi

camps have prevented any sj-stematic use of ratings by division or ramp personnel officers.

The favorableness of Col. Burt's report and recommendations were both surprising and
gratifying to the officere of the Division of Psychology, because he had observed the psycho-

logical service only in camps in which it was either imperfectly organized or unsatisfactory

because of extremely adverse conditions.

The favorable restJts of investigation enabled the Division of Psychology to renew its

request for additional officers. This was done early in July in the following letter:

JtiLT 10, 1918.
From: The Surgeon Genoal, U. S. Army.
To: The Adjutant General of the Army.

Subject: Office- personnel. Sanitary Corps, few psychological examining.

1. At present, in compliance with action taken by the War Department January 19, 1918, the Surgeon Genetal'e

Office is conducting psychological examination of drafted men in 27 National Army and Xational Guard canqis.

Examinations should also be in progress in several additional camps and post* which receive or train drafted men.
but the offico' personnel aUowed the Division of I^ychology by Ihe General StaS is inadequate to man these addititRial

stations.

2. The following table indicates the existing distribution of officer personnel iar thU work and the immediate need.
[The detailed table of the needs of camps is omitted. It may be summarized as follows: Number of camps with

no officers on duty, 7; with 1 officer, 6; with 2 cheers, 8; with 3 officers, 10; with 4 officers, 3.

Number of camps requiring no officers or only 1, none; requiring 2 offices, 10; requiring 3 officeis, 5; lequirine 4

officers, 18; requiring 5 officCTs, 1.

Number of camps without shcRtage of officers, 5; with shortage of 1 (^cer, 13; with shortage of 2 officers. 14:

with shortage of 3 officers, 1; with shortage of 4 officers, 1.

Officers on dut>- at camps, 64; officers required at camps, 112: shortage of officers at campe. 4?.]

3. The attached table of organization for psycholc«ical personnel. Sanitary Corp?, indicates, first, the present

distribution of officers now on duty in this servTce; second, the personnel imperatively needed to conduct psychological

service effectively in accordance with the instructions of the Secretary of War.
4. The following explanatory statements supplement the data given in the proiKised table of oiganization. At the

tedning school in military psycholog>-. Fort Ctelethorpe, Ga., four officers are needed continuously iar instmctiMia!

and other ramp duties.

The allowance for National Army and National Guard camps, as indicated in paragraph above, is 112 men. At
present only 64 are on duty in these stations. This number is adequate for approximately half the work which should
be done. It is clear that if psychological examining is to be conducted it should be provided with an adequate per-

sonnel for complete and reasonably thorough work in every camp. The number of officers needed varies with the
nature and use of the camp—from two to five.

For cooperation with psychiatric officers at recruit depots and certain other stations, such, few example, as disci-

plinary- barracks. Fort Leavenworth, either one or two psycholc^ists are needed. The allowance made in the table

for these stations is 16. At least this number is required for immediate assignment in compliance with ureent and
repeated requests from Col. Bailey, Chief of the Division of Neurology and Psychiatry. Surgeon G«ieral's Office.

Pertonrul Tequired
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In the Surgeon General's Office for administration of psychological examining, development, revision, and

improvement of methods, and the analysis and reporting of results, and for the conduct of such examining as is requested

in and about Washington, five officers are required.

The total of the above items is 137 officers.

5. It is desired that this table of organization be approved in order that approximately 30 enlisted men in the

Medical Corps who have had two months' training in military psychology at Fort Oglethorpe may be appointed either

38 second lieutenants or as first lieutenants for psychological service, and that approximately 30 psychologists not at

present in the service may be recommended immediately for appointment in the Sanitary Corps and ordered to Fort

Oglethorpe for necessary military and psychological training in preparation for assignment.

In this connection it must not be overlooked that training in military psychology is absolutely essential for effective

work in examining stations. This office is not willing to commission men and assign them to duty as examiners with-

out the special training given at Fort Oglethorpe. Since the school of military psychology at Fort Oglethorpe is the

only source of officer supply, it is clearly important that this office be authorized to send additional psychologists to

that station at the earliest possible moment for training in preparation for assignment to various camps and posts.

For the Surgeon General:
R. B. Miller,

Colonel, Medical Corps, N. A.

The above request for permission to increase the officer personnel of the Division of Psychol-

ogy to a total of 137, which was only five more than the number authorized in January, 1918,

by the War Department, was disapproved early in August, in accordance with the following

indorsement, on recommendation of the Division of Operations of the General Staff and, as later

appeared, as a result of complete misunderstanding of the nature and purpose of army psycho-

logical examining.

War Department, A. G. O., August 13, 1918—To the Surgeon General of the Army.

1. The request of the Surgeon General for additional Sanitary Corps officers for psychological examining duties is

not favorably considered.

2. It is not considered necessary that every soldier passing through divisions, depot brigades, replacement training

centers, or recruit depots be given a minute psychological examination. Suspected or doubtful cases should be set

aside for special examination and study.

3. A great part of the work connected with psychological examinations should be performed by medical officers

on duty at depot brigades, recruit depots, base hospitals, etc., the expert psychologists being called upon for advice

whenever necessary.

Bv order of the Secretary of War:
C. S. McNeill.

It is perfectly clear from this indorsement that the misleading reports of commanding

officers referred to above determined the decision and the specific recoromendations.

Since the disapproval rendered it practically impossible to continue the service satisfac-

torily, and since it also did grave injustice to the personnel by rendering promotion impossible,

a request for reconsideration, accompanied by detailed statement of the principal facts concern-

ing the service, was prepared for the Surgeon General by the Chief of the Division of Psychology

and forwarded to the Chief of Staff early La September. This lengthy commtmication is repro-

duced here in full because it gives a connected accoimt of the chiefly significant incidents in the

provision of the commissioned persoimel for psychological examining from the beginning of

this work to September, 1918.

Preparatory to the formulation of this request for reconsideration, the Chief of the Division

of Psychology conferred with various members of the General Stafl", and thus learned of the

surprising misimderstandings and prejudices which had developed as a result of the misleading

reports from commanding officers.

August 31, 1918.

From: The Surgeon General, U. S. Army.

To: The Chief of Staff.

Subject: CommLssioned personnel for Psychological Section, Sanitary Corps.

1. On July 10, 1918, the SurgeonGeneral'sOflicemadereqiiestthrough the Adjutant General for additional appoints

ments and grades in the Sanitary Corps, Psychological Section. This request was disapproved by second indorsement,

dated August 13, 1918.

2. Almostsimultaneously with disapproval of request for psychological personnel, General Orders, No. 74, establishing

psychological work and definitely providing for its conduct, was approved. These two important actions are so related

to one another that it is obviously impossible for the medical department to complj' \vith the spirit of the general order.

It is therefore necessary to renew immediately request for additional psychological personnel and grades, basing estimate
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of need upon Genera.1 OrJers, \o. 74, and such existing special requests or established relations of psychological work
as are deemed of primarj- importance.

3. The attention of the staff is respectfully called to the fact that by order of the Chief of Staff psychological ser\-ice

has been thoroughly investigated during the past three mouths and fully reported on: that as a result of this investi-

gation and report Col. R. J. Burt, of the ^\'ar Plans Di\-ision of the General Staff, prepared, by direction of the I'hief of

Staff, general order referred to above.

Thus far, in connection with provision of-personnel for psychological work, the investigation, report and recommen-
dations of Col. Burt have been ignored.

Simultaneously unth investigation by the General Staff, the Assistant Secretary of War ordered thorough inquiry
concerning psychological service. Such inquiry was made with extreme care by Mr. G. H. Dorr, of the Secretary's

office, llr. Dorr's report was favorable to the continuance of psychological work, and especially called attention to its

importance as supplementing the personnel work of the Army.

On recommendation of the War Plans Di\Tsion a letter of inquiry concerning the value of psychological work its

continuance, and the possibility of ha\dng medical officers take charge of it was sent to the commanding officer of can-

tonments, camps, and posts. This letter elicited upward of 90 replies, most of which had nothing to do with psycho-
logical service, since psychological examiners had at the time of the inquiry been assigned to relati-cely few stations.

Almost all of the reports confused psychological ser\-ice with neuro-psychiatric work. Several of the remainder,

ostensibly reporting on psychological ser\'ice, were from stations in which the work had been but recently established

and was incompletely organized. The conclusion of all officers of the staff who considered these reports on their merits

is that they are entirely irrelevant to the psychological ser\'ice, grossly misleading, and therefore valueless as a basis for

decision concerning the continuation, conduct, or relations of psychological work.

The attention of the staff is invited to the fact that psychological ser\-ice is entirely distinct and different from neuro-

psychiatric eerv-ice. The psychological work has reference primarily to classification according to intelligence and
effective assignment, whereas the neuro-psychiatric examining has to do with mental diseases or pathological con-
ditions.

4. The numerous reports, memoranda, and official actions concerning psychological service which have accumu-
lated during the past year make it wholly clear (1) that there has been much confusion, misunderstanding and uncer-

tainty concerning this new work; (2) that whenever the staff has secured reliable information from the department and
officers who are responsible for the psychological ser\'ice or from line officers who have had opportunity to judge of its

value, the resulting action has been favorable; (3) that all unfavorable decisions have been based upon the mistaken
idea that psychologists are attempting to do a portion of the work of the medical department or that the examination
of every indi^ddual is unnecessary because most men are mentally normal; (4) that although the War Depai-tment has

ordered competent investigators to make exhaustive inquiry concerning the ^-alue of psychological work to the service,

action has sometimes been based upon fragmentary or incorrect information instead of upon reliable and unprejudiced
official reports of investigators and of the Surgeon General.

5. Conferences with General Staff members have indicated the extreme desirability of presenting in connection
with this request statements concerning the present status of psychological service, it'; varieties, ways in which its

results are being used, and the judgment of various line and medical officers on its values.

6. In order that the specific requirements of general orders No. 74 may be complied with, it is requested that in-

crease in personnel as indicated below be authorized.

(a) It is ordered that the Psychological Division be established at those points where depot brigades are or will

be established. The experience of the di\'ision has proved that four commissioned officers are required for the satis-

factory organization and conduct of the various kinds of psychological service demanded by depot brigades and
desired by personnel adjutants, commanding officers, and medical officers. Every cantonment will have a depot
brigade. It is estimated that dining the next few months there will be at least an average of four additional depot
brigades. This statement is based upon the best information that the Division of Psychology has been able to seciu-e

from the Operations Division of the General Staff. It is therefore indicated that for psychological staffs in 20 Depot
Brigade camps 80 commissioned officers will be needed.

These officers will see (1) that an intelligence grade is sectu-ed for every man reporting in depot brigade; (2) that

this grade is promptly entered by personnel adjutant on the qualification card and used as relevant information in

connecUon with assigiunent of men to duty; (3) that the mental grade, along with other important personal data, is

promptly reported to the commanding officer to whom soldier is assigned; (4) that profitable ways of using information

concerning soldier's mental rating shall be explained to and discussed with commanding officers; (5) that medical officers

shall be assisted as seems necessary or desirable in the examining of men of low grade mentality or those who are difficult

to train or to control.

Psychological service in the depot brigade will be primarily personnel work, despite the fact that it is conducted
under the supervision of the Surgeon General. Its only medical aspect and reference will be cooperation of psycholo-

gists with medical officers and assistance of the latter in seciuing mental grades for men who are either feeble-minded

or 80 nearly so that they can not be assigned to regular military organizations.

It is regarded as important by the Committee on Classification of Personnel in the Army that intelligence grade

be furnished by the psychological staff to the pcrsoimcl adjutant for every soldier within a few hours after lie reaches

camp. Dr. Walter D. Scott, director of the personnel committee, has prepared a statement of opinion which is

appended to this letter.
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Tliis task necessitates the grouiJ examining of draftees in depot brigade camps. All available evidence indicates

that intelligence grade or rating is of great practical importance.

The Di\-ision of Psychology virgently requests that in connection with action on personnel for psychological work,

the personnel committee of the War Department and the foUowin? officers, who have made special study of psycholog-

ical work, be consulted: Col. R. J. Burt, Lieut. Col. L. P. Horsfall, Lieut. Col. Edgar King, Dr. W. D. Scott, and Mr.

G. H. Dorr.

Far more pertinent than would at first seem is the following paj^raph from cablegram received by the War

Department from Gen. Pershing, July 17, 1918:

Prevalence of mental disorders in replacement troops recently received suggests urgent importance of intensi\-e

efforts in eliminating mentally unfit from organizations new draft prior to departm-e from ITnited States.

It is doubtful whether the War Department can in any other way more importantly assist to lessen the difficulty

felt by Gen. Pershing than by properly pro\'iding for initial psychological examination of every drafted man as soon

as he enters camp. The examination is made on men in lai^e groups and requires very little time. It enables the

examiners to single out for special study and report those cases which are of doubtful value to the service and which

perhaps should be used in this country rather than overseas. In the opinion of line officers, medical officers and psy-

chologists as well as of the civilian experts who have inquired into this matter for the Secretarj' of War, it is of prime

importance to use the simple methods of mental rating which have been devised to assist in classifying and properly

placing soldiers of the United States Army.

The following description of conduct of group psychological examination of drafted men as they report in camp is

taken from the report of the chief psychological examiner at Camp Dix. It at once indicates the simplicity and expe-

ditiousness of the procedure. It is literally true that no officer, so far as this di\-ision has been able to learn, who has

observed this method of making a mental survey of our drafted men and of thus securing results which are immediately

useful to personnel adjutants, to company commanders and to medical officers, has remained unconvinced of the prac-

tical importance of this work for the army.

[A verbatim account of procedure in examining at Camp Dix is omitted here. The account shows the dispatch

with which examination is conducted and its coordination with the other procedures through which the recruit must

pass.]

{b) "The psychological division shall be established at Camp Humphreys, Virginia. " To comply with this specific

order it is necessary to send a staff of four officers to this engineer's camp. The organization will be in no wise different,

BO far as can be foreseen, in Camp Humphreys than in any other divisional training camp.

The engineers of the Army have been keenly and intelligently interested in psychological service and have suffi-

ciently appreciated its possibilities especially to request that the work be adequately pro\dded for in their lai^e

camp. In this connection attention is directed to letter, which is appended, concerning psychological service, written

November 22, 1917, by Col. E. W. Markham of the 303d Engineers. This letter was written very early in the history

of psychological service in the United Sta,te8 Army and when methods were relatively crude and results certainly

much less valuable than to-day.

(c) A staff of five commissioned officers is required for the proper conduct of service in the Office of the Surgeon

General. This includes, in addition to an administrative officer, an assistant administrative officer who is also respon-

sible for personnel ; two officers charged with the analysis of reports, revision of methods, and preparation of new methods

;

and an officer in charge of materials, who 8ei"\'es in addition as an examiner, responding to requests for psychological

examinations in and about Wasliington.

During the past year more than 5,000 examinations of commissioned officers, enlisted men, and civilian personnel

of various corps of War Departments have been made in and about Washington by special requests of commanding

officers or heads of departments.

It is further necessary to pro\'ide two inspectors who shall from time to time thoroughly investigate the organiza-

tion and conduct of psychological service in camps and other stations and fully report thereon to the Division of Psy-

chology, Surgeon General's Office. At present two inspectors are on duty.

(d) "A school for mUitaiy psychology shall be established at Fort Oglethorpe, Georgia." This portion of the

general order has already been complied with, since a school was organized at Fort Oglethorpe in February, 1918.

Since that timq more than 70 officers of the Sanitary Corps, psychological service, have been given at least two months'

intensive training in the school. There have also been trained during the same period approximately 260 enlisted

men, most of whom accepted voluntarj' induction into the army at request of the Division of Psychology on account of

their special professional qualifications and intellectual fitness for psychological service. This is probably by far

the strongest group of enlisted men in the United States Army. Approximately 25 per cent of the enlisted men, in the

judgment of the instructional staff and of the commanding officer at Fort Oglethorpe, earned promotion to commissioned

appointments in the Sanitary Corps during their service as students in the School of Military Psychology.

The attention of the staff is especially invited to the following fact: Practically all of the enlisted men in the

psychological service arc college graduates who have had in addition professional post-graduate work in psychology

and allied topics. Is is safe to say that practically every one of the nearly 25 per cent of this personnel recommended

for commis.'rion by the authorities in Fort Oglethorpe would have won commissions in an officers' training camp. Nev-

ertheless, the action of the War Department in disapproving provision of adequate personnel for psychological service

has rendered it impossible for the medical department to promote these men from the enlisted group. They are to-day,

as they have been for months, doing officers' work although they are still enlisted men. The seriousness of this injus-
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tice can not easily be overemphasized. The Div-ision of Psychology has done even-thing in its power in the first place

to avoid injustice, in the second place to remedy it by securing approval of additional appointments.

For the instructional staff of the School of Military Psychology at Fort Oglethorpe and for the conduct of psycholog-

ical serv-ice in Camp Greenleaf a staff of five commissioned psychologists is required.

(c) The Psychological Di%Tsion is required by general order to maintain at the school for psychological personnel,

Fort Oglethorpe. Ga., a trained reserve and a reserve in training, composed of ofHcers and enlisted men. In view of

the varieties of psychological service now in progress, it is believed that the trained reserve of commissioned officers

should number 15 men. .Since more than 260 enlisted men have already been trained and are available for duty in

the camps, it vaU be unnecessary to train any considerable number of psychologists in the enlisted group. It is believed

to be desirable to select so far as possible for this serNice limited ser^^ice men with proper educational and professional

qualifications. This has been done in the past so far as has seemed feasible and mil be continued in the future.

The reser\'e of commissioned officers in training will, it is believed, be adequately pro\dded for by the regular

10 per cent allowance granted in connection with officer personnel.

The above items under letters (a), (6), (c), {d), and (e) meet the specific personnel requirements of general order

Xo. 74; but in addition it is to be noted that the orders provide that commanding officers shall requisition psychologists

for various lands of work in accordance with need. It is therefore necessary to enumerate, as in the following paragraph,

needs which are existent and demands which, aside from those listed in this paragraph, are urgent.

7. It is deemed essential by the Di^dsion of Psychology, Office of the Surgeon General, that psychological personnel

be pro\ided as follows

:

(a) The War Department committee responsible for the orgamzation and conduct of development battahons

desires that a well trained and otherwise competent psychologist be assigned in each camp for service on staff of develop-

ment battalion. It is understood that he should be responsible for morale work in the battalion as well as for specifically

psychological work and certain educational measurements, and that he should assist not only with the classification

and rating of men, but also with their training. Since every camp will have its development battalion, 32 commis-

sioned officers will be needed.

On August 31 a letter was addressed to the Chief of Staff by the Surgeon General requesting authorization for

appointment in the Sanitary Corps of 32 officers to be assigned to duty in development battalions as officers responsible

for morale, mental examining (aside from neuro-psychiatric), and measurements of soldiers' response to training.

Evidence already accumulated in the form of reports received by the Surgeon General's Office, statements by line

officers and officers of the General Staff, indicates con\incingly that the assistance of psychologists in development

battalions is likely to prove of great and increasing importance and to be urgently desired, requested, and, unless other-

wise provided for, requisitioned in accordance with General Orders, No. 74, by commanding officers of these

organizations

.

It is believed that the psychological o.fficer assigned to development battalion service can be adequately sup-

ported by privates or noncommissioned officers trainedm military psychology and that on the whole it is likely to prove

desirable to use competent enlisted men for much of this work rather than commissioned psychologists. One com-

missioned officer for development work in each camp ^vill be absolutely essential, however.

(b) At present psychological work is organized and in progress in 27 camps. It is being organized in one additional

camp, and has been requested by commanding officers in yet another camp. Several of these camps will not have

depot brigades, and therefore would not by order be supplied with psychologists. In view of this situation the Division

of Psychology recently telegraphed several camps which lack depot brigades, but in which psychological work has

been organized, requesting that permis,sion be granted to remove psychological officers. In every instance this per-

mission was refused on the ground that the psychological work was needed in the camp. The indications that this

action is based upon substantial evidence of the practical value of psychological work are such that the Surgeon General 's

Office does not deem it either wise or expedient to entirely abandon psychological service in camps which lack depot

brigades. Since, however, there would be relatively little group examining to be done in these canps and the work
would consist chiefly of the study of individual s who proved inapt, unruly, or otherwise difficult to use in the regulai-

organizations, it would be necessary to assign only one psychologist to each of these camps in addition to the psycholo-

gist assigned to the staff of the development battalion.

It IS estimated that there will be at least 12 camps lacking depot brigades, but in every sense entitled to and almost

without exception desiring psychological ser\'ice. An allowance of 12 commissioned officers is therefore requested for

such assignment.

Psychological service has not been organized in Camps Beauregard, Wac.Vrlhur, McClellan, Fremont, or in the camp
of limited serWce men at SjTacuse. MacArthiu- has especially requested the assignment of a psychologist, but lack of

officer personnel has rendered it impracticable to attempt to comply with this request.

(c) The Di%'ision of Military Aeronautics has recently requested the General Staff to authorize the application of

psychological methods to its enlisted personnel. This request was indorsed by the Surgeon General with the recom-

mendation that the existing organization and personnel for psychological service, medical department, should so far

as possible be used for conduct of work in the Division of Military Aeronautics.

The Di\-ision of Neurologj- and Psychiatry of the Surgeon General's Office has repeatedly and insistently requested

assignment of a psychological examiner to each neuro-psychiatric board. It is estimated by the chief of this division

of the Surgeon General's Office that at least 20 psychologists should bo available for such ser^ace. The Division

of Psychology has never been able to assign men in compliance with these requests because of the shortage of
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officer personnel. This estimated need is not included in the following tables, because it is deemed desirable that the

Division of Neuropsychiatry should make special request direct to the Surgeon General and that if the Surgeon General

approve the assignment of psychologists to assist neuro-psychiatric boards the General Staff should be asked to author-

ize the necessary increase m psychological personnel.

Further, the Di-\nsion of Physical Reconstruction has requested the assignment of psychological officers, one to

be stationed in each special reconstructional hospital.

8. The following table indicates the distribution with respect to assignments and grades of the 77 officers of the

Sanitary Corps authorized by the General Staff for psychological service.

[Two tables,which were included in the memorandum, are omitted here. They were similar to the table furnished

The Adjutant General—see p. 47, but were more detailed. They showed the number of officers on duty—majors, 3;

captains, 16; first lieutenants. 56; total, 75; and the number of officers required—lieutenant colonel, 1; majors, 25;

captains, 46, ffi-st lieutenants,- 43; second lieutenants, 40; total. 155.]

9. The following information concerning the history and sta,tus of personnel in the psychological service is extremely

important in connection with general stiff action on present request:

When the medical department originally, in September. 1917, undertook to make a thorough trial of proposed

methods of mental examining in order to determine their value to the military seTvire. IG competent psychologists

were commissioned as first lieutenants in the Sanitary Corps. This grade was given irrespective of age, professional

status, previous militaiy experience or prospective value to the ser\dce. Some of the men should have been majors,

others captains and a few second lieutenants, but the grade of first lieutenant was the only one made available.

At the same time, by authorization of the Secretary of War, 24 men were given civil appointment as psychological

examiners. This was done because the Surgeon General deemed it undesirable to commission many psychologists

prior to demonstration of the military value of proposed methods. Most of these civil appointees were men of pro-

fessional qualifications similar to the commissioned officers, and if appointed in the Sanitary Corps they would have

been entitled to ranks varying from second lieutenant to major.

These 40 psychological appointees, 16 in the Sanitary Corps and 24 under ci\'il appointment, have ser\'ed the

^^my faithfully and under extremely difficult conditions, worldng long hours and often 7 days in the week, with almost

no reward, for the War Department's disapproval of requests for additional gi-ades and appointments has, with a very

few exceptions, prevented promotions.

lu view of these circumstances it seems unreasonable to expect these original appointees and the 35 psychologists

who were appointed in the Sanitary Corps during the first three months of the present year to continue to serve efficiently

and contentedly. It is clearly the duty of the War Department either to provide for their normal promotion, as in the

case of any other military group, or to order psychological service discontinued and request that these officers either

choose other service or resign.

Approximately half of the officers now in the psychological service have already been recommended by the Divi-

sion of Psychology for promotion. Many of these recommendations were made early in April, 1P18, but it has thus far

been impossible for the di\ision to secure the necessary authorization for favorable action.

The situation with respect to enlisted psychologists is even less satisfactory. When the School for Military Psychol-

ogy was organized it was with the definite understanding that 132 psychologists could be commissioned in the Sanitary

Corps in accordance -with authorization of the Secretaiy of War dated January 19, 1918. A copy of this authorization,

which was written as fifth indorsement to recommendation from the Surgeon General for extension of psychological

work, together with plan of the medical department for securing necessary psychological personnel, is attached to this

letter. At the time of the organization of the school, February, 1918, psychologists were being commissioned as rapidly

as possible but owing to professional obligations there were many delays in securing competent men, consequently

the entire number of 132 was not secured at once, but arrangements were made by which groups of either 25 or 50 com-

missioned or enlisted men could be sent to the School for Military Psychology at Fort Oglethorpe. It was definitely

understood by the Division of Psychology that these men could and should be recommended for promotion to non-

commissioned or commissioned appointments according to their performance in the training school. No definite

promises were made to individuals, but the understanding between the Surgeon General's Office and the students

involved was perfectly definite and is clearly justified by the assurances which had been received from the War
Department.

Between February and July, 1918, approximately 250 carefully selected men accepted voluntary induction for

training in military psychology. Thus far approximately 50 of these men have been highly recommended for promotion

to commissioned appointment. They are among the ablest young men in the Army. They came into the service by
special invitation and because of special qualifications for a kind of work which the Secretary of War had ordered.

They have been cut off from opportunities for promotion and used as privates or noncommissioned officers for work which

should be done by commissioned officers. It is so obviously unfair to these young men to have them continue in their

present work without promotion that the War Department should immediately authorize additional appointments

in the Sanitary Corps, psychological service.

A further pertinent consideration with respect to psychological appointments is this: suitable candidates for

commissioned appointments are available in the psychological service. They are highly trained and it is merely a

case of promoting them according to value to the service and merits. It is believed that this is a much more pertinent

argument for the creation of additional appointments for psychological work than any other except the urgent need

and demand by line officers for various kinds of psychological service.
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Assurance may also be given to the War Department that the men in the psychological service, both enlisted and
commissioned, are of such native ability, education, and military experience that with few exceptions they can be used

effectively in other ser\-ice3 should the need for them in the psychological service disappear. The majority of them
would make efficient personnel adjutants, others would render admirable service as hospital adjutants, many are

fitted and eager for line service. Recently one commissioned psychologist has been transferred to the Tank Corps and
is serving as personnel officer; a second was recently requested by his commanding officer to accept transfer to the

infantry and promotion to the rank of major in order that he might be placed in command of the development battalion

in his camp. There are several otficers in the psychological ser\'ice equally well fitted for such military responsibility.

The Army need have no misgivings about the military usefulness of the 350 men who have been recruited and
trained for psychological service, for, in the fii'st place, they have been carefully selected on the basis of personal

quality, mental ability, and professional training; in the second place, they have been given from two to four months
of intensive military training and training in militarj' psychology at Fort Oglethorpe.

10. The psychological service has now developed to an important extent in several different directions. These

are merely enumerated below, but the accompanying memoranda more or less adequately illustrate the significance:

(a) Psj'chological examining of drafted men by groups in order that an intelligence rating or mental grade may be

assigned every soldier for use by personnel adjutant, company commander, or sijch other officer as has need of it (see

W. D. Scott letter attached).

(6) Classification of soldiers on the basis of mental ability so that promising material for noncommissioned officers

may promptly be selected and that satisfactory candidates for officers' training camps may be chosen. The evidences

of the selectional value of mental grades are now convincing.

(c) Service in development battalions in connection with the rating of men, measurement of their response to train-

ing, and development and control of morale.

((f) Assistance to judge advocate in connection with court-martial cases in order that the courts may be provided

with adequate and reliable information concerning the mentality of a man before sentence is passed. This is particularly

important in connection with men of low-grade mentality and conscientious objectors. Grave injustices are frequently

done by sentencing men irrespective of their degree of intelligence and responsibility. In various camps the judge

advocates are at present availing themselves of the assistance of psychologists.

(e) Psychologists are prepared to assist with the development and control of morale in training camps. Not all

are especially qualified for this kind of work, but they should on the whole be able to understand more fully than any
other single group of officers the mental factors underlj-ing morale and to deal effectively with many of the serious

problems arising in connection with unsatisfactory camp conditions. Germany is using psychologists most effectively

in this field.

(J) Assistance to neuro-psychiatric or other medical officers in the examination of cases of suspected imbecility,

moronity, or affective deficiency has been rendered by psychologists in many camps during the past six months. This

service is of such nature that the neuro-psychiatrists are eager to have it continued. It is in no sense a duplication of

their work.

The methods of psychological work especially developed for the benefit of the United States Army have aroused

interest in France and England, and undoubtedly in Germany also. England, chiefly because of American initiative,

has recalled her chief psychologists from other arms of the military service and has initiated various lines of psychological

work.

Up to the present moment approximately 1,100,000 men have been given mental examination in the United States

Army. Some 41,000 of these have been examined individually. The percentage of soldiers found to be mentally
unsatisfactory, aside from the cases of pathological mental condition dealt with by neuro-psychiatrists, is less than one-

half of 1 per cent, and under existing conditions not more than half of this number need be discharged from the Army,
since development battalions and labor organizations provide for the special study, assignment, and use of men who
would be serious nuisances if placed in organizations for regular military training.

No single criticism or complaint concerning psychological work has been more frequent than the charge that it

results in the rejection or discharge of too many soldiers. This complaint is entirely without foundation. It arises from

the confusion of psychological work with neuro-psychiatric work. Psychologists discharge no one. They merely
report the mental grade of a soldier to designated officers, chief of whom are the personnel adjutant, the soldier's com-
manding officer, and the medical officer. As a matter of fact relatively few men, certainly well under one-quarter

of 1 per cent have been rejected or discharged because of, or partly on account of, report of psychological examination.
There is persistent misunderstanding of the primary pmpose of psychological examining, which is the proper

placement of every soldier in the service, and not his rejection from the service. The main interest of psychological

officers is in increasing the human efficiency of the Army and in finding the proper place for every soldier who has

sufficient intelligence to labor effectively.

For the Surgeon General:

S. J. MORIUS,

Lieutenant Colonel, Medical Corps.
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Under date of October 1, 1918, the Surgeon General was notified by the following indorse-

ment of favorable action concerning request for additional psychological personnel

:

[Second indorsement. 1

WarDept., A. G. O., October 1, 1918.—To the Surgeon General.

1. Under authority conferred by the act of Congress, "Authorizing the President to increase temporarily the

military establishment of the United States," approved May 18, 1917, and July 9, 1918 (public 193), the President

directs that, for the period of the existing emergency, the medical department, Sanitary Corps, be increased by 1 lieu-

tenant colonel. 14 majors, 14 captains, 28 second lieutenants. The officers hereby authorized will be obtained aa

provided in the third paragraph of section 1 and by section 9 of the act of Hay 18, 1917.

2. The number of first lieutenants will be decreased from 57 to 31; this decrease to be accomplished as follows:

no vacancies in the grade of first lieutenant shall be filled until the number has been decreased, by promotion or other-

wise, below 31. No vacancies thus created above the grade of first lieutenant shall be filled, except by promotion,

until the niunber of first lieutenants has been reduced to 31.

3. The authorization above is for the purpose of providing personnel for the Psychology Division of the Sanitary

Corps, medical department, as set forth in the accompanying table, marked "G 1."

Bv order of the Secretary of War:
H. B. Ckea,

Adjutant General.

Table G 1.

—

Personnel required by Sanitary Corps, medical department, Division of Psychology.
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personnel, Fort Oglethorpe, Ga., a reserve, trained and in training, composed of officers and enlisted men. Such
reserve will be called upon to furnish, under direction from the Chief of Staff, psychological personnel, either perma-

nently or temporarily, for such other points and at such times as necessity for the same may arise.

Chiefs of staff corps, department commanders, and commanding officers of posts or stations may make official

requests for permanent or temporarj- psychological personnel for detail at schools, camps, or stations as necessity

arises.

Psj-chological examinations of line officers will be made only on the recommendations of commanding officers,

and of officers of staff corps, upon request of the respective chiefs of staff corps.

Psychological examinations for all candidates for officers' training camps ^vill be held where sufficient psycho-

logical persormel is present and where time maj- permit the results of such examinations to be placed in the hands of

organization commanders before final recommendations on candidates are made. These results will be used only as

assisting guides in making selections. No particular psychological rating shall be declared as the minimum to be
attained by any such candidates. Directors of training camps may request that psychological examinations of stu-

dents be held where ratings may be deemed of value.

Such recruits arriving at depot brigades or other points where Psychological Division is established as may, in

the opinion of the commanding officer, require such examination, will be examined psychologically and during their

two weeks' period of quarantine only. Subsequent to that period such examination will be held for groups when
neceasarj-. and individually, by direction of commanding officers as they shall nominate. Organization com-
manders and camp or post surgeons where psychological examiners may be present will recommend when necessarj'

that special examinations of particular cases be held.

Under direction of cantonment commanders any special branch or office of the cantonment organization may
request the assistance of a psychological examiner where it is deemed his service would be of value. Commanding
officers of development battalions will requisition for these examiners whenever necessary.

Commanding officers other than cantonment commanders may make requisition for psychological examiners

from time to time as necessity arises.

Camp or post surgeons under whose jurisdiction the psychological personnel shall fall will be responsible to their

respective commanding officers that the examinations are properly held; that psychological examiners reduce the

time occupied in individual examinations to the lowest practicable minimum, in the majority of cases, by question-

ing and by personal obsen-ation solely, particularly where recommendation for transfer to a development battalion

is the obvious solution, and that they resort to detailed standard psychological tests only in the more doubtful cases;

that the reports of examinations be promptly made; that judicious coordination be established between the psycho-

logical and psychiatric divisions to the end that the facilities of both may be used to obtain the most prompt action

on low mentality cases.

Psychological reports where ratings only are given will be forwarded to personnel adjutants for their use in connec-

tion with other qualification card information in allotting recruits to organizations and fwther by such adjutant to proper

organization commanders for the information of the latter. If this be without the depot brigade the ratings should ac-

company the men concerned wherever practicable. The information thus conveyed will be considered as an assisting

and accelerating guide to commanders in assigning their men for particular duties and in training. Attention is here

in%'ited.to the fact tliat it may be possible for regimental commanders to perfect and produce well-balanced organizations

by judicious use of psychological ratings, at time of incoming large drafts and in connection with the assignment of men
to companies; and possibly by company commanders, by special grouping with the idea of speeding up training.

Where, in addition to ratings, psychological reports recommend discharge, individual examination or assignment to

development battalions, camp or post surgeons, under direction of commanding officers, will pro\'ide for special examina-

tions of the indi\Tiduals so reported, before disability boards. Such disability boards shall be composed of medical

officers not all of whom shall be of any one class of specialists, as for example, psychiatrists, and in addition wherever
practicable, of one experienced line officer.

Psychological reports shall be placed in the hands of organization commanders at the earliest practicable date, in

order that tlieir ratings may be made of value.

In special cases, where time does not permit that complete individual examinations be made, psychological exam-
iners will make for the information of the surgeon and personnel officer, some such provisional qualification card report

as "illiterate'' or otherwise, as the case may be.

Under direction of commanding officers, the psychological personnel present will be supplemented when necessary

by enlLsted members of the Medical or Sanitarj' Corps, who shall remain on psychological duty only in the nish of

examination of large groups and while making up rush reports on the same.

Commanding officers shall provide quarters for the psychological division while bearing in mind that their principal

need is for one or two large rooms to hold groups of approximately 100 men diu-ing examinations. If need be the com-
manding officers of base or other hospitals will be called upon for temporary space, or directors of the Y. M. 0. .V.'s

temporarily, where no other space is available. Minor office space and individual examination rooms will be furnished

in available situations. Centralization of the psychological division in post or cantonment is desirable but not obliga-

tory. If necessary, tentage will be used.

When deemed for the benefit of the service at large, the Surgeon General may request that commanding officers of

stations where psychological examinations liave been held, be called upon for recommendation toward the improvement

of the psychological division and its service.
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The Surgeon General may transmit direct to camp or post surgeons such teclinical instructions covering the psy-

chological division as he may desire. All such communications will be laid before the commanding officers concerned

for their information.

None of the above instructions shall apply to the Division of Military Aeronautics.

[702, A.G.O.]

Bv order of the Secretarv of War:
Peyton C. March,

Official: General, Chief of Staff.

H. P. McCain,

The Adjutant General.

This order was unsatisfactory to the Division of Psychology chiefly because it made the

psychological examining of enlisted men optional with commanding officers. Fortunately for

the service psychological staffs were so well organized in almost all camps and the service so well

established on its merits when this order arrived that in only two or three instances was there an

attempt to restrict the examining of enlisted men. It nevertheless seemed desirable, if the serv-

ice were to be continued on a satisfactory basis throughout the Army, that the order should be

thoroughly revised in the light of the information available in the Office of the Surgeon General

and ui accordance with demonstrations of value. Consequently on November 4, 1918, a request

for a revised order was presented by the Division of Psychology to the Surgeon General. This

request was never forwarded to the Adjutant General of the Army because of the signing of the

armistice.

The proposed revision of the general order is presented in full in order to exhibit the rela-

tions, conditions, and instructions which the staff of the Division of Psychology deemed essential

for the efficiency of the service

:

November 4, 1918.

PVom: The Surgeon General, U. S. Army.

To: The Chief of Staff.

Subject: Revision of General Orders, No. 74, War Department, 1918.

1. It is requested that section VII, General Orders, No. 74, War Department, 1918, be rescinded, and the following

substituted therefor:

" 1. A Division of Psychology shall ))e established in the Office of the Surgeon General.

" 2. A school for military psychology shall be established atCampGreenleaf, Ga., to supply adequately trained per-

sonnel for the administration of mental tests in the Army. In this school the Surgeon General shall maintain a reserve,

trained and in training, composed of officers and enlisted men. Such reserve will be called upon to furnish, under the

direction of the Chief of Staff, psychological personnel, either permanently or temporarily, for such points and at such

times as need may dictate.

" 3. The army mental tests will be administered in all cantonments, camps, orother pointsatwhich drafted men are

received, physically examined, 'and either temporarily or permanently assigned to organizations. Psychological per-

sonnel will be assigned to other army training stations or posts as and when needed. Cliiefs of staff corps, department

commanders, and commanding officers of posts or stations may make official request for permanent or temporary assign-

ment of psychological personnel as seems necessary.

Under direction of cantonment or camp commanders, any special branch or office of the cantonment or camp may
request the assistance of a psychological examiner where it is deemed his services will be of value. Commanding offi-

cers of development battalions will requisition for such examiners as necessary.

" 4. All officers belowthe rank of field officerwill be given the army psychological test for officers, and the mental

rating thus obtained will be entered on tlie officer's qualification card.

All candidates for officers' training camps will be given the army mental tests and the ratings thus obtained will be

placed in the hands of organization commanders before final recommendation of candidate has been made. The mental

rating will be u.'i'ed as an assisting guide in selection.

All recruits arriving at depot brigades or other receiving stations at which physical examinations are made, will be
given the army mental tests. This will be done as promptly as feasible after a man has arrived, and in any event prior to

physical examination and accomplishment of qualification card by personnel officer.

" 5. A mental rating for every recruit shall be reported within 24 hours of examination to the personnel adjutant.

This rating shall be entered promptly on qualification card and service record, and shall be made permanently avail-

able to personnel adjutant and commanding otBcers.

All recruits who receive a mental rating below D as a result of group army mental tests, shall promptly be given

individual army mental examination by psychological officers. The mental rating obtained in such individual exam-

ination shall be reported promptly to the personnel adjutant.

All recruits rated in individual examination below D, and in addition all for whom special neuro-psychiatric

examination is indicated as desirable, shall be immediately reported, either directly or through the personnel adjutant,

to the neuro-psychiatrist.
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" 6. The commanding officer of cantonment, camp, post, or other station in which mental testa are administered,

shall see that suitable building or necessary space for proper conduct of thia work is pro\dded. At those points where

depot brigades are established it is essential that a special building with space equivalent to that of small barracks

building be made available. Commanding officers of cantonments or camps may requitiition special psychology

building if nece3sarJ^ This should not be done where available building can be assigned and suitably adapted to

psychological needs by minor alterations. The psychological building or allotted space should be located near the

point of phj-sical examination, personnel classification and assignment.

"7. Psychologicalstaff shall be composed of officers of the Sanitary Corps and enlisted men of the Medical Depart-

ment, trained in military psychology.

Under direction of commanding officers the psychological personnel present will be supplemented when necessary

by enlisted men drawn from such organizations as can best spare them. These enlisted men who are temporarily

assigned shall remain on psychological duty only during the examining of large draft quotas and while rush reports are

in preparation.

Psychological staff shall be attached to the camp or other station, not to the Division. It shall be under the control

of the chief medical officer, and will be suitably quartered by him.

"8. It shall be the duty of the chief psychological examiner to see that a reliable mental rating is secured and
reported for every recriiit and every officer below the rank of field officer. In addition the chief psychological examiner

shall, 80 far as possible, render special ser\ace to medical officers, to judge advocates, to commanding officers of organ-

izations, to morale officers and educational directors by making special examination of individual cases or groups

referred for examination and report.

' 9. The mental rating of officers or enlisted men shall be considered in connection with assignment, promotion,

demotion, rejection, discharge, or coiu-t sentence. It shall be used by the personnel adjutant to assist in selecting

men of adequate intelligence for a given type of organization, to secure an adequate level of intelligence in different

organizations, to guarantee the immediate rejection or discharge of men whose intelligence is so inferior that they

can not be used in the Army, to assist in the prompt assignment of men of inferior intelligence to development battalions

or labor orgaruzations, to safeguard the interests of the individual and assist the judge advocate in connection with coirrt-

martial proceedings.

"10. When deemed for the benefit of the service at large, the Surgeon General may request that commanding officers

of stations where psychological examinations have been held be called upon for recommendation toward the improve-

ment of the psychological division and its ser\-ice.

The Surgeon General may transmit direct to camp or post surgeons such technical instructions covering the psycho-

logical di\asion as he niay desire. All such communications wiU be laid before the commanding officers concerned

for their information."

2 . This re\Tsion of General Orders No . 74 is necessary , first , because the order is not interpreted uniformly in different

camps, and second, because it does not pro\'ide for the examining of officers and of all enlisted men.
Instructions issued by the Adjutant General of the Army, October 8, 1918, require that the intelligence rating of

an officer be made available to the personnel board in its review of the qualifications of the officer when he is summoned
by said board. The examining of officers below the rank of field officer is necessary in order that intelligence rating

may be supplied.

Paragraph 5 of General Orders No. 74 as originally approved by the Surgeon General and by the General Staff reads:

"All recruits arriving at depot brigades or other points where the psychological division is established, will be examined
psychologically * * * ," etc. This was subsequently changed as a result of misunderstanding of the nature and
purpose of psychological exa mining to read: "Such recruits arri\'ing at depot brigades or other points where the
psychological division is established, as may in the opinion of the commanding officer, require such examination, will

be examined * * *," etc. This alteration is extremely unfortunate in its effect because it renders uncertain the
availabiUty of the intelligence rating of an enlisted man.

All camps and cantonments in which psychological service is organized have issued orders requiring that the
intelligence rating be entered on the service record and the qualification card.

Section 5.

—

Provision of buildings for psychological service.

In preparing plans for the extension of psychological examining, following the request of

the Secretary of War, dated December 24, 1917, the staff of the Division of Psychology sought
the ad\nce of various officers of the General Staff and the Medical Department, and in accordance
therewith requested that a special building for psychology be constructed in each training

camp (pp. 27-29).

That this request seemed reasonable to the committee of the General Staff which prepared
the recommendation, is indicated by the last paragraph of the approval, which reads:

The Quartermaster General will construct the necessaiy building at each cantonment for
the Examining Boai-d in Psychology, furnish the necessary plain furniture for these buildings,
in accordance with plans and specifications submitted by you.

121435°—21 5
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FoUowing this indorsement, and in accordance with the general plan which had been

approved, the Division of Psychology completed a detailed plan and description of the proposed

psychological building. The plans were submitted to the Division of Hospitals, OfRce of the

Surgeon General, which prepared and forwarded to the OfSce of the Quartennaster General,

construction department, the necessary blueprints. While this work was in progress Maj.

Yerkes proceeded in accordance with authorization of the hospitals division to secure tentative

designation of location for building in each camp. To this end the following letter was dispatched

to division surgeons:
January 24, 1918.

From: The Surgeon General, U. S. Army.

To: The Division Surgeon, €amp .

Subject: Location of psychology building.

1. The War Department has approved plans for the psychological examining of company officers and all newly

drafted and enlisted men in indorsements copies of which are attached.

2. In order that these examinations may oe properly conducted a special building is to be provided by the

Quartermaster General in each divisional training camp. The proposed building will be 120 feet long, 30 feet wide,

two-story, as per rough sketch inclosed. [Plans for this building are shown in the Examiners' Guide, pp. 197 ff. of

this volume.]

3. Psychological examining will be conducted under direction of the division surgeon. The results will be

reported to him, to division headquarters, and,'as desirable, to the commanding officer of the base hospital.

4. In the opinion of this office it is important that the building for psychology be located near division head-

quarters, and if possible between division headquarters and the base hospital. Where there is no available space

close to division headquarters it will probably be preferable to seek a location near the base hospital.

5. You are requested, in consultation with the commanding general of the division and the camp quartermaster,

to select what would appear to be a suitable site for the proposed building and to advise this office at the earliest

possible moment, attention Maj. Yerkes, Division of Psychology, concerning decision.

6. It is desired that the site selected be so designated that satisfactory directions may be given to the con-

structing quartermaster from this office.

7. If additional information is desired or uncertainties develop you will address the Division of Psychology,

this office.

By direction of the Surgeon General:
Robert M. Yerkes.

Major, Sanitary Corps.

As a result of this letter suitable location was selected and designated by the conimand-

ing general in almost all of the camps and cantonments, but before this information could T)e

used action by the General StafJ, reported below, rendered it irrelevant.

In order to expedite preparation of plans, estimates, and all necessary preliminaries to

construction, Maj. Yerkes "kept in touch with the Division of Hospitals of the Office of the

Surgeon General and with the construction department of the Office of the Quartermaster

General. With everything in reachuess for construction, the Acting Quartermaster General on

February 5, 1918, addressed the following memorandum to the Chief of Staff:

February 5, 1918.

Memorandum:
From: The Acting Quartermaster General.

To: The Chief of Staff.

Subject: Psychological buildings for National Army cantonments and National Guard camps.

1. Attached hereto is request from the Surgeon General of the Army requesting the construction of a psycho-

logical building at each National Army cantonment and each National Guard camp.

2. The following instructions in reference thereto have been given by the Secretary of War to the Quartermaster

General:

You will establish at each cantonment a building for the vise of the psychological examining board and furnish

the necessary benches, tables, etc., in accordance with plans submitted by the Surgeon General. The estimated cost

of each building, including furniture is $12,000, and funds for this purpose will be charged to the deficiency authorized
by the Assistant Secretary of War.

3. Later advice from the Surgeon General is that one of these buildings is desired at each divisional camp.

4. It is estimated that the cost of this construction for 16 cantonments and 16 National Army camps will be:

Construction and repair of hospitals, $368,000; supplies, services, and transportation, $16,000. Fimds are not avail-

able under the appropriation "Construction and repair of hospitals," b\it this amount has been included in the

deficiency estimate submitted to Congress for inclusion in tlie urgent deficiency bill now pending. Funds required

under "Supplies, services, and transportation" can be charged to the amoimt authorized as a deficiency by the

Assistant Secretary of War on December 14, 1917.
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5. The Surgeon General urges the construction of these buildings as a war necessity, for the mental examination

of men before going to over-sea diitj-, and authority is therefore requested to proceed with the work.

6. Return of the original papers to this office for its records is requested when action is taken.

Geo. W. Goethals,
Acting QuarUrmasUr General.

This memorandum went to the equipment committee of the General Staff, which, after

consideration of the matter, recommended "disapproval of the construction of special buildings

imtil such time as funds may be made available for this construction by act of Congress."

Official notice of disapproval was sent to the Surgeon General, February 14, 1918.

On receipt of this information it was learned through conference with War Department
oflScials that the equipment committee deemed it wholly feasible and desirable that psychological

examining be done in hospital buildings, as originally, instead of in buildings especially con-

structed for this ptirpose. This fact was presented to the Surgeon General who promptly

disapproved the continued use of hospital wards for psychological purposes on the ground that

they should at all times be available for medical purposes. Thereupon, in accordance with

the desires of the Surgeon General, the Chief of the Division of Psychology prepared for his

signature the letter which follows

:

February 14, 191S.

From: The Surgeon General, U. S. Army.

To: The Adjutant General of the Army.

Subject: Expenditure for psychological building in each divisional training camp.

1. Disapproval by Assistant Secretary of War, on recommendation of General Staff, of deficiency expenditure

amounting to $384,000 for psychology building in each National Army and National Guard camp, is acknowledged

with the following information:

2. Reversal of decision of General Staff concerning plan for psychological examining and recommendation that

the work be conducted in base hospitals instead of in special building is e^idently based upon serious misunderstanding

of requirements and relations of psjxhological work and practical availability of hospital space.

3. The base hospital space, as extended by recent action, is pro\'ided and required for medical purjioses. It

can not, in fairness to the health of the Army, be assigned permanently for psychological use.

4. Temporary assignment of requisite base hospital space for psychological examining is, in the opinion of the

Medical Department, both undesirable and wasteful (1) because the conduct of said work in accordance with plan

originally approved and fully authorized by the Secretary of War will require special furnishing of two large hospital

wards (or one of the prospective two-story hospital buildings), this special furnishing as per specifications originally

submitted is in a large measure built in, consisting of benched tables nailed to floor, platforms, shelves, etc.
; (2) because

the cost of adequate and appropriate base hospital space would be at least $20,000 as contrasted with $12,000 expendi-

ture for special building.

Ob\"iouBly even should medical requirements permit it, it would not be economical to use base hospital space for

psychological use. Only dire necessity woidd, in the opinion of the Medical Department, justify the recommendation
of the General Staff that this extremely important new work be suspended until Congress authorizes necessary expendi-

ture for provision of special building.

.5. In accordance with authorization originally given by the Secretary of War the Division of Psychology, this office

has proceeded («) to secure personnel of 132 commissioned officers, 124 noncommissioned officers, and 620 enlisted

men; (6) to establish school for special training in military psychology at Medical Officers Training Camp, Port Ogle-

thorpe. Ga.
;
(c) to devise and perfect the necessary methods of work and to secure requisite apparatus and printed

materials for the examining of .500,000 soldiers. At the present time work along these several lines is well advanced.
Approximately 60 men have been commissioned for psychological service. Approximately 50 have been enlisted in

the same servdce. An enlisted company and also a commissioned company are in training at Fort Oglethorpe. A
large portion of the materials necessarj^ for contemplated work has been reqviisitioned.

Attention is called to the fact that the labors of the Division of Psychology and the expenditure thus far entailed

will be in a large measure wasted unless the essential features of the original plan of work are fully approved by the
War Department.

6. Psj'chologicalexaminingwasoriginally conducted at base hospitals in order that its military and medical values

might be demonstrated to the satisfaction of line and medical officers. This was accomplished. There resulted

unqualified and enthusiastic approval and endorsement of tliis work by line and staff officers as well as by medical offi-

cers. On the basis of this endorsement (most strongly expressed by the War College Division of the General Staff in

memorandum for the Chief of Staff as follows: "The results of these examinations were very remarkable * * *.

This subject of Psychologj' in its relation to military efficiency is an entirely new one and the War College Division

approached it with a good deal of doubt as to its value. A very thorough study of the reports sulimitted, however,

has firmly convinced us that this examination will be of great value in assisting in determining the possibilities of all

newly drafted men and all candidates for officers training camps") and of the unqualified approval of the Surgeon
General's plan for the extension of psychological work, the Division of Psychology has proceeded expeditiously and
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in accordance with good business principles with all preparations necessary for bringing the plan into effect at the

earliest possible moment.

7. The prospective psychological work is not what has been done. Instead it provides for more varied and

important applications of the methods of psychological examining and of their results. For this reason the inference of

the General Staff that this work can very well be done, at least temporarily, in base hospitals is incorrect. As a matter

of fact, even were base hospital space temporarily devoted to this work, it would have only a fraction of the value to

the Army which would result if the vrork were done as planned in special building adjacent to division headquarters.

8. Psychological examining is not a temporary bit of work but. as planned, continuous throughout the period of

use of a divisional training camp. The results of the work are especially important in connection with those of the

personnel oiBce in each camp. The strictly medical reference and significance of psychological reports are quite over-

shadowed by their military significance. All psychological records for this reason should be conveniently accessible

to company, regimental and other commanding officers, and the p.sychological staff should be centrally located in the

camp for purposes of consultation with line officers. The work obviously is related most directly and importantly to

division headquarters. It has no special or necessary connection with the base hospital, and even if most adequately

housed in or about the base hospital, it could not be conducted there without sacrifice of certain of its most important

values. Maj. Yerkes, of the Division of Psychology, has stated that in his judgment this sacrifice would probably

amount to one-half of the prospective value.

9. It should further be emphasized that the proposed psychology building is to provide not for the examining

of an occasional individual but instead (a) for general psychological and psychiatric surveys of all enlisted men and

company officers in every divisional training camp; (6) for thorough psychological or psychiatric examination of each

man for whom such study is indicated as desirable for military, medical or social reasons; (c) for conferences between

psychologists and line and medical officers concerning problems of human behavior and mental characteristics which

directly affect military efficiency; (d) for such instruction concerning the relations of psycholog)' to military activities

as is deemed desirable by the division commander and his staff; (e) for discussion of problems of reeducation and

rehabilitation, nervous instability or liability to shock, feeblemindedness, malingering, etc. In brief, the psychology

building is planned as a center for the study, under the direction of the division surgeon and the commanding general,

of all problems of human behavior and mental fitness which arise within the camp community.

Without such a biiilding most of these proposed purposes provided for by the plan originally approved by the

General Staff can not be achieved. The medical department therefore submits that since this work is important to

the efficiency of the Army, and should, in accordance with the opinion of the General Staff already forcibly expressed,

be conducted for the entire Army, the important provision of special psychological buildings is an imperative necessity.

10. The General Staff, having approved an extremely carefully prepared plan in which only essentials were asked

for, subsequently and after a period of nearly a month disapproves one special and fundamentally important item of

said plan. The medical department must direct attention to the result. This partial disapproval practically

destroys the value of the original plan for the extension of psychological examining. Had special building been

disapproved originally a new plan would have been prepared by the Surgeon General's Office for consideration of the

General Staff.

The Division of Psychology stands ready to do its utmost to assist the Army whatever the difficulties or inconven-

iences, but unless the psychological biiilding can be provided immediately the success of this work, in accordance with

reasonable predictions of the medical department and expectation of the General Staff, is jeopai-dized. The medical

department has been placed in the false position of being forced to attempt to carry into effect what it considers an

excellent plan, which after initial complete approval has been emasculated.

11. Finally, the medical department is compelled to disapprove recommendation of the General Staff that

psychological work be conducted at base hospitals. The plan for provision of special psychology building is urged as

necessary for achievement of results which the Army has a right to expect and demand in view of expenditures

already made for psychological service. These results are briefly such as the following: (a) thediscovery and discharge

of those who are seriously mentally defective; (h) the proper assignment within theArmy of men of low-grade intel-

ligence so that the time of officers in attempting to train them beyond their capacities shall not be wasted; (c) assign-

ment of men so that organizations shall have adequate mental strength and similar organizations, as for example regi-

ments of infantry, approximately equal mental strength in order that there shall be no seriously weak points in the

line; (d) assistance in selection of men intellectually competent to command (oflicer material); (t) selection of men for

special kinds of military service, as for example service which requires unusually good vision, hearing, quickness of

reaction, etc.; (/) the special study of individuals referred to psychologists by camp officers and of any psychological

military problems which are formulated by divisional officers and presented to the psychological staff.

12. This work is new as was pointed out by the War College Division of the General Staff. The medical depart-

ment in originally undertaking to test its value accepted a risk. Having obtained adequate evidence of remarkable

military value, it presented a definite and extensive plan. It now submits that there is every reason to believe that

this plan should be carried out to the letter and that the prospective value of psychological work is so great as to justify

deficiency expenditure for psychological building in each divisional training camp. Every division that goes abroad

without psychological survey and without thorough individual psychological examination of intellectually weak

individuals carries with it many men, perhaps even as many as^)ne per cent, who are not worth their transportation for

military purposes.
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It is requested that the facts submitted in connection with disapproval of psychology building be given earliest

possible consideration by the General Staff in order that waste of effort and expenditure may so far as possible be
avoided and the Division of Psychologj-, Surgeon General's Office, enabled to fulfill the reasonable anticipation con-

cerning its services to the Army.

W. C. GOHGAS,

• Surgeon General, U. S. Army.

The recommendation of the above letter was disapproved by the War Department on
Febniary 19. Tliis disapproval left the medical department no choice but to provide for psy-

chological examining in hospital wards, and as such provision was deemed inexpedient the

Surgeon General promptly an-anged to place the matter before the Secretary of War. This

was done on February 23 with emphasis of the fact that existing camp buildings might per-

fectly well be utilized for psychological examining if made available. The Secretary of War
stated that, in his opinion, buildings were available in most camps and that he would institute

inquiry concerning the matter.

The outcome of this inquiry and of instructions issued on the basis of information was
that in the majority of National Army cantonments suitable barracks buildings were assigned

for the use of psychological examiners and that in National Guard camps more or less satis-

factory temporary arrangements were made. The conditions varied extremely in the different

camps but in very few was the housing arrangement equal to that which the War Department
had originally authorized. It was assumed, however, that funds would shortly be made available

by Congress for the new construction and that in the meantime psychological examining might

go forward under difficult conditions.

After the passage on March 28 of the deficiency expenditure bill, which was supposed to

have carried an item of 8384,000 for psychological buildings, the Division of Psychology, on
the assumption that funds had been made available, recommended the construction of build-

ings in camps which most needed them. This recommendation was met by the mformation
both from the construction department of the Quartermaster Corps and from the equipment
committee of the General Staff that the funds had not been made available for this special

construction and in consequence it could not be authorized. The Division of Psychology,

therefore, prepared to make the best of an extremely unfavorable situation. However, in the

summer an officer of the coordination section of the General Staff, in searching for information

concerning various matters pertaining to psychological exanuning, discovered that funds

actually had been appropriated by Congress in the deficiency bill of July 8 for the construction

of special buildings to facilitate psychological examining, although no official information had
been received by the division. The chief of the Division of Psychology referred this report to

the construction department of the Quartermaster Corps for confirmation, which was supplied.

Thereupon the medical department recommended the construction of special buildings for

psychological examining in several camps. On November 11, 1919, several buildings had been
authorized by the War Department, but so far as is known none had been constructed except

the one early provided for special instructional purposes at the school of military psychology,

Fort Oglethorpe, Ga.

The failure of the War Department to provide special buildings for psychological purposes in

accordance with original plan and authorization proved a most serious handicap. The practical

value of this work to the Army was undoubtedly seriously lessened by the unsatisfactory facili-

ties temporarily provided in lieu of special examining buildings.

Once more misfortune occurred where it could least well be sustained. Undoubtedly differ-

ence in point of view, misinformation, misunderstanding, and inadequate appreciation of both

the demands and values of psychological examining were chiefly responsible for the unfortxmate

series of events which constitute the history of buildings for psychology in army camps. It is

quite clear that, e.xcept for certain misunderstandings in the General Staff, the buildings would

have been provided promptly. It is ecjually clear that they would have been provided eventually

in spite of objections had it not been for delay in the appropriation of fmids.
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In accordance with the original plans of the Medical Department special buildings should

have been ready for this work not later than April, 1918, but as a matter of fact it was October

before the diiBculties were so far overcome as to guarantee construction even where buildings

were most sorely needed.

The housing facilities for pyschological examining provided in the various camps are briefly

described in Section 6 (infra) on camp organization. The situation in the several camps

may be indicated briefly. The special building was constructed in Camp Greenleaf . (Supply

company barracks, such as were used in many camps, are shown in pi. 4, A and B, and pi. 6 A,

this volume.) A reasonably adequate barracks building or part thereof was provided in Camps
Bowie, Dodge, Funston, Grant, Humphreys, Jackson, Lewis, Meade, Pike, vSherman, Taylor,

Travis, and Upton. Other types of buUding, less suitable, were provided in Camps Custer,

Devens, Dix, Lee, and the majority of the National Guard camps.

Section 6.— The organization of examining in camps.

CAMP ORGANIZATION.

The efficient organization of psychological examining in a large training camp was an

administrative undertaking of considerable magnitude and difficulty. The chief psychological

examiner was held responsible for the following important tasks: (a) The organization of an

adequate and efficient staff; (h) the training of a reliable clerical force at the strength required

by the camp; (c) arrangements for suitable space and equipment for conduct of examinations;

(d) arrangement of schedules of examining and for system of reporting results ; (e) cstabhshment

of profitable cooperative relations between the psychological staff and the personnel adjutant,

the headquarters staff, medical officers, and the commanding officers of the principal camp
organizations ; (/) familiarizing officers of the camp or division with the nature and use of intel-

ligence ratings and with the possible values of psychological service to the organizations; (g)

organization of methods of classifying, filing, and storing data of examinations; (k) the discovery

and development of new lines of service and the maintenance of a state of preparedness to

respond to all reasonable requests for special help. No commanding officer in the psychological

service complained that his work was too easy or that it lacked interest. On the contrary,

there was extreme eagerness and enthusiasm for this new kind of administrative work and

remarkable success was achieved by many chief psychological examiners.

The following general scheme of staff organization was proposed on the basis of inspection

of camp conditions: (1) Chief- psychological examiner, responsible for general administration,

correspondence and camp contacts; (2) clinical psychologist, responsible for direction of indi-

vidual examining, neuro-psychiatric contacts and the study of the success of low grade men; (3)

first assistant psychological examiner, responsible for direction of group examining, oversight

of psychological building, scoring of examination papers and handling of records; (4) second

assistant psychological examiner, responsible for psychological service to development battalions

and relations of the psychological staff to such organizations; (5) third assistant psychological

examiner, responsible for personnel office relations, uses of intelligence ratings, and special

assignments.

To facilitate improvement of psychological service ^ad increase its practical values through

the interchange of ideas and varied sorts of information, a monthly bulletin was prepared by
the staff of the division of psychology and issued to all examining stations between June and

September, 1918. This bulletin proved extremely valuable. Its content was varied and it

served at once as a medium of news and of information relating to the conduct of the service.

Suggestions from psychological staffs of material that might properly be included in the reports

were soMcited, although it was necessary to emphasize the military and practical nature of the

report. The following quotation is from a letter from the Surgeon General of the Army which

accompanied the first number of the report

:

In this monthly report the extreme necessity of intensely practical psychological service will constantly be em-
phasized. The psychological staff which renders maximal service to the Army is incomparably more important than

thai, which conducts special investigations or makes interesting statistical studies for more or less impractical scientific
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ends. It is hoped that the report may ser\'e to increase rapidly and over a long period the value of psychological mili-

tary work and that it may stir everj- psychologist to more enthusiastic and determined effort to understand the problems
of human beha\-ior which are presented by his camp and to do his utmost to assist in their solution.

Ser\-ice is the only excuse for the presence of professional psychologists in the Army. It is the only thing which
will keep them there and enable them to command the respect and admiration of the officers and enlisted men for

whom and with whom they work.

To illustrate the materials of this monthly bulletin, that for August, 1918, is reproduced
below

Office of the Surgeox General,
Division of Psychology,

August, 1918.

Third monthly report, issued September 3, 1918.

I. Activities of the division of psycholog^y

.

During the last few weeks the activities of the di\'i3ion have considerably increased in variety as well as in evident

value to the Army. The organization of development battalions has offered an important additional opportunity for

usefulness. The same is true of morale work. From many examining stations the division of psychology is receiving

reports which clearly indicate that various lines of psychological ser\ace are now organized effectively and are coining

to be appreciated in a lively manner by officers of the line as well as by many medical officers. In the majority of

examining stations the psychological staffs e\ddently appreciate the fact that practical service is the only justification

for the continuation of psychological examining or any other kind of psychological work in the Army. The chiefs

of the psychological seri-ice are coming to appreciate the fact that they must in every sense justify their work in the

ej-es of the commanding general of the camp as well as in the judgment of the medical officers. Indeed, a most impor-
tant single word of ad\-ice from this office is: Demonstrate your usefulness to the officers of your camp and thus com-
majid their interest and cooperation.

The di\Tsion of psychology, for reasons which need not be explained to the professional psychologist, has had to

contend with many varied difficulties in th^e organization and administration of its work. Some of these difficulties

are ob\dously accidental and merely unfortunate. Others are due to weaknesses in our methods or in the ways in

which we have attempted to use our results. Recently the War Department approved general orders concerning
psychological work which definitely establish it and pro-vide for its conduct in the Army. General Orders, No. 74 has
been forwarded in mimeographed form, pending publication by the War Department, to all psychological staffs. Two
copies were sent—one for the camp sm'geon, to be submitted by him to the commanding officer of the camp, the other
for the chief psychological examiner.

Additional copies of these orders can be sent, but unless they are especially requested no additional copies will

be sent until the printed form is available.

Almost at the same time that the general orders were approved a request for additional personnel and grades was
disapproved. This disapproval was based upon unfortunate misapprehension and misunderstanding concerning
the existing needs for psychological ser\'ice and the status of the personnel wliich is employed. Unfortunately a
letter stating that no additional personnel would be granted for psychological service was sent to each camp. This
letter was sent in ignorance of the fact that general orders concerning psychological work had been approved. It is

clearly contradictory of the general orders and will doubtless be ignored by camp authorities. It is only fair to the
service to state that the assistant chief of staff attempted to recall the letter before it was dispatched but was too late

to prevent distribution.

The Division of Psychologj' has made a new request for additional appointments and ranks, based upon the require-

ments of the above orders and upon such needs as are e\ident and such special requests as are available. There is

every reason to believe that the staff will fairly and carefully consider this new request and it is believed by this division

that favorable action will be taken.

The above statements are made to assure members of the psychological service, whether commissioned or enlisted,

that psychological work in a variety of forms is to be continued in the Army and in all probability extended; that

the opportunities for promotion according to merit are likely to be as good in this service as in any other; that every
thoroughly trained and otherwise competent psychologist is urgently needed and should by all means stick to the
ser\'ice instead of requesting transfer. Patience is required, sacrifice also, but every man should remember that the

injustices which he is suffering are suffered by thousands of men who are equally competent and meritorious.

The chief of the Division of Psychology believes that never in the liistory of the service have conditions been
BO encouraging as at present. Although fully realizing the danger of prophecy, he feels impelled to say that there are

numerous indications that the tide has turned and that military opinion is rapidly becoming favorable to various lines

of psychological work. It is clearly our duty to work determinedly, and with constantly increasing appreciation

of military needs, for the improvement of military efficiency.
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II. Methods and results.

Since the last monthly report instructions have been issued for the modification of examination beta by the omission

of test 8 and elimination of weighting, and for the use of abbre\'iated forms of the three methods of individual examina-

tion. It is believed that the simplification of methods thus effected and the resulting economy of time should greatly

enha,nce the value of the psychological ser^dce by making possible a larger amount of attention to the new problems

constantly arising.

Data on intelligence score distributions in certain army occupations have been received from 15 camps. It is

hoped that a digest of tliis material can be completed in time for the summary to go to the psychological staffs before

the next monthly report is issued.

The suggestion in the last monthly report regarding the desirability of gathering data which would throw light

on the correlation between intelligence grade and value to the service is beginning to bring results. Attention is

invited to the report from Camp Kearny, which is summarized elsewhere in tliis report. Data along this and similar

lines should be collected in large amount in order to lay a solid foundation for the future development of the psy-

chological service.

A number of letters from commanding ofiicers have lately been received expressing appreciation of the aid rendered

by the psychological staffs. The following excerpt from a letter written by a camp commander to the chief psy-

chological examiner is t\-pical

:

The psychological work done and being done by (namin? chief examiner) in this camp has been consistently

good and has proved of much practical value. At first, due to the innate conservatism of line and even of medical

ofiicers, his task was a rather uphill one; but now, largely due to his own energy and tact, and to the thoroughness

and honesty of hia work, practically all officers liave been con^'inced of its practical value and unique as&tance in

rating, sorting and disposing of the divers kinds of men as well as officers who pass tlirough such a camp * * * J

consider such an expert and his specialty among the most useful aids lately given the Army toward the scientific and non-

wasteful utilization ofman power.

The following statement made by Secretary Baker in an address before the School for Personnel Adjutants at

Camp Meigs will also be of interest:

The rating scale (for officers) and the tests for mental alertness (psychological tests) are the application of a perfectly

rational method to the great problem of putting a man in the position where he can be of the most service to the country

and to the common cause.

Such statements are very gratifying and should encourage us to bend every effort toward increasing the practical

value of the psychological work and toward enlarging its applications.

In order to indicate the types of problem arising in the various camps and the ways in wliich these problems are

being met, a considerable part of tliis report has been devoted to summary notes from letters of cliief psychological

examiners.
III. Inspection of psychological service.

Systematic inspection of the work of psychological staffs was initiated on August 29 when Maj. Yoakum and

Capt. Foster started on itineraries that include all stations where examining is in progress. In addition to inspection

of present work, investigations will also be made regarding the desirability of organizing psychological service at

certain new stations. It is planned to have inspections completed at as many camps as possible witlun the next six

weeks.

The visit of the inspector should in numerous ways benefit the service. Inspectors will report concerning the

satisfactoriness of buildings, equipment, and personnel. Methods of examining, filing, and reporting grades will

be investigated. Inquiry will also be made concerning the use made of grades by personnel, medical, line, and staff

officers. The usefulness of psychologists in dealing with the problems centering about the development battalions

and other special military organizations will also be investigated.

This new provision in military psychology should aid in coordinating the work of various psychological staffs.

Examiners are expected to cooperate with the iaspector in every way by furnishing promptly and fully any information

or assistance required.
IV. Examining for the month of July, 191S.

1. Number of stations in which psychological examinations are being made: National Army camps, 16; National

Guard camps, 11; other stations, 4. Number of camps reporting, 28.

2. Number of men examined:
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6. Number of cases reported for discharge, 1,193; Bervice organizations, 2,245; development battalion, 2,425;

regular training. 7,187; special service or training, 300.

7. Mental age, 6 years or below, 851; 7 years, 1,481; 8 years, 2,882; 9 years, 2,661; 10 years, 1,583; 11 years, 896;

12 years. 620; 13 years or above, 426.

Orders have been requested for the transfer of examiners from various stations to Camp Humphreys, Va., for

the organization of a new staff in response to recent demands for examining at that station. The orders provide lor the

transfer of Capt. Joseph W. Hayes from Camp Upton; First Lieut. Harold .\. Richmond, formerly at Camp Dix, from

Camp Greenleaf ; and First Lieut. Garrj- C. Jfyers from Camp Gordon. In addition 10 enlisted men are to be transferred

from Camp Greenleaf to complete the staff organization at Camp Humphreys. Regular psj'chological service should

become well established at this station early in September.

V. Morale work.

Morale work has gone forward with increasing success in Camp Greenleaf. It has been extended from the detention

section to other seciions of the camp, and it is the intention of the commanding officer to make it camp wide. Copies

of Maj. Yerkes's report on the Camp Greenleaf work have been requested by numerous officers in Washington as well

as in the camps. Everj'thing indicates that it is highly important for the chief psychological examiner in each camp
to bring this matter to the attention of the chief of staff or commanding officer in his camp, and in case of interest to do
everything possible to further the organization of morale work and toassistwithitsconduct. Thedivision of psychology

is not officially responsible for morale work, and there is no thought of attempting to transform psychologists into morale

officers, but just as in the case of Capt. Bassett, who was recently requested by his commanding general to take command
of the development battalion of Camp Logan as a major of Infantrj-, so the division of psychology would feel compelled

in case a ps\-chologist could clearly render greater service in that capacity, to approve the transfer necessarj- for appoint-

ment as morale officer. Our sole interest is in the advancement of the military service. The development of our own
special and professional interest should constantly be subordinated to military efficiencj'. The situation must be
viewed in the large.

VI. The School of Military Psychology.

Formal instruction in militarj' psychology at Camp Greenleaf was temporarily suspended on August 1. All psy-

chological officers and nearly all enlisted psjxhologists had completed their courses of training on that date. It is

expected that about 50 enlisted men reqiiired as psychological aids in reconstniction work will shortly be sent to the

school when formal training will be resimied.

For the present, informal instruction, consisting chiefly of actual examining, has been substituted. Some 20,000

soldiers of the detention camp and other medical imits have now been examined . Arrangements are completed for the

examination of new recruits as they arrive at camp.

Lieut. Anderson has been appointed instructor in psychology' and Chief Examiner, Lieut. Frost is extending the

scope and impro\'ing the character of morale work. Qualified substitutes have been provided for all except 12 of the

enlisted psj'chologists who were on duty as morale soldiers. Lieut. Mertz has been relieved from duty with psychological

company No. 1, and assigned to the Camp Greenleaf infirmary to assist in the mental examination of incoming recruits.

VII. Developvient battalions.

The formation of development battalions has given rise to some of the most important problems which have con-

fronted the psychological service. The following notes from letters of chief psychological examiners show the great

need for practical help in the classification, training, and placement of men in such organizations:

Camp Sherman, July 22. 1918: * * * I have suggested to our educational director that he classify the men to

be developed into three groups according to the intelligence as shown by our records. I also suggested to him that he
select his teaching staff irith reference to our grading. He has accepted both suggestions and incorporated them in a

letter to the proper authorities. The psychological examiner in this camp will undertake to cooperate with the educa-

tional director as to the best method of instructing the men in the development battalion. He will also cooperate with

the director in reporting progress which these men make.

Camp Cody, July 20, 1918: Psychological ratings have been made of all men in the development battalion. About
150 were discharged on mental grounds, and the men retained were classified according to mental ability.

Camp Se\'ier, July IS, 1018: At request from division surgeon examinations were given to 75 men who had been
recommended by their company officers to summary court officer for transfer to development battalion on the ground of

mental deficiency or inaptitude. The psychological board concurred in the recommendation of company officers in

44 per cent of the cases. The ruling has been made in this camp that in the future the summary' court officer mu.-Jt have

the recommendation of the psychological board before ordering transfers fo'r mental deficiency or inaptitude.

Camp SeWer, July 15, 1918: The division surgeon here thinks General Orders, No. 45 should be rewritten to include

formal recognition of the necessity of obtaining the recommendation of psychological board before transfers for inapti-

tude or mental deficiency. Previous to ruling to this effect at Camp Sevier there was great lack of uniformity among
commanding officers in recommending transfers.

Camp Sevier, July 25, 1918: Preparatory to sending the Eighty-first Division abroad, company commanders were

asked to recommend the unfit for the development battalion. Over 300 men were recommended, a number which the

camp surgeon believed to be unnecessarily large. As a result of the difference of opinion, 359 men were marched in a

body to the psychological examining board for individual psychological examination. Within two days abbreviated
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examinations had been made of these men with the result that of the 359 recommended for development battalion, 162

(45 per cent) were recommended by the psychologists for development battalions, and 197 (55 per cent) were recom-

mended for regular service. Of those above the mental age of 9, all but about 15 per cent were considered fit for regular

service; of those between 8 and 9, about 60 per cent; of those between 7 and 8, about 10 per cent; of those below 7, none.

Gamp Travis. July 25, 1918: The commanding officer of development battalion has agreed to cooperate by allowing

the psychological board to select low grade men (9 to 11 mentally) in development battalion, and try out metliods of

training. The commanding officer -n-ill furnish noncommissioned officers for the purpose, and the psychological exam-

ining board will fiu^ish a plan and a supervisor.

Camp Taylor, August 13, 1918 : Of the individual examinations made during the past week a large percentage of the

cases were referred to us by various organizations in camp. All mental ca.'^es for discharge are referred by the disability

board for mental rating. We are assisting in every way with proper classification of mental cases in the development

battalion. Company commanders are referring to us those men who appear hopeless as far as drill is concerned.

Organizations preparing for iinmediate service overseas refer many cases to us.

Camp Lewis, August 7, 1918: The commander of the development battalion has felt the need of a psychologist

attached directly to the development battalion to assist in the problems arising in the instruction and training of the

men in his charge. As a temporary arrangement, one of our trained enlisted men is being sent over daily to assist in

whatever way he can. « * * We are conducting experiments to determine the rate of learning of men in the devel-

opment battaUon, with a view to recommending those who are very slow to learn, to labor units.

Psychological examinations have been made of the development battaUonsat CampsWadsworth, Meade, and annin-

ber of other places. The results show, as would be expected, an extremely large proportion of low letter grades.

Camp Meade has been designated as a station for special study of the problems of the development battalion. At

the request of Lieut. Col. Lentz, of the general staff, for the assignment of a psychologist to this station, Lieut. Paterson

has been transferred from Camp Wadsworth to study psychological problems and to observe the kinds of service psy-

chology is prepared to render. Capt. Bassett, of Camp Logan, and Lieut. Houser, of Camp Kearny, have been sent

by their conunanding officers for observation of development battalion work at Camp Meade.

VIII. Cooperation vdth neuro-psychiatric officers.

Among the varieties of psychological ser\'ice enumerated in an e<irlier monthly report, satisfactory cooperation

with neuro-psychiatric officers was emphasized. The following notes, selected to suggest possibilities, indicate what

has been and is being done in this important field at various stations:

Camp Upton, July 1, 1918: One individual examiner has been placed permanently on the special medical board,

also one in the base hospital. The latter works constantly with the psychiatrist; the former helps weed out cases for

further examination.

Camp Custer, August 3, 1918: At the suggestion of the neiiro-psychiatric board, four men have been detailed to

work ^vith the special psychiatric board which handles referred cases. All recommendations are accepted without

question. Of 10,542 drafted men, 175 were referred for psychological examination (1.7 per cent); 23 of these were

rejected.

Camp Custer, July 27, 1918: Fotir individual examiners have been working with the psychiatrists.

Camp Hancock, July 27, 1918: One member of the staff and two assistants have been detailed to work with the

psychiatrists.

Camp Grant, July 2, 1918: Effective cooperation has been established with the psychiatrists. Many found

defective are sent home %vithout having completed their enlistment papers, thus effecting a great saving.

Camp Wadsworth, July 13, 1918: It has been arranged that in the future, while troops are being received, a staff

of psychological examiners will work with the psychiatrists during the medical examination.

IX. Significance of intelligence scores.

Camp Kearny, August 14, 1918: Under authorization of the chief of staff of the Fortieth Division, the chief psy-

chological examiner secured the cooperation of the commanding officers of 11 different organizations in an experiment

to determine the value of psychological ratings in picking men who are superior or inferior in militaiy value. In each

organization the commanding officers designated from 15 to 30 whom they had found to be especially valuable, about an

equal number who were so inferior they were barely able to perform their duties, and about an equal number who were

deemed of average value. The officers had been with their men for from six months to a year and knew them
thoroughly. After the men were given psychological examination the median alpha scores were found to be as foUows

for the superior, average, and inferior groups of the different organizations:
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The above figures are deemed significant. It will be noted that the median score for the superior group is in most

cases almost t%vice as high as the median for the inferior group. The Signal Battalion is the exception to the rule,

but here the entire battalion is so liighly selected that large differences could not be expected.

Camp Lee, July 16, 191S: In the fourth Engineer Reserve Officers' Training Camp, 80 men were recommended for

commissions and 60 for elimination. The percentage of elimination in the various letter groups were as follows: A, OS)

caees, 34.8 per cent eliminated; B, 49 cases, 38.S per cent eliminated; C+, 17 cases, 76.5 per cent eUminated; C, 5 cases,

80 per cent eliminated.

Records of final eliminations from the Fourth Officers' Training Camp at Camp Cody show the following percentage

of elimination for those receiving various letter grades: A, 2.7 per cent; B, 14.8 per cent; C+, 18.3 per cent; C, 17 per

cent; C— , 55 per cent; D, 100 per cent.

Camp Lewis, July 21, 1913: Psychological examination was given to candidates before their admission to the Fourth

Officers' Training Camp. No candidates below 200 were accepted; 17 per cent of the candidates were rejected on this

basis. The committee on selection said it was "fine business." After three weeks' training, 19 men who had made
below 230 were marked for failure. As a result of the rigid selection the officers state that they have a remarkably

bright group of men to deal with.
X. Methods of conducting examinations.

Camp Dix, August 12, 1918: In the morning of the next day after arrival the recruit is given the psychological

examination. In the afternoon of the same day he is given the various physical examinations and the psychiatric

examination. All recruits who are to be examined in the morning are ordered to report in two groups—one at 7.30 and

one at 8.30. After segregation according to literacy, the alpha examination is given in groups up to 500; the beta test

in groups as large as 100. As soon as 100 beta men have been selected, they are marched into the beta room, given a

book and pencil as they enter, and seated for the examination. When the examination is completed the men are

marched into the scoring room, and another group at once enters the beta room for examination. In the scoring room

the headings are filled out by the clerks, and the men are then passed out through another door. The clerks in the scor-

ing room now proceed to score the 100 beta books of the men just examined. This is finished by the time the next

beta group has been examined. In this way 1,100 may be given the beta examination in one day, and the papers for

each group scored within 40 minutes after it is marched out of the room. The scoring of alpha examinations is similarly

speeded up, so that every man making E in alpha is held for beta without recall. Those making below T> in beta are

held until individual examination has been given. Thus 2,000 to 2,400 men are handled daily in this camp without

the necessity of any recalls. Lists of low score men found in the forenoon are sent to the psychiatrist for use in the

afternoon of the same day. All but a few of the psychological grades are reported to the personnel office within 24

hours, and the remainder within 36 to 48 hours.

It would seem that the above arrangement is as near to the ideal as possible. There is every argument in favor of

giving the psychological examination almost immediately after the men have been received in camp. The men are in

better physical condition than after inoculation; it insures that the results will be available for use by psychiatrists

during the medical examination; and it gives the greatest possible opportunity for use of the grades by the personnel

officer.

Camp Meade, August 16, 1918: Capt. LaRue has reported to the office of the Surgeon General an experiment

designed to obviate the recall of subjects for a second examination. Two men skilled in individual examining were

stationed beside the psychiatrists in the general medical examining line. These two examiners interviewed each

recruit as he passed and then handed him a card A, B, or I, indicating that he should enter alpha, beta, or individual

examining room. Of 1,617 recruits thus classified, 21 per cent were given A cards, 69 per cent B cards, and 10 per

cent I cards. In order to find out whether the right man had been picked for the three different examinations, those

who received below D in alpha were recalled for beta, and those who received below D in beta were recalled for

individual examination.

It was found that of those who had been given A cards only 3.6 per cent failed to earn a grade as high as D in alpha

OTftmination, and none of these, after recall for beta, failed to earn a score of D or higher on the beta examination.

Of those given B cards 33.8 per cent earned a grade below D on the beta examination, but when these beta failures

were given indi\idual examination it was found that 97.7 per cent of them were found fit for regular service.

Of those given I cards 85 per cent were recommended forregular service and 15 per cent for Development Battalion.

The loss of special recommendations in the one examination plan is less than one-half of 1 per cent of the total

number examined. It is possible that even this loss is over balanced by the failure to secure men who are recalled on

the repeated examination plan. A special technique of interviewing would probably render the sorting still more
effective.

Camp Greenleaf, August 16, 1918: A short method of scoring alpha papers has been devised to do away with the

recalls from alpha to beta. By study of 1,000 alpha papers it was found that tests 2 and 3 gave the highest correlations

between number of attempts and total alpha score—vdz, 0.82. It was found that if the number of attempts on 2 and 3

equals 13 the total score will be more than 15, if less than 13 the papers are scored until 15 points have been earned

and then laid aside for later scoring. The method requires scoring or partial scoring of only about 10 per cent of alpha

papers. One hundred papers can be scored by five men in five minutes. The operation of this rule loses only 5 per

cent who should be recalled.

Camp Wadsworth, August 23, 1918: The psychological staff in this camp is organized as follows: individual

examining staff, 1 lieutenant, 3 sergeants, and 4 privates; group examining staff, 1 sergeant, and 3 privates for alpha
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examinations, and 1 sergeant, 1 corporal, and 3 privates for beta examinations; development battalion staff, 1 corporal

and 1 private; office staff, 1 sergeant in charge, aided by 16 privates in the scoring section, 3 privates in the stenographic

section, 2 privates in the statistical section, 3 privates in the checking section, 1 private in charge of filing and records,

1 private in charge of stockroom, and 1 private in charge of mail. In addition, 4 privates are detailed for service in

the personnel section, depot personnel office. The chief psychological examiner (a lieutenant) has a sergeant as

adjutant.
XI. Miscellaneous lines of service.

Camp Bowie, July 6, 1918: The psychological service in this station has proved to be of great value in the handling

of recruits aside from giving regularly prescribed examinations. The psychological examiners assist in the medical

examinations, in cooperation n-ith the psychiatrists during rush work, by aiding in the selection of low grade men for

reexamination, and the cliief examiner frequently assists in selecting men of superior intelligence for emergency work,

special detail, etc., within the detention camp, as well as in the selection of men for vacancies in different camp
organizations.

Camp Taylor, July 31, 1918: Company commanders now refer to us for examination those men who do not get on

well at drill * * * The disability board refers all mental cases to us for mental rating before they act on the

cases. Our recommendation usually decides the matter.

Camp Wadsworth, June 22, 1918: The adjutant of the First Pioneer Regiment says that he has been greatly helped

by the psychological grades; that he is now able to pick out any type ofmanhe wants. He has called in all privates who
scored A, and selected a number of them for responsible positions.

Camp Funston, July 15, 1918: On request of the psychological examiner the camp surgeon ordered the psycho-

logical grades placed on all service cards. The chief psychological examiner will meet the company commander of

each regiment to explain the ratings. The reports to company commanders are delivered in person so that questions

may be answered.

Camp Logan, July 15, 1918: The chief psychological examiner now makes lists of the men examined with score,

occupation, education, and wages tabulated opposite the man's name. The officers report that it is the most valu-

able data they have. * * * As a result of frequent conferences with company officers, many promotions and

transfers have been made.

Camp Bowie, August 3, 1918: Arrangements have been made with the judge advocate for referring to the

psychologist all cases on which special information is desired.

Camp Bowie, July 20, 1918: Tests \vill be made of prisoners not already tested. Close cooperation has been

effected with the judge advocate. * * * Conference has been held with the camp adjutant on the use of the

psychological service in the problems of education, training, and morale. * * * The commanding general desires

further help in the development battalion than the routine psychological examinations. The director of the Y. M.

C. A. desires the cooperation of the psychological board in coimection with his problems. * * * Conference has

been held with the prison officer at military police headquarters. In the future all prisoners awaiting trial will be

sent for examination, and report will be made on intelligence.

Camp Jackson, August 17, 1918: The psj'chological board at this camp has been made the final authority on liter-

acy. A new stamp has been made by the personnel officer which shows the psychological grade indicating literacy

or illiteracy. The psychological staff has been called upon to mark the psychological grade and literacy or illiteracy

on the back of overseas card.

Camp Bowie, August 17, 1918: The psychological staff in this camp has prepared outlines for psychological service

in connection with the following problems:

(a) Information for the judge advocate on cases referred.

(6) Information on general and summary court cases.

(e) Information from company officers on men of high psychological rating who make poor soldiers.

(d) Information from company officers on men with low psychological ratings who make good soldiers.

(e) Information for company officers on drill tests on the psychological problems involved in educating and drill

ing troops.
XII. Stitdents' Army training corps.

The following letter from the Committee on Classification of Personnel in the Army, having unusual significance

for psychological staffs, is quoted entire. It emphasizes the importance of securing ratings of all draftees by psycho-

logical examining staffs in their respective stations:

Room 528, State, War, and Navy Building,
Washington, D. C, August SI, 1918.

Maj. Robert M. Yerkes,
Surgeon General Dept., Washington, D . C.

My dear M.uoR Yerkes: Atajoint meeting yesterdaj^ of the Committee on Classification of Personnel in the
Army and of the Committee of the General Staff for Education and Special Training the method of selecting students
for the Students' Army Training Corps was discussed. It was decided by a unanimous vote tliat tlie psychological

testa now being given by you to recruits should be used as a standard in selecting recruits for the schows. The two
committees, therefore, urged that you take all necessary steps to see that all the recruits are given the psychological
tests as soon as they enter the dejiot brigade, or other recruiting points from which students are sent to the Students'

Army Training Corps institutions.

Yours truly,
Walter Dill Scott.
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Psychological service was more or less completely organized in 35 stations before the

signing of the armistice. These stations fall into four groups : (a) Those in which examining
was originally organized in September or October, 1917, and where the work continued

throughout the period of the emergency; (l>) those which were provided for as soon after the

official order for extension of psychological examining as suitable officers could be supplied

(this group included the majority of camps which received drafted men in considerable num-
bers) ; (c) stations which seldom, if ever, received drafted men directly and in which there-

fore the need of psychological examining was less urgent than in the former group; and {d)

camps which could not be supplied with ps}"chologists until the fall of 191S because of short-

age of officer personnel (this group included a few camps which were not authorized by the

War Department imtil late in 1918).

It has seemed desirable both for the purpose of giving definite and concise information

concerning the principal characteristics of the psychological organization and its service in

various camps, and to give due credit to the responsible officer, to devote a few paragraphs to

an account of the conditions in each of the 35 stations.

CxVMP BEAUKEGAKD, LA.

In October, 1918, the inspector of psychological examining reported that the camp com-
mander at Camp Beauregard, the chief of staff of the Seventeenth Division (then in process of

formation), and the camp surgeon favored immediate establishment of psychological service.

The division and the acting camp persomiel adjutants urged that the examining be estab-

lished in time to assist in the classification and assignment of the recruits expected to fill

the Seventeenth Division. The camp authorities reported that temporary buildings could be
supplied. The inspector urged that personnel be sent as soon after the passing of the highest

peak of the influenza as possible.

On November 4 Lieut. Manuel reported from Camp Pike as chief of the psychological

service. Subsequently Lieut. Metcalf, from Camp Devens, and Sergt. Larrabee were added
to the staff; Lieut. Manuel was assigned to base hospital No. 1, San Antonio, in December.
Lieut. Metcalf remained in charge until January.

The psychological staff upon arrival made immediate arrangements for examining the

enlisted persoimel in camp and for handling the expected draft. The camp surgeon requested

that all men grading A in physical examination in the development battalion be examined
mentally as basis of selection for transfer from the battalions. Temporary buildings for the

staff and for examining space were obtamed in infirmaries and Y. M. C. A. buildings. A
clerical force of 57 men was organized to handle the draft that was suddenly stopped by the

armistice of November 11, 1918. Since no draft arrived this force was reduced to a staff of

6 to 12 men until the practical discontinuance of all work early in December. The principal

work during November was the carrj'ing out of special investigations requested by the Wash-
ington office. Data were obtained on the relation between ratings by officers and alpha scores

with several hundred representative literates, and on the effect of doubling the time in the

tests.

Number enlisted men examined, 2,375; officers, 12. Total individual examinations, 25.

CAMP BOWIE, TEX.

Lieut. Wheeler reported as chief of the psychological service at Camp Bowie on April 26

1918; Sergt. Payntcr and Pvt. Coxe, from Camp Greenleaf, in June; and Sergt. Russell and
Corpl. Jennings in August.

The staff at this camp was ostabhshed slowly and never reached an adequate total. Clerical

assistance was difficult to obtain because of incomplete camp organization. The number of

men on special detail varied from 6 to 40.

One entire mess hall and half of an adjoining one were assigned by the surgeon for this

service. In May the half building was used for other purposes, though stUl open for exami-

nations. Late in Juno two entire buildings were assigned the psychological service. In

October the staff moved to two one-storj- supply buildings more centrally located.
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Men reported for examination in companies of 250, and were first separated into two

groups, those who had and those who had not finislied fourth grade. Each group was then ques-

tioned as to reading and writing ability, and necessaiy changes made. The lower group was

then sent to the beta room, the upper to alpha. Those who had difficulty in fillmg out the head-

ings of the alpha blank were also sent to beta. Whenever possible, both groups were held

while, by short-scoring or other methods, failures were picked out for further examination.

Selection for individual examining was especially studied; in October the individual ex-

aminer, during the beta examination, selected low-grade cases, who were sent at once to the

individual examining room. The beta group was held during the short-scoring of tests 1 and

6, and failures sent direct to individual examination. Reports of examination were delivered

in person to regimental commanders, and conference held.

The Thirty-sixth Division moved out of Camp Bowie early in July. Permanent organiza-

tions were examined until later drafts arrived. In September the psychological examina-

tion was taking place as soon as the men had been registered and assigned to companies. It

preceded the physical examination, which in turn preceded the equipment and personnel inter-

view. Reports were made out and sent to commanding officers within 24 hours. Personnel

cards and service records were sent to the psychological building, where ratings were entered

by men from the personnel detachment on special duty with the psychological board. For

the limited-service draft the intelligence rating was entered on the qualification card at the

meeting of the final board and considered before the men were definitely classified; and reports

of cases for service organizations or discharge were acted upon by this board. Before the

end of September intelligence grades were entered on service records.

Since the officer personnel changed rapidly, the chief examiner found that a large por-

tion of his time was spent in acquainting new officers with the nature of his work and its uses.

The development battalion was serving primarily as a source from which special-duty men
were drawn—a condition which hindered careful psychological work and full development of

the service. In spite of this the personnel services of the chief examiner and his staff were

unusually numerous, varied, and satisfactory. The chief examiner became practically an

associate member of a medical board to examine court cases suspected of mental defect. In

cooperation with the camp judge advocate an outline for ''Certificate and report of psychological

examination" was prepared for reporting court cases, and by arrangement with military police

headquarters, all prisoners were examined while awaiting trial. By June an individual

examiner was working directly with the psychiatrist, passing the men on with a verbal recom-

mendation; no blank was used. In July Pvt. Coxe was detailed to work regularly with the

psychiatrist. On occasion, too, the staff helped the personnel officer in selecting men for

special detail, even making out a series of examination questions to aid in choosing personnel

interviewers.

Total number enlisted men examined, 27,339; officers, 125. Total individual examina-

tions, 1,220.
CAMP CODY, N. MEX.

Lieuts. Moore and Wood reported for duty in May, 1918; Sergt. Katz, Corpl. Schmidt, and

Pvt. Karn in June; Sergt. Jenkins and Corpl. Weber in September; and Lieut. Ream, from

Camp Humphreys, in November. The clerical staff was small; seldom over 20 men on spe-

cial detail. Facilities for everything but group examining were excellent. The shortage

of officers was especially noticeable at this camp on account of the unusual number of important

services that could have been rendered.

The building in use by the psychological staff was an infirmary assigned temporarily to

this work. There was unusual space for individual examining rooms and scoring rooms. The
rooms in which it was necessary to do a certain amount of group examining were small and

accommodated groups of 50 men or less. It was necessary, therefore, to use the Liberty

Theater and the outdoor stadium during periods of rush examining. These buildings were

located about a quarter of a mile from the staff headquarters.
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Characteristics of examining at Camp Cody were largely due to the number of Spanish-

speaking Mexican recruits. Examination alpha was given to English-speaking men with

more than fourth grade schooling. The remainder were given examination beta, with which

verbal instructions (in English and in Spanish) were in use after August 1. The performance

scale was little used, being replaced by a Spanish translation of the Point Scale. It was never

possible to give individual examination to all low-grade cases. In making recommendations a

man's company record was used to supplement low group-examination grade.

An unusually complete statement of meaning and use of pyschological ratings was pre-

pared for camp use. The staff made a study of intelligence levels in different branches of the

service. The Thirty-foiirth Division having been in training nine months, the officers were

able to indicate men most valuable to their branch of the service after practically all transfers

had been completed. On the basis of this study the draft quotas were distributed to the different

arms in accordance with the previously determined intelligence requirements. At the request

of the inteUigence officer, the psychological board made a study of the mental and emotional

characteristics of the Mexican draft, with suitable recommendations. Psychologist and
psychiatrist worked together in many individual examinations, and especially in cases for

courts-martial, on which ratings were regularly supplied the judge advocate and made a part

of the record. An officer of the psychological board served for a time as assistant judge advo-

cate on a general court-martial which tried conscientious objectors.

The statistical work of the staff, besides the stiidy of arms of the service, dealt mainly

with results of examining, including relation of intelligence to schooling. Comparisons were

well expressed in graphs.

Number enlisted men examined, 42,533; officers, 949. Total mdividual examinations, 517.

CAMP CUSTER, MICH.

Lieut. ToU reported as chief examiner in April, 1918. Lieut. Jones reported as assistant

examiner at the same time. Sergts. Taub and Dimmick reported from Camp Greenleaf in May

;

Corpls. Clarke and Johnson, Pvt. First Class Lefton, and Pvt. Kellogg in Jmie; Corpls. Hoohe
and Jackson in Augiist. The permanent clerical detail assigned by camp order averaged 14

men. The temporary detail varied from 6 to 20 additional clerical assistants, according to

the size of the draft and speed required in the examining and reporting. The regular staff

was too small for the size and importance of this camp.

The building finally assigned to psychological staff for office quarters was a one-story

building, 20 by 60 feet, previously used as a guardhouse. This space was divided into two
large rooms and two very small offices. Routine work and individual examining were carried

on in this building. Group examinations were held in the various recreation buildings and
in certain school biuldings, such as the building of the division bayonet school. The particular

building used was selected according to its location with respect to the organization being

examined. The usual arrangement where these larger auditoriums were used was to have one
assigned permanently for certain hours, and for all recruits and imits being examined to report

to that building regardless of location. The office of the psychological staff was located near
the receiving barracks and depot brigade headquarters. The staff at this camp was assigned

to duty imder the depot brigade surgeon. This in effect localized its activities and limited its

authority and opportimity for service.

Examination alpha was given to white men who were "able to read and write English

pretty well" and to negroes who had gone as far as the fifth grade in school. Men imable to

take alpha, or making less than 50 (weighted score), were reported as "illiterate" and were
given examination beta. Short scoring of alpha blanks before the group was dismissed was at

first the regular procedure. Beta failures were recalled for individual examination.

The psj-chological examination took place after all others; inteUigence ratings were there-

fore not available at the time of the personnel and other interviews. During the July draft,

however, four examiners were detailed to work with the psychiatric board dealing with recruits

referred for rejection. Practically all the lowest-grade recruits were rejected by this procedure.
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The psychological staff at Camp Custer constantly informed officers concerning the intel-

lectual strength of their commands by means of comparative graphs, but was even more con-

spicuous by the quantity and quality of its statistical work on methods. Its reports ranged

from details of technique in giving and scoring tests to the larger revision of examination plans,

from " psychographs " of occupations to effect of typhoid inoculation, and were suggestive and

stimulating to the Division of psychology, Washington.

Number enlisted men examined, 54,284; officers, 70. Total individual examinations, 2,004.

CAMP DEVENS, MASS.

About the 1st of October, 1917, Lieut. Foster reported for duty. Lieuts. Anderson,

EngHsh, iind Metcalf reported at approximately the same time. Examining continued tlirough-

out the fall of 1917, but in the winter of 1918 the entire staff, with the exception of Lieut. Met-

oaLf, reported for special training at Camp Greenleaf. This officer remained in charge imtil

June, 1918, when Capt. Htmter reported as chief examiner. Lieut. Scott repoi-ted in Jiily.

The enhsted staff trained at Greenleaf consisted of Sergts. Tomlinson, Hitchcock, Wood, Stone,

Stein, and Finkelhor.

The examining of the fall of 1917 has been reported elsewhere (pp. 14 f.) In the sum-

mer of 1918, \vith the increase in the staff, changes in procedure were inaugurated. Camp
examining was taken up so that all recruits reporting were examined. Alpha was given to men
who professed ability to read and ^v^ite English. Early in Augiist, orders were issued that

the psychological examination should precede the physical. A bulletin was issued by the

psychological staff on the range of intelligence for the different occupations needed in the Army.
Complete statement of the mental status of the Twelfth Division was prepared for use in

balancing mental strength of the different units. A report of special interest was prepared

on the geographic distribution of intelligence and illiteracy.

The number of men and officers examined prcAdous to April 27, 1918, was 21,397. Number
enlisted men after April 27, 48,978; officers, 1,053. Individual examinations after April 27,

2,886.
CAMP DIX, N. J.

The psychological staff reported at Camp Dix in September, 1917. Lack of examining

space prevented the examining of troops in large numbers before the end of November. From
the beginning of the work at Camp Dix to its close in December, 1918, the chief examiners were

Capt. Hayes, Lieut. Richmond, Capt. Berry, and Capt. DeVoss. As assistant examiners the

following were on duty for varying periods: Lieuts. Brigham, Richmond, Manuel, Harlan,

Doll, Farber, and Woodruff. The Greenleaf-trained enlisted men and noncommissioned

officers were Sergts. EUis, Bernard, Campbell, Fisher; Corpls. Sweeting, Roloff, Fogelman,

Aitken, Veazie; and Pvts. Werner, Kornhauser, Edwards, Denton, Custer, Faulkner, and

Goldberg.

The overcrowded condition of the camp prevented the assignment of a satisfactory building

for the major portion of the time. At the beginning of the work (p. 15) wards in the

base hospital were used. In the winter of 1918 the medical and psychological examining staffs

were moved to a temporary wooden structure previously used as a cafeteria by the construct-

ing contractors. This remained the headquarters of the physological staff imtil the close of

examining.

At Camp Dix about 28 per cent of the draft was foreign-born and about 20 per cent negro.

To avoid excessively large beta groups, standards for admission to examination alpha were
set low—ability to read and write English and completion of thu-d grade for white men and
fifth grade for negroes. Men making below 1 (weighted score alpha) were reported as illiterate.

Time was saved in the beta room by having the headings of the beta blanks filled out by clerks

in the scoring room as the group passed out. Groups M^ere held while low booklets were picked

by inspection and scored; E men were immediately sent on to further examination, to the

capacity of tlio staff; the remainder were listed for recall. In June it was found impossible to

recall a thousand men listed for individual examination. In July alpha failures among negroes
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were not recalled. During later rush periods up to 3,000 men per day were examined, this

being the capacity of other camp examinuig boards. After Jime the psychological examina-
tion preceded all others except sanitary inspection and fumigation, and intelligence ratings

were in the hands of psychiatric and personnel officers when the men came before them. Each
D or E case was marked on the identification tag, which each recruit wears about his neck,

with his intelligence rating in red ink. The psychiatric board received a list of the E cases,

as a check. Disposition of cases was reported back to the psychological board.

Late m July Lieut. Doll spent several days with the psychiatric board in an endeavor to

increase cooperative work, for professional adjustment here had proved more difficult than at

other stations. Constant readjustment of methods of clinical examining, in attempts to dis-

cover common standards, finally met with success in October.

Camp Dix, during its enforced vacation in the fall of 1917, produced a great deal of valuable

statistical work. The reports of 1918 also show a number of important studies. We may note

here statistical analyses of successive draft quotas; a report on instruction in the English

classes and the relation of intelligence ratings thereto; a statistical study of the foreign-

born men in the July draft; a study on the relation of mtelligence to court cases, promotions,

and special duty assignments, and a detailed clinical report prepared bj^ the clinical examiner.

Previous to April 27, 1918, the number of men and officers examined was 21,026. From
April 27 to the close of examining the number of enlisted men examined was 67,766; of officers,

2. The number of individual examinations given was 3,024.

C.\MP DODGE, IOWA.

Lieut. Miller reported as chief examiner and Lieut. Sylvester as assistant examiner in mid-
April, 1918. Lieut. Van Houten, Sergts. Oppenheimer and Williams, Corps. Fenn and Hudson,
and Pvts. Johnson and Brockbank reported in June, Corpl. King in August. About 37 men
constituted the temporary detail.

At Camp Dodge the personnel office and psychological office were in the same barracks

building. Psychological service occupied the second floor. Practically all of the work of the

staff, including group examining, was handled in the building. A few groups were examined
out of doors when the weather permitted. The mustering office and medical examining offices

were in the adjoming barracks building.

Camp Dodge received a large negro draft. Examination alpha was given to all men who
had had 6 grades of schooling or could read English readily. During the alpha examination,

men who gave evidence of illiteracy in tests 2 or 3 or in filling out the headings were sent to beta.

Both groups were held, in good weather, while the blanks were scored, and failures promptly
given further examination. Beta procediure strictly followed the Examiner's Guide until Sep-
tember, when verbal instructions were developed for the negro groups which made up one-

fourth of the draft at Camp Dodge.

The general scheme of examining appears in the following paragraphs from a report of

September 11:

Psychological examination of recruits ia given at Camp Dodge before the physical examination and before the

filling out of the qualification cards. The intelligence ratings are placed upon the qualification cards before the men
are assigned.

The reports of the individual examinations are in the hands of the psychiatrist at the time of the general medical
examination. The psychiatrist's orderly indicates with black chalk the mental age on the breasts of all men whose
mental age is under 10 years.

On the day that recruits report for the psychological examination they have no other examinations. As a rule

the physical examination of the companies occurs 24 hours after the psychologiral examination. This gives us ample
time to score and record the result of the examination. During the pre.scnt draft we liave been 4S hours ahead of the

physical examination.

Intelligence ratings were favorably received by line officers, partly because at the outset

a camp order directed that all officers who had not had psychological examination should re-

port at once to the chief examiner for such examination. By direction of the chief of staff

121435°—21 6
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the personnel adjutant planned to use psychological scores in making assignments to the

nuieteenth Division. The commanding officer of the depot brigade used the psychological

rating in connection with promotions of officers in his command, both to check the recom-

mendations of his officers and to check the significance of the score itself. He reported an

unusual degree of agreement between the two ratings. The records on individual examin-

ino' at Camp Dodge constitute one of the most useful sets obtained. It was usual to have

practically the entire trained portion of the staff giving individual examinations during

draft periods.

Number enlisted men examined, 68,019; officers, 1,908. Total individual examinations,

4,632.

CAMP FREMONT, CALIF.

Capt. Roberts reported for duty in October, 1918. No tramed assistants were sent to this

camp. Capt. Roberts was assigned an infirmary as his permanent headquarters shortly after

arriving. His principal work was iii connection with the development battalions and courts-

martial cases. He was also requested to give ratings on officers. A staff of 14 enlisted

men was assigned to assist him in the work. The usefulness of psychological examining devel-

oped rapidly but lasted only a short time owing to the close of active recruiting.

The number of men examined during this short period of time was 3,165; of officers, 320.

Total individual examinations, 758.

CAMP FUKSTON, KANS.

Lieut. Stech reported as chief examiner in April, 1918, and was transferred to Camp Logan

as chief examiner in October, 1918. Capt. Rowe reported as chief examiner in June, 1918.

Lieut. Shiunway was assistant examiner. Sergts. Augenblick, Bird, Erickson, and Harry,

Corpls. Blake and Woellner, and Pvts. Hansen, Neal, Rachofsky, and Riggs, who received

training at Greenleaf , constituted the permanent detail. The temporary detail varied, but was

approximately 22 additional erdisted men.

The psychological building was permanently assigned. It was located near depot brigade

headquarters and the staff was attacbed to the brigade staff. Much of the examining, however,

was done in distant detention camps, necessitating much travel and extra administrative work.

Examination alphawas given to men who coidd read fairly well and had fourth-grade school-

ing. Small alpha groups were held during the short-scoring of the blanks ; with large groups a

recall system was used. During examination beta ob-viously low-grade men were selected by

the orderlies and sent to the individual examiner. Doubtfid papers were short-scored. One-

fourth of all men examined were negroes, and of these 30 to 60 per cent made E on beta. Only

the lowest cases (selected on inspection by the chief examiner) were examined individually

with a view to discharge. The remainder were recommended for development and labor

battahons. Ratings were entered on service records (camp order, July 9).

A psychologist was assigned to work in the psychiatric office at the receiving station during

several drafts, but this was later discontinued under pressure of work.

Considerable work was done in examining men for special assignments. The Medical

Officers' Training Camp at Fort Riley was examined from Funston. The chief examiner was a

member of the examining board for the development battalion. Through the personnel

office 20,000 men were transferred from the depot brigade to permanent organizations on the

basis of occupational requirements and intelligence tests. This transfer occupied but a few

hours and proved an unusually successful method. Intelligence ratings were entered on

the service records.

Camp Funston used the opportunity afforded by its negro draft to contribute a note-

worthy report on the distribution of intelligence among negroes from different States, and a

detailed comparison of negro with white performance in the tests of the Stanford-Binet scale.

Number enlisted men examined, 75,677; officers, 1. Total individual examinations, 2,497.
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CAMP GORDON, GA.

Maj. Waugh reported as chief examinei- at this camp in March, 191 S. Lieut. Estahrook

reported in April and became chief examiner in September; Lieut. Myers reported in May;
Lieut. Layton, in June. The men trained at Greenleaf were Sergts. Hiunphreys and Lecky,

Corpl. Headrick, Pvt. first class Hagner, and Pvts. Fitch, Bailor, and Feldman. Approx-

imately 39 enlisted men acted as assistants during rush examining.

An infirmary building was used as office, scoring room and storeroom for the psychological

staff. This building was located in the depot brigade organization.

Among white men alpha and beta groups were separated on the basis of ability to read

and understand English newspapers and write lettei-s home. Men receiving D in either alpha

or beta were recalled for individual examination. Negroes, however, were all given examina-

tion beta only ; a list of the D — men was sent to the commanding ofiicer that he might send

men not making good as soldiers for individual examination.

The psychological examination followed the physical examination and personnel inter-

view. Reports of results were sent to personnel officer, camp surgeon, and commanding officers

in from 24 to 96 hours. In July it was ordered that intelligence ratings should be placed

on service records. They were entered also on qualification cards, except in the case of imme-

diate transfers.

In September the depot brigade was transferred to Camp McCleUan. Examining lessened,

and the psychological staff was correspondingly reduced, six of its members being sent to

Camp McCleUan.

Emphasis at Camp Gordon was laid on methods of instruction in the training of troops and

lectures on educational methods to new officers. For a time, the work of the chief was primarily

connected with this educational program. Men who received a rating below C wei'e given

extra drills and attempts were made to improve their mental condition by school instruction.

Number of enlisted men examined, 62,859; officers, 789. Total individual examina-

tions, 2,951.
CAMP GRANT, ILL.

Capt. Trabue, as chief examiner, and Lieut. Benson reported for duty in April, 1918.

Capt. Deerwester and Lieut. Terry reported in May. Capt. Trabue was transferred to The

Adjutant GeneraFs department for work on the classification of personnel and Lieut. Sylvester,

succeeded him in October. Sergt. Habberstad, Corpls. Johanson, Beck, and Lynd, and Pvts.

Elterich, Marvin, and Baird constituted the other members of the staff trained at Camp Green-

leaf. During rush examining the temporary detail varied from 50 to 60 additional men. Psy-

chological examining began the latter part of May and during the week ending June 1 the two

officers who had reported examined 13,321 men; on a single day of this week they gave alpha

and beta examinations to 2,927 men.

Until the middle of September the office space available was not verj^ satisfactory. In

addition to being too small it was also of uncertain tenure. About the middle of September

the psychological service was assigned for permanent use a large two-story barracks building

located near the administrative center of the camp. The organization of office work was

unusually systematic.

Men who could read and write rapidly and those who had had at least seventh-grade school-

ing were given examination alpha. At first alpha and beta failures were recalled, but by Sep-

tember the groups were held while low papers were scored and further examination followed

at once.

The psychological examination here preceded the physical from the very start. Moreover,

when new recruits were examined, the clinical psychologist and his assistants worked in con-

junction withthe medical staff. Names of men who failed in beta and individual examination

were before the psychiatrist at the time of physical examination; intellig(>ncc ratings on all

men went to the personnel officer before the personnel interview with such prompt regidarity
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as to call forth favorable comment from the inspector of personnel work. Ratings were

entered on qualification cards on the evening of the day they were made ont, and on all service

records (camp order, Jxily 21).

Relations with all camp authorities were particularly cordial. Special psychological

service was in frequent request and recommendations were veTj generally accepted by psy-

chiatrist, judge advocate, and other ofScers.

Number enlisted men examined, 81,341; officers, 1,888. Total individual examinations,

3,496.
CAMP GREENE, N. C.

Lieut. Chamberlain reported as chief examiner in April, 1918; Lieut. Owens reported in

September. Sergts. Rosenfield, Moore, Cribbs, and Sides, and Corpl. Terrell were the Green-

leaf trained assistants. Group examinations were conducted in Y. M. C. A. buildings near the

small building assigned as temporary offices for the psychological staff.

Alpha and beta gi-oups were separated on the basis of ability to read newspapers and write

letters home and of fourth grade schooling. Alpha failures were not given beta, but individual

examination. Thirty-eight per cent of the recruits were negroes, most of whom had to be given

beta and half of whom received D — . With the approval of the inspector of psychological

service, this condition was met by substituting a standardized five-minute interview for the

individual examination. On this basis negroes were recommended for combat battalions or

for labor battalions.

At the receiving station, psychological examination preceded the physical, at which D
men were designated by the letter P plainly painted on their bodies; two psychologists on duty

with the psychiatrist gave individual examinations at this time and sent the mental ages at

once to the psychiatrist. Intelligence ratings were reported promptly to the persoimel officer

and commanding officers, usually within 24 houi's after the examination. Lack of clerical help

in the personnel office sometimes prevented entry of ratings on qualification cards; entry was

made on service records.

The chief psychological examiner at this station was eventually put in charge of the educa-

tional program in the development battalion.

Number enlisted men examined, 27,331; officers, 476. Total individual examinations, 914.

CAMP GREENLEAF, GA.

Examination of recruits was not the main aspect of the psychological service at Camp
Greerdeaf. The School of Military Psychology, reported in section 2 of this chapter, took iirst

place. The examining staff changed continuously as its members were ordered out to other

stations. It was, however, the only station at which was erected a permanent building espe-

cially designed for the work.

Those men were given examination alpha who could read newspapers and write letters

home in English, had completed the fom'th grade, and had been five years in the United States.

AU others took beta. Short scoring methods were used on both, and failxu-es held for imme-

diate further examination. No recalls were possible. Until November the psychological

examination was the last on the recruit's program. The first inoculation for typhoid had

usually occurred the day before; the men had to march a mile and a half to the psychological

building. A psychologist was, however, in attendance during the physical examination, who
selected obviously low-grade cases and gave immediate individual examinations. Rejections

were made on these recommendations, while later discharge was hard to secure.

Report of intelligence ratings was made within 24 hoiu-s; they were entered on service

records and on qualification cards (camp order, Jidy 31). In the spring, organizations at

Camp Forrest were examined by the Grecnloaf staff. Daily examination was made of officers

reporting at the Medical Officers' Training School. The psychologists here made a valuable

contribution toward the abbreviation of the Point Scale; they also produced a Yiddish trans-

lation of the Point Scale. A rapid alpha short^scoring scheme based on the number of attempts
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SUPPLY COMPANY BARRACKS ASSIGNED TO PSYCHOLOGICAL BOARD A I CAMP GRANT, SHOWING TYPICAL
PSYCHOLOGICAL STAFF.

Of the four officers in front, the captain at the left is the psychiatrist, the three lieutenants (Sylvester, Benson, Terry) are psychologists.
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in tests 2 and 3 was developed. Systematic morale work had its inception at Camp Greenleaf

and owed much to the psychological staff.

Number enlisted men examined, 50,011; officers, 6,086. Total individual examinations,

2,187.
C-\MP HANCOCK, G.\.

Lieut. Morgan reported as chief examiner in April,1918 ; Lieut. Hood did not report imtil July,

1918. Assistant examiners were Sergts. Williams, Kenner, Blanchette, and Borden, and Pvts.

Holley, Jones, and McCarthy.

Camp examining and official work began here in a room 40 by 20 feet; later a regimental

inlirmarj^ was assigned for offfce work and individual examining. The latter building was cen-

trally located.

The Ordnance training groups here were highly selected; the draft was relatively low.

To avoid recalls, only white men who could read and write fairly well, and had sixth grade

schooling, and negroes who had attended high school were given examination alpha. Short-

scoring methods were developed for both alpha and beta ; failxu-es from either were recalled for

individual examination.

Until September the psychological examination followed the medical, but a psychologist

and two assistants, working with the medical board, examined cases suspected by the psychi-

atrist of mental deficiency and reported back the mental age fomid. Later, the psychological

examination was given first. Ratings were reported within 24 hours, entered on the qualifica-

tion card and, after September, on the service record.

It was ordered at Camp Hancock that every paper having to do with promotions or demo-
tions must show the intelligence rating on it. The chief examiner was appointed to serve on

the board to examine men found unfit for overseas service.

Number enlisted men examined, 44,052; officers, 381. Total individual examinations

2,210.

CAMP HUMPHREYS, VA.

Capt. Hayes reported as chief examiner in September, 1918. Lieuts. Paterson, Richmond,
and Myers were assistant examiners and also chief examiners for short periods. Sergts. Doerman,
Wickman, Giesel, Ream, Nau; Corpls. Perla, Josey; and Pvts. Corzine, Hines, and Sclmeider were

Greenleaf trained assistant examiners. Well-located and spacious office rooms and quarters were
permanently assigned the psychological staff. Line officers were favorably impressed with the

value of psychological service. The distinctive feature of the work at Camp Humphreys was
the full statistical report of the examination of each organization with distribution of intelli-

gence scores illustrated by graphs. These reports included comparative data from the draft as

a whole and enabled camp officials to appreciate differences in mental strength between organi-

zations as well as within their own command. An experimental combination of alpha and
beta tests was tried out and reported. Especially did Camp Hmnphreys afford opportunity,

which was well used, for study of intelligence qualifications of various engineering organizations.

Number enlisted men examined, 13,192; officers, 789. Total individual examinations, 436.

CAMP JACKSON, S. C.

Capt. Edwards reported as chief examiner in April, 1918; his assistants were Capt. Ash
and Lieut. Roberts, Corpls. Pearson, Whitehead, and Zimmerly. First Sergt. Lancaster, Pvts.

White, Wembridge, Tea, Thorpe, Shefveland, and Chambliss of the examining staff, were also

Greenleaf trained men. An average of about 40 men worked on special detail with the psycho-

logical staff.

The examining station was moved several times in the latter part of its work; the original

building was a large two-story barracks building with sufficient space for all of the activities

of the psychological service.

Camp Jackson was one of the camps handling the largest number of men; the psj^chological

staff was thus forced to try out various short cuts in the examining program. Segregation for
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alpha was on the basis of ability to read and write. (The psychological examining board was

made the final authority on literacy in Camp Jackson, and made a literacy report concerning

each man examined.) No recalls were made from alpha to beta; failm-es in each or men who

were observed to be doing little or nothing during group examination were, in rush periods, (as

in July, when 60 per cent of the negro draft failed on group examination) handled as follows:

Twelve men were trained to give seven of the tes ts of yearsX and XII of the Stanford-Binet scale,

and all who showed a mental age of 10 years were passed; the remainder received regular indi-

vidual examination. The procedxu-e was carefully worked out and received the approval of

the inspector. Even with this abbreviation, several himdred failures were missed in June.

By camp order no examination could be made within 48 hours after inoculation. September

1, psychological examination was placed before inoculation, but was still preceded by the physical

examination and personnel mterview. During the physical examination, the psychiatrist sent

doubtful cases for psychological examination; during psychological examination, men recom-

mended for psychiatric examination were sent directly to that board. Cooperation was good.

Lists of the men recommended for labor or development battalion were sent twice a day to

psychiatrist, persomiel officer, and commanding officers. Ratings were reported in 12 to 24

hours and were entered on qualification card and on a special "overseas slip" attached to

service record. No transfer could be made imtil psychological and literacy ratings had been

received.

Aside from routine examining the staff rendered excellent and varied service. The staff

conducted examinations of aviators; tne chief examiner became a member of the aviators

examining board. Special educational examinations were standardized for the Field Artillery Re-

placement Depot. Capt. Ash rendered valuable service in the development brigade. No illit-

erate could be transferred from this brigade imtil he could make D on examination alpha; no

transferwas made into the brigade without both medical and psychological examination. The

whole educational program was under the direction of the camp psychologist.

After September, when the depot brigade moved to Camp Sevier, there was no labor bat-

talion, but it was ordered that all men recommended for labor should be assigned to such work.

All prisoners in Camp Jackson were examined.

The commanding general ordered that no men with grades less than D shoxild be trans-

ferred to artillery replacement regiments. Batteries were, in a nmnber of instances, organized

by platoons, according to intelligence. The progress of the men was indicated by transfer

from the lower platoons to those more advanced in their training. Those failing to learn with

sufficient rapidity in the poorest platoons were finally transferred to the supply company or

to development battalions.

A most interesting study was the preparation of substitute alpha and beta examinations

during a shortage of blanks. The mgenious alpha, requiring only pencil and blank paper, was
successfully used during the emergency; beta was less successful.

Nimiber enlisted men examined, 95,594; officers, 3,402. Total individual examinations,

6,257.
CAMP KEARNY, CALIF.

Lieut. Houser reported as chief examiner in April, 1918. Sergt. Rollins reported from

Camp Greenleaf in Jime; Sergt. Doe in Aug-ust; Pvt. Ruch, from Fort McDowell, in August;

and Sergt. Hauck and Corp. Wills, from Camp Greenleaf, in October. Only one officer was
ever stationed at this camp.

This was a tent camp, hence no two-story buildings were available for psychological service.

Part of the time the psychological board used mess hall, but the major portion of its office work
was done in a tent which also served as a storeroom. This tent was well located in the point of

view of accessibility but wholly imsuited to office work.

Very few negroes and, except in the June draft, few illiterates and foreigners were sent to

Camp Kearny. Alpha and beta groups were separated on the basis of ability to read, write,

and speak English, and completion of the fifth grade. The recall system was used with failures.
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Intelligence ratings were entered on qualification cards and on service records, and were thor-

oughly utilized.

Lack of assistance also hindered effective work. Emphasis was placed upon studies to

determine the significance of mental exainuiations in relation to men considered best and
poorest in the different companies and organizations and upon examination of special groups
in order that additional information should be available on the level of intelligence suitable

for different branches of the service. A large chart was prepared at the request of the chief of

staff for his office, giving the information obtained from the above studies. Orders were issued

that the organization of units should be based upon occupational data and intelligence ratino-s.

The statistical unit of the psychological staff took full charge of the assignment of men from
the draft to existing organizations in the camp. From Camp Kearny was received the first

extensive report on the comparison of officers' ratings and alpha scores as determined for differ-

ent branches of the service.

Nimaber enlisted men examined, 18,510; officers, 411. Total individual examinations 436.

CAMP LEE, VA.

Psychological examining began at Camp Lee in September, 1917. The chief examiners
for the entire period of examining were Lieuts. Yoakum, Himter, and Ferguson. Assistant
examiners for the period of examining were Lieuts. Jones, Bates, and Otis. Noncommissioned
ofiicers and privates trained at Greenleaf were Sergt. first class Folsom, Sergt. Rawlson, Corpls.

Greenberg and Leach, and Pvts. Lincoln, Cowdery, Amdursky, and Myrick.

Exi^erimental examining during the fall and winter has been described in detail elsewhere.

In April, 1918, the continual moving of psychological headquarters ended in the assignment
of a building near the center of the camp and near camp headquarters for this work.

The proportion of negroes and of native and foreign illiterates was high at Camp Leo.
Segregation for alpha was on the basis of ability to read newspapers and write letters home.
During the first part of the examination, men obviously failing were sent to join the beta group.

Group but not individual examinations preceded the physical examination, and were
reported in from 6 to 24 hours. A list of D men was sent within sLx hom-s after the group
examination to the clerk at the mustering office. As the men appeared tliis clerk marked on
the body of each D man a letter P ; then the psychiatrist, if he considered the man at all doubtful,
had him examined by the psychologist in attendance. Later all marked men were exammed
individually at this point m the process. This plan eliminated recalls, and presented the intelli-

gence rating as a partial basis for immediate rejection rather than later discharge.

Distinctive work at Camp Lee was the abbreviation of Stanford-Binet and Performance
Scales and the preparation of a set of reading lessons for the English classes.

Previous to April 27, 1918, 44,338 officers and men were examined. .Aiter April 27, the
number of enlisted men examined was 82,071; of officers, 370. Number of individual exami-
nations made after AprU 27 was 3,008.

CAMP LEWIS, WASH.

Lieut. Brueckner was chief examiner at Camp Lewis. He and Lieut. English reported in

April, 1918. From Camp Greenleaf, Scrgts. Kolstad and Woody and Corpl. Heller reported as
assistant examiners. Sergts. Howard and Teachout were reported by volimtary induction to

assist in the examining work at Camp Lewis.

The budding was a large barracks building situated some distance from tlie center of the
camp but near the mustering office and receiving office. The upper floor was divided into a
number of separate rooms for individual examining. Facilities for group and individual exam-
ining were therefore unusually satisfactory.

Conditions and procedure at Camp Lewis were imusual Ln more ways than one. The draft

was mainly white, and unusually intelligent and well educated. Nowhere else was the original

scheme of examination so closely followed. Men who coxild read and write were given alpha;
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the short-scoring procedure was used to hold D as well as D- men for examination beta. Failures

on beta and men seen to be failing during the examination were given individual examination.

Psychological preceded physical examination and muster. The psychiatric board examin-

ing recruits referred many cases for individual examination, and all discharge cases not yet

mustered were reported to that board for rejection. Intelligence ratings were entered on

service records, and qualification cards from the beginning of May, long before this was the

practice at other stations. Entry was made immediately after the personnel interview and

used in trade tests, in flagging cards, and in making assignments.

There was excellent cooperation with other camp authorities, including personnel office,

commanding officers, neuro-psychiatric board (tlirough Sergt. Howard, who was assigned here

during drafts), development battalion, judge advocate, and morale agencies. Many unusual

lines of service were quickly perceived and well developed. The Fourth Officers' Training Camp
used intelligence ratings from the start, admitting only applicants scoring 200 or more (weighted

score). An interesting and practical study of the factors involved in steadiness and trigger

squeeze in rifle fire was carried through, and formed the basis of improved methods of selection

and training. Trainmg bulletins were issued to those doing the individual examinmg.

Number enhsted men examined, 73,636; officers, 1,883. Total individual examinations,

2,679.
CAMP LOGAN, TEX.

Capt. Basset reported as chief psychological examiner at Camp Logan in April, 1918; Sergt.

Cascaden reported m June; Sergt. Turets and Corpls. Loomis and Wechsler in August; and

Pvt. Baird, by transfer from Camp Grant, and Sergt. Bradish and Corpl. McMahon in Sep-

tember. Lieut. Stech reported as chief examiner from Camp Funston in October. The number
of men on special detail as clerical assistants varied from 2 to 22.

Considerable difficulty was experienced at this camp in obtaining proper housing space

and clerical assistance. Mess halls were used as long as these were available and the con-

struction of a special building was frequently urged by the camp surgeon and the commanding
general. Eecommendation of the necessary building constiniction was finally obtained late in

the summer of 1918.

Alpha and beta groups were separated on the basis of ability to read newspapers and write

letters home in English. Recruits were examined after physical examination; ratings were

entered on service records.

Very few recruits were ordered to Camp Logan; examinations made were mainly of camp
organizations. The chief examiner prepared a tabulated report on all the men in the 57th

Infantry by companies. This report gave in alphabetical form the psychological score,

the occupation in civil life, wages, and education, and proved to be of special value to the

company officers. Unusual value also attached to the detailed individual personnel work
carried on.

The development of this valuable type of detailed individual personnel work led, at the

request of the camp commander, to the transfer of Capt. Basset to the line as commanding
officer of the development battalion, in order that this especially valuable service might be
continuously available to that organization.

Number enlisted men examined, 19,310; officers, 674. Total individual examinations, 319.

CAMP MacARTHUR, TEX.

Capt. Harold C. Bingham reported as chief examiner in October, 1918. He completed his

work at the end of November. Lieut. Frj'er and Sergt. first class Ten Hoor assisted him.

An infirmary was assigned as permanent quarters for the psychological staff. It was located

near the personnel office and near camp headquarters. Preparations were made for examining

the incoming draft, but no draft reported. The principal work of the staff was the examination

of certain special units and the collection of data requested by the Washington office.

Number enlisted men examined, 17,010; officers, 60. Total individual examinations, 4.
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CAMP MCCLELLAN, ALA.

Maj. Waugh reported as chief examiner in October, 1918; Lieut. Layton reported at the

same time as assistant examiner, and Sergt. Lecky, Pvt. fii'st class Hagner and Pvts. Fitch and
Feldman as trained assistants. ^Vll were transfeiTcd from Camp Gordon.

On October 8 the inspector of psychological examining reported that psychological per-

sonnel and authority for the construction of a building for psychological use had been requested

by the camp commander. Recruits were expected and the removal of the depot brigade from
Camp Gordon to Camp McCIellan made it advisable to supply psj'chological service at once.

The main work of the staff when it reported was, therefore, to examine existing camp personnel

and make preparations for the expected draft. Prisoners in camp and depot stockade were

examined.

Number enlisted men examined, 6,566; officers, 21. Total individual cxammations, 45.

CAMP MEADE, MD.

Capt. LaRue reported as chief exammer and Lieuts. Malmberg and Pedrick as assistant

examiners in April, 1918. Lieut. Wembridge reported in November. Lieut. Paterson was
assigned in August as special examiner of the development battalion. Sergts. Rich, Fossler,

and Dealey, Corpls. Tyson and Morton, and Pvts. Glenn, Perrin, Cutolo, and Grosnickle were

assistant examiners.

The original building assigned the psj'chological staff was a two-story convalescent ward
in the base hospital. Later a large two-story barracks building near the receiving offices of the

camp was assigned for permanent use.

Alpha was given to men who professed ability to read and write and who had reached the

fifth grade. The psychological examination followed the phj'sical; this facilitated the operation

of a "one examination plan" used in the later examining. This consisted in placmg two expert

interviewers at the exit from the medical examination board, who examuied each man briefly

and decided whether he should report at once for the alpha examination, the beta, or for an
individual examination. By this means they prevented repeated examining.

Reports were made within 12 hours; intelligence ratings were entered on the qualification

cards and "ilhterate" was checked on cards of all men who were unable to take and pass exami-

nation alpha. Recommendations for discharge were few because of the attitude of medical

officers.

The development battalions at Camp Meade were of special interest in connection with the

school for development battahon officers. Lieut. Paterson, who was ordered here from Camp
Wadsworth in response to a request from the General Staff that psychology be represented,

developed the possibilities of psychological service in this comiection. He made a complete

survey and classification of the battalions, demonstrated the usefulness of uiteUigence ratings in

selecting men for the noncommissioned officers' school, and made recommendations concerning

education and trainmg.

Number enlisted men examined, 64,045; officere, 1,655. Total individual examinations

4,013.

CAMP PIKE, AEK.

Lieuts. Stone and Manuel reported as chief and assistant examiners in April. Lieut.

Manuel was sent to Camp Beauregard in November to organize psychological service there.

Lieut. Breitwicser reported m Jul}'. Sergts. Swindle, Noble, and Given, ond Corpls. Grainger,

Schneider, Schoomnaker, Franklin, and Brown, and Pvt. Wade were sent as assistant examiners

from Camp Grecnleaf.

A supply company barracks was used as office and headquarters for the psychological staff.

Camp Pike received very few recruits of foreign birth, but many illiterate Americans.

Ability to read and write letters homo was made the basis of segregation for alpha. About half

the men reported for psychological before physical examination; thus neither had to wait for the
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other. At the receivmg station, men suspected of mental deficiency wei'e sent to the psycho-

logical board, where they were given beta, and according to theh success either a brief interview

or an individual examination. Nmety-six per cent of all recommendations were confirmed bj^

the psychiatrist. The performance scale was little used; foreigners were few, and a verbal scale

worked better with the negroes. Ratings were reported within 36 hours and were entered on a

new card designed to accompany the service record. This card bore also a statement as to

literacy, and the disposition recommended. After September the entr}^ was made directly on

the service record and on the qualification card.

Cooperation with other agencies was excellent. Examinations were made regularly of

central officers' training school applicants, of recruits in the replacement camp to fill the non-

commissioned officers' schools, and of prisoners. Cordial working relations existed with psychia-

trists, personnel officers, and officers of the development battalion. The first request for the

attachment of a psychologist to the division was received from the commanding officer of this

camp.

Number enlisted men examined, 74,041; officers, 1,901. Total individual examinations,

5,720.
PORT OF EMBARKATION, NEWPORT NEWS, VA.

Dr. Bridges arrived as civihan examiner in April, 1918. Officers at Camp Stuart were

given group examination alpha, but the work consisted mainly of individual examinations in

connection with the nem-o-psychiatric board. Aero and balloon squadrons were examined at

the aeronautical general supply depot and concentration camp at Morrison. Dr. Bridges was
recalled to the Office of Surgeon General in May.

Capt. Paterson and Lieut. Mertz reported December 1, to assist the neiiro-psychiatric staff

in the classification of nervous and mental cases from overseas and the checking of overseas

diagnoses. The group method was found not to be particularly apphcable to this problem;

the value of individual examining was obvious, but the time allotted for classification was so

short as to limit the possibihty of its thorough use. Capt. Paterson was recalled early in

January and Lieut. Mertz at the end of March.

Additional services were the examination of jnedical detachments of the embarkation and

debarkation hospitals and of women in the detention home, Newport News.
Nmnber enlisted men examined, 1,435; officers, 217. Total individual examinations, 106.

CAMP SEVIER, S. O.

Lieut. Effiott reported from Camp Wadsworth in May as chief examiner. Lieuts. Kefauver

and Lane reported as assistant examiners. Lieut. Lane was transferred to Camp Wadsworth
as cliief examiner in July. Sergts. Hawes and Holmes and Corp. Evans and later Sergt. Sprankle

and Corp. Wittenbm-g reported from Camp Greenleaf. Lieut. White was added to the exam-

ining force in November.

At different times one or another of the camp infirmary buildings supplied space for offices,

scoring rooms, and rooms for individual examinations. Group examinations were given in

Y. M. C. A. halls, mess halls, and later in warehouses adapted for this purpose.

Methods at Camp Sevier were affected by the low-gi'ade draft received. Foiirth-grade

schoohng was made the basis of segregation for examination alpha, but it was foimd necessary

to raise this to sixth grade. Alpha and beta groups were held while the papers were scored,

thus obviating recall, except over the meal hoiu-. Failures were then given further examina-

tion. Eleven per cent—an extraordinarily large proportion—^was examined individually.

Tliis was made possible by training a nmnber of enhsted men each to give a single test of the

Performance or Stanford-Binet Scale. Each man examined passed the roimds and was finally

interviewed and rated by the clinical examiner. Psychological examinations followed physical

;

ratings were entered on service records and quaUfications cards. Close cooperation with the

psycliiatrists and discharge boards resulted in prompt action on the psychologist's recommenda-

tion for discharge of low-grade men.
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Excellent relations with the development battaUon were established at its inception, when
psychological board was called on to decide immediately the fitness for overseas duty of 359

low-grade men rejected by their commanders. Rush methods were adopted for the emergency

and acceptable recommendations made. Recommendation of the psychological board was
thereafter made a prerequisite to transfer to the development battalion for mental deficiency

or inaptitude. The staff was too small to imdertake educational work in the battahon. The
cliief examiner, together with one representative each of the camp surgeon and the camp per-

sonnel adjutant, constituted a board with authority to act on aU cases of misfit arising in the

camp.

On November 1 a complete mental survey of the Twentieth Division as constituted at that

time had been finished. For every organization the proportion of men of each inteUigence grade

was tabulated. All cooperative arrangements with the camp personnel officer were completed

so that with the arrival of the expected draft on November 11 the assignment of recruits would
have been governed by the aim of balancing in mental strength aU coordinate organizations.

This appeared especially desirable as the draft would have come in about equal proportion from
Louisiana and Massachusetts.

Study of negro examining was imdertaken at Camp Sevier; compaiison of negro perform-

ance in each alpha and beta test with that of white men of equal mental age and study of

individual scales to discover tests particidarly easy or hard for negroes were the main lines of

this work.

Nimiber enlisted men examined, 24,130; officers, 9. Total individual examinations, 2,344.

CAMP SHELBY, ALA.

Capt. Rowe was sent to Camp Shelby as cliief examiner in May, 1918. Lieuts. Breit-

wieser and Hood reported as assistant exaniiuei"s later in the month. These examiners remained

on duty until July. In November Capt. Pedrick reported to reorganize psychological ex-

amining; Sergt. Simon, Corp. Tyson, and Pvt. Rosenberry reported as assistants.

The niunber of men examined during the first period of examining was 6,080, and the

number of individual examinations made was 64.

CAMP SHEEIDAN, ALA.

Capt. Hunter reported for duty as chief examiner in March; Capt. Dallenbach reported

in April and later became chief at this camp. Lieut. Clark reported in October. Sergt. Emme-
rich and Corp. Rickard were the only Greenleaf trained assistants. Other enlisted men were
permanently assigned from camp organizations.

No permanent building was assigned to psychological staff at this camp.
Men who could read and write English fairly well were given exanmiation alpha ; later the

requirement of six years' schooling was added to reduce the 9 per cent who had to be recalled

to beta. All negroes were given examination beta; only the poorest received individual exam-
ination.

Practically the entire Thirty-seventh Division was examined before it went overseas. Most
men coming into camp were already organized and were seciu-ed for examination through their

commanding officers. The white draft was examined before, and the negro draft after, the

physical examination. Group examination results were reported within 24 hoiu^ and indi-

vidual examinations within 5 to 10 days after group examination. Intelligence ratings were
entered on service records and quaUfication cards. Finally no transfer from camp was per-

mitted without such record.

Cooperative relations were established with personnel ofl&cers, psychiatrists, commanding
officers, development battalion and judge advocate, and the use of psychological ratings was
extensive.

All officers were examined, by order of the camp commander. Psychological ratings were
found valuable in considering applicants for the fourth officers' training camp. The following

rules were established concerning assignment of negro recruits: the highest 5 per cent were
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recommended as noncommissioned officers ; men with mental age above S were assigned to com-

batant service; men between 7 and 8 years mental age were assigned to labor battalions over-

seas, and the men between 6 and 7 years mental age were held for domestic service. Men rating

below 6 years mental age were recommended for discharge. Psychological work at Camp
Sheridan, begun mider mifavorable circumstances, gradually became one of the important

activities of the camp.

A psychological report form (see p. 291) was filled out for every man individually exam-

ined in Camp Sheridan, leaving on record a valuable mass of information. At the close of exam-

ining an extensive tabulation of the distribution of ratmgs of all organizations was left on file.

Number of enlisted men examined, 53,818; officers, 1,347. Total individual examina-

tions, 2, 117.

CAMP SHERMAN, OHIO.

Capt. George F. Arps was chief examiner at Camp Sherman. He reported in April, 1918,

and was followed in April by Lieut. Wylie and in August by Lieut. Murchison, who eventuaUy

became chief examiner. Both Capt. Arps and Lieut. Murchison left the staff on appointment

as camp morale officer. Capt. Deerwester reported from Camp Grant in September for a short

period. Sergts. Wilson and Cotter, Corpls. Bruder and Day, and Pvts. Coons, Crowder,

McCrady, and Rubins were sent from Camp Greenleaf as assistants. Private McCrady was
acting first sergeant in charge of group examining. Sergt. Wilson had charge of individual

examining.

The building for psychological service here was the regular barracks building situated one

block from the personnel office.

Thirty per cent of the men sent to Camp Sherman were negroes. The white draft was of

high intelligence, biit since the requirements for alpha were set high (wliites, completion of fifth

grade; negroes, completion of seventh grade), examination beta and the performance scale were

extensively used. The psychological was the last examination on the recruit's program. In

September intelligence ratings were regidarly entered on qualification cards and service records.

It would be impossible to detail the variety of important psychological services wliich at

Camp Sherman were made a routine part of the work. Beside well-established relations with per-

sonnel and medical officers, judge advocate, and commanders of regular and development

battalion organizations, examinations were regularly made in the officers' training camp, in the

camp of conscientious objectors (where the commanding officer developed an interesting use of

the ratings), and among the various welfare organizations. Army nurses were rated. The chief

health officer of ChiUicothe requested examination of women arrested in and about camp. At
request of the intelligence section three tests were worked out to measure discrimination of minute

movement, localization of light, and deductive reasoning. Lieut. Murchison was largely respon-

sible for an ambitious educational program which was planned and put into effect in the develop-

ment battalions and training schools. Statistical work was not neglected; a graphical presenta-

tion of comparison between organizations accompanied reports, and an abbreviated point scale

was prepared.

Total number of enlisted men examined 62,968; officers, 1,440. Number of individual exami-

nations 2,762.

CAMP TAXLOR, KY.

Psychological examining began at Camp Taylor in September, 1917. Lieuts. Trabue,

Cummings, and DoU were the first officers to report for duty. Lieut. Norton was in charge

of the individual examining during the siunmer of 1918. Lieut. Bare reported for duty in AprU,

1918. Lieut. DeVoss was commissioned in February and reported for duty almost immediately

after as assistant examiner. Among the enlisted personnel on service at this camp were Sergts.

McWharter, Bowie, Jackson, Ulirbrock, and Denslow and Corpls. Donovan and Parker, trained

at Camp Greenleaf. Examining in the fall of 1917 is described on pages 16 and 17.

A regular supply-company ])arracks was finally ojiened for the headquarters of the psycho-

logical staff at Camp Taylor.
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Men able to read newspapers and write letters home, who had completed the tliird grade

(negroes, sLxth grade), were given examination alpha. All others took beta, but were not

reported as "illit-erate" unless totally unable to read and write. Failures on alpha and beta

were held during short scoring of the blanks or were recalled for further examination, except in

rush examination of negroes.

Four psychologists worked with the psychiatiist on the general examining board during

physical examinations, examining individually cases suspected of mental defect. Most of these

were rejected at this point. Psychological examination followed as soon as possible after the

physical. It preceded the personnel interview, but the personnel officer did not have the intel-

ligence rating at this time. Report was made to personnel and commanding officers on the day

following examination, and for entry on the qualification card. The disability board referred

all cases before it for psychological examination before taking action.

One of the most distinctive features of the work was the large nimiber of individuals referred

by other authorities for psychological examination. Examining was done at Camp Elnox, and

a report made on low-grade cases. The school for chaplains was examined, making an excep-

tionally high record.

The staff made several statistical reports on examination beta, including one on the short-

scoring method thej' developed.

Previous to April 27, 23,237 officers and men had been examined. .Vfter April 27 the total

nimiber of examinations given enlisted men was 53,262; officere, 74. Number of individual

examinations given after April 27 was 2,319.

CAMP TRAVIS, TEX.

Capt. Pittenger reported for duty in March and Lieut. Stokes in April. Additional assistants

trained at Camp Greenleaf were Sergts. Briggs, Goldberger, and Munroe; Corpls. Krutch and
Rich, and Pvts. Rees and Gray. In the permanent detail was Sergt. Ullrich, whose services

proved invaluable in establishing the work at this camp because of his experience in aiTay proce-

dure.

Psychological service was permanently established here from the first in a fidl-sized barracks

building, which later was remodeled according to plans prepared by the staff.

The basis for separation of alpha and beta groups was ability to read and write. Men who
did nothing on tests 1 and 2 in alpha or on tests 1, 2, and 3 in beta were stopped and sent immedi-

ately for individual examination. Obviously poor papers were scored before the group was cUs-

missed. In this way the individual examining was completed, except for a few recalls, by the

time the papers were scored. To Spanish-speaking men individuaDy examined the Stanford-

Binet was given in Spanish. The performance scale was used as a check on doubtful cases.

Psychological examination was not given until 48 hours after inocidation. Ratings were
reported, and entered on service records and qualification cards. No transfer could be made
without this information ; if the rating were E, or incomplete, there could be no transfer except

to a labor assignment or development battahon. Men recommended for consideration of dis-

charge were sent by orderly direct to the psychiatrist; 80 per cent of such cases were discharged.

Others found unfit for regular military service were sent, through the camp surgeon, to the dis-

ability board; men sent from other sources to the disability board were required to present a
certificate from the psychological examiner.

Psychological scores were used in the selection of men for regular service, in formation of

white labor battalions, and in filling requisitions for special types of men and noncommissioned
officers. The transfer of men from the depot brigade to the Eighteenth Division was made in

accordance with psychological and occupational needs. The chief examiner assisted in the

reclassification of the development battalion. Additional examining was done at Brooks

Aviation Field for the 309th Cavalry, Fort Sara Houston, and at other camps near Camp Travis.

Niunber enlisted men e.x.amined, 76,530; officers, 1,025. Total individual examinations,

7,449.
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UNITED STATES DISCIPLINAEY BASEACKS. FOET LEAVEXWOBTH, KANS.

In December, 1918, Capt. Xorton, as chief examiner, and Lieuts. Folsom and Lincoln were

ordered to Fort Leavenwortli to make examination of prisoners. Capt. Norton and Lieut.

Folsom -vrere reUeved in January; Lieut. lincoLu at the end of March.

Alpha examiaations of men who had completed the fifth grade were conducted in the bar-

racks auditorium: beta groups were examined ia the schoolroom. Additional individual exami-

nations were made at the request of the psychiatric and sociological board and of medical exam-

iners. Ratings were found valuable by the personnel officer and by psychiatric officers, who
recommended to the review board the discharge of men below 8 years mentally. AH intelhgence

ratings were considered in connection with modification of sentences. The statistical work in

connection with the psychiatric survey of the institution was carried out mainly imder the direc-

tion of Lieut. Lincoln.

Number of men examined, 3,605. Individual examinations, 287.

CAMP tTTOX, X. T.

Capt. Hayes reported as chief examiner in April, 1918. In August he reported at Camp
Hmnphreys to organize psychological examining. Capt. Boring reported for duty in April, be-

coming chief examiner in August; Lieut. Adams reported in June. In November Capt. Boring

was called to the Office of the Surgeon General, and Capt. Pedrick was sent from Camp Shelby

as chief examiner at Camp Upton. Sergt. Davis, Corps. GDI, MuUer, and William Cohen, and

Pvts. J. Cohen, Wescott, Hoffman, Browdy, Brown, Gookby, Whitehead, and Walker were

assistant examiners trained at Camp Greenleaf. AH physical arrangements for examining were

exceedingly satisfactory at Camp Upton.

Men who eoxAd read newspapers were given examination alpha. Failures in alpha were

recalled for beta. In October, a simple dictation and arithmetic test was introduced to reduce

reexamination. Negroes making D- on alpha were given individual examination: by a short-

scoring method developed for examination beta, D- cases were held foi immediate individual

examination.

Until September, the physical preceded the psychological examination. A psychologist on

the special medical board (which examined the men selected by the general medical board)

gave individual examination to cases suspected of mental defect. This arrangement was

continued, although after September the psychological examination was placed first; men
rated E were tagged ''Report to M. and N. Board'' (mental and nervous). A psychologist was

present with the individual examination papers, and decision concerning rejection was made
conjointly.

Ratings were reported to the pereonnel officer and to company commanders within 24 hours

and entered on the qualification cards before the men left camp. (Most of the recruits were

assigned to some other camp at the end of two weeks.) Entry of ratings on service records

was begun in August in connection with examination of prisoners, and made universal in Sep-

tember (camp order, Sept. 22).

The staff at Camp Upton was carefully organized for efficient routine work. Beside

examination of the draft, a psychologist stationed at the base hospital made examination for

the psychiatric staff; prisoner were examined regularly; the development battahons were rated

on hteracy and on an "EngUsh-speaking scale' ' as well as on intelligence.

Statistical work under Capt. Boring was directed especially toward the study of examina-

tion methods. A variety of reports on examination beta, reports on the test of Enghsh-speak-

ing abiUty here devised, and on the possibihties of the personal data blanks tried out for Prof.

Woodworth, of Colimabia University, were of unusual value.

Number of enlisted men examined, 61,008; officers, 551. Total individual examinations,

3,707.
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CAMP WHEELER, GA.

Capt. Poffenberger repoited as chief examiner in April. On account of his serious illness,

Lieut. Marcus acted as chief examiner until the arrival of Capt. Richmond, in October. Sergts.

Hoffer, Springstmi, Bishop, Fromuth, Corps. West and Peppel, and Pvts. ZoeUner and Neifeld

were the assistant examiners who had received training in mihtary psychology at Camp Greenleaf

.

Office, scoring room, and storerooms were in an old mess-hall building. Accommodations

at this camp were probably the poorest to be found.

Examuiation alpha was given to those who had completed the fifth (later the sixth) grade,

and who could read and write Enghsh. On the later basis there were 0.5 per cent D- grades on

alpha. These were recalled for individual examination. Negroes were not reexamined after

beta imless they failed to make a (weighted) score of 20. The abbreviated Point Scale was
chiefly used. Twenty per cent of the limited service draft at this camp required individual

examination.

The examination program finally worked out was as follows: Psychological examination

followed within an hour after inoculation for influenza. The recruit then went before the medical

examining board with which there were two or three psychologists. Intelligence rating on

group examination was reported on the temporary identification card; D- cases were at this

point given individual examination by the psychologists present, and mental age considered

with other causes for rejection. At the personnel interview later, the recruit had with him quah-

fication card, service record, and temporary identification card, and the intelligence ratmg was

recorded by a detail from the psychological staff on both qualification card and service record.

It was ordered here that all officers should take psychological examination on arrival at

camp. Men in the development battalion were classified on the basis of inteUigence ratings.

Psychological scores were used in routine fashion as a basis for classification of negroes into

those suited for regular duty overseas and those suited for labor battalions overseas. It was
the pohcy of the neiiro-psychiatric board in this camp to assign to regular military training

all except very low grade cases.

Number enhsted men examined, 32,299; officers, 689. Total individual exammations,

2,301.
RELATIONS OF PSYCHOLOGICAL TO PSYCfflATRIC SERVICE.

From the first the chief of the division of neuro-psychiatry encom^aged the development

of psychological service and in every feasible way facditated the work of the staff of the section of

psychology. It was understood that during the period of official trial of methods of psy-

chological examining in army cantonments, psychological and psychiatric officers would cooperate

as opportunity offered, but no definite instructions were given to the latter by the Medical

Department. Psychologists, on the other hand, were urged to assist medical officers so far as

possible without sacrificing the immecUate demand for thorough trial of the value of psycholog-

ical methods. It was provided that psychologists should report low grade and "irregular"

cases to psychiatric officers and examine for the latter all cases which were referred for mental

age or other type of descriptive report.

Following the official inspection of psychological examining and the decision of the War
Department to extend this work to the entire Army, the chief of the division of neuro-psychiatry

requested that definite instructions concerning the relations of these two kinds of work be for-

mulated and issued to all officers concerned. The result of this request and of conferences

between Maj. Bailey and Maj. Yerkes was the formulation, under date of February 2, 1918,

of the following instructions
'

' to promote cooperation and increase the efficiency of the psycho-

logical and neuro-psychiatric services."

PROVISION FOR COORDINATION OF PSYCHIATRIC AND PSYCHOLOGICAL EXAMINATIONS IN DIVISIONAL TRAINING CAMPS.

It is agreed between the Division of Psychology and the Division of Neuro-psychiatry—

(1) That psychiatric survey of organizations shall be made in conjunction with psychological survey.

(2) That for tliis purpose psychiatric examiners shall be present at group psychological examinations, to observe

the behavior and appearance of soldiers. It is further proWded that the work of the psychiatrist shall not interfere wit?i

the proper conduct of psychological examination
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(3) That rooms numbered 5 and 6 in building for psychology shall be designated tor psychiatric examining.

(4) That the name. rank, and organization of indiv-iduals recei\dng the grade E in group psychological examination

shall be reported promptly to the division psychiatrist through the division surgeon.

(5) That report of individual psychological examination shall be accepted by psj'chiatrist as part of the medical

examination and shall be included in the case record if subject be recommended for discharge or for special assignment.

rE.\RCE Bailey,

Major. M. R. C, Chief of Division of Neuro-pgychiatry.

Robert JI. Yerkes,
Major. S. C, N. A., Chiif of Division of Psychology.

The failure of the War Department to provide a special building for psychological examin-

ing rendered it impossible for officere to carry out these instructions to the letter, but they

were nevertheless carried out in spirit in several important camps.

Although all degrees, as well as varieties, of cooperation between these groups of officers

appeared in the different camps, the relations were on the whole surprisingly satisfactory- and
profitable. In at least half of the camps the reference of cases by psychologists to psychiatrists

and the reverse were frequent and obviously in the interests of military' efficiency. There were

only a few stations in which advantage of the presence of psychological examiners was not

taken by neuro-psychiatrists and in these instances inconvenient relation of the examining

buildings was quite as often responsible for the failure to cooperate as were imsatisfactor}-

personnel relations or lack of appreciation of methods or of the values of results.

Despite all of the precautions taken by the divisions of psychology and of neuro-psycliiatrj-

to avoid it, psychological and psychiatric examinations were frequently confused and serious

mistakes were made in connection with official action. These mistakes can not fairly be regarded

as attempts to injure the one service or the other. Instead, they are the natural result of

similarity of terminology and of the assumption that psychological work, because conducted
in connection with the medical department, is a species of medical service.

One of the most interesting and important instances of misconception is that which appears

in the following official letters:
August 16, 191S.

From: The Surgeon General IT. S. Army.
To: The Adjutant General of the .Vrmy.

Subject: Elimination of mentally defective.

1. Attention is lasted to paragraph 1, letter A. G. O., August 8, 1918, which appears to indicate an effort to place

restrictions on the rejection of men for psychiatric conditions. It would also appear from the classification heading

("psychological") and from the wording of paragraph 1 ("ffsychiatric"), that there was perhaps a confusion between
the neuro-psychiatric and the psychological examinations. These two examinations are in reaUty widely divergent,

the psj'chiatric exam iners aiming to detect actual cases of nervous and mental diseases, or tendency thereto, while the

psychological examination is for the purpose of grading intelligence. The psychiatric examination is a part of the

examination for acceptance or rejection of registrants, and psychiatric examiners are mem1iei-s of the examining board.

Psychological examiners are not members of this board, and their examinations are not considered in deciding on the

acceptance or rejection of a registrant.

2. Attention is also invited to attached extract of cablegram no. 1464, dated July 15, 1918, from Gen. Pershing,

which calls attention to the necessity for special efforts to eliminate the mentally unfit prior to departure from the

United States.

3. Attention is further invited to the attached memorandum from Maj. Frankwood E. Williams, Jf. R. C, which
indicates that in 34 divisions there were 3.035 men who were recommended for discharge by the psychiatric examiners,

but who were not discharged. They presumably accompanied their divisions overseas.

4. It is recommended that this matter be brought to the attention of the department commanders and commanding
oflScers of camps, cantonments, divisions, special camps, and recruit depots; and that instructions be issued directing

special care to insure the rejection of the mentally unfit at time of the examination of registrants. Any such casee

which are subsequently detected should be eliminated from organizations as promptly as possible and in any event
before the organization leaves for a port of embarkation.

For the Surgeon General

:

D. C. How.\Rr),

Colonfl, Medical Corps.
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In response to the request by Col. Howard that special instructions be issued to department

commanders and commanding officers of camps, etc., the Adjutant General issued, on Sep-

tember 17, the following letter:

September 17. 191S.

From: The Adjutant General of the Army.

To: Department and camp commanders, recruit depot, recruit depot posts, and bureau chiefs.

Subject: Elimination of mentally defective.

1. Attention is directed to the importance of eliminating the mentally unfit. This elimination should be made at

the time that the r^fistrants are given neuTo-te>-chiatric exsuninations, but any cases which are subsequently detected

mustbe eliminated from organizations promptly. Carefuldiscriminaiion between pisj-chiatric and psychological exami-

nations must be made; the latter are not considered in deciding on the acceptance or rejection of a registrant or in the

discharge of a soldier. Si>ecial Emulations Xo. 6-5 and Army Regulations, paragraph 159, govern, and the p^o^•isions

of the latter are extended to include commanding officers of replacement camps and other camps under the command
of general officeis.

2. Repwrts from France indicate that a lai^ number of men suffering from mental disorders have been allowed

to go with replacements. The necefwar^- corrective measures must be applied in the camps of this countrj-.

3. You will notify all concerned under your control.

By order of the Secretar>- of War:

Paul Giddings,

Adjutant General.

Inasmuch as these instructions specificallv state that psTchological examinations are not

to be considered in deciding on the acceptance or rejection of a registrant or the discharge of a

soldier, it was necessary for the Division of Psychology to request immediately that the mis-

tinderstanding of the significance and uses of intelligence ratings be corrected. To this end the

following letter was prepared for the signature of the Surgeon General, but Acting Surgeon

General Richard, instead of forwarding this communication to The Adjutant General of the

Army, referred it to the Chief of the Division of Xeuro-psychiatry, who in turn held it for

decision concerning the administrative relations of the Divisions of Psychology and of Neuro-

psychiatry.

The letter is reproduced in substance because it supplies interesting information con-

cerning the relations of psychological service to army costs.

Subject: Elimination of the Mentally Unfit.

1. Attention is respectfully in-i-ited to the accompan>-ing letter of The Adjutant General of the -\rmy concerning
the elimination of the mentally defective and its probable relations to military- eflBciency and costs.

2. In accordance with present War Department orders, mental rating is pro\-ided by the Division of Psjxhology,
Medical Department, for even,- enlisted man as soon as he arrives in camp. This general survey of drafted men makes
possible the prompt selection for careful psj'chological examination of all indi^-iduals who are seemingly unfit by
reason of mental deficiency for any t\-pe of military- service. If the instructions of above letter are complied with in
all army training camps literally and conscientiouslj the cost to the Government, because of failure to reject unsuitable
men and delay in discharge, of in the proper placement of men of low grade intelligence, will undoubtedly amount
to at least $100,000 per month, at the present rate of army growth. This is much more than the total present cost of

the entire psychological service.

3. .\3 pertinent e\-idence indicative of the urgent need for serious consideration by the general staff of the impor-
tance of making use of mental ratings p^o^•ided by the Division of Psychologj-, the following data are presented:

4. Recently in Camp Zachary Taylor the psychological staff examined 221 men referred by the commanding
officer of the 8i4th Pioneer Infantry-, a negro organization at the time preparing for immediate overseas dut>'. These
men had been transferred to Camp Taylor from Camps Beauregard and Shelby, in wliich as it happens psjxhological
examinations have not been made because of the failure of the War Department to authorize adequate personnel for

the Division of Ps>-cholog>\
of the 221 men referred from the regiment, 109 were found to be unfit, by reason of inferior intelligence, for regular

militar>' service.

•5. These 109 negro soldiers at the time of psychological examination had been in the army from two to three months,
coetingtheGovemmentinallprobabilityatleast?*)aday. and nearly all were insured for$10.000. The majority of them,
according to indications of mental rating, are of no value to the Army; a few can be used in labor organizations. It

is fair to assume that the waste resulting from failure to reject these men when they originally arrived in camp will

ultimately amount to at least 1100.000. and in all probabilitv verv' much more than that.

6. A situation similar to that in Camp Taylor developed at Oamp Sevier before the entraining of the Eighty-first

Division for overseas. Three hundred and fift\--nine men were referred to the psychologists with the urgent request that
thev select from the number those whose inferior intelligence made them unfit for regular service. The division

authorities felt that the selection as made by the ditierent comjjanies repr^ented widely varving standards, and that

in many cases mere newness to the military situation had been mistaken by company officers for stupidity. The
difficulty of the situation was greatly increa.sed by the fact that more than two-thirds of the strength of the division

bad been assiened thereto for less than a month. .A.s one summary court officer expressed it to the Chief Psychological
Examiner. ' We know nothing of these men and are anxious to have your professional judgment on their mental fitness

beiore taking them with us." On the basis of the psychological examination, 162 men were designated as cases whose
121435°—21 7
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inferior intelligence made it undesirable that they accompany the division overseas. As a result of this situation,

which neceasitated the special calling in of the psychologists, a ruling was made in this camp to the effect that no man
can be transferred to the Development Battalion on the ground of mental deficiency, or inaptitude, without the recom-
mendation of the psychological examiners.

7. It is suggested tliat this whole subject is worthy of the most careful consideration by the War Department, in
order that instructions concerning the elimination of the mentally iinfit may be modified as seems desirable, and the
administration of mental tests so organized and supervised by the War Department as to insure maximal value to

the service.

RELATIONS OF PSYCHOLOGICAL TO PERSONNEL WORK.

Inasmuch as the intelligence rating is an important item of personnel information, it was
inevitable that cooperative relations between personnel adjutants and examiners ultimately

should be established. The first step in tliis direction was the provision on the personnel quali-

fication card of space for the entry of intelligence ratings. For many months this entry was
seldom made because it had not been definitely ordered and stiU more because personnel adju-

tants had not been instructed by The Adjutant General of the Army to use intelligence ratings

in connection with selection and assignment.

As the values of the results of psychological examining were demonstrated, the interest

of personnel adjutants and also of the Committee on Classification of Personnel in the Army in

the intelligence rating rapidly increased. In certain camps which happened to have excep-

tionally able, progressive, and cooperative personnel and psychological officers, arrangements

were perfected whereby results of psychological examinations were promptly and regularly

made available for use in the persoimel office.

During the faU of 1918 the Conamittee on Classification of Personnel, in conference with

the Division of Psychology, agreed to instruct personnel adjutants to have intelligence ratings

entered on qualification cards within a few hours after psychological examination had been

made, and fiu-ther to direct the use of this information in specific ways. As a result of this

action, relations of psychological to other forms of personnel work in army camps rapidly

became more satisfactory and the practical uses of intelligence ratings increased both in variety

and amount.

The following letter indicates the effective working relation established between the Classi-

fication Division of the General Staff and the Section of Psychology of the Surgeon General's

Office.
April 8, 1919.

From: The Adjutant General of the Army.

To: The commanding general, Camp Meade, Md.
Subject: Classification of men received at "The oversea replacement depot."

1. Enlisted men received at "The oversea replacement depot" at your camp for transfer to the American Expedi-

tionary Forces will be given the intelligence test and occupational classification. The occupational classification will

include, whenever desirable, a limited trade test. A soldiers' qualification card (Form CCP-1") will be completed for

each soldier and accompany Ms records when sent overseas.

(a) As the medical examination of recruits sent to the depot will have been completed and initial records prepared

at the places where recruits have been enlisted, the personnel work in connection with the depot will lie limited almost

entirely to classification. It is contemplated that only a small personnel force will be required, wliich will be fur-

nished by this office.

By order of the Secretary of War:
Adjutant General.

In compliance with this order, Maj. Clarence S. Yoakum reported on April 16 at Camp
Meade to organize psychological examining and to train a competent officer to take charge of

this work under the direction of the chief personnel officer.

On the whole, the most satisfactory administrative relations of psychological examining

proved to be those which were originally recommended by the Surgeon General of the iVrmy

for consideration of the Committee on Classification of Personnel. These involved (1) the

appointment of psychological examiners to serve in connection with other personnel officers

as members of the personnel staff of each camp or division; (2) the appointment of certain

other psychological examiners to serve under the direction of medical officers. The duties of

the first group of psychologists may be described as strictly those of the personnel service.

Those of the second group may fairly be described as medical in character.
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GROUP EXAMINATION a IN A HOSPITAL WARD, CAMP LEE, OCTOBER, 1917.

SCORING GROUP EXAMINATION a. CAMP LEE, OCTOBER, 1917.

The transparent celluloid stencils used in scoring are shown at the near end of the table.
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NEGRO RECRUITS IN LINE BEFORE BARRACKS BUILDING, WAITING FOR ALPHA AND BETA
GROUP EXAMINATIONS.

GROUP EXAMINATION ALPHA, BEING TAKEN BY NEGRO RECRUITS.
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GROUP EXAMINATION BETA, WITH NEGRO RECRUITS.

Examiner is at the left, demonstrator at the right, of the beta blackboard. The white geometrical chart at the right of the
blacltboard was used with test 7 for a time and then abandoned.

SCORING EXAMINATION PAPERS. THE SCORERS ARE WORKING AT MEbi lAdLtb UN bXAMlNATlON AlPmA.
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INDIVIDUAL EXAMINATION OF ENLISTED MEN V^ITH ST AN FORD-SIN ET SCALE.
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INDIVIDUAL EXAMINATION OF RECRUIT IN TEST 1 OF THE PERFORMANCE SCALE, THE SHIP TEST.

INDIVIDUAL EXAMINATION OF RECRUIT IN TEST 2 OF THE PERFORMANCE SCALE, THE MANIKIN TEST.
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INDIVIDUAL EXAMINATION OF RECRUIT IN TEST 4 OF THE PERFORMANCE SCALE. THE CUBE

CONSTRUCTION TEST.

INDIVIDUAL EXAMINATlOrj OF RECRUIT IN TEST 10 OF THE PERFORMANCE SCALE. THE PICTURE

COMPLETION TEST,
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THE STENQUIST SKILL TEST.

ENLISTED MEN BEING GIVEN THE STENQUIST SKILL TEST.



CHAPTER 4.

GENERAL SUMMABT.

The preceding historical account of psj^chological examining is outlined by the following

chronology, which, in addition to dates, presents the chiefly significant events in the service.

Sectiom 1 .

—

Clironology

.

FEE-OFFICIAL ACTION.

1917.

April 6.—Meeting at Harvard University for discussion of relations of psychologj^ to the war.

April 10 to 14-—Observation of conditions in Canada b}' president of the American Psycho-

logical Association, with special reference to psychological problems of the war and possibilities

of service.

April 14-—President of American Psychological Association confers with president of

National Research Council in Philadelphia concerning plans for psychological service.

April 19.—Presentation of plans concerning psychological service to National Research
Council by president of American Psychological Association at meeting in Washington.

April 21 and 22.—Special meeting of Coimcil of American Psychological Association in

Philadelphia for consideration of service in the war and appropriate action.

May 1.—Tentative plan for psj^chological examining of recruits submitted to the Surgeon

General of the Army.
May 28 to June 9.—Special committee on methods for examining recruits organized and in

session in Vineland, N. J.

JuTve 10 to 23.—Trial in various institutions of methods prepared for military use by com-
mittee.

June 25 to July 7.—Continuation of sessions of committee on methods at Vineland, N. J.

July 15 to August 15.—Unofficial trial of methods of psychological examining made in Army
and Navy stations.

July 20.—Substitute plan for psj'chological examination of recruits submitted to the

Surgeon General of the Army through the National Research Council.

August 1.—Informal report made to the Surgeon General of the Army, through the National

Research Council, concerning results of trial of methods of examining, together with recommenda-
tion of methods for use in the Army.

August 9.—Robert M. Yerkes, president of the American Psychological Association and

chairman of the committee on methods, recommended for appointment as major in the Sanitary

Corps, to organize and direct psychological examining for the Medical Department of the Army.
August 17.—Appointment accepted by Robert M. Yerkes and work officially begun.

OFFICIAL ACTION.

August 21.—Plan for psychological examining in four National Army cantonments sub-

mitted to the Secretary of War in connection with request for authorization of civil appointments

for this work.

August 23.—Authority granted for appointment of civilian psychological examiners.

September 1.—Instructions concerning psychological examining prepared for issuance to

cantonment commanders by request of The Adjutant General.

91
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September 6.—The Surgeon General notified by The Adjutant General of issuance of instruc-

tions.

August 17 to September 17.—Preparation of methods, materials, and personnel for official

trial of methods in the Army.

Septemher 17 to December 1.—Period of official trial in four cantonments.

October 1.—^Psychological examining in progress in Camps Devens, Dix, Lee, and Taylor.

October 20.—Preliminary reports of results from camps indicate (1) surprisingly^ higb

frequency of illiteracy; (2) extreme differences in frequency of illiteracy and in distribution of

intelligence for companies of a given regiment; (3) urgent need of a good group method of

examining foreign and illiterate subjects.

November 6.—Request by the Surgeon General of the Army that the Committee on Classi-

fication of Personnel in the Army provide in its organization for the psychological examination

of recruits.

November 16.—Report on official inspection of psychological examining in Camp Lee, Va.,

submitted to the Surgeon General by Col. Henry A. Shaw, M. C.

December 5.—Chief of the Section of PsychologA- requests decision of the Surgeon General

concerning the future policy of the War Department with regard to the psychological examina-

tion of recruits.

December 7.—The Surgeon General recommends to The Adjutant General the continuation

of psychological examining and its extension to the entire Army.
December S.—Request of the Surgeon General that psychological examining be provided

for by the Committee on Classification of Personnel disapproved by that committee for Tlie

Adjutant General of the Army.
December 8 to 20.—Transmittal to the General Staff of data concerning psychological exam-

ining in Army camps, memoranda on plans of future organization, and the opinions of regimental

and company commanders concerning the values of intelligence ratings.

December 2^.—Approval by the War Department of the recommendation of the Surgeon

General that psychological examining be extended to the entire Army, with request for plan of

organization.
1918.

January 3.—Plan for the extension of psychological examining submitted by the Surgeon

General to The Adjutant General. It was subsequently referred to the training committee of

the War College Division of the General Staff.

January 19.—Plan for extension approved. Organization of Division of Psychology in the

office of the Surgeon General authorized for the purpose of making psychological examination

of all company officers, all candidate officers in officers' training camps, and also of all the newly

drafted and enlisted men. The approval explicitly included the provision of the necessary

commissioned and enlisted personnel, the establishment of a school of militaiy psychology, and

the construction of a special building in each camp or cantonment.

January 20.—School of Military Psychology at Fort Oglethorpe, Ga., authorized for the

Surgeon General by the chief of the training division of his office.

January 28.—Plans for special building completed and submitted to the construction

department.

February J^.—School of Military Psychology organized at Fort Oglethorpe, Ga.

February 5.—Acting Quartermaster General indorses plans and estimates for special building

to the Chief of Staff and requests authority to proceed with construction in accordance with

previous instructions from the Secretai-y of War.

February 11.—On recommendation of equipment committee of the General Staff, the

Assistant Secretary of War disapproves construction of special buildings "until such time as

necessary funds ($384,000) are made available by Congress."

February 14-—The Surgeon General of the Army requests reconsideration of Acting Quarter-

master General's recommendation concerning buildmgs for psychological examining.

February 19.—Request of the Surgeon General is disapproved.
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February 23.-—The Surgeon General presents to the Secretan- of War the necessity for

immediate provision of space in camps for conduct of psychological examinations. The Secre-

tar\- of War expresses opinion that suitable buildings are probably available in most of the

training camps and agrees to address a letter to each commanduig general suggesting that a

suitable building be assigned for this purpose.

March 5.—^Letter relative to buOding dispatched to commanding generals b}- direction of

the Secretary of War.
March 28.—Deficiency appropriation bill, Avhich originally carried item of $384,000 for

psychological buildings, passed by Congress.

March 30.—The Surgeon General, for the Division of Psychology, reports to The Adjutant

General concerning replies to letter concerning availability of buildings and recommends defi-

nite request that suitable buildings be assigned wherever available and that special building

be constructed iromediately at School for MUitary Psychology, Fort Oglethorpe.

April 2.—Recommendation by Division of Psychology for the promotion of 25 officers

of the Sanitary Corps, psychological service, approved by the Surgeon General of the Army.
Chief of the Division of Psychology so notified.

April 9.—Request of Surgeon General that buildings be assigned, approved by the War
Department, and appropriate telegram dispatched to commanding officers of camps.

April 10.—Recommendations for promotions disapproved by the Surgeon General without

notification of Division of Psychology.

April 15.—-Division of Psychology informed by personnel officer of the Sanitary Corps

that no additional recommendations for appointments or promotions in the psychological

service may be made until further notice. At the same time it was stated that ranks were not

available for psychological appointments because they were being reserved for the gas service.

This action was taken in spite of the fact that the War Department had unconditionally

approved the appointment of more than twice the number of officers of the Sanitary Corps at

the time on duty as psychological examiners.

April IS.—Request prepared by the Chief of the Division of Psychology and forwarded

to The Adjutant General by the personnel officer of the Sanitary Corps that the General Staff

permit the Division of Psychology to proceed immediately with appouitments and promotions

in accordance with original authorization of January 19, 1918.

April 19- May 3.—The Surgeon General recommends to The Adjutant General, on the

basis of congressional action noted above, construction of special buildings in camps not other-

wise provided for.

May 6.—Chief of the Division of Psychology informed by Chief of the Division of Operations

of the General Staff that funds were not appropriated by Congress for construction of special

buildings.

May 7.—^Above information confirmed by officer of the construction department of the

office of the Quartermaster General, with the additional statement that item of $384,000 for

special buildings was stricken from the biU by direction of a committee of the General Staff.

As a result of this information the ofiice of the Surgeon General proceeded to make the

best possible arrangements for examining space through assignment of available buildmgs.

May 10.—Investigation of psychological examining instituted by the First Assistant

Secretary of War, who subsequently assigned Mr. G. H. Dorr to the task of conducting inves-

tigation.

May 15.—Investigation of Psychological examining instituted by the General Staff.

Col. R. J. Burt ordered to conduct inquiry.

May 16.—Division of Psychology notified that no additional appointments or promotions

should be made in the psychological service pending inquiry by the General Staff concerning

its values. It was subsequently learned that this inquiry consisted of a request that com-
manding officers of stations report on the value of psychological examining, the desirability

of its continuance, and the possibility of having medical officers do the work.
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May-July .—Reports concerning psychological service received by the OfSce of The

Adjutant General from commanding officers of approximately 100 cantonments, camps, posts,

and other stations.

The majority of these reports were seriouslj^ misleading and whoUy unfah to the psycho-

logical service. They gradually transformed the favorable attitude toward psychological

examining in the Offices of The Adjutant General and the General Staff into one of scepticism,

disapproval, and in certain instances, hostility. Duruig this time the Office of the Surgeon

General was ignorant of the content of the reports and therefore unable to correct the misin-

formation.

June iO.—Report of Mr. Dorr on psychological service in relation to neuro-psychiatric

service submitted to the First Assistant Secretary of War.

June 18.—Report of Col. Burt concerning psychological examining submitted to the

General Staiff.

June 25.—Chief of the Division of Psychology confers with officers of the organization

committee of the General Staff concerning additional psychological personnel and the relation

of reports of commanding officers concerning psychological examining to continuation and

extension of psychological service. At this time the Chief of the Division of Psychology dis-

covered the grossly misleading character of the majority of the reports and induced repre-

sentatives of the organization committee to make direct inquiries concerning psychological

examining in order that they might correct the misinformation and confusion resulting from

failure of commanding officers to distinguish between psychological and psychiatric work.

July — .—Maj. L. P. Horsfall and Col. J. W. Craig visit Camp Meade to observe psycho-

logical examining and inquire concerning its values and needs.

July 8.—Deficiency appropriation bill passed by Congress and sum of S384,000 thus made
available for use of Medical Department of the Army for construction of buildings for psycho-

logical service.

July —•.—General orders concerning psychological examining and its conduct prepared by

Col. Burt and submitted for approval of the Chief of Staff. Before issuance the content was

so changed that it rendered the psychological examining of recruits optional Avith commanding

officers. Thus, by the change in a single sentence, a division of the General Staff completelj'

altered the instructions originally issued concerning' psychological examining and rendered the

service of doubtful value.

July 10.—^The Surgeon General, for the Division of Psychology, requests authority to

proceed with appointments and pi'omotions in the psychological service.

July 25.—The coordination branch of the General Staff reports to the Chief of the Division

of Psychology that the stmi of .1384,000 was carried by the deficiency expenditure bill and that

such amount was therefore made available for construction of special buildings for psychological

examining. This information was later verffied by the construction department of the office

of the Quartermaster General.

August 1.—Facts concerning appropriation of funds for special construction brought to

the attention of the Chief of the Division of Operations of the General Staff. Thereupon the

Chief of the Division of Psychology was advised to request special buildings wherever needed.

This was immediately done, but no buildings had been consti-ucted prior to the signing of the

armistice.

August IS.—Request of the Surgeon General for approval of additional psychological

personnel disapproved by the War Department. It was subsequently learned liy the Division

of Psychology that this was based upon confusion of psychological with psychiatric work.

August 13.—Letter issued by The Adjiitant General to commanding officers stating that

no additional psychological personnel would be appointed and strongly suggesting the desire

of the War Department to restrict the service.

August 14-—General Orders, No. 74, establishing psychological service, issued by the War
Department.
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August 31.—^Authorization for appointments and promotions in the psychological service

again requested by the Surgeon General on the ground of previous misunderstanding of the

purposes and values of psychological examining and the demands crearted bv General Orders,

No. 74.

October 1

.

—Request for psychological personnel approved by War Department.
October 1 to November 11.—Recommendations for ne%v appointments and promotions in the

Sanitary Corps, Division of Psychology, transmitted by the Division of Psychology.

Novemher.—Arrangements made with Surgeon General Ireland for the completion of

psychological examining and the transfer of officers of this service to general hospitals for assist-

ance with the work of physical and mental reconstruction.

December, 1918, to January, 7575.^PIans perfected by the Division of Psychology
and approved by the Surgeon General for the analj'sis of results of psychological examination
of one and three-quarter million soldiers and for the preparation of complete official report

concerning this service.

1919.

January 23.—Psychological service as organized during the operation of the draft

discontinued and the appointment of two civilian psychologists to pi-epare methods and
keep them up to date ordered by the Adjutant General of the Army.

April 1

.

—Official report on the history and organization of psychological examining in the

United States Army completed for publication.

April 8.—Psychological examination of enlisted men received at overseas replacement

depot, Camp Meade, ordered, and Surgeon General directed to supply necessary personnel.

April 19.—Section of Psychology ordered by the War Department to prepare suitable

method of psychological examination for illiterates and non-English-speaking citizens and
aliens.

April 25.—Official report on methods of psychological examining used in the United States

Army completed for pubhcation.

Maxj 19.—Action of January 23 rescinded. The Surgeon General, directed by The Adjutant
General, to retain in active service during the emergency two psychologists on military status.

Jvlyl.—Ofiicial report on statistical results of psychological examining in the United
States Army completed for publication.

July 18.—Recruit psychological examination submitted to the War Department for use

in examining illiterates and non-English-speaking applicants for enlistment.

Section 2.

—

Favorable and unfavorable influences.

The achievements and failures in the service of examining can not be thoroughly understood

or appreciated without knowledge of the favorable and unfavorable circumstances or condi-

tions of work. The listing of these circumstances is also in the nature of a summary of this

historical record.

Distinctly in favor of the work of mental testing are:

(a) The intelligent and active interest of various individuals and committees of the

National Research Council.

(b) The sympathetic interest of Surgeon General WUliam C. Gorgas and of many mem-
bers of his staff.

(c) The interest also and the progressively favorable attitude of the Secretary of War and
his assistants.

id) The unexpectedly favorable results of the initial trial of methods in the Anny and the

Navy, leading as a matter of course to the recommendation of methods for official trial.

(e) Similarly favorable result of official trial in four cantonments.

(/) The strongly favorable report of official inspection of the initial work. Col. Henry A.

Shaw, the inspector for the medical department, developed a keen personal interest in the
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work, and in addition to reporting his observations made nvunerous and valuable constructive

suggestions for the improvement of the service.

(g) The fact that approximately 75 per cent of the oflScers who became familiar with

intelligence ratmgs through the official trial of methods favored the continuation, extension,

and improvement of the service within the Army.

Qi) The fact also that as a result of the first year of this new service the majority of

commanding officers of posts, camps, divisions, or other unportant organizations who had

reasonable familiarity with intelligence ratings more or less definitely and strongly favored

their use. Indicative of the nature of this service and its values is the fact that with few

exceptions individuals who at first objected to psychological examining as a wasteful and

impractical novelty, on gaining acquaintance with the work as actually conducted in camps

and observing the uses of intelligence ratings, became favorable to the sei-vice. This happened

frequently and most strikingly m the General Staff of the War Department and in other Wash-

ington staffs.

(i) Chief among the assets of the service was the constant demonstration of practical value

and the recognition of this value by intelligent, open-minded, and progressive officers. In

several instances new and important uses of psychological ratings were suggested to psychological

staffs by officers of the line.

{]) Absolutely essential even for the continuance of the psychological service and still

more so for its development were the favorable reports of official investigations. These nimiber

three: First, mvestigation by the War College Division of the General Staff, through request

for reports of commanding officers. Despite the fact that these reports were seemingly unfavor-

able, the investigation itself resulted in unqualffied indorsement of psychological work. The

second report, based upon investigation initiated by the Chief of Staff, had the important result

of leading cUrectly to the preparation of general orders ; and the third report, initiated in the

Office of the Secretary of War, wholly justified the service on the basis of feasibility, economy,

and practicability, and pomted out that psychological ratings would be of extreme significance

for military efficiency if the Army could be speedily educated to their proper use.

(k) The exceptional personal, intellectual, educational, and professional qualifications of

psychological officers did much to carry this new work to success.

(Z) The establishment of a special school for military psychology and the training of officers

of this service in the fundamentals of military behavior, as well as in psychological examining

for the Army, at once greatly increased the efficiency of the psychological personnel and im-

pressed experienced Army officers with the wisdom and thoroughness of the organization of

the service.

(m) The provision of carefully prepared and thoroughly tested methods and equipment,

and the attempt to provide also adequate examining space, favorably influenced such officers

or other observers as came into intimate contact with the work.

(n) The general observation that commanding officers and others in responsible positions

usually received the highest of ratings and the fact that the intelligence ratings of arms of the

service in general agreed with the consensus of Army opinion were favorable circmnstances.

Officers of the Engineer Corps ranked very high. Tliis created a favorable impression and

unusual interest in psychological examining mthin that corps and led to nmnerous special

requests for psychological service. It furthermore promoted the service both early and late

because the Army recognized the superiority of the engineers.

(o) Aiding indirectly but also substantially were the popular recognition of the unportance

of classifying soldiers mentally and attempting to use intelligence economically and effectively,

and the steady stream of requests from commercial concerns, educational institutions, and

individuals for the use of army methods of psychological examining or for the adaptation of

such methods to special needs.

These are only a few of the assets or favorable circumstances, but among them appear those

which played the most important role in initiating, preserving, and developing the service of

psychological examining.
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Contrasted with this hst of favorable circumstances is an equally formidable list of disad-

vantages or handicaps. Agam it is impossible to achieve completeness ; only those circumstances

or events which figure conspicuously can be mentioned

:

(a) Misunderstanding of psychology and prejudices against anything done in its name.
It is said by certain army officers who have good reason to know that the name "psychological

examuimg" did more to retard the development of this work and to render it mireasonably
difficult than anything else. It was later suggested by one of the inspectors that the examina-
tion be called a test of alertness.

(b) Officers who claimed that mental classification was unnecessary because armies had
always got along without it previously were not lacking. Some of these individuals objected to

the novelty of the new service, others to its scientific aspect or seeming impracticability, and
yet others to the risk of interference with military trainmg.

(c) In the medical department, aside from the support of a few officers who were intimately

acquainted with the methods, there was fairly general and natural opposition or skepticism

because it seemed as though psychologists were attempting to do what should be done by medical
specialists. This was especially true, M-ith notable exceptions, of the neuro-psychiatrists, and
the situation was made considerably worse by the earlj- demonstration that medical oSicers as a
group, as well as the officers in the Dental and Veterinary Corps, ranked relatively low in intelli-

gence. This revelation, quite aside from the fact, tended to prejudice officers of the Medical
Department against the psychological service. It made little difference that this fact was first

brought to light by a medical inspector and by him made the basis for important special recom-
mendations to the Surgeon General concerning the elimination, careful selection and placement of

medical officers.

(J) Opposition appeared also in other quarters, for the officers of the line very naturally felt

that the War Department, especially through the Medical Department, was attempting to impose
many novelties upon the service. These officers seriously objected to the interference with
military training and they were frankly and reasonably skeptical of the importance for military

efiiciency of the many new types of examination, classifications, suggestions and recommenda-
tions which were offered them.

(e) The early examination of officers and the assignment of intelligence ratings aroused the

suspicion that appointments and promotions might be determined in part by the results of psy-
chological examination. This seemed to many officers unfair and it undoubtedly led to much
adverse criticism on the part of individuals who had no direct knowledge of the work itself and
no reasonable basis for opinion concerning its value to the Army.

(f) Officers of the General Staff who were responsible for major decisions concerning the psy-
chological service were at the extreme disadvantage of having to judge from written evidence or

the argimients of advocates instead of from intimate first-hand acquaintance with the work of

examining as conducted in camps and the practical applications of the mformation supplied.

It is surprising indeed that these officers should have been willing at any time to take the risk of

introducing a service at once so novel and so certain to arouse opposition. It is easier to under-
stand why many staff officers conscientiously and persistently opposed the work and after its

introduction opposed also expenditures to facilitate it and all attempts to extend it.

(g) This opposition in Washington proved most serious to the new service when it prevented
the construction of special buildings for psychological examining. Had the buildings been pro-

vided as originally requested, planned and authorized, it is reasonable to estimate that the value

of psychological examining for increased military efficiency during the last six months of hostili-

ties would have been doubled. The misapprehension of the opposition is also indicated by the

fact that the conduct of psychological examining in barracks and other buildings assigned for

the purpose actually cost the Army considerably more than the construction of special buildings

would have cost.

(ft) The failure of the War Department to issue special orders and instructions concerning

psychological examining for the guidance of commanding officers most seriously affected the
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service. Section VII, General Orders, No. 74, August, 1918, would have facilitated and fur-

thered the service most importantly had it been issued six months earlier.

(i) The low rank of the officers who were charged with the introduction, organization, and
direction of this new service made the work needlessly difficult and relatively very much more so

than other new kinds of service. Whereas the chief psychological examiner was invariably a

fii'st lieutenant during the first several months of the psychological service, medical officers

engaged in tasks of similar responsibility and difficultness usually had the rank of cap tarn, major,

or lieutenant colonel. Natiu"ally enough, the rank of the officer in charge markedly influenced

the judgment of line officers concerning the importance and value of psychological examining.

Indeed, the low rank assigned to competent, experienced and adequately trained psychologists

in the Sanitary Corps is one of the most serious injustices to this new service, as well as to the

individuals concerned with it. The disapproval, when psychological examining had demon-
strated its practical value and the extension of the work to the entire Army had been authorized,

of the promotion of psychologists to the grades of captain and major and the resulting necessity

for the organization of work in new stations by first lieutenants was another serious blow and
handicap to the Division of Psychology.

(j) Following this disapproval of promotions, came disapproval of additional appointments

for psychological examining, in spite of the fact that the War Department had previously

authorized a reasonably adequate number of appointments. As a result of disapproval of pro-

motions and appointments, psychological examining was conducted for months by men whose
rank was one or two grades lower than it should have been for the good of the service and in

justice to the individuals, and the work was carried forward as best it could be by staffs which
usually were not more than half the size which the work demanded. It was the rule during this

period, not the exception, that one, two, or three psychological officers of the Sanitary Corps

did the work which had been planned for a staff of four officers. These men labored continuously,

devotedly, and usually without complamt, imder conditions which could scarcely have been

more unfavorable, and often with nothing but adverse criticisms and grumbling by way of

encouragement.

(k) Another disadvantage which must not be overlooked is the fact that psychological

appointments were made in the Sanitary Corps, and as a result the psychologist was regarded by
medical officers and also by officers of the line as professionally inferior to officers of the Medical

Corps, if not to those of all corps. This placed the individual psychologist upon his merits. If

he succeeded in commanding the respect, confidence, and admiration of the officers with whom
he was associated and for whom his work was being done, it was by reason of his own qualities,

his professional proficiency, liis tact and insight, and not because of the prestige given him by
his corps or his military rank. Psychologists, as well as the service of psychological examining,

won on merit and on that alone.

(I) It has already been stated that general orders for the use of intelligence ratings were
lacking until near the end of the war. This served still further to increase the responsibility

and the difficulties of the chief psychological examiner, for in every station commanding officers

had to be convinced by demonstration of the various values of the ratings and persuaded to issue

on their own responsibility instructions for the use of these ratings. It thus came about that

instead of general uistructious for the entire Army issued from the War Department, there

existed in innumerable stations camp or divisional instructions concerning psychological exam-
ining and the use of intelligence ratings. In the end this gave the psychological service a very
great advantage in certain camps because commanding officers appreciated the difficult circum-

stances, but its conspicuous local victories were purchased at a great price.

(m) It has been pointed out that the use of the word "psychology" very nearly prevented

the development of this service. Added to this unfavorable circumstance was the con-

fusion of psychological with neuro-psychiatric work. This resulted naturally and inevitably

because of the similarity and unfamiliarity of the terms psychologist and psychiatrist, psychology

and psychiatry, and also because of the fact that psychologists were supposed to be working
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under the direction of, or in cooperation with, neuro-psychiatrists. In many quarters it v/as

thought that the psychologist was a medical specialist who was responsible for work that neuro-

psychiatrists should do. This serious misconception led to complications which lessened the

value of psychological examining and constituted the chief basis for some of the disapprovals

which most nearly wrecked the Division of Psychology. Had ps3'chologists been called personnel

officers and had their work been designated as testing mental alertness, this unfortunate confu-

sion would have been avoided and along with it many misconceptions which still persist in the

Army.
(n) Popular misunderstanding concerning materials and methods worked to the dis-

advantage of the service through political and other channels. To the person imfamiliar with

such matters, the tests appeared trivial, absm-d or unfau-. Many people considered it a bad joke

to have psychologists conducting examinations by such means in the Army. Some even
suspected that the work was being done for scientific pm-poses merely and against, rather than
for, mihtary efficiency. Often the work was wrongly described as investigation or research,

instead of as service. These misunderstandings and misinterpretations of method reached even
the offices of the Secretary of War and of the General Staff. Some of them undoubtedly had
to do with the initiation of special investigations into the conduct and value of the service.

(o) Following upon such misunderstandings and misconceptions as have been mentioned,

the official investigations created reasonable doubt concerning the permanency of psychological

examining. This doubt extended even to the camps and there served to increase the difficulties

and discomforts of psychological staffs. It was reported in certam quarters that j^sychological

examining had been discredited by reports of official investigation, that the work lacked the sup-

port of the General Staff and would shortly be abandoned. It is not difficult to imagine how
3uch rumors interfered with the progress of the service and tended to reduce its practical value.

Although this is onlj- a partial list of disadvantages, it would appear like overhigh praise of

the success of psychological examming to extend it or to attempt to emphasize more strongly

adverse as contrasted with favorable conditions of work. As a matter of fact, the conditions

which have been Usted as unfavorable may have done much to stimulate the psychological

persoimel and to develop a fighting spirit which refused to admit even the possibiUty of failure.

Section 3.

—

Summary of examining.

The achievements of the psychological service between September, 1917, and January,
1919, may at this point be summarized very briefly, since this memoir presents a detailed

account of the work with reference especially to organization, methods and practical results.

After preUminary trial in four cantonments psychological examining was extended by the

War Department to the entire Army, excepting only field and general officers. To supply the
reqmsite personnel, a school for training in military psychology was established in the Medical
Officers' Training Camp, Fort Oglethorpe, Ga. Approximately 100 officers and more than
300 enlisted men received training at this school.

The work of mental examining was organized finally in 35 army training camps. A grand
total of 1,726,966 men had been given psychological examination prior to January 31, 1919.

Of this number about 42,000 were commissioned officers. More than 83,500 of the enlisted

men included in the total had been given individual examination in addition to the group
examination for literates, for illiterates, or both.

Between April 28, 1918, and January 31, 1919, 7,800 men (0.5 per cent) were reported with
recommendations for discharge by psychological examiners because of mental inferiority. The
reconunendations for assignment to labor battalions because of low grade intelligence number
10,014 (0.G+ per cent). For assignment to development battahons, in order that they might
be more carefully observed and given preliminary training to discover, if possible, ways of using

them in the Army, 9,487 men (0.6+ per cent) were recommended.
During this same interval there were reported 4,780 men with mental age below 7 years;

7,875, between 7 and 8 years; 14,814, between 8 and 9 years; 18,878, between 9 and 10 years.
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This gives a total of 46,347 men under 10 years' mental age. It is extremely improbable that

many of these individuals were worth what it cost the Government to maintam, equip, and

train them for military service.

A more detailed statistical summary is supplied by the following tables, which are relevant

alike to the present discussion and to later discussion of results of examining.

Previous to April 28, WIS.—Until AprU 28 itemized weekly reports of the psychological

examinations made at each station were not required by the Surgeon General. The data for

this period are therefore not as complete as for the period from April 28, 1918, to the end

of the work. However, table 3 gives the approximate number of examinations for the early

period.
Table 3.

—

Approximate number of examinations previous to April 28, 1918.

ilonth.
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Table 5.

—

Summary of psychological examining by months—May, 191S, to January, 1919.

101
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Table 7.

—

Summary of psychological examining by campsfrom May, 1918, to January, 1919.

Jackson
Lee
Grant
Travis
Funston
Pike
Lewis
Dodge
Dix
Wadsworth,
Meade
Sherman
Gordon
Upton
Custer
Sheridan
Taylor
Greenleaf . .

.

Devens
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3. Number of men given indh-idual examination, 79,908; total to date, ' 83,543.

4. Xumber of examinations: alpha only, 1,059.531; beta only, 393,404; both alpha S.nd beta, 90,065; Point

Scale, 18.732; Stanford-Binet, 38,489; Performance Scale, 23,119.

5. Number of grades below D: in alpha, 97,572; in beta, 95.715; in beta, following alpha, 6,682; indi\-idual

—

Performance Scale, 4.600; Stanford-Binet, 11,129; Performance Scale, 7,984; total, 23,770.

6. Mental ages; below 7 years, 4,780; 7 to 8, 7,875; 8 to 9, 14,814; 9 to 10, 18,878; 10 to 11, 12,631; 11 to 12, 6,480;

12 or above, 7.507.

7. Number of cases reported for: discharge, 7,800; service organizations, 10,014; development battalions, 9,487.

While the regtilar service of psychological examining was* being organized, directed, and

in every feasible way furthered by the Division of Psychology in the office of the Surgeon

General, and while this work was being prosecuted in the greater part of the army training

camps in the L^nited States, every effort was made to meet demands for other kinds of psycho-

logical assistance, for it was the purpose of the psychological persomiel to render maximal service

to the military organization. The varieties of service requested by the army itself or by civiUan

agencies related to the army are extremely interesting and significant as indicating the trend

of poptilar and mihtary interest in psychological service and the initiative of examining staffs.

Such miscellaneous service is described in section 5 of this chapter.

The practical uses of inteUigeuce ratings are indicated or suggested at various points in

this memoir. They may be eniunerated here in contrast with the values originally predicted.

As originally conceived, psychological service within the medical department was to assist

medical officers, and especially neiiro-psychiatric officers, in discovering and eliminating men
who were mentally tmfit for military duty. It appeared, prior to actual trial, that reasonably

well-planned methods of mental measurement should enable psychological examiners to dis-

cover mentally inferior recruits as soon as they arrived in camp and to make suitable recom-

mendation concerning them to the medical officer. It was also believed that psychologists

could assist neuro-psychiatrists in the exammation of psychotic individuals. The proposed

r61e of the psychologist then was that of assistant to the army surgeon; the actual role, as a

result of demonstration of values, was that of expert in scientific personnel work.

In interesting contrast with the original purpose of mental examining, as stated above,

stands the following account of the purposes actually achieved by this service: (1) The assign-

ment of an inteUigence rating to every soldier on the basis of systematic examination; (2) the

designation and selection of men whose superior inteUigeuce indicates the desirabihty of ad-

vancement or special assignment; (3) the prompt selection and recommendation for develop-

ment battalions of men who are so inferior mentally as to be imsuitable for regular military

training; (4) the provision of measurements of mental abihty which shall enable assigning

officers to build organizations of imiform mental strength or in accordance with definite speci-

fications concerning inteUigence requirements; (5) the selection of men for various types of

military duty or for special assignments, as, for example, to military training schools, coUeges

or technical schools; (6) the provision of data for the formation of special training groups

witliin the regiment or battery in order that each man may receive instruction suited to his

abihty to learn; (7) the early discovery and recommendation for elimination of men whose
inteUigence is so inferior that they can not be used to advantage in any fine of military service.

Although it originaUy seemed that psychological examining natiu^aUy belonged to the

Medical Department of the Army, and would there prove most useful, it subsequently became
evident that this is not true, because the service rendered by psychological examiners is only

in part medical in its relations and values. In the main its significance relates to placement,

and its natural affiliation is with mihtary personnel. For practical as weU as logical reasons it

would doubtless have been wiser had the service of the Division of Psychology been associated

from the first with that of the Committee on Classification of Personnel in the Army, so that

the psychological as weU as occupational, educational and other important data might have been

assembled by a single mihtary agency and promptly rendered available for use in connection with

the assignment of recruits. Thus also the organization of a special branch of the General Staff or

of a personnel section of the Adjutant General's Office to deal with varied problems of military

personnel might have been hastened and otherwise facihtated and the utilization of brain
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power as contrasted with man power in the ordinary sense rendered more satisfactory early in

the emergency.

When the armistice was signed and the examining of drafted men for the sake of mental

classification ceased, the results of psychological examination were being used to excellent effect

in the majority of camps, and there was every reason to predict rapid increase in the extent

and effectiveness of practical psychological service during the remainder of the war. A general

order, such as that presented on pages 56 and 57, carrying brief, comprehensive instruc-

tions concerning the profitable use of these ratings, would imdoubtedly have placed the work

upon a wholly satisfactory basis and would have assured very great increase of military efficiency

through the proper placement and effective use, from the standpoint of brain power, of every

soldier.

Because the psychologist is necessarily biased in favor of his own work it is essential that

other evidences of military value than the assertions of those immediately responsible for this

service be presented. Among the most significant of these evidences are the opinions of com-

manding officers. These were secm-ed from the majority of stations in wliich psychological

service existed after the work had been thorouglily organized and the officers had been given

opportimity to acquaint themselves with its organization, relations to the military situation,

and its practical usefulness. Whereas the reports from commanding officers received by the

War Department in connection with the investigation of psychological service were predomi-

nantly imfavorable, those subsequently secured, in many instances from the same officers, by

special request of the Surgeon General, were almost invariably favorable and contained con-

structive suggestions. The reason for this radical difference in the nature of the opinions is

the prematm-eness of the original request for report. The psychological service had not been

organized at the time, and where it did not exist, it was naturally enough assumed by respon-

sible officers that report on psychiatric work was desired.

Since it is impossible adequately to summarize the opinions of commanding officers, section

4 of this chapter is devoted to them, and they are quoted at sufficient length to assure both

fairness and adequacy of presentation.

Section 4.

—

Official opinions concerning the military value of examining.

In the preceding chapters considerable material bearing upon the topic of this section has

been presented.' Letters and reports, already referred to, give evidence of the good general

impression created by the initial and intermediate stages of psychological examining. Fortu-

nately there are available also expressions of opinion of commanding generals and others at a

much later date, when longer experience mider much more varied conditions had furnished a

thoroughly soimd basis for judgment as to the net value of the work. The further fact that these

later opinions are greater in nmnber and that they form a complete and entirely miselected

series, makes certain that the following accoimt is quite unprejudiced.

In September and November, 1918, a letter substantially as follows was sent by the Adju-

tant General of the Army to the commanding generals of camps in which psychological exam-

ining had been in progress for a considerable time:

The Division nf Psychology, Office of the Surgeon General, especially desires your opinion on the value of psycho-

logical examining in your camp, and suggestions concerning ways of increasing the value of this service.

Eleven letters and 12 indorsements were received in reply to this request. In so far as is

practicable these replies are reproduced exactly. In several cases where inclosm-es of con-

siderable length accompany the rephes and especially when they recite facts already embodied

in this report instead of opinions, the inclosiu-es have either been omitted or smnmarized.

Seven letters had been received from commanding officers of camps or divisions prior to the

issuance of the special request mentioned above. These added to the 11 letters and 12 indorse-

ments give a total of 30 responses from commanding officers. Of these replies 27 (approximately

' See reports o( Col. Shaw, pp. 19fl.; summary of company commanders' reports, p. 25; report of the training committee, pp. 25f; quotations

from Mr. Dorr's report, p. 45; and quotations from Col. Burt's report, pp. 46f.
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90 per cent) are favorable. Of the 23 letters and indorsements quoted below, 12 are definitely-

favorable, one is definitely unfavorable, and one is favorable on condition that the work be done
in a more advantageous manner.

Whereas in the first instance, as mentioned on page 25, company commanders in National

Army cantonments were favorable to psychological examining in 75 per cent of the cases, com-
manding generals, on the whole more familiar with the psychological service and in possession

of the critical judgments of numerous subordinates, reacted favorably in more than 90 per cent

of the cases on record.

REPLY (letter) FROM COMMANDING OFFICER OF CAMP QREENLEAP.

The work of the Division of Psychology has been very carefully studied by the undersigned, and the following

conclusions have been arrived at.

The system used, which is practically a mathematical determination of the intelligence of the soldier, is very

satisfactory, and the results are, as far as can be determined by such means, fairly accurate.

The following criticisms should be made of this work. In the first place, the psychological department works con-

siderably under the impression that their determinations should be used as the controlling factor in the assignment

of officers and the appointment of noncommissioned officers in the Army. This can not be, for the simple reason that

a man's character or initiative can not be determined by any such test; and frequently a man of high intelligence has

not the other attributes necessary to make him a really efficient officer. Furthermore, this work is now being done

by quite a number of men whose entire time is supposed to be taken up by these tests, making an expense to the

Go^ernment which is not jiistified by the results obtained. .A.lso, this department should be critii ized on the ground
that higher psychology, which is the study of the men more in defciil and at length, is not attempted by this depart-

ment, and therefore a great deal of the real value of psychological study is lost.

It should not be understood that this criticism is destructive, but it is considered that the work, as conducted by
the Psychological Di\ision as at present ordered, is too narrow to give real value to the Government, and if it should
be continued a wider application of such psychological work should be attempted and a departure made from the
solely mathematical determination of intelligence.

REPLY (letter) FROM COMMANDING OFFICER OF CAMP HANCOCK.

P.eference letter from A. G. O. dated November 22, 1918. In order to make the desired report of more value I

have called on the various officers here most concerned in the training, instruction and handling of troops for an ex-

pression of their opinion of the value of psychological examinations, together with any suggestions that these officers

might have as to ways of improving and increasing the usefulness of this work. I enclose herewith separate reports

from 14 different officers, which I think will be found of interest and value. It will be noted that of the 14 reports only
one is unfavorable to a continuance of this work.

.

In my opinion the work has a distinct value in connection with the training of recruits, and especially in the case
where large numbers of untrained officers and men must be organized and trained with a minimum of delay. In this

camp psychological examinations have been found of considerable value in connection with the selection of noncom-
missioned officer material, and also in the selection oi men for attendance at various schools. These examinations are
found of value in sorting and classifying the men in the various companies to which they may be assigned, in that
it permits of the immediate separation of the mass of recruits of which the company is composed into different groups
of varying degrees of iutelligence so that each group can receive special treatment accordins to its peculiar needs.
In this way the progress of training is facilitated. * * *

In conclusion I deem that the psychological examination of officers and enlisted men, especially where these
examinations can be held as promptly as possible after induction into service, has a distinct and practical value in the
training of troops especially where time is a factor and it is necessary to utilize the services of inexperienced officers

in the organization and training of large bodies of men.

The following are the 14 reports referred to in paragraph 1 of the preceding reply:

(l) FROM THE CAMP SURGEON.

(a) It is believed that the psychological examinations have a definite and considerable value in the rapid deter-
minatiijn of the mental acuity of enlisted men and officers entering the service. It is believed that iu the absence of

personal contact and experience with an officer or enlisted man, the psychological rating offers the best method of

judging at once the possibilities of that officer or enlisted man.

(6) In purely medical W(jrk the p.sychological examination of every officer and enlisted man has a definite value
in that cases of subnormal mentality and many cases of mental disease are detected thereby, and as a result are referred

for more definite examination to the neuro-psychiatric examiner.

(2) FROM THE CAMP PERSONNEL ADJUTANT.

At the present time psychological ratings are being used in this office principally that we may have another line

on a man in selecting him in filling requisitions for specially qualified men.
I believe, however, that psychological ratings could be made of very great use, and, as I see it, there are two main

ways in which these ratings could be used to advance the efficiency and usefulnesi of the machine gun training center.

121435°—21 8
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(a) Ratings can be made of very great value to the personnel office,and I presume also to the operations section

in the original assigning and placing of men. This applies not only to specialists, but also to men undergoing machine-

gun training.

(b.) Ratings can be used by company commanders and other unit officers who are directly in contact with the

men. It is very frequently necessary for such officers to use what might be called "snap judgment" in placing a man,

and the psychological rating which gives a line on the enlisted man's mentality would be useful for this purpose. It

has been demonstrated that in a large percentage of cases a practical try-out of a man substantiates the value placed

on him by his psychological rating.

I believe psychological ratings should be given consideration in the formation of new machine gun classes. One of

the difficulties is that some enlisted men take up this training and learn it much more rapidly than others. This is

chiefly due to a difference in mentality. In order, therefore, that apt men may not be delayed in their training and

held back by those men who learn less readily, I suggest that in the formation of training units, men of higher mentality

be grouped together in one class; those of slightly lesser mentality in another; and so on dtiwn the line. In this way,

I believe the training of the men could be speeded up to quite a marked extent, and all recruits would be trained

as rapidly as their individual ability permitted. Information reaching this office from Washington states that eight

commanding officers have already directed that this procedure be used in forming organizations within their command.

In the formation of the permanent personnel and the reorganization which is at present going on, the psychological

ratings could be used to equalize the mentality of the \-arious organizations.

I suggest that the camp psychologist be authorized and directed to immediately examine all men for whom there

is no rating on record. The ratings of the men examined shall be reported to the camp personnel adjutant for use at

headquarters, and an extra copy shall be furnished to the company commander for his information.

(3) FROM COMMANDING OFFICER, MAIX TRAINING DKPOT.

In my opinion these examinations should be made as soon as recruits join and their ratings put on ser\dce records.

This will be of great value in the selection of noncommissioned officers in new or>,'anizations and in old organizations.

It is my opinion that noncommissioned officers should never be made without reference to psychological ratings. All

things being equal the high rating should govern.

(4) FROM COMMANDING OFFICER, GROUP NO. I.

In my experience with men examined by the psychological expert, I have found the results very helpful in

electing men.

In no case have I found their classification in error.

Men who were rated high turned out to be of superior intellect, and those in the D class were slow to leam and

fit only for labor.

(5) FROM COMMANDING OFFICER,,GROUP NO. 2.

The psychological examination of enlisted personnel of this command has been of the greatest assistance to com-

pany commanders in making their selection of noncommissioned officers.

(6) FROM COMMANDING OFFICER, GROUP NO. 3.

I have had numerous chances to test the value of psychological examinations, and found, with but one exception,

that it was an easy and quick way to place the proper man in the proper place, not knowing the man at all.

The instance I cite, I had occa-sion to pick out from a new draft 120 men as prospective machine-gun instructors

and material for noncommissioned officers. This I derived entirely from psychological report. One man failed to

qualify as machine-gun instructor.

Suggest that each recruit as he enters the service be given this examination and a card properly filled out be

forwarded with his papers, which would allow his company commander to place him where he belongs and not retard

the progress of other men in his organization.

(7) FROM COMMANDING OFFICER, GROUP NO. 4.

The results of the psychological examinations have not been an infallible guide in the appointing of noncom-

missioned officers, )iut have always received consideration and have been of great assistance in picking fit men for

noncommissioned officers.

(8) FROM COMMANDING OFFICER, GROUP. NO. 5.

In the first place, from my own observation, the ratings given by the psychological board are very inaccurate

For instance, a man in this group who holds certificate as air pilot and observer was examined by the board and given

a rating, which, if I rememlier correctly, was C minus 73. This man was reexamined later and given another rating,

which, I believe, was C plus 250. It seems very improbable that a man qualified to fill the positions of air pilot and

observer should not have a higher rating than C minus 73.

Part of this inaccuracy I believe to be due to the fact that the room in which the examination is held is filled

too full of men. As a result, the men who are sitting in the rear of the room are unable to hear clearly and tlioroughly

enough to understand the instructions.
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From my own persona! observation and experience I have found that it is practically impossible to rely on the
ratings given by the psychological board. Men who are below the average, when it comes to the question of se^^ice,

are given higher ratings by the board, and vice versa. The records are of no use when it comes to picking men for

certain positions.

Another thing which I believe enters into the examination, in a great measure, is the element of chance. It may
be that a man is examined on a day when he happens to feel at his best, and everything may work smoothly. Should
he be examined again the next day his faculties might not at that time be as keen, and his rating would not be aa high.

Recommend that when these examinations are given there be not more than 15 men in each class.

(9) FROM COMMANDING OFFICER, GROUP NO. 6.

The psychological examination record is of great value when properly used and eliminates chances of error in

selecting men for specialized work. An officer not acquainted with the enlisted men in his command, or one called

on to select noncommissioned officers on short notice, should make his selection from those men with A or B grades

who most strongly impress him on being inter\-iewed.

Men ha\-ing grades of D or E seldom have the potential qualities for making noncommissioned officers. However,
men with grades of C who give a favorable impression on being inter\aewed, sometimes make good noncommissioned
oflScers. The assumption is that men in the latter class were under a strain when they took the examination. It is

suggested that a second test be given these men on recommendation of company commanders.

Again, it is to be obser\-ed that men who have been out of school for several years do not make so high a grade

in these examinations as do younger men recently out of school, even though they display more intelligence. It is

questioned whether the examinations do not deal too much with the scholastic and not enough with the practical

to be a fair unit of measure for all soldiers.

It is suggested that company commanders be urged to consult the psychological records more frequently than

they do in making appointments and assignments to special duty.

Selection of men for practical work, trades, etc., should not be limited to selection from psychological grade.

(lO) FROM COMMANDING OFFICER, GROUP NO. 7.

Psychological ratings of about the first thousand men received in this group were very satisfactorj-, and were of

considerable assistance in determining the assignment of acting noncommissioned officers in this group.

The psycholc^cal examinations of the last 500 men received in this group were very unsatisfactory, owing to the

fact that a great number of these men were illiterates and the examinations conducted were not a fair test of the intelli-

gence of the men for that reason. Would suggest that different methods might be used in examining men who can not

read and write, so that commanding officers might get a better idea of their intelligence other than from a standpoint

of literacy.

The result of the examination of the last 500 men received in this group showed nearly all of them to be in class E,

and actual experience has demonstrated that a number of these men were far more intelligent than their classification

would seem to indicate.

(ll) FROM COMMANDANT, TRAINING CENTER SCHOOL.

It is my opinion that these examinations have a distinct value as indicated in a memorandum from psychological

examining board on the subject of proof as to the validity of psychological grades.

It is my opinion that all men as soon as they shall have reported at this camp should be given this examination

and the reports immediately placed in the hands of their company commanders. This gives the company commander
at the outset a true index of the personnel of his company that could be used with slight fear of error in making his

first selections of noncommissioned officers. The next important application of the results of these tests lies in the

selection of men to attend the machine-gun school or for admission to training schools for officers. It is my opinion,

based upon tests and experience at the machine-gun school, that no man should be selected for admission to the machine-
gun school for training as a noncommissioned officer in machine-gun work whose grade in his psychological test is that

of C— or lower. It is also my opinion that no man who fails to procure a grading in the psychological test below that

of grade C+ should be selected for designation to attend a training school for officers or to attend the machine-gun
school.

Had this principle been applied at the machine-gun school much valuable time would have been saved, and the

limited number of instructors available would have been liberated for other classes.

(12) FROM COMMANDING OFFICER, CENTR.VL OFFICERS' TRAINING SCHOOL.

The results of psychological examinations have proven of much value to this school in determining the qualifications

and fitness of certain doubtful men for commissions. In the large percentage of instances the result of the psychological

examination has coincided with the result of the candidate's written examination mark. Would suggest one way of

increasing the immediate usefulness of this work would be to require every soldier to take this examination and to

impress upon officers the value of this means of discovering men.

(13) FROM COMMANDING OFFICER, DEVELOPMENT BATTALION.

The chief value of the psychological examinations is that they afford company commanders a quick and relatively

accurate method for determining the intelligence of the enlisted men. This makes it possible for the company com-
mander to utilize his most intelligent men for important work at once, without resorting to the "try-out" method.
Mistakes in the choice of men are not entirely eliminated but they are reduced.
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In the discipliniBg of offenders the psychological rating of the soldier is considered.

I would suggest that the psychological examination be vei-y closely supervised by commissioned officers, and that

the ratings be supplemented with remarks pointing out any matters of special importance observed in the soldier.

I do not believe that the results of the psychological examinations, as I have observed them, justify the expenditure

of the time and money used for that purpose.

(14) FROM COMMANDING OFFICER, BASE HOSPITAL.

The wnter has had no practical and personal experience with psychological examinations as applied to the Army.
There is no doubt, however, as to the value of psychological examinations if thoroughly done by an expert. A thorough

psychometric test, however, requires not less than one hour's time to each person examined, making it almost an

impracticable procedure for application to a large number of soldiers, except in selected cases.

To rate a man's mental capacity upon the basis of the usual army psychological examinations alone is hardly fair.

Many neurotic individuals, distinctly unfit for ser\'ice, obtain high ratings in these psychometric tests. The tests, as

given, measure mental alertness rather than mental capacity and general fitness, and unless these examinations are

properly weighed in the light of the soldier's general ability, they are in a great many cases likely to injure rather than

to improve the service.

The writer feels that with his limited practical experience in the application of the psychological examinations

to the Army he can not justly make any suggestions for improving and increasing the immediate usefulness of this work.

REPLY (letter) FROM COMMANDING OFFICER OF CAMP LEWIS.

It is considered that the psychological examinations are of great value as an aid in determining the proper placing

of the personnel of the command. They should be used as a guide, however, in conjunction with other means of infor-

mation, and not as an infallible rule. Examinations have proven of great value as follows:

(a) As a basis for classification of men by company commanders for special duty, special training, tentative selection

of noncoms, officers, etc. While intelligence is not the sole criterion of a recruit's usefulness in the future,

and while an officer can undoubtedly classify his men after some acquaintance, the rating considerably expedites the

process of organization and classification.

(b) Use of intelligence ratings by personnel officers as an aid in classifying men as experts, journeymen, or appren-

tices (a man of high intelligence needs less time to learn a given trade) ; and in assigning men to permanent organizations

in order to maintain evenly balanced groups.

(c) Determination of mental age in cases of low or defective intelligence, thus giving a basis for recommendation

for rejection or for acceptance for full or limited servdce.

(d) One of the most important services has been to assist in selecting candidates for officers' training schools. It

was demonstrated that a certain minimum of intelligence was essential to success in the training school, and that

candidates failing to reach a given psychological rating failed to receive commissions. Approximately 17 per cent of

the candidates of the fourth officers' training school were thus eliminated by purely objective standards with consider-

able saving to the Army.

(e) Examination ol men who are inapt or troublesome to organization commanders, thus giving a basis of recom-

mendation for discharge (on account of mental deficiency) or for transfer to the development battalion.

(/) Assistance to the morale officer in the stimulation of morale.

Suggestions for improvement are offered as follows:

(a) The intelligence rating now conducted by the psychological board should be taken over by the Committee on

Classification of Personnel or whoever succeeds this committee. The classification of personnel according to intelligence

is more closely related to the personnel officer's work than to the medical service.

(b) When voluntary enlistments for the Army are resumed, an officer trained in clinical psychology to be assigned

to each recruit dejx)t.

(c) It would seem that the psychological rating should be coordinated with the rating scale for officers,

in so far as the intelligence rating is concerned. Experience demonstrates that where the intelligence rating is

done in accordance with instructions, it corresponds very closely with the alpha examination rating. If several oflScers

rate a group of officers it is found that the examination is the nearest single measure for the combined result. At best,

therefore, it is as good as the subjective judgment of superior officers and it has several advantages. It is objective and

impartial, and it is uniform.

REPLY (letter) FROM COMMANDING OFFICER OF CAMP LOGAN.

I have no recommendations to make as to ways of improving or increasing the immediate usefulness of this kind

of personnel work; this provided the present regulations on the subject are carried out. The difficulty which I have

found is that many soldiers and ofiicers arrive at this camp without any indication of psychological examination. I

believe the examinations are valuable in organizing new units, and that the method of assigning men to these units

by occupation and psychological rating is far better than the old method of assigning men in bulk.

A previous camp commander had already written:

The psychological work done and being done by Captain in this camp has been consistently gcod and has

proven of much practical value.
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At first, due to the innate conservatism of line and even medical officers, his task was a rather uphill one; but now,

largely due to his own energj- and tact, and to the thoroughness and honesty of his work, practically all officers here

have been convinced of its practical value and unique assistance in rating, sorting, and disposing of the divers kinds

of men as well as officers who pass through such a camp.

In addition to his ordinary duties of testing and rating the personnel of organizations, he has been employed in

making numerous special examinations, where the handling and disposition of men whose cases involved obscurities

of mental and physical peculiarity or weakness were in question. The lucid solving of such human problems by the

methods of his peculiar art and his personal acuteness and persistence have often relieved such perplexities.

I consider such an expert and his specialty among the most useful aids lately given the Army toward the scientific

and nonwasteful utilization of man power.

REPLY (letter) FROM COMMANDING OFFICER OF CAMP SHERIDAN.

It is believed that the psychological test, when properly applied, is of great value. It is being used to some extent

in regiments as an aid in the selection of noncommissioned officers. In my opinion this should prove of great practical

benefit when more thoroughly understood and more generally applied.

It is recommended that the di\-ision of psychology prepare and distribute to all officers of the Army, or to all

oiganizations, a brief list of the practical rules followed in these examinations with an explanation of the purpose of

these several tests.

In normal times it is believed that recruits received at depots should there receive this test given by experts and
the ratings shown on their descriptive cards. Such recruits as may be received in companies, and who have not pre-

viously been tested, should be tested without delay in order that the records may be complete and the proper benefits

derived from this rating.

Candidates for commission should be required to take the test and should not be accepted if rated lower than B,

except in special cases where fitness for special work is well demonstrated.

Among the benefits to be derived from complete rating of a command is the possibility of averaging the intelligence

in the several units. It also enables selection to be made so as to pro^dde proper intelligence for the ^•ariou8 technical

serNices. There are many other advantages which are so ob\'ious that it is tmnecessary to state them here.

REPLY (letter) FROM COMMANDING OFFICER OF CAMP ZACHARY TAYLOR.

First. There seems to be a general impression among both line and medical officers to the effect that the psycho-

logical rating of officers and enlisted men is a good thing and that it gives a more or less accurate indication of a man's
mental capacity.

Second. The officers interviewed do not seem to have a very complete idea of the extent to which this sendee may
be used or to appreciate what its possibilities are, the general impression being that it is probably a good thing, but that

it has not been put to any great practical use, and that it has not been long enough in use for anyone to form a definite

opinion.

I would suggest that if it is rntended for those who are directly in command of troops to actually use the findings

of the psychological board in assisting them to place men under their command in the places for which they are men-
tally capacitated, that some method should be de\-ised whereby they could receive better instruction in the use of the

gradings and that the information secured by the psychological examiners be brought directly to their attention,

together with the conclusions which the examiner may reach in each case. In most instances the mere grading of a
man with a numerical rating does not indicate any particular thing to the officer who is in direct control of the man,
hie assignment, and his work.

It has come to my attention that the psychological gradings are entered only on a man's qualification record card,

which remains either at camp headquarters or at his regimental headquarters, and are therefore not in the hands of the

officer who has immediate control over the details and assignments which are given to the indi^^dual soldier. If it is

required that the company commander in e^'erj' instance must go to regimental or higher unit headquarters to deter-

mine the psychological rating of the man under his command he is more than liable to permit this difficulty to cause a

neglect of the use of the psychological ratings, whereas if the ratings were directly in the hands of the company com-
mander at all times the use would undoubtedly be more nearly universal. I would suggest that some means be pro-

i-ided whereby results of the psychological test may be commimicated directly to the organization commander who has

immediate control of the soldier and his assignments and that some means be provided whereby this rating can accom-
pany the soldier as a part of his permanent company or detachment record separate and aside from the entry made on
the qualification record card.

REPLY (letter) FROM COMMANDING OFFICER OP CAMP TRAVIS.

The camp personnel adjutant and his assistants have found the psychological ratings of great value in selecting

men for duty at the personnel office and in choosing noncommissioned officer material.

In the filling of requisitions from the War Department, which require consideration of the general intelligence of

indi\iduals or groups of men, the psychological ratings have been found to be of very great value. For instance, in

filling requisition 11,019, dated August 1, 1918, requiring the transfer of 1,700 colored troops to the 24th Infantry

for combat purposes, these 1,700 men were selected solely on their psychological grades. Companj- commanders
of this camp report that colored troops selected for combat service on a psychological basis of grades higher than
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grade E, after drilling such troopa, that they believe the men were carefully chosen, and many such company com-

manders desired to know on what basis these men were chosen.

The 332d Labor Battalion was filled by the selection of the men on their psychological grades, and a number of non-

commissioned ofiicers for permanent personnel in the depot brigade were chosen on this basis, and it appeared that

the results were satisfactory.

It is believed that the psychological ratings were extremely valuable.

It is suggested that it particular psychological tests were worked out for testing men for use in specific military

duty, and in determining the psychological requirements of specific military duties, extremely ^-aluable results would

be obtained.

Under the present plan of determining the intelligence of officers and enlisted men only their general intelligence

is attempted to be rated. If iritelligence tests for specific jobs could be worked out, and no doubt they can be, an

important advantage would be gained, and much loss of time and energy in training men for specific duties would be

avoided.

REPLY (letter) from COMMANDING OFFICER OF CAMP UPTON.

The psychological examination held at this camp has proved a value to the various departments which had to do

with the assigning of enlisted men to various kinds of work. It afforded quick classification of men to the particular

kind of work for which they were adapted. A careful individual examination has been given every case in the psycho-

pathic wards at the base hospital. This examination, reported in the form of exact mental age of the subject, has been

used by the neuro-psychiatric board in their recommendations for discharge upon the basis of mental deficiency. An
individual examination has been given to all prison cases, reports being placed in the hands of commanding officers,

showing mental ages of the soldiers who have broken rules. Examination of all members of development battalions

has resulted in the classification of illiterate groups, aiding the work of education. Candidates for officers' training

schools have been examined and the results of their examination have been used as a basis in the selection for intensive

training. Results of psychological examinations have been placed in the hands of company commanders and have

enabled them to select provisional noncommissioned officers from material which was shown to be intellectually

superior. It is true that general value to the ser\'ice usually goes hand in hand with intellectual development and

usually the most intelligent man the man with the highest mental rating, is of the greatest service. Of course, there

are exceptions to this rule.

The usefulness of psychological service can be improved in the matter of closer cooperation between the psycho-

logical board and the personnel adjutants. It is essential for the best interests of the psychological service that the

intelligence ratings be placed on the qualification cards of each and every man examined. Unless this policy is adhered

to the entire purpose of psychological examining is defeated.

Psychological service was instituted with a view of aiding the rapid development of soldiers by eliminating the

unfit, and placing in the hands of personnel officers information which will enable them to distribute men efficiently.

The value of continuing the work becomes doubtful when the influx of recruits is stopped.

REPLY (letter) FROM COMMANDING OFFICER OF CAMP WAD8WORTH.

I have been very favorably impressed by the work of the examiners, am convinced of its usefulness to the service,

and desire to make but one suggestion for its improvement, namely, that it be transferred to the personnel branch of

The Adjutant General's Office, where it obviously belongs.

It is likely that we have had better opportunities for testing the value of psychological examinations at this camp

than at other places, and that, therefore, the examiners and other officers have been more interested in the subject,

have accumulated more data, and have devoted more time and labor to the investigation of results obtained.

From January until May of this year we had approximately a full complement of officers for about 16 regiments of

pioneer infantry, but very few men. That period was therefore devoted to the instruction of all officers in various

subjects, such as guard duty, administration, military law, field service regulations, drill regulations, field engineering,

etc. Using the general standing of officers in this school work in comparison with their psychological rating some very

interesting and instructive comparative tables were compiled by the examiners. These tables have been forwarded

to the Division of Psychology, and it is thought that they should convince any doubter of the very great value of psycho-

logical examinations in determining valuable officer material.

The noncommissioned officers were, of course, subjected to the same psychological tests, and the results were

equally convincing. ' The regiments mentioned were fragments of New England and New York National Guard Regi-

ments, which had been depleted to fill to war strength the New England and the New York divisions. As the division

commanders were not authorized to take noncommissioned officers, some of the commanders of the depleted regiments

made noncommissioned officers of very inferior material in order to protect from selection certain privates whom they"

especially desired to keep. These men were invariably shown up by the psychological ratings; indeed, it was their

low rating which caused me to make inquiry about these men and to leai'n of the above facts.

When the drafted men came in their psychological ratings were utilized by all company commanders to determine

the likely material from which to expect noncommissioned officers, and I was informed that it proved to be a very

valuable guide.

From the experience above briefly narrated I have learned, after some scepticism at first, to have a very whole-

some respect for the work of the psychological examiners, and can not too highly commend it. In this connection,
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however, it should in all fairness be stated that the examinera at this camp have devoted themselves with the utmost
diligence and enthusiasm to their work, and have thus attained results which very likely would not have been dis-

covered by less able and zealous men.

REPLY (letter) FROM COMMANDING OFFICER OP CAMP DEVENS.

The reports of psj'chological examinations have been of value and assistance in this camp, in connection with other

data relative to the efficiency and qualifications of officers and enlisted men, specifically as follows:

In equalizing the average intelligence of companies and entire units at the time of original assignment and to

some extent subsequently.

In the selection of men for certain technical units in which men of low grade intelligence have been reduced to a
minimum and an increased proportion of men of superior intelligence has been provided. This was done specifically

in machine-gun battalion and the machine-gun companies of infantrj' regiments.

In calling attention to certain officers and enlisted men of high or low grade intelligence who had not been pre-

viously noted.

In assisting the psychiatric examiners in finding men of deficient mentality upon coming into the service.

In enabling organization commanders to obtain an early estimate of the capacity of their men which otherwise
would have required a period of observation.

It has been found, however, that the psychological rating should be used as one of several indications of the mili-

tary usefulness of an individual, but not as a final criterion, as a number of individuals have been found with high
ratings who are of but little military value and a number of the most efficient officers and enlisted men have had com-
paratively low ratings. The average man in grade B has been found as valuable to the service as one in grade A.

It is believed that the present test lays too much stress on quickness of thought and not enough on judgment
leadership, courage, and dependability. The tendency of the test is to under-emphasize these latter qualities and
resiilts in misimderstanding on the part of those who attempt to interpret the ratings.

REPLY (letter) FROM COMMANDING OFFICER OF CAMP CUSTER.

The value of these examinations is almost always overrated or underrated. Generally speaking, the officer of long

Regular Army experience rejects them as being valueless and his opinion is verj' apt to be at once adopted by any
young officer who learns it. The new officer, if left to himself, accepts the results of this examination as final and
conclusive and gives to the matter an unjustified value that often leads to his disappointment; and the net result in
either case is a feeling of prejudice against psychological examinations, and this, I believe, is the general attitude of

the serv-ice with reference to the matter.

If an authoritative statement as to the purpose of these examinations, the value to be placed upon the results

thereof, and how this is to be used in the service, has been ever issued by the War Department, it has failed to come to

my notice or to the notice of anyone with whom I have talked on the subject. In most camps the psychological exam-
iners issue literature on the subject, and it is my opinion that rather more is claimed by them than the case justifies

and it is a well-known fact that many surgeons of the Army, and particularly the members of the psychiatric boards,
are not in accord with the claims of the psychological examiners, and the expression of their opinions weakens the
value of these examinations with the service.

I would suggest that the War Department issue a memorandum explaining briefly the purposes of psychological
examinations and what the results of such examinations indicate, and that some definite system be adopted as to the
ratings given those examined, and that this be published. There seem to be both alphabetical and numerical ratings

at the present time, for one sees a rating of A, B. C, on an enlisted man's card, and, for example, a 192 on an officer's

card, and most officers do not know what one or the other may mean. *

I believe the service should be informed very definitely that the psychological teat is the measure of a man's intel-

lectual level at the time of examination, and that if a man be in a different physical or mental condition, the results

might differ and that these examinations deal with one quality only, that is mentality, and do not show that a man
has the essential attributes of character, leadership, etc., that are requisites in a good noncommissioned officer.

In connection with these examinations I might mention that I once heard a very able psychiatrist, now in the
service, say that certain paT,'chological examinations that he had seen conducted were not of value because the psj'-

chological examiners left this work to enlisted men, who were not capable of observing those being examined, and what
was put down on paper was all that was considered. This gentleman stated to me that for the past six years

in his private practice he had used the psychological test in making a diagnosis, and that the subject's behavior and
actions during the test were (juite as indicative of his intelligence as was what was placed on his paper, and that
in the psychological test held in the Army this factor is greatly neglected.

I have been convinced for a long time that with our large number of new officers these testa have a considerable
value, or rather would have if the tests were properly conducted, and if their exact meaning were made known. As
the matter now stands, it is unsatisfactory, for it neither deserves the contempt with which it is treated on the part
of some, or the belief in its infallibility which is held by others.

The ignorance of the subject on the part of the average officer is equaled only by his indifference to it.

REPLY (indorsement) FROM COMMANDING OFFICER OF CAMP BOWIE.

(This indorsement returns a report of the chief psychological examiner with approval. The report is, of course,

favorable, and recites the practical uses being made of intelligence ratings in that camp.)
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REPLY (indorsement) FROM COMMANDING OFFICER OF CAMP DIX.

The continuance of these psychological examinations by psychological officers is not recommended. They are

expensive and consume considerable time. Few cases are discovered by the psychological officers which would not

be found by the neuro-psychiatric board, regimental medical officers, or company officers.

Because of the purely mechanical nature of these examinations and the lack of personal contact they are of little

value in determining whether or not a recruit is of the proper material to be transferred into an efficient soldier.

It is thought these examinations can be made by the regular medical personnel.

REPLY (indorsement) FROM COMMANDING OFFICER OF CAMP DODGE.

(Indorsement forwards a report of the chief psychological examiner, giving information concerning psychological

service in the camp.)
REPLY (indorsement) FROM COMMANDING OFFICER OF CAMP GRANT.

I have been in contact with this work too short a time to give a valuable opinion on the value of the psychological

examination. I can see, however, a great value in it, and concur in the recommendations of the camp surgeon. I

especially agree with him in that the enlisted personnel working under the psychologists be neither transferred nor

frequently shifted, as it disrupts the efficient working of the office.

The recommendations of the camp surgeon referred to are as follows:

Psychological examinations as conducted at this camp have been of the greatest value to the service. By their

group examinations they locate the mental defectives and materially assist the neuro-jisychiatrists in arri\'ing at

diagnoses of certain doubtful cases. The special work they are doing weeds out at the physical examination many
of the men who would later have to be discharged on surgeon's certificate of disability.

The work of the psychologists is of verj' great value to the personnel division, as it assists them in determining

whether or not men have sufficient mental ability for positions to be filled.

It is suggested that the psj'chologist be given time to examine the new draft increment before they come to the

medical boards. This is now being done here, as this will enable the neuro-psychiatrists to eliminate man}- low-

grade men; also that the enlisted personnel working under the psychologist be not transferred nor frequently shifted,

as it takes weeks of training to accustom a man to do this work satisfactorily.

REPLY (indorsement) FROM COMMANDING OFFICER OF C.\MP HUMPHREYS.

In the opinion of the undersigned, the work of the Division of Psj'chologj' in this camp has been very satisfactory

and the results such as to fully justify the time and energ\' required to make the examinations. It is believed that

the greatest value of these examinations \vH\ be in connection with the bringing of large groups of men into the ser-\-ice

for periods of intensive training, as the psychology' test affords, in the shortest possible time, a means of grouping the

new men into classes based upon their intelligence. The undersigned has no suggestions to offer at this time looking

to the improvement or the increased usefulness of this work.

REPLY (indorsement) FROM COMMANDING OFFICER OF CAMP KEARNY.

My own opinion, based upon observation at three camps, is that organization commanders Ijelieve the system is

all right when they secure good men, and all wrong when they receive poor men.

I believe the system is advantageous on the whole in assigning men, in the first instance, and picking out desirable

men; but when it comes to the less desirable and less educated men a great deal of dissatisfaction results.

Moreover, some men who pass a very poor examination are often good men and prove valuable in practical work;

others who pass fairly good tests prove of little value.

I am of the opinion where haste is necessary in picking out and assigning men the psychological examination is

of much assistance, but am of the opinion also that the final test by the man's actual work in the organization is the

valuable one.
REPLY (indorsement) PROM COMMANDING OFFICER OF CAMP LEE.

My opinion as to the value of psychological examinations at this camp is expressed in the inclosed memorandum
prepared at my request by the camp personnel adjutant, and forwarded by me to the chief psychological examiner

under date of September 5. 1918, as indicated.

The usefulness of the work of the psychological examiner would probably be increased if all cases of possible

feeble-mindedness among enlisted men were regularly referred to him for diagnosis. Such cases are found among
prisoners of limited intelligence, men recommended for assignment to development battalions whose deficiency may
be due either to permanent mental incapacity or to temporary retardation, men recommended for rejection or dis-

charge from the service by reason of feeble-mindedness.

The psychological examiner is now working along these lines, as well a.s in the assigning of mental ratings to

enlisted men in general, but instructions should probably be issued establishing such work as a part of the regular

routine.

The memorandum referred to foUows:

The functions of the psychological examination now in use are threefold

:

1. To aid in eliminating the mentally unfit.
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2. To assist the personnel adjutant in re-inten-iewing and selecting men of special qualifications required by War
Department requisitions.

3. To assist the organization commanders in selecting men for responsilile positions.

In a replacement camp the first t^'o are naturally the more important * * *. As high as 3,000 men may be
handled in one day * * ».

The newly drafted man is usually examined on the day following his arrival. Report of the results of the exami-

nation is promptly made to the persorme! adjutant and the chief medical examiner in the mustering office. Those men
whose ratings indicate that their intelligence is so low as to render them unfit for military' service are given a special

examination by the examining board and where the medical examination confirms the finding of the psychological

examiner, the drafted man is dischai^ed from draft as unfit. In this way the psj'chological examination materially

assists the medical board by weeding out those mentally incompetent.

Upon receipt of the reports from the chief psychological examiner the personnel adjutant causes the grade to be
entered on the qualification card. In selecting men for the various requisitions the intelligence rating is always con-

sidered and greatly assists the personnel officer in making his selections. On the re-interview by the personnel officer,

as in case of the physical examination, the psychological rating is never taken as final It serves as a guide rather than

the determining factor as men are often found to be skilled in a particular line and qualified to fill certain requisitions

in spite of a low psychological grade. * * *

The officer candidates in the central officers' training school are all given the psj^chologiral examination, and the
grade is u-sed both in their training and in the final selection of those qualified for commissions.

TJie psj'chological examinations of recruits, officer candidates, and in certain instances of officers have been
efficiently handled by the chief psychological examiner, and his assistants. It is believed the advantages outlined

render the examination extremely worth while.

REPLY (INDOHSEMENT) FROM COMMANDING OFFICER OF CAilP MEADE.

I am of the opinion that the psychological service is an excellent thing.

During the present war ofiicers are thrown in contact with large numbers of other officers and enlisted men. to whom
they are complete strangers. It is impossible to quickly form a knowledge of anyone's ability. Time, personal asso-

ciation or accident may show that a certain officer or enlisted man is worthy of advancement. We are constantly

looking for intelligent men. The psychological test gives us something to start on, and I have used these p.sjxhological

ratings on many occasions in the absence of a knowledge of the individual concerned . While I am firmly of the opinion

that the ps\-chological rating is excellent among new men. it does not take the place of the final judgment formed of

an individual by personal contact and observation under difficult conditions. I would therefore, consider it of the

greatest importance for a just test of new men to subject them first to the psychological test. The final decision with
reference to men who have passed such test will depend upon the result of the judgment formed of the individual after

sufficient time had elapsed during which they were under observation. From my experience in different camps, I

am of the opinion that enlisted men who rate below A and B class should not be considered as candidates for the
officers' training schools.

REPLY (i.VDORSEMENT) FROM COMMANDING OFFICER OF CAMP PIKE.

I regard the work done by the Psychological Board as being very valuable. I, myself, have taken this examination
to satisfy myself of its efficacy.

It affords a quick and accurate method of selecting men for officers' and noncommissioned officers' training schools,

training cadets and otherwise, when a high grade of intelligence is desired, and of sorting out the mentally defective

and those who are fitted only for limited sei'vice. or are worthless to the service.

This service can be improved by bringing it into close cooperation with the personnel work on classification and
using these ratings in connection with skill tests and occupational ratings.

REPLY (indorsement) FROM COMMANDING OFFICER OF CAMP SEVIER.

The values of psychological examining in this camp are:

(a) In the prompt discovery of men whose superior ability recommends their advancement.
(b) In the prompt segregation in Development Battalions of intellectually inferior men whose inaptitude would

retard the training of the unit.

(c) In furnishing measurements of mental ability which may be used to equalize the mental strength of the various

companies and regiments within a given arm of the service.

((f) In selecting suitable men for various army occupations or for special training in technical schools,

(c) In eliminating the feeble-minded.

(/) In givdng a prompt reliable index of a man's ability to learn, to think quickly and accurately, to analyze
situations, to maintain a state of mental alertness, and to comprehend instructions.

The ways of improving and increasing the immediate usefulness of this now kind of personnel are:

(a) To continue the work along established lines, so that our new Peace Army may be adequately equalized with
regards to mental strength within the various companies and regiments within a given arm of the se-vice.

(b) To combine the psychological servdce, as now conducted, with the division of personnel so that future assign-

ments, occupational or otherwise, may be made with due knowledge of the mental ability of the individual so assigned.
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(c) To provide for grades for all psychologists, commissioned and enlisted, commensurate with their ability and

training, compared to grades given in other branches of the service.

(rf) To conduct schools of instruction for all officers so that they may be able fully to understand the value of

mental tests, and how they may make use of all psychological ratings given.

(e) To provide more adequate quarters for psychological service.

REPLY (iNDOHSEMENT) FROM COMMANDING OFFICER OF CAMP SHERMAN.

[This reply invites attention to a report from theCamp Surgeon, which deals fully with the psychological activities

at this camp. The report is too long for reproduction here, but the principal points may be given.

The report submits that "the variety of psj'chological service is an unqualified indorsement of its great value."

Psychological ratings are effectively used (1) by the examining board for candidates for officers' training schools who
use the ratings as "the most reliable index" of a candidate; (2) in officers' training schools for the elimination of men
of average intelligence; (3) in the usual manner for draftees; (4) in the camp of conscientious objectors, where the rating

indicates the maimer of treatment required for the man, whether, as intelligent, he can be reasoned with, or, as less

intelligent, he must be dealt with more autocratically; (5) in the development battalion schools in connection with

organization, the selection of teachers, and the classification of students; (6) at the base hospital for both officers and

enlisted men; (7) among the medical personnel of the camp, both officers and enlisted men; (8) in the Aimy Nurse

Corps and (9) in the Student Army Nurse Corps for the selection of nurses; (10) with questionable women engaged in

commercialized vice, whose responsibility and disposition require determination; (ll)intheadvance examination of

prospective Y. M. C. A. workers; (12) in the examination of prisoners and drug addicts; (13) in constant cooperation

with the psychiatrists in the determination of defectives and psychotic cases; and (14) in the examination of men in

the Student Army Training Corps in institutions adjacent to camp. " There is no line of activity of major importance

that has not called upon the psychological service for assistance. This assistance has been of such direct help and of

such tried value, that the psychological service will be demanded with ever increasing insistence."

The report makes some further suggestion in line with increasing the scope of psychological work and incloses a

detailed report upon the manner in which the treatment of conscientious objectors is based upon the intelligence of

the men as determined by the psychological examination.]

REPLY (indorsement) FROM COMMANDING OFFICER OP C.4.MP WHEELER.

Psychological examinations have proven very useful in this camp. The results of these examinations have been

used in numerous ways, and have separated, for instance, the combatant from the noncombatant colored troops by
means of this test, using as a standard the mentality of a 10-year-old white child as a mimimum of intelligence necessary

for fighting troops. In the general assignment of 17,000 men received in this camp during May and June, after first

assigning the specialists, we used the psychological test as a basis for an even distribution of the men according to

intelligence, so that no unit should receive an imdue proportion of men of low mentality.

Section 5.

—

Varieties of jisycTiological service.

The services which are listed and briefly described below were rendered by psychologists

under the direction of the Division of Psychology of the Surgeon General's Ofiice. The problem

of the division, as originally conceived, was to provide for the examination of recruits at the

larger camps in this coimtry and to report the results of examination to organization

commanders, medical officers, and personnel adjutants for their use and information. Soon,

however, other originally incidental services were introduced. The preceding sections have out-

lined the principal service and touched upon some auxilliary services. (See especially Chap-

ter 3, section 6, and section 4 of this chapter.) It is now the intention more systematically to

outline the auxilliary services which ultimately came to be rendered to a variety of authorities

and for a variety of purposes.

SERVICES TO ORGANIZATION COMMANDERS.

After psychological examination an alphabetical list of the men of an organization with

their corresponding grades was made on special report blanks (see Report of Psychological

Examination, p. 290). When possible, in divisional training camps, this report was delivered

in person and discussed with the company commander by psychological officers. In some
camps arrangements were made at an early date whereby psychological grades thus reported

should be entered upon service records under "Remarks." At other camps this practice was
forbidden until a final ruling from The Adjutant General of the Army was obtained which defi-

nitely permitted such entry. A mimeographed explanation of grades and scores (see p. 424)

was attached to all reports. When the reports were not delivered personally conferences of

all officers of the regiment were sometimes held. Explanatory talks were tisually made when
officers or officers' training camp students were themselves being examined.
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Commanding officers in divisional and replacement units found the ratings of considerable

service in making transfers and assignments of men within their units. Questionnaires and
other means of secm-ing information showed that the follo^NTng were the chief uses made of the

ratings by company commanders

:

(a) Assistance in the organization of the company in cases where many new recruits

arrived at one time.

(b) Assistance in the selection within the company of men for special duties; for example,
company clerk, orderly, post exchange detail, etc.

(c) As a check upon the officers' personal estimate of men and to direct particular attention

to men whose ability had previously been either overlooked or overestimated. Such system-
atic use of the ratings as the calling in of all A and B men for personal interview by the cap-

tain or the inspection of men grouped by platoons of A, B, C, D, and E ratings are sometimes
reported.

(d) Assistance in the selection of noncommissioned officers, acting noncommissioned offi-

cers, and candidates for noncommissioned officers' schools. In many camps, this use either

as a sole or partial basis for such selection, was made obligatory by camp order; in others, such
an order was not foimd necessary; but in no camp, so far as is known, were psj^chological grades
entirely disregarded in making such selection.

(e) ^issistance in the selection of men for officers' training school. Until forbidden to do
so by General Orders, Xo. 74, the commanding officers in certain camps issued orders that such
candidates must have A or B or, in some cases, C + rating. In general, however, the psycho-
logical grade was considered simply as one of the chief factors to be taken into consideration.

The assistance given by psychologists to officers' training camp officers is described elsewhere

(seep. 118).

(/) In several camps special training groups, based upon psychological ratings, were formed

;

the group with the higher rating was given more intensive and rapid special training. A major,
who assigned new recruits in his battalion into four groups, the A's, the B's, the C's, and
the D's, thus describes the resxdt of his experiment:

I went out to watch the platoons that were classified on the basis of your intelligence ratings. I was interested in

seeing whether I could pick out the different platoons and classify them as to rank on the basis of their showing on the
drill field. I had no difficulty in picking out the best, the medium and the lowest platoons. However, I could not
distinguish between the A and B group; both of them seeming to execute the drill equally well. This may have been
due to the fact that the B group was email in comparison to the other three, and consequently, had received more in-

dividual and therefore, better training. It was very evident that there was an apparent difference between the other

three groups. If I should have graded them, I would have given the D and D — group 50 per cent; the C +
C and C— group, 75 per cent, and the A and B group 100 per cent. The A and B group would easily learn in one
week what it would take the D and D— group two weeks to learn with the same amount of drilling each day. My
plan was to rearrange the groups at the end of the first week, but I found no rearrangement necessary as the classifica-

tion already made seemed to be correct. I watched the platoons in order to pick out any men who were not up to

the standard of the group, but could not detect a single case that needed reclassifying.

This experiment was much more commonly tried in development battalions (see below).

At Camp Gordon, the chief psychological examiner spent the greater portion of his time for

several months advising and lecturing to officers on methods of training.

(g) Many company commanders reported that psychological rating was consulted by them
and foimd of assistance in deciding what should be done in disciplinary cases. Thus a man
with a low psychological rating might be presmned not to have understood the full meaning
of the offense which he had committed, and might be given another company punishment merely
instead of being brought before a siunmary court martial. Nimaerous examinations were made
at the request of company commanders in cases of men who were giving trouble through appar-

ent inability to learn, through misconduct and the like, and special recommendations for treat-

ment were made by the psychologist.

(h) The uses made of the psychological examination of officers are mentioned elsewhere

(see pp. 22f). It needs only to be indicated here that psychological grades were commonly con-

sidered by superior officers in making assignments of their subordinates to special duty, in recom-
mending promotions, in courts-martial and in examining for discharge for inefficiency.
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SERVICES IN DEVELOPMENT BATTALIONS.

Development battalions were first authorized in May, 1918. Their functions were "to re-

lieve other organizations of all unfit men; to conduct intensive training with a view to devel-

oping such men; promptly to rid the service of all men who, after thorough trial and examination,

are found physically, mentally, or morally incapable of performing the duties of a soldier."

Psychological examinations in all camps resulted in the recommendation of a large number of

men to such organizations on account of mental unfitness. In some camps orders were issued

that no man should be so transferred without consideration of his i^sychological record. Later

examinations inside the battalions themselves assisted the commanding officer and the medical

officer in charge in the classification of men for training and other purposes. In at least eight

camps special training companies in the battalion were formed primarily on the basis of psycho-

logical grades.

A War Department circular on "the instruction in English of soldiers who have not suf-

ficient knowledge of the language," July, 1918, directed that

—

From time to time the Psychological Division, Sanitary Corps, will be called upon to assist to the best interests

of the service in determining the rate of progress of slow learning men and the reasons for their backwardness, to the

end that all practical and scientific means may he used to determine the best training that should

be given those undeveloped mentally as well as educationally.

Accordingly in many development battalions psychological officers became to all intents

and purposes educational directors. Numerous reqTiests that special psychological officers

be assigned for full duty in development battalions had to be refused on account of the in-

sufficient personnel of the Division of Psychology. At the request of Col. Lentz of the General

Staff, Capt. Paterson was assigned to the development battalion at Camp Meade to make a

special study of the methods whereby psychologists could be of sj^ecial service in development

battalions. Capt. Basset and Lt. Houser were sent by their commanding officers to the school

for officers of development battalions held at Camp Meade. Afterwards Capt. Basset was
transferred to the infantry and jilaced in command of the development battalion at Camp
Logan.

In the elimination of totally unfit men, after trial in the development battalion, psychological

recommendations were considered even more carefully and given greater weight than they had

been in the original examination of recruits. Thus two camps reported that some 200 men
previously recommended for rejection by psychologists and nevertheless accepted for service,

ultimately reached the development battalions and were quickly discharged for mental defi-

ciency.
SERVICES TO PSYCHIATRIC EX.4JIINERS.

Theoretically the mode of cooperation between psychologist and psycliiatrist was laid down
in a joint memorandum signed by the chiefs of the two divisions involved (see pp. 87f.). In

practice, however, a great variety of methods for securing this cooperation was developed in

the camps to meet the special local requirements of teaiporal order of examination, spatial

location of examining stations, rush requirements, and the like. The details of such methods

are further described in the section on camp organizations (pp. 62-87). Typically different

methods, for example, were in operation at Camps Lee, Dix, and Pike. Psychologists served

with recruit examining boards in nearly all camps, and with disability boards, and in the neuro-

psychiatric wards of base hospitals. The fact that over 8,000 men, as the result of indi^adual

psychological examination, were recommended for special psychiatric examination and dis-

charge indicates the magnitude of this coordinated service.

SERVICES TO PERSONNEL OFFICERS.

From the beginning of psj'chological examining, grades (or grades and scores) were

reported to personnel officers for entry upon qualification cards. Personnel officers used

these ratings for a variety of purposes, some of which are described below.

Before the trade tests were established psychological grades were used to a greater or

less extent as a partial basis for occupational ratings; thus, for example, some personnel officers
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made a practice of giving no rating of "expert" in the skilled trades except in connection

w-ith a psychological grade of C or better. Sometimes in filling a special requisition calling for

high-grade men of a given trade, they selected only the men of that trade having the highest

psychological ratings. At a later date more definite information as to the probable intelligence

of various occupational groups was fm^nished to the Committee on Classification of Personnel

by the psychologists (see pp. 819flF.). One psychologist from the division, Maj. Hayes, was
assigned to the trade tests laboratory at Newark to assist in the development and standard-

ization of trade tests.

In numerous cases, where requisitions called for the transfer to another camp of negro

recruits capable of becoming noncommissioned officers or of fiUing other positions of special

responsibUitA", personnel officers made their selection solely on the basis of psychological rating.

Occupational qualifications were often of no significance in these cases since so large a per-

centage of the men were farmers. Dependence was frequently placed upon the ratings in

the assignments to stevedore regiments, pioneer infantry, labor battalions and the like.

Psychological ratings were commonly used by persoimel adjutants and commanding officers

as a check upon the appropriateness of assignments of men to development battalions. Not
only were psychologists' recommendations for special assignment closely followed in most
camps, but the ratings were sometimes also used to prevent too numerous assignments; thus,

in several camps where organization commanders were considered overzealous in raising the

standard of their organization bj* such transfer, orders were issued from headquarters that

no man should be transferred as inapt ^\-ithout consideration of his psychological lating or

in some cases without joint recommendation of transfer by psychologist and summary court

officer.

Use of psychological grades in the balancing of mental strength of organizations has been
mentioned in the account of the examining at Camp Lee in the fall of 1917 (Part II). More
intensive and systematic application of this principle was made later in several camps. (See

camp organization at Camps Kearny, Pike, Logan, and Cody.) The similar practice of assign-

ing remainders from the depot brigade to special organizations such as antiahcraft and other

machine gun battalions, artillery parks, and the like, after occupational needs of these organ-

izations had been satisfied, was even more common. In several camps psychological examina-

tions were made a final part of the special examination to determine fitness for overseas duty.

SERVICES TO JUDGE ADVOCATES.

As mentioned above, psychological ratings were sometimes consulted by company com-
manders in considering cases of misconduct before court-martial charges should be made.
Either independently or in connection Avith psychiatrists many offenders were given a special

psychological examination to furnish coiu-ts-martial with evidence as to the responsibUit}- of

an accused. In several camps all stockade prisoners were examined as a matter of routine.

Capt. Norton and Lieuts. Folsom and Lincoln were detailed for some months to assist in a

complete mental and social survey of the entire prisoner population at Fort Leavenworth
Disciplinarj' Barracks. By order of the Secretary of War all conscientious objectoi-s were

given special psychological examination. A summary of the results of these examinations is

presented elsewhere in this report (see pp. 799fF.).

SERVICES TO THE MORALE BRANCH OF THE GENERAL STAFF.

Activities of the Division of Psychology played an important part in bringing about the

organization of morale work. The chief of the division used every opportunity to promote

interest in recommendations submitted by Col. E. L. Munson to the Surgeon General relative

to "the need for a systematic plan for the psychological stimulation of troops in promoting

fighting efficiency." To this end he organized two conferences for the discussion of the

problem of controlling morale, and in addition provided members of the General Staff with

pertinent information.

As commanding officer of the medical oflB.cers' training camp at Fort Oglethorpe, Ga.,

Col. Munson later had opportunity to put his ideas into effect. Under his instructions Maj.
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Foster, Capt. Frost, and Lieut. Anderson prepared plans for systematic morale work in the

detention camp at Camp Greenleaf, and, with the assistance of enlisted men of the psychologi-

cal service, School of Military Psychology, organized practical service for the camp. Subse-

quently this work was extended throughout Camp Greenleaf.

SERVICES TO THE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND SPECIAL TRAINING.

Majs. Terman and Yoakum were in succession employed as psychologists by the Com-
mittee on Education and Special Training of the War Department. In October, 1918, this

committee requested the cooperation of the Division of Psychology in securing mental ratings

of members of the Student Army Training Corps, to serve as partial basis for their admission,

educational guidance, and assignment. Permission was given for the use of the alpha examin-

ation, and arrangements were made for administering the tests under direction of faculty

members and with supervision of psychological officers who should be temporarily assigned

for the work until others could be commissioned. The armistice prevented the extension of

testing to the 209 schools which stated their desire to use the tests. Only 11 Student Army
Training Corps units have reported results fully. In 104 others, reports are either incomplete

or indicate that the tests vnR be used later. The total number of students in the colleges

who were given the testis 11,500 and mcludes the Students' Army Training Corps, E^serve

Officers' Training Corps, and men and women in the colleges and normal schools.

SERVICE THROUGH SPECIAL EXAMINATION.

In addition to examination of the groups mentioned in the previous paragraphs, nimierous

special examinations have been made, usually by special request to the division. Candidates

of the third officers' training camp, some 14,000 in number, were given the examination in

February, 191S, by examiners detailed for the pm-pose from the four original camps. Examina-

tion a was used. Examinations of candidates at later officers' training camps were conducted

bv the chief psychological examiners at the camps involved. In the fourth and later series

examination alpha was used. At later periods the tests served as 'assisting guides' m mak-

ing ffiial selections for commissions.

Other special examinations were made as follows: Candidates for commissions in the per-

sonnel schools at Camp Meigs and elsewhere ; civilian applicants for commission in the Quarter-

master Cor[3s at Camps Bowie and Sherman and in the Intensive Service Course at Camp Meigs;

officers and civilian staff of the office of the Quartermaster General at Washington; aviation

candidates at Camp Jackson; the chaplains' school at Camp Taylor; the Army Nm^e Corps at

Camps Kearny, Lee, Logan, and Sherman; the civilian personnel of the Civil Service Commission

in Washington; soldier hospital attendants at St. Elizabeth's Hospital for the Insane, Wash-
ington; mental cases at the port of debarkation at Newport News; personnel of the Field Signal

Service at Camp Alfred VaU, N. J. ; secretaries of the Young Men's Christian Association and of

the Knights of Columbus at Camps Sherman, Taylor, Travis, and elsewhere; 191 German war
prisoners at Camp Sherman, and the war prison barracks guard at Fort Oglethorpe; prostitutes

in cities near Camps Dix, Greenleaf, Hancock, Newport News, Sherman, and Travis.

SERVICES THROUGH DEVELOPMENT OF SPECIAL METHODS.

At Camp Lewis practical methods were devised by psychologists to demonstrate the part

played by trigger squeeze and breathing in determining accuracy and improvement in rifle

practice. Complete account of the method is impossible in this place, but the following state-

ment from the colonel of an mfantry regiment who used the devices will make clear the chief

points:

These devices accomplish the following:

(a) They demonstrate ocularly the manner in which a man aiming a rifle breathes, whether he is taking a full

breath, or breathes irregularly.

{b) They demonstrate ocularly the manner in which a man pulls the trigger, whether by a squeeze or jerk; i. e.,

the manner of pulling the trigger at all stages of the aiming and releasing of the firing pin.
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This poesesses the following value in the instruction of the rifleman:

(a) It enables the instructor to see the errors in breathing and aiming at once.

<b) It enables the rifleman to see his own errors.

(c) It enables both i nstructor and rifleman to see when those errors have been corrected.
_

id) From the foregoing it enables the instructor to decide when the recruit is proficient in aiming, breathing, and

trigger squeezing, and prepared to pass on to instruction in firing the rifle. ,,,.,.
(e) A practical test in breathing and trigger pull may be prescribed and determined by means of this device.

\t Camp Upton formal tests of abUity to miderstand and speak the English language were

developed for the purpose of determmmg what men could not grasp (without special trammg m
langua-e) instruction in military drill. The tests gave measures of ability m five grades on a

scale from to 45 in the individual test and from to 30 m the group test. The mdividual

examination involved verbal answers to a set of questions graded in difficulty, and upon per-

formance of dh-ections shnUarly graded. In the group examination the score depended upon the

following of graded du-ections m connection with a series of pictures. The mdividual examma-

tion required"on the average about 5 minutes, and the group test about 10 minutes.

it Camp Sherman certam tests to assist m selection were suggested by the chief psycho-

logical examiner and made part of the qualifications of enlisted men considered for mteUigence

work. Beside the psychological test those adopted were suited to measure discnmmation of

minute movements, locaHzation of light, and deductive reasoning.

At Camp Jackson the chief psychological exammer assisted m the standardization of

educational tests used to measure progress and abUity m the Field ArtiUery Replacement Depot.

When the armistice came he was engaged, by request of the commaudmg general, m developmg

further tests for the special selection and measurement of artillerists.

MISCELLANEOtrS SERVICES.

Mmor services too numerous to mention were rendered by the Division to governmental

and civilian a^^encies concerned either dh-ectly or mdirectly with the war, and to industrial and

educational mstitutions, m order that the practical values of methods of mental measurement

might be widelv demonstrated and the methods rapidly perfected. In return for these services

the Division of Psychology received valuable assistance from many sources m accumulatmg data

for the revision of methods and the evaluation of results.



MATERIALS OF EXAMINATION.

CHAPTER 5.

PBOVISION OF MATERIALS FOB PSYCHOLOGICAL EXAMINING

During the preofficial period of work on methods, printed materials and equipment for the

prehminary trial of examining were manufactiu-ed. These included 200 copies of the Exam-
iner's Guide, some 10,000 examination blanks, and such simple examining apparatus as was
required by four stations. When the Army accepted psychological methods for official trial

the unused balance of these materials was turned over to the War Department for use m the

cantonments.

The task of designing, manufacturing, and distributing the necessary equipment for the

examining of millions of soldiers was so complex and difficult that it required practically the

entire time of one officer throughout the period of work. The difficulties were increased by
revision of methods, the introduction of new methods, and imavoidable delays in manufac-

turing and distribution.

There follow in order the materials manufactured (a) for the instruction of examiners ra

the conduct of methods, (&) blanks for group examinations, (c) blanks for individual examina-

tions, {d) report cards and blanks, {e) apparatus for group examining, (/) apparatus for indi-

vidual examining, and, finally, {g) supplementary materials for staff equipment in the field.

(a) Examiner's Guide:

Original edition, July, 1917, Alljany, N. Y., 200 copies; first re\ision, September 4, 1917, Washington,

D. C, 500 copies (reprinted on pp. 123-153; second revision, September 1, 1918, Government Print-

ing Office, 1,200 copies (reprinted on pp. 153-199).

(6) Group examination blanks:

For segregation (pp. 279-280; 347 ff.); literacy test (reprinted, pp. 279-280), September 4, 1917; 160,000

(four forms).

For literates: Group examinations a and h (reprinted, pp. 201-218); September 4, 1917; 200,000 (five

forms, A to E). Group examination alpha (reprinted, pp. 219-234; Januaiy 19, 1918, 10,000 (form 5);

February 11, 1918, 500,000 (forms 5 to 9); May 4, 1918, 500,000 (forms 5 to 9); June 20, 1918, 1.000.000

(forms 5 to 9); July 24, 1918, 1.000,000 (forms 5 to 9).

For illiterates: Group examination beta (reprinted, pp. 235-258); January 11, 1918, 5,000 (preliminary

form); March 8, 1918, 100,000 (form 0); May 4, 1918, 125,000 (form 0); June 13, 1918, 125,000

(form 0); June 20, 1918, 300,000 (form 0); July 24, 1918, 500,000 (form 0).

(c) Individual examination blanks:

Indi-vddual examination, preliminary form (reprinted, pp. 260-266); September 4, 1917, 60,000.

Point Scale examination (reprinted, pp. 268-270); February 8, 1918, 20,000; May 4, 1918, 30,000; July 19,

1918, 100,000.

Stanford-Binet examination (reprinted, pp. 271-274); February 11, 1918, 20,000; May 4, 1918, 25,000;

July 19, 1918, 100,000.

Performance Scale examination (reprinted, pp. 275-278); February 23,1918, 20,000; May 4, 1918, 25,000;

July 19, 1918, 100,000.

{d) Psychological records and reports:

Psychological record, individual cards (reprinted, pp. 286. 289); September 4, 1917, 16,0,000; April 4, 1918,

20,000; May 4, 1918, 1,000,000; June 20, 1918, 2,000,000; July 24, 1918, 1,500.000.

Call list for indi\-idual psychological examination (reprinted, p. 287); September 4, 1917, 6,000.

Report of psychological examination (reprinted, p. 287); September 4, 1917, 6,000; March 1, 1918, 20,000;

May 4, 1918, 30,000; June 20, 1918, 50,000; July 24, 1918, 200,000.

Summary of psychological examinations (reprinted, p. 288); September 4, 1917, 1,000.
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(e) Group examining materials:

Beta outfit (blackboard and frame), March 15, 1918, 30; May 14, 1918, 30.

(J) Individual examining materials:

Stanl'ord-Binet, Februarj- 15. 1918, 500 sets; May 13, 191S, 500 sets.

Point Scale, February 15, 1918, 500 sets; May 13, 1918, 500 sets.

Ship test (Periomiance Scale, test 1); February 16, 1918, 200 (100 additional blocks); May 14, 1918, 200

(100 additional blocksl.

Manikin (Performance Scale, test 2); February 16, 1918, 200; May 13, 1918, 200.

Feature profile (Performance Scale, test 2); Februarj- 16, 1918, 200; May 13, 1918, 200.

Cube imitation. (Performance Scale, test 3); February 16, 1918, 200; May 13, 1918, 200.

Cube construction iPerformance Scale, test 4); Februarj' 16, 1918, 200; May 13, 1918, 200.

Form board (Performance Scale, test 5); February 16, 1918, 200; May 13, 1918, 200.

Picture completion (Performance Scale, test 10); February 16, 1918, 100; May 13, 1918, 300.

Picture arrangement (Performance Scale, test 9); January 23, 1918, 1,000 sets.

(g) Supplementarj' materials for each staff in the field:

Six gross lead pencils; three pencil sharpeners; two typewriters; two t)T)ewriter tables; one chest of tools.

With the development and introduction of three different methods of individual examining

and of a special procedure for the group examining of illiterates it became necessary for the staff

of the Division of Psychology to design and direct the manufacture of ntimerous items of equip-

ment, of which the principal ones have been listed above. This work was accomplished expedi-

tiously and at very reasonable cost through the patriotic service of various firms and with the

generous assistance of Dr. Healy, who permitted the imrestricted use of his revised picture

completion test. The Houghton-Mifflin Co. also permitted the manufacture for army use of

the Stanford-Binet materials and the printing of a special form of record blank.

One of the principal sources of embarrassment to the division was delay in transportation.

It was foreseen that materials would have to be manufactiu-ed in large quantities if shortages

were to be avoided but it was also foreseen that methods would necessarily tmdergo radical

revision which would probably render old materials useless. The staff consequently had to

compromise, taking some risk of shortage together with some risk of waste.

Since they are important docmnents for further scientific procediu"es, as well as for historical

purposes, both the first and the second revisions of the Examiner's Guide and all of the exami-

nation blanks and report forms are reproduced in this volmne (pp. 123 to 199).

In March, 1919, the Supply Division of the Office of the Surgeon General recommended the

sale of all stu-plus psychological materials, with the exception of certain items and quantities

reserved for the use of the permanent Army. A list of these materials with their approximate

cost to the Army foUows:
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psychological examining and the insiu-ance or disabiUty claims of psychological persoimel have

been necessarily omitted.

The two editions of the Examiner's Guide reproduced in the following pages are designated

respectively as "Examiner's Guide, first revision," and "Exam iner's Guide, second revision."

The first of these differs from the original Examiner's Guide published in July, 1917, only in

the respects indicated on p. 325.

In addition to the first and second revised editions of the complete guide, the specially pre-

pared guide for use in the Students' Army Training Corps is also reproduced in part (pp. 200

to 201).

The examination blanks and report forms iised in connection with the Examiner's Guide

are reproduced on pages 202 to 292; materials and procedures are pictirred in plates 5 to 21.



Section 1.

—

Examiner's guide, first revision.

EXAMINER'S GUIDE

FOR THE PSYCHOLOGICAL EXAMINATION OF RECRUITS.

FIRST REVISION.

[Prepared especially for military use by the Subcommittee on Methods of Exam in ing Recruits appointed by the Psychology Committee of the

Nationai Research Council. Revised by direction of the Surgeon General of the Army and printed by the Medical Department, U. S. A.,

September, 1917.1

INTRODUCTORY EXPLANATIONS.

1. Object of the tests.—(a) To sift out those mental defectives who are not qualified for military service. (6) To

discover men of superior ability for report to the commanding and company officers. These men should be

considered for non-commissioned officers or for tasks of speciaj responsibility, (c) To discover men with

marked special skill.

2. Plan of the work.

(1) Literacy test; Time, 5 to 10 minutes; number, 50 to 80 men in a group.

(2) Group intelligence examination a: Time, 40 to 50 minutes; number, 50 to 80 men in a group.

(3) Group intelligence examination b, for those who react slowly in (2) : Time, 40 to 50 minutes; number,

any number up to 80 in a group.

(4) Group e.xaniination for skill: Time, 30 to 40 minutes; number, 10 to 25 men in a group.

(5) Indi%-idual examination, for intelligence, skill, or both : Time, 30 to 60 minutes; number, I at a time.

A company will ordinarily be taken in three groups of not more than SO men each. The order of procedure is as

follows:

(a) A group of not more than 80 men ^vill report to the chief psychological examiner, at a room designated for ex-

aminations (1) and (2).

(6) The literacy test is given, after which three or four assistants collect the literacy test blanks, look them over

quickly (this can be done in 5 minutes or less), and send those who have shown themselves illiterates directly to the

group examination for skill. The others remain for test (2).

(c) Those making an unsatisfactory score in group intelligence examination a will report (the following afternoon

if possible) in groups of not more than SO, in designated room for group intelligence examination 6, which is a similar

test with extended time.

(d) Individuals who have made a consistently low score in the group tests will report by appointment at indi\'idual

examining rooms. It is estimated that not over 3 to 5 per cent of the men will require indi\-idual examination.

Summarizing: All men take (1), and either (2) or (4). Those who pass in (1), take (2) immediately. Those who
fail in (1), go directly to (4). Those who fail in (2), take (3), failing in (3), they take (4); failing in (4), they take (5).

Those who fail in (1) and (4) also take (5).

3. Organizalion and routine.—The value of the work and the amount accomplished will depend largely upon the

efficient organization of routine procedure. The following are specially important:

(1) Arrangements should insure the securing of men for group or indi\'idual testing without loss of time.

(2) Test blanks should be scored as early as possible after a test is taken, so that individuals who fail may be sum-

moned promptly for additional examination.

(3) The data for each individual should be transferred to the individual filing card at the earliest possible date

after his examinations are completed.

LITERACY TEST.

This is given to all men at the time they are assembled for group intelligence examination a, and precedes the lat-

ter. As soon as the men are seated (group of not more than 80), supply each with a literacy test blank (blank side up)

and a pencil. After the materials are distributed examiner says: "Tuni over the paper. Read what it says, and do

what it tells you to do. Ask no questions. You will have 3 minutes." After 3 minutes the papers are collected and
quickly looked over by three or four assistants while the men remain seated. This should not require more than 3 to

5 minutes. Those who have filled the blanks and have made few or no errors in line 3 should remain seated for group

intelligence examination o. Those who could not write or who have made many enors in lines 1 and 2 shoiild be sent

at once to the group skill tests.

Coaching is prevented by using literacy blanks A, B, C, and D in miscellaneous order.

GROUP INTELLIGENCE EXAMINATION a.

This is taken by all who have passed the literacy test, and immediately after the illiterates have been transferred

to the group skill test.

In giving the directions, speak rather slowly, distinctly, and with proper emphasis. Expect and demand perfect

order and prompt response to commands. Say: "This is an examination to assist in finding out what you are best
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fitted to do in the Army (Na\'y). I'm going to pass around some papers now. Don't turn the pages until I tell you to."

Have the papers distributed.

When all the men are supplied, say : "In the Army (Navy) you often have to listen to commands and then carry

them out exactly. I am going to give you some commands to see how exactly you can carrj* them out. Listen closely.

Do what I tell you to do as carefully and quickly as you can. Some of the things will be very easy for you. Some

you may find hard, .^^k no questions. Attend strictly to business. Don't watch any other man to see what ^f does.

"Now on the page before you, write your name after the word 'Name.' Write your first name first, then your

middle initial, if any, and your last name. Take time to write very plainly."

After name has been wiitten say: "Put your age in years after the word 'Age.'

"In the next line write your company, battalion, regiment, and division.

"In the next line write the name of the country in which you were bom. If you were not bom in the United

States tell next the number of years you have lived in this country. After 'Kace,' write the word 'White.' (In ex-

amining negro troops substitute the word 'Negro.')

"In the next line, after'Occupation,' write your usual work, trade or business (such as carpenter, grocerj' clerk,

laborer, farmer, student).

"Next put down how much you earned a week before you entered the Army (Navy).

" After 'Schooling' draw a line under the highest grade or school you attended. For example, if the highest grade

you attended was the fifth grade, draw a line under grade 5; if you finished the second year in the high school or

preparatory school, draw aline under high school, year 2, etc. (Explain further if necessary.)

" Look at your papers. Just below where you have been writing there are several sets of forms—squares, circles,

and BO forth. Fii-st you will be told to do something with the squares at 1, afterwards with the circles at 2, and so on.

•'When I call 'attention,' stop instantly whatever you are doing and hold your pencil up, with your elbow on the

table—so. Don't put your pencil down to the paper until I say 'go.' (Examiner lowers liis pencil.) Listen carefully

to what I say. Do just what you are told to do. Ask no questions. As soon as you are through, pencils up. Remem-
ber, wait for the word 'Go.' "

iV. B.—-Examiner: Give the following directions very distinctly and at moderate speed. After giving the com-

mand "Attention,'' the examiner should always notice carefully whether all pencils are up and never proceed until

they are. This is especially important in the beginning. Be careful not to pause or to drop the voice in the course of

the compound direction—e. g., in 2, before the words "and also. " Raise your pencil whenever you saj' " Attention."

Lower it promptly whenever you say "Go. " Be careful to use the directions for test 1 that fit the form of record blank

distributed.
Test 1, form A.

1. "Attention! 'Attention' always means 'Pencils up!-' Look at 1. When I say 'Go' (but not before), make a

cross in the largest square—GO! ^' (Allow not o^-er 3 seconds.)

2. "Attention! Lookat2. When I say 'Go 'make across in the first circle and also a figiu-e 1 in the third circle

—

GO!"' (Allow not over 5 seconds.)

3. " Attention ! Look at 3. When I say ' Go ' draw a line from circle 1 to circle 4 that will pass above circle 2 and

below circle 3—GOl"^' (Allow not over 5 seconds.)

4. "Attention! Look at the square and triangle at 4. When I say ' Go' make a cross in the space which is in the

triangle but not in the square, and also make a figure 1 in the space which is in the triangle and in the square—GO!

"

(Allow not over 10 seconds.)

5. "Attention! Look at 5. When I say 'Go' make a figiue 1 in the space which is in the circle but not in the

triangle or square, and also make a figure 2 in the space which is in the triangle and circle but not in the square

—

GOI^' (jUlow not over 10 seconds.)

6. "Attention! Look at 6. When I say 'Go' cross out each number that is more than 20 but less than 30

—

GO!'' (Allow not over 15 seconds.)

7. "Attention! Look at 7. Notice the three circles and the three words. When I say 'Go' make in the first

circle the ^rst letter of the first word; in the second circle the first letter of the scrond; word, and in the f/jird circle the

last letter of the third word—GO! " (Allow not over 10 seconds.)

8. "Attention! Look at 8. When I say 'Go' put in the second circle the right answer to the question, 'How

many months has a year?' In the third circle do nothing, but in the fourth circle put any number that is a wroi^

answer to the question that you just answered correctly—GO! " (Allow not over 10 seconds.^

(A^. B.—Examiner: In reading 9 don't pause at the word circle as if ending a sentence.)

9. "Attention! Look at 9. If a machine gun can shoot more Imllets a minute than a rifle, then (when I say

'Go') put a cross in the second circle; if not, draw a line under the word NO—GO !
" (Allow not over 10 seconds.)

10. "Attention! Look at 10. When I say 'Go' cross out the letter just before C and also draw aline under the

second letter before H—GO! " (Allow not over 10 seconds.)

"During the rest of this examination don't turn any page forward or backward unless you are told to. Now turn

over the page to test 2."
Test Ijom B.

1. "Attention! 'Attention' always means 'Pencils upl' Look at 1. When I say 'Go' (Init not before) make a

cross in the smallest square—GO! " (Allow not over 3 seconds.)

2. "Attention! Look at 2. When I say 'Go' make a cross in the second circle and also a figure 1 in the third

circle—GO! " (Allow not over 5 seconds.)
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3. " Attention! Look at 3. WTien I say 'Gto' draw a line from circle 2 to circle 5 that will pass above circle 3 and
below circle 4—GOI*' (Allow not over 5 seconds.)

4. "Attention! Look at the square and triangle at 4. When I say 'Go' make a cross in the space which is in the

square but not in the triangle, and also make a figiire 1 in the space which is in the triangle and in the square—GO!"
(Allow not over 10 seconds.)

5. ' .\ttention! Look at 5. When I say 'Go' make a figure 1 in the space which is in the triangle but not in the

circle or square, and abo make a figure 2 in the space which is in the square and circle but not in the triangle—GO !
''

(Allow not over 10 seconds.)

6. -'Attention! Look at 6. When I say 'Go' cross out each number that is more than 30 but less than 40—GO! •'

(Allow not over 15 seconds.)

7. "Attention! Look at 7. Notice the three circles and the three words. When I say 'Go' make in the /rs(

circle the last letter of the first word; in the second circle the last letter of the second word ; and in the third circle the

third letter of the third word—GOI " (Allow not over 10 seconds.)

8. "Attention! Look at 8. When I say Go' put in the second circle the right answer to the question, 'How
many months has a year?' In the fourth circle do nothing, but in the fifth circle put any number that is a wrong

answer to the question that you just answered correctly—GO! '' (Allow not over 10 seconds.)

(.V. B.—Examiner; In reading 9 don't pause at the word circle as if ending a sentence.)

9. "Attention! Look at 9. If a regiment is bigger than a company, then (when I say 'Go') put a cross in the

first circle; if not, draw a line undo- the word NO—GO! " (.Ulow not over 10 seconds.)

10. "Attention! Look at 10. ^Vhen I say 'Go' cross o»( the letter just before D and also draw aline un&r the sec-

ond letter before I—GO!" (Allow not over 10 seconds.)

"During the rest of this examination don't turn any page forward or backward unless you are told to. Now turn

over the page to test 2."

Test l,fonn C.

1. ''.A.ttention! 'Attention' always means 'PencUs up!' Look at 1. When I say 'Go' (but not before) make a

cross in the first square—GO !
" (Allow not over 3 seconds.)

2. "Attention! Look at 2. When I say 'Go' make a figure 1 in the first circle and also a cross in the third circle

—

GOI*' (Allow not over 5 seconds.)

3. "Attention! Look at 3. WTien I say 'Go' draw a line from circle 3 to circle (i that will pass above circle 4 and

below circle 5—GO I " (Allow not over 5 seconds.)

4. " .Vttentionl Look at the square and triangle at 4. WTien I say 'Go' make a figure 1 in the space which is in

the triai^gle but not in the square, and also make a cross in the space which is in the triangle and in the square—GO! *'

(Allow not over 10 seconds.)

5. "Attention! Look at 5. When I say 'Go' make a figure 1 in the space which is in the square and not in the

circle or triangle, and also make a figure 2 in the space which is in the circle and triangle but not in the square—GOI"
(Allow not over 10 seconds.)

6. "Attention! Look at 6. When I say 'Go' cross out each number that is more than 40 but less than 50—GO!"
(Allow not over 15 seconds.)

7. "Attention! Look at 7. Notice the three circles and the three words. When I say 'Go' make in the first

circle the first letter of the first word; in the second circle the second letter of the second word; and in the third circle

the last letter of the last word—GO!'' (Allow not over 10 seconds.)

8. "Attention! Look at S. When I say 'Go' put in the first circle the right answer to the question, 'How many
months has a year?' In the third circle do nothing, but in the fourth circle put any number that is a wrong answer

to the question that you just answered correctly—GO!'' (Allow not over 10 seconds.)

(N. B.—Examiner; In reading 9 don't pause at the word circle as if ending a sentence.)

9. "Attention! Look at 9. If a battleship is larger than a submarine, then (when I say 'Go') put a cross in the

third circle; if not, draw a line under the word NO—GO!"' (Allow not over 10 seconds.)

10. "Attention! Look at 10. ^Tien I say 'Go' cross out the letter just before E and also draw a line under the

second letter before H—GO!-'' (.\llow not over 10 seconds.)

"During the rest of this examination don't turn any page forward or backward unless you are told to. Now turn

over the page to test 2."'

Test 1, form D.

1. "Attention! 'Attention!' always means 'Pencils up!' Look at 1. When I say 'Go' (but not before) make a

cross in the last square—GO!''' (Allow not over 3 seconds.)

2. "Attention! Look at 2. When I say 'Go' make a figure 2 in the second circle and also a cross in the third

circle—GO!'' (Allow not over 5 seconds.)

3. "Attention! Look at 3. WTien I eay 'Go' draw a line from circle 1 to circle 4 that ^vill pass below circle 2

and above circle 3—GO!'' (Allow not over 5 seconds.)

4. "Attention! Look at the square and triangle at 4. When I say 'Go' make a figure 1 in the space which is in

the square but not in the triangle, and also make a cross in the space which is in the triangle and in the square—GOI"
(Allow not over 10 seconds.)

5. "Attention! Look at 5. WTien I say 'Go' make a figure 2 in the space which is in the circle but not in the

triangle or the square, and also make a figure 3 in the space which is in the triangle and circle but not in the square

—

GO!'' (Allow not over 10 seconds.)
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6. "Attention! Look at 6. When I say 'Go' cross out each number that is more than 50 but less than 60—GO!

"

(Allow not over 15 seconds.

)

7. "Attention! Look at 7. Notice the three circles and the three words. ^\"hen I say 'Go' make in the first

circle the last letter of the first word; in the second circle the middle letter of the second word; and in the third circle the

first letter of the third word—GO! '' (Allow not over 10 seconds.)

8. "Attention! Look at 8. When I say 'Go' put in the first circle the right answer to the question, 'How many
months has a year?' In the second circle do nothing, but in the fifth circle put any number that is a wrong answer

to the question that you just answered correctly—GO!'-" (Allow not over 10 seconds.)

{N. B.—Examiner: In reading 9 don't patise at the word circle as if ending a sentence.)

9. "Attention! Look at 9. If taps soimd in the evening, then (when I say 'Go') put a cross in the first circle;

if not, draw a line under the word NO—GO!'' (AUow not over 10 seconds.)

10. "Attention! Look at 10. When I say 'Go' cross out the letter just after F and also draw a line under the

second letter after I—GO! '' (Allaw not over 10 seconds.)

"During the rest of this examination don't turn any page forward or backward unless you are told to. Now turn

over the page to test 2.

"

TestlJormE.

1. "Attention! 'Attention.'' always means 'Pencils up!' Look at 1. When I say 'Go' (but not before) make a

cross in the second square—GO! '' (Allow not over 3 seconds.)

2. "Attention! Look at 2. When I say 'Go' make a cross in the first circle and also a figure 1 in the last circle

—

GO!'' (Allow not over 5 seconds.)

3. "Attention! Look at 3. WTien I say 'Go' draw a line from circle 2 to circle 5 that will pass helow circle 3 and
above circle 4—GO! " (Allow not over 5 seconds.)

4. "Attention! Look at the square and triangle at 4. When I say 'Go' make a figure 2 in the space which is in

the triangle but not in the square, and also make a figure 3 in the space which is in the square and in the triangle

—

GO!^' (Allow not over 10 seconds.)

5. "Attention! Look at 5. When I say 'Go' make a figure 2 in the space which is in the triangle but not in the

circle or square, and also make a figure 3 in the space which is in the square and circle but not in the triangle—GOl"
(Allow not over 10 seconds.)

6. "Attention! Look at 6. When I say 'Go' cross out each number that is more than 60 but less than 70—GO*!"
(Allow not over 15 seconds.)

7. "Attention! Look at 7. Notice the three circles and the three words. When I say 'Go' make in the/r»i

circle the third letter of the first word ; in the second circle the first letter of the second word; and in the third circle the

first letter of the third word—GO!'' (Allow not over 10 seconds.)

8. "Attention! Look at 8. When I say 'Go' put in the third circle the right answer to the question, 'How many
months has a year?' In the fourth circle do nothing, but in tlie fifth circle put any number that is a wrong answer

to the question that you just answered correctly—GO! '' (Allow not over 10 seconds.)

{N. B.—Examiner: In reading 9 don't pause at the word circle as if ending a sentence.)

9. "Attention! Look at 9. If a captain is superior to a corporal, then (when I say 'Go') put a cross in the second

circle; if not, draw a line under the word NO—GO! '' (Allow not over 10 seconds.

)

10. "Attention! Look at 10. When I say 'Go' cross out the letter just after G and also draw a line under the

second letter after H—GO! '' (Allow not over 10 seconds.)

"During this rest of this examination don't turn any page forward or backward unless you are told to. Now turn

over the page to test 2."

Test 2, memory span.

N. B. Examiner. Read the numbers (next page) in this test very distinctly at the rate of 1 digit per second,

taking special care to avoid grouping or accenting. Allow not over 10 seconds for writing 4, 5, and 6 digit numbers.

Allow not over 15 seconds for writing 7, 8, and 9 digit numbers. Proceed with the numbers of form A (or B, etc.)

giving the two 3-digit numbers, the two 4-digit numbers, the two 5-digit numbers, and so on through the two 9-digit

numbers. Announce before each set the number of digits and the number of the set. Thus, begin by saying:

"Attention! Look at the directions while I read them. ' This is a test to see how many figures you can remember
and write down after they are spoken. In the first row of empty squares write the first set of figures you hear, as shown
in the samples; in the second row write the second set you hear, and so on.'

"In this test I shall not say 'Go,' but you are to keep your pencils raised until after I have read the whole set of

figures."

"Attention!" (Hold up the hand as an example.) "Keep pencils up until I am through reading. Three figures,

first set, 1 3 5." (Drop hand. Allow not over 10 seconds.)

"Attention!" (Be sure that every pencil is up.) "Three figures, second set, 6 4 1." (Drop hand. Allow not

over 10 seconds.)

"AttentionI Four figures, first set," and so on. (Be sure to begin in the correct column.)

"Turn over the page to test 3."
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Materialsfor ^oup test 2, memory span and individual test D, digits backward.
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4 figures,

4 figures,

first set . .

.

second sei

first set . ,

.

second set

first set ..

.

second set

first set . .

.

second set

first set.,
second set

first set...
second sei

5 figures,

5 figures,

7 figures
"figures!

8 figures,

8 figures.

Test 3, disarranged sentences.

"Attention!" (Hold the hand up.) "Lookatthedirectionsatthe top of the page while I read them. " (Examiner
reads slowly.)

"The words morning the rises every sun in that order don't make a sentence; but they would make a sentence if

put in the right order, the sun rises every morning, and this statement is true.

"Again, the words animal a is the rare dog would make a sentence if put in the order, the dog is a rare animal, but
this statement is false.

"Below are 20 mixed-up sentences. Some of them are true and some are false. When I say 'Go,' take these

sentences one at a time. Decide what each sehtence would say if the words were straightened out, but don't write

them yourself . Then,if whatitwoiiWsayistrue, drawalineimderthe word 'true'; if what it would say is false, draw
alineunderthe word 'false.' If you can not be sure, guess. The two samples are already marked as theyshould be.

Begin with Xo. 1 and work right down the page until time is called.—Ready—GO!

"

After 2 minutes say "STOP! " Turn over the page to test 4."

Test 4, arithmetical problems.

"Attention! Look at the directions at the top of the page while I read them. 'Get the answers to these examples
aa quickly as you can. Use the side of this page to figure on if you need to. ' I will say ' Stop ' at the end of 5 minutes.
You are not expected to finish all of them but to do as many as you can in the time allowed. The two samples are

already answered correctly.—Ready—GO!"
After 5 minutes say "STOP! Turn over the page to test 5."

Test 5, information.

" Attention! Look at the directions at the top of the page while I read them." (Examiner reads slowly.)
" Notice the sample sentence: People hear with the—eyes—ears—nose—mouth. The correct word is ears, because

it makes the truest sentence. In each of the sentences below you have four choices for the last word. Only one of

them is correct. In each sentence draw a line under the one of these four words which makes the truest sentence.

If you can not be sure, guess. The two samples are alreadj- marked as they should be.—Ready—GO !

"

After 3 minutes say " STOP ! Turn over the page to test G. Now you have to turn your books around, this

way." (Examiner illuatrates the necessary rotation.)

Test 6, synonym-antonym.

" Attention I Look at the directions at the top of the page while I read them." (Examiner reads slowly.)
" If the two Words of a pair mean the same or nearly the same, draw a line under same. If they mean the opposite,

or near!}- the opposite, draw a line under opposite. If you cain not be sure, guess. The two samples are already
marked as they should be.—Ready—GO !

"

After 14 minutes say " STOP I Ttim over the page to test 7."
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Test 7, practical judgment.

"Attention! Look at the directions while I read them.
" This is a test of common-sense. Below are 10 questions. Four answers are given to each question. You are to

look at the answers carefully; then make a cross in the square before the best answer to each question, as in the sample
at the top of the page:

" Why do we use stoves? Because

—

they look well

they are black

g) they keep us warm
they are made of iron

" Here the third answer is the best one and is marked with a cross.

"Begin with No. 1 and keep on until time is called.—Ready—GO !

"

After 1 minute say "STOP! Turn over the page to test 8."

Test 8, number series completion.

(N. B. Examiner. Give these instructions verj' slowly.)

"Attention! Look at the directions at the top of the page while I read them." (Examiner readsslowly.)
" In the lines below, each number is gotten in a certain way from the numbers coming before it. Study out what

this way is in each line and then write in the space left for it the number that should come next. The first two lines

are already filled in as they should be.

"Look at the iinst sample—2, 4, 6, 8, 10. Each number is formed by adding 2 to the number before it, so the

number after 10, on the dotted line, must be 12.

"Look at the second sample—11, 12, 14, 15, 17. Here you do not add the same number eacli time, but you add
first, one, then two; then one, then two; and so on; so, to carry out that plan, the number after 17, on the dotted

line, must be 18.

" Sometimes you need to add, sometimes to subtract.—Ready—GO!"
After 2 minutes say "STOP! Turn over the page to test 9."

Test 9, analogies.

"Attention! Notice the words in the first sample at the top of the page:

Sky—blue : grass, then in parenthesis, grow, green, cut, dead.

"Sky stands in the same relation to blue that grass does to one of the four words that follow it in parenthesis;

that Word is green, because grass is green, just as sky is blue.

" Again, notice the second sample:
" Fish—swims : man, then in parenthesis, boy, woman, walks, girl.

" Here the right word is walis. A fish swims and a man walks.

"Nw notice the third sample:

"Day—night : wliite, then in parenthesis, red, black, clear, pure.

" Here the right word is blaci:. Night is the opposite of day and black is the opposite of white.

" In each of the lines below the first two words have a certain relation. Notice that relation and draw a line

under the one word in the parenthesis which has that particular relation to the third word. Begin with No. 1 and
mark as many sets as you can before time is called.—Ready—GO!

"

After 3 minutes say " STOP! Turn over the page to test 10."

Test 10, number comparison.

" Attention! Look at the directions at the top of the page while I read them." (Examiner reads slowly.)
" Draw a line under the largest number and also under the smallest number in every column on the page."

"Notice the samples. In the first sample column you see that 87 and 19 are underlined. Eighty-seven is the

largest number and 19 is the smallest number in that column. In the second sample column, 23 and 98 are under-

lined; these are the smallest and the largest numbers in that column. In the same way draw a line under the

largest number and also under the smallest number in every column on the page.—Ready—GO I

"

After 2 minutes say, "STOP! Turn over to page 1 again. In the upper right-hand comer where it says 'Group
No. ,' put the number 101 (or 102, 103, etc., according to the number of this group in the examiner's series or

groups)."

Have the examination records and pencils collected immediately and before the men are allowed to leave their

seats.

GROtJP INTELLIGENCE EXAMINATION h.

Nature and purpose.—^This examination utilizes tests 3-9 of group examination a, but with considerably increased

time. Its purpose is to give to those who have made a low score in group examination a, a more favorable chance to

show what they can do. The proportion taking it may range from 10 per cent to 40 per cent of those who have taken

group examination a. Groups as large as 80 may be tested at once. Ordinarily it will be possible to test in a single
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group all those of a company who have parsed the literacy test, but have failed to earn a satisfactory score on group

examination a. The same kind of blank is used as for group intelligence examination a, but vrith no attention to the

form that was used in the pre\-ious test (whether A, B, C, D, or E.)

Procedure.—After the subjects are seated and supplied with test blanks and pencils, Examiner says, "At the

top of page 1 write your name and age. and fill out the other blanks just as you did before." After ample time has

been all wed for filling the blanks Examiner saj-s, "This examination is much like the one you have already had,

except that you will be given more time. This time we will not take test 1 or test 2. Turn over the page to test 3.

(Examiner and assistant see that all subjects have turned to test 3.) If you have forgotten how to do this test, read

the directions at the top of the page. Read)-—GO!

"

After 6 minutes Examiner eaj-s, "Turn over the page to test 4. If you have forgotten how to do this test, read

the directions at the top of the page." And so on for the other tests. The time schedule for the several testa is as

follows:
Minntes.

Test 3. Disarranged sentences 5

Test 4. Arithmetical reasoning 10

Test 5. Information 6

Test 6. SjTionjTns, antonjTus 3

Test 7. Practical judgment 3

Test 8. Number series 6

Test 9. Analogies 6

Examiner takes care to have all the subjects proceed from test to test simultaneously, saying each time: "I

you have forgotten how to do this test read the directions at the top of the page."

GROUP SKILL TEST.

Nature and purpose.—This ia a group test of mechanical skill. It is to be given to the following individuals: (1

All who have failed to pass the literacy test
; (2) all who have failed to make a satisfactory score in group examination 6.

*It8 purpose is to reduce the number of subjects who will have to be given the individual testa.

Materials (for 24 subjects).—24 sets Stenquist construction test, single series 1; 1 sample set with which to demon-
strate; individual examination blank for each subject.

Directions.—Time allowed, 30 minutes.

1

.

Arrange boxes on tables far enough apart to discourage imitation and to give plenty of room for individual work.

Where one room is used for this test alone, boxes may be left in position during the entire day's work. Be sure that

boxes are placed so that the cover opens toward subject. No talking should be allowed. Subjects -nill often inquire

about missing or extra parts, even when none are missing or extra. However, each set should be carefully inspected

each time it is corrected.

2. When all subjects are seated, pass out the individual examination blanks and have the heading filled out at

once. If subject can not write it is filled out for him. Examiner says: "Keep the blank and put it inside the box
when you are through. Do not open the box until I tell you to."

3. Examiner now takes his sample box, opens it before the class (with the cover toward himself) and says: "In
each one of these boxes there are some common mechanical things that have all been taken apart." (Examiner here

takes out the parts of the bell, places them in the tray, showing that it has been dissembled.) "You are to take the

parts and put them together as they ought to be; that is, you are to take the parts and put them together so that each

thing will work perfectly.

"Do not watch what anyone else does, but work absolutely by yourself. See that the hingea of the box are toward

you ; when opened in this position the cover forms a tray in which to work. '

' (Examiner here illustrates by appropriate

gestiires the way he is holding his box, with cover toward himself.)

"Do not break the parts. Everything goes together easily if you do it in the right way. Begin with model A;

then take B; then C; and so on (examiner points to A, B, C, etc., while explaining). Put each thing back in its proper

place when you finish it. If you come to one that you can not do in about 3 minutes, go on to the next. The person

who gets the most things right gets the highest score. Ready—GO!"
4. Examiner must be watchful to see that all begin with model A, and that the completed models are returned to

their proper places. When the test is completed, make sure that the record blank is inclosed. If any subject finishes

the test before the time is up, examiner steps over to him and records on subject's blank the number of minutes taken,

and closes the box.

Scoring.—On opening the box examiner takes the inclosed record blank and scores as follows under F: Inspect

model A, and record its score value under A on the blank; then inspect model B, and record its score value under B,

etc. 'When examiner has recorded all the score values he goes to the next box, lea\-ing his assistants (two) to take each

model apart, while examiner records the scores for the next box, and soon. (The scoring can be done with great speed

after a little practice. If necessary it is almost always possible to secure volunteer assistants from among thesubjectswho
have j ust been tested . Beingalready familiar with the models, they can be trained in a few minutes properly to assemble

•The number who should go from group examination 6 to the skill test can not bo stated, but it should bo very small. Trobably not more
tlian 3 to 5 per cent of those who pau the literacy test will need to take the skill test.
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Directions.— ''a) Present model 1 i in each case turn the model over and call attention to the top, bottom, and sides

as painted or unpainted) and the nine cubes vrith which its counterpart may be constructed, and say, "Put these

blocks together as quickly as you can, eo they -n-ill look just like this (point to model 1). Ready—GO! " Discontinue

the test if subject fails on two successive parts.

Scoring.—With a stop-watch examiner measiu-es in seconds the time required for the correct arranging of the cubes.

He also counts the number of separate moves or acts (the minimtim number is 91. Every time a block is put on the

table or is placed in some position should be counted as a move. If subject stops work before all the cubes are in their

proper places, or before the time is up, he should be urged to continue; but time should be taken and errors counted

when subject puts last block in place. Each misplaced block, at the end, is coimted as three moves. The presence

or absence of a definite plan of work is to be recorded.

Time for work, 2 minutes.

(5) In the same way present model 2 and the cubes necessary to construct its counterpart, saying to subject,

"Arrange these blocks as qiuckly as you can so they will look just like this (point to model 2). Ready—GO!

"

Scoring.—Same as for (a).

Time for work, 2 minutes.

(c) Present model 3 and the eight cubes painted on three sides and say to subject, "Now fit the blocks together

eo they will look just like this (point to model 3). Ready—GO!"
Scoring.—Same as for (a).

Time for work, 2 minutes.

(d) Present model 4 and the cubes from which its counterpart may be constructed. The 1-inch cubes should

be classified according to the number of sides painted and arranged in four adjacent compartments of box (6) so that

subject may locate immediately any desired variety of cube. Examiner says to subject, " I want you to fit the blocks

together so they ^vill look just like this (take up model 5 and turn it over). You see it is not painted anywhere. You
will find here (pointing to appropriate compartment of box) the impainted block; here the ones painted on only one

side, and so on). Do not take out any block till you are ready to use it. Ready—GO!

"

Scoring.—Same as for (a). It subject gives up before time is called, each misplaced block is to be counted cs

three moves.

Time for work, 5 minutes.

(c) Present the 27 cubes again, properly distributed in the compartments ot box (6), saying, "Now, fit the blocks

together so that the whole of the outside (point to model 4) will be painted. Ready—GO!"
Scoring.—Same as for (d).

[

Time for work, 5 minutes.

X. B.—Examiners will ordinarily find it uneconomical of time to give more than parts (a), (6), and (e).

In scoring each part, the degree of planning should be scored: A (very good); B (fair); C (very poor).

Test B, clock test.

Materials.—(1) -Uarm clock; (2) settings of clock.

Directions.—Examiner selects from the five series of settings presented below one for u.se with a given subject.

He tlien proceeds with the test as follows:

Settings of clock.

(a)
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Test C, cube imitation {Knox).

Materials.—(1) Four one-inch hardwood cubes fastened securely to a wooden base 1 inch wide by }4 i^ich thick

by 12 inches long. The end cubes are 1 inch from the end of the base. The distance between the cubes is 2 inches.

Both cubes and base are painted a dark red. The cubes are numbered, 1 to 4, from right to left. (2) A fifth cube of

the same size unattached and similarly painted. (3) Ten imitation problems (a to j), as printed on record sheet.

Directions.—Examiner places the cube board before subject at a convenient distance from him and at right angles

to his line of \'ision, with the numbered side of the cubes directed away from him and says, "Watch carefully and then

TORM BOARD *3

Skactca porH indieafc unfillta -y>loccs

E

I
Pi i

13 ^S7 i
ProbUm A

Thi-ct separate movtmtnYi.

Problem C

Q Q

Z2^
Problem . B

Tivt >scparal^c movcVicnV*

Probltm 33

Nine scporofc movtmcofs

Fig. A.—Form board (Test E) with pieces arranged In vanous problems tor subject to replace.

do just what I do. " Examiner next with the fifth cube taps the attached cubes in a predetermined order, as for example

in (a) 1, 2, 3, 4, at the rate of one per second. He now lays the tapping cube down before subject midway between the

second and the third cubes, but nearer to subject than to the cube board and says, ''Do that." Before giving the second

trial, examiner says, "I am going to repeat each one."

Give a second trial whether or not the first trial is correct.

Scoring.—Record the response as right (+) or wrong ( — ), using a screen to prevent subject from seeing the score

which examiner records.

(b-j) Similarly give parts (t) to (j) in order unless Bul)ject fails in five successive parts. In that event discontinue

the test.
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Test D, maze (Porteiis).

Materials.—Four mazes, after Porteus, with slight modifications, printed on a separate four-page record sheet.

On page 1 appears the maze for 10 years (maze 10); on page 2 that for 11 years (maze 11), and so on.

Directions.—Present to subject maze 10, sajTiig, "With your pencil start at S and mark the shortest way out, as

quickly as you can. Do not cross any lines and do not turn back unless you have to. Ready—GO!"
If because of mistakes the lines become so numerous as to render the record confusing, examiner should give subject

a fresh maze sheet and have him continue his tracing of the path from the point of interruption. These record sheets

should be numbered 1, 2, etc., in order.

Scoring.-—Record the time in seconds (a) from start signal "Go "to first pencil mark (this is sidjustment period);

(6) from beginning tracing at subject to finish, or calling of time by examiner (this is tracing time)
;

(c) the total

time, sum of (a) and (6). Record also the number of errors in tracing (an error is any movement of approximately a

centimeter, or more, in a wrong direction).

Similarly present in turn mazes 11, 12, and 13, unless subject fails on two successive parts of the test.

Test E.form board.

Materials.—Form board No. 3, designed by W. F. Dearborn.

Directions.—(a) Place the board before subject, arranged as shown in figure A, problem A (p. 132). Say to subject,

"Without making any more moves than you have to, change these blocks around so you can find a place for this extra

square (point to square beside the board). Don't have any blocks left over. Ready-—GOl"
Scoring.—Record time in seconds from start to finish, and the number of moves.

Time for work, 2 minutes.

(6) Present the board arranged tor problem B, saying, "I want you to change the blocks around so you can find

places for these two extra squares (point to them). Ready—GO!"
Time for work, 3 minutes.

(c) Present the board arranged for problem C, saying, "I want you to change the blocks around so you can find

places for thesefour extra blocks. Ready—^GO!"

Time for work, 4 minutes.

((f) Present the board arranged for problem D, saying, "I want you to change the blocks around so you can find

places for these five extra blocks. Ready—GO!"
Time for work, 5 minutes.

Test F, construction (Stenquist).

Materials.—One set of Stenquist construction test, single series 1.

Directions.—Place the open box before subject, with cover open toward him. Say to him: "Take these mechanical

things and put them together as they ought to be; that is, take the parts and put each thing together so that it will

work perfectly. Begin with model A, then take B, then C, and so on. But if you come to one you can not do in about

3 minutes go on to the next one. The person who gets the most things right gets the highest score. Ready—GO!"
Scoring.—See directions for group tests (pp. 129-130). Plates showing various forms of construction are opposite

psiges 146-147 of this Guide.
Test G, orientational information.

Materials.—Set of 10 questions printed below and listed in record blank (a) to (j). They contain 20 items.

(a) When were you bom? \^Tiere? What is your race or nationality?

(ft) WTiat day is it? ^VTiat month? Wliat day of the month? What year?

(c) 'ttTiere are you now?
((f) Name the days of the week beginning with Sunday. Now name them backward beginning with Saturday.

(e) Name the months of the year beginning with January. Now name them backward beginning with December.

(/) In which month is "New Year's Day?" Christmas?

{g) How is leap year different from other years?

(A) Where does the sun rise? Set?

(i) If you face north what direction is to your right?

(j) Name the seasons. What season has the longest days? The shortest?

Directions.—This test is to be used for illiterates, those who have diffictilty with English, or subjects who do very

poorly in the group examination, the individual tests, or both. Examiner should use his judgment about its appro-

priateness and probable value. The test is recommended forsubjects whose responses are irregular or otherwise peculiar

and who may be psychotic.

Scoring.—So far as space and time permit response should be recorded; otherwise, record merely symbol for cor-

rect or incorrect response. Number of items correct may tentatively be used as measure of orientational information.

Test H, association.

Materials.—Stop watch and record blank.

Directions.—Say to subject, "Now I am going to read to you a list of ordinary Engli.sh words, one at a time, words

like fox, tree, green and such. Each time I speak a word you should answer by sa\-ing the first word that comes into

your mind on hearing it; the very first word it makes you think of. So if I should say fox, you might answer geese,
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or runs, or red, or tail, or animal, or any word that happened to come into your mind. If I should say tree, you might

answer oak, or leaves, or green, or anything like that. Don't waste time hunting around for some especially good

word. It doesn't make any difference whether I see any connection or not. Try a few to start with,"

Then give sample words /o.r, apple, fork, care, quid:, grass, as far as necessary for illustration. Ordinarily one or

two will he enough. As soon as subject has the idea, proceed with the experimental series. Speak stimulus words

distinctly and with falling inflection. Start stop watch on beginning stimulus word and stop it on hearing the response.

Scoring.—Write each response legibly in the column provided for it, and immediately after it, in the same column,

write the time in fjths of a second. Thus 1 2/5 seconds is written as 7, If no response is obtained in 30 seconds leave

a blank and proceed to next stimulus word. If a response is not clearly heard, ask subject to repeat, spell, or otherwise

indicate it clearly. If subject misunderstands a stimulus word, note what was understood. A seeming irrelevance

may have been caused in this way. If subject asks to change a response previously given, the first is scored as actual

response, but the second should be noted.

In recording the responses, note and mark tendencies to perseveration, sound association, or other responses of

nonsense character. In large numbers these have been found indicative of psj'chopathic conditions.

Reaction times being distributed, their median should not be over 15 (3 seconds). Other indications of abnormal

condition are: (1) Many inordinately long reaction times not explained by unintelligibility of the stimulus word to

subject; and (2) predominance of "predicate" reactions with special value content, such as religion-uncertainty,

work-distasteful, lion-frightful, and the like.

For numerical scoring of responses, use abridged Kent-Rosanoff frequency tables (supplied separately). The fre-

quency of each response in a thousand cases is recorded from these tables in the column of the test blank provided for

it. Score 5 for each response not found in abridged tables. If the median of these quantities is less than 20, abnormal

mental processes are indicated.
Test I, digits backward.

Materials.—Series of digits for group test 2 (p. 127), forms A, B, etc.

Dircc^iorts.—Examiner selects a particular series of digits (as for instance, those of form A), designates it by its

appropriate letter on the record blank, and proceeds with the test. Each group of digits is read distinctly at the rate

of one per sec;ond and recorded in the space pro^'ided, as reproduced by subject orally.

To subject, examiner says, "I am going to read some numbers to you, I want you to listen carefully and then

say them backward ,^this way—if I say 3—5—1 you should say 1—5—3. Now try this one. Listen! 5—S— 1
"

Response "and this: 9—4—6 "Response

Examiner now presents the several parts of the test In order until subject has failed on four parts in succession

or finished,

(a) Examiner says to subject, "Listen carefully, I am going to say four numbers, 'When I stop, you say them

backward. Ready!"

Examiner should state each time the number of digits to be given.

Test J, vocabulary.

Materials.—Accompanying five series of words.

Directions.—Place tlie list so tliat subject may see the words and pronounce them if he wishes. If a word is pro-

nounced incorrectly, examiner should give the correct pronunciation. Formula: "'VVTiat does the word mean?"

If subject hesitates or seems to think that he must give a formal definition, examiner says, "It doesn't matter how
you say it. All I care for is to find out whether you know what the word means. Tell me the meaning any way you

want to express it,
'

' Subject is encouraged as liberally as necessarj'

,

Ordinarily it will not be necessary to secure responses to all of the 40 words in a series, as some will ob^•iously be too

hard or too easy for the subject being tested. This is especially true in series 1, the words of which have been graded

accurately according to difficulty. In each series, however, the testing should be over a wide enough range to secure

an accurate score.

Scoring.—Credit each response as -t- or — , Occasionally half credits may be given, but in general this should be

avoided

,

The score is + if the response shows that subject knows at least one approximately correct meaning of the word.

It is not necessary that the meaning given be the most common one. The form of definition is disregarded in com-

putation of score, but for clinical purposes it is well to designate especially superior definitions by + -f

.

Series 1.

21 conscientious 31 gelatinout1 lecture

2 guitar

3 scorch

4 bonfire

5 misuse

6 haste

7 puddle

8 skill

9 impolite

10 juggler

11 forfeit

12 majesty

13 shrewd

14 Mars

15 dilapidated

16 hysterics

17 priceless

18 tolerate

19 disproportionate

20 repose

22 philanthropy

23 exaltation

24 frustrate

25 flaunt

26 promontory

27 infuse

28 lotus

29 avarice

30 embody

32 milksop

33 daclivity

34 irony

35 incrustation

36 artless

37 laity

38 precipitancy

39 perfunctory

40 retroactive
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If more than one letter is misplaced in two successive trials, the test is discontinued. Examiner may give (a) or

(6) of other series il he wishes to test subject further.

Scoring.—Record time and errors. Time allowed for work on each part, 2 minutes.

LETTER LINE, PART (a)
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Teat L, disarranged sentences.

Materials.—Dissected sentences given below.

Directions.—(a) Examiner shows subject set (a) of series selected for use (covering the others), and says, "I am

going to show you some words. You will have one m inute to put these words in their proper order so that they wUl

make a good sentence; make good sense. Use all the words, but no others."

If the subject does not give a logical arrangement of the first sentence within one minute, read the sentence off

correctly for him, poinUng to each word as it is spoken.

Scoring.—Record the time. Write the first letter of each word as given by subject, and mark the response + or -

.

Series 1.

(a) warm winter in we clothes wear

(6) trees roots have their ground the in

(c) skillful makes much careful become practice one

Series t.

(a) feet wear to are shoes the on

(ft) does angry not to it get pay

(c) sunimer makes in warm grow sunshine plants

Series S.

(a) hard high to are moimtains climb

(6) get grow they as children taller older

(c) plants becomes the when wither dry ground

Series 4-

(a) honey flowers gather bees the from

(6) horse elephant is smaller a than an

(c) steam it into when changes boils water

Series 5.

(a) times mistakes make men all at

(6) a than is automobile an slower horse

(c) snow change into cold often ^^-inds rain

Test M, absurdities.

Directions.—Examiner says to subject, "I am going to read something which has something foolish or funny in

it, some nonsense. Listen and tell me what is foolish about it." Then examiner reads in order, somewhat slowly

and in a matter of fact voice, the 10 absurdities of one of the five series. After each of the first three or four examiner

says: "What was foolish about that?" If subject is silent for 1-5 seconds, examiner repeats, "What was foolish about

that?" Then if there is no response in 15 seconds more, examiner goes to next. If subject fails on the first, that one

is read again. The others are not to be read a second time imless examiner requests it.

If it is not clear from the response whether the absurdity has been detected, examiner says, "Whatdo you mean?"

Only this general form of question may be employed. Questioning which might suggest the right answer must be

carefully avoided.

Scoring.—Each of the 10 items is scored + or — ; no half credits. Plus means that the essential point in the

abstirdity has been detected.
Series 1.

(a) The poor sick man lay flat on his back, entirely speechless, and all his cry was, "Water! Water!"

(6) A man said, "I know a road from my house to the city which is down hill all the way to the city and down

hill all the way back home."

(c) The fireman hurried to the burning house, got his fire hose ready, and after smoking a mild cigar put out the

fire.

id) The commissioners have decided to build a new jail out of the materials of the old jail, but they are going to

keep the prisoners in the old jail until the new one is finished.

(c) I saw a nicely dressed gentleman on the street. lie had his hands in his pockets and was swinging a cane.

(/) In an old graveyard in Virginia they have discovered a small skull Hhich is believed to have been that of

George Waahington when he was about ten years old.

(g) A tramp foimd ten dollars. He went to a store and bought a hat for eight dollars and an overcoat for two dollars.

121435°—21 10
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(h) John vras Baddling his horse one day and thoughtlessly put the saddle on backward. When told of his mistake,

he said, "How do you know which direction I am going to ride?"

(i) A mistake is much worse than a lie, for all people make mistakes and only liars tell lies.

(j) The wind blew strong from the west and carried the smoke over the roof of the house straight toward the setting

sun. „ .

iSeries 2.

(a) A man had smallpox twice. The first time it killed him, but the second time he got well quickly.

(6) A bicycle rider being thrown from his bicycle in an accident struck his head against a stone and was instantly

killed. They picked him up and carried him to the hospital, and they do not think he vrill get well again.

(c) The poor sick man lay flat on his back six weeks in the month of August and suffered terribly.

(d) While walking backward the man struck his forehead against a stone wall and was knocked insensible.

(e) Though armed with nothing but his pocketknife he killed the robber with a single shot.

(/) A man said to his friend, "I hope you will live to eat the chickens that scratch sand on your grave."

(g) Just before sunset we sat in the shade of a tall tree and amused ourselves by watching the shadows as they

gradually grew shorter and shorter.

(h) A man said he liked the moon better than the sun, because the moon shines at night when we need the light

while the sun shines in the day when it is already light.

(i) When the price of food is high, wages ought to be low in order to make things fair for everybody.

(j) There was once a man so strong that he could lilt himself high off the ground by pulling up on his boot straps.

Series 3.

(a) One day we came in sight of several icebergs that had been entirely melted by the warmth of the Gulf Stream.

(6) Yesterday the police found the body of a girl cut into eighteen pieces and they believe that she killed herself.

(c) A father ^\Tote to his son, "I inclose ten dollars. If you do not receive this letter, please send me a telegram."

(d) A man wished to dig a hole in which to biu-y some rubbish. He could not decide what to do with the dirt

from the hole. A friend suggested that he dig the hole large enough to hold the dirt too.

(c) At the crossroads was a guidepost -(vith the following directions: "Philadelphia, SJ miles. If you can not read,

inquire at the blacksmith shop.

if) The reason why winter is colder than summer is because in winter there is a large amount of snow, while in

summer there are only warm rains.

(g) Walter came to school tardy only one day last year, and that was Christmas morning.

(h) With an umbrella under her arm and a purse in her right hand the daintily dressed woman walked slowly along

the road in a heavy rain.

(i) When wages are low, laborers should get their pay in gold rather than in silver, because gold, being more precious

than silver, will buy more food.

(j) It is safer to travel in an automobile than on a train, because a train wreck may kill a hundred people while

an automobile ^vreck never kills more than a few.

5em« 4-

(a) Walter now has to write Mrith his left hand because two years ago he lost both his arms in an accident.

(6) An engineer said that the more cars he had on his train the faster he could go.

(c) A well-known railroad had its last accident five years ago and since that time it has killed only one person in a

collision.

{d) They found the young man locked in the room with his hands and feet tied behind him. They think that he

locked himself in.

(e) I read in a paper that they fired two shots at a man. The first shot killed him, but the second did not.

(/) An old lady says that God is very good, because He always makes the largest rivers flow past the largest cities.

(g) An Irishman called at the post office to get his mail. "What is your name?" said the postmaster. "Why?"

said the Irishman, "you will find my name on the envelope."

(h) A kind-hearted man who was taking a heavy bag of grain to town on his horse, sat on his horse and lifted the

bag to his own shoulder in order to make the load easier for his horse.

(i) A gentleman fell from his carriage and broke his neck, but received no further damage.

(j) In some States there are laws to prevent a man from marrying his widow's sister.

Series 5.

(a) It has been found that the last car of a train is damaged most in case of accident. It therefore seems best to

leave off the last car.

(6) There was a railroad accident yesterday, but it was not very serious. Only forty-eight people were killed.

(c) A wheel came off of Frank's automobile and as he could not get the wheel back on he had to run his automobile

to the shop for repairs.

(d) A boy who was asked where Mr. Smith lived, said, "The first house you come to is a barn. The next is a

haystack. The next is Mr. Smith's."

(c) The storm which began yesterday has continued three days without a break.

(/) Henry's dog has three puppies, so when Hem-y Iniilds a little house for them he will have to make one large

door for the mother dog and three small doors for the three puppies.
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I g > The judge said to the prisoner,

'

' You are to be hanged , and I hope it vrill be a warning to yovi
. '

'

(h) Frank and his sister lirush their teeth every morning. Once Frank made a mistake and brushed his teeth with

his sister's brush. This made his sister very angrj-, and she got even with him by brushing her teeth with his brush.

(i) The main difference between a president and a king is that a king sits on a throne, while a president sits on a

chair.

(j) They began the meeting at two o'clock, but they set the hands of the clock back so that the meeting might

Burely close before sunset.
Test N, controlled association (rimes.).

Materials.—List of words, given below.

Directions.—(a) Examiner saj's, "You know what a rimeis. 'Hat,' 'rat,' and 'cat' rime becatise they sound alike.

'Unite,' 'light,' and 'anthracite' also rime with one another because they all end in ite.' (Pronounce.) Kow I'll give

you a word and you will have one minute to tell me as many words as you can—short words or long words—that rime

with it. The word is—examiner gives word (a) of series selected for use. Tell me all the words you can think of that

rime with ."

Scoring.—Write down as many of the responses as possible and record the number of right and wrong responses given

within the time limit.

Time of work, 1 minute for each part.

{b) 'Tell me all the words you can think of that rime with ." Examiner gives word (6) of same series,

taking care to stress the last syllable only; e. g., permit'.

Series 1.
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*(a) plate—saucer.

(5) pen—pencil.

(c) animal—plant.

*(rf) the sun—the moon.

(e) snake—cow—sparrow.

*(a) cat—hen.

(6) watch—clock.
.

(c) mosquito—sparrow.

*{d) nail—screw.

(e) Wool—cotton—leather.

*(a) knife—fork.

(6) needle—pin.

(f) steam—electricity.

*(rf) bucket—basket.

(c) book—teacher—newspaper.

Series 2.

Series ^

Series 4.

(J) lamb—calf—cliild.

*((/) lawyer—judge.

(h) grass—cotton—tree—thistle.

(i) coal—a waterfall.

*(j) mistake-^lie.

(/) spider—fiy^—elephant.

*(g) rascal—thief.

(h) ship—bicycle—automobile

(i) egg—seed.

*{j) anger—rage.

(J) physician—surgeon—dentist.

*{g) surgeon—ordinary physician.

(h) dog-tree—spider—eagle.

(i) farm—factory.

*{f) laziness—idleness.

*{a) hat—cap.

(6) cigar—cigarette.

(c) brick—stone.

*{d) river—lake.

(e) knife blade—penny—piece of wire.

(/) scissors—knife—axe.

*{g) man—gentleman.

(h) water—blood—oil—milk.

(1) addition—multiplication.

*(f) povert)'—misery.

Test P, ingenuity.

Directions.—The formula is as follows: "A soldier must measure out exactly 3 ounces of medicine for a sick com-

rade. He has only an 8-ounce bottle and a 5-ounce bottle to do it with. Show how he can use these two bottles to

get just the right dose of 3 ounces without any guessing. Begin by filling the S-ounce bottle." Examiner writes

8_5—3 on a piece of paper, leaves it in sight of subject, and says, "Remember you have an 8-ounce bottle and a

5-ounce bottle to get exactly 3 ounces. Tell me how you would do it and tell me everj-thing you do." Directions

are not to be repeated. Subject is not allowed to figure with a pencil. The solution must be given orally.

The above illustration of the formula is for problem (a.) of series 1. The other (a) problems are stated in the same

way, using the appropriate numbers. In giving the (6) problems and (c) problems the formula is abbre\'iated to,

"This time you have a 5-ounce bottle and a 7-ounce bottle to get 3 ounces; begin by filling the 5-ounce bottle."

One series of three problems should be given to each subject. The problems are always to be presented in the

order (a), (6), (c).

Time allowed is 2 minutes for the (a) problems and 5 minutea each for the (6) and (c) problems. Work on the

(b) and (c) problems is discontinued after 2 minutes if subject has not completed the third step in the solution. When

any problem has been failed the experiment is discontinued.

The solution must be unaided other than by general encouragement. If subject asks if the bottles are marked,

examiner should say "No." If subject asks whether it is pernussible-to pour from one bottle to another, the answer

is "Yes."
Scoring.—Examiner records all the steps made by subject, or as nearry all as possible. The recording should be

done in the notation employed in the problem lists below. Thus, for problem (a) the steps are f8 (fill 8); 8t5 (pour

from 8 to 5); e5 (empty 5). The steps taken are not to be numbered in the record blank; they are merely recorded in

order in the above notation.

(N. B.—Examiner. Observe that one of the measures must be fUled or emptied at each step in a correct solution.

It will be noted that each of the problems as written below gives fii'st the measure to be filled first, then the other

measure, and then the quantity to be obtained. Thus 8—5—3 means an 8-ounce bottle and a 5-ounce bottle to get

3 ounces; the 8-ounce bottle to be filled first.)
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iaraiBSlB qspug 13 Aq X^p ^xeu aqi jjod o\iut ^qSnojq ajaii Aaqx "^ss jtATjaq sqi ni

B3[J0D 33(11 ^TioqB passo? 9i3Ai B}Boq ^q:^ qSnoq^ 'panosaj (jb ajOAi 'namoAi Snipnpnt 'sjaSnaes'Bd X^xis aq} 'ssaiD(j'Bp puB

nuo;8Aions Suipmiq B jo ajids uj -SniuaAa X^pnoj^ podjaAii JBaa antra B siDtu^s 3iJ0_\ Majij jamj u'Eouamy aqx

The American | liner | New York | struck a mine | near Liverpool | Monday evening. | In spite of a blinding

snowstorm | and darkness, | the sixty passengers, | including women,] were all rescued, I though the boats (were tossed

about I like corks | in the heavy sea. | They were brought | into port | the next day | by a British | steamer. |

•raaq:> joj spooS opajq^i; Xnq pn'B 8pnno.^XBid aq? eAOidtm o; pasn aq \\uii. Xauora stqx "sjadBd jo snoi paapunq t! kao
paaaqjB^ Xaqx 'tnaqj Saigas \>uv. saj-Eq nt maqi gni^^nd 'saoB^d oijqnd puB earaoq jjaqj raojj sjad'cdsAiaa pjo Smjoajioa

kq Xauora snti joS Xaqx 'J^^p aqj }0 spunoaSX-c^d jooqos aqi joj oOOoJ 9AT^ XpnaDai noiSmqei;^ jo uajpnqo aqx

The children | of Washington | recently gave | $2000 | for the school
|
playgrounds | of the city. | They got this

money | by collecting | old newspapers | from their homes | and public places,
|
putting them in bales | and selling

them. I They gathered | over a hundred tons of papers. | This money will be used | to improve | the playgrounds

and buy athletic goods for them. |

•3op aaqod ^saq aqj easi'Bra Sop daaqs uBadoxng; aqx 'auii; }o spnooas ajq'Bn^'BA puu Baj^oajs SuttnraiAis

Xueui aA'Bs Xaqi qoiqis. Xq 'd'Baj SmXp v a3['Bui oj iqSnBi aa'B Xaq; '^no Snijju^s pu-B M%-eM. aq^ o; uAiop Suitninj jo pBa^s

-uj 'aidoad SnttLiiQjp anosaj o^ pauiBj^ ogiB axe s8op aanod 'sxm% jbm ut papunoAv aq'j pug o^ pauicj} eiv bSoq

Dogs I are trained | to find | the wounded | in war time. | Police doga | are also trained | to rescue | drowning

people. I Instead of running down to the water | and striking out, | they are taught | to make a flying leap, | by which

they save | many swimming strokes | and valuable | seconds of time. | The European | sheep dog | makes the best

police dog. I

pamtmnn padrasa uaapjiqa OAi.; XfUQ 'asnoq-iooqaB aqj raojj aanwj

-sip Suoj B aui.\.ra v sbojdb puB apiBijiq -e UAiop UAiOiq^ &ibm. uajpxiqo aqx 'aS^jjiA Jiaq^ ut aenoq-iooqos aq} pa3[Daiai

(jaqa 'E uaqis. pajnttii Xjsnouas sjaqio puB 'jinq X^jB^tJj 10 pa|it3{ ajaja. aDnw^ ujaq^iou ut uaap^rqo (ooqas XuBj"}

Passage 4

Many | school children | in northern | France | were killed | or fatally htirt, | and others seriously injured | when
a shell I wrecked I the school-house | in their village. | The children | were thrown | down a hillside | and across | a

ravine | a long distance | from the school-house. | Only two children | escaped uninjured.
|

•jaq 10} asjnfl v dn aputu Biaagjo aqx 'anp sbm juaj aqj puB uaipjiqo

ajwtj mo} pBq aqg 'sjEjiop aAij ^noqB jo paqqoj puB aaojaq ^qSiu aqj ?aaj}S ajBjg no dn pjaq uaaq pBq aqs jBq^ uoi^B^g

ll^H A'O 3^1 i'' pa:(jodai 'Suipjinq aaqjo UB ui HBraoji qnjos B SB paXoidraa 'no^sog qinog jo uosdraoqx Buuy

Anna Thompson | of South Boston, | employed as a scrub woman | in an office building, | reported | at the City

Hall
I
Station | that she had been held up | on State Street | the night before | and robbed | of about five dollars.

She had four | little children | and the rent | was due. | The officers | made up | a pttrse | for her.
|

Test S, comprehension test.

Directions.—Say to subject, "I am now going to ask you some questions. Listen closely, and answer them aa

well as you can." Then give the five questions of the series chosen for use slowly and distinctly, with expression.

Subject may be given such encouragement to reply as the occasion demands, but examiner must avoid suggesting cor-

rect an.swers. If the response is too vague, question further in such terms as, "What do you mean? " "What makes

it so and so? " and the like. Questions may be reread once if subject requests it. Effort should be made to secure a

response which can be scored as -(- or —

.

The purpose of the test is to indicate the reasonableness of subject's mental processes. Disturbances of thought

processes may be topical, and many questions fail to bring them out, whereas others do. In examining a suspected

psychotic, examiner should give, in addition to one of the regular series, selections from other series, using such ques-

tions as in his judgment are best suited to bring out the suspected abnormality.

Scoring.—The scoring for each item remains to be worked out. For this reason it is important that examiner record

enough of each response to give its essential content. This will make possible the later alteration of scores.

Effort should be made to score each response as -f or — according to some definite standard. Current standards

for scoring the Binet "difficult comprehension " questions will serve as a point of departure. Absurd responses should

be especially noted.

Time for response, 1 minute for each question. If the subject requests a second reading, the time is measured

from the end of the second reading.
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Series 1.

(a) If you have a bucket full of eggs in one hand and an empty basket in the other, and a man offers to give you
some sweet cider, how would you get it home?

(6) Why is it better to judge a man by what he does than by what ho says?

(c) Why should people have to pay taxes?

(d) Why are people who are bom deaf usually dumb?
(e) Why does land in the city cost more than land in the country?

Series 3.

(a) If a child runs out in front of an automobile and is run over by it, what should the driver do?

(6) If you picked up a pocketbook on the road with a hundred dollars in it, what would you do to find the owner?
(c) Which would you forgive more quickly; a man who did you an injurj' when he was angrj-, or a man who did you

an injurj' when he wasn't angrj'?

(rf) Why is it better to pay bills by check than by cash?

(e) Why are unmarried men preferred for military service?

Series 3.

(a) What should you do if you find a sealed, stamped, and addressed envelope in the street?

(6) What should you do with a 2-year-old child that you find lost on a city street?

(c) What should you say if someone asks your opinion about somebody you don't know very well?

(d) Why is it often a good thing for a man to have his life insured?

(c) Why do banks usually prefer married men for cashiers?

Series 4.

(a) You are hauling a load of lumber; the horses get stuck in the mud, and there is no help to be had. What should
you do?

(6) Your mother is sick and has no money. You earn a dollar and are taking it to her. On the way you meet a
child who cries and wants a nickel for some candy. What should you do?

(c) Why has New York become the largest city in America?

(d) Why is a man who borrows money willing to pay interest on it?

(c) Why should women and children be saved first in a shipwreck?

Series .5.

(a) What should you do if your neighbor dumps rubbish in your dooryard ?

(6) Why is electric light better than gaslight?

(c) You are driving along a lonely road with a wagonload of people, and you meet a man badly hurt lying in the
road. Your wagon can not hold any more, and no other help may come for hours. What should you do?

((f) Why should people have to get a license to get married?

(e) A man is 60 years old and has nobody to keep but himself. He has ten thousand dollars. What should he do
with it?

Test T, sentence construction {three words).

Materials.—Sets of three words, given below.

Directions.—(a) Examiner says, "Now, I am going to give you three words. Join them with other words in any
order so as to make a sentence that has all three words in it. The three words are (examiner reads set (a) of series se-
lected for use). Go ahead and make up a sentence that has all three words in it."

^V. B.—Examiner: Do not show the words or illustrate what a sentence is. If the subject does not begin to respond
within a minute, repeat the directions, using set (6). If still there is no response within a minute, discontinue the test.

Scoring.—Write down what the subject says and score the test -\- or —

.

(6) Examiner says, "Now make up a sentence that has these three words in it." (Examiner reads set (6) of series
being used.)

(c) Same procedure as for (h), using set (c).

Series 1.

(a) grocer, sugar, scales

(6) thread, cloth, button

(c) pleasure, theater, people

Series S.

(a) accident, train, night

(6) water, fish, animal

(c) wealth, miser, friends

Series 2.

(a) forest, gun, hunter

ih) parade, crowd, circus

(c) success, books, information

Series 4.

(a) woman, ribbon, hat

(6) cloud, light, moon
(c) poverty, spendthrift, fortune

(a) plants, root, ground

(h) newspaper, fire, city

i liusine.ss, invention, machine
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Test U, arithmetical reasoning.

Say to subject, "If a man buys cents worth of postage stamps at the post office and pays a (dime, quarter,

half dollar, dollar), how much change does he get back?"

Series of Problems.

Serifs.
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STENQUIST CONSTRUCTION TEST, SINGLE SERIES I.

(Standard score values. Standard time, 30 minutes. All scores on a scale of to 10.]

Penalty. Score Penalty. Score

A. Wrench:
Perfect
Nut toward handle
Nut toward head
Head wrong and nut wrong
Merely stucK together, nut neglected

B. Chain:
Perfect
All links right but one
links half looped
Links merely stuck in, etc

C. Paperclip:
Perfect
One lever reversed
Both levers reversed
Levers in ri|;ht place, but not clear in ,

Levers put in backward
Parts merely stuck together, aimlessly

D. Bievcle bell-

Perfect
Correct except spring not hooked
Correct except lever reversed and spring
unhooked

T.ever and spring O. K., pinion wrong
(Hammer and cover counted as In place in
above).

riammer wrong, add 2 to other penalties

No attempt
E. Coin holder:

Perfect
Correct, but cover unbooked
Caps out of place
Center stud omitted or inverted
Center stud misplaced
No attempt

F. Clothespin:
Perfect

,

Spring over large end
Spring in place on one lever only
Spring over small end
Ml parts misplaced, or no attempt

G. Shut o£f, for rubber hose:
Perfect
Lever reversed
Lever underneath
Parts merely stuck together aimlessly
No attempt

H. Push button:
Perfect
Correct except not snapped shut, i. e., merely

laid together In correct position
Merely laid together, back reversed
No attempt

I. Lock:
Perfect
Correct except spring omitted or wrong
Bolt only in place, other parts wrong
(Cover is assumed to be in place in all the
above).

No attempt
J. Mousetrap:

Perfect
All right except one spring
Both springs wrong, otherwise right
Only loop lever, pin, and bait trigger right
Only loop lever and pin right
No attempt

N. B.—Examiner: A few cases will occur in which the degree of performance does not conform to any of the
above. Mark such values as equal to the one nearest like it above.

d. 1 d. 2
-Exposure designs for Test Q, p. 141.

c. 1 c. 2
Ftg. El—Exposure designs for Test Q, p. 141.

• Exposure designs of Figs. D to O were presented to subject in the order indicated by small letters a, b, c, and d.
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•

Fig. Fi—Exposure design tor Test Q, p. 141. Fig. Gi—Exposure design for Test Q, p. 141.

Section 2.—Directions for scoring examination a.

[Sent out as supplemeait to the Examiner's Guide first revision.]

Test 1.

Item S.—The line may begin or end either on the circumference or within the circle and may just touch either of

the inner circles but should not cut through either one.

jt(m ^.—In this and item 5 the figures or cross should not be made to extend across any black line unless slightly

as though by accident.

Item 6.—Here the proper numbers may be crossed out in any manner, but underlining is counted wrong.

Item 8.—In the circle marked "not 12" (on stencil) there may be any number which is not 12, such as 5, 0, 27.

Item 10.—Underlining in place of crossing out counts wrong and vice versa.

Test 2.

If all the digits in any set are given and in the right order, the set may count as right, even though written in the

wrong line of squares. No set is correct unless the digits are all given and in the right order.

Scorers should take notice when the same error occurs throughout the blanks of a given group and consider the

possibility of an error having been made by the examiner in giving the test.

Test 3.

If in each item the proper word "true'' or "false'' is clearly indicated in any manner, such,as by a check, the

item may count as right. If only the word "true" is underlined all the way down the page, or similarly only the word

"false," a score of zero may be given immediatelj' with no further notice.

Test 4.

Items 9 and 13 may count as right, even though the decimal point is left out, providing, of course, the figures are

right. The fraction in item 15 may be expressed either as a decimal or as a common fraction.

Test 5.

If in any item the proper word is clearly indicated in any manner, such as by check or by crossing out the other

three, the item may count as right. However, if two or more of the last foiu- words in each line are underlined or other-

wise indicated, the item shall count as wrong. Underlining words other than the last four may be overlooked.

Test 6.

If in each item the proper word "same" or "opposite'' is clearly indicated, as by a check, the item may count aa

right. If only the word "same" is underlined all the way down the page, or similarly only the word "opposite," a

score of zero should be given immediately.

Test 7.

If in any item the proper answer is clearly indicated in any manner, as by a check in the square or by underlining,

the item may count as right. If, however, in any item two or more answers are indicated, the item shall count as

wrong.
Test S.

Here the proper number should be put in each blank place.

Exposure designs ot Figs. D to G were presented to subject in the order indicated by small letters a, b, c, and d.
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Teat 9.

If in any item the proper word in the parenthesis is clearly indicated in any manner, the item may count as right.

However, if two or more words in a parenthesis are indicated, the items shall count as wrong. Underlining words

outside the parenthesis may be overlooked.
Test 10.

If in any item the proper numbers are clearly indicated in any manner, the item may count as right. If more than

two numbers are indicated in any column, however, the item shall count as wrong.

In any test, responses which have been corrected stand as corrected.

Section 3.— Instructions for scoring and comhining tests of individual examination series.

The method of scoring and combining the tests of the individual examination series was based on tests of 340

unselected men in Camps Devens, Lee, and Taylor.

The method involves the following procedure: (1) A raw score is obtained for each test. A, B, C, etc. (2) Each of

these raw scores is transmuted into an ''equalized^' or "absolute-" score by means of a table. (3) These "absolute"'

scores are then averaged and the average is multiplied by 10 to clear it of decimals. The score thus obtained is the

measm"e of intelligence. v

The method of combining the scores of the several tests was arrived at as follows: For the tests in which time was
not counted, frequency distributions were plotted for number of right responses. These tests are listed in table 9.

For the remaining tests (listed in table 10) distributions were plotted both for time and amount accomplished. On the

basis of these plots, rules were drawn up for the assignment of points both for time and accomplishment. These rules

are embodied in table 10. The intention of the plan is to assign equal increments of points for theoretically equal incre-

ments of merit both in speed and accomplishment. For each of the tests a raw score was secured according to the

directions in table 9, table 10, and the "Instructions for Scoring."

The assumption was made that the degrees of performance in each test attained by the same percentage of the

group were equal in al)solute value. The further assumption was made that the abilities of the indi^•iduals of the

group in each test were distributed normally. On the basis of these assumptions the achievement of the median indi-

vidual was assigned the aljsolute value of 15 points. The lower quartile achievement was assigned 10 points, the upper
quartile o£ achievement was assigned 20 points, and other percentages were assigned values in accordance with the

assumption made regarding distribution of intelligence.

This operation was accomplished as follows: Distributions of the total raw scores in each of the tests A to V, exclud-

ing tests F and H, were plotted in the ogive form and smoothed. A scale was then applied to the ogive in each case

and values were assigned to the scores attained by each percentage of individuals corresponding to the values of y
which would correspond to the same percentages if the ogive had been normal. The absolute values of scores ranged

in most cases from approximately zero to approximately 30. In several instances, however, where a large number of

individuals got a raw score of zero, it was necessary to give an absolute value somewhat above zero to the raw score of

zero.

The intention is that a single absolute measure of the intelligence of an individual may be obtained by averaging

the absolute scores in any number of tests, and multiph'ing by 10 to clear of decimals. Assuming the data on wliich

the method was based to be representative, the absolute (that is, the weighted or equalized) total score of an individual

of median ability should be approximately 150. The upper and lower quartile scores should be approximately 200

and 100, respectively.

Table 9.

—

Scoring of tests in which lime is not counted.

Score
range.

C. Cube imitation
G, Orientation
I. Digits backward
J. Vocabulary
M. Absurdities
O. Likenesses and differences.

Q, Designs
R. Logicalmemor;
8. Comprehension
U. Arithmetical problems
V. Codeleaming

Number of correct responses
Number of correct items
Number of correct responses
Number of correct definitions
Number of correctitems
Number of correctitems
2 for each correct design; 1 for each design halfcorrect

.

Number of ideas recalled
Number of correctitems .'.

0to20
0to21
OtolO
0to40
OtolO
OtolO
0tol2
0to20
OtoS
OtoS
0to9

Table 10.

—

Scoring of tests in which time is counted.

TEST A.

.Moves: Credit.
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Table 10.

—

Scoring of tests in which time is counted—Continued.

TEST B.

Time: Credit only If answer correct.

Suggestion: For each Instance ot questioning by examiner count oil 1 point.

TEST D.
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Quality; Credit.
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Thus in the second and third of the above cases no credit ia to be given for time; but in the first case points are given tor

time as follows: If, for example in (a), the nine blocks are assembled

—

Within 120 seconds but not within 80 seconds, count 1 point (see table).

Within 80 seconds but not within 50 seconds, count 2 points.

Within 50 seconds but not within 25 seconds, couunt 3 points.

Within 25 seconds but not ivithin 10 seconds, count 4 points.

Within 10 seconds, count 5 points.

No matter whether the subject finishes or not, credit is given for the degree of success attained as follows: Count

each misplaced or unassembled block as tliree moves and add the number thus obtained to the number of moves actu-

ally made. If the total number of moves thus obtained, in (a), for example, is

—

Not over 9 moves, count 5 points (see table).

Over 9 moves but not over 11 moves, count 4 points.

Over 11 moves but not over 15 moves, count 3 points.

Over 15 moves but not over 25 moves, count 2 points.

Over 25 moves but not over 50 moves, count 1 point.

Over 50 moves, count point.

A subject completing the assemblage in 65 seconds, having made 12 actual moves and lea\-ing 3 blocks out of

place, will be scored as follows: 3X3=9 (moves for errors) ; 9+12=21 (moves in all).

This number being less than 25, but not less than 15, 2 points are given for moves. Forty-five seconds being less

than 50, but not less than 25, the subject is given 3 points for time. Five points (2+3) are therefore given for part (a).

Parts (6), (c), (ef), and (e) are scored similarly. The total number of points given for parts (a), (b), (c), (rf), and (e)

constitutes the raw score for test A. The raw scores for test A may therefore vary from to 50.

The general plan of scoring time in the remaining sets, B, D, E, K. L, N, P, and T, is similar to that employed

in A. Any contingency governing the giving of credit for time is given above each time schedule. The plan in

each case, as in A, is to note in the table the time within which the solution is made and to give credit for the number

of points indicated directly above that amount of time.

Test B. Clock test.—In any of the four parts, (b), (c), (d), or (c), if the subject has made no correct response as

the time limit approaches, say, "If you are not sure of the right answer tell now what you think it is and we will

go on to the next. " (The object is to preclude the giving of a zero score for default when subject may have right answer

in his mind but hesitates.)

Amend the directions for (c), (<f), and (e) as follows: If subject has given a wrong answer considerably within the

limit, say, "Are you sure that is right?" If sui)ject answers in the affirmative, count the item wrong and proceed

to the next. If he gives the right answer, with no further comments on the part of the examiner, count the

item + and take the time to the gi\'ing of right answer.

In any one of the five items, (a), (6), (c), {d), or (e), the response is counted either right or wrong; if wrong

give no credit for the items;if right, give credit for time as portable, provided, however, thatif subject has been questioned

by examiner as noted above, one point in the score for that time is counted off. If, for example, subject gave first an incor-

rect answer and upon being questioned, then gave a correct answer to item (<?) or (d) or (c) in 25 seconds, this being

within 30 seconds, but not within 15 seconds, subject should receive 2 points tor time minus 1 point for suggestion

—

1 point tor the item.

The score for test B consists of the sum of the numbers of points received for parts (c), (6), (c ), (d), and (f ), and may
therefore vary from to 22.

Test D. Maze lest.—If, after subject has finished a maze, it appears that a line of the maze has been crossed (not

due to awkwardness), examiner should say, "You have crossed a line here" (pointing to the place), "You see, that

is not an open space. Begin here and see it you can find a path out without crossing any lines." Start the subject

again at a point on his pencil mark just before it crosses the line of the maze. Repeat it necessary and if within the

time limit. Note time only when subject has finished -without crossing a line.

Test D will then be scored as follows: If subject, in a limit of 2 minutes, has reached the exit in the maze by a

path which does not cross a line, give credit tor time as per talile.

\\'hether subject finishes in the time limit or not, give credit for the degree of success he has attained in the maze
as follows: Consult accompanying key maze blank in which are blue arrows. (Not reproduced here. It was practi-

cally identical with the key mazes of Fig. L, page 188.) To make any turn or turns indicated by one arrow, the

first time, without crossing any of the blue lines cutting off blind alleys, constitutesa "successful step" in the solu-

tion. The completion of five successful steps will be noted to constitute a correct solution of each maze. Each step

is either successful or unsuccessful. If successful, count 1 point; if not, coxint points. The score for accomplishment

for each maze is, therefore, the number of successful steps; provided, however, that an error of crossing a line (even

though correction has been made as above indicated) counts oft 1 point. The score tor each part (a), (b), (c), or (d),

is, then, the sum of the score for time and the score for accomplishment. The total raw score for test D is the sunr of

the four scores for the parts. The range of this score will be seen to be from to 32.

Test E. Form board. (Dearborn).—It suliject tails to solve the problem in any part, (a), (6), (c), or (rf), within the

time limit, score the part zero. It, however, a correct solution has been accomplished within the time limit, give

credit for time and for moves as shown in the table. Thus if (a) is solved in the time limit of 120 seconds, but not
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within 70 seconds, give 1 point for time, etc. If the solution in (a) is accomplished in more than 7 moves, score for

moves; if within 7 or not within 4 moves give 1 point for moves, etc.

Test K. Letter line.—Score each part, (a) or (6\ as follows: For correct solution give 6 points; if the solution is

correct except for the reversal of two letters which are adjacent in the key, give 3 points. For a solution invohing a

greater error, give points. If correct solution is given within the time limit, give credit tor time as per table.

Test L. Disarranged senteiices.—If the subject gives a sentence considerably within the time limit, but with an
error, say, "Are you sure you have the right word?"' (or, "Are you sure you used all the words?" or, "Use just

the words given here"). "Look again and see." Then it subject gives a correct solution within the time limit,

score the item, +s(plus after suggestion), and take time to the giving of the correct solution. Score each part of test L
as follows: For failure to give a correct solution within the time limit give a score of points tor that part. It a cor-

rect solution is given within the time limit, give credit tor time as per table and for the solution as follows: Spontane-

ous correct solution, 5 points. Correct solution after suggestion, 2 points.

Tesrt N. Controlled association (rimes).—Give credit for each part as follows: If no rimes are given, allow no
credit for the part. If one or more rimes are given, allow credit as per table—thus: One rime, 4 points; two rimes,

5 points; three or four rimes, 6 points; five or more rimes, 7 points. For each word given which does not rime, cut

off one point, pro\-ided no negative scores are given any part. If five rimes are given with no errors within the

time limit, give credit tor time as per table.

Test P. Ingenuity ( Terman.)—Amend the directions for test P so as to impose a time limit of 2 minutes on each

of the three parts, (a), (6), and (c), instead of allowing 5 minutes on (6) and (c). Give no credit for any part of the

test that is failed. For each part correctly solved give credit tor time of solution as per table.

Test T. Sentence construction.—Score each part as follows: If the three ideas are not combined so as to express a

a single thought, give no credit for the part. If the three ideas are connected in a single thought, but so as to make a

very poor sentence (poor in thought or ungrammatical), give 2 points. If the sentence is of medium quality (slight

errors in grammar allowed) give 3 points. It very good (strictly grammatical and showing superior thought) give 4

points. It any credit is given an item for quality, credit that item also for time as per table.

Section 4.

—

Examiner's giiide, second revision.

EXAMINER'S GUIDE
FOR

PSYCHOLOGICAL EXAMINING
IN THE ARMY.

[Prepared especially for military use by the Subcommittee on Methods of Examining Recruits of the Psychology Committee of the
National Research Council. Revised by direction of the Surgeon General of the Army and printed by the Medical Ijepartment, IT. S. A.,
September 1917. Second revision, July, 1918.

J

I. Introductory Statement.

1. PURPOSES OP PSTCHOLOQICAL E.XAMIN.^TION.

(a) To classifv' soldiers according to their mental ability, thus supplementing personnel records of occupational

qualifications and assisting with assignment in the Army.

(6) To supply a mental rating for each soldier which shall assist personnel officers in building organizations of

equal or of appropriate mental strength.

(c) To assist regimental, company and medical officers by careful examination and report on men who are not

responding satisfactorily to training, or are otherwise troublesome.

(rf) To assist officers of development battalion mth classification, grading, training, and ultimate assignment of

men.
(e) To assist in discovering men of superior mental ability who should be selected for officers' training camps, for

promotion or for assignment to special tasks.

(/) To assist in discovering and properly placing men of marked special skill, as for example, observers or scouts

for intelligence ser\ice.

(g) To assist in discovering men who are mentally inferior and who in accordance with degree of defectiveness

should be recommended for discharge, development battalions, labor organizations or regular military training.

2. GENERAL PLAN OF EXAMINATION.

(1) Segregation of men obviously illiteratxj.

(2) Group examination alpha (for literates):

Time, 40 to 50 minutes.

Number, 100 to 200 men in a group.

(3) Group examination beta (for illiterates and men failing in examination alpha)

:

'Eime, 50 to 60 minutes.

Number, up to 60 men in a group.

(4) Individual examinations (for men failing in beta, or referred):

Point-scale examination. 1

Stanford-Binet examination. \ Time, 15 to 60 minute.'?.

Performance-scale examination. J

Mechanical skill examination (supplementary). Time, 15 to 30 minutes.

121435°—21 11
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The order of procedure is as follows:

(a) A group consisting of 100 to 200 men will report to the psychological examiner at designated room for examina-

tion alpha.

(5) Men who can not read and write English at all should first be eliminated from this group by directing those

who can not read or write to stand, and by obserxdng the manner in which the remainder fill out the headings of the

examination alpha blank. Those who are eliminated should be sent to the special beta examining room ; the remainder

should be given examination alpha.

(f) Men found later to have made scores of leas than 15 (raw score) in examination alpha should be given examina-

tion beta.

(d) Individuals rated D— after beta or after alpha and beta will report by appointment for individual examination.

It is estimated that not over 5 per cent of the strength of an organization should require individual psychological

examination.

Summary.—All enlisted men take either alpha or beta. Those who can read and write English, take alpha im-

mediately. Those who can' not, take beta immediately. Those who make scores of less than 15 in alpha take beta.

All who fail in beta take indi\'idual examination. The form of indi\'idual examination given varies with the character-

istics of the subject. Point Scale or Stanford-Binet examination may be given to subjects who are able to understand

Enalish fairly well. To all other subjects performance-scale examination should be given either alone or in addition

to one of the other scales.

3. ORGANIZATION AND ROUTINE.

The value of these examinations will depend upon the perfection of organization and the efficiency of the routine

procedure which is developed by the examining staff. The following points are especially important:

(a) Previous arrangement should insure the prompt reporting of men either by groups or individually at a given

time and place for prescribed examination. Company officers accompanying groups to be examined should be asked

to list men who give trouble, or whom they would like to see examined individually; reasons and company record

should be noted in each case.

(6) Group and individual examination blanks should be scored and recorded as promptly as possible, and ratings

prepared for immediate report. The chief psychological examiner is responsible for one complete file of all examina-

tions, to be kept in easily accessible form by organizations. All available lists of names, such as company rosters,

personnel officer lists, etc., should be used by examiners to simplify and to increase the accuracy of the reports. Time

will often be saved by typing or writing scores directly on such lists, especially if they can be obtained in duplicate

or triplicate.

(c) The intelligence rating of every man examined should be reported promptly to personnel officer, with comment

concerning any special aptitude noted. Company commanders should also have all available information as soon as

men are assigned.

(d) All cases of mental deficiency, as well as all cases for which neuro-psychiatric examination is especially indi-

cated, should be referred promptly to the psychiatrist through the camp or division surgeon. Complete report of

psychological examination, on blank furnished for the purpose, must accompany every such case, whether referred

for discharge, assignment to special organization, or neuropsychiatric examination.

(f) Psychological record card, complete with recommendation and disposition of case, and report on cases rec-

ommended for neuro-psychiatric examination should be forwarded to the Surgeon General's Office, Division of Psy-

chology, after the soldier has left camp.

(/) Weekly statistical sheet should be sent promptly on or before Tuesday of each week to Surgeon General's

Office. It should be supplemented by such letter statements and special reports as seem desirable.

{g) Every effort should be made to cooperate as fully and effectively as possible with all officers of the camp or

di\'ision for the increased efficiency of the Army.

February 2, 1918, the following instructions were issued, by the divisions concerned, to promote cooperation and

increase the efficiency of the psychological and neuro-psychiatric services:

PROVISION FOB COORDINATION OF PSTCHIATBIC AND PSYCHOLOGICAL EXAMINATIONS IN DmsIONAL TRAINING CAMPS.

It is agreed between the Division of Psychology and the Division of Neuro-psychiatry

:

(1) That psychiatric survey of organizations shall be made in conjunction with psychological survey.

(2) That for this purpose psychiatric examiners shall be present at group psychcdogical examinations, to observe

the beha^'ior and appearance of soldiers. It is further provided that the work of the psychiatrist shall not interfere

with the proper conduct of psychological examination.

(3) That rooms numbered 5 and 6 in psychology building shall be designated for psychiatric examining.

(4) That the name, rank, and organization of individuais receiving grade E in group psychological examination

shall be reported promptly to the division psychiatrist through the di\-ision surgeon.

(5) That report of indi-vddual psychological examination shall be accepted by psychiatrist as part of the medical

examination and shall be included in the case record if subject be recommended for discharge or for special assignment.

Pearce Bailey,

Major, M. R. C, Chief of Division of Neuro-psychiatrrj.

Robert M. Yerkes,

Major, S. C, N. A., Chief of Division of Psychology.
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4. UTILIZATION OF RESULTS.

Psychological ratings should be valuable alike to personnel officers, line officers, and medical officers. To the

first, as partial basis for placement of soldiers: to the second, as supplementarj' information for guidance in connection

with training, or special treatment of men who give trouble; and to the third, as partial basis for recommendation for

discharge, special examination, or medical treatment.

The results of examination should be made a\-ailable to these officers as early as possible. It is therefore the duty

of the ps\-chological examiner to see that even,' drafted man is examined as promptly as possible after arrival in camp,

and that report is immediately made to the personnel officer, to the medical officer if the case requires it, and subse-

quently to the company commander to whom the man is assigned.

The draft contains an adequate number of high-grade men to fill positions of responsibility. The psychological

examination helps to reveal noncommissioned officer material and suitable candidates for officers' training campa.

It also supplies partial basis for assignment of men to specific trades or occupations in the Army. In making selections

for training in any specialized branch of military sen-ice it will probably be wise to select indi^^iduals whose intelligence

scores are well above the lower quartile for the occupation in question. Apart from inequalities in experience or special

training, the difference in the scores of two men will, in a general way, indicate their relative value for assignment to a

specific trade or occupation.

Emphasis should be placed upon the desirability of balancing the special trades and occupations in the various

companies and regiments. Each imit should have its proper share of high, medium, and low grade men for special

assignments as well as for the ranks. It is e^^dent that the ultimate value of the psychological service in balancing the

units will depend verj- largely upon the establishment of proper cooperative relations with personnel officers. Frequent

conferences with the personnel officers should be held, and ways and means considered for securing effective coordina-

tion of effort.

To be of the greatest value the psychological examination should be given at the earliest possible date after the

arri\-al of the men in camp, in order that the personnel officer may have the results on the qualification cards when
iriaVJTig assignments. Unless the scores are available and used properly at this time, companies will be built up that

are very uneven in general intelligence. In order to balance companies and regiments satisfactorily it is necessary to

obser\e not only the special requirements laid down in the tables of organization, but also the requirement that there

shall be equiv'alent grades of intelligence in company organizations and in the various trades and occupations demanded

in each.

Cooperative relations should be established between psychiatrists and psychological examiners in order that com-

pany commanders and personnel officers may obtain promptly detailed information concerning any indi\'idual recruit.

The lower grades of mental capacity are clearly indicated by the alpha and beta examinations. The lowest cases should

be given individual examination with the least possible delay. Company commanders should be encouraged to refer

for examination men whose drill or conduct is unsatisfactory. Where development battalions have been formed special

study should be made of the results of the de\elopment work in the case of men of various grades of intelligence. The
peychological sendee should be able to make an effective contribution in the handling of development units.

5. CONFERENCES WITH OFFICERS.

In order that the results of examinations may be used effectively, it is necessary that psychological examiners

take pains to acquaint all officers in their stations with the nature and uses of intelligence ratings. To this end, con-

ferences with groups of officers, by regiments or other convenient unit, should be arranged by the chief psychological

examiner. In these conferences the methods of examining should be explained clearly and simply, and the possible

ways of using psychological information described and illustrated. The examiner should strive especially to take

the military point of \'iew. Unwarranted claims concerning the accuracy of the results should be avoided. In general,

straightforward commonsense statements will be found more convincing than technical descriptions, statistical exhibits,

or academic arguments.

In order to make such conferences of the greatest value, the views and criticisms of officers should be eUcited as

fully as possible. In this way mistmderstandings will be cleared up and the way paved for effective cooperation.

The criticisms most likely to arise are the following : (1 ) That the score made is greatly influenced by such acci-

dental factors as fatigue, homesickness, illness, time of day, etc. (2) That the tests do not measure real ability, but

instead merely reflect the man's educational and social advantages. (3) That the score may be greatly influenced

by coaching or by a repetition of the test.

WTiile it has been well enough o,stablished that such factors as these are not present in a stifficient degree to invali-

date seriously the test results, their presence can not be denied. It can hardly be claimed that the mental or physical

condition of the subject and the circumstances under which the test is given have no effect upon the score. Similarly,

it would be unreasonable to suppose that the result is wholly uninfluenced by educational advantages. WTiile coaching

is not likely to invalidate the results to any great extent in Army testing, it is nevertheless a factor which should be care-

fully guarded against by measures designed to prevent the dissemination of blanks. As regards practice effects, it has

been found that the average gain in a repeated alpha examination is approximately 8 points (raw score). The P. E.

of an alpha raw score is approximately 6 points. TSTiile cases will admittedly occur in which men will receive a rating

on the psychological examination somewhat higher or lower than they deserve, this would occur on any method of

classification that might be used. It may well be emphasized that the psychological examination furnishes for immedi-
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ate use a rating of the men which in validity compares not unfavorably with ratings furnished by officers after months
of acquaintance.

In using the psychological results there is a tendency to overlook the fact that they give evidence concerning but
one quality important in a good soldier. The company commander should be cautioned not to neglect the importance

of other qualities, such as personal appearance, energy, military experience, leadership, initiative, tact, etc. It is no

criticism of the psychological rating that it fails to measure these other qualities of the soldier. All it does is to afford

a reasonably reliable measure of one essential quality—i. e., general intelligence. Although there is a fairly high

correlation betn-een general intelligence and other desirable traits, like character, leadership, etc., the fact must not be
overlooked that there are indi^"iduals of high intelligence who are not properly fitted to command. It has been proved
quite definitely that the results of the psychological examinations are valuable when properly used. They can not,

however, be made to take the place of all other criteria. Each officer should be encouraged to scrutinize the men of

his command carefully in order to discover their individual differences in other traits as well as in intelligence.

Indi^'iduaI cases will be found in which the information of the company commander is greatly at variance with the

psychological rating. In such cases one would not be wananted in making sweeping claims for the infallibility of the

test results. It should be pointed out that the discrepancy may be due to the presence or absence of important traits

not measured by the intelligence examination. Such cases, however, afford opportunity for the psychological examiner

to make clear the value of a rating which is absolute rather than relative. The company commander will readily

appreciate the fact that his own estimate is relative; that he inevitably judges his men 'with reference to the average in

his company . For this reason in the company which in general is inferior a high man will be overestimated . Similarly,

in a specially high company a low man will be underestimated. Company commanders will readily appreciate the im-

portance of bringing to light extreme cases of unevenness in different organizations in order that such inequalities may be
remedied.

II. Seghegation op Illitehates.

Subjects reporting for group examination belong in one of the following classes:

(1) Men totally illiterate or unable to understand English;

(2) Men who read or write English only with difficulty;

(3) Men who read and write English readily.

Examination alpha will not measure the intelligence of the first group; it may or may not yield a reliable measure

for the second group; it will measure the intelligence of the third group.

Group 1 should be given beta only; group 3 should be given alpha (but not beta unless the score earned in alpha

was below D); group 2 should be given both alpha and beta in order that men making below D in alpha because of

language difficulty may have opportunity to improve their scores in examination beta.

Examiners should eliminate at the outset of examination alpha all total illiterates and men who can not understand

English, by ordering these to stand and to leave the alpha room. They may then be referred to examination beta.

Officers' statements that men can not read and write may be used to advantage in making this separation.

After these men have been segregated and the remaining group satisfactorily placed, each man is supplied with a

pencil. Then examiner should say: "We are going to pa!;s around some papers now; don't turn any of the pages until

I tell you to." Have assistant distribute alpha booklets, face up, making sure that only one is handed to each man.

As soon as the booklets have been distributed examiner should continue, slowly and distinctly, pausing after each

instruction to give subjects time to respond: "Now, at the top of the page before you, print youi' name after the word
' Name, ' print your first name first, then your middle initial, if any, and then your last name. Take time to print very

plainly."

After name has been written, say: "Put your rank in the Army after the word 'Rank,' such as private, corporal,

sergeant, sergeant first class," etc. "Put your age in years after the word 'Age.' " "In the next line write your com-

pany, regiment, arm, and division." (Examiner should mention designation of these.)

"In the next line write the name of the State or country in which you were bom." "If you were not born in this

country, tell next the number of years you have lived in the United States." "After 'Race' write the word '\Miite.'

"

(In examining negro troops substitute the word "Negro." If there are Indians in the group, ask them to write the word

"Indian." Similarly for Chinese, Japanese, Philippinos, etc.)

"In the next line after 'Occupation,' write your usual work, trade, or business (such as carpenter, grocery clerk,

laborer, farmer, student)." "Next put down how much you earned a week before you entered the Amy; not how
much a day or a month, but how much a week."

"After 'Schooling,' draw aline under the highest grade or school you attended. For example, if the highest grade

you attended was the fifth grade, draw a line under Grade 5; if you attended the Becond year in the high school or

preparatorj' school, draw a line under High School, Year 2, etc."

After these directions have been given, the orderlies should systematically examine the paper of each man to dis-

cover his ability to carry out the above directions. Those subjects who are unable to read and write sufficiently to fill out

these headings should be commanded to stand, and on completion of preliminary survey by examiner and his assistants

should be ordered to enter examining room for examination beta.

The above direction is based upon the assumption that a man who can not understand the directions given by

examiner, read the words "occupation," "weekly wages," "schooling," etc., and write the necessary replies, can not

do justice to himself in examination alpha.
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III. Group Examination Alpha

1. PHOCEDCRE.

Examination alpha is to be given to all subjects who remain in the room after the elimination of illiterates. In

giving the follo\ring directions examiner should speak rather slowly, distinctly, and with proper emphasis. He should

expect and demand perfect order and prompt response to commands.

When everjthing is ready examiner proceeds as follows
: '

' Attention! The purpose of this examination is to see how
well you can remember, think, and carrj- out what you are told to do. We are not looking for crazy people. The aim

is to help find out what you are best fitted to do in the Army. The grade you make in this examination will be put on

your qualification card and will also go to your company commander. Some of the things } ou are told to do will be

very easy. Some you may find hard. You are not expected to make a perfect grade, but do the very best you can.

"Now, in the Army a man often has to listen to commands and then carry them out exactly. I am going to give

you some commands to see how well you can carry them out. Listen closely. Ask no questions. Do not watch any

other man to see what he does.

"Look at your papers. Just below where you have been writir^, there are several sets of forms—circles, triangles,

and so forth. First you will be told to do something with the circles at 1, afterward \vith the circles at 2, and so on.

"AMien I call 'Attention,' stop instantly whatever you are doing and hold your pencil up—so. Don't put your

pencil down to the paper until I say 'Go.' (Examiner lowers his pencil.) Listen carefully to what I say. Do just

what you are told to do. As soon as you are through, pencils up. Remember, wait for the word 'Go'.

"

N. B.—Examiner: Give the following instructions very distinctly and at moderate speed. After gi\'ing the com-

mand "Attention, " always notice carefully and have orderlies notice whether all pencils are up. Never proceed until

they are. This is especially important in the beginning. Be careful to use the directions that fit the form of alpha book-

let distributed. Be careful not to pause or to drop the voice in the course of a compound direction, e. g., in 2, before the

words "and also." Raise your pencil whenever you say "Attention. " Lower it promptly whenever you say "Go."

Test l,farm 5.

1. "Attention! 'Attention' always means 'Pencils up! ' Look at the circles at 1. When I say 'Go '(but not before)

make a cross in the first circle and also a figure 1 in the third circle.—GO!" (Allow not over 5 seconds.)

2. "Attention! Look at 2, where the circles have numbers in them. When I say 'Go' draw a line from circle 1 to

circle 4 that will pass above circle 2 and below circle 3.—GO!" (Allow not over 5 seconds.)

3. "Att«ntion! Look at the square and triangle at 3. When I say 'Go' make a cross in the space which is in the

triangle but not in the square, and also make a figure 1 in the space which is in the triangle and in the square.—GO!"
(Allow not over 10 seconds.)

4. "Attention! Look at 4. When I say 'Go' make a figure 1 in the space which is in the circle but not in the tri-

angle or square, and also make a figure 2 in the space which is in the triangle and circle, but not in the square.—GO!"
(Allow not over 10 seconds.)

N. B.—Examiner: In reading 5, don't pause at the word circle as if ending a sentence.

5. "Attention! Look at 5. If a machine gun can shoot more bullets a minute than a rifle, then(when I say 'Go')

put a cross in the second circle; if not, draw a line under the word NO.—GO!" (Allow not over 10 seconds.)

6. "Attention! Look at 6. ^\^len I say 'Go' put in the second circle the right answer to the question: 'How many
months has a year?' In the third circle do nothing, but in the fourth circle put any number that is a wrong answer to

the question that you have just answered correctly.—GO!" (Allow not over 10 seconds.)

7. "Attention! Look at 7. When I say 'Go' cross out the letter just before C and also draw a line under the second

letter before H.—GO!" (Allow not over 10 seconds.)

8. "Attention! Look at 8. Notice the three circles and the three words. WTien I say 'Go' make in the/rsJ circle

the first letter of the first word; in the seccmd circle the first letter of the second word, and in the third circle the last

letter of the third word.—GO!" (Allow not over 10 seconds.)

9. "Attention! Look at 9. When I say 'Go' cross out each number that is more than 20 but less than 30.—GO!"
(Allow not over 1.5 seconds.)

10. "Attention! Look at 10. Notice that the drawing is divided into five parts. WTien I say 'Go' put a 3 or a 2

in each of the two largest parts and any number between 4 and 7 in the part next in size to the smallest part.—GOl"
(Allow not over 15 seconds.)

11

.

"Attention! Look at 11. When I say 'Go' draw a line through every even number that is not in a square, and
also through every odd number that is in a square with a letter.—GO!" (Allow not over 25 seconds.)

12. "Attention! Look at 12. If 7 is more than 5, then(when I say 'Go') cross out the number 6 unless 6 is more
than 8, in which case draw a line under the number 7.—GO !" (Allow not over 10 seconds.)

"Dtiring the rest of this examination don't turn any page forward or backward unless you are told to. Now turn

over the page to test 2."

Test 1, form 6.

1. "Attention! 'Attention' always means 'Pencils up! ' Look at the circles at 1. When I say 'Go' but not before,

make a cross in the second circle and also a figure 1 in the third circle.—GO!" (Allow not over 5 seconds.)

2. "Attention! Look at 2, where the circles have numbers in them. When I say 'Go' draw a line from circle 2 to

circle 5 that will pass above circle 3 and below circle 4.—GOl" (Allow not over 5 seconds.)
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3. "Attention! Look at the square and triangle at 3. When I say 'Go' make a cross in the space which is in the

square but not in the triangle, and also make a figure 1 in the space which is in the triangle and in the square.—GO!"

(Allow not over 10 seconds.)

4. "Attention! Look at 4. When I say 'Go' make a figure 1 in the space which is in the triangle but not in the

circle or square, and also make a figure 2 in the space which is in the square and circle, but not in the triai^le.—GO!"

(Allow not over 10 seconds.)

N. B.—Examiner: In reading 5, don't pause at the word circle as if ending a sentence.

5. "Attention! Look at 5. If a regiment is bigger than a company, then (when I say 'Go') put a cross in the first

circle; if not, draw a line under the word NO.—GO!" (Allow not over 10 seconds.)

6. "Attention! Look at 6. AVhen I say 'Go' put in the second circle the right answer to the question: 'How many

months has a year?' In the fourth circle do nothing, but in the fifth circle put any number that is a wrong answer to

the question that you just answered correctly.—GO!" (Allow not over 10 seconds.)

7. "Attention! Look at 7. WTien I say 'Go' cross out the letter just before D and also draw a line under the second

letter before I.—GO!" (Allow not over 10 seconds.)

8. "Attention! Look at 8. Notice the three circles and the three words. When I say 'Go' make in ihe first circle

the last letter of the first word ; in the second circle the last letter of the second word and in the third circle the third letter

of the third word.—GO!" (Allow not over 10 seconds.)

9. "Attention! Look at 9. When I say 'Go' cross out each number that is more than 30 but less than 40.—GO!"

(Allow not over 15 seconds.)

10. "Attention! Look at 10. Notice that the drawing is divided into five parts. When I say 'Go' put a 3 or a 2

in each of the two smallest parts and any number between 4 and 7 in the part next in size to the largest part.—GO!"

(Allow not over 15 seconds.)

11. "Attention! Look at 11. When I say 'Go' draw a line through every odd number that is not in a circle and also

through every odd number that is in a circle with a letter.—GO!" (Allow not over 25 seconds.)

12. "Attention! Look at 12. If 6 is more than 4, then (when I say 'Go') cross out the number 5 unless 5 is more

than 7, in which case draw a line umder the number 6.—GO!" (Allow not over 10 seconds.)

"During the rest of this examination don't turn any page forward or backward unless you are told to. Now turn over

the page to test 2."

Test l,form 7.

1. "Attention ! 'Attention!' always means 'Pencils up!' Look at the circles at 1. When I say 'Go' (but not

before) make a figure 1 in the first circle and also a cross in the third circle.—GO ! " (AUow not over 5 seconds.)

2. "Attention ! Look at 2, where the circles have numbers in them. When I say 'Go' draw a line from circle 3

to circle 6 that ^vill pass above circle 4 and below circle 5.—GO ! " (Allow not over 5 seconds.)

3. "Attention ! Look at the square and triangle at 3. When I say 'Go' make a figure 1 in the space whichis in

the triangle but not in the square, and also make a cross in the space which is in the triangle and in the square.—GO !

"

(Allow not over 10 seconds.)

4. "Attention ! Look at 4. When I say 'Go ' make a figure 1 in the space which is in the square but not in the

circle or triangle, and also make a figure 2 in the space which is in the circle and triangle, but not in the square.

—

GO !
" (Allow not over 10 seconds.

)

(N. B.—Examiner; In reading 5, don't pause at the word circle as if ending a sentence.)

5. "Attention ! Look at 5. If a battleship is larger than a submarine, then (when I say 'Go') put a cross in the

third circle; if not, draw a line under the word NO.—GO !

" (Allow not over 10 seconds.)

6. "Attention! Look at 6. When I say 'Go' put in the first circle the right answer to the question: 'How many
months has a year? ' In the third circle do nothing, but in the fourth circle put any number that is a wrong answer

to the question that you just answered correctly.—GO ! " (Allow not over 10 seconds.)

7. "Attention! Lookat7. When I say 'Go 'cross oui the letter just before E and also draw a line unrfer the second

letter before H.—GO ! " (Allow not over 10 seconds.)

8. "Attention ! Look at 8. Notice the three circles and the three words. When I say 'Go' make in the first

circle the first letter of the first word; in the second circle the second letter of the second word, and in the third circle

the last letter of the last word.—GO I " (Allow not over 10 seconds.)

9. "Attention! Lookat9. When I say 'Go' cross oui each number that is more than 40 but less than 50.—GO!"
(Allow not over 15 seconds.)

10. "Attention ! Look at 10. Notice that the drawing is divided into five parts. When I say 'Go' put a 4 or a 5

in each of the two smallest parts and any number between 6 and 9 in the part next in size to the largest part.—GO !

"

(Allow not over 15 seconds.)

11. "Attention! Look at 11. When I say 'Go 'draw a line through every even number that is not in a circle and

also through every odd number that is in a circle with a letter.—GO ! " (Allow not over 25 seconds.)

12. "Attention! Look at 12. If 5 is more than 3, then (when I say 'Go') cross out the number 4 unless 4 is more

than 6, in which case draw a line under the number 5.—GO ! " (Allow not over 10 seconds.)

"During the rest of this examination don't turn any page forward or backward unless you are told to. Now turn

over the page to test 2."
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Test 1, forms.

1. "Attentdon ! 'Attention ' always means 'Pencils up! ' Look at the circles at 1. When I say 'Go' (but not

before) make a figoire 2 in the second circle and also a cross in the third circle.—GO I " (Allow not over 5 seconds.)

2. "Attention ! Look at 2, where the circles have numbers in them. When I say 'Go' draw a line from circle 1

to circle 4 that will pass below circle 2 and above circle 3.—GO ! " (Allow not over 5 seconds.)

3. "Attention ! Look at the square and triangle at 3. When I say 'Go ' make a figure 1 in the space which is in

the square but not in the triangle, and also make a cross in the space which is in the triangle and in the square.—GO 1

"

(Allow not over 10 seconds.)

4. "Attention ! Look at 4. When I say 'Go' make a figure 2 in the space which is in the circle butnotin the

triangle or square, and also make a figure 3 in the space which is in the triangle and circle, but not in the square.

—

GO!" (Allow not over 10 seconds.)

(N. B.—Examiner: In reading 5, don't pause at the word circle as if ending a sentence.)

5. "Attention! Look at 5. If tapssoimd in the evening, then (when I say 'Go') put a crossinthefirstcircle; if

not, draw a line under the word N'O.—GO I " (Allow not over 10 seconds.)

6. "Attention! Look at 6. When I say 'Go'put in the first circle the right answer to the question: 'Hpwmany
months has a year? ' In the second circle do nothing, but in the fifth circle put any number that is a wrong answer to

the question that you just answered correctly.—GO !" (Allow not over 10 seconds.)

7. "Attention! Look at 7. When I say 'Go 'crow o«< the letter just after F and also draw a line wnrfer the second

letter after I.—GO I " (Allow not over 10 seconds.)

8. "Attention I LookatS. }votice the three circles and the three words. When I say 'Go 'make in the /rs( circle

the last letter of the Jirst word ; in the second circle the middU letter of the second word and in the third circle the first

letter of the third word.—GO !" (Allow not over 10 seconds.)

9. "Attention! Look at 9. When I say 'Go' crosa owi each number that is more than 50 but less than 60.—GO!"
(Allow not over 15 seconds.)

10. "Attention! Look at 10. Notice that the drawing is divided into five parts. Wlien I say 'Go' put a 4 or a 5

in each of the two largest parts and any number between 6 and 9 in the part next in size to the smallest part.—GO !

"

(Allow not over 15 seconds.)

11. "Attention ! Look at 11. When I say 'Go' draw a line through ever>' odd number that is notin a square,

and also through every odd number that is in a square with a letter.—GO ! " (Allow not over 25 seconds.)

12. ".\ttention 1 Look at 12. If 4 is more than 2, then (when I say "Go'; cross out the number 3 unless 3 is more
than 5, in which case draw a line under the number 4.—GO I

'' (Allow not over 10 .seconds.)

"During the rest of this examination don't turn any page forward or backward unless jou are told to. Now turn

over the page to test 2."

Test 1, form 9.

1. ".Vttention! 'Attention' always means 'Pencils up!' Look at the circles at 1. WTien I say 'Go,' but not

before, make a cross in the first circle and also a figure 1 in the last circle.—GO !

" (Allow not over 5 seconds.)

2. "Attention! Look at 2, where the circles have numbers in them. WTaen I say 'Go 'draw a line from circle 2

to circle 5 that vnW pass below circle 3 and above circle 4.

—

<tO "
! (Allow not over 5 seconds.)

3. "Attention ! Look at the square and triangle at 3. When I say 'Go ' make a figure 2 in the space which is in

the triangle but not in the square, and also make a figure 3 in the space which is in the square and in the triangle.

—

GO I " (Allow not over 10 seconds.)

4. ".\ttention ! Look at 4. When I say ' Go ' make a figure 2 in the space which is in the triangle but not in the

circle or square, and also make a figure 3 in the space which is in the square and circle, but not in the triangle.—GO 1

"

(Allow not over 10 seconds.)

(N. B.—Examiner: In reading 5, don't pause at the word circle as if ending a sentence.)

5. ".Vttention ! Look at 5. If a captain is superior to a corporal, then (when I say "Go ') puta cross in the second

circle; if not, draw a line under the word NO.—GO !

" (Allow not over 10 seconds.)

6. ".Vttention! Lookat6. When I say 'Go 'put in the third circle the right answer to the question: 'Howmany
months has a year? ' In the fourth circle do nothing, but in the fifth circle put any number that is a wrong answer to

the question that j'ou just answered correctly.—GO !

" (Allow not over 10 seconds.)

7. ".Vttention ! Look at 7. When I say 'Go 'cross owJ the letter just after Gand also draw a line under the second

latter after H.—GO ! " (Allow not over 10 seconds.)

8. "Attention ! LookatS. Notice the three circles and the three words. When I say 'Go 'make in the/rs^ circle

the third letter of the first word ; in the second circle the first letter of the second word, and in the t>hird circle the first

letter of the third word.—GO !

" (.VUow not over 10 seconds.)

9. ' '.Vttention ! Look at 9. When I say ' Go ' cross out each number that is more than 60 but less than 70.—GO !

"

(Allow not over 15 seconds.)

10. "Attention ! Look at 10. Notice that the drawing is divided into five parts. When I say 'Go 'put a 2 or a 3

in each of the two largest parts and any number between 6 and 9 in the part next in size to the smallest part.—GO !

"

(Allow not over 15 seconds.)

11. ".\ttention! Look at 11. When I say 'Go 'draw aline through every even number that is notin the square,

and also through every odd number that is in a square with a letter.—GO !" (Allow not over 25 seconds.)
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12. "Attention ! Look at 12. If 3 is more than 1, then (when I say ' Go ') cross out the number 2 unless 2 is more

than 4, in which case draw a line under the niimber 3.—GO !" (Allow not over 10 seconds.)

"During the rest of this examination don't turn any page forward or backward unless you are told to. Now turn

over the page to test 2."

Test 2, arithmetical problems.

"Attention ! Look at the directions at the top of the page while I read them. 'Get the answers to these examples

as quickly as you can. Use the side of this page to figure on if you need to.' I will say stop at the end of five min-

utes. You may not be able to finish all of them, but do as many as you can in the time allowed. The two samples

are already answered correctly.—Ready—GO !

"

After 5 minutes, say "STOP ! Turn over the page to test 3."

Test S, practical judgment.

"Attention ! Look at the directions at the top of the page while I read them.

"'This is a test of common sense. Below are sixteen questions. Three answers are given to each question. You are

to look at the answers carefully; then make a cross in the square before the iest answer to each question, as in the

sample

:

"Why do we use stoves? Because

they look well

S they keep us warm
they are lilack

"Here the second answer is the best one and is marked with a cross.

"Begin with No. 1 and keep on until time is called.'—Ready—GO!" After IJ minutes, say "STOP! Turn
over the page to test 4."

Test 4, synonym—antonym.

"Attention! Look at the directions at the top of the page while I read them." (Examiner reads slowly.)

'"If the two words of a pair mean the same or nearly the same, draw aline under sojne. If they mean the opposite

or nearly the opposite, draw a line under opposite. If you can not be sure, guess. The two samples are already marked
as they should be. '—Ready—GO !

"

After IJ minutes, say "STOP! Turn over the page to test 5." (Pause.) "Now you have to turn your books

around this way." (Examiner illustrates the necessary rotation.)

Test 5, disarranged sentences.

"Attention ! Look at the directions at the top of the page while I read them." (Examiner reads slowly.)

'"The words a eats cow grass in that order are mixed up and don't make a sentence; but they would make a sen-

tence if put in the right order: a cow eats grass, and this statement is true.

"Again, the words horsesfeathers have all would make a sentence if put in the order all horses havefeathers, liut this

statement is false.

"Below are 24 mixed sentences. Some of them are true and some are false. When I say 'Go,' take these sentences

one at a time. Think wha.t each would say if the words were straightened out, but don't write them yourself. Then,

if whatit toouZtf say istrue draw a line under the word 'true;' if what it would say is false, draw aline under the word
'false.' If you can not be sure, guess. The two samples are already marked as they should be. Begin with No. 1

and work right down the page until time is called.'—Ready—GO !

"

After 2 minutes, say "STOP! Turn over the page to test 6."

Test 6, mimber series completion.

(N. B.—Examiner: Give these instructions very slowly.)

"Attention! I^ook at the first sample row of figures at the top of the page

—

2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12; the two numbers that

should come next are, of course, 14, Ifi.

" Look at the second sample—9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4: the two numbers that should come next are 3, 2.

"Look at the third sample

—

2, 2, 3, 3, 4, 4; the two numbers that should come next are 5, 5.

"Now look at the foiu-th sample—1, 7, 2, 7, 3, 7; the next two numbers would, of course, be 4, 7.

" Look at each row of numbers below, and on the two dotted lines ^v^ite the two numbers that should come next.

—

Ready—GO!"
After 3 minutes, say "STOPI Turn over the page to test 7."

Test 7, analogies.

"Attention! Look at the first sample at the top of the page: Skj'—blue : : grass—table, green, warm, big.

"Notice the four words in heavy type. One of them

—

green—is underlined. Grass is green just as the sky is blue.

"Look at the second sample: Fish—swims : : man—paper, time, wallcs, girl.

"Here the word walks is underlined. A man w.alks and a fish swims.

"Look at the third sample: Day—night : : white—red, black, clear, pure.
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"Here the word black is underlined because black is the opposite of white just as night is the opposite of day.

•'In each of the lines below the first two words are related to each other in some way. What you are to do in each

line is to see what the relarion is between the first two words, and underline the word in heav'j' type that is related in

the same way to the third word. Begin with No. 1 and mark as many sets as you can before time is called.—Ready

—

GO!"
After 3 minutes, say "STOP! Turn over the page to test 8."

Test 8, information.

"Attention! Look at the directions at the top of the page while I read them." (Examiner reads slowly.)

" 'Notice the sample sentence: People hear with the—eyes—ears—nose—mouth. The correct word is ears, because

it makes the truest sentence. In each of the sentences below you have four choices for the last word. Only one of

them is correct. In each sentence draw a line under the one of these four words which makes the truest sentence. If

you can not be Buie, guess. The two samples are already marked as they should be.'—Ready—GO!"
After 4 minutes, say 'STOP! Turn over the page to test 1 .^gain. In the upper right hand comer, where it says

'Group Xo. — ,' put the number 101" (or 102, 103, etc., according to the number of this group in the examiner's series

of groups').

Have all examination booklets and pencils collected immediately and before the men are allowed to leave their

seats. Before dismissing the group, the number of booklets collected shoiJd be carefully checked with the number
of men present and the number of booklets issued.

2. oraEcnoNS for scoring.

General rules.

1. Each item is scored either right or wrong. No part credits are given.

2. In general, items evidently corrected stand as corrected.

3. In tests where the score is " number right," only wrong items need be checked in scoring. In tests 4 and 5,

where the score is "right minus wrong," wrong and omitted items must be separately checked.

4. Indicate the last item attempted by drawing a long line under that item and out into the margin.

5. Enter the score for each test in lower right-hand comer of the test page and encircle it. When the test has

been re-scored, a check mark (\/) may be made beside the circle.

6. Red or blue pencil increases accuracy of scoring.

Test 1.

(Score is number right.)

1. No credit is given for any item in wliich more is done than the instructions require.

2. In an item where something is to be written "in" a given space, give credit if a mark crosses a line from haste

or awkwardness; give no credit if the position is really ambiguous.

3. Where something is to be underlined or crossed out, give credit if two or three underlinings are made in the

required place, and give credit for any method of crossing out.

4. Item 2.—The pencil line must begin and end either on the circumference or within the circles indicated. It

may touch the intermediate circles, but must not cut through them.

5. Item 6.—In the circle marked "not 12" there must be some ntimber which is not 12, such as 5, 0, 27.

6. Item 9.—The proper numbers must be crossed out to receive credit.

7. Item 10.—In Form o, "2" alone and "3" alone, but not "2 or 3," in each of the two largest parts; "5" alone

and "G" alone, but not ".5 or fi," in the next to the smallest part, are correct. Similarly for other forms.

8. Item 11.—The lines must cross, or at least touch, the proper numbers; they may or may not cut the accompany-

ing letters. Mere indications of the square, triangle, etc., is not sufficient.

9. Item 12.—Underlining in place of crossing out is wrong.

Test 2.

(Score is number right.)

1. Answer may be written on dotted line or elsewhere near its problem.

2. If two answers are given to any problem, count as wrong.

3. If it seems clear that, by a slip, one answer has been put in the wrong brackets, and the next answers are all

thus misplaced, give credit for the answers that are right even if misplaced.

4. Omission of dollar sign is permissible.

.5. Omission of decimal point is permissible in items 2, 9, 13, and 14. Fraction may be expressed as decimal in

item 15.

Test 3.

(Score is number right.)

1. Any clear method of indicating answer is given full credit—underlining, checking, etc.

2. If two answers are marked, count as wrong unless one is clearly indicated as final.
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Test 4.

(Score is number right minus numl^er wrong.)

1. Any clear method of indicating answer is given credit.

2. When both "same" and "opposite" are underlined, counts as omitted, not as wrong.

3. If only "same" is underlined right down the column, score for the test ia zero. Similarly if

underlined right down the column.
'opposite'' is

(Score is number right minus number wrong.)

Same rules as for test 4.

Test 5.

Test 6.

(Score is number right.)

1. If only one number is written, give no credit.

2. If only one of the numbers is right, give no credit.

3. If four niunbers are written, as frequently happens with certain items (i. e., 33, 11 instead of 3, 3), give full

credit.
Test 7.

(Score is number right.)

1. Any clear indication other than underlining receives full credit.

2. Underlining of any of the first three words of an item does not remove credit.

3. If two or more of the last four words are marked, give no credit.

(Score is number right.)

Same rules as for test 7.

Test 8.

3. TOTAL SCORE AND RATING.

The result of examination alpha is expressed in a total score which is the sum of the raw scores of the several

tests. The raw scores are obtained as follows:

Test.
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The patternsfor constrttciing cubesfor test 2 should be drawn on heaw cardboard on a scale such that the constructed

model will appear to be made from 3-inch cubes. All cube edges, either real or imaginary, should be bordered in lines

J-inch thick painted n-ith india ink. The models should be cut on the full lines and folded on the dotted lines as indi-

cated in the patterns furnished. For these cube models a sloping shelf should be so ananged that the perspective

from the center of the room vrill be the same as that of the models represented on the blackboard.

Chalk, eraser, pointer, and a curtain for covering beta apparatus are also necessary.

2. PBOCEDUKE.

It ifi most important that examination beta be given in a genial manner. The subjects 'srho take this examina-
tion sometimes sulk and refuse to work. Examiner and his assistants will find it necessary to fill out most of the
headings for the men before the examination begins. The time required for this preparatory work may be used to

advantage in making the men feel at ease. jVs the demonstration preparatory to each test requires some time, the
"pencils up '' command is omitted in examination beta. The examiner's platform should be so high that he can readily

see whether or not the subjects are working. Great care should be taken to prevent the overanxious from beoinnin<»

work before the command ''Go."

Seating conditions should be such that subjects can not copy from one another and the rule that cop>-ing shall

not be allowed should be enforced strictly. The blackboard should at all times be kept clean so that the \-isual condi-

tions may be excellent and constant. The blackboard figures for test 1 should be exposed when the subjects enter

the examining room. As soon as a test has been demonstrated and the inen have been told to go ahead, the blackboard should

be covered and kept covered until time is called. It should not be turned to the next testtmtil the men have been ordered
to stop work on a given test. Care should be taken to have the physical conditions of examiuation reasonably uniform.

With the exception of the brief introductory statements and a few orders, instructions are to be given throughout

by means of gestures instead of words. These gestures accompany the samples and demonstrations and should be
animated and emphatic.

It is absolutely necessary that dii-ections be followed closely and procedure kept uniform and definite. Varia-

ations of procedure are more likely to occur in beta than in alpha, and there is serious risk that if allowed thev will

leesen the value of results. Exam i ner should especially guard against using more or fewer gestures or words for one
group than for another. Oral language should be rigidly limited to the words and phrases given in the procedure for

the diSerent tests.

^\hether the men get the idea of the test and enter into it with the proper spirit will depend chiefly on the skill

with which the examiner, the demonstrator, and the orderlies carry out their respective parts. Examiner and demon-
strator especially should be selected with the greatest care. An examiner who succeeds admirably in gi'V'ing alpha
may prove to be entirely unadapted for beta. Both examiner and demonstrator must be adept in the use of gesture

language. In the selection of a demonstrator the personnel office should be consulted. One camp has had great success
with a "window seller" as demonstrator. Actors should also be considered for the work. The orderlies should be able
to keep the subjects at work without antagonizing them and to keep them encouraged without actually helping them.

The demonstrator should have the single task of doing before the grcnip just what the group is later to do uith the exami-
nation blanks. The blackboard is his beta blank. Before examination beta can be given satisfactorily the demon-
strator must be letter perfect in his part. Both examiner and demonstrator must be very careful to stand at the side

of the blackboard in order not to hide the drawings.

As soon as the men of a group have been properly seated, pencUs should be distributed and also examination blanks
with test 8 up. WMle this is being done examiner should say "Here are some papers. You must not open them or
turn them over until you are told to." Holding up beta blank, examiner continues:

"In the place where it says name, write your name; print it if you can. (Pause.) Fill out the rest of the blank
about your age, schooling, etc., as well as you can. If you have any trouble we will help you." (The instructions

given under segregation may be used for filling out the beta blank.) Examiner should announce the group number
and see that it as well as the other necessary information is supplied. Before the examination proceeds each paper
should be inspected in order to make sure that it is satisfactorily completed.

After the initial information has been obtained, examiner makes the following introductory remarks:

"Attention. Watch this man (pointing to demonstrator). He (pointing to demonstrator again) is going to do here

(tapping blackboard with pointer), what you (pointing to different members of group) are to do on your papers (here
examiner points to several papers that lie before men in the group, picks up one, holds it next to the blackboard,
returns the paper, points to demonstrator and the blackboard in succession, then to the men and their papers). Ask
no questions. Wait till I say 'Go ahead!'

"

In general, when instructing the group to turn from test to test, examiner holds up a beta blank before group and
follows his own instructions as he gives them. As soon as he has turned to desired test or page he says, "This is test

X here; lookl" (pointing to the page).

To suggest to the group the necessity of working rapidly the demonstrator, after proceeding very deliberately

with the early samples of each test, hurries, as soon as he has worked out the last sample problem

(1) to record his response as fast as he can,

(2) then to catch examiner's eyes for approval, and,

(3) finally, to slip away from blackboard, drawing curtain as he does so.
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After the personal data called for on page 1 of blank have been gathered and recorded, the orderlies' vocabulary in

beta is rigidly restricted to the following words, or their literal equivalents in Italian, Russian, etc. : Yes, No, Sure,

Good, Quick, How many? Same, Fix it. Under no circumstances may substitutional explanations or directione be

given.
Test 1 , maze.

" Now turn your papers over. This is test 1 Aer« (pointing to page of record blank). Look." After all have found

the page, examiner continues, "Don't make any marks till I say 'Go ahead.' Now watch." After touching both

arrows, examiner traces through first maze with pointer and then motions the demonstrator to go ahead. Demonstrator

traces path through first maze with crayon, slowly and hesitatingly. Examiner then traces second maze and motions

to demonstrator to go ahead. Demonstrator makes one mistake by going into the blind alley at upper left-hand corner

of maze. Examiner apparently does not notice what demonstrator is doing until he crosses line at end of alley; then

examiner shakes hishead vigorously, says "No—no," takes demonstrator's hand and traces back to the place where he

may start right again. Demonstrator traces rest of maze so as to indicate an attempt at haste, hesitating only at

ambiguous points. Examiner says "Good." Then holding up blank, "Look here," and draws an imaginary line

across the page from left to right for every maze on the page. Then, "All right. Go ahead. Do it (pointing to men
and then to books). Hurry up." The idea of working fast must be impressed on the men dtu'ing the maze test.

Examiner and orderlies walk around the room , motioning to men who are not working, and saying, " Do it, do it, hurry

up, quick." At the end of 2 minutes examiner says, "Stop! Turn over the page to test 2."

Test 2, cube analysis.

"This is test 2 7i€re. Look." After everyone has found the page—"Now watch." The order of procedure is aa

follows;

(1) Examiner points to the three-cube model on the blackboard, making a rotary movement of the pointer to

embrace the entire picture.

(2) With similar motion he points to the three-cube model on shelf.

(3) Examiner points next to picture on blackboard and asks, "How much?"

(4) Examiner tiwus to cube model and counts aloud, putting up his fingers while so doing, and encouraging the

men to count with him.

(5) Examiner tabs each cube on the blackboard and motions to demonstrator, asking him "How much?"

(6) Demonstrator (pointing) counts cubes on blackboard silently and writes the figure 3 in proper place.

In the second sample of this test, when examiner counts cubes of model he

(1) counts the three exposed cubes;

(2) touches the unexposed cube with pointer; and

(3) without removing pointer turns model, so that hidden cube comes into view of group. In other respects

procedm-e with second and third samples is the same as with first.

In counting the 12-cube model, examiner (1) counts the top row of cubes in the model (left to right), (2) counts

the exposed bottom row (right to left), (3) taps with pointer the end cube of hidden row, (4) turns the entii-e model

around and completes his counting. Examiner then holds model in same plane as drawing and counts (in the same

order as above) the cubes on blackboard, counting lines between front and top row as representing the hidden row.

He then asks demonstrator "How much? " Demonstrator counts the cubes on blackboard (pointing but not speaking)

and writes the response.

Throughout the demonstration the counting is done deliberately, not more rapidly than one cube per second.

At end of demonstration examiner points to page and says, "All right. Go ahead.'' At the end of 2i minutes he
says, "Stop! Look at me and don't turn the page."

Test S, X-0 series.

"This is test 3 ^crc. Look." After everyone has found the page—"Now watch." Examiner first points to the

blank rectangles at the end, then traces each " O " in chart, then traces outline of " O's " in remaining spaces. Demon-
strator, at a gesture, draws them in. Examiner then traces first "X" in next sample, moves to next "X" by tracing

the arc of an imaginary semicircle joining the two, and in the same manner traces each "X," moving over an arc to

the next. He then traces outlines of "X's" in the proper blank spaces, moving over the imaginary arc in each case,

and motions to demonstrator to draw them in. Demonstrator, at a gesture, fills in remaining problems very slowly,

stajiding well to the right of the blackboard and writing with his left hand. Examiner points to page and says, "All

right. Go ahead. Hurry up!" At end of 1} minutes he says, "Stop! Turn over the page to test 4."

Test 4, digit-symbol.

"Tills is test 4 here. Look." After everyone has found tlie page— "Now watch." Examiner points to first

digit of key on blackboard and then points to the symbol under it. Same for all nine digits in key. Examiner then

(1) points to first digit of sample, (2) to the empty space below digit, (3) points to corresponding digit of key, (4) points

to proper symbol under digit in key, and (5) traces the outline of the proper symbol in the blank space under the digit

in the sample. Same for first five samples. Demonstrator, at a gesture, fills in all the samples, working as follows:

(1) Touches the number in the first sample with index finger of right hand; (2) holding finger there, finds with index

finger of left hand tlie corresponding number in key; (3) drops index finger of left hand to symbol for number found;

(4) holding left hand in this position writes appropriate symbol in the lower half of the sample.
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Similarly with the other samples. While working, demonstrator should stand as far as possible to the left, doing
all the samples from this side.

At the end of the demonstration examiner says, "Look here!'' and points to key on page, repeating the gestures

used in pointing on the blackboard at the beginning of the demonstration. Then, "All right. Go ahead. Hurrj'up!"
Orderlies point out key to men who are at a loss to find it. At the end of two minutes, examiner says, "Stop! But
don't turn the page."

Test 5, number checking.

"This is test 5 here. Look." After ever\'one has found the page, "Now watch." In this demonstration ex-

aminer must try to get "Yea" or "No" responses from the group. If the wrong response is volunteered by the gi'oup,

examiner points to digits again and gives right response, "Yes" or "No" as the case may be. Examiner points to

first digit of first number in left coltimn, then to first digit, first number, in right column, then to second digit, first number,
in left column and second digit, first number, in right colimin, nods head, says "Yes" and makes an imaginary cross at end
number in right column. Motions to demonstrator, who makes an "X" there. Examiner does the same for second
Une of figures, but here he indicates clearly by shaking head and sajing "No"—that certain digits are not identical.

Examiner repeats for three more sets and after each, looks at group, says, "Yes?" in questioning tone and waits for them
to say "Yes" or "No." He repeats correct reply with satisfaction. Demonstrator checks each after group has
responded, or at signal from examiner if group does not respond. Demonstrator then works out remaining items,

pointing from column to column and working deliberately. Examiner summarizes demonstrator's work by pointin"

to the whole numbers in each set and sajdng "Yes" (indicating X) or "No;" if "No," he shows again where numbers
are unlike. Examiner then points to page and says "All right. Go ahead. Hurry up!" At the end of 3 minutes
examiner says " Stop. Turn over the page to test 6."

Test 6, pictorial completion.

"Thisis test 6 ^e. Look. A lot of pictures." After everj-one has found the place, "Now watch." Examiner
points to hand and says to demonstrator, '.' Fix it. " Demonstrator does nothing, but looks puzzled . Examiner points

to the picture of the hand, and then to the place where the finger is missing and says to demonstrator, "Fix it; fix it."

Demonstrator then draws in finger. Examiner says, "That's right." Examiner then points to fish and place for eye
and says, "Fix it." After demonstrator has drawn missing eye, examiner points to each of the four remaining draw-
ings and says. "Fix them all." Demonstrator works samples out slowly and with apparent effort. When the

samples are finished examiner says, "All right. Go ahead. Hiirry up!" During the comse of this test the

orderlies walk around the room and locate individuals who are doing nothing, point to their pages and say, "Fix it.

Fix them," trying to set everyone working. At the end of 3 minutes examiner says, "Stop! But don't turn over

the page."
Test 7, geometrical construction.

"This is test 7 here. Look." After everyone has found the page, "Now watch." Examiner points to the first

figure on blackboard. He then takes the two pieces of cardboard, fits them on to the similar drawings on black-

board to show that they correspond and puts them together in the square on blackboard to show that they fill it. Then,
after running his finger over the line of intersection of the parts, examiner removes the pieces and signals the demon-
strator, who draws solution in the square on blackboard. The same procedure is repeated for the second and third

sample. Demonstrator works out fourth sample, after mucn study, Dointing from the square to the forms.

Demonstrator first draws two small squares in the upper half of the large square, then the two triangles in the

remaining rectangle. Each small figure is dra-\vn in by tracing its entire circimiference, not merely the necessary

dividing lines. While drawing each small figure in the large square, demonstrator points with index finger of left hand
to the corresponding small figure at left of square, taking care not to obstruct the ^'iew. At the end of the demonstration

examiner holds up blank, points to each square on the page and says, "All right. Go ahead. Hm'ry up!" At the

endof2i minutes, "Stop! Turn over the page." Papers are then collected immediately.

3. DIRECTtONS FOR SCORING.

General rules.

1. In general, items evidently corrected stand as corrected. The only exception to this rule is in the maze test.

2. In tests where the score is number right, only wrong items need be checked in scoring. In test 5, where the score

is right minus wrong, wrong and omitted items must be separately checked.

.3. Enter the score for each test in lower right-hand corner of the test page and encircle it. When the test has been
rescored a check may he made beside the circle.

4. Red or blue pencil increases accuracy of scoring.

Test 1.

1. Ono-half point for each correctly completed half of maze. A half maze is correct if drawn line does not cross any
line of maze (except through awkwardness) nor an imaginary straight line across the opening of a wrong passage.

2. Allow much leeway in the cutting of corners.

3. Spur running into any blind passage counts wrong for that half-item, even though erased.

4. When two linos are drawn, one straight across the page, the other correct, full credit is given.
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Score is number right.

Test :.

1. Score is number right.

2. Any incomplete item receives no credit.

3. Count any item correct if intended plai\ is carried out.

bet-neen the crosses of items 2 and 4 in first part of line, etc.

Disregard additional unnecessary marks, such as circles

Test 4.

1. Score is one-third of number of correct symbols.

2. Use leniency in judging form of symbol.

3. Credit symbol for 2 even though reversed.

Tests.

1. Score is right minus wrong (number of items checked that should be checked minus number of items checked

that should not be checked).

2. If other clear indication is used instead of crosses, give credit.

3. If numbers which should not be checked are marked by some other sign than is used to check similar pairs,

count as though not marked.

4. If all items are checked, the score for the test is zero.

Test 6.

1. Score is number right.

2. Allow much awkwardness in drawing. Writing in name of missing part or any way of indicating it receives

credit, if idea is clear.

3. Additional parts do not make item wrong, if proper missing part is also inserted.

4. Rules for indi^'idual items:

jt^jji ^.—Any spoon at any angle in right hand receives credit. Lett hand, or unattached spoon, no credit.

Item 5.—Chimney must be in right place. No credit for smoke.

Item 6.—Another ear on same side as first receives no credit.

Item 8.—Plain square, cross, etc., in proper location for stamp, receives credit.

Item 10.—Missing part is the rivet. Line of " ear" may b omitted.

Item IS.—Missing part is leg.

Item 15.—Ball should be drawn in hand of man. If represented in hand of woman, or in motion, no credit.

Item 16.—Single line indicating net receives credit.

Item 18.—Any representation intended for horn, pointing in any direction, receives credit.

Item 19.—Hand and powder puff must be put on proper side.

Item $0.—Diamond is the missing part. Failure to complete hilt on sword is not an error.

Test 7.

1. Score is number right.

2. Allow considerable awkwardness in drawing.

3. Extra subdivisions, if not erased, make item wrong.

4. Rules for individual items.

Item 1.—Line of di^^sion may be slightly distant from true center, and need not be straight.

Item S.—Lines of semicircumference must start from or near comers of square.

Item 4.—Line must not start from comer.

4. TOTAL .SCORE AND RATING.

The result of examination beta is expressed as a "total score," which is the sum of the raw scores of the several

tests. The raw scores are obtained as follows:

Method of scoring.

Hal f point for each half maze

.

Numlier right
Number right
One-thiriof number right
Eight minus wrong
Number right
Number right
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Letter ratings are assigned on examination beta as follows:

167

Rating.
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It is the task of the psychological examiner to obtain reliable intelligence ratings and to make recommendations
based thereupon. Where serious mental peculiarties or psychopathic conditions are discovered, full report should be

made and the subject promptly referred to the psychiatrist with such information as the psychological examination

has supplied.

The examiner's recommendations.—As a result of careful psychological examination, the examiner may conclude,

(1) that the subject should be assigned or returned to appropriate military organization for regular training; (2) that he
should be assigned or transferred to the Development Battalion or to a service organization in -svhich simple forms of

manual labor are the chief requirement; (3) that he should be recommended to the psychiatrist for discharge by reason

of intellectual deficiency
; (4) that he should be referred to the psychiatrist for further examination because of peculiari-

ties of behavior or definite psychopathic tendencies.

It is impossible to state with safety the particular degree of intellectual deficiency which justifies recommenda-

tion for discharge. Other factors than intelligence contribute to a man's serviceableness in the Army. These must
be taken into account. If the officers who are attemjiting to train a man are satisfied with his responses, the indica-

tions are that he should not be discharged, even if very inferior in intelligence. In general, subjects uhose vuntal age is

below eight shotdd be seriously considered for discharge or Development Battalion. Those whose mental ages range from
eight to ten should be considered for use in special service organizations or for assignment to Development Battalion. All

others, except those whose psychotic symptoms would cause their immediate reference to the neuropsychiatric ex-

aminer, should be assigned to regular training organizations.

Grade E shall be given to all men who are recommended by the examiner for discharge. Development Battalion,

or service organizations, and to such men onhj. All men whose intelligence is deemed satisfactory for regular military

duty shall be given rating of D— or higher.

In this connection too great emphasis can not be laid upon the use of common sense as well as technical skill and
information by the psychological examiner. While doing his utmost to obtain reliable measurement of mental traits,

he should be quick to observe indications of qualities of physique, temperament, and character which are important

in the soldier.

2. POINT SCALE EXAMINATION.

(a) PROCEDURE.'

Test 1, xstheiic comparison and judgment.

Expose first only pair (a) of test 1, trial 1;^ next pair (6); and last pair (c), sajingeach time, " Which is the prettier

of these tivo faces?" If prettier is unintelligible, ask " Which do you like the better?" Record judgment (-|- or — ) each

time. If there have been any correct judgments, repeat the procedure with trial 2.

Credit 1 point for each pair, if both judgments have been correct. Total possible credits, 3.

Test 2, perception and comparison of pictures (missing parts).

Present card (test 2, a) asking simply, " What is missing in this picture of a woman?" If subject responds "hands "

or "arms," pass on to the next part of the test, but if instead he says "hat," ask " What else?" If again he replies

incorrectly, consider the attempt a failure and pass on to card b, c, d. With the faces (c) and (d) covered, present face

(6) asking, " What is inissing in this face?" If subject replies "an ear," ask " What else?" Similarly present (e) and

(d), giv'ing two chances and no more.

Credit 1 point for each correct response. Total possible credits, 4.

Test S, comparison of lines and weights.

(a) Present the lines on card (test 3, a) with the longer one above, saying, " Which is the longer of these two lines?"

If the answer is incorrect, proceed no farther; if correct, remove the card from view, turn it upside down, and present

it with the longer line below, (fc) Next place before subject the 3 and 12 gram weights, about 5 centimeters apart,

saying, "I wish you to tell me which is the heavier of these two blocks." If subject merely chooses a weight by pointing,

ask "How do you know?" and if hestill hesitates to touch them, say, " You may touch them if you u'ish to." If subject

responds correctly by lifting the weights and selecting the heavier one, reverse the blocks in position and give a second

trial, (c) Same procedure, with 6 and 15 gram weights.

Credit 1 point for (a) if both judgments have been correct. Similarly for (6) and (c). Total possible credits, 3.

Test 4, memory span for digits.

Digits used: ;, i ,,.;., (a) (6) (c) (d) (e)

Pirstset
' 374 2947 35871 491572 2749385

Second set 581 6135 92736 516283 6195847

Say, ''Listen, and repeat exactly what T say." Then read distinctly and at the rate of two per second, in a per-

fectly monotonous tone, the following digits, "3, 7, 4" and pause for response. If subject fails to grasp the idea and
makes no response, tell him again to listen carefully and to say just what you say. Then present again the same set

of digits. If subject repeats them correctly, pass on to the first set of four digits given under (6). If he fails to repeat

correctly the first set of three digist, he is given the second set "f), S, 1." If subject fails in this trial, the test is dis-

> The (ollowlng condensed directions for point scale examination should be supplemented by reference to Yerkes, Bridges and Uardwick, "A
Point Scale for Measuring Mental Ability," Warwick and York, Baltimore.

> See material for point scale examination.
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continued; if he succeeds, proceed to the next larger group of digits. Similarly for (6), (c), (<f), and (e). Only in

(a) ia a second trial allowed with the first set.

Credit (a), (6), (c), (d), and (e) 1 point each for correct reproduction of either set. Total possible credits, 5.

Test 5, counting backward.

(a) Say, "I wish you to count backwardfrom 20 to 1, like this: S5, 34, 2S, 22, 21." At this point pause and wait

for subject to continue counting. (6) If he is unable to make a start, examiner should himself continue "20, 19, IS,

17, 16" and pause again for subject to take up the counting, (c) If once more subject fails to make a start, examiner
should continue "15, 14, 1-i, 12, U'' and again pause, (d) If subject is still unable to respond, examiner should

coimt "10, 9, S, 7, 6"—and once more pause.

If subject takes up the counting at 20 and counts without mistake to 1 in about 30 seconds, 4 points credit should

be given. If he makes a single mistake (reversal or omission) he should be asked to repeat, and if the mistake ia

corrected, full credit should be given; if it ia not corrected he should be credited for counting from the next multiple

of five below his mistake. The credit for counting correctly from 15 to 1 is 3 points; from 10 to 1, 2 points; from 5 to 1,

1 point. The time limit for (5), (c), and (d) is also 30 seconds. Total possible credits, 4.

Teste, repetition of sentences.

Say, "Listen carefully and repeat just what I say." Be sure subject is attending then read (o) slowly and distinctly.

If subject makes no response, repeat. Whether or not subject succeeds with (a) on second trial, proceed to (6). When-
ever further failure occurs discontinue the test.

Credit 1 point each for (a) and (b), 2 points each for (c) and (rf) repeated correctly, or with only an error due to an

evident misunderstanding of a Word. Total possible credits, 6.

Test 7, description of pictures.

Show card (test 7, a) saying, "Please look at this picture and tell me about it." Similarly for (6) and (c).

Credit 1 point each for (a), (6), and (c) for enumeration; 2 points each for description, whether or not accompanied

by enumeraticin; 3 points each for interpretation, whether or not accompanied by description. Total possible credits, 9.

Test S, arranging weights.

Place 3, 6, 9, 12, and 15-gram weights on table before subject and say, "These little blocks are all the same size, but

they weigh different amounts. Some are heavier and some are lighter. I wish you to place the heaviest one here; and next to

it, here, the one v:hich is just a little less heavy; and then here, the one which is a little less heavy than that; and then the one which

is still a little less heavy; andfinally, here, the lightest one of all." While speaking, pnint to the place on the table where

each block belongs. It is essential to give this explicit form of directions to very inferior subjects, but usually examiner

need only say, "I wish you to arrange these blocks in order of weight, beginning with the heaviest one, here, and placing the

lightest one here, at the opposite end of the series." If first arrangement is not correct, give second trial, cautioning sub-

ject to be careful and not to hurry too much.

Credit 2 points for one entirely correct arrangement; 1 point, if in either the first or second trial the arrangement

is correct except for the interchange of two consecutive blocks. Total possible credits, 2.

Test 9, comparison of objects.

Say, " You know what an apple is? You know what a banana isf Tell me how they are differentfrom one another."

Same procedure for wood and glass, and paper and cloth. If only one point of difference is given, say, "What other

differences are there?"

Credit 1 point for one correct point of difference, 2 points for two or more correct points of difference in each pair.

Total possible credits, 6.

Test 10, definitions of concrete terms.

Say, (a) "What is a spoon?" (b) "What is a chair?" and similarly for horse and baby.

Credit 1 point for definition in terms of use, and 2 points for definitions in terms superior to use. (See book.)

Total possible credits, 8.

Test 11, resistance to suggestion.

Show subject successively cards (a), (5), and (c) with longer line always on subject's right, saying, " Which is the

longer of these two lines?" Follow immediately ^vith cards (</), (e), and (/), changing form of question to "And of

these?" Record each judgment.

Credit 1 point each for response of "equal" or "left" to (d), (e), and (J), provided only tlierehas been no incorrect

response to (a), (6), or (c). Total possible credits, 3.

Test 12, copying square and diamond.

Place card (test 12, a) directly in front of subject and say, indicating back of record sheet, "Please draw with your

pencil a figure just like the one before you." Same for card (6).

Credit for square, 2 points for any figure which shows approximate equality of both lines and angles (see scoring

card type a), and 1 point for figure showing approximate equality of angles but not of lines or of lines but not of angles

(types 6 and c); for diamond, 2 p. ints ti,r any figiire which shows approximate equality of both pairs of opposite angles

(see scoring card, type a), and 1 point for figure showing appro.ximate equality of only one pair of opposite angles (type

6); no credit for anything indistinguishable from a square or unidentifiable readily as a diamond (type c). Total pos-

gible credits, 4.

121435°—21 12
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Test IS, free association.

Say, "Ivnsh you to sny all the words that you can think of in three minutes. When I say 'Ready,' you begin, andsay

as many words as you can before I tell you to stop. Say such words as pin, table, grass, trees, clouds, horse, dog, brook. All

ready. Begin." If subject stops, as if assuming that enough words had been given, at the end of a half minute say,

"Go on, please." Repeat tliis, if necessary, at the end of each half minute for the whole period.

Credit for Words or phrases (except for repetitions) as follows: 1 point for 30-44 Words; 2 points for 45-59 words;

3 points for 60-74; 4 points for 75 and upward. Total possible credits, 4.

Test 14, use of three given words in one sentence.

On the back of the record sheet write plainly the words, Boston, money, river. Show them to subject, read them

over twice, and say, "I wish you to make one sentence in whieh the three words Boston, money, and river are used." Make

sure that subject understands the three words, knows what is meant by a sentence, and grasps the fact that one, not

two or more sentences, is required. It is especially necessarj' to emphasize that the three words are to be used along

with other words in making Qne good sentence. The sentence may either be written, or given orally and recorded by

examiner.

Credit 4 points for the three words used in one sentence; 2 points if they are used in two separate sentences or in

sentences very loosely connected. Total possible credits, 4.

Test 15, comprehension of questions.

Read each question slowly and distinctly, twice if necessary. If subject fails to respond, he should be encouraged.

(a( Ifyou were going away and missed your train, lohat would you do?

(b) Ifsome one has been unkind to you and says he is sorry, what should you dot

(c) Why should you judge a person by what he does rather than by what he saysf

(d) Why do we more readilyforgive an unkind act done in anger than one done vnthout anger?

Credit 2 points each tor satisfactory answer. Half credit may sometimes be given (see book). Total possible

credits, 8.

Test 16, drawing designsfrom memory.

Say to subject, " I am going to show you two drawings. After you have looked at them, I shall take them away and ash

you to draw both ofthemfrom memory. You must look at them carefully, because you will see themfor only fifteen seconds,

and that is a very short time."

Credit 2 points for each correct reproduction. Irregularity of line is disregarded. Credit 1 point for imperfect

reproductions, such as those in which the rectangle is placed in center of prism, or small squares ot (6) turned outward

instead of inward (see scoring cards). Total possible credits, 4.

Test 17, criticisms of absurd statements.

Say, "lam going to read some sentences to you. In each one of them there is something foolish or absurd. (Make sure

that subject understands what is meant by ' foolish' or by 'absurd. ') Listen carefully and tell me each time what it is

that isfoolish." Read each question slowly and distinctly, twice if necessary, and ask, "Now, what isfoolish about that?"

(a) We met a finely dressed gentleman. He was walking along the street with his hands in his pockets and swinging hit

cane.

(b) An unlucky bicycle riderfell on his head and was instantly killed; they took him to the hospital andfear that he can not

get well.

(c) A little boy said: " Ihave three brothers, Paul, Ernest, and myself."

(d) At trie crossroads was a guidepost with the following directions: "Boston, three miles and a half: if you can't read,

inquire at the blacksmith shop.
'

'

(e) It has been found that the last car of a train is damaged most in case of accident. It would therefore be better to leave

off the last car.

Credit 1 point for each satisfactory response ; no partial credits allowed. Total possible credits, 5.

Test IS, construction of sentences.

Show subject card (test 18, d) and say,
'

' You see these words. Read them to me, please.' ' Be sure subject recognizes

the words, then continue.
'

' Now, please arrange them so that they make sense. Make one good sentence out of them, using

every word that you read, but no other words.
'

'

Credit 2 points each for (a), (6), and (c). No partial credits allowed (see book). Total possible credits, 6.

Test 19, definitions of abstract terms.

Say, " What docs charity nuant " " What does obedience mean? '' What docs jiistice mean? " The definition of charity

should express two ideas—that of unfortunates and of kindness shown them. If subject replies "love," ask him '' Wluit

sort of love?" or " To whom is the love shown? " The definition of obedience should be "todo what you are told," or the

equivalent idea. If subject says "to obey," ask him what obey means. The definition of justice should involve the

idea of fairness, of treating people according to their merits, of protection accorded to people or their interests, etc. If

subject replies "justice ot the peace, " tell him that is not the kinil of justice meant and gi^•e another trial.

For acceptable response, as above defined, credit 2 points for each of the three terms; no partial credits allowed.

Total possible credits, 6.
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Test to, analogies.

"If I say ' Man is to boy as woman is to ,' what would you sayf" Pause for a second, and if subject does not

respond say "Girl," adding, "for girl has the same relation to woman as boy has to man," Then give the two following

examples, supplying the missing term if e^ibject can not do so: "Boat is to wat^r as train is to " (track). "Chew is

to teeth as sm^ll is to — -" (nose). "Xow we'll try some others. Think well before you speak. Don't hurry." Give
(a) to (/) in order.

Credit 1 point for each correct response. Total possible credits, 6,

(b) ADAPTATION FOR USE WITH ILUTERATES.

In the examination of an illiterate subject, tests 14 and 18 should be omitted and the following additions made to

the total score:

Total
score. I

18-51

52-58

59-62

63-69

Total Points
score. added.

70-74 8
75-77 9
78-90 10

(C) EXPRESSING AND INTERPRETING RESULTS.

The results of the point-scale examination should be expressed in the following ways: (1) Total score; (2) mental
age; (3) letter rating. The accompanying tables will enable the examiner readily to transmute any point-scale score

into mental age and letter rating.

Table of equivalent point-scale values.

Score.
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3. STANFORD-BIN ET EXAMINATION.

(a) PKOCEDUBE.'

III.

1. Pointing to parts of body.

Say, "Show me your nose." "Put your finger on your nose." If two or three repetitions of instructions bring no

response, say, "Is this (pointing to chin) your nose?" "No?" " Then where is yoxtr nose?" Same for eyes, mouth,

and hair.

Credit if correct part is indicated (in any way) three times out of four.

2. Naming familiar objects.

Show subject, one at a time, key (not Yale), penny (not new), closed knife, watch, pencil. Say each time, " What

is this?" or " Tell me what this is."

Credit if three responses out of five are correct.

3. Pictures—enumeration.

Say, " Now I am going to show you a pretty picture." Show picture (a) and say, " Tell me what you see in this pic-

ture" or "Look at the picture and tell me everything you can see in it." If no response, "Shorv me the ." " That is

fine; now tell me everything you see in the picture." If necessarj' ask. "And xohat else?" Same for pictures (b) and (c).-

Credit if at least three objects in one picture are enumerated spontaneously, or if one picture is described or inter

preted.

4. Giving sex.

" Are you a man or woman?" If subject does not respond, say "Are you a woman?" If answer is "No" or a shake

of the head, say, " Well, what are you? Are you a man or a woman ?
"

5. Giving last name.

Ask, " What is your ruime?" If answer is only first or last name—e. g., Walter— say " Yes, but what is your other

name? Walter xuhat?" and if necessary, "Is your name Walter Smith?"

6. Repeating sentences.

"Can you say 'nice kitty'?" "Now say ' I have a little dog.'" If no response, examiner may repeat first sentence

two or three times. Same procedure for (6) and (c), except that these may Ije given only once.

Credit if at least one sentence is given without error after a single reading.

Alt. Repeating three digits.

Say, "Listen. Say 4. 2. Now say 6. 4. 1," etc. May repeat (a), not others. Rate a little faster than one digit

per second.

Credit if one set out of the three is given correctly after a single reading.

IV.

1. Comparison of lines.

Show card and say, "See these lines. Look chsely and tell me which one is longer. Put your finger on the longest

one." If no response, "Show me which line is the biggest." Show twice more (reversing card at second showing) and

ask, " Which one is the longest here?" If two out of three are correct, repeat the entire test.

Credit if three responses out of three, or five out of six, are correct.

2. Discrimination offorms.

Place circle atX on card and say, "Show me one like this,
'

' at same time passing the finger around the circumference

of the circle. If no response, "Do you see all of these things?" (running finger over the various forms). "And do you

see this one? " (pointing to circle again). " Now, find me another one just like this. " A first error should be coiTected,

thus, " No, find me one just like this" (again passing finger around the outline of form at X). Make no comment on any

other errors, but pass on to the square, then the triangle, and the rest in any order. Commend successes.

Credit for 7 correct choices out of 10. The first error, if corrected, counts as correct.

3. Countingfour pennies.

Place four pennies in a horizontal row. Say, " See these pennies. Count them and tell me how many there are. Count

them with your finger, this way" (pointing to the first one on the subject's left)

—

"One." " Now, go ahead." If subject

gives number without pointing, say, " No, count them with yourfinger, this way," starting him as before. Have subject

count aloud.

Credit for correct count tallj-ing with pointing.

4. Copying square.

Place card (IV*-4) before subject, and give pencil, sajdng, " You see that?" (pointing to square). " I want you to

make one just like it. Make it right here" (showing space on record blank). "Go ahead. I know you can do it nicely.
"

Unless drawing is clearly satisfactory, repeat twice more, sajdng each time " Make it exactly like this" and pointing to

model.

Credit if one drawing is satisfactory-. (See scoring card.)

' Detailed direction [or administering Stanlord-Binet Scale and for scoring are available in Terman's "Ttie Measurement of Intelligeaoe,

Houghton Mifflin Co. Tliese directions are reproduced by permission of the publishers.
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5. Comprehension.

Be sure to get subject's attention before asking question. Repeat if necessary. Allow 20 seconds for answer.

(a) " What must you do uhen you are sleepy
f"

(jb) " What ought you to do when yo are coldf"

(c) " What ought you to do when you are hungryt"

Credit if two responses of the three are correct.

6. Repeatingfour digits.

Say, " Now, listen. lam going to say over some 7iumbeTs and after lam through, I want you to say them exactly as I do.

Listen closely and get them just right." Give (a), then (b), and (c) if necessary. May repeat (a) until attempt is made,

but not others. Rate a little faster than one digit per second.

Credit if one set of the three is correctly repeated in order, after a single reading.

7. Alt. Repeating sentences.

Say, "Listen, say this, 'Where is Mttyf" "Now. say thii, , " reading the first sentence in a natural voice,

distinctly and with expression. May re-read the first sentence.

Credit if at least one sentence is repeated correctly after a single reading.

V.
1. Comparison of weights.

Place the 3 and 15 gram weights before subject. 2 or 3 inches apart. Say, " You see these hlochs. They look jJist

alike, but one of them is heavy atid one is light. Try them and tell me which one is heavier." Repeat instructions if neces-

sar\', saying, "Tell me which one is the heaviest." If subject merely points without lifting blocks, or picks up one at

random, say, "No. that is TWt the way. You must take the blocks in your hands and try them, like this." (Illustrate.)

Give second trial with position of weights reversed; thiid trial with weights in same position as first.

Credit if two of three comparisons are correct.

2. Naming colors.

Show card (V2) and say, pointing to colors in the order, red, yellow, blue, green, "What is the name of that colorT"

Credit if all colors are correctly named, without marked uncertainty.

3. Esthetic comparison.

Show pah's of faces in order from top to bottom of cai'd. Say, "Which of these two pictures is the prelticstt"

Credit if all three comparisons are made correctly.

4. Definitions: Use or better.

Say, " You have seen a chair. You know what a chair is. Tell me, what is a chairf" If necessary urge as follows:

"I an sure you know what a chair is. You have seen a chair." "Now. tell me, what is a chair?' 'If subject rambles say,

" Yes, but tell me; what is a chairf " Same for horse, fork, doll, pencil, table.

Credit if four words out of the six are defined in terms of use or better.

5. Patierwe.

Lay cards thus AV, and say, "Ijoant you to take these two pieces (touching the two triangles) and put them together

so they will look exactly like this"; (pointing to rectangle). If subject hesitates, repeat instnictions with a little urging.

If first attempt is a failure, replace pieces, saying, "No; put them together so they will look like this" (pointing to rectangle)

.

Do not suggest further by face or word whether response is correct. If a piece is turned over, turn it back and don't

count that trial. Give, if necessan,-, three trials of one minute each.

Credit if two of the trials are successful.

6. Three commissions.

Take subject to center of room. Say, "Now. I want you to do something for me. Here's a key. I want you to put
it on that chair over there; then I want you to shut (or open) that door, and then bring me the box which you see over there"

(pointing in turn to the objects designated). "Do you urukrstandf Be sure to get it right. First, put the key on the

chair, then shut (or open) the door, then bring me the box (again pointing). Go ahead." Stress words first and then. Give
no further aid.

Credit if the three commissions are executed in proper order.

Alt. Giving age.

Sa,y, "How old are youf"
VI.

1. Right ami left.

Say, "Show me your right hand" (stress right and hand, etc., rather strongly and equally). Same for left ear, right

eye. If there is one error, repeat whole test, using left hand, right ear, left eye. Avoid giving aid in any way.
Credit if three of three, or five of six responses are correct.

2. Musing parts.

Show card (\'-I2) and say, "There is something wrong with thisface. It is not all there. Part of it is left out. Look
carefully and tell me what part of the face is not there." Same for (6) and (e). If subject gives irrelevant answer, say,

"No; lam talking about theface. Look again and tell me what is left out of the face." If correct response does not
follow, point to the place where eye should he and say, "See, the eye is gone." Then proceed to others, asking, "What,
is left out of thisfacef " For ((f) say, " What is left out of this picturef " No help except on (a).

Credit if correct response is made for three of four pictures.
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3. Counting thirteen pennies.

Place thirteen pennies in horizontal row. Say, "See these pennies. Count them and tell me how many there are.

Count them with your finger, this way" (pointing to the first one on the subject's left)

—

"One—Now, go ahead." If sub-

ject gives number without pointing, say, "No, count them with your finger, this way," starting him as before. Have
subject count aloud. Second trial given if only minor mistake is made.

Credit if one correct count, tallying with the pointing, is made in first or second trials.

4. Comprehension.

Say (a) " What's the thing/or a boy to do if it is raining ivhen he starts to school?"

(6) " What's the thing to do if you find that your house is onfiref"

(c) " What's the thing to do if you are going some place and miss your train (car)?" May repeat a question, but do not

change form.

Credit if two of three responses are correct. (See book.)

5. Naming four coins.

Show in order nickel, penny, quarter, dime, asking, " What is that?" If answer is "money," say, " Yes, but what

do you call that piece of money?"

Credit if three of four responses are correct.

6. Repeating sentences.

Say, "Now, listen. lam going to say something and after lam through I want you to say it over just as I do. Under-

stand? Listen carefully and be sure to say exactly what I say." Repeat, "Say exactly what I say," before reading each

sentence. Do not re-read any sentence.

Credit if one sentence out of three is repeated without error, or two with not more than one error each.

Alt. Forenoon and afternoon.

If a. m., ask, "Is it morning or afternoon?" If p. m., "Is it afternoon or morning?"

VII.

1. Giving numbers of fingers.

Say, "How many fingers have you on one hand?" "How many on the other hand?" "How many on both hands

together?" If subject begins to count, say, "No, don't count. Tell me without counting," and repeat question.

Credit if all three questions are answered correctly and promptly without counting (5, 5, 10 or 4, 4, 8).

2. Pictures—description.

Show card (a) and say, " What is this picture about?" " What is this a picture of?" May repeat question, but do

not change it. Same for (b) and (c).

Credit if two of the three pictures are described or interpreted. (See book.)

3. Repeating five digits.

Say, "Now, listen. I am, going to say over some numbers and after I am through, I uant you to say them exactly as

I do. Listen closely and get them just right." Give (a), and if necessary (6) and (c). Do not re-read any set.

Credit if one set of the three is given correctly.

4. Tying boivknot.

Show subject the completed bowknot and say,
'

' You know what kind of a knot this is, don' t you ? It is a bow knot.

I want you to take this other piece of string and tie the same kind of knot around my finger.
'

' Give subject string of same

length and hold finger (or pencil, etc.) conveniently for subject.

Credit if double bow (both ends folded in) is tied within one minute. The usual half knot as basis must not be

omitted. Single bow, half credit.

5. Giving differences.

Say, " What is the difference between afiy and a butterfly?" If subject does not understand, say, " You know flies,

do you not? You have seen flies? And you know the butterflies? Note, tell me the difference between a fly and a butterfly."

Same for stone and egg, and wood and glass.

Credit if any real difference is given in two of three questions.

6. Copying diamond.

Place card VII-6 before subject, and give pen, saying, "I want you to draw one exactly like this. Make it right here"

(showing space on record blank). Give three trials if necessary, saying each time, " Make it exactly like this one." (Note

that pen and ink. must be used.)

Credit if two drawings are satisfactory. (See scoring card.)

Alt. 1. Naming days of week.

Say, " You know the days of the week, do you not?" "Name the days of the week for me." If response is correct,

check by asking, " What day comes before Tuesday?" "Before Thursday?" "Before Friday?"

Credit if correct response is given within 15 seconds, and if two of three checks are correct.

Alt. 2. Three digits backwards.

Say, "Listen carefully. lam going to read some numbers again but this time I want you to say them backwards. For

example, if I should say 5—1—4, you ivould say 4—1—5. Do you understa7td?" Then, "Ready, now; listen carefully,

and be sure to say the numbers backwards." If subjec^t gives digits forwards, repeat instructions. If necessary, give (6)

and (c), repeating, "Ready, now; lisUn carefully, and be sure to say the numbers backwards."

Credit if one set is repeated backwards witiout error.
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VIII.
1. Ball and field.

Present '

' round field " on record blank with gate facing subject and say, "Let us suppose that your baseball has been

lost in this roundfield. Youhaveno idea what part of the field itis in. You don' t know what direction it came from, how
it got there, nor with whatforce it came. All you know is that the ball i^ lost somewhere in the field. Now, take this pencil

and mark out a path to show me how you would hunt for the ball so as to be sure not to miss it. Begin at the gate andshow me
what path you would take." If subject stops, say, "But suppose you have not found it yet, which direction would you go

next?"

Credit in year VIII for "inferior" plan (or better); in years VIII and XII for "superior" plan. (See scoring

card.)

2. Counting JO to 1.

Say, " You can count backwards, can you notf I want you to count backwards for roe from. 20 to 1. Go ahead." If

subject counts 1-20 say "^Vo; I want you to count backwardsfrom 20 to 1 , likethis: 20, 19, IS, and clear on down to 1. Now,
go ahead." Have subject trj', even if he says he can'it, but do not prompt.

Credit for counting from 20 to 1 within 40 seconds with not more than one error. Spontaneous corrections allowed.

3. Comprehension.

Say, " What's the thingfor you to do—
(a) " When you have broken something which belongs to someone elsef

(6) " When you are on your way to work and notice that you are iti danger of being latet

(c) "Ifsomeone hits you without meaning to do it?
"

Questions may be repeated once or twice, but form must not be changed.

Credit if two or three responses are correct. (See book.)

4. Finding likenesses—two things.

Say, "lam going to name two things luhich are alike in some way, and I want you to tell me how they are alike."

(a) " Wood and coal—in what way are they aliket " If difference is given, say, "No; I want you to tell me how they are

aUke. In what way are wood and coal alike?
"

(b) "In what way are an apple and a peach alike?
"

(c) "In what nay are iron and silver alike?"

(d) "In what vay are a ship and an automobile alike?
"

Credit if any real likeness is given for two of the four pairs. (See book.)

5. Definitions: superior to use.

Ask, '

' What is a balloon? " Same for tiger, football, soldier. Do not comment on responses. May repeat questions.

Credit if two of four definitions better than use are given.

6. Vocabulary. See pages 181-182.

Alt. 1. Naming six coins.

Show nickel, penny, quarter, dime, silver dollar, and half-dollar, in order, asking, "What is that?" If answer is

"money,'' say, '' Yes. but vjhat do you call that piece of money?"

Credit if all six coins are correctly named. Spontaneous corrections allowed.

Alt. 2. Writingfrom dictation.

Give pen, ink, and paper, and say, "I want you to write something for me as nicely as you can. Write these words:

'See the little boy.' Be sure to write it all: 'See the little boy.' " Do not dictate the words separately, nor give further

repetition.

Credit if sentence is written without omission of word, and legibly enough to be easily recognized. Misspelling

disregarded if word is easily recognizable. (See scoring card.)

IX.
1. Giving the dale.

Ask in order, {a) " What day of the week is to-day?' ' (6) " What month is it?" (c) " What day of the month is it ? " (d)

" What year is it? " If subject gives day of month for day of week, or vice versa, repeat question vith suitable emphasis.

No other help.

Credit if there is no error greater than three days in (c) and no error in (a), (6), and (rf). Spontaneous correction

allowed.

2. Arranging five weights.

Place 3, 6, 9, 12, and 15 gram weights before subject and say, "See these blocks. They all look alike, don't they?

But they are not alike. Some of them are heavy, some are not quite so heavy, and some are still lighter. No two weigh the

tame. Now, I want you to find the heaviest one and place it here. Then find the one that is just a little lighter and put it

here. Then put the next lighter one here, and the next lighter one here, and the lightest of all at this end (pointing). Do you
understand? Remember now, that no two weights are the same. Find the heaviest one and put it here, and the next heaviest

here, and lighter, lighter, until you have the very lightest here. Ready, go ahead." Give second and, if necessary, third trial,

repeating instructions only if subject has used an absurd procedure.

Credit for correct arrangement in two of three trials.
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3. Making change.

Ask, "Iflwere to buy 4 cents worth of candy and should give the storekeeper 10 cents, how much money would I get backf

Similarly for 15-12 cents, and 25-4 cents. Subject is not allowed coins or pencil and paper. If subject forgets problem,

repeat once, but not more. Spontaneous corrections allowed.

Credit if two answers of three are correct.

4. Four digits backwards.

Saj', ^^Listen carefully. I am going to read some numbers, and I want you to say them backwards. For example, ifI

should say 5—1—4, you would say 4—1—5. Do you understand?" Then, "Ready now; listen carefully, and be sure to

say the numbers backwards." It subject gives digits forwards, repeat instructions. It necessary, give (5) and (c), re-

peating each time, "Ready now; listen carefully, and be sure to say the numbers backwards."

Credit it one set is repeated backwards without error.

5. Three words in one sentence.

Say, " You know what a sentence is, of course. A sentence is made up of some words which say something. Now, I

am going to give you three words, and you must make up a sentence that has all three words in it. The three words are 'hoy,'

'river,' 'ball.' Go ahead and make up a sentence that has all three xcordsin it." Repeat instructions it necessary, but do

not illustrate. May say," The three words must be put luith some other words so that all of them together will make a sentence."

Give only one trial, and do not caution against making more than one sentence. Do not hurry subject, but allow only

one minute. Then say, "Now make a sentence that has in it the three words 'work,' 'mmiey,' 'men.' " If necessary give

(c) desert, rivers, lakes, in same way.

Credit if satisfactory sentence is given in two of three trials. (See book.)'

6. Finding rhymes.

Say, " You know what a rhyme is, of course. A rhyme is a word that sounds like another word. Two words rhyme if

they end in the same sound. Understand?" Continue, "Take the two xvords' hat' and 'cat.' They sound alike and so they

makearhyme. 'Bat,' 'cat,' 'rat,' 'bat,' all rhyme ivith one another. Now, I am going to give you a word anA you will have

one minute to find as many words as you can that rhyme with it. The irord is 'day.' Name all the words you can think of

that rhyme with 'day.' " If subject fails, repeat explanation, and give sample rhymes for day, as say, may, pay, hay.

Otherwise, proceed, "Now, you have another minute to name all the words you can think ofthat rhyme with 'mill.' " Same,

it necessary, tor spring. Do not repeat explanation after "mill " or "spring."

Credit if three rhymes in one minute are given for each of two out of three words.

Alt. 1. Naming the months.

Say, "Name all the months of the year." If correct, check by asking, " What month comes before April?" "Before

July?" "Before November?"

Credit if months are correctly named within 15 seconds with not more than one error, and if two of three checks are

correct.

Alt. 2. Counting value of stamps.

Say, " You know, of course, how much a stamp like this costs (pointing to a 1-cent sta,mp). And you know how much

one like this costs (pointing to a 2-cent stamp'i. Now, how much money would it take to buy all of these stamps? " (showing

three 1-cent stamps and three 2-cent stamps). Do not tell values, where not known; it values are known but sum is

wrongly given, give second trial, sa\dng, " Tell me how you got it."

Credit it correct value is given in not over 15 seconds.

X.
1. Vocabulary. See pages 181-182.

2. Absurdities.

"I am going to read a sentence which has something foolish in it, some nonsense. I want you to listen carefully and tell

me what is foolish about it." .Vtter reading say, " What is foolish about that?" Give sentences twice it necessary, re-

peating exactly. It response is ambiguous, ask subject what he means.

(a) A man said:
'

' I know a roadfrom my house to the city which is down hill all the way to the city and down hill all the

way hack home. '

'

(b) An engineer said that the more cars he had on his train thefaster he could gt>.

(c) Yesterday the policefound the body of a girl cut into eighteen pieces. They believe that she killed herself

{d) There was a railroad accident yesterday, but it was not very serious. Onlyforty-eight people were killed.

(e) A bicycle rider, being thrownfrom his bicycle in an accident, struck his head against a stone and was instantly killed.

They picked him up and carried Mm to the hospital, and they do not think he will get well again.

Credit if tour responses out of five are satisfactory.

3. Drawing designsfrom memory.

Give subject pencil and paper, then say, " This card has ttvo drawings on it. lam going to shoiv them to youfor ten

seconds, then I will take the card away and let you drawfrom memory what you have seen. Examine both drawings carefully

and remember that you have only ten seconds." Show card X-3 tor 10 seconds, right side up. Have subject reproduce

designs immediately, and note on his paper which is the top of his drawing.

Credit if one design is reproduced correctly, with other at least halt correct. (See scoring cards.)

1 " The Measurement of Intelligence."
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4. Reading and report.

Show card and say, 'J want you to read this for me as nicely as you can.'' Pronounce for eubject all words he can

not make out, allowing not over 5 seconds' hesitation. (Record reading time and errors.') When subject has iinished

Bay, ' Very well done. Now, I want you to tell me what you read. Begin at the first and tell everything you can remember."

When subject stops, ask. "And what elsef Can you remember any more of it?"

New York,
I
September 5th.

| A fire last night i burned
1
three houses

|
near the center

| of the city. | It took some
time ; to put it out. i

The loss was fifty thousand dollars,
|
and seventeen families

i
lost their homes.

| In saving | a girll

who was asleep in bed, ! a fireman | was burned
1
on the hands.

Credit if selection is read within 35 seconds with not more than two errors and if report given contains at least eight

"memories'" as separated above. Minor changes in wording allowed. Scoring is done by placing thin paper over barred

copy al)ove and checkingmemories.

5. Comprehension.

.Vsk in order,

(a) " What ought you to say when someone asks your opinion about a person you don't know very vellt"

(6) " What oughtyouto do before undertaking (beginning) something very important?"

(c) " Why should we judge a person more by his actions than by his words'"

May repeat but not change question except to substitute beginning in (b) in case undertaking seems not to be under-

stood.

Credit if two of three replies are satisfactory. (See book.)

6. Naming sixty words.

Say, " Now, I want to see how many different words you can name in 3 minutes. When I say ready, you muH begin

and rmmc tlie words asfast as you can, and I will count them. Do you understand? Be sure to do your very best, and remem-

ber that just any words will do, like 'clouds, ' 'dog,' 'chair,' 'happy,'—ready; go ahead." Whenever there is a pause of 15

seconds, say, 'Go ahead, asfast as you can. Any words will do." Don't allow sentences or counting; if attempted, inter-

rupt with '• Counting (or sentences) not allowed. You mu^t name separate words. Go ahead."

Credit if 60 words, exclusive of repetitions, are given in three minutes.

Ait. 1. Repeating six digits.

"Now, listen. I am going to say over some nu7nbers and after I am through I want you to say them exactly as I do.

lAsten closely and get them just right." Give (a) and if necessary (6).

Credit if one set is given without error.

Alt. 2. Repeating sentences.

Say, ' Now, listen. Iam going to say something and after Iam through I want you to say it over just as I do. Under-

stand? Listen carefully and be sure to say exactly what I say." Repeat "Say exactly what I say'' before reading each sen-

tence. Do not re-read any sentence.

Credit if one sentence out of three is repeated without error, or two with not more than one error each.

Alt. 3. Healy-Fernald puzzle.

Place frajjie (short side toward subject) and blocks on table and say, "I want you to put these blocks in thisframe so

that all the space will be filled up. Ifyou do it rightly, they will all fit in and there will be no space left over. Go ahead."

Do not suggest hurrjdng. Note procedure, especially tendencies to repeat absurd moves, and moves which leave

spsu-es ob\'iously impossible to fill.

Credit if subject fits blocks into place three times within a total time of five minutes for the three trials.

XII.
1. Vocabulary. See pages 181-182

2. Definitions—abstract words.

Sa.y," What is pity?" " Whatdowemeanby pity?" etc. Ifresponse contains word to be defined, ask, " Yes,butwhat

does it mean to pity some one?" Same for revenge, charity, envy, justice. Question subject if response is not clear.

Credit if three of the five words are satisfactorily defined. (See book.)

3. Ball and field.

Present 'round field*' on record blank with gate facing subject and say, "Let us suppose that your baseball has been

lost in this round field. You have no idea what part of the field it is in. You dont know what direction it came from, how
it got there, nor with whatforce it came. All you know is that the ball is lost somewhere in the field. Noiv, take this pencil

and mark out a path to show me how you would huntfor the ball so as to be sure not to miss it. Begin at the gate and show

me what path you would lake." If subject stops, say, "But suppose you have notfound it yet, which direction would you

go next?"

Credit in year VIII for "inferior'' plan (or better) ; in years VIII and XII for ''superior'' plan. (See scoring card.)

4. Dissected sentences.

Show card XII-4, indicate firet group of words, and say, " Here is a sentence that has the words all mixed up, so that

they don't make any sense. If the words were changed around in the right order they would make a good sentence. Look care-

fully and see if you can tell me how the sentence ought to read." Do not hurry subject, but allow only one minute. If

subject fails on the first sentence, read it for him slowly and correctly, pointing at each word as you speak it. Same
procedure for second and third, except that no help is given.

Credit if two sentences of three are correct, or one correct and two nearly correct. (See book.) Time, 1 minute

each.
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5. Interpretation of fables.

Present fables in order given below. Say, " You know what a fable isf You have heirdfables? Fables, you know,

are little stories which teach us a lesson. Now, I am going to read a fable to you. Listen carefully, and when I am through

I will ask you to tell me what lesson thefable teaches us." After reading, say, " What lesson does that teach usf" Question

subject if response is not clear. Ask also if fable has been beard before. Proceed with (b), (c), (d), and (t) thus: " Here

is another. Listen again and tell me what lesson thisfable teaches us." After each aak, " What lesson does that teach usf"

(a) Hercules and the wagoner.

A man was driving along a country road, when the wheels suddenly sank in a deep rut. The man did nothing but

look at the wagon and call loudly to Hercules to come and help him. Hercules came up, looked at the man, and said:

'
' Put your shoulder to the wheel, my man, and whip up your oxen." Then he went away and left the driver.

(b) The milkmaid and her plans.

A milkmaid was carrying her pail of milk on her head, and was thinking to herself thus: "The money for this milk

will buy 4 hens; the hens will lay at least 100 eggs; the eggs will produce at least 75 chicks; and with the money which

the chicks will bring I can buy a new dress to wear instead of the ragged one I have on." At this moment she looked

down at herself, trying to think how she would look in her new dress; but as she did so the pail of milk slipped from

her head and dashed upon the ground. Thus all her imaginary schemes perished in a moment.

(c\ The fox and the crow.

A crow, having stolen a bit of meat, perched in a tree and held it in her beak. A fox, seeing her, wished to secure

the meat, and spoke to the crow thus: "How handsome you are! And I have heard that the beauty of your voice is

equal to that of your form and feathers. Will you not sing for me, so that I may judge whether this is true?" The

crow was so pleased that she opened her mouth to sing and dropped the meat, which the fox immediately ate.

(d) The farmer and the stork.

A farmer set some traps to catch cranes which had been eating his seed. With them he caught a stork. The

stork, which had not really been stealing, begged the farmer to spare his life, saying that he was a bird of excellent

character, that he was not at all like the cranes, and that the farmer should have pity on him. But the farmer said:

"I have caught you with these robbers, the cranes, and you have got to die with them."

(e) The miller, his son, and the donkey.

A miller and his son were driving their donkey to a neighboring town to sell him. They had not gone far when a

child saw them and cried out; "'What fools those fellows are to be trudging along on foot when one of them might be

riding." The old man, hearing this, made his son get on the donkey, while he himself walked. Soon they came upon

somemen. "Look," said one of them, "seelhat lazy boy riding while his old father has to walk." On hearing this the

miller made his son get off, and he climbed upon the donkey himself. Farther on they met a company of women, who

shouted out: "Why, you lazy old fellow, to ride along so comfortably while your poor boy there can hardly keep pace

by the side of youl" And so the good-natured miller took his boy up behind him and both of them rode. As they came

to the town a citizen said to them, "^Miy, you cruel fellowsl Tfou two are better able to cany the poor little donkey

than he is to carry you." "Very well, " said the miller, "we will try." So both of them jumped to the ground, got

some ropes, tied the donkey's legs to a pole aad tried to carry him. But aa they crossed the bridge the donkey became

frightened, kicked loose, and fell into the stream.

Credit in year XII if score is 4 points or more; in year XVI if score is 8 points or more. AUow 2 points for each

fable correct, and 1 for partially correct response. (Note carefully scoring directions in book.)

6. Five digits backwards.

"Listen carefully.' lam poing to read some numbers, and I want you to say them backwards. For example, if I should

say 5—1—1, you should say 4—1—5. Do you understand?" Then, "Ready noui; listen carefully, and be sure to say the

numbers backwards." If subject gives digits forwards, repeat instructions. If necessary, give (6) and (c), repeating

each time, "Ready now, listen carefully and be sure to say the numbers backwards."

Credit if one set is repeated backwards without error.

7. Pictures—interpretation.

Show in succession Dutch Home, River Scene, Post oflBce, and Colonial House, saying each time, " Tell me what

this picture is about. Explain this picture." May prompt with, "Go ahead," or "Explain what you mean."

Credit if three of the four pictures are satisfactorily interpreted. (See book.)

8. Finding likenesses; three things.

Sa,y; " Iam going to name three things which are alike in some way, and I want you to tell me how they are alike. Snake,

cow, and sparrow; in what way are they alike?" May repeat or urge with, "I'm sure you can tell me how a snake, a cow, and

a sparrow are alike," but do not change form of question. If difference is given, say, "No, I want you to tell me how they

are alike. In what way are a snake, a cow, and a sparrow alike?" Same for (b) book, teacher, newspaper; (c) wool, cotton,

leather; (</) knife-blade, penny, piece of wire; («) rose, potato, tree.

Credit if any real similarity is given in three out of five trials.
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XIV.
1. Vocabulary. See pages 181-182.

2. Induction test.

(If XVIII-2 is to be given, it should precede this test.) Pro\'ide six sheets of tissue paper, 8i by 11 inches. Take
the first sheet, and telling subject to watch what you do, fold it once, and in the middle of the folded edge cut out a small

notch; then ask subject to tell you how inany holes there will be in the paper when it is unfolded. Whatever the answer,

unfold the paper and hold it up broadside for subject's inspection. Next, take another sheet, fold it once as before and
say, " Xow, when wefolded it this way and tore out a pifce, you remember it made one hole in the paper. This time we will

give the paper anotherfold and see how many holes we shall have." Then proceed to fold the paper again, this time in the

other direction, cut out a piece from the folded side, and ask how many holes there will be when the paper is unfolded.

Then unfold the paper, hold it up before subject so as to let him see the result. Whatever the answer, proceed with

the third sheet. Fold it once and say, " When we folded it this way there was one hole." Fold it again and say, "And
when wefolded it this way there were two holes." Fold the paper a third time and say, "Now, Iamfolding it again. How
many holes idll it have this time when I unfold itf" Again unfold paper while subject looks on. Continue in the same
manner with sheets, four, five, and six, adding one fold each time. In folding each sheet recapitulate results, saj-ing

(with the sixth, for example) :
" When wefolded it this way there was one hole; when wefolded it again there were two; when

we folded it again there were four; tuhen we folded it again there were eight; when we folded it again there were sixteen; now
tell me how many holes there will be if we fold it once more." Avoid saying, " ^\^len we folded it once, twice, three times."

After sixth response, ask, "Can you tell me a rule by which I could know each time how many holes there are going to be?"

Credit if answer to sixth question is correct, and governing rule is correctly stated.

3. President and king.

Say, " Tliere are three rrmin differences between a president and a king; what are theyf" If subject stops after one dif-

ference is given, urge him on, if possible, until three are given.

Credit if two of the three correct answers axe given.

4. Problem questions.

Say, "Listen, and see if you can understand what I read." Then read the problem slowly and with expression. If

necessary, re-read problem.

(a) A man who was walking in the woods 7iear a city stopped suddaily very much frightened, and then ran to the nearest

policeman, saying, that he had just seen hangingfrom tlie limb of a tree a a ichalf

(6) ify neighbor has been having queer visitors. First, a doctor came to his house, then a lawyer, then a minister (preacher

or priest). What do you think happened theref

(c) An Indian who had come to town for the first time in his life saw a white man riding along the street. As the white

man rode by, the Indian said: " The u-hite man is lazy; he walks sitting down." What was the white man riding on that caused

the Indian to say, "He walks sitting down"t
Credit if two of the three problems are satisfactorily answered.

5. Arithmetical reasoning.

Give subject card XIV-5, exposing problems one at a time. Have subject read each problem aloud and, with the

printed problem still before him, find the answer without the use of pencU or paper. In the case of illiterates, examiner
reads each problem for subject two or three times.

Credit if two of the three problems are correctly solved, within one minute each.

6. Reversing hands of clock.

Say, "Suppose it is six-twenty-two o'clock, that is, twenty-two minutes after six; can you see in your mind where the large

hand would be, and where the small hand would be?" "Xow, suppose the two hands of the clock were to trade places, so that

the large hand takes the place were the small hand was, and the small hand takes the place where the large hand was, what time

would it then be?" Repeat the test with the hands at 8.08 (8 minutes after 8), and again with the hands at 2.46 (14

minutes before 3).

Credit if two of the three problems are solved with reasonable accuracy. (See book)

.

Alt. Repeating seven digits.

"Now listen. Iam going to say over some numbers, and after I am through I want you to say than exartly as I do.

Listen closely and get them just right." Give (a) and if necessary (6).

Credit if one set is reproduced without error.

XVI.—"Average adult."
1. Vocabulary. See pages 181-182.

2. Interpretation offables. See page 178.

3. Differences between abstract terms.

Ask " What is the difference between—
(a) " Laziness and idleness?

(6)
'

' Evolution and revolution?

(c) "Poverty and misery?

(d) " Character and reputation?"
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If answer is ambiguous, get subject to explain. If he merely defines the words say " Yes, but I want you to tell

me the difference between and .

"

Credit if three of the four answers are given correctly. (See book.)

4. Enclosed boxes.

Show subject a small cardboard box, and say, " You see this box; it has two smaller boxes inside of it, and each one

of the smaller boxes contains a little tiny box. How many boxes are there altogether, counting the big one? Remember, first

the large box, then tiro smallfir ones, and each of the smaller ones contains a little tiny box." Allow one-half minute, record

answer, then show second box, saying, " This box has two smaller boxes inside, and each of the smaller boxes contains two

tiny boxes. How many altogetjierf Remember, first the large box, then two smaller ones, and each smaller one contains

two tiny boxes." Similarly for (c) and (d), using three and three, and four and four.

Credit if three of the four problems are solvied correctly within one-half minute each.

5. iSi'.T digits bachwards.

Say, "Listen carefully. I am going to read some numbers, and I want you to say them backwards. For example, if

I should say 5—1—4, you would say 4—1—5. Do you understandf" Then, "Ready now; listen carefully, and be sure

to say the numbers backwards." If subject gives digits forwards repeat instructions. If necessary, give (6) and (e),

repeating each time, "Ready now; listen carefully and be sure to say the numbers backwards."

Creit if one set is repeated backwards without error.

6. Code.

Show subject the code given on card XVI-6. Say, "See these diagrams here? Look andyou loill see that they con-

tain all the letters of the alphabet. A^ow, Examine the arrangement of the letters. They go (pointing
)
a b c, d ef. g h i, j k I,

mno, p qr, s tu V, w xy z. You see the letters in the first tvm diagrams are arranged in the up-and-doxni order (pointing

again), and the letters in the otlier two diagrams run in just the opposite ivayfrom the hands of a clock (pointing). Look

again and you vnll see that the second diagram is just like the first, except that each letter has a dot with it, and that the last

diagram is like the third except that here, also, each letter has a dot. Now, all of this represents a code; that is, a secret lan-

guage. It is a real code, one that tvas used in the Civil War for sending secret messages. This is the way it works: We

draiu the lines which hold a letter, but leave out the letter. Here, for example, is the way we would write 'spy.'" Then

write the words "spy" and "war," pointing out carefully where each letter comes from, and emphasizii^ the fact

that the dot must be used in addition to the lines in writing any letter in the second or fourth diagram. Then add

:

' 'lam going to have you write somethingfor me; remember, now, how the Utters go, first (pointing, as before) ab c, d ef,

g h i, then j k I, m n o, p q r, then s t u v, then w xy z. And don'tforget the dots for the letters in this diagram and this

one" (pointing). At this point, take away the diagrams, give subject pencil and paper, and tell him to write the

words "come quickly." Say nothing about hurrying. Do not permit subject to reproduce the code and then to

copy the code letters from his reproduction.

Credit if words are written within six minutes with not more than two errors, omission of dot counting as half error.

Alt. 1. Repeating sentences.

Say, "Now, listen. I am going to say something and after lam through I want you to say it over just as I do. Under-

stand? Listen carefully and be sure to say exactly what I say." Repeat "Say exactly what I say" before reading each

sentence. Do not re-read any sentence.

Credit if one sentence is repeated without a single error.

Alt. 2. Comprehension of physical relations.

(a) Draw a horizontal line 6 or 8 inches long. An inch or two above it draw a horizontal line about an inch long

parallel to the first. Say, " Tfie long line represents the perfectly level ground of a field, and the short line represents a

cannon. The cannon is pointed horizontally {o7i a level) and is fired across this perfectly level field." After it is clear

that these conditions of the problem are comprehended, add, "Now, suppose that this cannon is fired off and that the

ball comes to the ground at this point here (pointing to the farther end of the line which represents the field). Take this

pencil and draw a line which will show what path the cannon ball will take from the time it leaves the mouth of the cannon

till it strikes the ground."

(b) Say, " You know, of course, that water holds up a fish that is placed in it. Well, here is a problem: Suppose we

have a bucket which is partly full of water. We place the bucket on the scales and find that with the water in it it weighs

exactly 45 pounds. Then we put a 5-pound fish into the bucket of water. Now, what will the whole thing weigh?" If

subject responds correctly, say, "How can this be correct, since the water itself holds up the fish?"

(c) " You know, do you not, what it means when they say a gun 'carries 100 yards?' It means that the bullet goes 100

yards before it drops to amount to anything." When this is clear, proceed, "Now, suppose a man is shooting at a mark

about the size of a quart can. His rifle carries perfectly more than 100 yards. With such a gun is it any harder to hit the

mark at 100 yards than it is at 50 yards?"

Credit if two of the three problems are satisfactorily solved. (See book.)

XVIII—("Superior adult.")

1. Vocabulary. See pages 181-182.

2. Paper-cutting test.

Take a piece of paper 6 inches square and say, " Watch carefully xvhat I do. See, Ifold the paper this way (folding

it once over in the middle). Then Ifold it this way (folding it again in the middle, but at right angles to the first

fold). Now, I will cut out a notch right here" (indicating). Cut notch, keeping fragments out of view. Leave folded

paper exposed, but pressed flat against table. Then give subject a pencil and a second sheet of paper like the one

already used and say, " Take this piece of paper and make a drawing to show how the other sheet of paper would look ifU
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were unfolded. Draw lines to shou- the creases in the paper and show vhat resultsfrom the cutting." Iiu not permit 8ii>)-

ject to fold second sheet, anddoBotsay, "draw the holes."

Credit if creases are correctly represented, with correct number of holes correctly located.

3. Repeating eight digits.

Say, " iVoi/.', listm. I am going to say over som£ numbers and after I am through, I leant you to say them exactly as I
do. Listen closely and get themju^t right." Give (a), and if necessary (6) and (c).

Credit if one set is reproduced without error.

4. Repeating thought of passage.

Say, "lam going to read a little selection of about six or eight lines. When lam thrcnigh IiciUaslc you to repeat as much
of it as you can. It doesn't male any difference whether you remember the exact v<ords or not, but you must listen carefully
so that you can tell me everything it says." Read (a), and if necessary (b), recording response verbatim. Urge subject
to give thought of selection in his own words if he hesitates.

(a) Tests such as ice are now making are of value bothfor the advarwemeiit of science andfor the information of the person
who is tested. It is importantfor science to learn how people differ and cm what factors these differences depend. If we can
separate the influence ofheredityfrom the injiuence ofenvironment, we may be able to apply our knowledge so as to guide human
development. We may thus in some cases correct defects and develop abilities which we might otherwise neglect.

(6) Many opinions have been given on the value of life. Scmu call it good, others call it bad. It would be nearer correct

to say that it is mediocre;for on the one hand our happiness is never as great as xoe should like, and on the other hand our mis-
fortunes are never as great as our enemies would wishfor us. It is this mediocrity of life which prevents itfrcmi being radically

unjust.

Credit if main thoughts of one of the selections are given in reasonably coiwecutive order. (See book.)

5. Seven digits backward.

Say, "Listen carefully, I am going to read some numbers, and I want you to say them backward. For example, if I
should say S—1—4 you would say 4—1—5. Do you understand?" Then," Ready now, listen carefully, and be sure to say
the numbers backward." If subject gives the digits forward, repeat instructions. If necessary, give (6) and (c), repeat
ing reach time: "Ready now, listen carefully and be sure to say the numbers backtcard."

Credit if one set is repeated backward without error.

6. Ingenuity test.

State problem (a) orally, repeating it it subject does not respond promptly. Do not allow subject to use pencil

or paper, and ask him to give his solution orally as he works it out. Record tiis statement in full. If subject resorts

to some such method as "fill the 3-pint vessel two-thirds full," or "I would mark the the inside of the 5-pint vessel

so as to show where 4 pints come to," etc., inform him that such a method is not allowable; that this would be guessing,

since he could not be sure when the 3-pint vessel was two-thirds full, or whether he had marked off his 5-pint vessel

accurately. Tell him he must measure out the water without any guesswork and explain also that it is a fair problem
not a "catch". Say nothing about pouring from one vessel to another, but if subject asks whether this is permissible

say "yes." If subject has not solved (a) correctly within five minutes, explain the solution in full and proceed to (ft).

State (6) orally and allow subject five minutes for its solution. Do not explain in case of failure. If subject succeeds

on either (a) or (6), but not with both, give problem (c) orally, allowing five minutes for this also.

(a) "A mother sent her boy to the river atid told him to bring back exactly 7 pints of water. She gave him a S-pint ves-

sel and a .'i-jrint vessel. Show me how the boy can measure out exactly 7 pints of water, using nothing but these two vessels

and not guessing at the amount You should begin byfilling the .i-pint vessel first. Remember you have a 3-pint vessel and
a 5-pint vessel, and you mv^t bring back exactly 7 pints."

Same formula for (ft) and (c).

Credit if two of the three problems are solved correctly, each within five minutes.

Vocabulary.

" I want to find out how many words you know. Listen; and when I say a word, you tell me what it means. What is

an oranget" etc. If subject can read, let him see the words on the vocabulary card. Continue list till 8 to 10 successive

words are missed. If subject thinks formal definition is required, examiner may say: " Just tell me in your ownivords;

my it any way you please. All I iiiant is to find out whether you know what a is." Examiner may aak subject

to explain what he means if it is not clear.

1 orange

2 bonfire

3 foar

4 gown
5 tap

6 scorch

7 puddle

8 envelope

9 straw

10 rule

11 haste

12 afloat

13 eyelash

14 copper

1.5 health

16 curse

17 guitar

18 mellow

19 pork

20 impolite

21 plumbing
22 outward

23 lecture

24 dungeon
25 southern

26 noticeable

27 muzzle

28 quake
29 civil

30 treasury

31 reception

32 ramble

33 skill

34 misuse

35 insure

36 stave

37 regard

38 nerve

39 crunch

40 juggler

41 majesty

42 brunette

43 snip

44 apish

45 sportive

46 hysterics

47 mars

49 repose

49 shrewd
50 forfeit

51 peculiarity

52 coinage

53 mosaic

54 bewail

55 disproportionate

56 dilapidated

57 charter

58 conscientious

59 avarice

60 artless

CI jiriceless

62 swaddle

63 tolerate

64 gelatinous
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65 depredation 74 embody 83 selectman 92 theosophy

66 promontory 75 infuse 84 sapient 93 piscatorial

67 frustrate 76 flaunt 85 retroactive 94 sudorific

68 milksop 77 declivity 86 achromatic 95 parterre

69 philanthropy 78 fen 87 ambergris 96 homunculus

70 irony 79 ochre 88 casuistry 97 cameo

71 lotus 80 exaltation 89 paleology 98 shagreen

72 drabble 81 incrustation 90 perfunctory 99 limpet

73 harpy 82 laity 91 precipitancy 100 complot

jjoTE.—To get the entire vocabularj-, multiply the number of correct definitions by 180.

(b) ADAPTATION FOR USE WITH ^LITERATES.

In the examination of an illiterate subject only thfise tests in each year-group which are starred in the record

booklet should be given. When only the starred tests are given, credits should be assigned in accordance with the

following table:

Years 3 to 10 3 points (or months) per test.

Year 12 5 points (or months) per test.

Year 14 6 points (or months) per test.

Year 16 7i points (or months) per test.

Year 18 9 points (or months) per test.

The probable error of a mental age score derived by the scale as thus abbreviated is approximately 74 months,

as contrasted with a probable error of less than 6 months for the unabbreviated scale as applied to unselected adults.

(C) EXPRESSING AND INTERPRETING RESULTS.

As this is an age scale, the responses are ordinarily scored in terms of months. They may also be scored in

terms of points by those who prefer this method. When this is done, each test is given a point value corresponding

to its value in months. A subject is credited with the full number of points for each test below the year-group

actually given, and in addition loilh 24 pointsfor years 1 and 2. He is also credited with the actual number of points

scored in the year-groups given. It is thus possible to score as high as 30 points (months) in year XVI and 36 in year

XVIII, making a total possible score of 234 points, or a mental age of 19 years, 6 months. If fewer than the regular

number of tests are used from a given year-group, each test should be assigned a proportionately higher point value.

If more than the regular number are used, each test should be assigned a proportionately lower value. Where half

credit is allowed for a response, half the number of points is given.

The results of Stanford-Binet examinations are to be expressed in the following ways: (1) Mental age in yeaie

and decimal of a year; (2) letter rating.

Mental ages correspond to the letter ratings as follows:

A 18.0-19.5

B 16.5-17.9

C-l- 15.0-16.4

C 13.0-14.9

C- 11.0-12.9

D - 9. 5-10. 9

D- Below 9. 5

Subjects obtaining a score of 10 years (120 points) or more may ordinarily be recommended for regular military

training; subjects between 8 and 10 years (96 to 119 points) should be considered for assignment to service organization

or Development Battalicjn; subjects below 8 years (96 points) should be ccjnsidered for discharge.

Grade B should be given to all men who are recommended by the examiner for discharge. Development Battalion,

or service organization, and to such men only. All men whose intelligence is deemed satisfactory for regular military

duty shall be given rating of D— or higher.

4. PEBFORMANCE SCALE EXAMINATION,
(a) PROCEDtTRE.

Test 1, the ship test.

Materials.—A frame and 10 pieces which, when properly fitted together, form a ship.

Directions.—Examiner shows subject the frame with the pieces properly fitted therein, and says, " This is a picture

of a ship. Look at it carefully." Subject is allowed to look at the picture for 10 seconds; then examiner withdraws the

picture from ^dew, removes the pieces, and presents the empty frame and the pieces arranged as in figure H. The
pieces may be numbered on the edge toward examiner from left to right to indicate their positions. The frame is

next the subject. Examiner says, "Put these pieces in theframe as quickly as you can so as to make the ship you just saw."

Subject is given ^ve minutes, and is allowed to make any changes he wishes within the time limit; but examiner

must not suggest the changes.

Scoring.—A score of one is allowed for each of the lower or upper pieces, if placed in the lower or upper portion

of the frame—i. e., the "water" pieces at the bottom and the "sky" pieces at the top, except that no credit is given

tor an inverted piece. In addition to this, a score of one is given to each piece that is in its correct relative position

in the upper or lower row. The maximum score for accuracy is thus 20 points.

If the score for accuracy is 18 or more, additional credit is given for time as follows:

Time. Credit.

0-20 5

21-30 4

31-50 3

The maximum raw score is therefore 25 points.

Time. Credit.

51-80 2
81-120 1

121-300
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Fig. H.—SHIP TEST WITH PIECES ARRANGED FOR SUBJECT TO

PLACE IN FRAME.
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Test 2, manikin andfeature profile.

183

Materials.—ia) Six pieces which when put together represent the conventional figure of a man.
1 6) Eight pieces which when put together form the figure of a human head.

Directions.—ia) The pieces are placed before subject, as in figure I. Each arm and each leg is placed at the oppo-
site side of the body from the place where it fits. Examiner says, "Put this together as quicHy as you can."

—Manikin and leature profile pieces arranged for subject to replace.

(6) The pieces are placed before subject, as in figure I. The three pieces forming the face are separated from

each other by the four pieces forming the ear. Examiner says, "Put this together as quickly as you can."

The time limit for (a) is tuo minutes, for (b) five minutes. Spontaneous changes are allowed within the time limit.

Subject is not told what the pieces make. If subject scores 3 or less on (a), examiner fits it together correctly and then

go€8 on to (6). If the score on (a) is 0, (6) need not be given.
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Scoring.—The end products are scored as follows: Points.

(a) One point for each piece in correct poition; i. e., for a perfect performance 5

One or both arma not exactly fitting joints 4

One reversal of arms or legs 3

Two reversals, arma and legs 2

Lesa and arms interchanged, or any other result that looks like a man 1

Poorer than this, not resembling a man
(6) One point for each face piece in the correct position, 1 point for a partly correct ear—i. e. , one, two, or three pieces

in the correct place—and 2 points for a completely correct ear, making a total for accuracy of 5 points.

Credit is given for time only if the score for accm-acy is on (a) 4 or 5 points, on (6) 5 points. Then credit as follows:

Time. „ ^..
(a) (6) Credit.

0- 10 0- 30.: 5

11-15 31-40 4

16-20 41-00 3

21-30 61-80 2

31- 50 81-120 1

51-120 121-300

The maximum raw score is, therefore, 20 points on (a) and (6) together.

Test S, cube imitation.

Materials.—(1) Foiu' 1-inch cubes fastened 2 inches apart to a wooden base. Both cubes and base are painted a

dark red. The cubes are numbered 1 to 4 from right to left. (2) A fifth cube of the same size unattached and similarly

painted. (3) Ten imitation problems (a toj), as printed on the record sheet.

Directions.—Examiner places the cube board before subject, with the numbered side of the cubes directed away

fromhim, and says, " Watch carefully and then do just what I do." Examiner next with the fifth cube taps the attached

blocks in a predetermined order, as, for example, in (a) 1—2—3—4, at the rate of one per second. He now lays the tap-

ping cube down before subject, midway between the second and tliird cubes, but nearer to subject than the cube board,

and says, "Do that." If in the first problem subject taps 4—3—2—1 instead of the reverse, examiner credits the response

and says, "No, begin here" (pointing to 1).

Parts (6) to (j) are given in order unless subject fails in 5 successive parts. In this event the test is discontinued.

It is important that the rate of tapping should not be faster than one per second.

Scoring.—The responses are recorded as right (+) or wrong ( -) ; and 1 point is given for each success. The maxi-

mum raw score is 10 points.
Test 4, cube construction.

Materials.—Ci) A block of wood (model 1) 1 by 3 by 3 inches, painted a dark red on the four sides, not on the upper

orlowersurfaces, andcuttoadepthof 2 mm., sothatitclosely resembles a composite of 9 small cubes. (2) Nine 1-inch

cubes necessary for the construction of model 1. four painted on two sides, four painted on one side, and one not painted.

(3) A block of wood (model 2), same size as model 1 bat painted on the top as well as the four sides. (4) Nine 1-inch

cubes necessary for construction of model 2. (5) A 2-inch cuhe (model 3), ujapainted and cut on the six surfaces so

that it looks like a composite of eight small cubes. (6) Eight 1-inch cubes painted on three sides for the construction

of model 3.

Directions.—Examiner presents model 1, and says, " You see this block. Notice that it is painted on the sides but not

on the top or the bottom; and you see these smaller blocks (examiner presents blocks described under (2), above) partly

painted and partly unpainted. These nine blocks can be put together so as to make one just like this." Examiner puts the

blocks together, pointing to the painted sm-face or sm-faces of each cube as he fits it in position.

(a) Examiner then presents the same model and blocks in irregular order, and says, " Nou\ you Jit the blocks together

so as to make one like this."

(b) Examiner now presents model 2 and the blocks fur its construction and says, " Nmv, put these blocks together

so as to make one just like this. Notice that it is painted on the edges and cm the top but not on the bottom.

(c) Examiner presents model 3 and says, " You see this block; notice that it is not painted anywhere; and you see these

smaller blocks (present blocks described under (6) above) that have three sides painted and three not painted. Nmo, Iwant

you to fit these eight blocks together so as to make one just like this. Remember, it is not painted on the bottom, top, or sides."

With a stop watch examiner takes time in seconds for assembling the cubes. He also counts the number of moves.

A move is to be understood as a placement in some position designed to complete the structure. If parts of a structure are

assembled separately, putting such parts together does not count an additional move. If the blocks are fitted together

in the hand , the moves are counted just as they are if assembled on the table. Turning a block over or other^vise shifting

its position in the structure is counted a move, but turning it over in the fingers, picking it up, and placing it upon the

table are not to be counted moves. Subject is penalized sufficiently for such beha-\-ior by the longer time.

Time for work on each part, two minutes. If subject assembles blocks before time is up, allow spontaneous correc-

tions, counting extra time and additional moves. Each block changed counts one move as before. The time should

be taken when subject indicates verbally or otherwise that he has finished.
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Scoring.—No credit is to be given for time, if the blocks are not all assembled ; but if they are, credit as follows:

(a) (6) and (c)

Seconds. Seconds. Credit.

1-10 1-20 5
11-25 21-30 4

26-50 31-50 3

51-80 51-80 2

81-120 81-120 1

No matter whether subject has finished or not, count each misplaced block as three additional moves and each
unassembled block as six additional moves, and credit total moves as follows:

(a) and (6) (c)

Moves. Moves. Credit

9 8 5

10-11 9-10 4
12-15 11-15 3
16-25 16-25 2

26-50 26-50 1

Note that the minimum number of moves is nine for (a) and (6), and eight for (c); that no credit ia given for over 50
moves; and that the maximum raw score is 10 points for each part, or a total of 30.

Test 5, form board.

Materials.—See illustration of problems, figure J, for identification of the materials.

Directions.—Examiner places the board before subject, arranged as shown in "demonstration." E and S in this

figure indicate the relative positions of examiner and subject. Examiner says, " These blocks can be changed around so as

to make roomfor this extra square, like this." Examiner proceeds to solve the problem in the minimum number of moves,
making sure that subject is attending.

(a) Examiner now presents the board arranged for problem A, saying, " Without making any more moves than ymi
have to, change these blocks around so you can find a place forr the extra square (pointing to square). Don't have any blocks

left over. Ready—go ahead.
'

'

(b) Examiner now presents the board arranged for problem B, saying, " / want you to change these blocks around so

you can find placesfor these two extra squares (pointing to them). Ready—go ahead."

(c) Examiner presents the board arranged for problem C, saying, " Ncnv Iwant you to change the blocks around so you
can find places for these four extra blocks. Ready—go ahead."

Examiner records the time in seconds from start to finish, and counts the number of moves. A move is to be under-

stood as placing or trying to place a block in some position on the board. Taking a block out of position, and placing a block

upon the table are not counted as moves.

Time for work on {a) and (b), two minutes each; on (c), three minutes. If (a) is not solved in the time allowed,

examiner demonstrates that correct solution before going on to (6).

Scoring.—If a problem is not solved within the time Umit, score that part 0; but if a correct solution has been accom-

plished, give credit for time and for moves as follows:

MOVES,
(a) (i) (c) Credit.

8 5

9 4

3 5 10-11 3

4 6 12-14 2

5-7 7-10 15-20 1

(a) and TIME.
m (.c) Credit.

0-10 0- 20 5

11-20 21-40 4

21-40 41-70 3

41- 70 71-110 2

71-120 111-180 1

Note that the minimum number of moves for problems (a), (6), and (c) is 3, 5, and 8, respectively, and that the

maximum raw scores are 8,8, and 10, or a total of 26 points.

The examiner will find it advantageous to make a diagram of the arrangement of the blocks for each problem (as in

fig. J), and paste it on the screen between him and the subject. He can then copy the pattern on the board out of view
of the subject, and with a little practice, can do it very expeditiously—often in less than 30 seconds.

Test 6, designs.

Materials.—The five plates of designs on page 199. Examiner provides subject with pencil and paper.

Directions.—The designs are given in order, (a), (6), (c), (rf). Formula for (a) and (5): " I am going to show you
a drawing. You will have just ten seconds to look at it; then I shall take it away and let you draw itfrom memory. Don't

begin to draw till Isay 'go.'"

121435°—21 13
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Formula for (c) and ((f):
'' This time 1 shall show you two drawings. You will have only ten seconds to look at them,

then I shall take them away and you are to draw them bothfrom memory."

Before exposing the designs, examiner says: "Ready; look closely." When designs are removed, examiner says:

"Go." Designs are exposed with greatest length of page horizontal, and with front of Guide toward examiner. The
time limit is 2 minutes, but subject is not stopped or penalized if he appears to have the correct plan and iscarryiBg

it out. If the raw score on (a), (6), and (c) together is less than 3, (rf) need not be given.

DUBBORB FOm tOtSD So- 3.

SbAded parts lnSi«at« unfiilod epaoos.

tiraOBSTRATIOii.

Fig. J.—Form board with pieces arranged in various problems for subject to replace.

Scoring.—Emphasis is put upon reproduction of the plan of the designs rather than upon the neatness of the draW'

ing. Credit as follows:

(a) 1. Two lines crossed, four flags

2. Correctly facing one another
3. Accuracy (lines nearly equal, nearly bisected, nearly at right angles; flags nearly square)

Total possible points, 3.

(6) 1. Large square vrith two diameters
2. Four small squares within a large square
3. Two diameters in each small square
4. Sixteen dots, each alone in a small S(|uare

5. Accuracy of proportion (width of spaces around the four small squares between J and i the width of the 16
smallest squares) 1

6. If design is complete but with superfluous squares or lines, count only 3 points.

Total possible points, 5.

See Fig. K for some common variations.
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(c') A rectangle with approximately vertical lines

1. Dividing it approximately equally (into not over 6 parts) 1

2. Dividing it into 4 parts 1

Total possible points, 2.

(c^) A rectangle with approximately vertical lines

1. Dividing'it into parts at least 3 of which diminish in size to the right 1

2. Di\iding it into 6 parts 1

Total possible points, 2.

((f) 1. Large diamond with small diamond inside crosswise with its vertices approximately coincident with obtuse

angles of large diamond; or large diamond with small diamond inside \vith sides approximately parallel

to those of large diamond (alternative to 1) 1

2. A third diamond with its vertices approximately coincident with the obtuse angles of the second 1

3. Accuracy (the proper lines very nearly parallel and the acute angles of diamonds all nearly equal) 1

Total possible points, 3.

((?) 1. A large square with sides approximately equal, and small square inscribed 1

2. A third square inscribed in second square approximately bisecting sides of second square 1

Total possible points, 2.

The mfyriTniim raw score for entire test, 17 points.

Scoring of De^i^ns

D
nn.

1 Point 1 Pbint 4- Pbints

-J-
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Test 7, the digit symbol test.

Materials. See page 277.

Directions.—The part of the first row marked sample is used for demonstration. Examiner says, " You see these

numbers and the little mark below each number (pointing to the row at the top of the page). Now, I want you to put in each

one of these squares (pointing to the empty squares in the three rows) the little mark that ought to go there, like this:

Beloiv 2 put this little mark (beginning at 2 in the sample); below 1, this; below 3, this;" etc. After doing five of the

samples examiner pauses and asks, "Now, what should I put here?" (indicating the next empty square). If subject

answers correctly, examiner finishes the samples himself; if subject fails, examiner tells him and repeats the ques-

tion with the next sample. After finishing the demonstration, examiner says:
'

' Now, you begin here and fill as many

squares as you can before I call time. "

Time, 2 minutes.

Scoring.—The score is the number of squares filled correctly in the time limit. Maximum raw score, 67 points.

Test S, the maze.

Materials.—The four mazes (a), (6), (c), and (rf) on page 278 and demonstration maze on page 277.

Directions.—Examiner shows subject demonstration maze and says, " You see these lines. Now I am going to

begin here at S and mark with my pencil the shortest way out without crossing any lines. Watch carefully. " Examiner

places sheet so that the bottom of the maze is toward subject, and traces the way out, calling attention to the possibility

of taking thewrong path at one or two of the critical points. Examiner says, " You see, if Ishould go this way, it would

not be the shortest way out. I should have to turn back." Examiner then presents test maze (a) on page 278 and says:

"Now, with your pencil begin at S and mark the shortest way out as quickly as you can. Do not cross any lines and do

not turn back unless you have to. Ready—Go ahead.

"

If subject crosses a line, not through carelessness, examiner says, " You have crossed a line here. You see it is

not an open space. Begin here (indicating a point on the pencil mark just before it crossed the line) and see if you can

find a path out without crossing any lines. " In scoring, subject is penalized 1 point for each line crossed as above.

Mazes (6), (c), and (rf) should be presented in the same way as (a) except that no further demonstration is allowed.

Time limit for each maze, 2 minutes. If the score on (a) and (6) is 0, the test may be discontinued.

Scoring.—^Time is recorded in seconds from start signal to successful exit. If this occurs within the time limit,

credit for time is given for each maze as follows:

Time. Credit.

0-20 3

21-40 2

41-70 1

71-120

a
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MATERIALS FOR THE PERFORMANCE SCALE, PICTURE ARRANGEMENT TEST (TEST 9), SHOWING THE DEMONSTRATION AL SERIES X
AND THE FOUR TRIAL SERIES A, B, C, D, ALL ARRANGED IN CORRECT ORDER,

The series were presented to the subject out of order; see directions for test 9, page 109,
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Whether subject finishes in the time limit or not, credit is given for the degree of success he has attained as fol-

lows: Each maze is diWded into five successive steps, which are indicated by dotted lines crossing the path of the

maze in the key maze, figure L. A creditof 1 point is given foreach step succes.-fuUy accomplished ; i. e., for each imag-

inary dotted line crossed, making a total of 5 points for each maze. The openings of all blind alleys are indicated

by hea\'y black lines across the path of the maze. A penalty of 1 point is given for each imaginary heavy line crossed.

Thus the score equals the number of dotted li>us crossed minus the number of heavy li)us crossed, and maze lines crossed not

through carelessruss (see above). Any negative score thus obtained counts as zero. (No matter how many times any

dotted line or hea\-y line is crossed, only one credit or penalty is given therefor.)

Maximum raw score, 32 points.

Test 9, picture arrangement.

Materials.—Five sets of "Foxy Grandpas" pictures, one set for demonstration, and four tor actual tests.

Directions.—Examiner presents demonstrational set (z) in a row in the order 4—2-—6—3—1—5 and says, "These

pictures tell & funny story if they are placed in the right order." Examiner then proceeds to arrange the pictures

properly, telling the story as he does so, and calling subjects' attention to the proper sequence of the important

details. He next removes this set, and presents set (a), saying, "Now see hoio quickly you can change these pictures

around so as to make thern tell a good story." Subject is not told if he is wrong, but examiner goes on to the next

set. Seta (6) to (d) are presented in the same way. The sets are shown in a row in the order 4—2—6—3^1—

5

and 5—1—3—6—2—1 alternately. The time limit for each set is 3 minutes.

Scoring.—Examiner records the time and the arrangement fur each set; and gives a credit of 1 point for each pair

of pictures in correct juxtaposition—i. e., a maximum of 5 points for accuracy for each set. \Mien, however, the

error in arrangement consists only in the reversal of one, two, or three juxtaposed pairs, a penalty of 1 point is

given for each such reversal. Thus credit of 4 points is obtained for arrangement 1—2—4—3—5—6, which would

receive only 2 points credit for correctly juxtaposed pairs.

No credit is given for time unless the arrangement is correct. Then credit as follows:

Time. Credit.

1-30 3

31-60 2

61-120 1

121-180

Maximum raw score, 32 points.

Test 10, picture completion.

Materials.—Two boards upon which are depicted successive scenes from the day's activity of a boy; and 60 small

blocks from which are selected the pieces to complete the pictures.

Directions.—The boards are placed before subject, part 2 at his right. The 60 small pieces are placed above the

boards in the box arranged in a prc(/c(erm,ii7i«rf ortfer ' as indicated in the box. In this arrangement ambiguous pieces

are located in the same area. Examiner says, "Here is a picture—it begins here (pointing to demonstration pic-

ture) where the boy is getting dressed. It shows the same boy—remember, the very same boy—doing one thing after

ajwther during the same day. (Examiner points along first row and then along second to indicate the sequence in

which the pictiu-es come. ) You see in each picture a piece is missing. Here are a lot of small pieces. They go into the

empty places. You are to pick out the piece that you think is needed, that is best to make the picture right. For

example, what is gone hereV (pointing to demonstration picture). If subject answers correctly, examiner says,

" That's fine. Now see if you can find the best piece for each of the other places. " If subject does not answer correctly,

examiner finds the piece for him, explains why it is right, and then says, " Now see, etc." as above. Examiner
gives no help after the first explanation, but subject is allowed to change pieces if he wishes. When subject indi-

cates that he has finished as well as he can, time is recorded. The time limit is 10 minutes.

Scoring.—No credit is given for time, but the very slow are indirectly penalized by not finishing in the time limit.

The scoring of the performance is indicated in the accompanying table. When a square is left unfilled, the score for

that item is 0. Negative score on the entire test counts as zero.

Maximum raw score, 100.

See plate 19, opposite page 190. The pieces are numbered in order from left to right. The pieces of the top row run from 1 to 10; of the'

second row, from 11 to 21, etc. The proper numbers are stamped on the back of the pieces. Proper location for each piece in the box is indi-

cated by an indentical number.
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Scoring of completion test.

[The value ot minus 5 is to be given to all placings where in the table below no numbers are inserted. These represent the marked absurdities.]

VALUE OF PIECES IN PICTURES.

Pieces.
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MATERIALS FOR PERFORMANCE SCALE, PICTURE COMPLETION TEST (TEST 10). 60 PIECES ARRANGED IN BOX
IN THE MANNER IN WHICH THEY ARE PRESENTED TO THE SUBJECT FOR FITTING IN THE BOARD (CF.

PLATES 20 AND 21).
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MATERIALS FOR PERFORMANCE SCALE, PICTURE COMPLETION TEST (TEST lOJ, LEFT HALF OF BOARD.
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MATERIALS FOR PERFORMANCE SCALE, PICTURE COMPLETION TEST (TEST 10), RIGHT HALF OF BOARD.
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Test 4, cube construction.

(a) Examiner presents model 1 and the corresponding blocks, points to bottom, top, and sides of model; then
places it upon the table and assembles the blocks rather slowly, turning each block over in the fingers and pointing

to painted and unpainted sides. Examiner now presents the same model and the blocks in irregular order, then points

in order to subject, to the model, to the blocks, and nods affirmatively. Examiner repeats, if subject does not under-

stand.

(6) Examiner presents model 2 with the nine blocks for its construction; shows subject bottom, top, and sides of

model; then places it upon the table, points to subject, to the model, to the blocks, and nods affirmatively. Examiner
repeats gestures if subject does not understand.

(c) Examiner presents model 3, turns it over slowly, showing each side, presents blocks, picks up a block, points

to painted side, shakes head, points to unpainted side, nods, puts down block, points to subject, to model, and to

blocks, nods affirmatively.

Test 5. form hoard.

Examiner places board before subject as pre\dously described, points to square and to empty spaces, and proceeds

slowly to change blocks and put in square. Examiner next removes board, rearranges it for problem (a), and again

presents it to subject. He then points to subject, to square, and to board, nodding aflirmatively. If subject does not

understand, examiner repeats gestures: and if problem is not solved in the time limit he again demonstrates the

correct solution and passes on to (h). Problems (6) and (c) are presented in the same way except that they are not

demonstrated in case of subject's failu-re.

Test 6, designs.

Examiner shows subject demonstrational design (i) for 10 seconds. Then he takes it away and draws is for sub-

ject. He now shows test design (a) for 10 seconds; then takes it away, gives subject pencil and paper, points to sub-

ject, to paper, nods affirmatively. If subject does not respond, examiner draws it for him, then passes on to (b).

Designs i6\ (c). and (d) are presented in the same way except that examiner does not demonstrate further.

Test 7, digit symbol.

Examiner shows subject the record sheet, points to blank below 2 in the sample, then to symbol for 2 at top of

page, writes in symbol, proceeds in the same way with the other parts of the sample, then gives subject pencil, points

to space below 3 in the test, and nods affirmatively.

Test S, the maze.

Examiner shows subject demonstration maze (a), and with his pencil proceeds to trace the shortest way out. At
critical points he hesitates, moves pencil in wrong direction without marking, shakes his head, and continues to work
in the right direction. He next presents test maze a. gives subject pencil, points to starting point and to exit of

maze, and nods affirmatively. If subject fails to understand, examiner demonstrates again with maze a and passes

on to (6). Mazes (6), (c), and {d) are presented in the same way. but no more demonstration is gi^ en.

Test 9, picture arrangement.

Examiner presents demonstrational set and allows subject to see it for about 15 seconds. Then, making sure that

subject is attending, he slowly rearranges the pictures and points to each one in succession, attracting subject's atten-

tion especially to the sequence of important details. Next examiner removes these pictitfes and presents set (a),

points to subject, and moves his hand about the pictures to indicate that they are to be arranged. If subject does not

understand, examiner shows him the proper arrangement and then goes on to set 1 6 ). Sets (6), (c), and (d) are presented

in the same way as (a ), except that no further demonstration is given if subject fails.

*

Test 10, picture completion.

Examiner places material before subject as pre\'iously described. He then slowly points to the same boy in

each of the pictures in succession to indicate the proper sequence of events. He next returns to the demonstrational

picture, points to dressed and undressed foot, and to empty space. Next he looks leisurely over the small blocks,

tries the slipper or the low shoe in the space, points to dressed foot, and shakes his head negatively. Then he puts in the

correct piece shelving satisfaction with result. Finally, he points in order to picture 1, to subject, to small blocks,

and to the empty space in the picture, and nods affirmatively. If subject does not understand, examiner repeats.

(C) DraECTIONS FOR USING RECORD BLANK.

In general, the subject is given credit for both speed and accuracy or degree of success; and the record blank is

designed to convert time and accuracy measurements into points of credit without delay or inconvenience.

Afl soon as subject has completed tests 1, 2, 4, 5, 8, or 9, or any part of any one of them, examiner checks the

space containing the figures which include the subject's time. In tests 1, 2, and 9, he next scores the performance

foraccuracy;and,if the conditions for crediting time are fulfilled, he adds the credit below the time checked to the

credit for accuracy and records the sum in the column marked "score." In tests 4 and 5, examiner also checks the

space which includes the number of moves; and, if the' conditions for crediting are fulfilled, he adds the credit below
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time checked to the credit below moves checked and records the sum in the column marked "score," as above. In

test 8 time is checked and the credit for time added to the credit tor success, etc., ae before. The abbreviation T. L.

in these tests means "time limit"; and this space is checked only when subject is actually stopped before the test

or part of the test is completed.

In test 3, examiner records the response only when it is incorrect; but always writes + or — in the proper column.

In test 10, the number on the back of the block selected for a given picture is written below the number of the pic-

ture, and the credit for that part is written in the next space below. It no block is selected for any given picture,

examiner leaves that space blank. Tests 6 and 7 require no explanation.

The score for each part of tests 2, 4, 5, 8, and 9 are written in the column marked ''score"; and then these part

scores are totalled below the heavy line, except in test 2, where the total for the two parts is merely written at the foot

of the space for score. In all other tests only the total score for the test is written in the "score" column.

(d) DIKECTIONS FOR •WEIGHTING PERFORMANCE-SCALE SCORES.

The raw score for each of the 10 tests is converted into a weighted or equalized score, which is entered on the

performance-scale record blank and on the psychological record card in the column headed: "Wtd. score." This

weighted score is obtained by means of the accompanying table. In the table all the possible raw scores for each

test are listed in columns bearing the number of the test. The weighted scores corresponding are listed in the col-

umns under the letter W at either side of the page. For example, to convert a raw score, in test 1, into a weighted

score, look at the column under figure 1, find the raw score, and take the score in either column W which is on the

same line. Thus, the weighted score corresponding to the raw score 19, in test 1, is 13. The weighted score corre-

sponding to the raw score 35, in test 7, is 15, etc.

w.
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(f) EXPKESSING AND TNTEEPRETING RESl'LTS.

The results of tiie performance-scale examination should be expressed in the following ways: (1) Total weighted

score; (2) letter lating; (3) mental age. The letter ratings corresponding to various scores and mental ages are as

follows:

Complete
scale.
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In the case of the mousetrap, by "in slot" is meant that the long arm of the spring is inserted in the slot of the

U-shaped band. By "Right way, " reference is made to the direction in which the U-shaped band snaps. A "weak

snap " is occasioned by ha^'^ng the spring or springs inverted. If one spring is more nearly correctly inserted than the

other, count best one; that is, gi\-e credit for the best spring, and for that only, except in the last case.

E:

Schedule of scores.

Head inserted correctly

Nut screwed on

—

Properly between cross bars of handle ....

Othei-wise

Score (wrench') ; (

Complete chain of singly joined links

One correct joint between links

Two correct joints

Three correct j oints

Four correct joints

Score (chain)

Thumb lever inserted in armholes

—

Below spring, arm of lever out. .

.

Above spring wrong side forward .

Score (tube shut off)

Thumb lever on pin either way
Gear on pin right side up in mesh with lever .

.

Knockers right side up in mesh with gear

Cover screwed on
Spring hooked

Score (bell) (

Center stud in place

Springs in place

Caps in place

—

Out of order

In order

Cover snapped

—

Two sides

Three sides

Workability
Score (coin box)

Spring correctly placed on one stick.

Imperfect usable clothespin

—

Unsymmetrical
SjTnmetrical

Score (clothespin)

( )

( )

( )

G:
Small lever in place
Lock bolt in place
Spring inserted

—

Workably
Properly

Top fitted on properly and screw inserted

.

Score(lock)

Both levers backward
One forward clear in, other backward

Other part way in, forward
Both part way in, forward
Both clear in, forward, one facing wrong

.

Both facing wrong
Score (paper clip)

Button properly inserted in upper ring

Circuit-closing disk properly fitted in bottom
ring

Rings snapped together
Score (electric button) (

U-shaped band held in proper place by pin or

wire
Trip lever or pin

—

Improperly
Properly

Wire lever hooked

—

Improperly
Properly

Springs on pin (count best one)

—

Weak snap, not in slot, either way
Weak snap, in slot, either way
Strong snap, in slot, wrong way
Strong snap, in slot, right way,

One spring
Both springs

Score (mouse trap) (

ABBREVIATED MECHANICAL TEST.

The abbreviated mechanical test includes only items A, B, D, E, and G of the complete test. Time, 15 minutes.

Score each item according to directions given above and double their sum to secure the total score.

Table of norms.

[Derived from 909 cases; 303d Engineers, Camp Dis.]

Score.

0..

10..
20..
30..
40..
50..

1.

5

6

12
22
37

60 53
70 69
80 83
90 94
98 100

Letter rating. Score.

A 96-100
B 80-95
C 40-79

D 20-39
E 0-19
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Appendix A.

Table of equivalent scores.

Alpha.
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(B) Individual examining;

1. Point-scale materials.

2. Stanford-Binet materials.

3. Performance-scale materials

—

(a) Ship test.

(6) Manikin.

(c) Feature profile.

(rf) Cube construction.

(f ) Cube imitation.

(/) Form board.

(g) Picture arrangement.

(h) Picture completion.

4. Mechanical skill test.

(C) Printed materials:

1. Group examination alpha, five forms.

2. Group examination beta.

3. Point-scale examination.

4. Stanford-Binet examination.

5. Performance Scale examination.

6. Psychological record.

7. Report of psychological examination.

8. Examiner's guide.

Appendix C.—Building and Equipment.

Following authorization by the Secretary of War for construction in each camp of special psychology building, it

was decided to secure wherever possible the assignment of small barracks building, and to remodel the same for psycho-

logical use. Suitable building for psychological examining has been designated in many of the divisional training

camps. In others, temporary arrangements have been effected. For the use of the school of military psychology,

Medical Officers' Training Camp, Fort Oglethorpe, Ga., a special psychology building has been constructed.

In general, it is desirable that building for psychological examining be located conveniently near receiving and

examining station of camp, and if possible also near the personnel office and the office of the camp surgeon and psy-

chiatrist. Where there is a depot brigade the building should be either in or near the same. Since the psychologist

will have important functions in cormection with the development battalion, it also should be considered in selecting

location for psychological work.

For the information of examiners and their guidance in selecting and planning for the remodeling of such building

as they may secure for their work, the plans of special psychology building are reproduced herewith.

In planning modifications for any assigned building, it is-well to keep in mind the fact that other uses than psycho-

logical examining will be found for the psychological building. In the original plan it was intended that the Division

of Psychiatry should also have an office in the building and, where necessary, sufficient examining space for individual

examinations and consultation. In certain of the camps plans are already on foot to use this building for medical

conferences, for conferences between psychiatrists, psychologists, and line officers, for addresses to the line officers on

morale, and for discussions and conferences on methods of instruction, and training of the new recruit.

The first floor of the original building was planned to contain alpha and beta examining rooms and a storeroom for

heavy materials. The alpha examining room was planned to seat on the floor 160 to 200 men. This room was without

benches, but the necessary space for each man is marked out roughly by lines running crosswise of the length of the

room. These lines were spaced 3 feet apart. Since the men were to be seated on the floor or on small wicker mats, it

was deemed desirable to make the floor of this room of double thickness. A small reading stand with shelves was planned

for the large examining room. The small examining room, or beta room, was planned to seat between 60 and 100 men.

A bench designed for this room, ^vith its partitions and other measurements, is shown in figure O. It was also deemed

desirable to have in this room a raised platform, about 18 inches high, from which the demonstrations could be more

easily seen from the back of the room. A bank of lights so arranged as to illuminate the beta blackboard will be found

essential on cloudy days. Cross-lights should be avoided. Lights in alpha room should barely clear the tallest men.

The storeroom should have built-in shelves sufficient to enable the examiner to unpack at least one week's supply

of the necessary examining materials. Similar shelves should be planned for the scoring room, record room, office, and

small storeroom. Shelves in the record room can be made wider than usual shelving, so that if long, narrow boxes are

built to contain the record cards they may be placed lengthwise across these shelves. Other necessary changes are

indicated on the plan.

A certain amount of furniture, either built by the construction quartermaster or supplied through the camp quarter-

master upon requisition, is indicated in the plan. Examiners should have on hand at least 250 strips of beaver board

12 by 18 inches, wicker mats for the alpha examining room, if possible, and a sufficient supply of wall hooks for over-

coats and hats of those being examined . Each of the individual rooms on the second floor should be supplied with small

tables. In addition, about 20 small tables, 3 by 6 feet, 30 inches high, are needed in the scoring room. According

to the desire of the examiner, these tables may be supplied with special scoring tops, as indicated in the specifications

and plan in figure 8. For the regular work of the examining staff and scorers at least 75 ordinary chairs should be

sufficient.
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This is a bref description of the building and equipment as originally planned for the psychological examining stafi.

It is obvious that no one of the buildings already constructed can be adapted to meet these suggestions exactly.
The original plan and equipment are presented here as suggestions rather than as essential in all details. It is essential

that the individual examining be done under as uniform conditions as possible. It is necessary that the chief examiner
have a definite address and office within the camp boundaries, and it is further essential that proper storage space be
fiimished and supplied -with locks or guards to protect against loss of examining materials. It is also necessary for

accurate scoring and recording that permanent and sufficient floor space be supplied for the scoring unit. Outside
these essential and necessarj- requirements and the expendible equipment necessary to carry on the examining, scoring

and recording, physical properties will vary considerably from camp to camp.

Fig. Pj—Eiposure designs for Teste, p. 185.

I I I
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Section 5.

—

Examiner's guide for students' army training corps.

(Prepared for the committee on education and special training, War Department.]

(a) INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT.

The instructions presented herewith are for the conduct of examination alpha, the intelligence test prepared

especially for literate men in the Army. With minor exceptions, the procedure is the same as that used with other

literate recrmts.

The purposes of the alpha examination in the Students Army Training Corps are:

(a) To secure an objective rating of all students according to general intelligence, as an aid in their final classifi-

cation for service.

(6) To acquaint prospective ofBicera with the nature and value of the psychological ratings which are in general

use in the Army.

(c) To aid in the educational guidance of students.

((/) Where the examination can be given at the opening of a new term, to aid in the selection of candidates for

admission.

When the examination can not be given as part of the entrance requirements, it should be given as early as

possible after the opening of a new term. The results, if promptly available, will be of value both in the educational

guidance of the students and in the evaluation of their work.

In order to eliminate all possibility of coaching, the following precautions should be taken:

(1) Different forms of the alpha examination booklet should be used in successive terms. In general, it will be

adxdsable not to use a given form more than once in a school year of four quarters.

(2) The examinations in a given school should be completed in the shortest possible time. In the smaller schools

all the students may ordinarily be examined in the same half day, and in the larger schools in one or, at mo9t,

two days.

(3) The greatest care should be taken to prevent the dissemination of examination booklets. Before the men
are allowed to leave the room after an examination the number of booklets collected should be carefully checked

against the number distributed. Used blanks and blanks held in reserve should be safeguarded by the examiner

according to directions furnished by the regional director of psychological tests.

The number of men who should be examined in a group will be determined largely by the available space.

Groups of 100 to 200 men are preferable, but under suitable conditions groups of 300 or 400 are readily handled.

Crowding, however, should be avoided. When circumstances will permit, the men should be assigned to alter-

nate seats.

It is necessary that some kind of support be provided for the booklets. If there is no suitable room which is fitted

with desks, or with chairs having arm rests, then each student may be supplied with a book on which to rest the

examination blank during the examination.

Wliile discipline must be preserved tliroughout the examination, it is necessary that the men be made to feel at

ease. Statements which might cause apprehension or nervousness should be avoided. Generally speaking, little

should be said by the examiner beyond giving the directions for the separate tests.

The procedure, as set forth in the following pages, should be adhered to rigidly. The directions should be given

in the exact words indicated. No supplementary instructions of any kind are permissible. The rule that no ques-

tions shall be asked should be strictly enforced. Each test should be timed with a stop watch and care should be

exercised to avoid error in timing. A few extra pencils, sharpened, should be at hand to supply men who need a new

one dining the examination. Pencil, not pen, should be used in all cases.

(b) PROCEDURE.

[Here followed the prologue, which was substantially the same as that given on p. 157.]

Test 1, oral directions.

[Instructions the same aa in Examiner's Guide, second revision.]

Test 2, arithmetical problema.

"Attention! Read the directions at the top of the page and do what they tell you to do. I will say "Stop "at the

the end of 5 minutes. Do as many as you can in the time allowed.—Ready—GO!

"

After 5 minutes, say ''STOP! Turn over the page to test 3."

Test 3, practical judgment.

"Attention! Read the directions at the top of the page and do what they tell you to do.—Ready—GO!

"

After 1 minute and 40 seconds, say "STOP! Turn over the page to test 4."

Test 4, synonym—antonym.

"Attention! Read the directions at the top of the page and do what they tell you to do.—Ready—GO!"

After 1 minute and 40 seconds, say "STOP! Turn over the page to test 5." (Pause.) " Now you have to turn

your books around this way." (Examiner illustrates the necessary rotation.)
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Test 5, disarranged sentences.

"Attention! Read the directions at the top of the page and do what they tell you to do.—Ready—GO!"
After 2 minutes and 10 seconds, say "STOP! Ttim over the page to test G."

Test 6, number series completion.

"Attention! Read the samples and the directions at the top of the page and do what the directions tell you
todo.—Ready—GO!"

After 3 minutes and 10 seconds, say "STOP! Turn over the page to test 7."

Test 7, analogies.

"Attention! Look at the first sample at the top of the page: Sky—blue : : grass—table, green, warm, big.

"Notice the four words in heavy type. One of them

—

ffreen—is underlined. Grass is green just as the skj'

is blue.

"Look at the second sample: Fish—swims : : man—paper, time, walks, girl.

"Here the word rvalks is underlined. A man walks and a fish swims.

"Look at the third sample: Day—night : : white—red, blach, clear, pure.

"Here the word black is underlined because black is the opposite of white just as night is the opposite of day.

"In each of the lines below, the first two words are related to eacli other in some way. ^^^lat you are to do in

each line is to see what the relation is between the first two words and underline the word in hea\-y tj'pe that is

related in the same way to the third word. Begin with No. 1 and mark as many sets as you can before time is called.

Ready—GO!"
After 3 minutes, say "STOP! Turn over the page to test 8."

Test S, information.

"Attention! Read the directions at the top of the page and do what they tell you to do.—Ready—GOI

"

After 4 minutes, say "STOP! Close your booklets and turn them over to test 1."

Have all examination booklets and pencils collected immediately and before the men are allowed to leave their

seats. Before dismissing the group the number of booklets collected should be carefully checked with the number
of men present and the number of booklets issued.

(c) DIRECTIONS FOR SCORING.

The scoring is done by means of stencils, one for each of the eight tests. A test is scored by placing the stencil

upon the appropriate page of the record booklet and comparing the responses given with the marks on the stencil.

The stencils may be made of cardboard suitably marked to indicate the correct answer. For tests 4, 5, 7, and 8

stencils made of thin, transparent strips of celluloid are preferable. If celluloid can not be obtained, stencils for

these tests may be made of cardboard. In this case the scoring of tests 7 and 8 will be facilitated by perforating the

cardboard stencils so as to show where the correct responses are located.

The rules for scoring are as follows:

[Here followed the ndes as given on pp. 161-162 of the Examiner's Guide, second revision.]

Section 6.

—

Examinations a and h.

On pages 202 to 211, examination a, form A, is reproduced complete. The tests were boimd
in booklet form, 8^ by 11 inches. In actual use, tests 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 appeared on successive

right-hand pages; the backs of these pages were occupied by tests 10, 9, 8, 7, and 6, printed

upside do\vT;i, so that when, at the end of test 5, the booklets were turned around, tests 6, 7, 8,

9, and 10 in turn appeared on the right-hand page. Forms B, C, D, and E of each test appear
together, reduced to one-half size, on pages 212 to 218. Certain tests, however, are omitted ; the

blanks for tests 1 and 2 are the same for all forms and are not repeated. Test 4 is practically iden-

tical with test 2, examination alpha (see pages 221 and 228), where forms 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9

correspond to forms A, B, C, D, and E of e.xamination a.

In these reproductions, the blanks have been marked, where this is feasible, to indicate the
correct response to each item. For responses to test 1, see instructions, Examiner's Guide, first

revision, pages 124 to 126.

Examination h was the name used when examination a, tests 3 to 9, was utUized with
increased time limits to give those who had made a low score a more favorable chance to show
what they could do. (See Examiner's Guide, first revision, pages 128 to 129.)

121435°—21 14
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FORMA GROUP EXAMINATIONS a AND 6 GBOUP NO..

Name Age

Company Battalion Regiment Division

In what country born? . Years in U. S.? Race.

Occupation -:
Weekly Wages ,

Schooling: Grades, 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8: High or Prep. School, Year 1. 2. 3. 4 : College, Year 1. 2. 3. 4.

TEST 1

1.

2.

3.

nDUnnD
ooooo

5.

6;

7.

8.

9.

10.

34-79-56-87-68-25-82^7-27-31-64-93-71-41-52-99

Q O O MILITARy-GUN-CAMP

OOOOO
O O O y^ «
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO.P

Fig. 1 Group Examinations a and b.Form A, Test 1, Oral Directions.
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TEST 2

This is a test to see 1k>w many figures you can remember and write down
after they arc spoken.

In the first row of empty squares write the first set of figures you hear, as shown
in the samples ; in the second row write the seccmd set you hear, and so on.

Sample one 4*17151

Sample two ------ 8/4-

Three figures:

Four figures:

Five figures:

Six figures:

Seven figures:

Eight figures:

Nine figures:

First set

Second set -

First Set

Second set

First set

Second set

First set

Second set

First set

Second set-

First set -

?> s

(o 4 '

IE3IEE]

IHEEl

LiEHIIIEl

31

Second set - |3|l|5-h| 4| lUi^l

First set - |^h|H-K|:Lh I'^'h 1^
*•

Second set
| M-I^l'^ I "^I^KI ' MKl

Fig. 3.—Group ExamlnaUous a and b, Form A, Test 2, Memory Spau.
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TEST 3
The words

MORNING THE RISES EVERY SUN
in that order don't make a sentence ; but they would make a sentence it

put in the right order

:

THE SUN RISES EVERY MORNING
and this statement is true.

Again, the words

ANIMAL A IS THE RARE DOG
wouldjnake a sentence if put in the order:

THE DOG IS A RARE ANIMAL
but this statement is false.

Below are twenty mixed-up sentences. Some of them are true and
some are false. When I say "go," take these sentences one at a time.

Decide what each sentence would say if the words were straightened out,

but don't write them yourself. Then, if what it would say is true, draw a
line under the word "true:" if what it would say is false, draw a line

nnder the world "false." If you cannot be sure, guess. The two samples

are already marked as they should be. Begin with No. 1 and work right

down the page until time is called.

r morning the rises every sun true

—

false

"[animal a is the rare dog true false

1 wood guns of made are true false 1

2 people are many candy of fond true false 2

3 war in are useful airplanes the true false 3

4 must die men all true— false 4

5 property floods life and destroy true false 5

6 grow a climate oranges cold in true false 6

7 days there in are week eight a true false 7

8 months warmest are summer the true—false 8

9 are and apples long thin true—false 9

10 clothing valuable are for and wool cotton—

-

true—false 10

11 health necessary camp a is to clean true false 11

12 Germany of Wilson king is England and true—false 12

13 work like men all true false 13

14 water cork on float will,not.i w- ^ true false 14

15 iron paper made ofis.fillngs true false 15

16 tropics is in the produced rubber true false 16

17 fish hunt_and like boys to never true.- false 17

18 size now of guns use are great in true— false 18

19 bushes trees roots have and their air the in._true__false_ 19

20 not bees lazy and are ants called true—false 20

Fig. 3 Group Examinattons a and 6, Form A, Test 3, Disarranged Sentences.
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TEST 4

Get the answers to these examples as quickly as you can-

Use the side of this page to Sgure on if you need to.

r 1 How many are 5 men and 10 men? Answer
SAMPLES < 2 If you walk 4 miles an hour for 3 hours, how far

l^ do you walk? .^. _. .Answer

1 How many are 30 men and 7 men? _..___ Answer
2 If you save |7 a month for i months, how much will you

save? ____________ Answer
3 If 24 men are divided into squads of 8, how many squads will

there be? --______»__ Answer
4 Mike had 12 cigars. He bought 3 more, and then smoked 6.

How many cigars did he have left? - _ _ _ - Answer
5 A company advanced 5 miles from their trenches and retreated

3 miles. How far were they from their trenches then? _ Answer
G How many hours will it take a truck to go 66 miles at the

rate of 6 miles an hour? ________ Answer
7 How many cigars can you buy for 50 cents at the rate of 2 for

5 cents? ___________ Answer

8 A regiment marched 40 miles in five days. The first day they
marched 9 miles, the second day 6 miles, the third 10 miles,

the fourth 8 miles. How many miles did they march the last

day? __.____._.__ Answer
9 If you buy 2 packages of tobacco at 7 cents each and a pipe for

65 cents, how much change should you get from a two-dol-

lar bill? __.___--.-__ Answer
10 If it takes 6 men 3 days to dig a 00-foot trench, how many

menareneeded todigitinhalf aday? _____ Answer
11 A dealer bought some mules for §800. He sold them for

?1000, making §40 on each mule. How many mules were
there? ____________ Answer

12 A rectangular bin holds 400 cubic feet of lime. If the bin is

10 feet long and 5 feet wide, how deep is it? ._ _ _ Answer

13 A recruit spent one-eighth of his spare change for post cards
and four times as much for a box of letter paper, and then had
90 cents left. How much money did he have at first? _ _ Answer

14 If oYo tone of coal cost $21, what will S^A tons cost? _ _ Answer
15 A ship has provisions to last her crew of 500 men 6 months.

How long would it last 1200 men? _ . _ . . Answer
16 If a man runs a.hundred yards in 10 seconds, how many feet

does he run in a fifth of a second? ______ Answer
17 A U-boat miakes 8 miles an hour under water and 15 miles on

the surface. How long will it take to cross a 100-mile chau'
nel, if it has to go two-fifths of the way under water? _ _ Answer

18 If 241 squads of men are to dig 4,097 yards of trench, how
many yards must be dug by each squad? _ _ . _ Answer

19 A certain division contains 3,000 artillery, 15,000 infantry and
1,000 cavalry. If each branch is expanded proportionately
until there are in all 20,900 men, how many will be added to

the artillery? _______... Answer-

20 A commission house which had already supplied 1,897 barrels

of apples to a cantonment delivered the rest of its stock to 29
mess halls. Each mess hall received 54 barrels. "What was the

total number of barrels supplied?. _ > _ _ . _ Answer

Fig. 4 Group Examinations a and 6, Form A, Test 4, ArUUmet2c.il Problems.
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TEST 5

Notice the SEunple sentence:

People hear with the eyes ears nose month

The correct word is ears, because it males the truest sentence.

In each of the sentences below, you have four choices for the last word. Only one of them is cof*

rect. In each sentence draw a line under the one of these four words which makes the truest sentence^
If you cannot be sure, guess. The two samples are already marked as they should be.

C People hear with the eyes ears nose mouth

SAMPLES .

France is in Europe Asia Africa Australia{:
1 The snow comes in winter fall summer spring

2 The lungs are for seeing breathing digestion hearing

3 Milk comes from oxen cows trees vines

4 Squirrels eat mostly grass mice nuts birds

5 The anvil is used in blacksmithing carpentry typewriting bookkeeping

6 The Panama Canal was built by Russia England Mexico United States

7 Eggs come from trees roosters hens dogs

8 A blue-jay is a bird flower stone vegetable

9 The oak is a tree flower bush vine

10 The terrier is a goat cat rabbit dog

11 Seven-up is played with rackets cards pins dice

12 Denver is in Ohio Georgia Colorado Michigan

13 The Leghorn is a kind of horse chicken fish cattle

14 Robert E. Lee was most famous in literature war religion science

15 The slaves were freed by Napoleon I George Washington Abraham Tiincnln Mettemich
16 The main factory of the Ford automobile is in Bridgeport Cleveland Detroit Youngstown
17 Silk comes from a kind of crab worm beetle plant

18 Rainwater is fresh salt acid sour

19 The Declaration of Independence w.as signed in Detroit Boston Philadelphia Lexington

20 The artichoke is a fish lizard vegetable snake

21 The airplane was invented in Italy United States Spain Austria

22 The forward pass is used in tennis hand-ball chess foot ball

23 Jess Willard is a fortune-teller labor-leader pugilist singer

24 Revolvers are made by Smith & Wesson Armour & Co. Ingersoll Anhaenser-Busch

25 The currant grows on a vine sheep tree bush

26 General Lee surrendered at Appomattox in 1812 1886 1865 1832

27 A first class batter now averages around .300 .900 .600 .100

28 The Pittsburgh team is called Giants Cubs Pirates Tigers

29 The Union Commander at Mobile Bay was Dewey Sampson Schley Farragnt

30 Among the allies of Germany is Norway Rumania Bulgaria Portugal

31 To set fire to a house is called larceny incest mayhem arson

32 The .spark-plug of a gas engine belongs in the crank case manifold cylinder carburetot

33 The Percheron is a horse cow sheep goat

34 The unit of electro-motive force is the volt watt ampere ohm
35 Lincoln was President just after Buchanan Hayes Madison Polk

36 The author of the "Scarlet Letter" is Poe Hawthorne Cooper Holmes
37 Bile is made in the liver kidneys spleen stomach

38 John Sargent is a well known author scientist politician painter

39 Cheviot is a kind of silk cotton wool linen

40 The color of chlorine gas is red bine -brown green

Fig. 5.—Group Examinations a and 6, Form A, Test 6, Information.
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TEST 6

If the two words of a pair mean the same or nearly the same, draw a

line under same. If they mean the opposite or nearly the opposite, draw a line

nnder opposite. If you cannot be sore, guess. The two samples are already

marked as they should be.

SAMPLES
good - bad same—opposite

little - small same—opposite

1 empty - full same—opposite 1

2 fall - rise same—opposite 2

3 confess - admit same opposite 3

4 hill - valley same—opposite 4

5 allow - permit same opposite 5

6 expand - contract same—opposite G

7 class - group same opposite 7

8 former - latter same opposit e 8

9 shy -timid saiue-.opposite 9

10 delicate - tender same . -opposite 10

11 extinguish - quench same opposite 11

12 absurd - probable same—opposite 12

13 violent - mild same—opposite 13

14 definite - vague same opposite 14

15 concave • convex same opposite 15

16 champion - advocate same—opposite IG

17 adapt - conform same—opposite 17

18 confidence - suspicion same.

-

opposite 18

19 debase - exalt same—opposite 19

20 hatred • malevolence same—opposite 20

21 new - old same.

-

opposite 21

22 mental - physical same—opposite 22

23 assert - maintain same- -opposite 23

24 lax -strict same—opposite 24

25 repress - restrain -same opposite 25

26 elated - dejected same—opposite 26

27 amenable - tractable-. -same—opposite 27

28 avert - prevent same- .opposite 28

29 reverence • veneration same opposite 29

30 fallacy - verity same—opposite 30

31 amateur - professional same opposite 31

32 pompous - ostentatious- same—opposite 32

33 amplify -condense —-same.-opposUe 33

34 apathy - indifference same, .opposite 34

35 effeminate - virile same..opposite 35

3fi benign - genial samc -opposite 36

37 acme - climax same..opposite 37

38 innuendo - insinuation same..opposite 38

39 aphorism - maxim same, .opposite 39

40 vesper -matin same.-oppositg 40

Fig. 6 Group Examinations a and 6, Form .*,TPSt 6, Synonym—Antonym.
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TEST 7

This is,a test of common sense. Below are ten questions. Four ansT^-ers are given to eacK question.
You^iare to look at the answers carefully; then make a cross in the square before the best answer to each
question, as in the sample

:

'Why do we use stoves? Because

SAMPLED
I I

they look well

I I

they are black

|X| they keep us warm

I

they are made of iron

Here the third answer is the best one and is marked with a cross. Begin with No. 1 and keep on until
time is called.

1 Why ought every man to be educated? Because

I I
Roosevelt was educated

|x
I

it makes a man more useful

it costs money

I I

some educated people are wise

2 Why ought a grocer to own an automobile?
Because

I

it looks pretty

I
X

I

it is useful in his business

j
it uses rubber tires

I I

it saves railroad fare

3 Why is beef better food than cabbage? Because

I I

it is harder to obtain

I I

it tastes better

|x
I

it is more nourishing

I it comes from animals

4 Why are doctors useful? Because they

[xl , heal the sick

I I

know about herbs

I I

understand human nature

I I

always have pleasant dispositions

5 Vvhj judge a man by what he does rather tnan by
'•.'hat he says? Because

I I
it is wrong to tell a lie

jX I

^'hat a man does shows what he really is

I I
it is wrong to judge anybody

II a deaf man cannot hear what is said

Go to No. 6 above
|

Fig. 7.—Group Examinations a and 6

6 Why is the telephone more useful than the tele-

giaph? Because

|x[ it gets a quicker answer

I I
it uses more miles of wire

it is a more recent invention

I I
telephone wires can be put under ground

7 AVhy are war-ships painted gray? Because gray

paint

I I
is cheaper than any other color

I I
is more durable than other colors

does not show dirt

I
X

I

makes the ships harder to see

8 If you find a lost 2-year-old baby on a city street,

what should you do?

} I
take him to the post office

I I
ask him where he lives and take him there

Bask the police to help yon or leave him mth
them
if he is a nice child take Mm to your home
and keep him

9 Why is agriculture valuable? Because

I j
it supplies luxuries

I I
it makes work for the unemployed

jX
I
the farmers feed the nation

I I

the great men are raised on farms

10 Why is tennis good exercise? Because

I
it is played with rubber balls

I

it demands clear eyes

I

it is very exciting

I
X

I
it calls for vigorous movement

Form A, Test 7. Practical Judgment.
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TEST 8

In the lines below, each number is gotten in a certain way from the ntimbers coming
before it. Stndv out what this way is in each line, and then write in the space left for it the
number that should come nest. The first two lines are already filled in as they should be.

SAMPLES
2, 4, 6, 8, 10, ..12.

11, 12, 14, 15, 17, ..IS.

5, 6, 7, 8, 9, ..IP.

9, 11, 13, 15, 17. -.1'^.

12, 10, 8, 6, i, ..?^.

6, 9, 12, 15, 18, ..?-).

2, 3, 5, 8, 12, ..n.

34, 36, 38, 40, 42. ..}\i.

24, 27, 28, 31, 32. ..?'.^

28, 31, 33, 38, 38, ..^l

34, 36, 39. 41, 4i, . . -i-U

46, 44, 41, 39, 36, ...^%

42. 41, 37, 36, 32, . .PX

39, 34, 30, 25, 21. ..I<*.

52, 44, 36, 28, 20. . . i-^.

15, 18, 24, 33, 45, . .'fi?.

74, 71, 65, 56, 44, ..^1

Fig. 8.—Group ElamluaOons a and 6, Form A, Test S, Number Series Completion.
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TEST S

isty
—blue : grass— (grow, green, cut, dead)

fish—swims : man— (boy, woman,- walks, girl)

day—night : white— (red, black, clear, pure)

In each of the lines below, the first two words have a certain relation. Notice that re-

lation and draw a/ line under the one word in the parenthesis, which has that particular relation

to the third word. Begin with No. 1 and mark as many sets as you can before time is called.

1 cradle—baby :~stable—

(

horse, man, dog, cat) 1

2 man—home : bird— (ngst, fly, insect, tree) . 2

3 ear—hear : eye— (hair, blue, see, eyebrow) ."»

4 go—come : sell— (leave, buy, money, papers) 4

5 dress—woman : feathers— (bfj-d, neck, feet, bill) 5

6 water—drink: bread— ( cake, eat, coffee, piel 6

7 shoe—foot : hat— (coat, nose, head , collar) 7

8 January—February : June— (.July, Hay, month, year) S

9 Sour—minute : minute— (man, week, second , short) 9

10 handle—hammer : knob— (key, door, shut, room) 10

11 abide—depart : stay— (over, home, play, Ijgaxt) H
12 hope—despair : happiness— (frolic, fun,' joy, sadnes§) 12

13 success—joy : failure—

(

sadness, success, fail, work)' 13

14 bold—timid : advance— (
proceed

^
retreat , campaign, soldier) 14

15 tiger—carnivorous : horse— (cow, pony, herbivorous , buggy) 15

16 above—below : top— (spin, bottom , surface, sidel IS

17 lion—animal: rose— (smell, leaf, plant, thorn) _-^ 17

18 food—man : gasoline— (i?as. oil, automobile, snark) 18

19 pretty—^ugly : attract— (fine, r^pej , nice, draw) 19

20 peninsula—land : bay— (boats, pay, ocean . Massachusetts) 20

21 eat—fat : starve—

(

thic . food, bread, thirsty) 21

22 picture—see : sound— (noise, music, bark, hsar) 22

23 pupil—teacher : child—

(

parent, doll, youngster, obey) 23

24 city—mayor : army— (navy, soldier, general , private) 24

25 establish—begin : abolish— (slavery, wrong, abolition, gjaiJ) 25

26 December—January : last— (least, worst, month, first) 26

27 giants-dwarf : large— (big.' monster, queer, small ) _: 27

28 engine—caboose : beginning—(commence, cabin, gn^, train) 28

29 -wool^sheep : fur— (cai, birds, hat,' coat) 29

30 quarrel—enemy : agree—

(

friend, disagree, agreeable, foe), 30

31 razor—sharp : hoe— (bury, dull , cuts, tree) -31

32 winter—summer : cold— (freeze, warm, wet, January) 32

33 sailor—navy : soldier— (gun, cap, hUl, army ) 33

34 rudder—ship : tail— (bird, sail, dog, cat) 34

35 granary—wheat : library— (des^. books, paper, librarian) 35

36 tolerate—pain : -welcome—

(

pleasure, unwelcome, friends, give) 36

37 sand—glass : clay— ( stone, hay, bricks, dirt ) 37

38 mooD—earth-: earth— (ground,. Mars, sun , sky) 38

39 tears—sorrow : laughter— ( ipy, smile, girls, grin) 3ft

40 cold—ice ; heat— (lightning, warm, steam , coat) 40

Fig. 9.—Group Examinations a and 6, Form A, Test 9, Analogies.
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TEST 10

Draw a line under the largest number and also under the
smallest number in every column on the page.

Samples
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EXAMIMATION. Q

Test 3. Disarranged Sentences.

Form B
notso f;ims loud make a J—lmc__fftlse 1

Jail all BIX iiifin feet arc trnc— faltic 2

float iron wMov on will true.

-

false 3

music fond jK-ople most are of true- -false 4

gi'ow and apples p-ound oranges the in—true

—

falne 5

made cloth wool cotton and is from true false C

Australia most in lire Arabs, triie-- false 7

in die is battle Iinnoiable to friie--false S

warm winter in wc clolbcs wear t_rne—false 9

fish many to good cat are truc--falBe 10

trees the fish in swim trno-

-

false 11

known elephant animal anis smallest the—true— false 12

frees horses Rca and in gi-ow the true false 13

sand of made bread powder and is true

—

false lA

every timi-s make mistaki-s person at true- . false 15

a orcan cross uiiiiutcs few ran boat the in a—true

—

l[;^lsc 10

horses aiitomol«lc an arc than slower., trnc . -false IT

two one than hambs arc bt-tter tme.-false 18

pii^deut <.%ilniiibH8 first thewas Americaof .true—false 19

niuctv caiiiil ntro built Panama rears was the-tnic— false 20

Form C
gun ehcot to is a

see are ^nth to eyes_.

3 harnesses paper of made are __.—

„

_—»
4 Utah in cotton grows . ^™ —,_

5 a battle in racket very tennis useful, is „.__

C montlis there twelve year are a in

7 winter come snowatonns in -

8 thunders rains when it always it-^ —___

© many thnmbs fingers as men as bflve «____

10 Florida caught salmon in are most—,— .-

U fihoea wear to are feet the on «.___ .

12 dogs some and bark Mte —
13 flag the English same the as is the American—.

14 battleships on seldom twiia used are

15 time in soldiers war trees in sleep
,

16 leg flies one have only

17 vote children twenty-one cannot undcr__- .

18 education of a part: play valuable is,

19 hatred bad unfriendliness traits are and _,,

20 g;ises the in Mohawks fighting used poisonous.

tptg—falae 1

tme-_false 3

true—falijie 3

tme—false 4

-,„true false 5

true—false 6

tnie—telse f_

.,^_true_-Stiflfi, S

true—false 9;

true false 1ft

trucfclae

.

H.

true—false 13

true— false 13

tTue-ialse H
tTHf- - ffllqq IS

- true^MaS 1&

tnicfJalse If

true—fa]so 18

trne„fajBO 19

true„fa)y 2G

form D
1 west the to rises the sun— trcctalje 1

2 happiness buy can coucy true-.false 2

3 yonng nnree their ccts troe—false 3

i noise cannon never msl;e a trae-false *

6 happy is man sick always a tnje-.folse 5

6 months coldest are sommer the—, trae—Mm 6

7 made chairs wood are of trne—false 7

g oil water not and will mix tDl£—''Jse *

9 water in fish the Uve -• .true—false 9

10 wood eat and good to are coal ..true-.falEe 10

11 and cows from honey come bread _.true—felae 11

12 honsy bees flowers gather the from trne—falae 13

13 JncI wood are coal and for bnrncd ...trai-.false IS

14 gotten sea-water sngar is from true—falsS 1*

15 hump camel bos a his a back on Irro—false 15

16 food is tobacco as valnable a not t£iii:— false l*

17 moon earth the only from feet twenty the is true—{alss K
18 a general not major a and rank same the of are—tma—false 18

19 Washington canal 1776 Panama the in built true— blSfi. 19

20 begin a and apple acota ant words with the irue—false 20

Fig. 11.—Group Examinations a and 6,

Fbrm E
1 men mates marching tired t31iii--^ls6 1

2 east the in rises sun the — trae—false 3

3 chairs sit are to on —true—false 8

4 wood made carpets are of — trae..S!2£

6 not eat gunpowder to good is . tI2£—false 5

C are clothes aU made cotton of true—fe!s£

7 trees in nests build birds true—false T

8 good are shots soldiers alU true—felse S

9 north all railroads south and rua true—OUSS 9

10 money marry always for men. - —true—hlse 10

11 eggs birds hens and lay trjis—false 11

12 <high hard to are mountains climb Jrue— false 12

13 .policy not is the honesty best true—felsa 13

14 pole north eqnat«r mile one from is the the— true—felss. 1*

16 explosive a dynxunitc high ia .
trn£,_falae 15

16 place pole is north fine a the true—djse 16

17 fever from free army usually camji^s typhoid are tru^-Jalse 17

18 and eat good gold silver to are - true..j6ls& 18

19 Bible earth the says inherit tlie the shall meek trne-Jalae 19

20 to aid deep great snow a military maooeaveis Is—.true—fjUag, 20

Four Forms, Test 3, Disarranged Sentences.
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EXAMINATION Q
Test v5 Information.

Form ES Form C
Acorafl sro« on becc^n poplara balauoa QAlhd

Tbe meat of tbe A«ep la i-AlI«d pork Teal inimfls beef

Th« moaqolto U s fclrd la»»!Ct plant lizard

CoraiBcal Ij red gnea Telia? bloe

A *v«et oaeUlog flow is the ipuTov mink idder roue

The rattler ifl Uad of flab bird Uuect SQJt^
B«-va(er coctalna a Urge amotmt of flvgar qntobie »alt icJd

nriite U£eitera)!T made from apples peaches oraD^e* grapes

lTor7 la obtalfird from miDea fl^nhitplii reefs oysters

The hldaPTa are is the bead cben neck abd^meo

Baa Praaclaco !• io Orefoa Colorado (^allfornift Kerada

The pi«dort adrertjed aa 99 tU% pore U Rold Dujit Ivorr 3'jjo Pebeco Violet Tttc.

TeiLnla l» played •ith die* pica rac^ela cards

EdiaoD ia famous aa a methenmllcUii niQalciun eaaajUt inveiilur

Goal posts are cKd \a hand-ball foot ball la?e-bal) tennis

Oeraldloe >^rar ij best knovn om a pianist suffragette oruij narse stpger

Qla^aD is a hind of sUk wool cpttos linen

New Orleans la is Indiana Lo'jiBlanq Alabama MlsBlsaippi

The aothor of "Ectlnson Cruao" Is Kipling Scott 2sl2e Stevenson

The V. B. Naral ArademT Is at Portland Wcet Point AnnanolU South Bend
The boa-constrictor is a ^ind of Uzard regctable snaVe 8sh

The 8L Louis Americana ore called the Keds prowas Tigers Giatvls

VelTft Joe appears in advcrtiflements of dry goods joliacco tooth powder sbovlBg soap

Dloxo^o ta the name of a (onntoin drtnk chewing cum lubricant dfwin'ectttnt

The President dn ring the n-ur of 1812 was Hayes Garleld Madiwio Polk

The Bartlett Is a kind of fish .^it fowl cattle

Coral is obtained from mines elephants oysters ££efs

The anmber of a Korean's legs ta ^wo fonr six eight

Air and K^aollne are mixed In the manifold carbqretor cnuik-case differential

The larynx is in the abdomen cheat neck head

Oxo is the name of a meat-extract automobile cigar tooth powder

Stanley Ketcbd was a. labor leader actor pngilist general

The Zeppelin Is a monoplane biplane dirigible submarine

The mimeograph Is a typewriter eddreaalof; machine copviag mac!iipp time recorder

The r. 8- 8. Michigan is a battlgshjp crsi'ur flubmarine destroyer

The Norman cowjnest of England was in &6G 1066 UG6 1266-

Madras la a kind of wool linen ailk cotton

r«ri»e is a fabric drink colqr food

The Indian Uanofeeturing Co. muke offlc* equipment athletic goods paper motoTTTclw

The "aerial" ta an Instrument used In av^iadoa astronomy botany wirelfsg telegraphy

The color of frc&h mov is ghlt^

The enra are need In brcnthing
* Cows eat mostly meat grass

Doga like bcqt to eat gross

bl:i& broTD gT«ea

digestion timrin ^' GCdnS
oats froit

aceda Ctnlta meat

Tboma grow on dolaie!

Boll Durham la the name of

America was dUcovered by

The apple grows o

bnttcrcnpa G

chewing-gum

Drske Hudson

Berlin ia the capital of Buada OermajiT

Blood is pumped by the I\mg3 lirer fapart kidneys

Molasses la obtained from honey petroleum torpentiae aufjar-cane

Bowling ia played with rackets cards balU dice

Baltimore is in Maryland Vlrg-lnia Penn^lvania Ohio

St. Paul 13 in Miasonri fifippesotfl Miasissippi Florida,

Ordinary floor ia made from barley rye oats wheat

The lemon is most like the apple pear p^uch oranre

The sacrifice hit comes in foot-ball tennis base ball hand-ball

Gas engines are lubricated by gafioline air water oil

Buenos Ayres ia a city of Spaia Argentina Braxil Portugal

MoccasinB ore worn on the head feet bauds shoulders

The Mackintosh Bed is a Idad of fish cattle fowl fruit

The author of "Treasure Island" is Kipling Scott Defoa Ptevgn-wn

Food products are made by CloettPeabody Kuppenheimer Armour & Co. Smith. J

The OUtct Is a copying machine calculating machine typewriter adding

The Detroits are called the Indiana Tigera Atliletica Browns

The howitzer is a type of machine-gun rifle cannog pistol

A passengar locomotive type Is the Mikado Consolidation Mogul Atlantic

John Wesley was most famous in science relifion war literature

Stone 8c Webster are well known ship-builders engineers jewelers

Coal and oil are great industries of Georgia Oregon PpnnsylT^pJa

The Brooklyn Natiormls are called Gianta Orioles Buperbaa

The namber of a Hottentot's legs ia two four air eight

Pongee Is a dance food famine drink

Napoleon defeated the Austriaus at Leipaic Priedland Wagram Waterloo

"Country Gentleman" is a kind of oata wheat com hay

The President during the Spanish War was Hayes Madison McKInley Polk

The Cooper Heisitt lamp uses the vapor of gasoline tiuJgBteo mercury alcohol

The Airshire Is a kind of fowl fruit cettTe fiah

"The Last of the Mohicans" is by Holmes Lowell Poe Cooper

Ap irregular four-sided figure la called BCOlium trapeziuni parallel?graffl

cigarmakers

Indians

Form D
Bip« strawV^rriet are bitxk

Tbe fltomacb Is used in seeing

Ueltlag snow tenu Into milt

Bala-water comes from the stin

BoTw-aboes are made of glaaa

Spldert splo nets for birds

Batter comes from petroleum

flab

lae gr**a rgj

hearing digeadon breathing

wine watpf alcohol

loooQ clnuds stars

lead iron wood

flyes snakes

Tbehuman Tolc« Islmlutedby horses si^oirrels parroto bees

Boston Is In Ehode Island Masaachnsetia Maine Connectlcnt

London Is the capital of Bussla Spain Italy England

Dahlia is In Wales Ir^Sn-l 2Iev Zealand Scotland

The pitcher has an important place io tenuis football base-ball band-ball

AJfalta U a kind of haj com vheat oats

Tbe woodbine La a trco rock tosb Tine

Automobile motors er» usually drlfeo by cU gasolioe water air

Military bullets have Jackets made ot lead tin copper steel

A EaiBOTU morle actor U Arthur Brisbane Charlie CbaoHn Richard Mansfield George Ade
Beets are used Id maklii; leather 1*017 hominy sngnr

Tbe Bolstcia la a kind of fo^l fruit fish cattle

The noDDber of a beetle's It-^ ia fonr six eight ten

Tbe number of a vfascl's legs Is two four elz eight

Tb* chief actomoblle center of the country Is Detroit Buffalo 6t Loula PittaburR

The Baldwin [a a kind of fowl c&tUe frul,t fish

The WqrtlBgbonie Co. make paper inotorcjcIeH electrical gooda office equipment

The aatbor of **Tbe BaTeo'' la £28 lowcU Cooper Holmes
Tbe color of nlpbnr Is red blue Jiello-y green

Tbs setbor of •'Barrack Boom Eallads" Is Stcrenaon Defoe Kipllog Scott

Tbe Bco Daris Is a variety of applg ccra tomato r*ach

Tbe bcadqoarten of the "Eodak" are In Boston Bocb^pr SyracuBc PblladelpUa

Tbe BatUe of Gett.Tahnri; was fou^t In l^ 1S13 17TS 1863

llaa*'r« MacLoughlla Is bext known for his ^If ten nil base-ball foot-ball

Tbe Cl^Telandt ar? called the Orioles Indi^M Olants Soperbas

Tbe sextant \n ubcI Id ahorthacd telegraphy oarfgatlon cbemtEtry

A BTOt eb*ialeal hooM Is Eimer ft Amead Ward k Cow Oraton t Knl^bt Pullman 0«X

Tbe anmb*r of a crab's k^n ix four six eJgbt tfo

Bcnry VTiramlreanarnbered 4 5 A 7 6 9

Tbe Onome engine Is chiefly used b sirplanx antomobllea tractors ciotorcjcl*

Isaac Pitman was a pioneer In physics ahorthand railroading electricity

Lord RkItIo was most famous In politics science Uteraturo wv
Tbe ''Swlas" I5 ft Uod of fowl Cnilt choesa flab

Form E
The number of a dog's legs is four sis eight tea

Beea gather milk hnncT flour leaves

Mice are fond of rabbits cats cbee%g owig

Sheep eat mostly nuts fruits stones ^rasa

Chicago is in Minnesota Wisconsin Nebraska niinota

Horns grow on mules squirrels cows piga

Cider comes from peaches grapes apples lemons

A good tree climber is the dog rabbit cat horse

The meat of the steer is called beef mutton veal pork

The clarinet is used In book-binding riding mn-de carp

The liver is In the chest head neck abdomen

Soap is made by Smith & Wesson Procter .1 Gan
Edison is most famous in religion tnyention

Fatima la a make ot automobile cigarette lamp fountain pea

The U. S. school for army o.'ficera is at Annapolis West Pojirt Terre Haute Ithaco

The copperhead is a kind of tree flower Runbe fish

Vienna ia in Austria Spain Italy Rumania
A email heavy rubber ball is ueed in base-ball handball football tennis

Among the evergreen trees is the birch gpnice hickory walnut

Tbe number of cylinders in the standard Cadilbc is four eii eight twelve

Veolzeloa is moat famous in science literature music politics

The Jersey is a kind of cattle ficb fowl fruit

"The Autocrat of the Breakfast Table" Is by Lowell Poe Holmes Cooper

The capital of Ireland Is Belfast Cork Dublla LlstowelL

Edith Cavcll was beat known as a suffrogette nrmv-anrsQ eingcr . pianist

Bombay Is a city In China France Japan India

Tbe bcadqnarters of the B. P. Goodrich Co. are in Touogstown Akron Troy LonlsvlUe

Diamonds arc obtained from reefs oysters mines elephants

The Multlgraph Is a time-recorder copytap machine calculator addressing machioo

An air-cooled engine ia used in the Packard Bulck Franklin. Ford

"World's Work" is published by Dnnblcdav. F

The Durham Bborlhorn is a kind of sheep

Insurance la the chief business of Pittsburgh

Faraday was most famous In literature wi

Joseph Chcate was a lawyy engineer mi

Llbby, McNeill & LIbby deal in Wef cut g

The number of a Ouernsey'a logs ia two fon

The Predden't dnriDg the Mexican War was McKinley Follt Madiaoa HafCf
Blackstone was most famous in literature science jaw religion

SWdtipa^ Ifl liquid gas mineral vegotobla

IS McClursa Muneeys narpcrs

-at elephant cuttl?

Hrirtford Detroit IJew Haven

ihant adentlfct

as Jewelry toilet preparations

eight

Fig. 12.—Examinations a ana 6, Four Forms, Ttst 5, Information.
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EXAMINATION Q
Test 6 Synonym - Anfonym

Form
tobg . short aaiLe,

'. cold . hot. same.

bare . naked Baaie-

tDlnns - pins eame-

flnd .- lose Bomei
fibiill ~1 ahurp ,

yimp.

- crude -.coarae .—enme-
dieerfnl ^ sad Bame-

knave . villafn game-

odd . even same.

carelen . anxloiiB.' eame.
' noil _ void R3uj£-

1 commend - npprove same-

furtive _ tHy naTPg.

' linger . loiter .wamp^
I competent ^ (inaliJlcd flnme,

brief .concise .same,

I agony _ bliss same.

I abide - depart
,

same.

i recant - disavow .Banic .

i deplete _ extiaust

' odvcresiT' . colleague

I decadence , decline ..

I defective . normal

I aaaoder . apart

. celibate - married _>

! aggrandiic - belittle,.

[ nnlli^ _ annal

I avarice . cupidity...

i altruistic . egoistic

1 recoup _ recover

r euperflDOQB . esBentlal

} ambiguous . equivocal

) agglomerate , scatter

1 plennry . ctiinplete

.oppofiite

ipposile

,0£208lte

opposite

oppoflite

.opposite

opposite

.opposite

.opposite

crj • Uogh.

flat level

—

beaven • hell.,

slim elender.

genius - idiot-

appeal - beseech..

adore -worship..

- heedless..

legal - lawful

contradict - confirm t

legible - readable

[able surlj.,

cleave - split...

concede - deny

convoke - dismiss..

- cleanse..

hoax ' deception

exceed - surpass

congregate assemble . i

Irksome - refraehing..

docile - refractory..

- immaterial^,

colleague - antagonist..

contingent - di-pendent Rgmc
acqait - arralfm,.

affix append

essential fnodameotal..

ligature band

myopia - hyperopia...

sessile

amenable - tractable.,

obdurate - etubborn...

Form D
1 no yea eame opposite l

3 oear - dose .....— same-.opposite 2

3 bitter -sweet— samcoEUfisite 3

4 go leave .....__.. .same.. opposite 4

6 command obey same

—

opposite 6

7 start - finish home opposite 7

5 enonaoos- gigantic mme—opposite 8

9 toward • from same.. opposite 9

10 often - seldom same

—

opposite 10

11 BBCred • hallowed sanie..oppoBile 11

13 assume • suppose -Bame..oppositc 12

13 complex • simple same opposite 13

14 mascuUne - feminine same

—

oppoaJtc 14

16 confer - grant same—opposite 15

16 connection - separation aamcoppositfi 16

17 diligent LndusLriooa .same opposite 17

18 advertise - announce same..opposite 18

19 corrupt honest same..opposite 19'

20 apprehensive • fearful .Bame..oppoaite 20

21 Bcqoire • lose eame-.opposite 21

22 plural • 8i9gnlar same—opposite 22

23 liberal • bigoted same—opposite 23

24 ancient modem same opposite 24

25 dcfUc purify eame—

o

pposito 25

26 Boinbcr • gloomy ,6amo..opp08ita 26

27 respectful • Impertinent same..opposite 27

28 compote calculate Bamc .opposite 28

29 vestige • trace .snroo. .opposite 29

80 chasm - abyss—..—--. -..^eame opposite 30

.81 TlUfy • praise same, .opposite 31

32 sterile - fertile same.opposite 2^

33 finite • limited same,.opposite 33

34 connnn - corroborate .^amo,.opposite 34

2K immune • Busceptible same onpfisitc 35

88 abstruse -recondite same-, opposite 36

37 Iransleot pcmianenl samcoppoaitc 37

38 palliate miligote .Bame..oppi«itu 38

39 extinct - extant Bttme.-opnosite 39

40 pertinent • relevant same .opposite 40'

Form E
alive dead... same.,oriPOBite 1

tie - fasten same. -opposite 2

whole port same.

-

Opposite 8

danger safL-ty same-.opposite 4

geouioi; n;al .suiue. .opposite &

cLuosc- select .Eame-.opposite 6

fault virtue same.

-

opposite 7

aiuiilar - diffcient „ uoic opposite S

jmJousy - CD yy. .....-._— .6j me opposite 9

cAi-ess Burptus -samo.-oppoaile 10

Bui;n:d - prufuDC Sjine.-oppoailC 11

cuD(}Ui:r aubJue Baaie..oppyaii« 13

ireoauu- loyalty sauie-.opiwtdte 13

vanity conceit .euuiC -OpposiU; 11:

allure - aitma RjiNe..oppoiitLe 15

VttSie coUucrve......— saiue-.uiipuaite -16

dei'ide - ridicolc .sume.-oppoaite 'IJ

ceuaui-e - piuii*e eaoie. .oppooilc '18

filyveuly - neat. same. -opposite 1»

illuBtriuus brillidift .8oni_e..opposite 20

ugiiate - excite «Lwe..oppot(ile" '21

bjggard - gaunt eame.-Oppositt; 22

con pro game. .oppoalte 23

subject- oliject same.

.

opposite 24

orifice - aperture .siiuie..opposite 25

ruuspicuouB - prouiincul sjuie..optKitut« 26

dcpKssod- elated samcopponitc 27

euiiuetit - disLiu^iaked same oppusittf 28

frivolous - serious same.

-

Opposite 2U

ci-udiie fltbolurlj-. ^sauie-- opposite 30

roctloc stand Baiiic opitosite 31

degL-nciate • dcteviorule saiiiL-. -opposite 32

marUal • civil suaic.

-

opposite 33

nonclialuDce anxiety same, .opposite 34

torpor stupor Bjoicopposite 35

cowpi-chi-nsivc • rc8tHcteil-.-8amc-.oppo»ite . 86

lutcnt -hidden -Kime-.oppoaite 87'

node - knoL .eame . .opposite 83

celestial tcn-cstilol Baiiie..O£po«lte'89

' wmlvoroua herbivorous sonic-.oppodtc -40

Fig. 13.—Group Examinations a and 6, Four Forms, Test 6, Synonym—Antonym,
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EXAMINATION a

I I
'Irink »hl.Uy

I I
'='» oS jour iliocii

[xl l-'l in Ujc ibaJc oi- «i-( your bcjj

I 1
"in lu Ujc li<i«piul

^•Imolg food Ik cbcTOl Uforc .wallowhi;

[X] It i» l«tlor /or Ihc tinlih
,

D rt«!".l'
'°"°''' •" '»»""»' »i"on'

I I
"on niaf diokt U joo iloni cliew

n lijnlJ« aiT not eo nonrithlr.;

•li? i. viDttr colikr llitD „„„„cr7 Decnusc

n'-!.ri«"«con,«l„«i.,„

iXi "" "" •lilnci ejaniing upon u»

n 'j«i""T 1» a cold loonlli

I I
•'•'•'^ » niufh mow in winter

TO'i .itr lOfi^h) II foT^t In n^ Oayliuje, w Unt is

n JO nmlsM ubMd 10 a big tree

bnrr) lo llio nnrett bona; vou kotm of

I I
((loV forsoinctlilnglocat

!X| "^' '''c euii or a compiisc f«r a guide

'' '"

It'
"'""' "°"''''« "•"» '"n for nuking

I
pild i« pretty

"^ ir..n m.tj cslly

Sc^Jd 1« wnrli Mnrcrr and thcn-rorc n.oit
T;iliittltlo

_J ;;'>ld bii* gieatcr Btpeiii.-ili I

Oo to ife. abets I

Test 7

Form B
C UTij- is wheat betlerfor food thiin corn? Bttaose

I I
ii 1b more expcnsiTe

[X] it « more nntritioDa

I I
It isafimallersraio

I I
it Cun be ground find

T \VL,v arc electric IlghtB letter tbaa gaa li^ts?
»i-cau8c electricity

[Xj ie safer ood more couveuicDt

I I
is i-bwipcr

r~l '''"I'^-s a l>r-i-Iitcr liglil

[~] iMLc.h;iuiciuliyhtnIiiff

S ^\J,^ is New York larger than Boston? Dconue

I I
it is on an iBlond

r~| it I'as more millionaire

I
I

If v\n8/onnd«1 liy the Dutcb

[X] it is l«.-l(ei- located

!i

Jyi.y aif cleclritaJ oiiKinccni highly iwidT

LJ tliey ore lltu nioet Intt-IIiKent men

pel tlity do tlifnys whii-L iifute wciiltli

I I
tLcy have a union

I I
they vork long houni

I AVi.y .Wb it pay to put a good cducatioof

|X] it luaki-* a man inon; OBefiil nui! happy

rn i' itii'krti work for teatTwra

It n.3k.-, .I...,u.i,.I for l.nilrtiDgs for-schooU
mu\ roMpgea

IJ it atfninlnfoA the pnntina bnKlnecai

Practical Judgment

Form C
1 CatE art^naefn] tn^m.^^ bscanae

|Xl tbey catcb iciM

I I
tbey have scft coata

I I
Ibcy are gentle

i I
Ibcj are uXrald of dogs

2 Ii «bile on Ibe inarcb yoti get bitten by a ratUe-
anake, yon BhoHld

*»v"v-

1 I

kill tbe Hjake

IXl tuck tbe polMc froia tbe wound

Q go ia n.-liEaiIiig

I I
"n back to camp and get «omc wblaley

' Si" ^ '*""' """ """° '" ''^'^ elotlilne,

r~l it is tUcter

I I
it grows on aheep

S Ui=war.„

L_]
it ie more eipeoKlTe

*
I'.id"'"'

'"" " ""^ "" '» "•» ""'. «

|_) Wow in all big laon^y

[2]
tnake bis wUI and Elraight^n out hia

I I eo dig bis grave

! I

^^^^ ""' on a Bight-Bwing trip

i[ an, 6u ttat yon may

LJ colieot all tic dUIcreat kinds of money

I I

gamble fthen you wish

n *»«" more than yonr neighbor
|

[^ prepare for old age or sickntts

Oo to No. 6 aboTo

i A mat-line gun Is NUer than a rifle, bccaaM It

[x1 fires more rapidly

I 1
la bearler

Q waa inrectoO mere recently

I
I

can be t^ed with leea training

If a dmnicD min is quaTrelsome and wanta to
fight you, you ebonld

I
I

knock him down

j j

have him arrested and sent to prlsoa for a

I I
tate him home and pnt him to bed

[X] I^^e Lim alooe

A country ahonid have many railroajs, t>ecauee

LJ they keep wagM of many men high

[ J
tiey decrease the jiricefl of food materlcla

fxl '*»fJ>iial;c it easy to travel and carry goods

r\ *^^y ^^ good for the steel buaiDeas.

LJ many men have typhoid

|_Xj n'c can thus prereat the disease

I
I

typhoid affocts the digestion

I I
typhoid prodacea a high temperature

If the wind blows your hat off while riding

I J ^^^'^ the auto around and go back foe it

I I

'^^t till someone comes along to get it for

1—

I

drive to the text town and buy tnotter

jx| nm back /or it before tie winflWowh to

Ror m D
'LP^ ''™ 5^° "» fartiai to go for Ua"or, -rtat aioiild jou do?

^> " «" ""

J ataj at borne

<] take aa umbrella

J «Ut util It itopi raining

J baud a fire to dry your tlothea

.iiSTou'^r'"''
""" "^'^ ^ ^' «™^ ^^'

J tAt do»n and valt for the road to dry

J tcare It and go on

J get mort horK« or aotoa and poll It oBt

] Wa«t It OQt with dynamite

lyU a check b«t«r than HKilmonejT Becatue

J ctecki are aafer and more couTealeat

j checks are cleuier than biUg

]
ckeeka are lighter thiin colna

1 i!?..^ v'^L*
*" *"** °"*°«7 700 oeed by

J writing checks

r»Tn.?*^ J"*""*
^''° """^Stt of « perwD« yon did not know, what iboold yon say?

J
I vUI go and get acquainted

] Z tUnk he U all right

]
I blow somebody who kooTi tim

I
1 1'3 not know him and cannot say

W el^jei are stolen while you are bathiDs Inw, what Bhoold yoo do?

I
get Kitac money to buy a enlt

I

Buke a Art and wait till somebody cornea

gvti e fish to eat while you have to Bt«y

lo to No. 6 aboTB

o mnch mooer lo
le to do? *

6 If the proccr should give you tw u.
matiag change, what is the thing t

LJ take the money and hurry out

[xj ttll him of Ufl mistake

n boy some candy with it

n &^^ *t to the ncit poor maa you meet

7 If you a« on sentry doty and see an enemy forw
approaching in the distance, what should you doT

LJ lutle and wait for thenj

[Xj hurry back end rr^port

I
I

yell the couotenign

I I
surrender to them

8 Why do some people think that short men ahould
be admitted into the army? Because

[X] usefulness does not depend on height

I I
they want to enlist

I I
they ere more intelligent than tall men

ij they have better eyeaight

8 If you do not get ft letter from home which yoo
know was written, wfcat U the reason? Because

LJ It wna written in pencil

[X] It waji lost or the eddrea waa Incomplete

I 1
Joo forgot to tcU yoor people to write

\\ the postal aerrlce la diicontlnoed

10 Why should you not give money to tcgeara on
the street? Because

I I
it breaks up famlJic-s

I 1

it makea It hard for the beggar to get worC
It Uk«a ownyibe work of orranlied
chariUes

"

(^ U eocouragcs ll>-Iag off of othcrt

Form
I If a man get* tired of hie work, he should

I ) throw it up

[Xj keep at it till the wofk la done

I 1 run away and Joaf

I I
*°ake Bomeoae else do it

2 If you find a man who has hanged himMl/, what
IB the thing to do?

j )

run away

I I

Bend a notice to tne paper

I I
take him home

[2 "!I a doctor or the police

3 If a person oekH you for Information which you
do not have, you etouid

] I
tell Lim something

LJ walk away"

LJ pretend you do not understand bis language-

fX] Bay you do not know

4 If a man who can't swim should fall Into a river
hr' should '

|X] yell for help and try to scramble out

I I

collect wood and make a raft

I I
dive to the bottom and crawl out

I I
He on bis back and float

6 If your guoexplodej during a batUe, what eaould

JX) throw it awny and got another

I I
keep it to use as a dub

n take It apart and save the oodaaaaged parts

Q tJytOfiilt

Oo to No. 6.a^vo

6 rfaomeone docs yoo a fator, what should yoi tf- T

LJ try to forget It

( I
*teal for him If he aska yoti to

[X] return the favor as soon as yon can

Q] many his Bister if she wants yon to

T I'you are hurrying in an auto to catch a (rain andcome to a swollen stream, what Bhould yoo do?

LJ wait till the water goes down

[Xj go around and try another road

I
I

tate off your clothes and swim acros*

LJ hire a horse and. ride acrosa

^
JS^

"" ^^^^ mocatainfi covered with enow?

LJ they are near. the douda

j I
the sun seldom stines on them

I I
tiey ehed the rain

[x] the aJr at great heights Ie always cold

Why is leather need for shoes? Because

LJ It la cheap and produced in all

r~1 it wears out eaeUy

|X I

it wcara well and is easy to shape

[~~1 it is made of felt

I

I

ask the next man you meet for moaey to^ get home

[^ telegraph home for money or get a Job

Fig. 14.-Group Eiamlnatlons o and 6, Four Forms. Test 7, Practical Judgment.

LJ borrow eome money at a byjik

LJ sell your cloth«
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EXAMINATION Q

Test (5 Number Series Completion

Form B
5, 6. 7, 8, ..i..

4, 7, 10, 13, ../.f.

11, 13, 15, n, ../.?.

(!. B, i, 3, ..^..

i. G. 9, 13, ../.f

16, It. 11, 9, ...k.

17, 16, II, 10, ...^..

4fl, 41. 45, 46, ..?.<?.

32, 37, 42, 47, ..S.^.

33, 37, 42, 4«, ..?/..

57, 59, 62; 66, .7.1..

57, 65. 52, 4fl, .45.

36, 38, 43, V,, .^.9..

57, 52, 49, M, .4/.

55, 46, 37, 28, ../.f..

Form C2
1,
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EXAMINATION O,

Test 3 Analc^ies.

Form B
doc—*'*'* ^*— ^'o"t cluwR, gisi. mooael . —
foot—rafts : boof— ^lealbrr, hard, f^w. Ir*).....— ..........

vatrr

—

tnh : air— <»pari:, mim. Mame, brv«ib«) .

*>S—P^FPy - tat— tkillip. doc. tip"". bor*r).„... .

door—booH : f:at»—owio^ bioirn, tsM. lateb)

va^—fac« : ivMp— floor, broom, straw, (Iran) ....

vbite—black : ;^>od— (Uiu«. clotbM. had. motbcT)

boy—cuo : lamb—

t

rfie^-p, dog, ^epberd, wool) ..

root—boQpe : bat— [button, tboe, alrav. bf*d )

camp—aafe : battle— i»in, field, fiKht. dapgpronal

paa—tin : table— (chair, *-ood. \*t^, disbc«t

left— rigbl : west— (•ootb, direction, raat, nortb)

oci-au—pond ; deep— (ae*. well. irhallQw. aleep)

Ooci-^iliBS : gronnd— (earth, Uill. pnaa, •kr) _

toM—ice : heat— (wet, eoW. "'i^n. stara)

bat—head : thinil>le— (ae*. cloili. Begyr, bnad)

MobdaT—Tuesday : Friday— (»ocfc, Tbnrwtty. dar. BatnrdaT ).

lead—bollel ; pold-l paper, cfnn. ailTer. copper)

cellar—attic : bcitom— iwell, tob. top, bouae)

Dan—arm : tree— (abrtiK Hml* . (lower, bark) ._.--

snitcaae—ckrthios : piirae— (porcbaae. nmnej', atring, stolen)..

knitting—girla : carpenlrr— (trade, faoRaea, hova, Ininber)

straw—bat : lealber—("W, bark, coal, aoff) ...

arttrita body : railroad—

i

cogptrr. train, rroaslog, accldeot)..

rvTolrer—man : sllag— (jniD. hurt, bee, band)..

engineer—ebanffeor : loeomotire— liroo, stack, enpne, anio)„
skin—body : bark—

t

lree. dctg, bite, leaf)...

terrier—dog: Jeraey— (city. en*, horae, sUte) — ...

cannon—lar^v : rifle— (ball. wiiiH, bore, ahoot).

esteem—friends : despise—

i

cnt-mjca. forsake, detest, people")

tcara—laughter : •orrow-^(joy, distress, fuoejal, snd)

Tea.-uo : aftlrmatiTe— (win. debate, deny, negstlrji

dismal—-lart : rheerfal— (fun, bricb t. bonae, -looioy t

establish—abolish > begin— l»6rk, year, eml. ct>minen<-e)

order—confusion : peace— (part, treaty, war, enemy) — ..

edsratioo—ijnoraucc : aealtti— f poTrrt

v

. riches. bealtb . roinfort

)

1(V—100 ; 1000— imoney. lyKW. 20000. wealth)

bope—happiness : despair— IgraTc, repair, deatb, grief )

rmltate—ropy : inrent— (study, inrenlion, machine, tiri^nate )..

I _ItUlprian^facla ; pOTelist— (flctioji. Dickena, writer, book).,..

Fbrm C
" «it—bread : drink-

( y^tf r. arunk, chew, swalloM ) —-.-_.. •%

father—son : mother— (aunt, daoghtc r. ncpl-cw, s'Kf'-r) .J 2
bird—singi : dog— (cat, sbeep. bni-ks. run) . 3
lore—hatred : friend— (lover, motlter, need, enemy t ^^ 4

sailor—Dsry : soldier— (gun, priralo, nrtiiT . figlil) 5
engineer—locomotJTe : chauffeur— (drive, liorse, najjon, nuiuj 6
grass—catUe : bread— ( nia.n . butter, water, boocs) ,,._. 7
carpenter—house: sboeniaker— (batiiuker, a-ax, sjjop, leatlier;_.„_j 8
shoeatring—shoe : battoa— (coat, catch, bell, book)— .» ___,.I/f; 9
tigep—wild : c»t— (do;, mouse, tame, pig)

"^

J... 10
legs—man : T\heola—

(

nirriajo. go, spokes, tir\-) .^ Jl
feather—float : rock— (nges, sink, bill, brcnk). .12
food—man : fuel— (eu^iiM!, bum, ctmI, wood) 1 13
sled—runner : buggj— (horse, carriage, haraesa, wliwl) J 14
heehaw—donkey: bow-wow— (hen, cat, dop. spccclil-. -..._! 15
fin—fiah : wing- (fly, air, bird, sail)... ..,..*1$
paper—wall : carpet- (tack, grass, floor, sweep) ."..._, IT,

north—south : cast— (north, west, south, east) .V 18
Wednesday—week : July— (jear, August, rnonlli, Bummerj 19
poison—^eatb : food— (eat, bird, life, bad) 20
angels—hearen : men—

(

earth , women, boys, paradise) 21'

Washington—Wilson: first— (coatr.ist, best, second, last) 22]

quinine—bitter : sugar— (cane, salt, beeta, gtveet ) 23'.

prince—princess: king— (<joeen, palace, president, kin^jdom) 24
TiTist—bracelet : neck— (leg, foot, giraffe, collar ) 25
able—unable ; strong—

(

weak , able, big, ox) ^ 26
JapaocEe—Japan: Chinese— (Russia, Chinj, Japanese, pi^tnil).....' 27

add-^subtract : multiply— (add, divide, arithmetic, IncreAse) , £8

post—present : yesterday— (to-day, toiaorrow, Christmas, gone)..... "59

births-death : planting—

f

harvest, com, spring, wheat) .30
horse—mule : obedient— (disgraceful, donkey, stubborn , obey) 31

writer—books : bee— (hive, honey, wasp, sting) , 33
light—dark : noise— (report, music, silence. w>und) 33
behind—late : before—(after, soon, cnrlj, dinner) ^ 34
nortbpole—ovjuator : frigid— (cool, Cuoadfl, c*'ltl. torrid )— 35

Gurcess— failure : joy— (pleasure, sadnegg. work, fun) 36

prosperity—bappineea : adrersity— 'success, sorrow , fun, rage) 37

character—complexion : important— < trivial , event, fate, eye) ' 33

imitate—invent : copy— (write, pencil, originate, draw). .39

advic«—roramand : persuasion— (help, aid, urging, t ompulsiop ) . ... " 4 .

Form D
l^bwy—aell : come— (sooo, near, go, goae)-_.

3 spring—summer : autumn— (sarm, harvest, winter, rise)

3 deril—angel : bad— (mean, diaobcdient, defamed, good)

4 pap—dog ; lamb— (wool, hoc, sheep, dog)

C fin-wing : fish— (lion, swim, scale, bird) -' — -

8 blonde—ligbt : bmaette— (nair, bnlliaot, blonde, dark )

7 eat—tiger : dog— (bark, bile, wolf, snap)

8 winter—teann : January— (February, day, nontb, Chi

5 chew—teeth : smell— (»» eel, sUnk, nose, odor)

10 good—had : long— (tall, big, snak;. short )

n fingei^hMd : toe— (body, skin, f^t, nail)

13 devil—bad : angel- (Gabriel, good, face, heaveif) 12

13 skating—winter : swinunlng— (diring, floating, summer, bole) ... 13

14 lioo—roar : dog— (drire, pony, bark, bameaa). _. ^1*

16 tfg—bird : seed— (ptyw, plant, crack, grain) . .»... 15

16 palace—king : hot—

(

peeaao t, cottage, (arm, city) 16

17 dig—trench : build—(nm, honae, apade, bullet) - 17

18 Lore—frieod : hate— (malic«, saint, enenty , dislike) . . 18

19 agree—qaarrel : friend— (comrade, gjemy, need, mother) — 19

20 brmft—wheat : shell- tgrtod. kemeL hard, borat) : , 20

21 WaabingtoD—Wilson : firat— (president, second, last, BfTan)...... 21

23 diamond—rare : iron

—

(common, ailver, ore, steel) 22

23 yea—affirmative : no— (ibiak, knowledge, yea, necatite ) . 23

24 'hour—day : day— (wjgl, niaht, birar, noon) 34

25 «7e—bead : window—(key, floor, room, door).... ...... . SS

S8 parcots—command : children— ( men, shall, women, ober ) •. 20

S7 cIothM—man : hair—(hone, comb, beard, hat). 27

28 draw—picture : mike— (destroy, table, break, work) 28

29 autonobile—wa^on : motorcycle— (ride, speed, bicycle, car) 29

30 graoary—wbtat : librmty— (read, booka, paper, chairs) .. 39

81 CaocmaUB—Eogltah : MOBfollao—

(

Cblneae, ladlan, Nci^ro, yellow).. 31

83 lodiaca—United ^utca : part— (hair, China, Ohio, wbo^y) 32

S3 cMeoa—deqiisi : frienda— (Qnaken, enemlea, lovers, men).— 33

81 abide—>tAy :det)art~(cotse. hener, Imvfi late) ..— 34

8S aboadant acarte : ebeap— (bay, coattlj. bargaio, nasty)... .. 35

34 whole—large : thtjade^— (load, imlo. If^talog, kill) 38

37 Diulc^karaony : co4a» {bear, discord. toiiBd, rcp'>rt) . . 37

38 book-writer : atatac—

(

acoiptnr. liberty, picture, state) 38

39 voud—pain : Itcaltb—

(

com fort, sickncaa, disease, doctor) 39

40 reward—^hero : piulab— (Ood,CTerla*tlQg, ptiin, truilor) 40

FIr. 10.—Group Examinations

rorvD u.
1 finger—hand : toe— (foot, knee, arm, nsU) _ I

2 December—Christmas: Norember— (month. Tbanksgiripg. December. earlTl.. 2

3 above—top : beloR— (above, bottom , aea, bang),. . 3

4 sit—chair : sleep—(b^ rest, nake, snore) ..i..... 4

5 spoon—soup : furk— (knife, plate, meat, cup) , 5

6 bird—song : roan—

<

speech , woman', boy, work) 6

7 skirt*—girl : irousera— ( boy, bat, rest, coat) 7

8 corn—horse , bread— (daily, flour, man, butter)— ;. - 8

9 officer—private . command- (army, general, obey, regimcot).— 9
10 Edison—phoDOgraph : Columbua

—

(America. Washington, tSpeio, Ohio) 10

11 cold— heat : ice— (cream, frost, refrigerator, steam ) . . 11

12 wolf—sheep : cat— (fur, kitten, dog, moose ) 12

13 sweet—sugar : roof— (sweet, bread, man, vinegar ) 13

H hooter—gun fitsbermao- (fish, bold, wet, Det_) 14

15 uncle—nephew , aunt—

(

niece, brother, siatcr, cousin).- 15

16 giant—large dwarf— (jungle, small , beard, ugly) 16

17 rafter*—bouw : skeleton— (bones, skull, grace, bodv) -. 17

18 finoon-rifle : b.g—

(

small , bullet, cuo. army) rr r .... 18

19 engineer—ensine : driver— I hyrae. harne«a, passenger, man ) 19

20 breeie—cyclone shower— (bath, fl-x-d . winter, spring) 20

21 pitcher—milk; vase—

(

flpwcrg. pitcher, table, pottery) 21

22 blonde—brunette : ligbt— (heavr, electricity, dajfc, giri) -' 22

23 abundant—cheap r scarce— (costly, plentiful, common, gold) 23

24 polite—impolite: pleoaaat-

(

diaagreeable, agreeable, man, face) . 21

25 large—elephant : load— (soft, hear, cannon, ace) 25

26 succeed- fail : praise— (lose, friend, God, blame ) . 28

27 theatre—people : hire— (thrive, sting, bwa. thick) 27

28 peace—bappinpss. war— (sorraff, fight, battle, Europe)... -.— . 28

29 dismal—cheerful : dark— (sad, stars, night, bright) - 29

30 complex—simple : hard— (brittle, money, easy, work) -..-... 30

31 mtuic—noise : harmony— (hear, accord, violin, discord ) -...— ...

—

31

32 troth-gentleman : lie—

(

rascal, live, give, falsehood) - .- 32

33 airplane—air : Kubmarine— 'dive, engine, ship, wntc-r ) 33

34 riolence—anger : cares— (love, woman, Uss, child) 34

35 bo«piUl—patient : prison— (cell, criminal, bar, jail) .... 35

3G square—cube ; circle— (line, round, square, sphere ) w..... 38

37 mountain-valley genJns— (idiot, right. Ibiak, brain) 37

33 clock—time ; therruoaieter— (cold, weather, temperature, mercury)— ...—

-

88

39 a—b : c^-(e. d, b. letter) 39

40 fear—anticipation : regret— (vain, rovinory, pcprcas, reai(t) 40

and b, Four Forms, Test 9, Analogies.

121435°—21- 15
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E^XAM INATION a
Test 10 Number Comparison

rorm B Form C

[Vol. XV,

Samples Here

82 S2 i2 97

37 33 81 33

a 18 87 82

3731 6879 4371 3887 2123

S479 2971 7142 8255 9791

2826 73U 39<0 9655 6491

9452 3T87 8832 4990 7199

8240 (348 1794 7582 1925

2918 7736 6835 3101 lejj

4937 4397 2949 7643 8423

5293 2178 1106 6225 3184

ieSi 9876 9143 9R34 5963

g074 8585 6569 5467 4552

2572

8439

7321

2421

8413

2160 2545 6701 6398 3801 4341

7641 8273 3985 3602 9272 3125

1948 4786 8829 6181 1685 7193

6475 1821 3804 1234 S668 6074

6935 6517 7822 2989 3601 7509

1435 3014 8102 7353 2503 7220

6963 9059 4664 1727 7064 6372

8007 4947 5073 Uifl 8057 3527

9522 1411 9081 8106 8136 805J

4028 9145 6501 9715 1563 4756

Form D Form E

64 |Z

6055
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Section 7.

—

Examination alpJia.

In the foDowing 8 pages the tests of examination alpha, form 5, are reproduced in order.

Tests 5, 6, 7, and 8, as actually boimd in the booklet 8^ by 1 1 incheswere prmted upside down—test

5 on the back of the booklet, and tests 6, 7, and 8 opposite tests 4, 3, and 2. Forms 6, 7, 8,

and 9 of each test except test 1 are reproduced on pages 228 to 234 and are marked to indicate

the correct responses. All forms of test 1 are identical as far as the blank is concerned, but

differed in the instructions. For correct responses see instructions, Examiner's Guide, second

revision, pages 157 to 159.
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CONFIDENTIAL. The publication or teproductian of this document is iorbiddea
by the terms of the Espionage Act of June IS, 19)7, under penalty of a fine of not
more th^ $10,000 or imprisonment of not more than two years, or both.

FORM 5 GROUP EXAMINATION ALPHA GROUP NO.

Name -...

Company ., Regiment..

In what country or state bom? _

Occupation..

Rank „ Age..

Ann. Division

Years in U. S.? Race..._

Weekly Wages

Schooling: Grades, 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8: High or Prep. School, Year 1. 2. 3. 4: College, Year 1. 2. 3. 4.

TESTl

1. ooooo
2. ©@®0®®®®®
3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

O O O y^' ^°

OOOOO
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOP

O O O MILITARY GUN CAMP
34-79-56-87-68-25-82-47-27-31-64-93-71-41-52-99

10.

11.

12. 12 3 4 5

Tf] 4\© M.Q) H/6\© |_3_

7 8 9
Division of Psychology, Medical Department U. S. A.

Authorized by the Surgeon General, Feb. 8 1918, Edition, July 9, 1918, 200,000

Fig. 18.—Group Examlnalion Alpha, Form 5, Test 1, Oral Directions.
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TEST 2

Get the answers to these examples as quickly as you can.

Use the side of this page to figure on if you need to.

221

!1
How many are 5 men and 10 men? Answer

2 If you walk 4 miles an hour for 3 hours, how far

do you walk? : Answer

1 How many are 30 men and 7 men? Answer
2 If you save $7 a month for 4 months, how much will you save?

Answer
3 If 24 men are divided into squads of 8, how many squads will

there be? Answer
4 Mike had 12 cigars. He bought 3 more, and then smoked 6.

How many cigars did he have left? Answer
5 A company advanced 5 miles and retreated 3 miles. How far

was it then from its first position? Answer

6 How many hours will it fake a truck to go 66 miles at the

rate of 6 miles an hour? Answer
7 How many cigars can you buy for 50 cents at the rate of 2 for

5 cents? Answer
8 A regiment marched 40 miles in five days. The first day they

marched 9 miles, the second day 6 miles, the third 10 miles,

•the fourth 8 miles. How many miles did they march the last

day? Answer
9 If you buy two packages of tobacco at 7 cents each and a pipe

for 65 cents, how much change should you get from a two-

dollar bill? Answer
If it takes 6 men 3 days to dig a 180-foot drain, how many men
are needed to dig it in half a day? Answer

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

A dealer bought some mules for $800. He sold them for $1 ,000,

making $40 on each mule. 'How many mules were there? . Answer
A rectangular bin holds 400 cubic feet of lime. If the bin is

10 feet long and 5 feet wide, how deep is it? Answer
A recruit spent one-eighth of his spare change for post cards

and four times as much for a box of letter paper, and then had
90 cents left. How much money did he have at first? ... Answer
If 3J/^ tons of coal cost $21, what will 53^2 tons cost?. . . .Answer
A ship has provisions to last her crew of 500 men 6 months.
How long would it last 1,200 men? Answer

15

12

37

1

%

II

7

5

%

^24-0

If a man runs a hundred yards in 10 seconds, how many feet

does he run in a fifth of a second? Answer
A U-boat makes 8 miles an hour under water and 15 miles on
the surface. How long will it take to cross a 100-mile channel,

if it has to go two-fifths of the way under water? Answer
If 241 squads of men are to dig 4,097 yards of trench, how
many yards must be dug by each squad? Answer ( i"]

A certain division contains 3,000 artillery, 15,000 infantry and
1,000 cavalry. If each branch is expanded proportionately

until there are in all 20,900 men, how many will be added to

the artillery? Answer {300
A commission house which had already supplied 1,897 barrels

of apples to a cantonment delivered the remainder of its stock

to 29 mess halls. Of this remainder each mess hall received 54
barrels. What was the total number of barrels supplied?. Answer ( 3-^C>3.

Fig. 19 Group ELimlnatlcin Alpha, Form 6, Test 2. Arithmetical Problems.
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TEST 3

This is a test of common sense. Below are sixteen questions. Three answers are given to each

question. You are to look at the answers carefully; then make a cross in the square before the besti

answer to each question, as in the sample:

C
Why do we use stoves? Because

n they look well

5] they keep us warm

[ n they are black

Here the second answer is the best one and is marked with a cross. Begin with No. 1 and keep

on until time is called.

SAMPLE

Cats are useful animals, because

H they catch mice

n they are gentle

n they are afraid of dogs

Why are pencils more commonly carried than
fountain pens? Because

n they are brightly. colored

g] they are cheaper

n they are not so heavy

Why is leather used for shoes? Because

n it is produced in all countries

12 it wears well.

it is an animal product

Why judge g, man by what he does rather than
by what he says? Because

S what a man does shows what he really is

it is wrong to tell a lie

a deaf man cannot, hear 'what is said

If you were asked what you thought of a per-'

son whom you didn't know, what should you
say?

O I will go and get acquainted

Q I think he is all right

1^ I don't know him and can't say

Streets are sprinkled in summer
n to make the air cooler

Q to keep' automobiles from skidding

H to keep down dust

Why is wheat better for food than com?
Because

H it is more nutritious

n it is more expensive

Q it can be ^ound finer

If a man made a million dollars, he ought to

n pay off the national debt;

13 contribute to various worthy charities

D give it all to some poor man

X^ Go to No. 9 above

Fig. 30.—Group Examination Alpha,

10

11

12

13

14

15

Why do many persons prefer aut9mobiles to

street cars? Because
Dan auto is made of higher grade materials

g] an automobile is more convenient

n street cars are not as safe

The feathers on a bird's wings help him to fly

because they

Bl make a wide, light surface

n keep the air off his body

Q keep the wings from cooling off too fast

AU traffic going one way keeps to the same side

of the street because

D most people are right handed

Q the traffic policeman insists on it

[^ it avoids confusion and collisions

Why do inventors patent their inventions?

Because

K] it gives them control of thdr inventions.

n it creates a greater demand

n it is the custom to get patents

Freezing water' bursts pipes because

n cold makes the pipes weaker

S water expands when it freezes

Q the ice stops the flow of water

Why are high mountains covered.with snow?
Because

n they are near the clouds

n the sun seldom shines on them

Ig the air is cold there

If the earth were nearer- the sun

n the stars would disappear

n our months would be longer

.g] the earth would be warmer

16 Why is it colder nearer the poles than near the

equator? Because <

n the poles are always farther ffom the sun

[g the sunshine falls obliquely at the polea

D there is more ice at the ^poles

Form 6, Test 3, Practical Judgment.
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TEST 4

If the two words of a pair mean the same or nearly the same, draw a

line under same. If they mean the opposite or nearly the opposite, draw a

line under opposite. If you cannot be sure, guess. The two samples are

already marked as they should be.

r good—bad same

—

opposite
samples] ^

„ .,

[ little—small same

—

opposite

1 ^-et—dry same—opposite 1

2 in—out same—opposite 2

3 hill—valley same—oEC^sita 3

4 allow—permit same—opposite 4

5 expand—contract same—opposite 5

6 class—group same—opposite 6

7 former—latter .same—opposite 7

8 confess—admit same—opposite 8

9 shy—timid ^ sam_fi—opposite 9

10 deUcate—tender same—opposite 10

11 extinguish—quench same—opposite 11

12 cheerful—melancholy same—oppogits 12

13 accept—reject same—oppositg 13

14 concave—convex same

—

opposite 14

15 lax—strict same—o£Eositg 15

16 assert—maintain same-W)pposite 16

17 champion—advocate same—opposite 17

18 adapt—conform same—opposite 18

19 debase—exalt same—QEESSii^ 1^

20 dissension—harmony same

—

opposite 20

21 repress-restrain same—opposite 21

22 bestow—confer same—opposite 22

23 amenable—tractable same—opposite 23

24 avert—prevent same—opposite 24

25 reverence—veneration same—opposite 25

26 fallacy—verity same—OEpositfi 26

27 specific—general same—opposite 27

28 pompous—ostentatious same—opposite 28

29 accumulate—dissipate .same

—

opposite 29

30 apathy—indifference same—opposite 30

31 effeminate—virile same

—

opposite 31

32 peculation—embezzlement same—opposite 32

33 benign—genial same—opposite 33

34 acme—climax same—opposite 34

36 largess—donation .same—opposite 35

36 innuendo—insinuation same—opposite 36

37 vesper—matin same

—

oppositg 37

38 aphorism—maxim same—opposite 38

39 abjure—renounce same—opposite 39

40 encomium—eulogy same—opposite 40

FIf;. 21.—Group Eiamlnatlon Alpha, Form 5, Test 4, Synonym—Antonym.
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TEST 5

The words A EATS COW GRASS irt that order are mixed up and
don't make a sentence; but they would make a sentence if put in the
right order: A COW EATS GRASS, and this statement is Irue.

Again, the words HORSES FEATHERS HAVE ALL would make
a sentence if put in the order ALL HORSES HAVE FEATHERS,
but this statement is false.

Below are twenty-four mixed-iip sentences. Some ofthem are true

and some are false. When I say "go," take these sentences one at a
time. Think what each would say if the words were straightened out,

but don't write them yourself. Then, if what it woidd sayis true, draw
a line under the word "true"; if what it would say is false, draw a line

under the word "false." If you can not be sure, guess. The two
samples are already marked as they should be. Begin with No. 1

and work right down the page until time is called.

f a eats cow grass true . .false

«^^^^^^
1 horses feathers have all i;;!;. .false

1 lions strong are true . . false 1

2 houses people in live , true . . false 2

3 days there in are week eight a true . . false 3

4 leg flies one have only true . .false 4

5 months coldest are summer the true . . false 5

6 gotten sea water sugar is from true , . false 6

7 honey bees flowers gather the from true . .false 7

8 and eat good gold silver to are , true, . false 8

9 president Columbus first the was America of ... . true . . false 9

10 making is bread valuable wheat for true , .false 10

11 water and made are butter from cheese true, .false 11

12 sides every has four triangle true, . false 12

13 every times makes mistakes person at true . . false 13

14 many toes fingers as men as have true . . false 14

15 not eat gunpowder to good is true , .false 15

16 ninety canal ago built Panama years was the true . .false IG

17 live dangerous is near a volcano to it true , .false 17

18 clothing \vorthless are for and wool cotton true . . false 18

19- as sheets are napkins used never : trufe. .false 19

20 people trusted intemperate \>e always can true . . false 20

21 employ debaters irony never true . . false 21

22 certain some.death of mean kinds sickness true , .false 22

23 envy bad malice traits are and true, .false 23

24 repeated call human for courtesies associations, .true, .false 24

Fig. 22—Group ExiUulnaUon Alpha, Form 6, Test 5, Disarranged Sentences.
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TEST '7

{sky—blue :: grass— • taWe green warm big

fish—swims :: man— papex time walks girl

day—^night :: white— red Mack clear pure

In each of the hnes below, the first two words are related to each other in some way. What
you are to do in each line is to see what the relation is between the first two words, and under-
line the word in heavy.type that is related in the same way to the third word. Begin with
No. 1 andmark as many sets as you can beifore time is called.

1 gun—shoots : : knife— run cuts hat bird 1

2 ear—iiear :: eye— table band see play 2

3 dress—woman :: feathers— bird neck feet bill 3

4 handle—^hammer :: knob— key room shut door 4
5 shoe—foot :: hat— coat nose head collar 5

6 water—drink :: bread— cake coffee eaj pie 6
7 food

—

Toan. : : gasoline— gas oil automobile spark 7

8 eat—^fat :: starve— thin food bread thirsty 8
9 man—home : : bird— fly insect worm nest 9
10 go—come : : sell— leave buy money papers 10

11 peninsula—land:: bay— boats pay ocean Massachusetts 11

12 hour—^minute :: minute— man week second short 12

13 abide—depart :: stay— over home play leave 13
14 January—February :: June— Tulv May month year 14

15 bold—timid : : advance— proceed retreat campaign soldier .... 15

IG above—below :: top— spin bottoan surface side - . 16
17 lion—animal :: rose— smell leaf plant thorn 17

18 tiger—carnivorous :: horse— cow pony buggy herbivorous 18

19 sailor—navy :: soldier— gun cap hill amry 19

20 picture—see : : soxmd— noise mtisic hear bark 20

21 success—^joy :: failure

—

sadness success fail work • 21
22 hope—despair : : happiness— frolic fun joy sadness 22
23 pretty—ugly :: attract— fine repel nice draw 23
24 pupU—teacher :: child

—

parent doU youngster obey 24
25 city—^mayor :: army— navy soldier general private 25

26 estabUsh—begin :: aboUsh^- slavery wrong abolition end 26
27 December—January :: last— least worst month first 27
28 giant—dwarf : : large— big monster queer small 28
29 engine—caboose :: beginning— commence cabin end train 29
50 dismal—cheerful ':

: dark— sad stars night bright 30

31 quarrel—enemy :: agree

—

friend disagree agreeable foe 31
32 razor—sharp : : hoe— biiry dull cuts tree 32
33 winter—summer : : cold— freeze warm wet January 33
34 rudder—ship :: tail— sail bird dog cat 34
35 granary—wheat : : library— desk books paper librarian 35

36 tolerate—pain : : welcome— pleasure unwelcome friends give .

.

36
37 ^and—glass :: clay— stone hay bricks dirt 37
38 moon—eaxth :: earth— ground Mars sun sky 38
39 tears—sorrow :: laughter—joj smile girls grin 39
40 cold—ice : : heat,— lightning warm steam coat 40

Fig. 34.—Group Eiamlnatkun Alph.i, Form 6, Test 7, Analogies.
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TESTS
Notice the sample sentence:

People hear with the eyes ears nose mouth

The correct word is ears, because it makes the truest sentence.

In each of the sentences below you have four choices for the last word. Only one of them is cor-
rect. In each sentence draw a line under the one of these four words which makes the truest sen-
tence. If you can not be sure, guess. The two samples are already marked as they should be.

(People hear with the eyes ears nose mouth

France is in Europe Asia Africa Australia

1 America was discovered by Drake Hudson Columbus Cabot 1

2 Pinochle is played, with rackets cards pins dice 2
3 The most prominent industry of Detroit is automobiles brewing flour packing 3
4 The Wyandotte is a kind of horse fowl cattle granite 4
5 The U. S. School for Army Officers is at Annapolis West Point New Haven Ithaca.

.

5

6 Food products are made by Smith Sb Wesson Swift fis Co . W.L.Douglas B.T. Babbitt 6
7 Bud Fisher is famous as an actor author baseball player comic artist 7
8 The Guernsey is a kind of horse goat sheep cow 8
9 Marguerite Clark is known as a suffragist singer movie actress writer 9
10 "Hasn't scratched yet" is used in advertising a duster flour brush cleanser 10

11 Salsify is a kind of snake fish lizard vegetable ^ . n
12 Coral is obtained from mines elephants oysters reefs 12
13 Rosa Bonheur is famous as a poet painter composer scu%»tor 13
14 The tuna is a kind of fish bird reptile insect 14
15 Emeralds are usually red blue jgreen yellow 15

16 Maize is a kind of com hay oats rice , .

.

16
17 Nabisco is a patent medicine disinfectant food product tooth paste 17
18 Velvet Joe appears in advertisements of tooth powder dry goods tobacco soap 18
19 Cypress is a kind of machine food tree fabric kg
20 Bombay is a city in China Egypt India Japan . . -. 20

21 The dictaphone is a kind of typewriter multigraph phonograph adding machine Zl
22 The pancreas is in the abdomen head shoulder neck 22
23 Cheviot is the name of a fabric drink dance food 23
24 Larceny is a term used in medicine theology law pedagogy 24
25 The Battle of Gettysburg was fought in 1863 1813 1778 1812 25

26 The bassoon is used in music stenography book-binding lithography 26
27 Turpentine comes from petroleum ore hidfes trees . 27
28 The number of a Zulu's legs is two io\ix six eight 28
29 The scimitar is a kind of musket cannon pistol sword 29
30 The Knight engine is used in the Packard Lozier Steams Pierce Arrow 30

31 The author of "The Raven" is Stevenson Kipling Hawthorne Poe 31
32 Spare is a term used in boH'Tlff football tennis hockey 32
33 A six-sided figure is called a scholium parallelogram hexagon trapeziixm 33
34 Isaac Pitman was. most famous in physics shorthand' railroading electricity 34
35 The ampere is used in measuring wind power electricitg water power rainfall 35

36 The Overland car is made in Buffalo Detroit Flint Toledo 36
37 Mauve is the name of a drink colgy fabric food 37
38 The stanchion is used in fighing hunting farmtnjy motoring 38
39 Mica is a vegetable mfaieral gas liquid 39
40 Scrooge appears in Vanity Fair The Christmas Carol. Romola Heniy. IV 40

Fig. 25—Group Eiamlnatlon Alpha, Form 5, Test 8, Information.
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EXAMINATlOfN ALPHA
Test 2. Arithmetical Problems

4t )

•3° )

H )

s: )

3 )

Answer (

"^.— >-— 3 each and a pipe for

'55'cent3"how much change s'liould you get from a two-dollar ^^

2 It vou save S6 a month for 6 months, now roucn wui you
'

g7 . Answer (

3 If32racnaredividedinto5quadsof8,howmanyBquadawill

there be? .-.
•

ti"c""
4 Mihc had II cigars. He bought 3 more and then amokrt 6.

How many cigars did he have left?
^

_• Answer I

5 A company advanced G miles and retreated 3 miles. How far

waa it then from its firet position? Answer {

E How many hours y-ill it take a truck to go 48 miles at the raw

of 4 miles an hour?. •.••• 1 -^JT ' ' '

7 How many pencils can you buy for 40 cents at the rate of 2

for5ccnt»?
Answer t )

Co >

8 A regimen! marched 40 miles in five daya The first day they

marched 9 miles, the second day 6 miles, the third 10 miles, the

fourth 9 miles. How m.lny miles did they march the last

S If you buy 2 packages of tobacco at 8

Answer ( i.3.H )

JO rnttakcs8men2daystodigalCO-footdrain,hownianymen

are needed to dig it in halt a day? Answer! J3- >

II A dealer bought some mules for 8900. He sold them tor SI,000,

. making S25on each mule. How many mules were there/. Answer I

J2 A rectangular bin holds COO cubic feet of lime. If the bin is 10

leel wide and 5 feet deep, how long U it? .... Answer ( 14- J

13 A recruit spent one-eighth of his spare change for post cards

and four times as much for a box of letter paper, and then had

60 cents left. How much money did he have at first. Answe

14 If 2'A tons of hay cost S20, what will 4,1^ Ions cost? Answe

15 A ship has provisions to last her crew of 600 men 6 months.

How long would it last 800 men? Answc

16 II a train goes 200 yards in 10 seconds, how many fett does it

go in a fifth of a second? •

j .v.
'

i

"^""

17 A U-boat makes 10 miles an hour under water and 20 miles on

the surface. How long will it take to cross a lOO-rnile channel,

if it has to go ihree-fitths of the way under water? .
Answ e

18 If 214 squads of men are to dig 4,066 yards of trench, how

many yards must be dug by each squad?. Answe

19 A eirlain division contains 2,000 artillery, 15.000 infantry, and

1 000 eavilrv If each branch is expanded proportionately

until there are in all 19,800 men, how many will be added to the

artillerv^ -

Answe

20 A commission house which had already supplied 1,S97 barrels

of apples to a cantonment delivered the remainder of its stock

to 28 mess halls. Of this remainder each mess haU received 47 --,,2.
barrels What was the total number of barrels supplied? Answ er (,9 .i. 1 o ;

H )

r(*i.ao)
r ( «ai.

)

r(H(i~«

rf.ia. )

r( r )

T( l<J )

r( loo )

r o r m
How many arc 50 tents and 8 tents? Answer ( ST )

If you save $5 a month for 7 months, bow njuch will you ^
Bave? Answer ( *3S )

If 40 men arc divided into squads of 8, how many squads
will there be? Answer ( 5 )

Mike bad 12 cigars. He bought 2 more and then smoked 7.

How many cigars did he have left? Answer ( *f )

A company advanced 7 miles and retreated 2 miles. How far

was it then from its first jwsition? • Answer ( ET )

How many hours will it take a truck to go 65 miles at the rate

of 5 miles an hour? Answer ( l3
}

How many pencils can jou buy for 30 cents at the i^te of 2 for

Scents? Answer ( )X )
A regiment marched 40 miles in five days. The first day they

marched 9 miles, the second day 6 miles, the third 10 miles,

the fourth 1 1 miles. How many miles did they march the last

H )

dollar bill?
' " Answer (""l.-JI )

If It takes 7 men 2 days to dig a 140-foot drain, how many men
are needed to dig it in half a day? Answer ( 3lT )

A dealer bought some mules for $1,000. He sold them for

31,200, making $20 on each mule. How many mules were

there? Answer ( \0 )

A recUngular bin holds 300 cubic feet of lime. If the bin ia 10

feet long and 5 feet wide, how deep is it? - Answer ( (^ )

A recruit spent one-eighth of his spare change for post cards

and four times as much for a box of letter paper, and then had ^
30 cents left. How much money did he have at firet?. Answer f .»<> )

If 41^ tons of clover cost $36, what will 2'^ tons coal?, Answer(«a.O )

A ship has pro^-isions to last her crew of 800 men 4 months. .

How long would it last 1,200 men? Answer (a.TS»M
If a train goes 150 yards in 10 seconds, how many feet does it

go m a fifth of a second? Answer ( ^ )

A U-boat goes JO miles an hour under water and 20 miles an

hour on the surface. How long will it take to cross a lOO-mile

channel if it has to go one-fifth of the way underwater? Answer ( (0 }

If 341 squads of men are to dig 6,138 yards of trench, how
many yards must be dug by each squad?. Answer ( 16)
A certain division contains 4,000 artillery. 15,000 infantry, and

1,000 cavalry. If each branch is expanded proportionately

until there are in all 22,000 men, how many will be added to the

artillery? - • •
Answer ( *Joo )

A commission house which had already supplied 1,897 barrels

of apples to a cantonment delivered the remainder of its stock

to 27 mess halls. Of this remainder each mess hall received 56

barrels. What was the totalnumberofbarrelssupplied?. Answer (3*]0<j )

&.
1 How many a

2 If yo ; S9 i

3 If 48 men are divided into squads of 8, how many squads w ill

there be? Answ

4 Mike had 11 cigars. He bought 2 riiore and then smoked 7.

How many cigars did he have left? Answ
5 A company advanced 8 miles and retreated 2 miles. How far

y^as it then from its first position?. Ans^v

tG How many hours will it take a truck to go 42 miles at the rate

. i:of Smilesanhour? An^w

ffi'How many penciU can you buy for 60 cents at the rate of 2

'*for5cents? Answ
'8 A regiment marched 10 miles in five days. The first day they

marched 9 miles, the second day 6 miles, the third 10 miles, the

fourth 6 miles. How many miles did they march the hist

day? . . , Answ

9 If you buy 2 packages of tobacco at 8 cents each and a pipe for

e.^"cents, "how much change should you get from a two-dollar

bill? -
Ansn

10 If it takes 4 men 3 days to dig a 120-foot drain, how many

er( t,5 )
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ir pl&nu are dying for lack of rain, you should

S ••ter them

3 ask a flonst's advice

"J put rertitiier around them

k bouse is better than a tent, because

B It is more comfortable

3 it is made of wood

Vhy does it pay to get a good education*

S It makes a man more usefui and happy

J it makes work for teachers

Z It makes demand for buildings for schools
and colleges

r the grocer should give you too much money
1 makingchange.what is the right thing to do?

] buy some candy of him with it

I give it to the first poor man you meet

I tell hira of his mistake

iTiy should food be chewed before s«-allowing?

; it is belter for the health

; it is bad manners to s^'allow without
chewing

; chewing keeps the teeth in conditioQ

' you saw a train approaching a broken track
3u should

] telephone for an ambulance

; signal the enpiiet;r to slop the train

] look for a piece of rail to 6t in

yoo are lost in a forest in the daytime, what
the thing to do?

[
hurry to the aeatest house yoo know of

I
look for something to eat

use the sun or t compass for a guide

is better to 5ght than to run, because
' cowards are shot

it is more honorable

if you run you may get shot in the back

1^ Co to >.'o, 9 above

I \\ h,v are warship*^ painted ^rav Because grav
paint

Q IS cheaper than other colors

n IS more durable than othfiT colors

[8 makes the ships harder to set>

I Uhy should all parents be made to send their
children to school? Because

H it prepares them for adult life

Q It keeps them out of mischief

Q they are too young to work ^

The reason that many birds sing in the spring

Q to let us know spring is here

D to exercise their voices

Gold is more' suitable than iron for making
money because

n gold is pretty

n iron rusts easily

a gold is scarcer and more valuable

The cause of echoes is

iX the reflection of sound waves

G the presence of electricity in the air

^ the presence of moisture in the air

We see no star^ at noon because

they have moved around to the other aid&i
of the earth

K they are so much fainter than the sun

Q they are hidden behind the sky

Some men lose their breath on high mountaina
because

D the wind blows their breath away
H the air is too rare

C it is always cold there

Wh>- do some men who could afford to own a
house live in a rented one? Because

D they don't have to pay taxes

D tkey don't have to buy a rented house

a they can make more by investing the

Form T

money the house i uldc

1 :!
WTjy arc chairs made of wood^ Because
(S wood IS cheap and Ught

wood bums
n wood is easily broken

2 If a person asks you for something you do not

O tell him to mind his business
E say you don't have it

C walk a^vay

3 If It rains when jou are starting to go for the
doctor, what should you do?
D stay at home
[^ take an umbrella

C wait until it stops raining

.4 If you arc in danger of sunstroke what should
you do'

n take off your shoes

D run to the hospital

!^ get in the shade or wet your head

ifi If you find a man who has hanged himself
, you

should

send a notice to the paper
Q take hira home
X call a doctor or the pwlice'

6 Why is 'ennis good exercise' Because
^ it ca/is for vigorous movement
Q it demands clear eyes

O it is very exciting

7,. If v.hile on the march you get bitten by a rat-
'tlesnake, you should

n kill the snake

^ suck the poison from the wound
3 run back to camp and get some whiskey

8'i If you are hurr>ing in an auto to catch a train
and come to a broken bridge, what should you

K go around and try another road
D take off vour clothes and swim across

G hire a horse and ride across

T^ Go to No. 9 above

' ^^Tiy do some people think that short men
should be admitted to the army? Because
(S usefulneiss does not depend on height
Q they want to enlist

n -they are more intelligent than tall men
If you find a lost 2-year-old baby on a city
street, what should you do?
D ask him where he lives and take him there
D if he is a nice child take him home and

keep him
ask the police to help vou or leave hiin
with them

Electric lights are belter than gas Ught3.be-
'cause electricity

n makes a white light

H 13 safer and more conveaient
Q is cheaper

Why is a check better than real money?
Because

n checks are cleaner than bills

D you can have all the money you need by
writing checks
checks ar« safer and more convenient

Five P.M. is the rush hour onstreet cars be-.

H work people are lECoing home at that hour
D so many people live in the suburbs
D street cars are the best cheap means of

transportation

"Why should people not waste food in time of

O we could eat less and not starve

n food costs money
You should not give money to beggars on the
street because

D it makes it hard for the beggars to get work
D it takes away the work of organized chari-

S it encourages living off others
A countrj' should have many railroads, because
n they decrease the price of food materials
K theymakeiteasy to travel and carrj' goods
D tlicy are good for the steel business

rorm
15 wiser to put some monev aside and not
«d it all, so that you may'
prepare for old age or sickness

collect all the different kinds of money
gamble when you wish

>cs are made of leather, because

it is tough. pUable and warn
it can b* blackened

ly do soldiers wear wrwt watches rather
Ji pocket watches? Because
they keep belter time

they are harder to break

they are handier

e main reason why stone is used for building
poses is because

it makes a good appearance
it is strong and lasting

y is beef better food than cabbage?
:ause

it tastes better

it is more nouri<ihiDg

it is harder to obtain

omc one does you a favor, what should you

try to forget it

steal for him if be asks you to

return the favor

ou do not get a letter from home which you
w was written, it may be because
it was tost in the mails

you forgot to tell your people txj write

the postal service has been discontinued

' main thing the farmers do is to
tupply luxuries

nake work for the unemployed
ferd the nation

Z:j=' Co to No. 9 above

^rm Q
9 If a man who can't swim should fall into a

river, he should

K yell for help and try to scramble out
dive to the bottom and crawl out

n lie on his back and float

G the glass keeps the pole from being burned

S the glass keeps the current from escaping

G the glass is cheap and attractive

1

1

If your load of coal gets stuck in the mud,
what should you do?

G leave it there

K get more horses or men to pull it out
throw off the load

12 \\'hy are criminals locked up?

K to protect society

Q to get even vnth them

Q to make them work

!3 Why should a married man have his life in-

sured? Because

Q death may come at any time

G tn?nirancc companies are usually honest

K his fnmily will not then suffer if he dies

14 In Leap Year February has 29 days because

G February is a short month
G some people arc bom on February 29th

B otherwise the calendar would not come
. out right

15 If you are held up and robbed in a strange city,
you should

K apply to the police for help

G ask the first man you meet for money to
get home

Q borrow some money at t bank
16 AVTiy should wc have ConKrfi.smcn? Because

n the people must be ruled

D it insures truly representative government
the people ore too many to meet and mako.
their laws

,1' Cotton fibre is much used for mail
because

G it grows all over the South
g] it can be spun and woven
D it is a vegetable product

2 Thermometers are useful, because

G they regulate the temperature

3 ViThy are doctors useful? Because they
G understand human nature
Q always have pleasant dispositions

la know more about diseases than others

4 Why ought a.grocer to own an automobile?
Because

E it is useful in his business
it uses rubber tires

Q it saves railroad fare

5 A machine gun i

D was invented

re deadly than a rifle, be-

e recently

6 Why is the telephone m
telegraph? Because
S it gets a quicker answ
G it uses more miles of a'

> useful than the

V ^Tiy is wool better than eotton for making
EmTalcrs? Because
Q wool is cheaper

8 Why is New York larger than Boston? Because
G "it has more railroads

G it has more millionaires

g] it is tetter located

J^ Go to No. 9 above

9 Every soldier should be inoculated against
typhoid fever, because
Q many men have tj-phoid

O the doctors insist on it

S it prevents epidemics

10 Theatres are useful institutions because
G they employ actors

[3 they afford a method of relaxation

a they give the rich a chance to r-pend theif
money

11 A train is harder to stop than an automobile
because

n it is longer

12 Why is winter colder than summer? Because
H the sun shines obliquely upon us in winter
Q Jantiary is a cold month

there is much enow in winter

^13 Many wbpols are closed in summer, so that
Q the teachers may have a vacation

"

IS the children jshall not be indoors in hot
weather

Q the schoolhouees may be repaired

14 If a drunken man is quarrelsome and insists on
'fighting you, it is usually' better to

Q knock him down
H call the police

leave him alone

15 WTiy are electrical engineers highly paid?
Because

IS thdr ability is much in demand
n tliey have a college education

Q they work long hours

16 Aeroplanes failed for many year;

n they were too heavy

G the naatcrials cost too much
[S the motor was not perfected

because

Fl^. 27.-Group Examination Alpha, Four Forms. Test 3, Practical Judgment
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EXAMINATION ALPHA
leaf 4 »5ynonym - Antonym

Form 6
cold—hot
long—short 6ame

—

oppoeita 2
bare—naked same—opposite 3
joy—happiness 8am£::ropposit« 4
find—lose same

—

opposite 5

ehrill-^harp same—opposite 6
minus—plus same

—

opposite 7
grim—stem same—opposite 8
careless—anxious same

—

opposite 9
crude—coaree same—opposite 10

commend—approve same—opposite 11,

linger—loiter same—opposite 12

agony—bliss same

—

opposite 13

defective—normal same

—

opposite 14

competent—qualified same—opposite 15

knave—villain ...'... same—opposite 18

null—void same—opposite 17

v.'ax—wane same

—

opposite 18
adversary—colleague same

—

opposite 19
altruistic—egotistic same—

o

pposite 20

furtive—sly . , same—opposite 21
any—none '.

. . same

—

opposite 22
asunder—apart same—opposite 23
deplete—exhaust same—opposite 24
superfluous—essential same

—

opposite 25

recoup—recover , . same—opposite 26
celibate—married same

—

opposite 27
recant—disavow . same—opposite 28
avarice—cupidity same—opposite 29
aggrandize—belittle same

—

opposite 30

decadence—decUne samg—opposite 31

nullify—annul ... same—opposite 32
ambiguous—equivocal same—opposite 33
agglomerate—scatter same

—

opposite 34
plenary—complete - same—opposite 35

suavity—asperity same

—

opposite 36
perfunctory—meticulous same

—

opposite 37
lugubrious—maudlin same—opposite 38
desuetude—disuse , . . same—opposite 3?
adventitious—accidental same—opposite 40

form 7
1 white—black same—

o

ppoflitq I,

2 cry—laugh same

—

opposite '2''

3 flat—level same—opposite 3
4 heaven—hell same

—

opposite '4
6 accept—take -...:.. -,:^me—opposite , 5

6 slim—slender Fame—opposite ,6

7 asleep—awake . .
' same

—

oppogite, 7
8 comfort—console same—opposite 8
9 pigmj—dwarf ^ same—opposite 9
10 beg—entreat - . same—opposite 10

11 concede—deny. .../.., same

—

oppoate 11

J2 cautious—heedless same

—

opposite 12
il3 congregate—assemble .same—opposite 13
'14 contradict—confirm . ...... .same

—

opposite 14
15 appeal—beseech same—opposite 15

16 legible—readable same—opposite 16
17 amiable—surly . . .same

—

opposite 17

18 cleave—split . same—opposite 18
19 convoke—dismiss. ' same—opposite 19

20 docile—refractory .same

—

opposite 20

21 dearth—scarcitj' same—opposite 21

22 besmirch—cleans^ same—

-

opposite 22
23 hoax—deception . same—opposite 23
24 colleague—adversary." same

—

opposite 24
25 irksome—refreshing . ,

.".
. . .same

—

opposite 25

26 lucrative— profitable same—opposite 26
27 momentous—immaterial.. ... same

—

opposite 27
28 contingent—dependent sam^—opposite 28
29 indict—arraign . eaiQfi—opposite 29
30 prefix—append. ,..,,. same

—

opposite 30

31 essential—fundamental same—opposite,, 31

32 ligature—band same—opposite 32
33 myopia—h>'peropia same

—

opposite 33
34 motile—sessile same—

o

pposjte 34
35 amenable—tractable iiS'HS—opposite 36

36 diatribe—invective same—opposite 36
37 obdurate—stubborn same—opposite 37
38 profligate—ascetic j : .same—opposite 38
39 preamble—peroration same—opposite 39
|40—pertinacious—obstinate same—opposite 4Q

Form 6
\ no—yes some

—

opposite

2 day—night same—

o

pposite

3 go—leave same—opposite

4 begin commence same—opposite

5 bitter—««ect . same—opposite

fi assume—suppose same—opposite

7 command—obey same

—

opposite

' 8 leas*"—plague same—opposite

9 diligent—industrious same-'-oppQsite

10 corrupt—honest same—opposite

11 toward—from same

—

opposite

12 masculine—^feminine same

—

otuwsjtc

13 complex—bimplc .Kame

—

opposite

14 »acred—hallowed aame

—

opposite

15 often—seldom , same—opno.'^ite

1

6

ancient—modem same—opposite

17 enormous—gigantic sarii£—opposite

1ft confei^-Rrant same—opposite

I'J acquirt—lose same—opposite
20 compute—calculate same

—

opposite

21 defile—purify . tame—npnosltc

22 apprehensive—fearful same—opposite

23 Rteril(^fertile same—

o

pposite

24 rhanm—abyss . . same

—

opposite

25 somber—cloomy same

—

opposite

26 vrMigo—tmcc same—opposite

27 vilify— prmse . . sam«

—

opposite
oppo.site

ontradirt—corroborate -

.

mmum—susceptible . . .

a-ssidiioiis—dilificnt same—opposite

transient-permanent same—opposite

palhaie—raitigaU- ... same—opposite

rxft-ralr—revile , , same—opposite

extinct—f-xtant. same—oEEosite
prrtinent,—relevant game—opposite

synchronous—Himulianeous . same—opposite

Kiipcrnlious—diKdainful samf—opposite

abstruse—recondite sagie—opposite

Form 9-

-1 high—low sa]

2 slow—fast same

—

opposite ^
3 large—great same—oppoaito 3
4 danger—safety same

—

opposite 4
£ genuine—real same—opposita 5

6 choose—select same—oppomte •
7 fault-virtue same-opposita 7
8 aimilai^-differeDt same—oppoaita S
9 jealousy—envy gaiBfi—opposite 9

10 sacred—profane sac^e—oppoaita 10

11 conquer—subdue SUlf—oppoeite 11

12 vanity—conceit same—opposite 12

13 allure—attract saipg—oppoaito 18

14 waste—conserve .....same

—

oppoaite 14

15 deride—ridicule same—opposite Ifi

16 censure—praise ^ same—oppoata 1$

17 illustrious—exalted gaag—opposite 17

18 agitate—excite. same—oppoeita 18

19 haggard—gaunt same—oppoeite 10

20 con—pro same—

o

ppoeJto 20

'21 eminent—distinguished. same—opposite 21

22 conspicuous—prominent . . . same

—

opposite 22

23 depressed—elated same—opposite 23

24 orifice—aperture . ... . same—oppoaite 24

25 erudite—scholarly same

—

oppoaite 25

26 recline—stand .

.

. . same—oppoaite 28

27 degenerate—deteriorate same—oppo8J.^e 27

28 martial—civil. same

—

oppoajte 28

29 nonchalance—anxiety same—oppt^te 29

30 terpor—stupor same—oppoaite 30

31 comprehensive—restricted . . same—ypposjte 31

32 latent—hidden... . - . same—oppoaite 32

33 node—knot same

—

oppoaite 33

34 celestial-terrestrial namfr—onnosite 34

35 camivoroua—herbivoroua . , same—

o

ppoaite 36

36^ uifcanity—oivility same—oppo e 30

37 proclivity—inclination same—oppoaite 37

38 putrid—fetid . . . bbme—oppoaite »
39 impecunious—opulent. t-iiue

—

opposite 30

.40 choleric—phlegmatic aame—o^eogits 40

Fig, 28.—Group Examination Alpha, Four Fonns» Test 4, Synonym—Autonym.
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EXAMINATION ALPHA
lest 5 Disarranged Sentences

Fbrm &
1 «owsmIlk pve tiye. .false 1

2 write are with to pencils . true , .false 2

3 are and apples long thin true, . false 3

4 east the in rises sun the tDl£- -false 4

5 months wannest are summer the tnig. . false 5

6 wood made c&rpete are of always true . . falgg 6

7 known elephant animal an is smallest the true. . falsQ 7

8 water cork on float will not. f true. .faJsg 8

B ^-ote children 21 cannot under trqg. .false 9

10 -battleships on seldom sails used are true , .false 10

11 four hundred all pages contain books. true, . fals^ 11

12 iron paper made of is filings true . . false 12

13 paj-s cautious it be to often tDifi.- ^*ise 13

14 a general not major a and rank same the of are. trug. .false 14

15 Washington canal 1776 Panama the in. built .... true . . false 15

IQ never deeds rewarded be should good true . . false 16

17 wiD live bird no forever true . . false 17

IS ^ses the in Mohawks fighting used poisonous. . -true, . fals? IS

19 friends in us disaster often false desert true , .false 19

20 eaitem&l deceptive never appearances are true. . faJ&e 20

21 siie DOW of guns use are great in true . . false 21

22 happiness lists great casualty cause true, . false 22

23 always sleeplessness clear causes a conscience. . . . true . . false 23

24 infiicVm«a pain needless cruel sometimes true , .false 24

Form *7

1 dogsmeateat -... t!aa--W*« 1

2 see are with to eyes ..
•. . .v. -UttS- -false 2

3 -trees the fish in swim ,.... true, .talas 3

4 harness paper of made is true, .ffllsfi 4

5 money marry alwa.\-s for men true-.fglsf 5

6 hump camel has a his a back on tous- -^^^^ ^

7 flag the English same the as is the American true.
.false 7

8 and cows from honey come bread true .
.
fals^ 8

9 young nuree their cats tj3j£., false 9

10 earth is mined coal the from iius- -f^® W
11 property floods lite and destroy .tjaa.. false JL

12 grow and apples groimd oranges the in tne..{alse 12

13 lime in soldiers war trees in sleep •. true, .false 13

14 of Congress laws the makes our nation uaE-'sJse 14

15 true bought cannot friendship he tQifi. false 15

16 temperatures freezes water high at true .
. ia^ 16

17 judges just all be to ought .tnJS- f'^'se 17

18 health necessary camp a is to clean Jdj. .false 18'

19 happiness source of always a crime is .. . .. . true..[2l5£ 19

20 bell most telephones have attached a tjus- -'^Ise 20

21 brings avarice man friends a true..fals£ 21

22 seen can the moon nights not be some, . tjuf fs^ 22

23 and emotions sorrow similar grief are tjU£, false 23

24 cardinal not cultivated vitrues the be should ... true .
. fglss 24

Form (5

1 oraogea yellow are JUIS. false I

2 hear are with to ears... ...-. mg. .false 2

3 noise cannon never make a. ^.^ true, .^al^ 3

4 trees in nests build 'birds. .. truj false 4

5 oil water not and will mix . - ^ tQig. .false 5

6 bad are shots soldiere all true, falsg 6

7 fuel wood are coal and for u«d true , false 7

8 inoon earth the only from feet twenty the is . true . false 8

9 to life water is necessary true false 9

lOf are clothes all made cotton of.- tnie. . false 10

11 horses automobile an are than slower UUg. false II

12 tropics is in the produced rubber true .
.
false 12

13 leaves the trees in lose their fall Ujjfi. false 13

14 place pole is north comfortable a the .
true, .false 14

15 smd of made bread powder and is true, . false 15

16 Bails is steamboat usually by propelled a , true.falsj 16

17 i» the salty in water all lakes true, .false 17

18 usually judge can we actions man his by a . true . false 18

19 men misfortune have good never .
'. trucfslsa 19

20 tools valuable is for sharp making steel truj.. false 20

21 due sometimes calamities are accident to ; . .
true ,

false 21

22 forget trifling friends grievances never true..f£!ss 22

23 feeling is of painful exaltation the true tftlas 23

&4 beginAaadaoolsacomaatVords with the......true, .false 2i

Fig. 39 Group Examination Alpha,

Fbrm 9
1 iron heavy is iHiS.-

2 chairs sit are to on iQiS.

,

3 Alaska in cotton grows true.,

4 happy is man sick always a -. -
.
true

,

5 wood eat and good to are coal true

.

6 Germany of Wilson king is England and true.

7 day it snow does every not tru^ .

8 war in are useful aeroplanes tQifl.

9 sounds people some loud annoy tJ3l£.

10 thunders rains when it always it true.

1

1

food ia tobacco as valuable a not true

.

12 trees roses sea and in grow the true

.

13 pole north equator mile one from is the the true.

14 a battle in racket verj' tennis useful ia true.

15, made cloth wool cotton and ie from tOlC-

16 seldom forever good lasts luck true .

17 a ocean cross minutes few can boat tb« in a true.

18 seldom birds' diamonds nests are in found true .

19 love we -nTong those us always who true

.

30 to aid deep great snow a military manoeuvres is. true.

21 never man the show the deeds w.truo.

22 always ia not a a Btenographer bookkeeper. .... .^rue.

23 never who hcedlcas those stumble are true.

M jpeoplc cnemica arrogant many make trxie.

Four Forms. Test 5. Disarranged Sentences.

false 2

false 3

fals^ 5

.false
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EXAMINATION ALPHA
lest ^ Number Series CompleTion.

[Vol. XV,

Fo rrr\

IS 20 26 30

24 22 21 19

6 10 20 22

f
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EXAMINATON ALPHA
Test 7 Analoi^ies

233

Form 6 fhrm 7
1 dog—barfc : ; eat— chair ifLfrw firs booM ^, 1

2 /oot^-cnmn :: hoof— corn tne em hoe p. 2
3 <k«—poppy :; eat^ iBUaj dox tijw hene Jj
4 wtab—lAoe :: sw«p— cleu brooo goor ttrsw... „ .4
5 (foor—bouae :: 9at0— tvinc hince* yyyrj ?**fh S

6 water—fiab :; air— ^ark qu bUme bnattw 6
7 vfaite—black :: sMxi— ttma dechca mother bad 7
8 boT—man .:)Mmb~ ^ggp 6ot shepherd wool 8
9 nal—bouse :: hat— botton thoa straw tlfift3 9
10 camp—cafe :: battle— wis '*tny*"TIT ^^ ^^^ 10

11 stTaw—baC :: leather— ffaeS bazk coat mIi It
12 pan—tin :: tabt^" chair wood le^a dksbea 12
13 &^—fi^ ::wt>t— aoosh directioa otf aortk »..^' 13
14 floor ceflinK :: gpoand— earth f^ hill fzatt 14
U cold—tee :: beat— vet cold steam itan 1&

16 hat—head :: thonble— sew doth t^a band tft

17 Mooday—Toeaday :; Friday— week Thnraday d^ ^ifiBdir 17
18 lead—buUet :: fold— ptper ^SBI mNct copper 1^
I» akiD—body :: bark— tefi doe WU leaf -* W
aO caoaoD—Urge :: nflc— baJI ^gglL bon dwoC 30

31 ecQar—attic :: bottom— wall tnb ^ booM 31
22 maa—arm r: tree— hrab .(iJaJt Aowcr bazk 22
23 BoJteaae—elothtnc :: pune— porchas* nSBtl ""^ stolen - . ^ 23
24 knitting—(prU : : carpentry— trade hocaea bora Ismber 24
25 artcrie^—body : : rallnadA— coagtrr traia coaait «^'-^tf*"* . .25
2ft ocean—pood "deep sea weS ffPfrff steep 2ft

27 rerolvef man : ; stiaf— fna hnrt b« ,̂ head 27
28 engoeer—chauffeur :: JocDiootive— fron stack cofjbs fffft 38
28 terrier—do^::Jervy— City ca¥ hone State 29
30 airpUae—air '

; subuariae— dire eafme ship water 30

31 eateem—frieoda :: deipiae— (onake detest enemiea people ..31
32 boepitaJ—patient ;: priaoo— cell criBBia.al bar jail . 32
33 lean—laughter :: aorrow— joj distrecs hineral sad 33
34 yet- -no :: affirtaathre— win debate dcsy s«citizc 34
35 establiah—abolish : : bepn— work year ^n^ commence 35

36 order^<ocf'iaioo : : peace— part treaty wjf esemy 36
27 edueatMD—ii^toraoce :: wealth

—

porer^ riches health coottort . . 37
38 10—100 :: 1000— mooey lOOQQ 20000 weaith 38
39 imitate—copy :: invent— study Edisoa machine <gTgs£!x 39
40 hiatoriaa—(acta : ; DOYeliatr— flctioB I>ickcw writer book 40

1 bird—«CSB :: 'io-^— Ere hi.-k-i mow flac - I
2 eat—bread :: drtnl— «iJsr iron lead uooea . ... 2
3 lather—eon ."mother— Aiat oepiiew '^'"ifhfff stater... , 3
4 heehaw—doiike>- : : bow-wxw— ben cat speech dqf 4
5 engnwT—kwomotire :: ehaaftwjT^- drire antg bone —ceo 5

6 . love—hatred :: friestd— lover nolher need en^ay •
7 wrist—brac^Jet :: aeck— ceBar teg toot girafle 7
8 sailor—navj- :: aotdkr— fua pmate VBU ^^Cbt 8

carpenter—WiK : : aboemaVer— hatmaker wax a|^ leather . . 9
10 Aoeatrinf—eboe : : buttoo— cojl catch bell hooJc!^ , .

.

10

Jl quinioe—bitter :: sucaT'-cace aweet salt beeta. ,..v..- 11
12 tiger—wild :: cat— dog moose uos P>« .» U
13 Icga—man :: wheels— spokea ^an^£f %o tke ,..,.,.

^

IS
14 iwrth—south ::<aat^—north wpC south cast. .

.'

14
15 feathet^float :: rode— ages hill gik break 15

'16 crass—cattle :: bread— figiy butter water boocs 16
17 fin—6afa :: wing— leather air btr^ sail ., ij:

18 paper—waD ;: carpet—^Cack grass sweep qoo| '._, 18
19 food—man :; fuel— tmtix\f bam coal wood 19
30 ded—runoer :: bugo— :urse carriage hameaa wfc*^ 30

21 poison—death :: food— eat bird ijii bad 21
22 Japanese—Japan : : Chinese— SUwsia QbJBf Japaneae pigtafl . . 22
23 anffeU—heaven ::men

—

eartl^ women boys Paradise .,... 2S
24 Waahington—Adams :: Srst— coatrsst beat
25 prince princess :: king— palace qs^g president''

36 able—onabie :: strong— weak able big oz 2A
27 add—eubtract " multiply— add diyitf^ ari^uaetic increase ^
28 past—present :: yesterday— ^yday tomorrow Christmas gone - , . 38
39 birth^^leath : : pianting— com spring ^|flir»Ttf *beat 29
30 borac—mule :: obedient— disgrsccfol donkey stobbory obey.... -W

31 writer—bo(^ :: bee— hive fryaer wasp sting n
32 light—dark :: noise— report ring tiience sound 3)
33 behind—late :: before— after soon eajiv dinner 33
'34 itorthpole—equator :: fri^-~ cool Canada cold tofrvf ..,, 34
35 Buccesa—failure ; : joy— jrieassre sadneaa work fan 35

36 proapenty—happiocaa :: ad\'er3)ty— saccea sorrow fan rage 3ft

37 character—important :: complexion^ Qjvjil blonde brunette (ood' 37
38 imitate—invent:: copy— write pencil ongjagif draw ,. 35
39 advice command :: persuasioD— help aid urging comc'jUiQ9

.

.

30
40 'Wednesday-—week ;; July— Auga«t moaih hot yi-y 40

Form <5> Fo
1 tho<—foot : h»l— kitten |ijji kiMt fmaj 1

2 pc^-Hkn? : : Umb— red door ^Jufs *'"'*'* ?
3 ipring—«ununer :: »utumi>— wmtei w«in baireat liM . .

3

4 devil—angH ;; b.d— mean disob«<lient dcfunad Qg^ *

5 gujM—h«nd ;: toe— body (221 •'^ "" *

6 Ut;t—frog : winip— eat swim ^itl nest •-

7 chew—teeth ::«meD—lwe«t itink odor 1121S J
8 lion—TOM- :• dog— dlt»e pony ta* bJineij »

9 c*t—tieer :: dog— woU belli bite snep ... *

10 good-b«d :: long— tTl big enelce ^hort . 1"

11 gisnt— largo :: dwarf— jangle taulL beard ngl; II

12 winter—Kaaon :: January— February day gra^ Chnstmaa 12

13 skating—winter :«winmung— diving floating bole 131003 13

H Wonde—light brunctlA— 4llk balr brilliant blonde [4

15 Jove—(nend haK— malice aaint qmu dialike 1»

lA e(Bt—bird ..ioH— grow ^tal crack germiaale ...
J*

17 dig—uench : build— mn |12U£ fi' •»"•' « Jl
1% agr»*—quarrel : fnend— comrade need mother enemy

,«
19 pmlitf.—king:; hut

—

aeaaant cottage (arm city I^

20 ckxjd-burat—«hower :: cyclone— bath breeie deatioy West 20

21 Waahingtoo—Adajna :; firrt— president tf£fiiuf l^s* Bryan. 21

22 imimla—command : childnrn— men shall women ^biy ^
23 diamond—Ta« : ; iron— ij^ggirm silver ore steel • ^
24 yea—affirmauve : ; no— think knowledge yes giguiif 24

25 hour—day .. day— lilghl week hour noon > »
28 eye—head nindow— key floor room door *•

27 clothe—man hair- horse comb bear') hat 2
28 draw—picture : make— destroy table break hard «
2» automobile—wagon ;: rootoreyrl^^^nde speed Myfcl^ car ' W
» gi»iiary^whe«l :: library— read fe22k» P*?" '''«'" .

.

30

31 Cautamn—Engliah :;Mongoliai»— (ajtoMg Indian negro yellow 31

32 Indiana—Unital litalea :: part- hair China Ohio ^inlg • «
33 ealeem—deapiae :: (rienda— Quakers tumiU lo»ers men «
34 abide—<uy :: depart— come hence ka»t Uu «
35 il lint yirrr :: cheap— buy conTv baigain nasty »
38 whale—large :: thunder— IsBd ">" hgbtning kill 34

37 rrwan)-hero :: punish— God eTcrlasting pain uaijar ^
3» murio—soothing :: noise— hear 'i"r»riio« found report M
39 book—writer !: statue— iculiita liberty picture sute W

• health— i."'™^- disease ^ff^iisrfiion doctor .... «D

tig. 31.—Group Examination
121435°—21 16

rm y
1 finger—hand :: toe— box issi doll coat # ^-a . . . 1
2 St—chair r: Bleep— book tree fee^ see:,. , .. 2
3 akirle—girl ; : trousers— haj hat vest coat 3
4 December—Chriatmaa ;: November- month T>i«wir^|^wj|iy December Md7 ^

6 above—top:: below— above bottom sea hang „..,...«.,.. A.

spoon—soup :: fork- knife plate cup meal «i - •
7 bird—eong ;: man

—

speech woman boy work .y :7

8 com-hone :: bread— daSy flour qu butter ,. ^^ S"

9 sweet—sugar :: eour— sweet bread man vinegar 9
10 devil—bed: : angel— Gabriel ^ood face heaven 10

11 EdiaoD-phonograph : : Columbu*— America Washington Spain Ohk» ...... 11

12 cannon— rifle :: big— bullet gun armT j
ittle .-.%....».. 18

13 «'nibn«H»r—engine :: driver— harness hpry passenger j|^... .. ....i^. ..«. IS

M wolf—sheep :: cat— fur kitten dog
15 officer—pnvatc :: command— army general obey repment....

16 hunter—gun :: fisherman— fish net bold wet , lo

17 cold—heal :: ice— fisio creamTrost refrigerator >. ,^ 17

18 uncle—nephew :: aunt— brother sister niecg cousin .....».....«,..... 1ft

19 framework—bouse :: skeleton— bones skuU grace bod?: ..» 1»

20 breeie—cyclone :: shower— b«th cloudturtf winter spring-* ,-- 3D

21 pitcher—milk :: vase— fljUKO pitcher Ubie pottery .....,., .-.. OT

22 bkmdc—brunette :: light— heavy electricity darlj girl - » 21

23 abundant—cheap :; scarce

—

v>stlT plentiful common gold 23

24 polite—impolite :: pleasant— agreeable disatregabk man fco«.«... ^ *|
25 mayor—<Hly :: general— private navy anai soldier 25

2ft succeed—fail ::praiw— lose friend God tiiams • JJ
27 pcopk:—house :: bees— thrive sting hirj thick «, r 77

28 peace—happiness :: wax— d£f figbt battle Europe ,.,^.......... 3S

'. ao

nplex-

looligbt sound SOS wtndov..,..,

Btmpir ::bard— brittle money pasy work 31

harmoniou*— hear accord violin disconUq| , W
33 truth—yotlanan :: lie— rascal live give falsehood , . g
34 blow—anger ;:careae— woman kisa child lovj ^ Jl
35 square—cube :: circle— line round square ffbere 36

36 mountaih—vallpy : : ewiiua— idiot write think brain - ^
37 clock—time :: thermomctcr—'coQ weather temperature mercn^, W
38 fear—onticiimtioo :; regret— "ia memory express resist «
39 bope—cheer ::di3ipalr— grave repair death depression ....^-^.......••^ g
40 diimaH^lark :: cheerful— Itogb bright house gjoooy. ^^ *'

Alpha, Four Forms, Test 7, Analogies.
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EXAMINATION ALPHA
Tests Informcrtion

.

Ft>rm 6
Boston is in Connecticut , Rhode Island Maine Massachusetts . -..,...

^
Eachre 19 played with dice rackets cards pins /.'...*.

The Arabian is a kind of iigj^q goat cow sheep ».-.

The moat prominent industry of Milwaukee is fish brewing fiour auto£iebtIgs,

Turquoise is usually yellow - red green blue , „ .

The Leghodi is a kind cf cow horse fowl granite . . ., »

Arthur Brisbane is famous as a newsnaoer man comic artist athlete actor ,.

Shoes are made by Swift & Co. Smith & Wesson W. |L. Douplas Epbhitt Co. .. . ,.

Blanche Sweet ia known a3 a writer singer suffragist jntivig actress , . ,

"Themakiagsof a nation" is an advertisement of a ^2feat£2. flour beer health food.

.

Country Gentleman is a kind of wheat com hay oats

The artichoke is a y^get.ihl^ fish lizard snake ....'.

Yale University is at New Haven Annapolis Ithaca Cambridge..,.-..,..^.
Tokio is a city of India China Egypt Japan . . .y. ,

Diamonds are obtained from mines reefs elephants oysters .^ ,

Rodin ia famous ds a poet painter sculptor composer .;....-.. ^j...

The chameleon is a bird repliig insect fish / , »,

The thyroid ia ill 'the ^ Bhoulder neck head abdomen ,., ....../.^
Dioxygen is a disinfectant food product patent medicine tooth paste;

The 0. S. S, Michigan is a destroyer monitor submarine battleship
,

The cutlass is" a kind of gword musket cannon pistol ,.

The Corona is a kind of phonograph multigrapli adding machine tvpewritei'
,

-.

Indigo is a foodf drink color fabric " ,.. . ..«
The xylophone is used la hthopraphy music-^. steaogrephv book-binding, .,..,. ...^.

Madras is a drink ' fabric food dance v ^ . . v..

The author of "The Scarlet Letter" ia Hawthorne Poe Stevenson Kj^in^
John Wesley was mo^t famous in literature science war rcli,^on . ................ l.

The Delco System ia used in plumbing filing ignitioq cataloguing, 1 .,.,<-., ^. .,

.

Rubber is obtained from ore petroleum trees hides -..

Darwin was mofit fMnous in literature ^cjenc^ war politics /..•.....,...»

FalstafE appears in Romola Vanity Fair Oliver Twist Henry IV : . *

The number of a Korean's legs is two four six eight ,./....., ;

Perjury is a' term used in pedagogy '

ijlfy theology, medicine. . . . ^ ,r

A tedder is used in farming fishing hunting athletics ...,. ......, ..,..

^Uce is a term used in bowling golf ' tennis football ^., ......

The Battle' of lexington was fought in 1620 ' 1775 1S12 1864
^

The kjlowattis used in measuring rainfall Windpower ejectndtj water poii^er. ..,;..

.

The Buick car is tnade in Toledo Flint Buffalo Detroit

Among the allies of Germany is Bulgaria Norway Rumania Portugal.',, #,^
Ad eigbt-sid^figure^isc&lleda trapezium scholium parallelogram' ottapon . ,

Form 7
Bull Durham is the name of a chewing gum aluminum ware' tobacco clothing. ..„ . 1
Seven-up is played with rackets car^,^ pins dice 2
The Merino is a kind of horse sheep goat cow. 3
The most prominent industry of Minneapolis is

'

flour packing aatomobiles 'brewing. 4
Garnets are usually "yellow blue green ' red , _ 5
The Orpington is a kind of fow} - horse granite cettle .. ., ^,, 6
George Ade is famous as a baseball player comic artist actcf author 7
Soap is made by B. T. Babbitt Smith & Wesson W.L.Douglas Swift 6s Co 8
I.^ura Jean Libby'is known ns a singer suffragist writer armv nurse 9
"Eventually'T-why not now?" is an "ad" for a revolver -.cleariset flpyf automobile.- JO

Alfalfa i.Va kind of ^ com fruit rice
; ^\ Xt

The rutabaga is a lizard vegetablg fish snake. ... . ,,.„ , 12
Harvard University is in Annapolis Cambridge Ithaca New Haven.. .,., 13,

Calcutta, is a city in Egypt China India Japan ^„ _.-., 14
Pearls are obtained from mines elephants reefs oysters -j , ..... 15

MacDowellis famous as a composer sculptor poet painter.. *.. .,.^ ^.. ..» 16
The. penguin is a ' birjl fish reptile insect '...,....'.".. 17
The laryni ;s in the head peck abdomen shoulder %..... IS
Periina is a .disinfectant, food product patent medicine tooth paste - 19
TheU. S. S.nebraGkaisa destroyer monitor submarint battleship 20

Thejiowitzer.isakindof musket sword 'cjmnon pistol 31
The Burroughs is a kind of multigraph adding machine phonograph typewriter 22
Cerise is a color drinlc fabric food i 23
The cymbal is used, in music stenography- book-binding hthography 24
Pongee is a food- dance fabric drink 25

The iuthpr o( "Barrack Room Ballads" is"^ Poe Stevenson Hawthorne Kipling 26
Joseph Choate was a merchant engineer lawyer scientist , *. .

.

27
An air-cooled engine is used in the Buick - Packard Franklin Ford ,.

,

28

Henry Vni'a Wives numbered 4 6 £.7 8 9 . ,

~~~~~
, 29

Newton was most famous in science politics , literature war , ., . 30

Portia is in Vanity Fair Roniola The Christmas Carol The Merchant of Venice 31

The number Of a Hottentot's legs is tSS. four, six eight ; 32
Homicide is.a term used, in medicine law theology pedagogy ,., .. 33

. A;dibble is u^d in fishing hunting athletics fanning 34
Lob is a term used in , football hockey golf tennia - ,. ., 35

.' The Spflnish-American War started m ' 1890 1898 1904 1914 36
The ohm is u£cd in measuring • rainfall wind power electricity . water power.

.

37
; The Rolls-Royce car is nude m England France Canada United States 38
y Bile is made in the spleen kidneys stomach Us£r 39

I A five-Elded figure. is called a, scholium pentagon parallelogram trapeziuiar.. 40-

"orm 6

yellow

f cattle fowl ..„ 6
baseball plavey comedian' 7

isaii W.L.Douglas B.T. Babbitt... 8
citator suffragist nurse 9

r cleaJiser. . ,, 10

1 The apple gron-s on 5' shrub vine
.
bush tl£C

2 Fiv'e hundred is played with, rackets pins c^tj? dice.

3 The Percheron is a kindof ' goat - horse

4 The most prominent industry of Gloucest)

5 Sappliires are usually blue - red green

6 The Rhode Island Red is a kind of horse g

7 Oiristio Mathewson is famous as a writer <

8 Revolvers are made by Swift & Co. Smith i

9 Carrie Nation is known as a singef temperance acitator

10 "There's a reason" isan "ad""for a dnnk revolver floi

11 Artichoke is a kind of hay com vfiEPUhlp fodder *. 11

12 Chard is a. fish lizard voeetabte snake. ^i . 12

13 Cornell University is at Ithaca Cambridge AimapoUs Nc* Haven. .. ^ .#,.. , 13

14 Buenos Ayres is a city of Spain Brazil Portugal Argentina 14

15 Ivory is obtained from elephants mines oysters reefs 15

16 Alfred Noyes is famous a^ a pamter poet musician sculptor , 10

17 The armadillo is a kind of ornamental shrub animal musical Instrument flagger 17

18 The' tendon of Achilles is iQ the heel head shoulder abdomen IS

19 Crisco is a patent medicine disinfectant tooth-paste food product ^ v 19

20 Anaspenisa machine fabric tre_e drink .-. 20

;?l' The sabre is a kind of musket sworij cannon pistol , .

.

21
22 The mimeograph (9 a kind of typewriter copying machine phonograph penciL 22
23 Maroon U a food fabric drink color 23
24 Thedarionet is usedio music stenography book-binding lithography.'., — .. 24

25 Deaimisa dance food fabric drink . 25

26 The-authorof "Huckleberry Finn" is Poe Mark Twain Stevenson HaxTthorao 26
27 Faraday was most famous in . literature war religion science ^ 27
28 Air and gasolene are mixed in the acceleiator carburetor gear case differential . 28

29 The Brooklyn Nationals are called the Giants Orioles Superbat; Indians .....* 29
30 Pasteur is most famous in politics literature war ^clence .-».... 30

31 Becky Sharp appears in Vacity fair Romola The Christmas Carol HcmylV 31
32 The munber of a Eaffir's li

33 Habeas corpus is a term
34 Ensilage is a term used ii

35 The forward pass is used

36 General Lee eurrendered

37 Thowi
38 The Pierce Arrow

;ed in medicine Igjy theology pedagogy,
fishing hthietics farming hunting

.

tennis hockey football golf 1 35

Appomattox ia 1812 1665 1886 18S2 36
g wind power rainfall water power electricity . . . ^. .. . ... 37
lein Bufifllo Detroit Toledo Flint «. 38

39 Napoleon defeated the Austrians at Friedhmd Wagram.
Waterioo Leipzig ;. 39

40 /in iiregular fouT'^ided figure ia colled a scholium tnangle trapezium pentagon ...... 40

orm 9
The pitcher has an important place in tennis football tt^^phall handball. . v- ......

: Cribbage is played with rackets mallets dice cardg , ,

,

The Holsteln is a kind of (jipw horse sheep goat
,

: The most prominent industry of Chicago is pjfiiiigg brewing automobiles ' flour.,
I The topaz is usually red v^Jl'jg blue green

,

-The Plymouth Rock is a kind of horse .
cattle granite fowl

,

,
Irving Cobb ia famous as a baseball player actor writc^ artist .,...

. Clothing is made by Smith & Wesson l^u ffpepheim^r B.T. Babbitt Swift & Co
t Carrie Chapmen Calt is knpwn as a singer writer nurse suffragis^ .,,

"The flavor lasts" is an ".id" for chewing Rum drink health food fruit «,

Timothy is a kind of com rj e wheat .hajj

; Kale is a fish lizard vcp^tftble snake
The U. S. Naval Academy in at West Point Annaootip New Haven Ithaca.

.

Rio Janeiro is a city of Spaii ' " - . - — .-

1 Emeralds are obt.11

John Sargent is famous as .1 sculptor author painter poet. ............ .....»•
TLie iguana is a rpptile bird fish insect

, , , *.^,. ...., — ., .
The clavicle is in the, shoulder head abdomen neck . . -....,. *v^«r.«.ik«
Karo is a ' patent medicine disin-'ectant tooth past^ food product . „,.„»,.„. ^... ,«

Eucalyptus 1= a machine tree drink fabric ^. ,...., ... »,-. . . •

The carbine is alJnd of pistol cannon nr^i^skpt sword. ....-....,..«,.,..

The multigraph ia a kind of typewriter pencil copying machine phonograph...... «,,
Magenta is a fabric drink food cyj,pf « .«

Tho piccolo is used in music stenogrcphy book-binding lithography. ... .,,^

Cambric is a dance fabric food - color ..,.v**

The author of "Treasure Island" is Poo Stevenson Kipling Hawthorne. ,.<«.,.,..«
Elflckstone is most famous in ^a^; literature science religion

Tho spark plug belongs in the crank case manifold carburetor cyU^id^r . . ..,

The Bartlett is a kind of fnijt fish fowl cattle

Kelvin was most famous in politics war science literature , ,.

Little Neli appears in VanityFair; Romola The Old Curiosity Shop HeniylV.....,.,
The numlK;r of a Papuan's legs is two four six eight

Arson is a term used in medicine ta^y theology pedagogy.. _

Tho silo is used in fi.shing (aijaijig hunting athletics

A puck is used in tennis football hockey golf. ,

DeweydefcatedlheSpanishflcetin NewportNews BostonHarbor ChinaSea ManlU B^y
The volt is used in measuring electricity wind power rainfall water power
?hc Packard car is made in ^eJnyt Buffalo Toledo Flint

he Cooper Hewitt lamp usfs the vapor of gasolene ip^r^ury tungsten alcohol

A regular five-sided figure is scaleno rhomboid e<]i^jlatcral elliptical ,.

Fig. 33.—Group Examination Alpha, Four Forms, Tests, Information.
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Section S.—Examination beta, freliminary form-.

Fifteen tests -were included in the preliminary form of examination beta. Six of these,

tests 1, 3, 6, 9, 12, and 13, were used without change of blank m the final beta, form 0; for these

see pages 251 and 258. In the fo^o^ving pages the other nine tests are arranged as follows:

Test 2. Form recognition.—CoiTect choice indicated by cross.

Test 5. picture completion.—The following responses are correct

:

1. Ear. 6. Spike. 11. Forearm. 16. Sight.

2. Stamp. 7. Hump. 12. Horn. 17. Shadow.

3. Spoon. 8. Barbs. 13. Heel. 18. Arm (in mirror).

4. Net. 9. Ball 1 in hand). 14. Nostril. 19. Steam.

5. Chimney. 10. Pail. 15. Ripples. 20. Handle.

Test 4. Dot imitation.—Shows traced pattern as it should be reproduced.

Test 7. Letter Zine.^-Correct choice indicated by cross.

Test 8. Picture arrangement.—For item 12 credit was given also if picture 2 were placed

third or fourth.

Test 11. Analogies.—Correct choice indicated by cross.

Test 14- Picture situation.^Correct responses indicated bj' cross.

Test 10. Spot pattern.—The pattern exposed is here reproduced as it should be completed.

The unused blank shows no O's or X's.

Test 15. Memory for designs.—The designs exposed for reproduction are shown on page 199.
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Test 2 ^
9.

10.

11

12.

13.

14.
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16.
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Fig. .36—Group Examination Beta, Preliminary Form, Test 5, Picture Completion.
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Test 5

Fig. 36.-Group Eiamliiatlon Beta, Preliminary Form, Test 5, PIclurc Completion (continued).
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Test 4

2.

3. 4.

5. 6.

FiR. 37.—Group Elimination BeUi, Preliminary Form, Test 4, Dot Imitation.
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Test 8

11

.MfsA, ..^-..
1
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7. Test 8

^

_^.--l
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Test XI

J.
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Test II

n—n—N - u

^Z<s>

11.

#=3
n

12. n

la -m n n

14.

fi-"\

TI

u D TEI15. [X

Y7 <] V
n IX

17.

=9^-:^;;

J)
ixj

1^
L

0W: V'^'

^ft^4ii/;'>
•'5 t-v.«-'sr •-'.

A., -'V, ,,../•'
w

Fig. 43.—Group £.\aiiilnatli>ii Beta, Preliminary I'urin, Test 11, .\ualuglcs (continued).
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Test 14

2.

M

u^-

<s>

^1^̂

y

\A
Fig. 43—Group ExamliiaUon Beta, rrelliulnary Form, Test 14, Picture Situation.
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Test 14.

247
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Test 10

[Vol. XV,

1- 2.
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Preliminary Form Group Examination Beta Group No,. _

Name- _ Rank _ Age

Co ...Reg.. , Arm^ , _..Div... Race

In whaf country born? Years in U. S. Schooling

Occupation Wceklywages

Test 15

W<r Deponsait, OOce of the Surgevo Oenotl, Watuuraa D.C

Fig. 46.—Group Examination Beta, Preliminary Form, Test 15, Memory tor Designs.

121435°—21 17
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Section 9.

—

Examination beta, form 0.

The following eight pages present the tests of examination beta in the same order in which

they appeared iu the booklet, 8J by 11 inches. Test 8 was eventually omitted in giving the

examination. The blanks have been marked wherever feasible to indicate the correct response to

each item. The blackboard demonstration which was used in connection with the instructions

for each test is pictured ia plates 7, S, 15, and 16. For iustructions see Examiner's Guide

pages, 163 to 165.

Test 1. Maze.—Credit for correct tracing of each maze.

Test 2. Cube counting.—Correct response indicated.

Test 3. X-0 series.—The series is to be carried out to the end of the line.

Test 4. Digit symbol.—The appropriate number is to be written under each symbol.

Test 5. Number checking.—Correct response indicated.

Test 6. Picture completio7i.—The following responses are correct

:

1. Mouth. 6. Ear. 11. Trigger. 16. Net.

2. Eye. 7. Filament. 12. Tail. 17. Forearm.

3. Nose. 8. Stamp. 13. Leg. 18. Horn.

4. Spoon. 9. Strings. 14. Shadow. 19. Arm (in mirror).

5. Chimney. 10. Rivet. 15. Ball (in hand). 20. Diamond.

Test 7. Geometrical construction.—The correct responses are indicated below in Fig. 47.

1 B, 2 PoiiTions. 2 0, 2. Positions. 3. B,4 Positions, 4 H , 2 Positions,

5 CH, 4 Positions, 6 IZI, 4 Positions, 7 O, 2 Positions, 6 0],4 Positions,

9 0,4 Positions, 10 B, 4 Positions or 0,4 Positions.

Fig. in. See also Fig. 54, p. 357.

Test 8. Spot pattern.—Correct responses are not indicated.
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Test I

1.
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Test 2
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Tea-a

£i

2. X X X X x

xoxoxoxoxo

XX XX XX XX

xlol Ulol Ix o X o

a

7.

xxoxxoxxoxxo

ooxxooxxooxx
__J—I—I—J—'—'—'

—

^——

8.0

a

o o

X o

10. ox

11.E

12.

J3

LD

Fig. 50.—Group Eiamlnatlou Beta, Form 0, Test J, X-O Series.

X
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Test 5

6£0 X...» 650

041 044)

2579 ....X 2579

3281 X 3281

55190 55102

39190 X. 39190

658049 650849

3295017 3290517

63015991 63019991

39007106 X 39007106

69931087 X 69931087

251004818 251004418

299056013 X 299056013

36015992 360155992

3910066482 391006482

8510273301 X.... 8510273301

263136996 X^ • . • 263136996

451152903 X.... 451152903

3259016275 3295016725

582039144 -X 5S2039144

61558529 61588529

211915883 219915883

670413822 670143822

17198591 X.... 17198591

36482991 X 86482991

10243586 X 10243586

659012534 659021354

388172902 381872902

631027594 X... 631027594

2499901354 2499901534

2261059310 2261659310

2911038227 K- • • 2911038227

313377752 X. . . 313377752

1012938567 X. . . 1012938567

7166220988 7162220988

3177628449 3177682449

468672663 X... 468672663

9104529003 9194529003

3484657120 3484657210

8588172556 8581722556

3120166671 K. .
3120166671

7611348879 76111345879

26557239164 -X . . . 26557239164

8819002341 X... 8819002341

6571018034 X. • . 6571018034

38779762514 38779765214

39008126557 39008126657

75658100398 X. . • 75658100398

41181900726 X... 41181900726

6543920817 6543920871

Fig. 53.—Group Eiaminatlon Beta, Form O, Test 5, Number Checking.
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Teste

*iiiili=i;cz:ci.^i.-.i

114. tv-oii- 78 St.,.

17 18

Fig. 63.—Group Eiamliiatlnn Beta, Form O, Test 0, Picture Completion.
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Test?

L

3. 4,

5..

7 8.

a 10.

Fig. o-l.—Group Examination Beta< Form 0, Test 7, Geometrical Construction.
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CONFIDENTIAl- The poWication or reproduction of this document is forbidden

by the terms of the Espionage Act of June 15, 1917, under penalty of a fine of not

more than $10,000 or imprisonment of not more than two years, or both.

FORM O GROUP EXAMINATION BETA GROUP NO—

Age.Name Rank.

Company.. Regiment Arm

In what country or state bom ?,

Occupatiou .,.., _..

Schooling: Grades, 1, 2, 3,4,5,6, 7,8: High or Prep. School, Yearl, 2, 3,4 : College, Year 1,2, 3,4.

Division

... Years in U.S. ?..... _. Race

_,.. Weekly Wages

TEST 8

1. a.

J^-^nvoa Qf Psychology, Mediee] Department, U. S. A>
Authorized by th« Surgeon General, Feb. 8,. 1918, Edition, July 10. 1918, 300,060

Fig. So.—Group Examination Beta, Form O, Test 8, Spot Pattern.
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Sectiox 10.

—

St^n-cihfor scoring group examinations.

Most of the group examinatiou tests were scored by means of transparent celluloid stencils,

each marked with India ink, so that when placed on the corresponding page of the booklet

it gave the correct answers to the test. Actual answers in the booklet, if correct, match the

stencil. For certain tests (alpha, test 2, arithmetic, for instance) it was more convenient to

have the answers ^mtten on a strip of cardboard, which might be laid alongside the coltmin of

answers for comparison. These methods served tliree purposes: (1) They contributed to the

speed in scoring, on which depended prompt report of results. (2) They eliminated the necessity

for judgment by the scorer as to correctness of response; this made possible the use of men
temporarily detailed for scoiing during rush examining, without a long period of training.

(3) It was obvious to all that results thus obtained gave an objective and impersonal measure-

ment.

In plate 5B, p. 90, some of the celluloid stencils may be seen in the foreground.

Sectiox 11.

—

Individual examinaiions.

The following blanks were used during the preliminary examining in the fall of 1917:

1. Individual examination (see Examiner's Guide, first revision, pp. 130 to 148").

2. Mazes, used m connection with test D, individual examination (see Examiner's Guide,

first revision, p. 133).

3. Stenqudst mechanical test (see Examiner's Guide, first revision, pp. 146 to 147).

The following individual examination blanks are those regularlj- used duiring the examina-

tion of recruits from April, 1918, to January, 1919:

1. Point Scale examination (see Examiner's Guide, second revision, pp. 168 to 171).

2. Stanford-Binet examination (see Examiner's Guide, second revision, pp. 172 to 182).

3. Performance Scale examination (see Examiner's Guide, second revision, pp. 1S2 to 194).
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SERIES..

INDIVIDUAL EXAMINATION
GROUP EXAM. NO
EXAMINER

NAME - '^^^

COMPANY.- BATTALION REGIMENT DIVISION....

PREVIOUS OCCUPATION WEEKLY WAGES-

EDUCATION: GRADE REACHED HIGH OR PREP. SCHOOL. _... COLLEGE..

Group I (A to G)

A Cube Construction

(a) Middle layer of three cubes

''b) Upper layer of three cubes—
(c) two-inch, cube (paint hidden)

(d) Three-inch cube (paint hidden)

—

(e) Three-inch cube (paint visible).

—

Moves Time Score

Weighted
Score

Remarks ( )

B CLOCK Test Series..

(a) Telling time by clock.

(b) Interchanging hands (clock visible)..

(c) Ditto (clock not -visible)

(d) Ditto (clock not visible)

(e) Ditto (clock not \-isible)

.Remarks ( ) _

Response Time Score

Weighted
Score

C Cube Imitation (KnOx)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

a)

1-2-3-4

1-2-3-4-3

1-3-2-4

2-3-4-1

1^-3-2-4

1-3-1-2^

1-3-2^-1-3...

1-4-3-1-2-4...

1-4-2-3-4-1...

2-3-1-2-4-2...

Response 1 Response 2 Right Wrong Score

Weighted
Score

Remarks ( ).,

Maze (Porteus)

(a) Maze 10

(b) Maze 11

(c) Maze 12

(d) Maze 13

Remarks ( )

Errors Adj.
Time:

Trac. Total Score

Weightbd
SCORB

Form Board (Dearborn No. 3)

(a) Problem A, 3 moves

(b) Problem B, S moves..

(c) Problem C, 8 moves

(d) Problem D, 9 moves

Remarks ( )

Moves Time Score

Weightbd
SCORS

Fig. 56.—Individual Examination Blank (first page).
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F CONSTRUCTION (STENQUIST)

A..„ B._ C._ D E F G H. _I J .TotaL..

Time: No. of minutes required. _ _ Credit for time _

Remarks ( ) _

Score

Weighted
Score

G Orientational Information

(a)

Cb)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(J)

Date of birth „ —J^ationality Birthplace.^

Day of week Month Day of Month. „ Year

Present location.- _

Naming days of week—^forward backward.

Naming months of year—forward ...backward. _
In what month is New Year? Christmas? _

How is leap year different? ^„ _

Sun rises in. Sets in ^ ...^, ^

Facing north—direction to right „ _. „^_

Seasons „ Days are longest? Shortest?..

Wrong Score

Weighteb
Score

Remarks { )„

H Association. Uncontrolled

Median association time _ No. of reactions over 10 seconds.

No. of predicate reactions Median frequency

Remarks ( y _ _..

Score

Weighted
Score

Digits Backward Fonn_.

Practice Series: 58 1. _

Four figures, 1st Set ._

Four figures, 2nd Set „

Five figures, 1st Set

Five figures, 2adSet

Six figures, 1st Set

Six figures, 2nd Set

Seven figures, 1st Set

Seven figures, 2nd Set

Eight figures, 1st Set_ „

Eight figures, 2nd Set

Remarks ( )

946.. Response Right Wrong Score

Weighted
Score

Vocabuury

2

4

7_

8

9

Series..

10.

Remarks ( )-

11

13

14

13

16

17

18

19

20

21..._

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31_

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40.:

Score

Weighted
Score

Fig. 67.—Individual Examination Blank (second page).
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Group II (K to P. auso I and J)

K LETTER LINE Series..

(a) Five Letters

(b) Slx Letters

Remarks ( )

Response WftONG

L Disarranged Sentences Series

(a)

(b)

(c)

Remarks (

Right Time

M Absurdities Series

(a) (b) „.(c) (d) _._(e) (f) (g) (h)..

Remarks ( )

..(i) (j)

Right

N Controlled Association (Rimes) Series..

(a)

(b)

(c)

Remarks ( ) ._

Wrong

SCOSB

Weighted
Score

Score

Weighted
Score

Score

Weighted
Score

Score

Weighted
Score

Give at this point Test I. Digits Backward.

Likenesses and Differences Series .

(a).- - : (f)

(c) (h)

(e) - - ~ (j) :•

Score
(No. Right)

Weighted
Score

P Ingenuity Series..

(a)

(b)

(c) ~

Remarks ( )..

Right Wrong Time Score

Weighted
ScorS

Give at this point Test J, vocabulary.

GFKDUP II! (Q TO V, ALSO I AND J)

Designs scores: 0. yi, or i

a. b c, I..

Remarks ( )

d, I d, 3w.

Score

Weighted
Score

R Logical Memory senes

Reading time seconds Errors Mispronunciations

.

Falsifications _ _ Number of ideas recalled _

Remarks ( )

Fig. 58.— Individual Examination Blank (third page).

Score

Weighted
'Score
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S Comprehension Series ,....

Remarks ( ) _ _

T Sentence Construction Senes

Remarks ( )

Give at this point Test I. Digits Backwards.

U ARITHMETICAL" REASONING Series

(a) (b) _ ___ (c)

Additional Problems: _ _

Remarks ( ) _ „ _. _ ,

V Code Learning Series ^

Remarks ( )- _ _

Right Wrong Score

Weighted
Score

Time Score

Weighted
Score

(d).. (e)..

Score

Weighted
Score

. L -m...

Score

Weighted
Score

Give at this point Test J, Vocabulary.

General Remarks:
Fig. o9.—Indi\1dual Examination Blank (fourth page).
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V

Test D, Maze la Time Errors.

TestQ.e.

Fig. 60.—First Maze, Test D, Individual Examination.
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Test D. Maze 12. Time Errors

Test D. Maze 11. Time Errors-

Test Q. b.

Fig. 61.1—Secon<rMaze, Test D, Indhldual Examination.

TestO,e. I.e. 2.

Fig. G3.I—Third Maze, Test D, Individual Examination.

' In the maze blank Figures 01 and 02, respectlvel.v, appeared on the second and third pages and laced each other. Figure 60 was on the

front, and Figure 63 on the back, outsida pages oltho blank.

121435°—21 18
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Test D. Maze 13 Time Errors,

Test<Kd. l.d.2.

Fig. 63.—Fourth Maze, Test D, Individual Examination.
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POINT SCALE EXAIVIINATlOT«

Name, Age Race-

—

Co..„ Regiment _ _.. Arm — Division Station..

^yhere bom. _ Yrs- >" U. S

Previous occupation „ — - - Weekly wages

—

Education: grade reached - H. S..... Coflege

—

Where educated „.. _ — — Yrs. in school

Language ability - —— —

Disease history, personal and family - -

Bemarka: Total Score.,

Mental Age-

Rating

Examiner's report:

Signature of Examiner..- _ _ Date.

DivisioD of Psychology, Medical Depaxtment, U. S. 'A.

Authorized by the Surgeon-General, Feb. 8, 1918. Edition, August 7, 1918 100,000.

Fig. 65.—Point Scale Esaiulnatlou (first page).
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Test

1. Chooses, prettier, each pair correctly twice (1 each, total 3) l._ 2

2. Sees pictuie lacks: (a) arms; (&) nose; (c) mouth; (d) eyes. (1 each)

3. Compares, twice: (a) Lines, 5 and 6 cm. (1)

(b) Weights,'3:and 12 grams. (1)

(c) Weights, 6 and 15 grams. (1)

3

4. Memory span for digits...

(«)

(e)

374.

2947.

35871.

491572.

2749385.

581.

6135.

92736.

516283.

6195847.

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

5. Counts backward: 20—1 (4); 15—1 (3); 10— 1 (2); 5—1 (1) „..

6. Repeats: (o) It rains. I am hungrj-. (1) _ _ _ „ _...

(b) His name is John. It is a very fine day. (1)

(e) The sun is very large and red. Our train was more than two hours late. (2)

(d) It is not necessary to hurt the poor little birds. T.t is night and all the world
• rests in sleep. (2)

7. Reaction to three Binet pictures: enumeration, (1 each); description, (2 each)

CBEDiia

interpretation, (3 each) _ ^ _ „

(a) Man and boy

* (6) Man and woman

(c) Man

8. Arranges weights: two trials. All correct but one (1); Correct (2). Trial 1 Trial 2...

9. Compares: (2 each) _

(a) Apple and banana

(b) Wood and glass

(c) Paper and cloth

10. Defines in terms of use, (1 each); superior to use, (2 each)

(a) Spoon

(6) Chair

(c) Horse

(d) Baby

Fig. 66.—Point Scale Examination (second page).
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Test

11. Resists suggestions: (1 for each resistance) 1 2 3 4 5..

12. Copies (on back of this sheet) (a) square (I or 2); (6) diamond (1 or 2)

13. Gives words for three minutes: 30—44 (1); 45—59 (2); 60—74 (3); 75—and over (4).

1st half minute 2d 3rd 4th

5th 6th

14. Writes (on back of this sheet) sentence containing Boston, money, river. Three words in two

(2); three trords in one (4) , , .,

Credits

15. Comprehends questions: (2 each) _

(a) Missed train

(6) Sojneone unkind

(c) Action versus words

(d) Forgive easier

16. Draws (on back of this sheet) designs from memory, after 15 sec. exposure. (1 or 2 each)..

17. Sees absurdity: (1 each)^

(a) Swinging cane

(6) Unfortunate cycUst

(c) Three brothers

(d) Guide-post directions

(e) Last car

18. Puts dissected sentences together. (2 each)...

{a) My teacher

ib) A good dog

(c)"'We started

19. Defines (a) Charity (2)

\b) Obedience (2)

<c) Justice (2>

20. Analogies: (1 each):

(a) Oyster is to shell as banana is to

(6) Arm is to elbow as leg is to

(c) Head is to hat as band is to

(d) Truth is to falsehood as straight line is to

(e) Known is- to unknown as present is to

if) Storm is to calm as war b to

iFlg. 67.—Point Scale Examination (third page).

JThe fourth page of the Point Scale Examination booklet waa blank.
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Name
Company.
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STANFORD-BINET EXAMINATION

271

.Regiment .Arm-
Where bom
Previous occupation

Education: grade reached

Where educated^

Disease history, personal and family...

Report

Age Race„

Division _

Years in U. S .

Weekly wages-..

..Station^

High School.. College

Years in school.

Examiner.. Date-

Yr. Credit

3 _

4

5

6_

7

Yr. Credit

10,..„ '...

11„.„

12 „

Yr. Credit

14_

16_
18

M. Age
Rating

Credits

Year III

(6 TESTS, 2 MONTHS EACH, OR 4 *TESTS, 3 MONTHS E.\CH).

•1. "Show me your": nose _ eyes mouth.. hair (3 of 4).

•2. Names key.. penny closed knife watch pencil

(3 of 5).

•3. Three objects in one picture: Dutch Home
Cauoe Post Office

4. Gives sex.

*5. Gives last name.

v6. Repeats (1 of 3): (a) I have a Uttle dog; (5) The dog runs after

the cat; (c) In summer the sun is hot.

Alt. Repeats (1 of 3): 641 352 837

Year IV

(6 TESTS, 2 MONTHS EACH, OR 4 *TESTS, 3 MONTHS EACH).

•1. Compare3lines(3of 3,or5of 6).

2.. Discriminates (7 of 10): Circle square triangle

other errors _

*3. Counts 4 pennies (no error).

*4. Copies square (pencil, 1 of 3): a h c

*5. Comprehends (2 of 3). What must you do when you are

(o) sleepy. (6) cold. (c) hungry.

6. Repeats (1 of 3): 4739 2854 7261

Alt. Repeats (1 of 3 correct, or 2 with 1 error each):

a. The boy's name is John. He is a very good boy.

6. When the train passes you will hear the whistle blov7.

c. We are going to have a good time in the country.

YearV
(6 TESTS, 2 MONTHS EACH, OR 4 •tEST3, 3 MONTHS EACH).

*1. Compares weights (2 of 3): 3—15 15—3 3—15..

2. Colors (no error): red yellow .... blue green.

•3. Aesthetic comparison (no error): a. 6 c.

•4. Definitions (use or better, 4 of 6):

chair doll

horse pencil

fork table

*5. Patience (2 of 3, 1 minute each): a b c.

6. Three commissions. Key on chair brings box .. ehute door__
Alt. "How old are you?"

Division of P8y(

Authoued by Uie SuigBcm
Me<lical Departmeat, U. S. A.

'.Feb. 8,1918. Editirai, Augast 7. 1918. lOOjOOO

Fig. C8.—Stanford-Blnet Eiamlnaflon (first page).
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Year VI

Credits (6 TESTS, 2 months each, or 4 *tes;ts, 3 months,each).

*1. "Show me your": R. Hand........ L^Ear R.Eye L.Hand
R.Ear L.Eye
(3of 3,'Or:5of 6).

*2. Missing parts (3 of 4, 25 sec; each):' eye mouth nose

arms

.*3. Counts 13 pennies (1 of 2 trials. No error).

*4. Comprehends (2 of 3): a Raining. 6 House on fire, c Missed car.

5. "What is that?" (3 of 4): nickel penny quarter...... dime

6. Repeats (1 correct, or 2 with 1 error each):

a. We are having a fine time. We found a little_,mpuse.in^the

trap.

6. Walter had a fine time on his vacation. He went fishing

every day.

c. We will go out for a long walk. Please give me my, pretty

straw hat.

-^It. Morning or afternoon?

Year VII

(6 TESTS, 2 MONTHS EACH, OR 4 *TESTS, 3 MO.VTHS EACH).

1. Fingers (no error): R L Both

*2. "What is this picture about?" (2 of 3 description).

a. Dutch Home.
6. Canoe.

c. Post Office.

3. Repeats (1 of 3): 31759 42835 98176

4. Ties bow-knot (single bow half credit, 1 minute); Time _
method

*5. Gives differences (2 of 3): fly and butterfly

stone and egg' wood and glass

•6. Copies diamond (pen, 2 of 3): a 6 c

X\i. 1. Days of week (15 sec.) _ Day before Tues Tiurs _
Fri......... (2 checks of 3)

'Alt. 2. Repeats backwards (1 of 3): 283 427 958

Year VIII

(6 TESTS, 2 MONTHS EACH. OB 4 *TESTS, 3 MONTHS EACH).

*1. Ball and field (inferior plan or better).

*2. Counts 20-1. (40 seconds. 1 error allowed). Time Errors
*3. Comprehends (2 of 3): What's the thing for you to do:

a. Broken something.*

6. Danger of being late.

c. Someone hits you.

*4. "In what way are alike?" (2 of 4)

wood and coal iron and silver

apple and peach • ship and automobile

5. "What is a " (Superior to use. 2 of 4):

balloon football

tiger soldier

6. Vocabulary, 20 words.

Alt. 1. Coins (no errors) .05 .01 25 .10 1 00
,50

Alt. 2. Dictation: "See the little boy." (1 minute) Time Score.

Fig. 69.—Stanford-Blnet Eiamlnallou (second page).
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Year IX

(6 TESTS, 2 MONTHS EACH, OB 4 'TESTS, 3 MONTHS EACh).

*1. Date (error of 3 days in c, none in a, b, d):

day of week month day of njonth j'ear

*2. Arranges weights (2 of 3): a b c Method
*3. Makes change (2 of 3, 15 sec. each): 10-4 15-12 25-4

•4. Repeats backwards (1 of 3): 6528 4937 8629

5. Three words (2 of 3, 1 min. each: 1 sentence of not over 2 co-

ordinate clauses)

:

a. Boj', river, ball.

b. Work, money, men.

c. Desert, rivers, lakes.

6. Rhymes (3 for each, 1 minute, each part) day

mill spring

Alt. 1. Months (15 seconds. 1 error) Before Apr July

Nov (2 checks of 3)

Alt. 2. Stamps. Total value. 2d trial if values known.

YearX
(6 TESTS, 2 MONTHS EACH, OR 4 *TBSTS, 3 MONTHS EACH).

1. Vocabulary, 30 words.

*2. Absurdities (4 of 5, 30 sec. each): c. Road to city.

b. More cars on train d. R.R. accident.

c. Body of girl. e. Bicycle rider.

*3. Designs from memory. Expose 10 sec. (1 correct, 1 half correct):

a 6.

4. Reading and report (8 memories, 35 seconds, 2 mistakes in read-

ing) Memories Time for reading...'....'. Mistakes

*5. Comprehends (2 of 3): ' o. Opinion of some one.

b. Undertaking something.

c. Actions vs. words.

•6. 60 words: 1 _... 2..._ 3 _

4 5 6 _

Alt. 1. Repeats (1 of 2): 374859 521746

Alt. 2. Repeats (1 of 3 correct or 2 with 1 error each):

a. The apple tree makes a cool pleasant shade on the ground

where the children are playing b. It is uearly half-past

one o'clock; the house is very quiet and the cat has gone to

sleep .-, c. In summer the days are very warm and fine;

in winter it snows and I am cold..._

Alt. 3. Healy-Femald puzzle A (3 times in 5 minutes) : a.„ 6 *

c Method

Year XII

(8 TESTS, 3 MONTHS EACH, OB 5 *TEStS,'5 MONTHS EACH).

1. 'Vocabulary, 40 words.

2. Defines (3 of 5): pity revenge charity

envy justice

•3. Ball and field (superior plan).

4. Dissected sentences (2 of 3, 1 min. each): a.

b.

c.

*5. Fables (Scoire 4): Hercules Eggs

Fox Stork Donkey
•6. Repeats backwards (1 of 3): 31879 a. 69482 _ 52961

*7. "Explain this picture" (3 of 4): Dutch Home
Canoe P. 0. Col, Home

•8. "In what way are._ alike?" (3 of 5), Snake, cow, sparrow.

Book, teacher, newspaper. 'Wool, cotton, leather.

Knife-blade, penny, piece of wire. Hose, potato, tree.

Fig. 70.—Stanford-Blnct Examination (third page}.
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Year XIV

(6 TESTS, 4 MONTHS EACH, OR 4 'TESTS, 6 MONTHS EACH).

1. Vocabulary, 60 words. (Follow this by XVIII 2 if latter is to be

Riven).
o ^ =; fi

*2. Induction (gets rule by 6th). 1 2 3 4 i> o

3. President and king (2 of 3): Power, accession, tenure.

•4. Problems (2 of 3): Hanging

Queer visitois Indian

*3. Arithmetical reasoning (2 of 3, 1 min. each) a b c

*6. Clock (2 of 3): 6:22 8:10 2:46

Alt. Repeats (1 of 2): 2183439 9728475

Year XVI

(6 TESTS, 5 MOMTHS E.^CH, OR 4 *TESTS, 7}^ MONTHS E.\CH).

1. Vocabulary, 65 words.

•2. Fables (score 8). See yr. XII.

3. Differences (3 of 4): Laziness and idleness

evolution and revolution

poverty and misery

character and reputation

•4. Boxes (3 of 4): a. 2 smaller, 1 inside

b. 2,2 c. 3,3 d. 4,4

•5. Repeats backwards (1 of 3): 471952 583294 752638

6. Code (2 errors, 6 min.): errors time method

Alt, 1. Repeats (1 of 2): a. Walter likes very much to go on visits

to his grandmother, because she always tells him many funny

stories

b. Yesterday I saw a pretty little dog in the street. It had

curly brown hair, short legs, and a long tail

*Alt. 2. Comprehends physical relations (2 of 3):

a. Path of cannon ball.

b. Weight of fish in water.

C. Hitting distant mark.

Year XVIII

(6 TESTS, 6 MONTHS EACH, OR 4 *TESTS, 9 MONTHS EACH).

1. Vocabulary, 75 words.

*2. Binet's paper cutting test. (If given must come before XIVs)

3. Repeats (1 of 3) : 72534896 49853762 83795482.

*4. Repeats thought of passage (1 of 2):

a.

b.

•5. Repeats backwards (1 of 3): 4162593 3826475 9452837....

*6. Ingenuity (2 of 3, 5 minutes each):

a. Given 3 and 5, get 7 "Begin with 5" (Explain if not solved.)

b. Given 5 and 7, get 8 "Begin with 5"

c. Given 4 aiid 9, get 7 "Begin with 4"

Vocabulary:

l.„... 2...... 3. 4...._ 5 6 7..

11 12 13 14 15 16..-.. 17..

21 22 23. 24 25 26 27..

31 32...... 33 34 35 36...„. 37..

41 42 43 44. 45.-.. 46 47..

51 52.,... 53 54 55 56 57..

61 62 63.._.. 64 65 66 67..

71 72 73. 74. 75 76 77..

8i;._.. 82 83 81.._. 85 86 87..

91....„ 92 93 94.„... 96 96— 97..

8 9 10

18 19 20

28._... 29 30.—.

38 39 40..-..

48 49.._. 50

58..-.. 59 60

68...-. 69 70..-..

78 79 80.-_.

88 89...- 90^

98. 99 100

Fig. 71.—Stantord-Blnet Examination (tourtii page).
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Name-
Company
Where bom-

-Regiment
...Age— -RaceL.

Previous occupation
Education: Grade
Where educated
Language ability

Disease history, persona) and family

Total score _

Remarks

Examiners report

Examiner

..Arm., Division.

Years in U. S
Weekly wages

College..

Years in school

Percentile rank— Bating..

.Date..

1. Ship Test (5 min.)
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7. Digit Symbol
Right Wrong Score IWtd. Sc.

8. Maze Teat (i min. each)

<o)

(i)

(d)

Credit.

Time; credit if exit is made Credit for success

9. Picture Arrangement (3 i

(a)

Time: credit only if accuracy =5
61-120

Arrangen
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Section 12.

—

Literacy tests.

(1) THOBNDIKE LITERACT TEST.

The literacy test used is adapted from Thomdike's visual word vocabulary test. Accurate
norms for the modified form here employed are not available, but the approximate norms are
as follows:

Line 4, correct or nearly so, high-school literacy.

Line 3, correct or nearly so, eighth-grade literacy.

Line 2, correct or nearly so, sixth-grado literacy.

Line 1 (and part of 2), correct or nearly so, fourth-grade literacy.

Line 1, correct or nearly so, second-grade literacy.

This was given to all men at the time they were assembled for group intelligence examination
a and preceded the latter. As soon as the men were seated (group of not more than 80), each
was supplied with a literacy test blank (blank side up) and a pencil. After the materials were dis-

tributed, examiner said, "Turn over the paper. Read what it says, and do whatit tells you to do.

Ask no questions. You will have 3 minutes." After 3 minutes the papers were collected and
quickly looked over by three or four assistants while the men remained seated. This did not
require more than 3 to 5 minutes. Those who had filled the blanks and had made few or

no errors in line 3 remained seated for group intelligence examination a. Those who could

not write or who had made many errors in lines 1 and 2 were sent at once to the group skill

tests. Coaching was prevented by using literacy blanks A, B, C, and D in miscellaneous order.

Fonn A.

LITEHACT TEST.

Write your name here Age

Write in this line the company you belong to

Write in this line the regiment you belong to

Below, write the letter F under every word that means a flower.

Write the letter A under every word that means an animal'

Write the letter N under every word that means a boy's name.

Write the letter T under every word that has something to do with time.

1. Samuel, rabbit, William, tulip, goat

2. Btag, last, giraffe, Wednesday, year

3. marigold, Godfrey, rarely, otter, Elmer

4. phlox, caribou, orchid, Cyrus, petunia

Score
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Form B.

LITERACY TEST.

Write your name here -

Write in this line the company you belong to - -

Write in this line the regiment you belong to

Below, write the letter W under every word that means something about war ov fighting.

Write the letter B under every word that means something about husiness or money.

Write the letter T under every word that has something to do with time.

Write the letter D under every word that means something about distance or direction or location.

1. fight, money, gun, ' morning, soldier

2. here, colonel, purchase, Wednesday, April

3. out-flank, lasting, freight, elevated, forgery

4. diagonal, surmountiBg, incessant, peculation, frontal

Score
Form 0.

LITERACY TEST.

Write your name here Age

Write in this line the company you belong to

Write in this line the regiment you belong to

Below, write the letter F under every word that means a. flower.

Write the letter A under every word that means an animal.

Write the letter N under every word that means a hoy's name.

Write the letter T under every word that has something to do with tim^.

1. wolf, lily, bear, buttercup, elephant.

2. month, Jeffrey, Oscar, forenoon, rhinoceros.

3. hollyhock, weasel, Owen, gradual, Hiram

4. anemone, Hugh, punctual, calliopsis, Roderic.

Score
Form D.

LITERACY TEST.

Write your name here Age

Write in this line the company you belong to

Write in this line the regiment you belong to

Below, write the letter W under every word that means something about war or fighting.

Write the letter B under every word that means something about business or money.

Write the letter T under every word that has something to do with time.

Write the letter D under every word that means something about distance or direction or location.

1. camp, west, general, troops, south.

2. across, merchant, noon, profit, Tuesday.

3. overhanging, future, where, immediate, exterior.

4. rarely, finance, insolvent, eternal, transverse.

Score

(2) KELLET LITERACY TEST.

Directions.—In giving the literacy test the first eight words are to be used as a practice

series. The examiners are to pass around the room giving individual help on these words.

In doing this they will discover individuals who are evidently illiterate. Mark their papers I,

collect them, and send the individuals to the skill test.

Men who are able without help or with slight help to mark the first eight samples are to

be given the test proper. In this they are to receive no help. They are to be directed to place

a letter after every word even though they have to guess at some of them. As soon as an

individual completes the test have him come forward or go to him, examine his paper and
classify him immediately.

For rapid classification, prepare key sheets and examine, first of all, the first column (com-

posed of words of fourth grade difficulty). If all 20 of these are correct, pass the individual as

literate without examining other columns. If less than 20 are correct, examine also the second

column (composed of words of fifth grade difficulty). If an individual scores 34 or more on
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the first two columns, pass him as literate without examining the third column. If his score
is less than 34, examine the third column (composed of words of sixth grade difficulty). A
score of 47 or better on the three columns constitutes a pass.

KELLEY LITERACY TEST.

Name
What compan}' do you belong to

What regiment do you belong to

In the columns below write a F after every word that means aflouer.

Write a W after every word that means something about war or fighting.

Write a G after every word that means something good to be or do.

Write a T after every word like yiow or then that means something to do with tiiM.

Age.

army...

brave...

when...

bullet.,

navy...

at once,

black...

honest..

lily

camp...

kind

daisy...

early. ..

fight....

general

.

troops..

) tulip

) ^'iolet

) commander.

) clean

) fort

) buttercup...

) gun

) clover

) hour

) truthful

) captain

) primrose

) early

) minute

) defeat

) afternoon

) noble

) late

) while

) before

) guard

) morning...

) captive. .

.

) lUac

) whenever.

) fair

) evening. .

.

) worthy

) afterward..

) militarj-...

) soon

) meantime.

) last

) generous...

colonel

year

fortress

defend

carnation...

worthy

first

cavalry

Wednesday.

heroic

tuesday

never

useful

conquer

aster

battery

instant

(3) DEVENS LITERACY TEST.

Directions.—Pass the papers face down. Say: "Write your name plainly on the blank

sheet before you. Below your name write your company and your regiment. Now turn your
papers over."

'

'Now look at the first question at the top of the page, ' Do dogs bark ?
'

; the answer is

yes, so a line is drawn under the word yes following that question.

"Now look at the second question, 'Is coal white?'; here the answer is no. Coal is not

white, so a line is drawn under no after that question.

"Down below on the page are a great many more questions; some of them are easy and
some are hard, but all can be answered by either no or yes.

"Read these questions carefully one at a time and mark the answers to as many of them
as you can.

'

' Remember, draw a line under the rigM answer (either no or yes) after each question that

you can answer. When you are not sure you may guess. You will have five minutes. Go
ahead!"

Score is the number of correct, minus the number of incorrect responses. Omissions do

not count, either right or wrong. No score less than zero to be given.

Notice that one stencil will serve for all four forms of the test and that a correct set of

answers for a given block of questions may be identified by eye. A perfect score in the second

block, for example, may be identified by remembering 1—2—3—1.

Tentative norms for form 1, printed.—The following norms are derived from the scrores of

947 children in the Medford, Mass., schools and 99 students in Cornell Universitj':

Below 6. -- - Illiterate.

6 to 20 Primary.

21 to 2.5 - - Grammar.
26 to 30 - Junior high school.

31 to 35 Senior high school.

36 to 42 - - College.

121435°—21 19
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Form l.J

Name Grade

DENENS UTERACY TEST.

Draw a line under right answer.

Do dogs bark? No. Yes.

Is coal white? No. Yes.

Can you see? No. Yes.

Do men eat stones? No. Yes.

Do boys like to play? No. Yes.

Can a bed run? No. Yes.

Do books have hands? No. Yes.

Is ice hot? No. Yes.

Do winds blow? No. Yes.

Have all girls the same name? No. Yes.

Is warm clothing good for winter? No. Yes.

Is this page of paper white? No. Yes.

Are railroad tickets free? No. Yes.

Is every young woman a teacher? No. Yes.

Is it always perfect weather? No. Yes.

Is the heart within the body? No. Yes.

Do clerks enjoy a vacation? No. Yes.

Is the President a public official? No. Yes.

Would you enjoy losing a fortune? No. Yes.

Does an auto sometimes need repair? ^ No. Yes.

Is it important to remember commands? No. Yes.

Are avenues usually paved with oxygen? No. Yes.

Do we desire serious trouble? No. Yes.

Is practical judgment valuable? No. Yes.

Ought a man's career to be ruined by accidents? No. Yes.

Do you cordially recommend forgerj'? No. Yes.

Does an emergency require immediate decision? No. Yes.

Should honesty bring misfortime to its possessor? No. Yes.

Are gradual improvements worth while? No. Yes.

Is a pimctual person continually tardy? .' No. Yea.

Are instantaneous effects invariably rapid? No. Yes.

Should preliminary disappointment discourage you? No. Yes.

Is hearsay testimony trustworthy evidence? No. Yes.

Is wisdom characteristic of the best authorities? No. Yes.

Is extremely athletic exercise surely necessarj-? No. Yes.

Is incessant discussion usually boresome? No. Yes.

Are algebraic symbols ever found in manuals? No. Yes.

Are tentative regulations ever advantageous? No. Yes.

Are "diminutive'' and "Lilliputian'' nearly identical? No. Yes.

Is an infinitesimal titanic bulk possible? No. Yes.

Do all connuljial unions eventuate felicitously? No. Yes.

Is a "gelatinous exaltation " ridiculous? No. Yes.

Are "sedate" and "hilarious" similar in meaning? No. Yes.

Is avarice sometimes exhibited by cameos? No. Yes.

R
W
Score
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[ Form 2.1

Name Grade

DEVEH3 UTEEACT TEST.

Draw a line under the right answer.

Do dogs bark? No. Yes.
Is coal white?.. Ko. Tea.

Can a dog run? No. Tea.
Is water dry? No. Yes.

Can you read? No. Yes.
Do stones telk? No. Yes.
Do books eat? , No. Yes.

Do cats go to school? .i^Lii-.i .itj. ^. No. Yes.

Are six more than two? No. Yes.

Is John a girl's name? No. Yes.

Are there letters in a word? No. Yes.

Is your nose on your face? No. Yes.

Can you carry water in a sieve? No. Yes.

Do soldiers wear iiniiornM? No. Yes.

Does it rain every morning? No. Yes.

Are newspapers made of iron? No. Yes.

Are 'forward'' and "backward'' directions? No. Yes
Do many people attend motion-picture theatres? No. Yes.

Do handkerchiefs frequent!)- injure human beings? No. Yes.

Do magazines contain advertisements? No. Yes.

Are political questions often the subject of debates? No. Yes.

.\re empires inclosed in envelopes? No. Yes.

.\re members of the family usuallj- regarded as guests? No. Yes.

Is genuine happiness a priceless treasure? No. Yes.

Do imbeciles usually hold responsible offices? No. Yes.

May chimneys be snipped off with scissors? No. Yes.

Is moderation a desirable \'irtue? No. Yes.

Are apish manners desired by a hostess? No. Yes.

Do conscientious brunettes exist? No. Yes.

Do serpents make oblong echoes? No. Yes.

Do voluntary- enlistments increase the army? No. Yes.

Is hypocrisy approved by honest men? No. Yes.

Is \irile beha\'ior effeminate? No. Yes.

Do alleged facts often require verification? No. Yes.

Do pestilences ordinarily bestow great benefit? No. Yes.

Are painters ever artless indi^'iduals? No. Yes.

Do the defenders of citadels sometimes capitulate? No. Yes.

Do physicians ameliorate pathological conditions? No. Yes.

Is embezzlement a serious misdemeanor? No. Yes.

Do vagrants commonly possess immaculate cravats? No. Yes.

Are "loquacious" and "voluble" opposite in meaning? No. Yes.

May heresies arise among the laity? No. Yes.

Are piscatorial acti\ities necessarily lucrative? No. Yes.

Do tendrils terminate in cerebral hemorrhages? No. Yes.

R
W
Score
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[Form 3.1

Name Grade

DEVENa LITEEACT TEST.

Draw a line under the Tight ansver.

DodogBbark? No. Yes.

Is coal white? , No. Yes.

Does a baby cry? No. Yes.

Can a hat speak? No. Yes.

Do hena lay eggs? No. Yes.

Is a stone soft? No. Yes.

Is one more than seven? No. Yes.

Do the land and sea look just alike? No. Yes.

Are some books black? No. Yes.

Does water run up hill? No. Yea.

Are stamps used on letters? No. Yes.

Do 100 cents make a dollar? No. Yes.

Are we sure what events will happen next year? No. Yes.

Do ships sail on railroads? No. Yes.

Do stones float in the air? No. Yes.

May meat be cut with a knife? No. Yea.

Are ledges common in mountain districts? No. Yea.

Does success tend to bring pleasm-e? No. Yes.

Are diamonds mined in mid-ocean? No. Yes.

Is misuse of money an evil?.. No. Yes.

Should criminals forfeit liberty? No. Yes.

Is special information usually a disadvantage? No. Yes.

Are attempted suicides always fatal? No. Yes.

Are exalted positions held by distinguished men? No. Yea.

Does confusion favor the establishment of order? No. Yes.

Is a civil answer contrary to law? No. Yes.

Is a dilapidated garment nevertheless clothing? No. Yes.

Are textile manufacturers valueless? No. Yea.

Do thieves commit depredations? No. Yes.

Does close inspection handicap accurate report? '. No. Yes.

Do transparent goggles transmit light? No. Yes.

Do illiterate men read romances? No. Yea.

Is irony connected with blast furnaces? No. Yes.

Do avalanches ever descend mountains? No. Yes.

Are scythes always swung by swarthy men? No. Yes.

Do pirates accumulate booty? No. Yes.

Are intervals of repose appreciated? No. Yea.

Are intermittent sounds discontinuous? No. Yee.

Is an avocational activity ordinarily pleasurable? No. Yes.

Are pernicious pedestrians translucent? No. Yes.

Are amicable relationships disrupted by increased congeniality? No. Yes.

Are many nocturnal raids surreptitiously planned No. Yes.

Are milksops likely to perpetrate \-iolent offenses? No. Yes.

Are "precipitancy" and "procrastination" synonymous? No. Yes.

R
W
Score
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[Form 4.)

Name Grade

DEVENS UTEBACT TEST.

Draw a line under the right answer.

Do dogs bark? No. Yes.
Is coal white? No. Yes.

Is snow cold? No. Yes.
Can a dog read? No. Yes.
Do houses have doors? No. Yes.
Has a horse five legs? No. Yes.

Are three more than ten? No. Yes.

Do mice love cats? No. Yes.

Does a hat belong to you? No. Yes.

Do animals have glass eyes? No. Yes.

Should fathers prov-ide clothing for children? No. Yes.

Is it true that lead is heav'y No. Yes.

Do poor men have much money? No. Yes.

Is simimer colder than 'WTnter? No. YeB.

Can a horse tell time by a watch? No^ Yes.

Is a city larger than a country town? No. Yes.

Does Christmas ever fall on Tuesday? No. Yes.

Do Christians often overlook faults? No. Yes.

Are difficult problems easily solved? No. Yes.

Do con\'icts sometimes escape from prison? No. Yes.

Should the courts secure justice for everybody? No. Yes.

Are scoundrels always intoxicated? No. Yes.

Is a guitar a kind of disease? No. Yes.

Do jugglers furnish entertainment? No. Yes.

Should we build on insecure foundations? No. Yes.

Do annual conventions take place biweekly? No. Yee.

Does persistent effort favor ultimate success? No. Yes.

Is a shrewd man necessarily admired? No. Yes.

Is manual skill advantageous? No. Yee.

Are elaborate bonnets inexpensive? No. Yee.

Are petty annoyances irritating? No. Yee.

Are false arguments valid? No. Yes.

Do you approve of ruthless massacres? No. Yes.

Do blemishes occur in complexions? No. Yes.

Is air found in a complete vacuum? No. Yes.

Do robins migrate periodically? No. Yes.

Are weird tales sometimes gruesome? No. Yes.

Do felines possess locomotor appendages? No. Yes.

Do demented individiials frequently have hallucinations? No. Yea.

Are laconic messages sometimes verbose? No. Yes.

Are perfunctory endeavors usually efficacious? No. Yes.

Would a deluge extinguish a smouldering trellis? No. Yes.

Are devastated suburbs exhilirating \asta8? No. Yes.

Are "contingent" and "independent" alike in meaning? No. Yes.

R
W
Score
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Section 13.

—

Report Hanks.

The foUowing report blanks were used during the preliminary examinations in the fall

of 1917:

1. Psychological record (individual filing card).

2. Call list for individual psychological examination.

3. Report of psychological examination.

4. Summary of psychological examinations.

The follovraig revisions and additional blanks were printed in April, 1918, for use in the

regular examina.tion of recruits:

1. Psychological record.

2. Report of psychological examination.

3. Psychological report form.

4. Weekly report form.

PSYCHOLOGICAL RECORD
INDIVIDUAL FILINC CARD

NAME. „ — AGE

CO BAT. REG .DIV -.

BIRTHPLACE _...
-:^:;c:-

YRS.INU. S. ....„ .......RACE.......

OCCUP. .._ WKLY WAGES.

SCHOOLING: GRADES _ H.S^ „ COLL..

GROUP INTEL
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>CALL UST FOR INDIVIDUAL PSYCHOLOGICAL EXAMIXATIOX.

191.. .v'
To THE Company Commander:

Company Battalion Regiment. Di^asion

.

Please direct the following men of your company to report for individual psychological examination as indicated
below:
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SXTMMAET OF PSYCHOLOGICAL EXAMINATIONS.

Regiment Division Cantonment

To THE SUKGEON GENERAL,

through the Psychiatric Officer and the Division Surgeon:

Psychological examination of the members of the above regiment has been completed. The classification of men

is as follows:

Grade.
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PSYCHOLOGICAL RECORD

Name Age

Rank Co. Reg.

o4rm Div.

Birthplace In U. S, Race-

Occupation

Schooling Weekly Wages

GROUP EXAMINATION
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REPORT OF PSTCHOLOGICAL EXAMINATION.

Grade.
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PSYCBOLOGICAL REPORT FORM

(1) All cases of mental deficiency recommended for discharge.

(2) All cases for which neuro-psychiatric examination is especially indicated.

[Report to be made in duplicate; one copy for di\'ision surgeon ; one for S. G. O., Division of Psychology; forwarded

weekly.]

Date 191. .

.

Camp
Name Company

Regiment Ann
Bom in Years in United States

1. Family history

Personal disease hlMorj'

2. Social status

3. Occupation Weekly wages $ Jobs in past year

4. Education: Grade reached Age left school Write letters? Read newspapers?

5. General information : President? Own State?

County? Make change? 10-6? 25-8? 50-14?

2 for 5, how many 50? Know general orders? Names of own

officers? Current events?

Judgment

6. Orientation: Place? Date?

Name days of week?

Months
Sun rises? Sets? Directions?

7. Affective state Troubles?

Sex habits

8. Language and speech: English Defects.

9. Company record

10. Alpha Beta Mental age Scale.

Peculiarities in test Skill test

REMARKS AND RECOMMENDATIONS.
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PSTCHOLOGICAL REPORT.

Station

:

For week ending Saturday, 191-
(To be mailed on or before following Tuesday.)

To THE Surgeon General, United States Army:

1. Organizations examined: White Colored Total Number men given individual

examination: White Colored Number men given E. in individual examination: White

Colored

2. Number of men examined: Enlisted Officers

3. Number of men examined by : Alpha only Beta only Beta after alpha Individual

:

Pt. Sc St. B Perf

4. Number E. grades: Alpha only Betaonly Beta after alpha Individual: Pt. Sc

St. B Perf

5. Mental age groups: Below 6 6 to 7 7 to 8 8 to 9 9 to 10 10 to 11

11 to 12 12 and above

6. Number cases reported for: Discharge Development battalion Regular training

Special service or training

7. Personnel reporting: In Out Ill Special detail

8. Correspondence and reports. Surgeon General's Office:

To.
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PART II.—METHODS OF EXAMINING: HISTORY, DEVELOPMENT,
AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS.

INTRODUCTION TO PART II.

This part of the official report of psychological examining in the Army does not follow

the first part chronologically, but, instead, merely logically and because of necessity of arrange-

ment. It is limited in the main to an account of the development of methods, a detailed

description of methods, and the presentation of the measures of their reliability. With respect

to the methodological aspect of the "service," Part II is historical, as is Part I.

The methods herein presented were, in their original form, the work of a "subcommittee
on methods for the psychological examination of recruits" which was organized under the

American Psychological Association and the Committee for Psychology of the National

Research Council.

In general. Part II follows the method of classification used in Part I, and consists of

four main divisions: (1) The methods formulated by the subcommittee, mentioned above,

at Vineland, N. J., between May 28 and July 7, 1917; (2) the imofficial trial of these methods
on about 4,000 recruits in the Army and Navy during July and August, 1917, under the

auspices of the National Committee for Mental H^-giene, and the revision of the methods in

the light of the results obtained; (3) the official trial of approved methods in four National

Army cantonments between September, 1917, and January, 1918; and (4) the revision, recon-

struction, and supplementation of these methods after psychological service had been extended

to the entire Army in January, 1918. For this part of the report Maj. Lewis M. Terman is

primarily responsible. He was materially assisted by Dr. Mabel E. Fernald, Miss Margaret

V. Cobb, and Mr. Carl R. Brown. Dr. Fernald and Maj. C. S. Yoakum assemliled and pre-

pared for publication the data on examinations obtained in the revision of examination beta.

Mr. Brown prepared the data and manuscript on the relation of alpha and beta scores to

officer's estimates of intelligence, and on the relation of military efficiency to performance in

the various tests of examination alpha and beta.

Robert M. Yerkes,
Lieut. Colonel, U. S. R.

Washington, D. C, May 15, 1920.
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CHAPTER 1.

WOBE OF THE COMMITTEE AT VINELAND, N. J.

The Cominittee on the Psychological Examination of Recruits was composed of R. M.
Yerkes, chairman; W. V. Bingham, secretary; H. H. Goddard, T. H. Haines, L. M. Terman,
F. L. Wells, and G. M. Whipple. It met at the Trainmg School, Vineland, N. J., on the after-

noon of May 28, 1917. The chairman reported briefly on the developments which led to the

organization of the committee and enumerated the various activities of the Coimcil of the

American Psychological Association and of the psychology committee of the National Research
Council with respect to the relations of psychology to military affairs. In the evening of the

same day the chairman set forth his conception of the problems which faced the committee,

emphasizing in particular the importance of the following: (1) The identification of intellec-

tually incompetent recruits; (2) the identification of the psychotic; (3) the mental diagnosis

of incorrigibles ; (4) the selection of men for special tasks. In particular the chairman pro-

posed that methods be developed for the use of psychological examiners in the Army. He
suggested that examinations in the main be individual examinations, consisting of a short

series of mental tests, which would require approximately 10 minutes for the average subject.

This presentation was followed by a discussion of the possible contributions of psychology

to military efficiency, which resulted in the general conclusion that inteUigence tests offered

the best possibilities of practical service. It was proposed, therefore, to confine the work
chiefly to the classification of recruits on the basis of intellectual ability, with special reference

to the elimination of the unfit and the identification of exceptional!}^ superior abihty.

The second day was entirely devoted to a discussion of the relative merits of brief indi-

vidual tests and group tests requiring a longer time. The committee unanimously agreed

that an effort should be made to test all recruits. Obviously, if this was to be done by the

method ol interview and individual examination, the tests would have to be so l^rief that their

reliability would be questionable. It was pointed out that the briefer the examination and
the more it depended upon expert estimate by a clinical psychologist, the more difficult it would

be to secure uniformity of method and interpretation of results.

Section 1 .

—

Development of a group examination.

Fortimately, certain members of the committee had had encouraging experience with

various types of group tests and beheved that these or others of similar kind could be readUy

adapted forArmy work. In this connection the contribution made by Arthur S. Otis, in devising

a system of group tests, deserves special mention. The Otis tests embodied certain ingenious

devices which permitted responses to be given without writing, and made possible objectivity

in scoring. Otis generously jilaced aU of his methods, together with correlational data which

the)' had yielded, in the hands of Terman, who brought them before the committee. The
scale which residted from the committee's work bears a close resemblance to the Otis scale.

Fom- of the 10 tests in the original iVrnn- scale for group testiog were taken from the Otis scale

practically without change, and certain others were shaped in part by suggestions derived

from the Otis scries.

The third day of work was devoted to a discussion of various tests which might be adapted

for use in group examinations. After many suggestions for tests had been made, it was decided

to have each member of the committee rate the tests proposed on each of several different

criteria. It was agreed that tiie chief features determining the value of a mental test for the

purpose in view were the following: (1) Adaptability for group use. (2) Validity as a measure

29'J
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of intelligence; that is, its correlation with other measures of intelligence of known validity.

(3) The range of intelligence measiu-ed. It was extremely desirable to secure tests which

would measiu-e ability from the upper grades of mental deficiency to very superior levels of

intelligence. This criterion made it impossible to consider certain tests which have shown

themselves to be excellent measm-es of intelligence in somewhat restricted ranges. (4) Objec-

tivity of scoring. It was agreed that, if possible, the tests should be arranged so that the

responses could be scored by means of stencils. Otis at Stanford University and Thurstone at

the Carnegie Institute of Technology independently devised the stencil method of scoring

intelligence tests at approximately the same date (1915). Thorndike, however, had used it as

early as 1914 in the scoring of. a reading test. Otis seems to have been the first to arrange a

battery of inteUigence tests so that the}- could be scored exclusively by stencils. (5) Rapidity

of scoring. (6) Unfavorableness to coaching. It M'as proposed to select only tests which

could be made up in a larg6 number of "forms" which would be entirely different in content

but equal in difficulty. (7) Unfavorableness to malingering. (8) Unfavorableness to cheat-

ing. (9) Independence of schooling. It was agreed that the aim should be to test native

ability rather than the results of school training. (10) Minimum of ^\Titing in response. The

aim was to secm-e tests which could be responded to in the mam by underscoriag, crossing out,

etc., as in the majority of the Otis tests. (11) Interest and appeal. Everj^thing else being

equal, the more interesting test should be preferred. (12) Economy of time.

Finally, 13 tests were selected which were regarded as capable of being adapted to meet the

above requirements more or less satisfactorily. These were as follows:

(1) _yocahulary.—Three or fotir definitions stated for a given word; the subject to check

the best definition.

(2) Tlie Otis synonymr-antonym test.—Words to be checked as same or opposite.

(3) Opposites.—Writing the opposites of words, or selecting opposite from a set of response

words.

(4) Analogies.—Otis, Biagham, and Thurstone form of the test, involving choice of four

responses.

(5) Completion.—Trabue type of completion test; response either by writing the missing

part or checking one of three or four alternative responses.

(6) Disarranged sentences.—The Otis adajjlation of the Binet test.

(7) Oral directions.—Adapted from Abelson, Otis, Woodworth, and Wells. .

(8) Information.—The subject to underscore the correct response, which occurs among four

alternative responses. (Form suggested by WeUs, Bingham, and Whipple).

(9) Practical judgment.—Adaptation of the Binet "comprehension question" test and the

Bouser "selective judgment" tests. The subject checks the best of four answers to a "com-
prehension question."

(10) AritJimetical reasoning.—A series of i>roblems ranging from easy to difficult, but in-

volving little beyond the four fundamental mathematical processes and simple fractions.

(11) Numher series completion.—This involves the completion of a series of numbers which
is made up according to some definite plan. The test was adapted from Miss Rogers' missing

number test.

(12) Memory for digits.—The Otis form of the "memory for digits" test, arranged for

group use (each response number to be \vritten in a square).

(13) Number comparison.—Underscoring the largest and the smallest numbers in a column
of 10 numbers (proposed by Wells).

Each of the above tests was rat«d on a scale of 1 to 5 for each of the 12 criteria by five

members of the committee (Haines, Terman, Wells, Whipple, and Yerkes). A composite
rating was then made for the 12 tests. The following tests were finally selected for trial:

Test 1. Oral directions.

Test 2. Memory for digits.

Test 3. Disarranged sentences.

Test 4. Arithmetical reasoning.
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Test 5. Information.

Test 6. Synonym-antonym.
Test 7. Practical judgment.

Test S. Number series completion.

Test 9. Analogies.

Test 10. Number comparison.

ilany different considerations helped to determine the above selection. As regards sus-

ceptibility to malingering, it appeared that the tests differed little. All agreed that the vocabu-

lary and opposites tests are both exceptionally valid measures of intelligence; yet for good
reasons neither was chosen. The committee accepted the principle that the tests should measure
many aspects of inteUegence. It appeared that the vocabulary test, the synonyna-antonym test

and the opposites test were of the same general tyiie. The synonym-antonym test embodies
most of the advantages of both the vocabiilary and the opposites tests and it has the advantage of

requiring less time and being more easily scored. The vocabulary test is expensive in time and
requires so much space that it could not be jilaced on a smgle page. It was decided, accordingly,

to adopt the Otis synonym-antonym test and to eliminate the vocabulary and opposites tests from
further consideration. Again, it was generally agreed that the Trabue type of completion test is

a better measure of intelligence than some of the other tests finally accepted, as for example, the

number-comparison or memory-for-digits tests. However, the difficulties in securing alternative

forms of this test and arranging it for response without \vritmg and objective scoring were

too great to be overcome in the time available. Moreover, it seemed undesirable to include

in the scale too many tests of the verbal or language type. It was thought that the absence

of a language-completion test would be offset in part by the inclusion of the number-series

completion test.

After the selection of 10 tests to 'constitute the scale for group examining, it remamed to

define more specifically the prmciples to be followed in selecting the items of the tests, and in

arranging the form of each test and the general form of the scale. Among the guiding principles

formulated were the following:

Each test should be composed of 10 to 40 items, ranging from easy to difficult. The time

limit preferably should not exceed 3 minutes. The time allowed for a test should permit not

more than 5 per cent of an average group to attempt all the items. The instructions for each

test should be recited by the examiner and, at the same time, read from tbeir examination

blanks by the subjects. The directions for each test should be followed by two or three samples

with the correct responses given. Ten sets of Alternative "forms" should be prepared as a

safeguard against coaching. Speed and accuracy should be weighted empirically after the tests

have been given to a sufficient number of subjects. It was desired to avoid overpenalizing

subjects who work slowly and carefuUy. The foUowmg points were agreed upon for the separate

tests

:

1. Oral directions.—Ten series consisting of 10 items each. Time for test, 6 minutes.

Some of the Abelson and Otis type of material and some directions of miUtary import should be

included. The material should not be informational. Responses are to be made otherwise

than by ^v^iting.

2. Memoryfor digits.—Two series each of 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 digits. Credit to be determined

empiricaUy, and a Series to be scored as either right or WTong without partial credits. Examiners

should be drilled to secure imiformity of rate.

3. Disarranged sentences.—List of 20 sentences. Time limit, 3 minutes. Response by

underlining the word "true" or "false." Sentences must state generally known facts.

4. Arithmetical reasoning.—Ten sets of 20 problems each. Time limit, 5 minutes.

Response to require ordy writing of numbers. Problems should not involve information beyond

the four fundamentals and simple fractions.
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5. Information.—List of 40 items. Time limit, 4 minutes. Length of line approximately

12 words, so that each statement may occupy single line, with space for four alternate responses.

Responses to be made by underscoring appropriate word.

6. SynonyTiir-antonym.—Ten sets of 40 items each to be prepared. Time Mmit, 2 minutes.

All the items in a single colimm. Response indicated by underlining "same" or "opposite."

A dotted Hue should connect the second word of each pair with the response words.

7. Practical judgment.—^Ten to 20 items. Time limit, 2 minutes. Alternate responses

to be given, one of which is to be checked. The niunber of alternating responses and the method

of checking them is to be detennined by those delegated to work out the tentative series. The

check preferably is to be brought, if possible, within two hnes. The language must be simple

and direct.

8. Number series completion.—Ten items, introducing in all four different principles. Time

limit, 4 minutes.

9. Analogies.—Forty items, with a time hmit of 4 minutes. There should be fom- responses

from which to choose, only one of which is correct. At Whipple's suggestion it was decided to

use for the three incorrect responses words which would naturally be given as a reaction in a free

association test when the third term of the analogies was used as the stimuliis word.

10. Number comparison.—Twenty columns of numbers, consisting of six or seven numbers

each. The subject is to imderscore the smallest number in each column. (This was later

changed to the smallest and largest numbers in each column, in order to increase the test's

demands upon the higher intellectual processes.) The numbers are to consist of two to four

digits. The first digits in any one column are to be neither wholly the same nor wholly different.

The smallest have at least one duphcate. Time limit, 2 minutes.

Since it was agreed to have 10 equivalent forms of each test as a safeguard against coaching,

the question arose as to the best method of guaranteeing the equahty of the different forms as

regards difficulty. A solution proposed by Wells was adopted for all of the tests except that

of oral directions, namely, the principle of random selection. This principle may be illustrated

as follows: If it is desired to secm'e 10 cUfferent sets of the analogies test, each set containing

40 items, the method would be to collect 400 such items, shufSe them thoroughly, and select the

items for the 10 different sets by drawing. It will later be seen how satisfactorily this method
worked.

On June 1 the tests selected for group examination were assigned to various members of the

committee to prepare the items for the equivalent forms. This work continued imtU June 4.

The assignments for preparing the test material were as follows:

Oral directions to Whipple.

Memory for digits to Wells.

Disarranged sentences to Haines and Godda^-d.

Arithmetical reasoning to Bingham.

Information to Wells.

Synonym-antonym to Terman.

Practical judgment to Haines and Goddard.

Number series completion to Wells.

Analogies to Terman.

Ntmiber comparison to WeUs. *

It shoidd be stated, however, that no one's contribution was hmited to his specific assign-

ment. Every member of the committee contributed helpful suggestions on practically every

test. When tentative lists had been made out they were presented for the criticism of the

group. It is impossible to apportion credit justly, for the work was primarily an example of

what Royce has caUed "the fecundity of aggregation."

Wells's conspicuous share in tliis work was in part due to the fact that ho had brought with

him a large amount of material on memorj' for digits and niunber comparison which could be

utihzed \\dthout change. This material had already been arranged by the method of chance
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selection. Wells had also had experience in making up au information test; accordingly this
test also was assigned to him. The infommtion test, ia accordance with committee decision,
draws systematically from a mmiber of fields of knowledge.

The words used in the synonym-antonym test were aU taken from a "vest-pocket" diction-
ary (Funk & WagnaUs), in order to guard against the inclusion of rare or technical terms. A
provisional hst of about 500 pairs of words was arranged by Terman and subjected to the
criticism of other members of the conmMttee. After the Hst had been considerably reduced by
the omission of unsuitable words, 10 sets of 40 each were drawn by lot for the 10 "forms."

In making up the items of the analogies test, various types of relationship between the
first two words were systematically dra^\-n upon, such as genus-species, part-whole, cause-effect
object-attribute, opposites, etc. The three incorrect alternative responses for each item were
secured by listing and using the third term of the analogy as a stimulus word in a free association
test -with three subjects. The three reaction words thus secured for each stimulus word were
used as the three alternative responses in the corresponding test item. This method, siiggested
by Whipple, gave distinctive and definite character to the analogies test. To respond correctly
in the test as constituted, means to select one of several habitual associations as determined by
the particular type of relationship existing between the first two words.

Mention has been made of the use of the principle of random selection in making up the
different "forms" of the tests. In 5 of the 10 tests it was also necessary to utiUze the principle

of chance in arranging the items within a given test. For example, the succession of true and
false sentences in the disarranged sentence test was determined by tossing a penny. The dis-

tribution of synonyms and antonyms in the synonym-antonym test was decided in the same way.
In the information test, the practical judgment test, and the analogies test, the position of the
correct response in relation to the alternative responses was also determined by chance. The
necessity for these precautions is obvious.

Effort was made to arrange the items in other tests in order of difficulty by inspection. In
the case of certain of the tests, the individual items were rated for difficulty by several members
of the committee. Later results, however, showed that the ratings are unrehable.

The instructions for giving a test were m each case formulated first by the person or persons
who had been made responsible for collecting the items of that test. Every tentative formu-
lation was submitted to the entire group for criticism. The instructions for several of the tests

were recast by Whipple. The guiding principle m the wording of instructions was to make
them as direct and simple as possible, and to this end the directions for each test were several

times revised.

The tests chosen appeared to satisfy fairly weU the criteria wMch had been originally laid

down. The consensus of opinion in the coromittee on this poiat was as follows:

1. Adaptability for group use.—Thoroughly met by all.

2. Validity as a measure of intelligence.—A majority of the tests were known to correlate

highly with good measures of intelUgence. Perhaps most doubt was felt with respect to memory
for digits, nimiber comparison, and practical judgment. Memory for digits had usually given

only moderately high correlations with other measures, but it liad the following advantages:

(1) It would lend variety to the scale; (2) it could be made up in any number of equally difficult

forms; (3) it would cover a fairly wide range; (4) it was perhaps the best memory span test

available for group use.

.3. Range covered.—Met fairly well by all. It was anticipated, however, that the analogies

test probably would not reach down as far as would be desirable and that the nmnber compari-

son test would probably not measure well in the higher ranges. Opinion was divided on the

disarranged sentence and the practical judgment tests.

4. Objectivity of scoring.—Met perfectly by all the tests.

5. Rapidity of scoring.—Met satisfactorily by all.

6. Unfavorableness to coaching.—Each test could readily bo made uj) m manj' "forms."

7. Unfavorableness to malingering.—Little difference among the tests. Malingering is

possible in all. Diagnosis of mental deficiency on group test alone would not be safe.
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8. UnfavoraUeness to cheating.—Little difference among the tests, except that copying

by one man from another is somewhat easier in oral directions, arithmetical reasoning, practical

judgment, and memory for digits than in the other tests.

9. Nondependence upon schooling.—Members of the committee did not agree as to the in-

fluence of schooling, except in believing that the oral directions test is rather exceptionally

free from such influence. Some regarded the analogies test and the synonym-antonym test as

more or less objectionable on this ground. Eesults have given no indication that the tests

differ greatly in the extent to which schooling influences the result.

10. Response without writing.—No writing is reqiiired, except the writmg of figures in the

arithmetical reasoning test, the memory for digits test, and number series completion.

11. Interest and appeal.—It was exjiected that the tests chosen wovdd satisfy this criterion

very weU, although it was not expected that the rank order of the tests on this point would be

the same for all types of subject.

12. Economy of time.—The sjraonym-antonym test and the practical judgment test stood

first in this respect. Counting the time necessary for reading the instructions, each required

about 2 minutes. Oral directions, arithmetical reasoning and memory for digits were least

economical of time, requiring from 5^ to 7 minutes apiece.

By June the materials for the group test were ready for press. It was decided to print

an edition of 1,000 copies for preliminary trial of the group method before undertaking to pre-

pare methods for individual examining. Bingham accepted the responsibility of seeing the

material through press. Two days later printed copies were distributed and the committee

adjourned to gather data which would serve as a basis for revision and standardization.

The recess lasted from June 10 to 23. During this period trial was made of the group

method by various members of the committee as follows. By Yerkes, 50 inmates of the Massa-

chusetts School for the Feeblemuided, Waverly, Mass., and 25 subjects at the Boston Psycho-

pathic Hospital; by Wells, about 50 subjects at the Reformatory for Men, Concord, Mass.; by

Haines, about 50 aviation recruits in Ohio; by Terman, about 60 liigh-school pupils and 43

prisoners in California; by Bingham and Goddard, assisted by N. J. Melville, 114 marines at

the Philadelphia Navy Yard and 27 men at the Carnegie Institute of Technology; by Whipple,

50 men in the officers' training camp. Fort Benjamin Harrison, Ind.

The committee reassembled at Vineland on June 25 to work over carefully the results of

the above tests giving particular attention to correlations with other measures of intelligence,

and to methods of scoring.

The 103 high-school pupils and prisoners of California had been tested by the proposed

Army test, by the Stanford-Bmet scale, the Yerkes-Bridges point scale, and the Trabue lan-

guage tests. The results of the Army test, both for the scale as a whole and for the 10 different

tests composing it, were correlated with these other measures. A large nimiber of the marines

were given an abbreviated Binet test, and these results also were correlated with the army
test. In addition, for certain groups of cases, each of the 10 tests in the Army scale was cor-

related with the total score of the scale. For certain groups each test was correlated with the

sum of 5 tests.

Unfortunately some of the data of this preliminary trial are not at present available. The
following facts, however, can be presented:

1. For Terman's 103 subjects (60 high-school pupils and 43 prisoners) the correlation of

each test with Stanford-Binet mental age was as follows

:

Test 12345 6 789 10 Total score.

Correlation 0.66 0.56 0.71 0.73 0.73 0.75 0.77 0.25 0.82 0.29 0.87

2. For the marines the 10 tests correlated with mental age scores by Doll's brief Binet

(two tests per year) as follows:

Test 12345 6789 10 Total score.

Correlation 0. 40 0. 37 0. 68 0. 57 0. 60 0. 68 0. 72 0. 47 0. 50 0. 31 0. 81
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3. For the mariaes each test correlated as follows \nth. the total score of the ten tests:

Test 1234 567 8 9 10
Correlation 0.75 0.70 0.73 0.82 0.72 0.79 0.88 0.56 0.76 0.62

4. The correlation of the total score with the number of school grades completed was 0.73.

The correlations which the tests gave were therefore in the main satisfactory. TLey were
high with outside measures of kno^^-n value; they were high enough with one another to indi-

cate that all were reasonably good tests of general mteUigence; at the same time the inter-

correlations of the tests were not high enough to suggest that the tests were only repetitive of

one another.

The tests were scored in various ways in order to determine the best method empirically.

The principle adopted was that of finding by trial the method of scoring which would give the
highest correlation with Binet or vrith. total score. All the tests were scored both for "number
right" and "'right minus RTong." In addition, test 4 was also scored for "right—2 wrong";
and tests 5 and 7 for "3 right—wrong." It has been supposed that it would be found necessary
to penalize, more or less extensively, for errors. However, it was found that, in general, penal-

izing was of little or no advantage except in those tests where it was necessary to counterbalance
the factor of chance, as in tests 3 and 6. Test 4, for example, gave significantly higher correla-

tions with Binet and with total score when scored for number right than when scored for " right

—

wrong" or "right—2 wrong." Only in tests 3, 6, 7, and 10 did the data justify subtraction

from the score in case of error. In tests 3 and 6 the subject has an even chance of making a

correct response by guessing, and this is offset by scoring the test "right—^wrong." In tests 7

and 10 the advantage gained by penalizmg for errors was small.

The time allowances for the tests were checked up by noting the per cent in each groxip who
attempted all the items of a test. The following changes in time seemed to be justified: Test 1,

slight reduction in time for certain items and slight increase for others. Test 2, slight decrease

for certain items. Test 3, reduction from three to two minutes. Test 4, no change, five minutes.

Test 5, reduction from four to three minutes. Test 6, reduction from two t one and one-half

minutes. Test 7, reduction from two minutes to one minute. Test S, reduction from four to

two minutes. Test 9, reduction from fotir to three minutes. Test 10, unchanged, two minutes.

The time allowances agreed upon at this revision remained xmchanged until the original group
scale was modified into the alpha scale in January, 1018.

Other results considered were the number of zero scores for different tests in various groups,

the standard deviation of the scores in different tests, and the relative difliculty of the items

composmg the 10 tests. It will be recalled that when the group test was originally made up
enough items were collected for 10 different "forms" of each of the 10 tests, so that 10 different

record booklets could be used, all eqtially difficult but not duplicative. Only one of these forms

—

namely. Form A—was printed for the preliminary try-out. Hence the rearrangement of items

at this time to accord with order of difficulty was made only for Form A. Even in this form no
serious attempt was made to secure an exact order according to difficulty. As a result of the

experiment, a few items in the tests were modified in content or form. The directions for the

separate tests were modified to some extent and several changes were made in the examiner's

prologue. Whipple was largely responsible for the final wording of the prologue. All the

members of the committee participated in the revision of the group tests after the recess except

Haines, who was txnable to be present.

On July 1 word was received that $2,500 had been made available for a trial of the methods

in various military organizations. On Jidy 2 copy for Forms A, B, C, D, and E of the group

examination were placed in the hands of Bmgham, who was charged with the responsibility of

seeing the material through press. One thousand copies of each form were printed.
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Section 2.— The indmidtuil examination.

During the two days before the committee's recess and while the group examination mate-

rial was in press the committee discussed methods of individual examination, giving special

attention to the possibility of employing abbreviated scales. N. J. Melville and E. A. Doll were

both called into conference because of their work with the abbreviated Binet.

Immediately after this conference the preparation of methods for individual examining was

undertaken. It was believed that such examinations would be necessary for the men ranking

lowest on the group scale, for the highest 5 or 10 per cent, and for those whose scores indicated

that they were irregular or atyi^ical. It was assumed further that the lowest group would be

made up in part of genume subnormals and in part of foreigners and others handicapped by

illiteracy. It was agreed, therefore, that the methods of individual examination should be

worked out with special reference to subnormals, supernormals, foreigners, and psychotics.

Tentatively, Yerkes, Goddard, and Haines were charged with the formulation of tests for

illiterates and psychotics; Whipple and Bingham, for superiors; and Wells and Terman, for

subnormals. As it worked out, however, the contributions of the various members were not

governed to any great extent by these assignments.

The question may be raised why the committee did not adopt one or more of the standard-

ized intelligence scales in current use instead of undertaking the preparation of new methods.

Perhaps the wisdom of the committee's decision is open to question in view of the fact that the

methods prepared at this time were soon abandoned in favor of the Yerkes-Bridges point scale

and the Stanford-Bmet scale. Among the considerations which influenced the committee

were the following:

(1) That current scales were not sufficiently "coach-proof"; (2) that new sets of tests

could probably be devised which would give a larger variety for choice and render the method

of individual examination more flexible than current methods and more readily adaptable to

particular types of subjects; (3) that new tests would escape the prejudice entertained by many

against the intelligence scales in general use.

Before undertaking to make a selection of tests it was agreed that the tests chosen should

satisfy the following criteria: (1) They should be valid measures of intelligence; (2) reasonably

"coach-proof"; (3) not too susceptible to practice effects; (4) unfavorable to malingering;

(5) interesting; (6) with responses unambiguous, definite and easily scored, and the verbal

element reduced to a minimum; (7) little Lafluenced by schooling; (8) brief; and (9) using

materials that are simple, convenient, and inexpensive.

In order to make the individual examination as nearly "coach-proof" as possible, it was

agreed to limit the selection of tests in most cases to those for which five equivalent series of

items could be devised. With this and the other criteria in mind, approximately 50 different

tests proposed by various members of the committee were subjected to critical consideration.

From these, 21 were selected, as follows:

Test A. Painted cuhe.—This test ^ was suggested to the committee by Goddard. Yerkes

and Goddard modified the original test by arranging a series of steps of gradually increasing

difficulty and by preparing suitable directions for givuig and scoruig.

Test B. The clock test.—This is the well-known Binet test of reversing the hands of the

clock,^ supplemented by the test of telling time. Tlu-ee steps of graded difficulty were proposed:

(1) Telling time; (2) reversing hands of clock, with clock in view; (3) same, with no clock in

view. Alternative forms were prepared by Wells. The test of telling time has been shown by

Gertrude Hall ^ to give a high correlation with Binet mental age.

Test C. Cube imitation.—This is the Knox test * as adapted by Yerkes, who also prepared

the instructions. The test as given by Knox has proved valuable in testing immigrants.

For history see Jour. Educ. Psy.. March, 1917, pp. 176-178.

» Detailed reference to the various tests originated or elaborated by Binet seems superfluous. Information regarding these can be located con-

veniently in the following volume: Bluet, A,, and Simon, Th. The Development of Intelligence in Children. Translated by Kite, E. S., 1916.

• Eleven Mental Tests Standardized. Eugenics and Social Welfare Bulletin No. 5, New York State Board of Charities.

« Knoi, H. ,\. A Scale Based on the Work at Ellis Island for Estimating Mental Defect. J. Amcr. Med. Assoc., vol. 62, 1914, p. 742.
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Test D. Maze test.—The more difficult mazes of the Porteus series ' were modified by
Yerkes. Data from Porteus have correlated well with Binet mental age.

Test E. The Dearhorn form hoard.-—This form board was selected because it offers a

graded series of problems with reasonably wide range. The instructions were prepared by
Y'erkes.

Test F. Stenquist construction.—This was not included in first scries of tests.

Test G. Orientational information.—This was included primarily for use with suspected

psychotics. It was arranged by Yerkes and Terman and was not intended as an intelligence

test. Four of the first five items are from Binet, the last five from Terman' s series.^

Test H. Association.—Kent-Rosanoff series.^ The instructions were prepared by Wells.

Test J. Vocahulary.—Word lists as arranged by Terman. Those of the first series were
taken from the Stanford vocabulary test,^ which had been made up by selecting every one
hundred and eightieth word in the Laird and Lee Vest Pocket Dictionary. The forty words
for series 1 of test J were selected from the hundred-word Stanford vocabulary test as follows:

In the case of 600 adults who had been given the Stanford-Binet, success m each of the 100

words was correlated with success in the scale as a whole. The 40 words selected for the present

purpose were those which had shown highest correlation with Stanford-Binet mental age. The
diagnostic value of this first list is accordingly very high.

The other four series included in test J were selected thus: Four vocabulary lists of 100

words each were made up from the Laird and Lee Vest Pocket Dictionary by selecting every

one hundred and eightieth word, as in the case of the origmal Stanford vocabulary test. Each
hundred-word list thus obtained was reduced to SO by omitting those which were either too

easy or too hard to have diagnostic value in the range of intelligence ordinarilj' found among
soldiers. The lists of eighty were then reduced to forty by dropping out alternate words.

Thus far the words of series 2 to 5 were in the main "unselected," in the sense that they were

selected by arbitrary rule. However, several changes were later made by substituting for words

which were deemed unsuitable other words judged to be equally difficult. By '"unsuitable"

is meant words which tend to bring ambiguous responses, words which are more or less provin-

cial or obsolete, words with objectionable references, etc.

The words of series 1 were arranged in order of difficulty as shown by tests of 600 adults.

Those of series 2 to 5 were arranged in order of difficulty as estimated by three judges. The
relative difficulty of the five series is not definitely known, but the differences are probably not

great.

Test K. Letter line test.—From the Yerkes-Rossy Point Scale. ° Yerkes credits this test

to the late E. B. Huey. The test was adapted for army use by Y'^erkes and Melville, who pre-

pared the instructions and the alternative series.

Test L. Dissected sentences.—From Binet. Alternative series and instructions were

prepared by Melville.

Test M. Absurdities.—From Binet. The five series and the instructions were prepared

by Terman, assisted by Goddard. The 50 absurdities of the five series have the following

sources: Binet or various editions of the Binet scale, 9; Simpson's series, 6; Goddard, 9; Terman,

24; unknown origin, 2. The 24 absurdities furnished by Terman consisted in the main of

verbal "translations" of the Terman and Williams absurd pictures.'

Test N. Controlled association (Rhymes).—From Binet. Tlae instructions and the five

series were arranged by Melville.

1 Porteus, S. D. Mental Tests tor Feeble-Minded: A New Series. J. Psycho-Asthenics., vol. 19, No. 4, 1915, pp. 200-213.

' Dearborn, Walter F., Anderson, J. F,., and Christiansen, A. O. Form Board and Construction Tests ot Mental Ability. J. Educ. Psychol.,

vol. 7, No. 8, pp. 448-449.

' Terman, h. M., and Chamberlain, M. B. Twenty-three Serial Tests o( Intelligence and Their Intercorrolatlons. J. Applied Psycho!., vol.

2, No. 4, 191S, pp. 343-344.

* Kent, G. H., and Rosanofl, A. J. A Study of Association in Insanity. Amer. J. Insanity, vol. 47, 1910, pp. 37-96 and 317-390.

» Terman, 1-. M. The Measurement ot Intelligence, 1916, pp. 224-231.

« Boston Medical and Surrical Journal, .\pril, 1017, vol. 176, pp. 564-573.

' Terman, I<. M., and Chamberlain, M. B. Twenty-three Serial Tests of Intelligence and Their Intercorrclations. J. AppUcd Psychol., vol.

2, No. 4, 1918, pp. 347-349.
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TestO. Likenesses and differences.—Finding differences, from Binet; finding likenesses,

from Stanford-Binet. The five series and the instructions were arranged by Terman, who is

responsible for all but five or sLx of the fifty items.'

Test P. Ingenuity.—DeYised by Terman in 1905, used by him in an experimental study of

the intellectual processes of bright and dull boys.= Included later in the Stanford-Bmet. Adapt-

ed for present use by WeUs, who also prepared the instructions and the alternative problems.

Test Q. Memory ior (Zesijms.—Modeled after the Binet test. The designs here used were

devised by Terman. In experiments at Stanford University they had yielded high correlations

with mental age.

Test R. Logical memory.—After Binet. Instructions and alternative series were prepared

by Wells.

Test S. CompreTiension.—After Binet. Instructions and the alternative series were

prepared by Wells and Terman. Wells furnished 11 of the 25 questions, Terman 8, and Goddard

the remainder.

Test T. Sentence construction {three words).—After Binet; the Masselon test. Instructions

and alternative series were arranged by Melville.

Test V. AritJimeiical problems.—A combination of the Binet test of making change and

the Bonser type of arithmetical reasoning test.^ Three of the five problems in the e series

came originally from Bonser and had been later incorporated in the Stanford-Binet. The

other two of the e series were taken from the group test of arithmetical reasoning. Instructions

and alternative series were arranged by Wells.

Test V. Code learning.—The code test had been used in variotis forms by various psycholo-

gists, notably in the Healy * and Stanford-Bmet = tests. The instructions and the five forms

of the present series were prepared by Wells.

The 22 tests which have been described were not combined in a single scale. It was sug-

gested that they be used as follows: (1) For illiterates, tests A to F; (2) for subnormals, tests

J to 0, suppleraented by H and I, or tests P to U, supplemented by H and I; (3) for psychotics,

tests D, E, F, G, I, Q, and R; (4) for supemormals, tests A, C, E, H, I, J, and O.

Apart from the limitations imposed by the criteria which the committee had agreed each

test must satisfy, the choice of tests was determined by three things: (1) By the purpose to

secure tests which would be of service with, one or another of the types of subjects named

above—illiterates, subnormals, psychotics, and supernormals ; (2) by the experience which the

members of the committee had had with the various types of tests proposed; and (.3) by the

data contained in two stiulies of the diagnostic value of certain Binet tests—namely, Brigham's

recently published monograph * and Knollhi's unpublished master's thesis. The latter, which

was brought before the committee by Terman, gave the correlation of each test above nine

yeai-s in the Stanford-Binet scale with mental age as measured by the entire scale for approxi

mately 450 adiilt subjects. Knollin's data showed the following tests to have high diagnostic

value: vocabulary, three words, rhjTnes, absurdities, designs, comprehension, dissected sen-

tences, digits Imckward, giving differences and similarities, arithmetical reasoning, and ingenuity.

These were included in the Army scries.

Some 30 other tests were proposed, but for one reason or another rejected. Notes made by

members of the committee indicate the rejections listed below, with reasons m some cases.

The name in parentheses after certain of the tests indicates authorship of the particular form

of test considered.

Dot cancellation (Abelson): not a good measure of intelligence. Geometric estimation

(Thorndike and Woodworth): too largely on the perceptual level. Line bisection: too largely

1 Terman, L. M., and Chamberlain, M. B. Twenty-three Serial Tests ot Intelligence and Their Interoorrelations. J. Applied Psychol.,

vol. 2, No. 4, 1918, p. 347.

sTerman, L. M. Genius and Stupidity. Ted. Sem., vol. 13, 1906, p. 335.

' Bonser, F.G. TheReasoningAbilityoIChildrenoftheFourth.Fitth.andSixthSchool Grades. Teachers' College, Columbia Univ. Contribs.

to Educ, no. 37, 1910, p. U.

< Healy, W. and Femald, G. M. Tests lor Practical Mental Classiflcation. Psychol. Monog. vol. 13, whole no. 54, 1911, pp. 33-34.

s Terman, L. M. The Mcasiu-oment of Intelligence, pp. 330-332.

• Brigham, C. C. Two Studies in Mental Tests. Psychol. Monog., vol. 24, whole no. 102, 1917.
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perceptual. Reaction to pictures (Binet): too difficult to score. Fable interpretation (Ter-

man): time consuming and difficult to score. Multiple choice (Yerkes): not easy to devise

enoTigh alternates or to prevent coaching. Absurd pictures (Rossolimo, Terman, Lough):
time not available for devising and dravring the necessary number of pictiires. Proverbs
(•used by Keller, Winch, Whipple, Otis, Terman, and others') : too difficult for all but liighest

levels of inteUigence. Nujnber ranking (Wells), arranging numbers in order, putting largest

at top: reason for rejection not recorded. Knowledge about familiar things (Terman), "Where
does tar come from?" etc.: reasons for rejection not recorded. Sequential picture test (used

by Bowler, Whipple, and others) : not included because of lack of time to secure suitable alter-

native series of pictures. Pimched holes (Thurstone) : not easy to secure enotigh alternatives

or to prevent coaching. Literary interpretation: too time consiuning and "schoolish." Num-
ber completion (Rogers); two forms proposed: (1) sign missing, (2) number missing: too

"schoolish." Picture completion (Heilbronner, Binet, Pintner, Kelley): time not available

for devising and drawing suitable pictures. Hand and flag tests (Thurstone): too easy; hand
test probably correlates with dextrality. Match board test (Kemble): reasons for rejection

not recorded. Memory for sentences (Binet) : digits backward considered a more suitable test

of memory span and only one needed. Naming opposites: reasons for rejection not recorded.

Finding reasons (Terman) : rendered uimecessary by inclusion of the comprehension test, which
is easier to score. Sentence completion (Trabue): probably much influenced by schooling.

Healy form boards: rejected because of low value as a measure of intelligence. Naming words
(Binet) : adults often fail to enter into the spirit of this test.

The methods which the committee devised for individual examining are appraised more
fully elsewhere (pp. 397ff., 477-480). It may be noted, however, that in the main the nine criteria

which had been laid down as essential were reasonably well satisfied. (1) The large majority

of the tests chosen were mental measures whose validity had been sufficiently demonstrated.

(2) Coaching was rendered difficult by the formation of five alternative series for nearly all

the tests. (3) Few, if any, of the tests could be regarded as more than ordmarily subject to

vitiation by practice. (4) The question of susceptibility to malingering played little or no
part in the choice of tests, as it was early realized by the conmiittee that this danger would
have to be guarded against by the psychological insight of the examiner rather than by the

inherent nature of the tests. (5) Most of the tests were of types known to appeal to the interests

of subjects who are likely to be given an individual examination. (6) One of the weakest

features of several of the tests was the probability of ambiguity of response. It can not be

denied that the personal equation is likely to enter in the scoring of responses to such tests

as designs, logical memory, vocabulary, comprehension, likenesses, and differences. As for the

avoidance of the verbal element in response, this was elimmated altogether in six of the tests

and reduced to an insignificant amount in several others. (7) It could hardly be maintained

that many of the tests selected are to any great extent tests of schooling rather than intelligence.

The vocabulary and arithmetical reasoning tests, the two which would come most naturally

under suspicion, are known not to be unduly vitiated by this factor. Non-English speaking

subjects were, of course, provided for by the performance tests A, C, D, E, and P. (8) The
time allowance, except for the cube construction, the Dearborn foi-m board, and the ingenuity

test, are reasonably low (chiefly from 3 to 5 minutes maximum working time). Since the

plan of examination provides for giving only six or eight of the tests to a sul)ject, the time

required for an individual examination would ordinarily range from 30 to 50 minutes. (9) Only

tests A, B, C, and E require material—material which is simple, convenient, and inexpensive.

As we shall see later, notwitlistanding the excellent features of many of the individual tests,

the methods of individual examination devised by the committee were in general abandoned

after brief use in the Army in favor of the Yerkes-Bridges and Stanford-Binet scales. This

was not due to unsatisfactoriness of the tests, considered individually, but to the fact that they

were not welded into a systematic scale or group of standardized scales which could be used con-
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veniently. The 21 tests were intended as the raw material for such scales, which it was expected

would be developed as a resvdt of Army use. That this expectation was not fulfilled was due to

the immediate necessity of securing results which could be interpreted in the light of generally

known standards. Such a standard was mental age and at first test scores which could not be

readily translated into terms of this concept were unsatisfactory both to the psychological

examiners and to the neuropsychiatric officers to whom cases were continually being referred.

There is no doubt that an admirable system of tests could be wrought out of the material which

the committee brought together. Five of the nonlanguage tests, in modified form, were later

included in the performance scale. The tests inserted especially for use with psychotics (orien-

tational information and the association test) were not enyjloyed to any considerable extent.

Another of the original purposes of the methods of individual examination was early aban-

doned—namely, the special examination of those who had made very high scores in the group

test. The purposes of the individual examination were thus reduced to two— (1) the detection

of low-grade intelligence and (2) the more accurate grading of foreigners.

One day had been devoted to methods of individual examination before the recess of June

10 to 24. The session following the recess extended only from June 25 to July 7. Only two weeks
were available in which to revise the group examination method, devise methods of individual

examination for various types of subjects, and prepare printer's copy for record blanks and
Examiner's Guide with full instructions for giving and scoring the tests. Haines was not present

after the recess and Whipple was compelled to leave July 2, while Bingham gave the larger part

of his time from July 2 to 7 to the preparation of printer's copy for record blanks. This left the

work of preparing the alternative series of items, the directions for procedure, and the copy for

the Examiner's Guide to Yerkes, Goddard, Wells, and Terman, aided by Melville. Fortunately

the important task of selecting the tests was earned out with all the members of the committee
present except Haines, who was unable to return after the recess, but sent in valuable data on the

group tests. Copy for the Examiner's Guide (a pamphlet of 76 pages) was completed and dis-

patched to the printer July 7.

In six weeks the committee had accomphshed the following results:

L It had formulated a plan for the psychological examination of an entire army. So far

as the committee knew, no such wholesale application of psychological methods to military

problems had ever before been entertained.

2. It had prepared an intelligence scale for group examining and had demonstrated its

validity by trial upon 400 subjects. This scale was all but immune from the personal equation of

the examiner and wholly free from the personal equation of the scorer. It made possible the ex-

amination of hundreds of men in a single day by a single psychologist.

3. It had made the scale reasonably "coach-proof " by preparing 10 alternative forms which
were entirely nonduplicative in matter but psychologically identical and of approximately equal
difficulty.

4. It had formulated methods of individual examination to be used with subjects for whom
the group method might be inadequate or inconclusive. The scheme of individual examination
included 21' tests, chiefly adapted from tests which had already proved their value as measures
of intelligence. The list of tests provided for four types of subject—illiterate or non-English
speaking, subnormal, psychotic, and supernormal.

5. For all but six of the individual tests, five alternative series of items had been prepared
in order to reduce the danger of coaching.

6. Copy for an Examiner's Guide had been made ready for the printer, and an edition of

5,000 copies of the revised group test was being printed for further trial and experimentation.
7. The sum of $2,500 having been secured for a thorough trial of the methods with Army

subjects, the committee had formulated a plan for this experiment. The necessary arrangements
for this extensive trial were made by Bingham and Yerkes.

' Test F, subsequently added, increased the number to 22.
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There is no desire to make the work of the committee assume an importance which it does
not deserve. It wouhl be misleading to leave the reader with the impression that the methods
which the committee formulated were in any sense inventions de novo. Few inventions are.

In the present instance the committee did not hesitate to borrow suitable methods or material
wherever they could be foimd. In the tests for individual examination there was little new
except a part of the materials and certain adaptations of procedure. It should be stated, however,
that several members of the committee had in earlier work made important contributions to

various tests included in the individual examination. For the group method somewhat more
originality may be claimed. One can at least say that it made possible what had hitherto been
impossible. It did this, however, far more by the adaptation of tried methods than by the whole-
sale creation of new ones. Conspicuously important features of the group method are: (1) The
arrangement of the tests so as to permit response without writing and to secure complete ob-

jectivity of scoring; (2) the "random selection" method of securing equally difficult alternative

forms; (3) the standardization of procedure. For (1) the committee was indebted more to Otis

than to any other one person; for (2) the credit belongs to Wells; for (3) the committee as a

whole was responsible.

The immediate origin of the 10 tests of the group method has already been indicated. The
contribution of the committee with respect to them was chiefly in the line of adaptations de-

signed to render them more serviceable for military use. Test 1 embodied the best features of

the "Following directions" tests of Woodworth and Wells,' and of Abelson ^ It differed from
the "Geometric test" of Otis chiefly in the fact that the directions were given orally instead of

being read by the subject. Test 2 was the Otis adaptation of the memory span test for group use.

Test 3 was the Otis adaptation of the Binet test of disarranged sentences. Test 4 involved noth-

ing new. Test 5 was borrowed in part from the Bureau of Salesmanship Research Tests (Car-

negie Institute of Technology) and in part from an information test devised by Wells. Test 6

was taken entirely from Otis. It is more nearly an invention than any other test in the scale

and in justice to its author should be associated with his name. Test 7 was a cross between the

Binet comprehension test and the Bonser "selective judgment" test." Test 8 was based upon
Thurstone's number series completion test, while test 9 is an adaptation of the association pro-

portion test.* Test 10 was proposed by Wells as an improved form of the cancellation test.

It should be stated that at this stage the committee regarded the methods as altogether

tentative. A thorough trial upon several thousand soldiers under camp conditions was regarded

as necessary before any steps should be taken to secure their acceptance by the War Department.

Fortunately thorough trial was possible.

' Woodworth, R. S. and Wells, F. L. Association Tests. Psychol. Monog., vol. 13, whole no. 57, 1911, pp. 6S-72.

" Abelson, A. R. The Measurement of Mental AblUty of "Backward ' Children. Brit. J. Psychol., vol. 4, 1911, pp. 279-288.

• Bonser, op. cit., pp. 5-6.

« See especially Woodworth, R. S., and Wells, F. L., op. cit., pp. 63-64 (Mixed Relations Test).





CHAPTER 2.

TTNOFFICIAL TBIAL OF METHODS.

After adjournment of the committee on methods, July 7, 1919, arrangements were made,

in accordance with plans described on page 9 of this report, for trial of the methods under

military conditions. The results at the four military stations were worked over by a statistical

imit under Thorndike's direction and reported upon by him at a conference of the committee

on methods held at Columbia University on August 15. This chapter records the more

significant results of the preofficial trial.

Approximately 4,000 examinations Were made by the group method, including 3,000

soldiers, 759 men in the Brooklyn Mosquito Fleet, and 372 individuals in institutions for the

feeble-minded. So far as they were used for statistical purposes, these tests were distributed

as follows: Regular Army reorganization camp, Syracuse, N. Y., 738; Regular Army and

National Guard, Fort Benjamin Harrison, IndianapoUs, Ind., 898; National Guard camp,

Nashville, Tenn., 734 ; Naval Training Base No. 6, Brooklyn, N. Y., 759 ; institutions for mental

defectives, 372; total, 3,501. lUiterates were not excluded.

Section 1 .

—

Group examination i.

Tests 1, 2, 4, 5, 8, and 9 were scored "number right" (the number of correct items) ; tests

3, 6, 7 and 10 were scored "right minus wrong" (the number of correct items less the number

of wrong items). This plan had been tentatively formulated by the committee after the Vine-

land experiment with 400 subjects. Total scores were found by counting each way from a

tentative median (coimted as zero) and summing the values—a method which yields both

positive and negative scores. It was believed that different tests would be of different impor-

tance in making up the total score, and that, therefore, before summing up the scores of the

separate tests, these scores should be multiphed by proi>er weights. The weighting keys,

tabulated herewith, show the weighted score corresponding to any actual gross score.

Weighting key for tests of examination a.

Test 1 (number right).
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WeigMing Tcey for tests of examination a—Continued.

Test 5 (number right).
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Table 1.

—

Distribfulions of scores for various groups.

Scores.
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rating for general intelligence to the extent of nearly 0.7, in the case of the lower half of the National Army. For higher

grades the test is not so useful. The low correlations in the Brooklyn, and Officers' Training Camp groups show this.

Also the correlation with marks attained by aviators in the studies of the ground school is under O.3.'

Table 2 shows the inter-correlations of the ten tests for 313 National Guard men.

Table 2.

—

The intercorrelations of the 10 tests for a group of SIS enlisted men.

[Table shows coefllclents ot correlation (r) and their P. E.'s.]

Test.
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Table A.

Test.
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Table 3.

—

Reported amount of schooling in successive years. (E, elementary grade; H, high school; C, college.)

Tot;il score ia the group tost.
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Concerning the interpretation of total score, the following is quoted from Thorndike's

report:

Adult inmates of feeble-minded asylums, of Binet ages 9 to 13, in general make in the test scores from —188 to

— 60. Their median score is — 140

.

Men of the Regular Army reporting themselves as "laborers" or "farmers," who have English names and report

at least some schooling, in general make scores from —100 to 0. The median score of 100 such taken at random is —55.

Men of the Regular Army (including a few from oflacers' training campe) who have English names and some

schooling and who report themselves &s skilled laborers, such as electricians, engineers, draughtsmen, carpenters,

masons, photographers, and the Uke, make in general scores from —70 to +50. The median score of 53 such is —15.

Fifty men in training in an officers' training camp made scores from to +180, with a median a trifle over +100.

Eighty-seven students in a course in psycholog>' primarily for seniors and graduate students made scores from

+50 to +175, with a median at about +125.

Four hundred and fifty men of the Regular Army (camp in Indiana) showed only 16 men, or 35 per thousand, with

scores of —140 or worse; and there is evidence that at least half of those men (below —140) could read English very

little or not at all.

There is evidence that if a man can read English as well as, say, the average fifth-grade child, and still scores below

— 140 in the test, he either is not admitted, or, if admitted, is not found worth retaining in the Regular Army.

It seems, then, that any literate man who scores below —140 should be considered for exclusion from the Army, or

for retention only for work in which even gross stupiditj- could not endanger his fellow soldiers. A man scoring —100

should be subjected to further study, especially by the aid of performance tests (clock, maze, form board, and Sten-

quist) in a group test, and by tests of his ability to manage himself and other men so as to gain fair repute amongst his

associates.

At the other end of the scale it may be s^jd that no man scoring below zero is likely to succeed in the work with

books, maps, instruments, and the like of a training camp for commissioned officers. Such a man probably should not

be sent there, as he will almost certainly fail. Roughly, a minimum standard of+ 50 might be set for admission to such

a camp, with character, leadership, and militarj- zeal and knowledge the deciding factors for men scoring+ 50 or better.

More systematically we may interpret the scores as shown below (assuming that the indi^ddual speaks English

well and has had good opportunity to learn to read English):

—1-50 feeble-minded adult, of Binet age, 9 to 10.

—100 upper level of the
'

' border line '' or the lower level of the dull, slow-thinking day laborer.

— 50 iinskilled laborer.

0.

+ 50 lower lev-el of men fit for appointment as officers.

+ 100 level of a man who gains success in a profession or as an officer in the Army or the Na\'y by intellect.

+ 150 level of a very rapid and exact thinker with words, numbers, and abstract relations.

For the purposes of the .A^nny the abstract abUity measured by the test above + 100 may well be irrelevant, but

from + 100 down the scores certainly have value. This is proved by the correlation with the officers' ratings of the

ability and promise of the men. This correlation averages about 0.5. It seems likely that with an omniscient judgment

of the intellect of a man the score in the test would correlate with that judgment to the extent of 0.7 or 0.8 (assuming,

as pre'V'iously, that the test is used with men who have had good opportunities to learn to speak and read English).

At the four examining stations indi'vidual examinations were given to between 200 and 300

men. It appears that only 50 of these tests were scored. This obviously is entirely too small a

number either for purposes of standardization or for important statistical treatment. The

only results reported by the statistical unit are the following correlations (Pearson coefficients

as estimated by method of unlike signs) ^vith ratings of men by their officers.

Cube construction:
Parts
Partb
Parte
Partd
Parte
Parta
Partb

Clock test

Form board
Digits backward.

Absurdities
Likenesses and differences.
Designs

Loi?ical memory.
Comprehension.

.

Time
Number

correct.

...do
do.
Score
points.

Memories.
Number

correct.

...do

...do

The data treated were scanty and the method of correlation rough. Nothing was reported

about the nature of the distributions of the ratings and scores from which the correlations were

computed. Without such data the correlation coefficients themselves have little significance.
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On August 15 a joint conference of the Committee on Methods for the Psychological Exam-
ination of Recruits and the staffs of the various units which had conducted the unofficial trial

of the tests was called at Columbia University.

Thorndike informally reported the findings of the statistical tmit which had analyzed the

data of examination. These findings have been set forth briefly in the preceding pages. The

examiners present reported their impressions and suggested improvements in method. The

members of the conference agreed that the group method of examination had demonstrated

its usefulness. Thorndike pronoimced it incomparably the best battery of group tests that had

ever been assembled. Examiners reported that it attracted and held the interest of the men,

and that groups of 80 could be tested as easily as groups of 40. The methods of individual

examination were less fully reported upon, but the general opinion seemed to be that the tests

devised for this purpose would prove.£atisfactory after they had been further standardized.

On recommendation of Thorndike provision was made for the supplementation of the group

method by (1) a literacy test (the Thorndike reading scale) to be used to eUminatefrom the group

test all men who were not literate enough to be fairly measured by a test uavolving printed

symbols; (2) a performance test (the Stenquist construction test) to be given to men who had

failed to pass the literacy test; (3) for those who passed the literacy test but who nevertheless

made low scores in the group intelligence test, it was provided that the latter be repeated with

greatly extended time.

It was generally agreed that the proportion of soldiers who were too nearly illiterate to be

justly measured by the regular group test was so large that not all could be given an individual

examination. It was believed that many such recruits could be passed as satisfactory on the

basis of a group performance test, thus reducing considerably the necessary number of individual

examinations. On recommendation of Thorndike the Stenquist mechanical skill test was

accepted for this purpose.

In view of the fact that the Stenquist test was very early abandoned, it should l>e stated

that the members of the conference were by no means certain that it was suited to the purpose.

It was adopted for trial because no other group performance test was available and time was
lacking for devising a new one. This decision seemed to make necessary some form of literacy

test which, by indicating at once those too illiterate to be rated by the regular group test, would

prevent needless duplication of examinations. Terman was designated to modify the Thorn-

dike reading scale (visual vocabulary scale) for this purpose. The modification was to involve

a reduction of the test to bring it within the necessary time limits.

The purpose of repeating the group intelligence examination with extended time in the case

of men making low scores was to reduce still further the number of individual examinations.

It was believed that this would be accomplished both by the reduction of the probable error

and by the elimination of the speed factor. Thorndike suggested that the repeated examination

include all the tests except 1 and 2, and that the time allowance for each be approximately

doubled. Terman was designated to prepare the necessary directions.

Section 2.

—

Group examination b.

It wiU be recalled that examination b was merely the repetition, ^v^th extended time, of

tests 3 to 9, inclusive of examination o. It was thought that such repetition in the case of

all who scored below 100 points ' (i. e., below C) in examination a was desirable for the following

reasons: (1) That it would give a fairer measure for men whose low scores in the first exami-
nation were due to slowness of reaction rather than to real inferiority of intelligence; (2) that

apart from the factor of speed, the repetition of the test would considerably reduce the probable

error of the score.

It is unnecessary to consider at length the justification for these expectations. The
repeated test was very objectionable for practical reasons. From 11.5 per cent (Camp Devens)
to 31.8 per cent (Camp Lee) of those who took examination a fell below the score 100. To recall

so many men for an additional group examination disturbed the training program to such an

* This score value is stated in terms of the revised method of scoring described on page 325. See also page 421.
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extent as to create grave prejudice among commanding officers against the work. Besides, it

was the general opinion of the psychological examiners that the benefits derived from the
repeated examination were small in comparison -with the time and labor involved. At Camp
Devens only men who had made a score of less than 70 on examination a were recalled for

examination b. Those who made a total weighted score on examination b of 70 (tests 1 and 2
omitted) were passed ^nthout individual examination. This saved nearly half of the individual
examinations, but whether it furnished a more rehable measure of the subject's intcUigence
than examination a is doubtful.

The probable error of a score secured by giving the group examination twice on different

days and averaging the results is undoubtedly somewhat less than the probable error of a score

resulting from a single test. The latter is not far from 10 points, weighted score, for examina-
tion a. This is only about one-eighth of the standard deviation of the distribution of scores for

Tmselected literate men. Repeating the test might conceivably reduce the probable error to

one-ninth or one-tenth of the standard deviation, but the practical gain for Army purposes
would not be worth the time and labor required.

As a means of favoring the exceptionally slow, repetition of the examination ^^ith extended
time was wholly disappointing. (See p. 480f.) An investigation at Camp Lee showed
that, while on the whole there was a shght gain in score with extended time, the relative stand-

ing of a man was not often materially altered. For example, examination a given twice to a

group of 51 unsclected men gave a correlation of 0.943. The correlation of examination a
with examination b for 380 unselected men was but httle less—namely, 0.913. The data from
more than 500 men in seven companies who took both the a and b examinations indicated that

the relation of a man's score in 6 to his score in a was more influenced by the use of different

"forms" in the two examinations than by the difference in time limits. The facts are as

follows

:

Groups given examinations a and b.

Form used
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Camp Devens, 107 men, foreign eliminated, but largely inferior cases, r for examination a

and Stenquist, 0.35. Same group, r for examination a and abbreviated Stenquist (consisting

of alternate items), 0.32.

Camp Lee, 76 unselected men, r for examination a and Stenquist, 0.30. For the 30 men
of this group whose scores in examination a were below 50 the correlation with Stenquist was

0.00.

Camp Dix, 909 men of the Three hundred and third Engineers, unselected, r for exam-
ination a and Stenquist, 0.510 (see table 4). The same men were also given an improvised

group examination consisting of five tests, among which were the designs test, a digit-symbol

test, and a maze test. Although these required only three to six minutes each, their corre-

lations with examination a were, respectively, 0.54, 0.77, and 0.46. For another group of

69 unselected men at Camp Dix the correlation between examination a and Stenquist was 0.62.

Camp Lee, 17 men who had fallen below 100 in examination a, correlation between Sten-

quist and officers' estimates, was 0.20. The correlation between Stenquist and mental age

for 216 men who had been given an individual examination was practically zero. (See table 5).

Camp Dix examiners gave the Stenquist test to 40 inmates of a New Jersey State colony

for the feeble-minded. Five earned scores above 50. The mental ages of these ranged from

7.5 to 11 years. Other subjects of the mental ages 8 and 9 made to 5 points.

Camp Devens reported tests of 48 inmates of the Massachusetts School for the Feeble-

minded, Waverly. The correlation between Stenquist score and mental age by the method
of rank differences was only 0.32. Three-fourths of these subjects earned scores as high as 48,

and one subject, of mental age 8.6, the score of 80. The same 48 subjects were also given

test 2 (memory for digits) and test 4 (arithmetical reasoning) of examination a and test Q
(designs) from the individual examination series. The combined score of these, given as a

group test, gave a correlation of 0.65 with mental age, twice as high as that for Stenquist and
mental age.

The above correlations are so low that the Stenquist test can not be considered a satis-

factory test of general intelligence. For two groups of 179 and 107 imselected men the

correlation between the complete and abbreviated Stenquist (items A, B, D, E, and I) was
0.77 and 0.84, respectively. The correlation of one half with the other half would necessarily

be somewhat less than this. A reliability coefficient less than 0.90 is unsatisfactory.

The correlation arrays of tables 4 and 5 are _ty[jical of the low correlations found for

Stenquist and examination a.

Table i.^Relation of Stenquist scores to examination a scores (r. =0.510).

Exami-
nation
a score.
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T.\.BLE 5.

—

Relatwn of Stenquisl scores to mental age, Camp Lee data (r.=0.1SS).
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Stenquist skiUscore (short
Stenquist).





CHAPTER 3.

ACCEPTANCE OF METHODS BT THE WAK DEPARTMENT AND EARLY MODIFICATIONS BESULTING
FROM OFFICIAL USE.

The methods prepared at Vineland, modified and supplemented in accordance with
Thorndike's recommendations, were offered to the Surgeon General of the Army through the
chairman of the Committee on Medicine and Hygiene of the National Research Council. The
War Department promptly accepted the methods, and the Office of the Surgeon General initiated

preparations for their official trial in miUtary training camps.
Terman, who had been made a member of the Committee on Classification of Personnel in

the Army and had been assigned by that committee to duty with the section of psychology,
Office of the Surgeon General, devoted the larger part of his time from August 17 to September
28, to the revision of the Examiaer's Guide along the lines suggested by the results of the unoffi-

cial trial. In this he was materially assisted by Yoakum, who, from the middle of August until

the middle of September, also aided in perfecting arrangements for psychological work in the
camps.

The Examiner's Gmde, which was reprinted by the medical department. United States
Army, in September, 1917, is reproduced on pages 123fl. Aside from minor details it differs

from the original Guide, prepared by the committee at Vineland, only by reason of the following

additions: (1) "Introductory explanations," page 123; (2) instructions for literacy test; (3)

instructions for group intelligence examination 6, pages 128-129 (the regular group examination
now designated as group intelligence examination a, repeated with extended time for those
who had made low scores in the first examination)

; (4) instructions for the group skill test

(Stenquist construction, single series 1), pages 129-130; (5) instructions for Stenquist construc-

tion test for use in the individual examination (test F, p. 133); (G) instructions for scoring the

Stenquist test, pages 146-147.

After certain preliminary experimental groups had been examined in the four cantonments,
the method of scoring was changed by the elimination of negative scores. It was thought that

the use of negative scores would increase clerical errors, and that they would also be misunder-
stood or misinterpreted. The provisional weights (pp. 313-314), however, were retained.

The score now ranged from to 414.

The following tentative interpretation of the scores for men able to read and write was sug-

gested to examiners.

Range of scores.
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Various test blanks and the record and report forms used in the original four cantonments

are shown on page 201ff.

From the beginning the methods proved themselves practicable. In general the examina-

tions commanded the interest and respect of both men and officers. The feasibihty of testing

all recruits was demonsrated. Indeed, the expected rate of progress was considerably exceeded,

due chiefly to the fact that it was foimd possible to examine men in much larger groups than had

been planned for.

Certain shortcomings in the methods early became apparent: (1) The test which had been

prepared for the segregation of ilUterates proved to be imreliable and was abandoned after ade-

quate trial. Various substitutes, to be described later, were tried. (2) The repetition of the

main group examination with extended time (group examination h) was found to be adminis-

tratively objectionable because of the difficulty of recalling men for repeated examination.

Investigation also showed that group examination i added little, if anything, to the accuracy

of the measure furnished by group examination a. It was early abandoned in all the camps

except Devens, where it was given to about 650 men. (3) Chiefly because of lack of norms for

the interpretation of scores, the methods prepared for individual examination proved unsatis-

factory. Although used to a greater or less extent in all the camps throughout the initial

experiment, they were in large measure superseded by the Yerkes-Bridges point scale, the

Stanford-Binet scale, and the Pintner-Paterson performance tests. (4) The Stenquist test,

although it proved to be of some value in reducing the number of individual examinations, was

unsatisfactory because its results correlated so little with those of group examination a that it

could not be regarded as a legitimate substitute for the latter.

Experimentation was early begun in aU the camps looking toward the preparation of a

more suitable group test for illiterates. Group examination a, on which the success of the army
examining chiefly depended, was found to be satisfactory in all except minor details. It was used

without modification throughout the official trial, but in January, 1918, it was revised by the

elimination of two of the ten tests and by slight changes in several of the others. Its essential

nature, however, was not altered.



CHAPTER 4.

REVISION OF GROUP EXAMINATION a.

Group examination a was notably successful from the beginning. It was interesting,

relatively easy in administration, and forliterat^e men yielded ratings which, in the judgment of

those who had occasion to use them, were surprisingly dependable. It was this method cliiefly

which gave the psychological service its early prestige and paved the way for later developments.

However, during the trial period, as a result of special studies which had been made of

this method of examination, a mmiber of faults had become apparent. Of the 10 tests which

composed the scale, some were found to give low correlations with other measures, some gave

too large a proportion of zero or of perfect scores, some contained ambiguous items, some were

improperly weighted. It was generally believed that the scale as a whole was rather less

reUable for high-grade than for average men, and that the reliabiUty at the lower extreme was

also doubtful. As it was expected that a proposed new group test for illiterates would change

the situation with respect to requirements to be satisfied by the group test for literates, revision

of examination a was undertaken in connection with the general overhauhng of methods in

preparation for their extension to the entire Army.
Preparations for thorough revision of all the initial methods of examining were made by

the staff of the Division of Psychology in December, 1917. In January, 1918, after the War
Department had ordered the extension of examining, a group of psychologists on civil or

military appointment was assembled in the Office of the Singeon General for this special work.

The task natmally fell into three divisions—the revision of examination c; the provision of

a substitute for the Stenquist group test as a test for illiterates, and the modification and sup-

plementation of the methods of individual examining.

Capt. C. S. Yoakum, because of his intimate acquaintance with the conditions and results

of examining La the camps, was placed in charge of the revision of examination a. He was

assisted over a period of weeks by C. C. Brigham, Margaret V. Cobb, E. S. Jones, L. M. Terman,

and G. M. Whipple. Some assistance was also rendered by the psychologists who, under the

direction of Lieut. W. S. Foster, were engaged in developing a new group examination for

illiterates. The group mcluded C. R. Brown, A. S. Otis, K. T. Waugh, and R. H. Wheeler.

Terman and Whipple served as advisory members of the staff of the Division of Psychology.

Data which proved extremely useful in connection with revision of methods were supplied by

Terman and Haggerty as a result of the use of the Army mental tests in high schools and col-

leges. This supplementary examining was done by request of the Division of Psychology in

order that age and grade norms might be made available and the validity of the methods

measured for other than Armj- groups.

The data used for the revision included results of investigations along the following lines:

(1) The value of the separate tests of the scale in differentiating officers from enlisted men, and

enlisted men from the institutional feeble-minded. (2) Score distributions for various types of

groups, both for the entire scale and for the separate tests. (3) Correlational material, includ-

ing correlations of each test with officers' ratings of men; of each test with total score; of each

test with Binet mental age, school grade, teachers' ratings, school marks, etc., in the case of school

children. (4) The effect of changing the time limits. (5) Effects of different methods of scor-

ing and weighting. (6) Relative difficulty of forms. (7) Objectionable items in the tests.

In order that the reader may be in position to compare the merits of examination a and

its modified form alpha, the data upon which the revision was based will be set forth here in

some detail.

327
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Section 1.

—

Differentiation between officers and enlisted men.

[Vol. XV,

One of the most striking indications of the validity of examination a as a whole was the

large difference in median scores of officers and enlisted men. These differences are illustrated

by the following figures

:

OfBcers (all camps)
officers' training camp students
Sergeants (Taylor)
Corporals ( Taylor)
Enlisted men (all camps)

In order to disclose the relative value of the separate tests of examination a in differenti-

ating between officers and men, the average scores of 300 American-bom privates were compared

with those of 703 officers. Table 6 gives the facts for comparison worked out at Camp DLx.

The sixth column gives for each test the P. E. of the difference between means, and the next to

the last column gives the ratio of the difference between means to the P. E. of this difference

This ratio is not only an expression of the certainty of the difference between means, but may
be taken as an index of the value of the test in differentiating between officers and men. The

figures of the last colimm give the rank order value of the tests on this basis.

Table 6.

—

Differentiation between officers and enlisted men by the separate tests of examination a.

Test.
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Section 2.

—

Differentiation between normal and feeble-minded persons.

It is a well-known fact that the value of a test may vary greatly in the different ranges of

intelligence. Table S shows the relative value of the tests in difTerentiating between privates

and institutional feeble-minded subjects. It will be noted that in this table the rank order of

the tests differs greatly from that in table 6. Test 7 has changed from poorest to best, the

position of test 10 is greatly improved, and that of test 3 injured. The superiority of test 7

over all the other tests of the scale is marked, and the inferiority of test 3 even more so.

Table 8.

—

Differentiation between privates and institutional feeble-minded subjects.

Test.
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ranees, they agree in the main with the data already presented on the efficiency of the tests in

difJerentiatino- officers from men and the latter from institutional feeble-minded subjects.

There are certain exceptions, however. Tests 4 and 5 furnish a larger proportion of total score

with low than with high men, yet are very valuable in the higher ranges. Test 7 contributes

more to total score with high than with low subjects, yet has relatively low value in the higher

ranges.'

Section 3.

—

Proportion of zero and perfect scores.

A large proportion of zero scores indicates either that a test is too difficult or that the

instructions are not simple enough; a large proportion of perfect scores, that the test is probably

not sufficiently difficult in the higher ranges of intelligence. Table 10 shows the per cent of

zero and perfect scores for officers and unselected men.

Table 10.

—

Per cent of zero and perfect scores made by officers and enlisted men.

Per cent of zero scores

.
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Table 12.

—

Per cent of920 unselected men (the Three hundred and third Engineers, Dix) who attempted one-fourth, one-half,
three-foHrths, or all of the items of each test, and per cent who succeeded.

Test.
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Table 14.

—

Distribution of mental agesfor groups used in correlating the tests of examination a with mental age.

Group.
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Tables 16a to 19 give typical correlation arrays for Stanford-Binet mental age and total

weighted score of examination a.

Table 16a.— Tola! score, examination a {form A), and mental age—school children (r=.57).

Stanford-
Binet mental

age.
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Table 19.

—

Total score, examination a, and mental age forfeeble-minded (j=0.657).

[TabJe includes following cases: Lapeer, 60; Sonoma, 46; Waverly, 46; Faribault, 31; Vineland, 20; tntal, 193.]

[Vol. XV,
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can parentage. In tables 21 and 22 the data are given for 13-year-oId and 14-year-old pupils.

In each the number includes all the pupUs of ^Ajtnerican parentage of the given age, who were
enrolled in the grades 4 to 9 of those schools in which all grades Avere tested. Certain schools
in which not aU the grades were tested were excluded from this comparison because it was
desired to have the age groups as nearly representative as possible. However, there were
probably a few pupils of these ages enrolled in the grades below the third. Such do not enter
into this comparison.
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For the 87 13-year boys each test of examination a was correlated with grade location.

The results were as follows:

Test
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For 167 senior normaJ-schooI students the correlation between total score and average
class mark earned since entrance was 0.303, or practically the same as for university students.

For 494 high-school students the correlation between total score and average school mark
was r = 0.343. For one group of 87 first-j-ear and second-year high-school pupils this corre-
lation was r = 0.36. (See p. 344 for comparison of examination a and alpha in this respect.)

These 87 pupils had also been given a Stanford-Binet test, and the correlation between Stanford-
Binet mental age and average school mark was r= 0.56, as compared with 0.36 for examination a.

Section 8.

—

Correlations with other ratings and tests.

Over 1,000 of the California pupils, grades 3 to 12, were rated by their teachers for (1)

" dependabihty " (defined to include conscientiousness and obedience); (2) "social adapta-
bility" (defined to include popularity and qualities of leadership); and (3) "power to give
sustained attention." Correlations were computed for three schools as follows:

School group.
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Section 9.

—

Correlations with total score.

Correlations of each test with total score had been made with inferior groups, unselected

groups, amd superior groups. These are summarized on page 328ff. From the data there

given it will be seen that the scale as a whole, is in general best represented by tests 6, 9, 5, and

4, while test 2 shows distmctly the lowest correlation with total score. Tests 2 and 10 correlate

relatively better with total score in the lower than in the liigher ranges, while tests 3, 8, and 9

give higher correlations in the upper ranges.

The amount of such correlation is not due to a single cause and is subject to a variety of

interpretations. Generally speaking, it may be said that the higher a test correlates with

the total score of a battery of good tests, the better that test is when taken alone as a single

measure. On the other hand, the objection to making up an intelligence scale out of tests which

are all extremely highly intercorrelated is obvious, for in such a case the multiplication of tests

beyond a very limited number becomes sheer waste. At the same time, low correlation of a

given test with total score or with the other tests is not itself a recommendation for such test;

it is the reverse unless it can be shown to correlate well with other measures of intelligence.

The latter condition is one which must not be overlooked. A test which will not correlate fairly

well with the total score of a good battery of tests is ipso facto under grave suspicion; there is

little likelihood that it wiU consistently correlate well with any other proved measure of intel-

ligence.

The average correlation of each test with the remaining tests is shown elsewhere for exam-

ination a and for alpha (p. 540fiF). Tests 2, 8, and 10 are most unlike the other tests. In the

higher ranges tests 3, 8, and 9 become more like, and tests 1 and 7 more imlike, the other tests.

It will be seen that the tests of alpha give slightly higher intercorrelations than do those of

examination a. It is, of course, possible that the committee on revision was too much influ-

enced by the point of view expressed in the preceding paragraph, though data presented in

chapter 1 1 show that the elimination of the two tests which yielded low correlations with the other

tests did not, as far as could be determined, lower the correlations of the total score with out-

side measures.

Section 10.

—

Time limits of the tests.

Table 10 shows the distributions of zero and perfect scores, and table 12 certain data

regarding attempts for each test in the case of 920 unselected men (Dix). Tests 3, 7, 8, and 9

are too difficult at the beginning. The most nearly normal distributions are given by tests 2,

4, 5, and 10.

Such facts, however, only indirectly throw light on the proper time limits of the tests.

Certain data gained by the experimental lengthening of time limits have been set forth in

chapter 2, and still more important results are set forth in chapter 9. The Lee experiment,

in which the time of tests 3 to 10 was lengthened to allow 50 per cent of the imselected group to

fmish, showed that only in tests 3, 9, and 10 was the score appreciably increased. The correla-

tions of the separate tests with total score were also little afl'ected, as shown by the figures

below. Here it should bo recalled, time was not extended for tests 1 and 2. The differences

found for these tests call in question the significance of the differences apparent in the other

cases.
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age was then compared with the average correlation for five other Binet groups in which regular

time had been used. The following figures show the resulting changes in correlation coefficients

:

Test
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The question was raised whether weighting should not be abandoned. For an unselected

group of 900 men at Camp Dix a correlation of 0.994 was found between total raw and total

weighted scores. In the case of a more homogeneous group of 300 men at Camp Lee the correla-

tion between total raw and total weighted scores was only 0.93. Correlations at Lee between

officers' estimates and the two methods of scoring were as follows for three different groups:
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Test 4.—Changes: Only minor changes were made in this test, and these had to do merely
with the phrasing of certain items. Test 4 showed exceptional evenness of diflaculty among the
five forms. Became test 2 of examination alpha.

Test 5.—Changes: (1) About 15 of the easiest items were eliminated from each form and an
equal number of difBcult items were added at the lower end. (2) The test was altered in such
a way as to bring an equal number of each type of item (historical, literary, scientific, etc.) into
each form. (.3) It was decided to print the response words in heavy-faced type.

This test contributed too much to total score, especially in the lower ranges. Ability to
succeed in the first 10 or 15 items seemed to depend more on reading ability than on informa-
tion. Too many officers were able to complete the test (20 per cent). There was marked dif-

ference in the difllculty of forms. Became test 8 of examination alpha.

Test 6.—Changes: (1) Two easier items were added at the beginning of the test and five

harder items toward the end in each form; enough eliminations were made to leave the total

number as before. (2) Attempt was made to rearrange the items in order of difficulty on the
basis of examination records of a random group of privates. (3) A few items were shifted from
one form to another in order to equalize difiiculty of the forms.

The test yielded too large a percentage of zero scores, but in all other respects was one of

the best tests of the scale. Became test 4 of examination alpha.

Test 7.—Changes: (1) The test was extended from 10 items to 16 items. (2) The nimaber
of alternative responses was reduced from four to three for each item hy eliminating in each case

that one which had least often been checked. (3) The scoring was changed from right-minus-

wrong to number right. (4) Several unsatisfactory items were eliminated or altered. (5)

Several more difficult items were included. (6) The items were graded in difficulty on the basis

of estimates made by the office force and were distributed so as to equalize the difiiculty of the test

in the five forms. Became test 3 of examination alpha.

As it stood, the test was not long enough and the score was too much dependent upon speed

of reading. The elimination of the most absiu-d alternative response reduced the amount of

reading without altering the judgment factor appreciably. The increase in the number of items

reduced the factor of chance error in adjustment and improved the test in the higher ranges.

Tests.—Changes: (1) The instructions were revised so as to include more samples. The
statement of instructions was also simplified with the view to having the subject understand

the task through concrete illustration. (2) The subject is required to write two additional

numbers instead of one for each item, the purpose being to insure that a correct response indi-

cates a complete understanding of the problem. (3) Time extended from two to tliree minutes.

(4) The number of items was changed from 15 to 20. The first items are intended to be easier

than those of examination a and those at the end of the test very much harder. (5) Effort was
made to equalize the difficulty of the test in the various forms by systematic mclusion, in each

form, of the same types of problems. Became test 6 of examination alpha.

This tost proved of greatest value with ofiicers, but the distribution of scores was imsatis-

factory. As it stood, the test was too much of the "all or none" type. The addition of both

easier and harder items was made to ehminate this defect.

Test 9.—Changes: (1) The instructions were simplified by the elimination of free associ-

ations in the incorrect alternative responses of the first two samples. The correct answer was
thus made more obvious. (2) The first items in each form were made somwehat easier in

order to reduce the number of zero scores. (3) Some items were shifted from one form to

another in order to equalize the difficulty of forms. (4) Several objectionable items were

altered. (5) Items wore arranged in the order of difficulty according to the examination

records of a random group of privates. Became test 7 of examiation alpha.

Test 10.—This test was eliminated. Like test 2 it was found Lo correlate very poorly

with Stanford-Binet mental age and with other measures. It counted too much in the make-

up of the total score. It was of little value in the higher rajiges of inteUigenco and was time

consuming.
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It was agreed by the cominittee that test 2 and test 10 both had their chief value in the

lowest ranges of intelligence. The plans for the new beta examination were expected to

provide for those below fourth-grade literacy and probably for all earning grades below C in

the alpha examination. For this reason it was not considered as important that the alpha exam-

ination should give accurate ratings in the lower ranges as that it should differentiate well in

the higher ranges. The most serious faults of examination a were in the higher ranges. Its

revision was guided by the belief that the new scale should allow the best individuals to dis-

tinguish themselves from those of moderate ability.

It will be seen that the changes as described above were in the main not radical, except

for the elimination of test 2 and test 10. The time limits were not greatly altered. While the

time for test 8 was increased from 2 minutes to 3 minutes, and that of test 7 from 1 minute to

Ih muiutes, both of these tests were lengthened almost enough to offset the increase of time.

The time of test 5 was increased from 3 minutes to 4 minutes partly because the test was made
more difficult and partly in order to leave the subjects with the the feeling that they had not

been too much hurried. (This test was changed from fifth m the series to last.) The new
order of the tests was as follows: Test 1, following directions; test 2, arithmetical reasoning;

test 3, practical judgment; test 4, synonym-antonym; test 5, disarranged sentences; test 6,

number series completion; test 7, analogies; test 8, information.

Section 13.— The alpha examination.

After revision, examination a was called alpha to distinguish it alike from examination a

and from examination beta for illiterates. It was put mto operation inmiediately and was

retained until the close of the war as the group examination for literates. Between April 1 and

December 1, 1918, it was given to approximately 1,250,000 men.

It was decided to weight the alpha tests according to the variability of their scores, and,

if possible, in such a way as to make the total score comparable to that of examination a. The
measure of variability used was the interquartile range.

Table 23 shows for two groups of unselected men and one group of officers the interquartile

range for each test, the weights adopted, and the effects of the weighting.

Table 23.

—

Interquartile range of tests at three camps.

Test.
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EXAMIM.\TION .

Camp.
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entire regiment except for 45 men who did not make a single point on any test. The only

elimination from the other group was of those bom in non-English speaking countries. Com-
parison of the score distributions for the two groups brings out the following

:

"Oral directions" was made harder, as was intended, and the distribution curve was greatly

improved. In "practical judgment" the proportion of zero scores was very greatly reduced

and the distribution improved. The synonym-antonym test appears not to have improved. The
introduction of five harder items at the end was of doubtful value, and the excessive number
of zero scores shows that the effort should have gone rather to improvement of instructions and

to the substitution of easier items at the beginning. The distribution of scores for
'

' disarranged

sentences" was materially improved, but the number of zero scores is still too large. "Number
series" was made very much better. Its present form yields far fewer zero scores, and the form

of distribution curve is also improved. The attempt to simplify the instructions for the analogies

test was ndt particularly successful, as the distribution for the revised form is practically the

same as before. As was intended, the information test was made harder, but without increasing

materially the number of zero scores. Data presented elsewhere indicate that "number series"

and "practical judgment" were especially improved by the revision.

Tables 25 and 26 give an opportunity to compare the merits of examination a and alpha

as indices of a pupil's probable success in high-school classes. The pupils of both groups were

enroUed in the first year of high school. The groups were tested under equally favorable con-

ditions and the higher correlation shown by table 26 seems to indicate a decided superiority of

alpha over examination a for this purpose. The correlation in table 26 (0.455) is equivalent to

a much higher correlation in a wider-range group.

Table 25. -Correlation of raw total of examination (a) with average class mark of 494 California high-school pupils

(r=0.343).
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to take the beta examination. As for the second criticism, it is true that the intercorrelations

of the alpha tests are sUghtly higher than the tests of examination a. It is probably also true

that the number of alpha tests could be reduced to four or five without serious loss. On the

other hand, this is not an argument against the elimination of the two tests which had nothing

to commend them except low correlations with the other tests. ^Vs shown on page 452, exami-

nation a correlates as well with officers' estimates when tests 2 and 10 are not counted in the

total as when they are.

Doubtless alpha could be improved. Many of its items are unsatisfactory and for no test

are they arranged in order of difficulty. Some of the tests are rather too hard for average

enhsted men. It is possible that 12 or 14 briefer serial tests, requiring in all about the same

time as the present S, would be more effective. It is also possible that three or four of the best

alpha tests combined with three or four of the best beta tests would be appreciably better than

either alpha or beta alone. It is practically certain that alpha can not be greatly improved by

extending it along similar lines or by giving a second form of the test at the same sitting. It is

even doubtful whether a much better measure would be secured by averaging the results of

two or three repetitions of the tests at different sittings. It is also unlikely that any great

improvement will be accomphshed by changes in time allowance or the method of scoring. It

is probable that improvement should rather be sought in the more effective combinations

of alpha tests with other tests of somewhat different nature, perhaps with "omnibus" tests

involving more frequent change of problem.

121435°—21 ^23





CHAPTER 5.

METHODS OF SEGREGATION.

Section 1.

—

Literacy tests.

The unofficial trial of examination a demonstrated that a large proportion of the soldiei-s

could not properly be giveu the group psychological examination because of their inability to

read English. In August, therefore, the committee in charge recommended that this examina-
tion be supplemented by the Stenquist mechanical test. In January, 1918, the beta examuia-
tion was substituted for the Stenquist. Some sort of segregation of examinees into groups of the

relatively literate and relatively illiterate was consequently necessary. To uisure the indi^-idual

an opportujiity to secure the highest grade of which he was capable, as well as to make possible

a comparison between groups, an accurate and uniform method of segregation was required.

Modified TJiorndike test.—For this purpose a modification of Thorndike's Reading Scale,

Word Knowledge or Visual Vocabulary,' was prepared by Terman. The modification consisted

in the following: Changes in instructions to make them applicable to larger groups; reduction

of the time limit from an indefinite peiiod to 3 minutes; elimination of the preliminary test;

reduction of the categories from eight to four; omission of the lines of test words suited for

the odd-numbered and half-year grades; and reduction of the number of test words in each
grade from 10 to 5. Four forms of this "Litei'acy test" were printed and distributed to the

four original camps. These forms, together with the directions and rules for scoring, are repro-

duced on pages 279-280.

Various unforeseen objections to the method of segregation as outlined arose almost

immediately. The tentative norms and the instruction to retain onlymen of fourth-grade literacy

or better set far too high a standard. Camp Devens, for instance, reported a group where men of

Uteracy grade 2 or below had been allowed to take examination a ; 37 per cent made a grade of C
or better. Camp Dix reported that, in an average group of 307 men, 35 per cent scored zero

and 16 per cent more scored second grade in the test; thus 51 per cent were excluded from
examination a. In anothergroup of 222 cases, selected to secui'e a random sample, 32 percent

scored zero and 20 per cent second grade, leaving 52 per cent "illiterates" for the Stenquist

test. From a study of other large and tj^jical groups it appeared that 19 per cent of the men
who scored zero in the literacy test secured grade C or better in examination a, and of the men
scoring second grade in the literacy test, 78 per cent made grade C or better in examination a.

The median score for men of second-grade literacy was 137.5 ; the lower quartile, 106.5. The test

correlates with soldiers' reported school grade about 0.68.

Further evidence that the norms originally furnished to the examinere were too high appeal's

in Table 27. The first line of the table proper is an interpretation of the norms originally fur-

nished to the examiners, expressed in terms of the number of words correctly marked. The
second line of the table shows the averages and probable errors, by grades, of correctly marked
words in a typical study of 313 cases at Camp Dix. Grade in this latter case is the grade as

reported by the soldier.

Table 27.—Norms/or the modijied Thorndihe literacy test.
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This great diiference may have been due in part to the fact that men of the lower degrees

of literacy did not comprehend what they were called upon to do, because of the elimination

from the instructions of the preliminary demonstration series used by Thorndike.' Camp Dix

reported marked decrease in the number of zero scores when a blackboard demonstration,

involving properly marked sample words, preceded the actual test. However, a new modifica-

tion of the Thorndike test by Kelley, which retained the trial series, was little more successful

than the first modification.

Success in the test implies ability to hold in mind four different tasks. The test is there-

fore one which by nature is too much of an intelligence test. Reduction of the task to the

single one of "writing the letter A under every word that means an animal," greatly reduced the

percentage of zero scores. This simplification of the task, added to the blackboard demonstra-

tion, reduced the percentage of zero scores to 13.5 per cent in a typical group. Less than 5 per

cent of those making zero scores m this case secured a grade as high as C in examination a. The

major objection to the test was, however, purely practical. It required at least 10 minutes of

the examining hour and the services of three orderlies for a group of 100 men to pass out literacy

blanks, give the examination, collect the papers, make immediate segregation of individuals,

and to send the illiterates from the room. Thereafter, to make possible a report of literacy, it

required the services of two of the orderlies during the remainder of the hour to score and grade

the literacy papers.

KeUey's literacy test.—Theee latter objections apply in particular to another modification of

the Thorndike test, which was arranged by T. L. Kelley under the direction of Thorndike.

This was intended to make good the faults of the earlier modification. It contained 60 instead

of 20 items, and was preceded by a demonstrations, serie The form of test and the directions

are presented on pages 280 and 281 of Part I. It was tried out at Camps Lee, DLx, and Devens.

It proved even more time-consuming and cumbei-some than the original modification and gave no

promise of greater practical advantage. One examiner who gave it strictly according to directions

reported that it took 45 minutes and created much confusion in the examming room. Its

standard also was too high. In one group of 330 men 146 would, by the instructions, have

been excluded from exammation a. This test was, therefore, not used after the preliminary trials.

Segregation test.—At several of the camps it was concluded that a means of merely segre-

gating groups (not a means of measuring the grade of literacy of individuals) might be all that

was required. Thus at Camp DLx a dictation test was developed and used during a large part

of the fall examining. The subjects were given slips of paper and were told, first to write their

names, and then to write on a slip of paper the sentence " We are in the army." Thirty seconds

were allowed for writing the name and 45 seconds for writing the sentence. Orderlies then

inspected the slips scoring the individual "literate" or "illiterate." Those who wrote the

sentence legibly with even approximately correct or phonetic spelling were held for examina-

tion a. Two orderlies were aljle to divide a group of 100 into two appropriate groups in about

six minutes. It is reported in a study of 433 cases that 9.5 per cent failed the test. Of those

who failed 2 per cent received a grade as high as C; of those who succeeded about 25 per cent

received grades as low as E and 1 7 per cent grades as low as D in examination a.

At Camp Devens another simple test for segregation was tried with a few groups. A card-

board screen was provided, in which was cut an oblong horizontal opening, and upon which were

drawn simple figures: a ship, a shoe, a flag, a face, etc., with the directions, "With your finger

touch the .' ' The sentence was completed by an appropriate woru which appeared in

the horizontal opening at the will of the examiner, who rotated a cardboard disk behind the

screen. The examinees passed in single file and were directed to examination a or to the Sten-

quist, according as they obeyed instructions or not. The method proved rapid but imreUable.

Some men of low-grade literacy read the instructions aloud without apparently grasping the

idea that they were really to obey them. Others simply imitated those who preceded them in

line without apparently reading the instructions at all. The method was abandoned without

further attempt to improve it.

> Op. clt. 15, pp. 211,219.
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Devens literacy test.—In an attempt to develop a literacy test, the problem of wliich could
be readily grasped by men of low literacy and wliich would nevertheless measure a degree
of literacy over a wide range, another form of test was developed at Camp Devens. Four im-
proved forms of the test with the directions are given on pages 281 to 285.

The significant words in the test questions were selected from the Ayres speUing scale,

Terman's vocabulary test and the vocabulary test in the first edition of the Examiners' Guide.
Questions were arranged in blocks of seven. Each of the first four blocks contain words

appropriate for a lower grade, and the last two blocks words for high school and college, respec-

tively. It was believed that this arrangement might arouse interest, facUitate scoring, and
possibly permit segregation by simple inspection of a critical block. The original form of the
test was very similar to Form I. It was mimeographed in camp. Through the courtesy of

Prof. E. A. Shaw, of Tufts College, it was given in November, 1917, to SI 7 pupils in the grades
and high school at Somerville, Mass. Mr. L. B. Hoisington, of Cornell University, also con-

ducted the test with 99 college students at that place. The junior high school group was com-
posed of 39 eighth grade, 51 ninth grade, and 52 tentJi grade pupils. The senior high school

group was composed of 50 sophomores, 49 juniors, and 50 seniors. The college group was com-
posed of 28 sophomores, 40 juniors, and 31 seniors in arts and science. The distribution of

scores by grades is shown in table 28.

Table 2S.—Devens literacy
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Table SO.^Devens literacy, mimeographed Form I— Trenton schools.

Scliool grade.
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The Devens literacy test, Form I, was given to about 570 white and 400 negro soldiers at

Camp Dix in order to ascertain, first, whether adults reporting a given school grade as the liighest

they have attained give in general better or poorer scores than children actually in that grade

;

and, second, whether score in the Devens literacy test is a practical means of segregation. The
distribution of scores for the reported grades are in table 34.

Table 34.

—

Devens literacy, mimeographed Form I—Camp Dix.

WHITE SOLDIERS.

Reported school grade.
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Table 36.

—

Distribution of scores in examination a, for various scores in the literacy test, Form I—Camp Dix—white

soldiers, (r. =0.771.)

Literacy
score.
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The interpretation of these results appears to be that negroes of the same degree of intelh-

gence are relatively better in dealing with words than whites, whereas the whites excel in tests

which involve other abstract operations.

Scores ia the literacy test correlate rather higher M'ith scores in examination alpha than with
those of examination a. For 2S9 cases (white) at Camp Meade r with alpha equals 0.831. For
375 cases, white, at Camp Meigs r equals 0.813. For 380 cases (lower grade group of whites)

at Camp Lee r was reported as 0.85. The Camp Meade and Camp Meigs distributions are

presented in tables 39 and 40.

Table 39.

—

IHslrihuiion of scores in examination alpha for varioits scores in Devens literacy test—Camp Meade—whites.

Literacy
score.
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and be modified so as to differentiate better in the upper grammar grades, it might be well

adapted to survey work with school systems. Even in its present form it is probably a fair

substitute for the vocabulary test of the individual scales, and it possesses the advantage of

applicability to groups.

In the camps in 1918 the test was not used for the reasons above stated—special papers

required, time required to distribute, inspect, collect, and score papers, match them with the

group examination papers, and lack of necessity for reporting a grade in literacy as separate

from intelligence. The examiners felt that the segregation problem reduced practically to one

of detecting as quicldy and accurately as possible men who would not secure scores better than

D in examioiation alpha, without regard to whether such scores are due to lack of literacy or

to lack of inteUigence. Such men they desired to segregate and send to the beta examination at

once, in order thus to avoid recalls.

The process of segregation which came to be used in 1918 is similar to that used at Camp Lee

and Camp Taylor during the fall of 1917 and described in detail in chapter 13 of Part II.

It is sufficient to notice here that original groups were divided by requiring that all men who
could not read newspapers or write letters home should take the group examination for illiterates.

Varying according to the character of the men examined, the strength of the examining staff,

clerical force, and the like, certain other additional requirements might be enforced. Thus in

many camps there was an additional requirement of fourth, fifth, or sixth grade schooling, and

in the case of negroes sometimes as high as high-school literacy. In some camps, furthermore,

men might be sent from alpha to beta before they had completed the former, if an inspection of

the arithmetic test showed that fewer than eight of the problems in that test had been attempted

in the five minutes allowed. The actual basis of segregation adopted in the various camps,

together with the results of such segregation in terms of the percentage of men sent to the beta

examination, is given in table 41. From the standpoint of a comparison of groups in different

camps this lack of a uniform process of segregation is certainly unfortiinate. On account of

the variable facilities for examining and the variable quality of the groups examined however,

it appeared entirely impossible to establish a standard uniform for all camps.

Table 41.

—

Basis of segregation, 191S.

Bowie
Cody
Custer
Devens
Dix
Dodge
Fimston
Gordon
Grant
Greene
Greenleaf
Hancock
Humphieys.
Jackson
Kearny
Lee
Lewis
Logan

Pike
Sevier
Sheridan
Sherman
Taylor
Travis
Upton
Wadsworth.
Wheeler

Total

.

Read and write,i finished fourth grade
Fourth grade
Read and write, Negroes, 5 years at school

.

Read and write
Head easily, sixth grade
Read and write, finished fourth grade
Read and write
Read and write rapidly, or seventh grade
Read and write, four years at school
Read and write, fourth gmde, and 5 years in United States

.

Read and write fairly, and reached sixth grade

Read and writ e
Read, write, and speak English, and over fifth grade.

Read and write

.

.do.
Reached fifth grade
Read and write
4 years at school (later 6 years at school)
Read and write (later 8 years at school)
Sixth gr.-ido, Negroes, finished sixth grade
Read and write, Negroes, finished sixth grade
Read and wriie
Read newspapers
Northern recruits, third grade, southern recruits, fourth grade.

,

Read and write, reached sixth grade (later seventh grade) ,

27,464
43,482
54,354
50, 031
67, 768
69,927
75,678
63,648
83,229
27,807
66,097
44,433
13, 981
98,996
18, 921

82,441
75, 519
19,984
65,700
75, 942
24, 139

55, 165
64, 408
53,336
77,555
61, 559
67,704
32,983

Number
sent to
beta.

5,497
5,003
10,004
11,370
19, 768
22,701
21,967
16, 119

24,218
10,512
9,992
12,714
1,957

19, 587
2,931

23,104
10,209
3,679
21,069
21,891
6,567
11,985
26,938
10, 672
17, 403
14,486
13,442
10,411

18.4
22.7
29.2
32.5 I

29.0
2.5. 3
29.1 1

37.8
j

17.8 I

28.6
14.0 !

19.8
15.5
28.0
13.5
18.4
32. 1

28.8
27.2
21.7
41. S
20.0
22.4

Per cent
Negro.

16.1
18.7
10.

30.4
16.9
22.0
15.4
6.0
10.9

"Read and write" means "ability to road and understand newspapers and write letters home.'
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Several suggestions were made involving the brief scoring of parts of tests of the group

examination for literates (especially the arithmetic, common-sense, and information tests) as a

basis for determining whether or not the subject should be sent to the group examination for

illiterates. In some camps it was quite impossible to make any recalls whatever of lai-ger

groups, whereas the possibility still existed of holding the alpha groups while this scoring was
accomplished. The method evidently possesses possibilities as a means of segregation, as the

combined score in the arithmetic and common-sense tests correlates 0.924 with total score in

alpha. The method was not extensively used, however, siace it is wasteful of blanks, and since

in many cases it could be avoided by setting a sufficiently high standard for entrance to the

alpha examination.

Section 2.

—

Linguality tests.

The non-English-speaking and illiterate recruits constituted such a serious clog to military

efficiency that development battalions were organized to train these men in speaking English

and in reading and writing. At first there was some tendency to appeal to the psychologist

for a determination of the illiterate men to be sent to the development battalion. The psychol-

ogist, however, had no classification available except the segregation of men for the beta

examination. To have sent all men segregated for beta to the schools of the development

battalion would have been impracticable because of the large numbers involved. In fact,

these schools in some cases were obliged to abandon the attempt to train English-speaking illit-

erates in reading and wiiting, and to concentrate on the more serious problem of the men
illinguate in English as well as illiterate. The psychologist, cooperating with the non-English

development battalion, was now in a position to develop a rough test whereby a man could

be provisionally certified as English-speaking or non-English-spealdng.

Linguality tests for this purpose were initiated at Camp Upton. A fairly accurate indi-

vidual directions test was arranged, and a less accurate but usable group test, modeled after

examination beta. The group test is too difficult at the start and is extended to an unneces-

sarily high level for purposes of calibration. The individual test is preferable, not only on

the score of accuracy and level, but also because of its military nature. The following report

from Camp Upton describes the nature and operation of the tests, which were never developed

further because of the abandonment of development battalion schools with the signing of

the armistice in November:
I. The Individual Linguality Test.

E.

1. What is your name? (Help.)

2. How old are you? (Help.)

3. How long have you been in camp? (Help.)

4. Where is your home? (Help.)

5. What did you do (work at) before you came into the

army? (Help.)

1. Sit down. (Help.)

2. Put your hat on the table. (Help.)

3. Stand up. (Help.)

D.

6. What is your name? (No help.)

7. How long have j'ou been in camp? (No help.)

8. How old are you? (No help.)

9. Where is your home? (No help.)

10. What did you do (work at) before you came (got) into

the army? (No help.)

4. Sit down. (No help.)

5. Stand up. (No help.)

6. Turn aro'ind. (Help.)

7. Put your hat on the table.

8. Fold your arms. (Help.)

9. Turnaround. (No help.)

C.

(No help.)

li. When the sergeant tells you to keep your eyes to the

front, what does he mean? What does it mean to

"keep your eyes to the front?"

12. What kind of shoes should a soldier wear? (No help.)

13. What does it mean when you are told that you are

"required to remain in your barracks?"

10. Take two steps forward. (No help.)

11. Turn your eyes to the right. (No help.)

12. Put your hands on your shoulders. (No help.)

13. Carry the right foot 6 inches straight to the rear.

(No help.)

14. Extend the fingers of the left hand. (No help.)
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I. The Individual LrNGUAHry Test—Continued.

Verbal. Performance.

B.

14. What does this mean: "Do not enter the Captain's

office without the sergeant's permission?"

15. What does it mean when j'ou are told to "keep always

on the alert?"

16. If an officer told you to remain in the "immediate

\icinity, " what would you do?

17. Just what does it mean "to quit your post?"

18. What is a "violation of orders?"

19. What is meant by the "strength o£ an organization?"

15. Foldyourarma. (No help.)

16. Place your feet at an angle of 30 degrees. (No help.)

17. Rise on the toes and inhale deeply. (No help.)

18. Bring the elbows to the side and clench the fists.

(No help.)

19. Raise the arms laterally until horizontal. (No help.)

20. Raise the arms vertically, palms to the front. (No
help.)

20. What does it mean for one manto "conform to the gait of another?"

21. Explain the meaning of this sentence: "The moment to charge is when you have broken the enemy's resistance

and destroyed his morale."

22. Explain the meaning of this sentence: "Cavalry can not always prevent sudden incursions of the enemy."

23. Explain the meaning of this sentence: "The rate of advance is dependent upon the nature of the terrain."

24. What does it mean when two soldiers are said to be "mutually visible?"

25. Explain the meaning of this sentence: "A converging fire is more efficacious than a diverging."

Table 42a.

[Individual linguality test: Figures show per cent successes for separate items of test. Group 1=460 men of non-English development battalion,

including a few high grade English-speaking men of training cadre. Group 11=173 English-speaking men from depot brigade and from
company of heart defects.]

Verbal scale.
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(c) The E group was split off as a natural class in which language alone is inadequate for the communication of

the simplest ideas, and other aids are required.

((/) The D group was taken as the level of language ability inferior to the comprehension of the simple explana-
tions of drill. It was intended that the D and E groups should constitute the non-EngUsh class of men of language
ability inadequate to the military situation.

(«) The C group was originally taken two points higher than at present. It was found that by lowering its limits
two points the C to B line constituted almost exactly the limit taken by the instructors of the non-English develop-
ment battalion as the point of ""graduation" from that battalion. This decision was based upon a comparison of

independent ratings by the instructors of the battalion and by the test in a considerable number of cases.

On this grouping the definitions of the ratings in military terms becomes easy. The following paragraph, explan-
atory of the significance of ratings, was included in a circular to company commanders:

Men can be tested for English-speaking ability and rated on a scale of A, B, C, D. E. In language the rating E
means inability to obey the very simplest commands unless they are repeated and accompanied by gestures, or to
answer the simplest questions about name, work, and home unless the questions are repeated and varied. Rating D
means an ability to obey very simple commands (e. g., "'Sit down, " ""Put your baton the table"), or to reply to very
simple questions without the aid of gesture or the need of repetition. Rating C is the level required for simple expla-
nation of drill; rating B is the level of understanding of most of the phrases in the Infantry Drill Regulations; rating A
is a very superior level. Men rating D or E in language ability should be classified as non-English.

II.

—

The Group LiNOUAimr Test.

The teat form is shown herewith (figs, a and 6. They were printed on opposite sides of a single sheet of book
paper, 8 by lOi inches).

PRELIMINARY DEMONSTRATION.

Preliminary demonstration with blackboard and orderly (analogous to beta) is used to teach the meaning of what
it is to "put a cross on" something. The blackboard has a shovel, a pitcher, a boy, a flower, and a doorway with an
open door. The demonstration is arranged to teach the subjects what a cross is, what it is to put it on a part, that it

must be exactly on the part called for and not so large as to extend over the greater part of the picture. The shovel,

the boy's foot, the handle of the pitcher, and the open door are finally crossed; the orderly makes two mistakes which
are corrected.

GROUP EXAMINATION.

The examiner then picks up a paper and pointing to the men says, "Now, you take up your pencils; look here

—

number one on top here—see these pictures here—not the same as these (pointing to the blackboard); you do pictures

here, Number 1, top."

"Now, listen. You (pointing to men), make cross (drawing an X in the air) on the hat."

"Now, look. On top again. These pictures. See the dog? Make a cross on the dog."

During these two tests the orderlies move quickly and quietly among the men, making sure that they get started

and saying, "You know hat (or dog)—make a cross on the hat (dog)."

For these tests and the following ones the examiner must depend upon his judgment of the group as to how long

each test should take, but in no instance should more than 10 seconds be allowed.

"Now, look here. Number 2. A boy—see—that's a boy." (Make sure by repetition that the men have found

the right place
.
) "Make a cross on the boy's head . '

'

"Now, look, Number 3. A house." (Repeat and point, if necessary.) "Make a cross on the roof of the house."

"Now, look. Number 4. A hand." (Holds up hand.) "Make a cross on the thumb."
"Now, Number 5—here. Make a cross on the envelope.

"Number 6—here. Make a cross on the girl's eyelash.

"Number 7. What is it? Make a cross on the muzzle of the gun.

"Number 8. Make a cross above the pig's back.

"Number 9. Make a cross at the entrance to this house.

"Number 10. Make a cross on the rear wheel of the automobile.

"Number 11. Make a cross on the spout of the kettle.

"Number 12. Make a cross beneath the horizontal line.

"Number 13. Make a cross at the base of the tower.

"Now turn your papers overso—Number 14—the letter—see.

"Number 14. Make a cross on the signature of the letter.

"Number 15. Make a cross on the pendulum of the clock.

"Number 16. The box. Make a cross on the partition.

"Number 17. Make a cross on the flange of the wheel.

"Number 18. Make a cross on the mosaic pattern.

"Number 19. See the two drawings? Make a cross at the point of conjunction.

"Number 20. Make a cross on the barb of the hook.

"Number 21. Make a cross on one of the tines.

"Number 22. Make a cross at the apex of the cone.

"Number 23. Make a cross on the filial descendant of the mare.
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Company Organization
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11 12

o

Fig. a.—First page oj group lisguality test.
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"Number 24. Make a cross on the caudal appendage of the squirrel.

"Number 25. Make a cross at the orifice of the jug.

"Number 26. Make a cross on the superior aspect of the pulpit.

"Number 27. Make a cross on the major protuberance of the bludgeon.

"Number 28. Make a cross on the sinister extension of the swastika.

"Number 29. Make a cross on the cephalic extremity of the homunculus."

The score is number of items right. Item 1 is a double item and is scored "right minus wrong," since sometimea

everything is crossed

.

Difficulty of items.—The per cents of successes for the items are shown in the second table (Table 426).

Table 42b.

—

Group linguality test.

Item.
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CHAPTER 6.

DEVELOPMENT OF A STTBSTITTTTE GEOTTP TEST FOB, ILLTTEBATES AND FOBEIGNEBS.

Section 1.

—

Experiments in the camps.

The imperative need for a group test for foreigners and illiterates which would measure
general intelligence led to experimentation in all the camps looldng toward the adaptation

of various kinds of performance tests for group use. The most systematic and thoroughgoing
efforts in this direction were made at Camp Devens and Camp Lee. Important work was also

done at Camp Dix and two minor experiments were made at Camp Taylor. The Devens and
Lee experiments utilized pencil and paper tests, while the experiments at Dix and Taylor

made use of tests of more strictly the performance type. The Devens experiment was carried

further than any of the others and served in the main as the basis for group examination beta.

Camp Dix.—In an important experiment at Camp Dix an entire regiment of engineers

was given group examination a, the Stenquist test/ and the following supplementary tests

adapted for group use: The Porteus maze,^ Ruger's wire puzzles,' the Whipple digit symbol
test,* memory for designs, and the cube construction test.^ The regiment consisted of approxi-

mately 900 men, all of whom were given examination a, regardless of literacy. Practically

all were given the Stenquist test and most were given the supplementary tests. Those who
failed to take the supplementary tests constituted a nonselected group and therefore the results

of the different tests are representative for this regiment. The supplementary tests were given

as follows

:

1. Porteus mazes for years, 10, 11, 12, and 13 were painted on a blackboard. Each man
was given a maze blank and a pencil. Instructions: "Take your pencil, begin at S, and msirk

the shortest way out of this maze." One mhmte was allowed for each maze.

2. Ruger's puzzles: Each subject was given a box containing six wire puzzles, the simplest

puzzle placed to the left, and was told to take as many apart as he could in five minutes.

3. Digit symbol : The Whipple sheets were used. The procedure was explained by demon-
stration. Time, five minutes. The Pyle symbol-digit ^ test was given in the same way and

the score combined with that for the digit-symbol test.

4. Memory for designs: The Terman designs from the Examiner's Guide, enlarged 10

times, were shown one at a time on a chart. Verbal instructions; time, one minute for each

part; scoring as in Examiner's Guide.

5. Cube construction: This was part (e) of test A of the individual examination series.

Each subject was given a 3-inch painted cube and 27 1-inch cubes. Verbal directions as in

Examiner's Guide. Time, three minutes.

The intercorrelations (Pearson method) are shown in Table 43.

Table 43.

—

Intercorrelations of Dix tests.

Test.
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It will be seen that the digit-symbol test gives by far the best correlations. It not only

coiTelates highly with examination a but, with the exception of the puzzle test, it correlates

very weU with aU the others. However quite a number of illiterates and foreignei-s fail to do

anything with it. The correlation figures, particularly those showing its high correlation with

examination a, show that it is a promising group performance test.

The test correlating next highest is memory for designs and here again the lowest correla-

tion is with puzzles. It correlates highest with the digit-symbol test and next with examination

a. It also shows a fair correlation with the Stenquist and maze tests.

The maze test ranks next. But in this there appears a grouping of scores around the

lower values.

The cube construction test correlates very little with examination a, but moderately

well with Stenquist, digit symbol, and designs. It is beUeved that its relatively low correlations

with other tests is due to lack of uniformity in methods of scormg and to the fact that bright

subjects becaiise of a slight error sometimes "wreck" their cubes near the end of the time

allowance.

The Ruger puzzle test correlates very little with anything. Men of inferior inteUigence, as

measiired by the other tests, received almost as high scores in the puzzle test as men of superior

ability. The test is cumbersome, far from "coach-proof," and tends to create disorder in the

group.

All the above tests were given by T. H. Haines to 30 inmates of the State Colony for

Feeble-minded Males at Four Mile, N. J. The Binet mental ages of the subjects ranged from

4 to 11 years. From a study of the score distribution and the correlations with mental age

Haines drew the following conclusions: (1) The use of the puzzle test is contra-indicated, as it

gives a distribution of scores for feeble-minded subjects which closely resembles that for unse-

lected soldiers. (2) The digit-symbol test should have further trial with illiterate foreigner.

It is of value as a group performance test for English-speaking subjects. Smaller groups and
improved procedure may render it satisfactory for use with foreign subjects. (3) The maze
test, adapted for gi-oup use, should prove of value in the diagnosis of mental deficiency. (4)

The test of memory for designs lends itself as well to group as to individual examinmg. "It

is a piece of performance we can not dispense with in an attempt to sift out the mentally

incompetent by the group method." (5) The cube construction test "commends itself as a

most useful group test by which to gauge the intelligence of the individual."

As it turned out, only the maze test and the digit-symbol test (modified form) of the Dix
series for illiterates found a place in the beta scale finally adopted. Undoubtedly, however, an
excellent and workable beta scale could have been based upon the supplementary tests used in

the Dix investigation. The maze test, the digit-symbol test, and the test of memory for

designs supply a fairly satisfactory measure of the intelligence of illiterate and foreign subjects.

Camp Taylor.—J. Crosby Chapman devised what he called the "cube distribution test"

for the group examination of EngUsh-speaking illiterates. Materials for each subject: Foxir

small boxes (painted red, blue, yellow, or green) and 10 cubes. Size of group to be
examined, 50 to 100.

The following directions are given, each beginning with "attention" and ending with "go":
Part 1. (o) Put one cube in each of the boxes except the blue box. (6) Take the cube in

the red box and put it in the Uue box. (c) From the pile in front of you put one cube in the

red box and huo cubes in the yellovj box. {d) From the pile in front of you put one cube in

the blue box and the rest in the green box.

Part 2. (a) Put one cube in each of the boxes except the blue and yellow box. (b) From
the pile in front of you put one cube in the blue box, two cubes in the yellow box, and one in the

green box. (c) From the pile in front of you put one ciibe in the blue box, two cubes in the

green box, and one cube in the yellow box.

The test was given to 102 men in the Jeffersonville (Ind.) Reformatory who had been
tested by the Stanford-Bmet. The per cents passing for the different intelligence quotient

groups were as follows:
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a triangle with a dot in one corner, an octagon, the number 13674, a cube, a man's face, two

books, a quarter dollar, a penny, an alarm clock.

Test 5. Situation test: Seventeen sets of pictures, each set being made up as follows: The

first picture of the set represents a situation or object. To the right of it are five small pictures,

one of which, and one only, is obviously related to the first picture. The subject is requu-ed

to mark that one of the five small pictm-es which is associated vnth (which "belongs with")

the fh^t pictm-e at the left. The following are sample series: "Situation picture"—a holdup

man pointing a pistol at a victim, who is holding up his hands. To the right are the following

pictures: A base ball, a catcher in action, a young woman, a boy with a toy gun, a policeman

with a club, and a Chinaman. Obviously, it is the policeman who is associated with the

"situation pictiu-e." In another set, at the left, is the picture of a lock; to the right, pictures

of an ink bottle, an envelope, a watch, a key, and a basket. In another set the "situation

picture " is an envelope without a stamp. To its right are pictures of a fork, a barrel, a postage

stamp, an alarm clock, and a pick. In another set, the "situation picture " shows a woman

standing in front of a cook stove, while to the right are the pictures of a slate, a stew pan, a

wheel, a sled, and a shoe.

Test 6. Picture completion test: A modification of the Healy pictm-e completion test.'

Numbered squares take the place of the inset in the original Healy test, and mixed up among

36 small pictures at the right are the pictures which would complete the numbered missing parts

of the main picture. The subject is required to find the correct picture for a given blank square

and to write on it the number corresponding to that in the square.

Test 7. Substitution test: Taken %vithout modification from the Woodworth-Wells series.'

Test 8. The symbol-digit test: Taken from the Pyle' series without modification.

Test 9. Counting backward: On the page are 20 small rectangles arranged in a row. The

subject begins at the right, and proceeding from right to left, ^\Tites in the successive rectangles

the numbers 20, 19, 18, 17, etc.

Test 10. Memory span; digits forward: Given as in group examination a, beginning with

two digits and ending with eight.

Test 11. Memory span; digits backward: Like test 10, except that the subject is expected

to begin at the right-hand square and write the last digit firet; then, in the next square to it,

the next to the last digit, etc. It apparently was not observed by those who devised this test

that the subject might writ« the numbers in direct order without detection. The same objec-

tion holds for test 9.

Test 12. Drawing designs from copy: Designs used: Square, diamond, square inside of

square, and five-pointed star.

Test 13. Position test: The subject is given a sheet of paper on which are printed 17

squares, each approximately H inches on the side and subdivided into 36 smaller squares.

The subject is shown a chart containing a large square similarly subdivided, wath the figure

1 in some of the subdivisions. The subject's task is to place a figure 1 on his paper wherever

it occurred on the chart. Seventeen charts are shown.

Test 14. Imitation test: A paper modification (by T. L. Kelley) of the Knox cube test.''

A chart is shown containing two rows of dots, four dots in each, to be used as samples. Two

trials arc ^iven in which the examiner draws chalk lines connecting various dots, leaving the

demonstration in sight while the men ckaw similar lines connecting the dots on their papers.

For the remaining trials the demonstration consists in merely indicating lines of connection

by means of a pointer.

Test 15. Cube analysis: A test of counting rows and piles of cubes in a picture. The

test contains 13 parts. In modified form it became test 2 in the beta scale finally adopted.

There can be no doubt that a useful group performance scale for illiterates and foreigners

could have been constructed from the Camp Lee suggestions. It is unfortunate that more of

' llcaly, W. A. A Pictorial Completion Test. Psychol. Rev., vol. 21, 1914, pp. 189-203.

» Woodworth, R. S., and Wells, F. L. Association Tests. Psychol. Monog., vol. 13, no. 57, 1911, pp. 53-56.

•Op. cit.,pp. 18-22.

* Knox, n. A. A Scale Based on the Work at EUis Island lor Estimating Mental Defect. J. Amer. Med. Assoc, vol. 62, 1914, p. 742.
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the tests did not receive a trial. The following, however, were included in the heta trial series

though in modified form: Detection of similarities, mutilated pictiu^es (picture completion),

the imitation test, cube analysis, digit symbol, and the position test (modified into the spot-

pattern test).

Camp Devens.—The problem of devising a group test for illiterates and foreigners was
even more systematically studied at this camp than at any of the others. Three investigations

were reported.

Investigation 1 : Three performance tests were devised and given, in addition to the Sten-

quist test, to 48 feeble-minded subjects in the State School for the Feoble-Minded, at Waverley,
Mass., and to 69 soldiers of less than fourth-grade literacy. The tlu-ee tests were memory span
for digits (visual exposure) ; arithmetical reasoning (problems similar to those in the individual

series, test T, original examiner's guide) ; memory for designs (inclucUng the diamond, figures

a and h of test P, original examiner's guide, and the two Binet designs).

The rank difference correlation between mental age and the tlu-ee supplemental tests was
0.65 for the feeble-minded subjects. With the same subjects the best correlation that could

be secured for mental age and the Stenquist test, however scored, was 0.32. It was e^ndent

that these three brief tests, requiring 15 or 20 minutes, were very much more useful than the

Stenquist test in identifying the feeble-minded.

Investigation 2: The same three supplementary tests and two additional ones were given

to 117 literate men of three companies. The subjects were mostly of superior abUity, only 7

of the 117 testing below 100 in examination a. The two additional tests included were the

dynamometer test and a motor coordination test. In the latter a sheet containing a large

number of rather small squares was placed before the subject. The task required was to draw
a small circle in each square without touching any side of the square. Immediately after the

men had been given the above five tests they were given examination a. The correlations

with examination a were as follows: Dynamometer, 0.30; circles, 0.24; memory span, 0.43;

arithmetical reasoning, 0.62; designs, 0.55; composite of memory span, arithmetical reasoning,

and memory for designs, 0.68. The dynamometer and circle tests, as might have been expected,

proved to be unsatisfactory measures of intelligence. The other three tests again make a
reasonably satisfactory showing.

Investigation 3: A more important experiment than either of the former was arranged by
C. R. Brown. It will be noted that the tests just described, while perhaps suited to illiterate

English-speaking subjects, were not suitable for foreigners. Bro-m^ prepared a series of five

group performance tests of the pencil and paper variety which could bo given without the use

of language and which required no writing in the response. The tests follow:

Test 1. Maze test: Essentially the form of the maze test included in the final beta scale.

Time, 2^ minutes.

Test 2. Picture sequence: Essentially as is shown on pages 242 and 243. Six out of

the 12 sets of pictures were contained in Bro-wn's original scries. Response by dra\\ang

arrows to indicate the proper sequence of pictures. Time, 3 J minutes.

Test 3. Series completion: This is in principle the same as the X-0 series test included

in the final beta scale. The problems, however, of which there were 11, were not quite identical

with those finally adopted. It will be observed that the test is an attempt to translate test 8

of examination a into terms that would make it serviceable for illiterates. Response, by mak-
ing crosses. Time, 2 minutes.

Test 4. Line length: An adaptation of the Huey-Yerkes letter line test for group use.

Instead of letters, however, it utilized 10 pairs of geometric figures. The task was merely to

decide which figvue of a pair required the greater length of lino. Response, by checking.

Time, 1 minute.

Test 5. Pictorial analogy: This test resulted from an attempt to translate test 9 of exami-

nation a into terms suitable for iUiteratos. Of the 18 sets of figures included in Brown's origi-

nal series, 17 sets were included practically unchanged in the beta trial series (Part I, pp. 244

and 245). Response, by checking.
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The tests of Investigation 3 and also examination a were given to 70 unselected literate

men. The correlation of composite scores of the five tests with examination a was 0.88. The

correlation of the separate tests with examination a was as follows: Maze, 0.456; picture se-

quence, 0.766; series completion, 0.724; line length, 0.483; pictorial analogies, 0.772.

This group of tests was more original in conception and more satisfactory in its results

than any other series devised for the purpose. Although only two of the five tests were included

in the final beta scale, the ideas which they embodied proved very helpful when the beta trial

series was constructed in January, 1918.

Section 2.— The beta trial series.

Experiments in the four camps had shown that the Stenquist test was unsatisfactory for

the purpose for which it was intended; also that other types of performance tests, requuing

no material except pencil and paper, which could be given expeditiously and scored by stencil,

were feasible. Accordingly, in the latter part of December, 1917, arrangement was made by

the staff of the Division of Psychology to construct a group examination for foreigners and

illiterates. Capt. Wm. S. Foster, who had been in charge at Camp Devens, directed the work.

W. S. Hunter (who worked for a short time only), K. T. Waugh, A. S. Otis, C. R.Browni, R. H.

Wheeler, and W. P. Tomlinson assisted.

The purposes and requirements of this examination (beta) were formulated as follows

by the group

:

The (beta) exammation is uitended primarily for the group testing of foreigners and of

others too nearly illiterate in English to do themselves justice in examination alpha.

.\11 oral and im-itten instructions, except a few simple phrases required in mauataining

order and securing attention, should be avoided. Instructions should be giv^en, and Math the

assistance of a trained orderly, in the form of four demonstrations at the begituiuig of each test.

Gestm-es and pantomine should be used where such procedures are serviceable and can be

standardized.

Relation of beta exarmnation to alpha examination: (a) Beta examination is designed

for men making a score below a certain point in the literacy test. It is, therefore, a substitute

for alpha primarily for lower grade men. (6) Scores in beta should be comparable with scores

in alpha and the former should be standardized in terms of the latter, (c) Letter grades A, B, C,

D and E should be given on the basis of beta score just as for alpha, (d) The beta tests should

be patterned after the alpha tests as far as possible.

The beta exammation should test a variety of intellectual processes. The separate tests

should range in difficulty from every easy to difficult.

The scale should meet the following requirements: (a) It should be suitable for admin-

istration to groups of 25 to 100 men. (&) The examination time should be not more than

one hour, (c) No material should be required except pencil and paper, (d) All responses

should be made by dra\ving line, checking, or crossing out, with the possible exception of writing

numbers, (e) Each test should be scored by stencils. (/) Duplicate "forms" should be
possible.

In order to reduce individual examining as much as practicable, there should be some
very easy tests with high diagnostic ralue. The instructions should be such as low grade
men can readily comprehend.

With the above criteria in view, the following tests were selected for trial:

1. Maze.

2. Fonn recognition.

3. Number reeognition.

4. Dot imitation.

5. Pictorial completion.

6. Cube analysis.

7. Line comparison.

S. Picture sequence.

!). Digit symbol.

10. Spot pattern.

1 1

.

Picture analogies.

12. Geometrical construction
(Form board representation).

13. Series completion.

14. Picture situation.

15. Memory for designs.

An idea of the nature of each test may be gained from the procedure as described here-

inafter, and from the test blanks which are reproduced in Part I, (pp. 2.35 to 258).
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The following brief statements indicate the origin of each test:

Test 1. Maze.—Proposed by C. K. Browii and tried out by him mth success at Devens.
Present form devised by B^o'«^l, January, 1918.

Test 2. Form recognition.—Proposed by Otis, and the items devised by hina in January,
1918. This form of the test was original with Otis, though a different method of testmg form
recognition had previously been used by ThomdLke.

Test 3. Number checking.—The test was proposed and the items arranged by E. S. Jones,
after Scott's test of accuracy, which, in turn, was borrowed from Thomdike.

Te^t 4. Dot imitation.—This pencil and paper adaptation of the Knox cube test was
suggested by KeUey. In the form of a line of four dots it was tried at Lee and later at Dix.
The connecting lines made by examiners tended to blurrmg and confusion and prevented accurate
scoring. Otis suggested that all movements to the right be made above the line, and all move-
ments to the left below it, but the confusion ]:)ersisted. Foster suggested the present arrange-
ment of two rows of three dots each. ^Yheeler arranged the specific items of the test.

Test 5. Pictorial completion.—Test proposed and items devised by Kelley. Patterned
originally after the Binet mutilated pictures. Pintner was among the first to use this general
form of the test. Most of the items of this test, as used in the beta trial series, were unsat-
isfactory.

Test 6. Cube analysis.—Originally suggested and items devised by Edwards at Camp Lee.
Improved and the present items arranged by Otis, January, 1918. It was thought that this

test would take the place of the usual form of test for arithmetical reasoning.

Test 7. Line Comparison.—VroTprosed by Brown and tried out by him at Devens. Items
arranged by Wheeler. Copied after the Huey-Yerkes letter-line test.

Test 8. Picture sequence.—Proposed by Brown and tried out by him at Devens. Present
items arranged by Brown. The test is an adaptation of the sequential picture test used by
Decroly,' Miss Bowler, WTupple, and others.

Test 9. Digit symbol used at Dix.—Present symbols devised and items arranged by Otis

in January, 1918. Modeled after the well-known substitution test, used in various forms by
Woodworth and Wells,^ Whipple,^ Mrs. Woolley,* Pyle,^ Pintner,' and others.

Test 10. Spot pattern.—Proposed by Foster. Patterns devised by Foster, Wheeler.
Brown, and Otis. Brown and Foster are responsible for introducing variation into the figures.'

Considerably adapted from the spot pattern test described by Whipple.'

Test 11. Picture analogies.—Originated by Brown in an attempt to translate test 9 of

group examination a into terms suitable for illiterates. Items devised by Brown and tried

out by him with success at Devens.

Test 12. Geometrical constructiou.—Othenvise designated as "form board representation.'

Suggested first by Toll. Present general form suggested by Foster. Present items arranged
by Wheeler, January, 1918. Patterned after the various form board tests, and after the Yerkes
patience test for adults.'

Test IS. X-0 series (series completion).—Originated by Brown hi an attempt to translate

test 8 of group examination a into terms suitable for illiterates. The test was tried by him
with success at Devens. An improvement in the original form of the test was suggested by
Foster. Present items were arranged by Brown.

Test 14- Picture situation.—Proposed in somewhat different form by Edwards at Camp
Lee. Present modification suggested by Foster, and items devised by him. Patterned after

the Healy picture situation test.

I Decroly, O. Epreuve Nouvelle pour rexamen mental et son application am enlants anormaux. Annce Psychol., vol. 20, 1914, pp. 140-159.

'Op. cit., pp. 53-55.

»0p. cit.,pp. 502-.'.03.

< WooUey, H. T. and Fischer, C. R. Mental and l'hy.slcal Moasurements of Working Children. Psychol. Moiiog., vol. l.s, Xo. 77, pp. 148-184.

' Loc. cit.

• Pintner, R. and Patcrson, T>. G. A Scale of Performance Tests. 1917, pp. RVeri.

' It is a matter of interest that only a few minutes attir this test had been suggested in the group at work in the Surgeon General's Office the

manu-script of a report was received from the psychological staff at camp Lee recommending the inclusion in tljfl beta scale olpractically the same
test (see test 13 of the lyce series).

" Op. cit., pp. 290-296. .!. ? i i>))

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, April, 1917. Vol. 176; pages 564-573.
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Test 15. Memory for designs.—Used at Deveus and Di». The designs used were chiefly

those of Binet and Terman.

Section 3.

—

Procedure for beta trial series.

[For the form of the blank for the beta trial series, see Part I, pp. 235 It; for the blank of the revised beta, pp. 250 ff; and for the proceedure

in the revised beta, referred to below, pp. 162 ft.]

The general directions preceding the directions for test 1 were essentially the same as those

for the revised beta. A rotating chart was used as an aid in demonstration. This contained a few

sample items for each test. The procedure followed was for the e.xaminer to show the orderly, by

pantomime, what to do; then, as the subjects looked on, the orderly demonstrated the test by

doing all tlie sample items.

Test 1. Maze.—Procedure essentially as for revised beta, except that the allotment of time

was 2J minutes instead of 2.

Test 2. Form recognition.—Turn chart to sample items and say, "PENCILS UP; LOOK."

Orderly watches while examiner points with pointer to standard form. Examiner shakes head

and says " NO " to each of the forms until he comes to the identical one, then touches the standard

again and says "YES," and draws an imaginary Ime through the identical form. Same for

second line of sample. Examiner then lets orderly step to the blackboard. Orderly draws line

n: L>: lA >r ry.

6 7 8 9 10

V\ 7/. m VZ 1A
Ten diagrams used in Dot Imitation, Test 4.

slowly and scrutinizingly through the appropriate form in each of the four samples. When the

demonstration is over, the examiner holds up beta blank, points to both pages and says " ALL
RIGHT; PENCILS DOWN; GO AHEAD. BOTH PAGES." Orderlies see that men do not

stop at end of first page. At the end of H minutes say "STOP; TURN OVER THE PAGE
TO TEST 3."

Test 3. Number checlcing.—Procedure essentially as in revised beta.

Test 4. Dot imitation.—Whhe chart made ready. Say: "THIS IS TEST 4—THE DOTS
ON THE NEXT PAGE; LOOK." Orderly watches while examiner traces with pointer on the

chart the diagrams shown herewith, one at a time—one second per line of diagram. Most of

the time the pointer rests on the dots but makes sweeps relatively slowly. Orderly imitates by

drawing chalk Imes on blackboard in appropriate places:

After samples have been demonstrated, erase them. Then say: "LOOK, NUMBER 1;

PENCILS UP," and give diagram I. Then say: "PENCILS DOWN; GO AHEAD." At end

of 5 seconds say: " PENCILS UP; LOOK," and give diagram 2. Repeat as before. With items

1 to 4 give 5 seconds for reproduction, and with items 5 to 10 give 10 seconds. After each re-

production, say: "PENCILS UP; LOOK." After giving each diagram, say: "GO." At end of

test say: "STOP; TURN OVER PAGE TO TEST 5."

Test 5. Pictorial compUtion.—Essentially as for revised beta, except that the time was 5

minutes instead of 3.
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Test 6. Cube analysis.—Procedure essentially as for revised beta, except that the time was 4

minutes instead of '2i.

Test 7. Line comparison.—'-TBIS IS TEST 7 OX THE OPPOSITE PAGE." Roll chart

into position. "PENCILS UP; LOOK." (As the verbal description of procedure is long and
rather pointless unless accompanied by the demonstration samples, it is not given here in detail.

It involves the use of covered wires of lengths corresponding to lines of samples. These covered

wires were laid over the lines corresponding to them, and then straightened out to show which
line was longest.)

Then say: "ALL RIGHT; PENCILS DOWN; GO AHEAD." Exammer holds up the

booklet and points to appropriate page.

After four minutes say: "STOP; TURN OVER THE PAGE TO TEST 8."

Test S. Picture sequence.—"PENCILS UP; LOOK." (Sample items are here shown similar

to those of the test. Examiner shows, by pointing, the correct order of pictures in these samples.

According to the original instructions orderly then draws arrows to show the appropriate shifts

to place them in correct sequence. Since this method proved difficult to score, after a few trials

the modification was introduced of having the orderly number the pictures to indicate sequence.)

Examhier says: "ALL RIGHT; PENCILS DOWN; GO AHE.iD. BOTH PAGES."
After 4 minutes say: " STOP; TURN OVER THE PAGE TO TEST 9."

Test 9. Digit-symbol.—Procedure essentially as for revised beta, except that the time was 3

minutes instead of 2.

Test 10. Spot pattern.—Procedure essentially as for revised beta.

Test 11. Pictorial analogies.—Rollblackboard to proper position. "PENCILS UP; LOOK."
(The verbal description of procedure will not be reproduced here. The demonstration and
pantomime were intended to call attention, first, to a connection or relationship between the

first two pictures or terms of an item, and next to a relationsliip between the third term and one

of the alternative fourth terms.)

Examiner points to both pages and savs :
" ALL RIGHT; PENCILS DOWN; GO AHEAD—

BOTH PAGES."
After 2i minutes say: "STOP; TURN OVER THE PAGE TO TEST 12."

Test 12. Geonnetric construction.—Frocedure essentially as for revised beta.

Test 13. X-0 series {series completion).—Procedure essentially as for revised beta, except

that the time was 2 minutes instead of 1 minute, 45 seconds.

Test llj.. Pictorial situation.—RoU samples into position. "PENCILS UP." Pointing to

the empty square and to pictures to fill it. Point to first possible fiUer picture in first sample,

shake head and say "NO"; same for second and third possibilities; at fourth say "YES" and

nod head; point to fifth and sixth and say "NO." Motion to orderly, who then makes a cross

through proper filler picture. Similarly for sample 2. Orderly chooses slowly and with evident

effort the third and fourth samples.

Examiner points to both pages and says: "ALL RIGHT; PENCILS DOWN; GO AHEAD—
BOTH PAGES."

After 3 minutes say: "STOP; TURN OVER THE PAGE TO TEST 15."

Test 15. Memoryfor designs.—" PENCILS UP; LOOK." Examiner points to sample charts

one at a time for 10 seconds each. Orderly watches, then reproduces. Say :
" LOOK; PENCILS

UP." Expose first design 10 seconds, then say: "PENCILS DOWN; GO." One minute for

reproduction. "PENCILS UP; LOOK." Expose second design for 10 seconds. "DOWN;
GO AHEAD." One minute. Same for the two remaining designs.

Designs used were those of the original Binet scale, the Terman designs from the individual

examinations series, and two other sample drawings of the same general type.

Section 4.

—

Revision of beta trial senes.

The preliminarj' form of beta (15 tests) was revised in February and March, 1918, and

reduced to eight tests. The work was in charge of Maj. Yoakum, who was assisted by Lieuts.

Brigham and Otis, and Miss Cobb.
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The revision was based upon data from three sources:

1. At Camp Meade (February, 1918) the Three hundred and fourth Ammtinition Train

was examined as an experimental group. This gave hteracy, alpha, and beta records for an

unselected group of 298 men. As it later appeared the group was one of average abUity.

2. At Camp Lee (first week in March, 1918), 479 men of a literacy-alpha group (all who

had made below 100 weighted score, on examination alpha) were given 10 or 12 tests of the

beta trial series.

3. At the training school, Vineland, N. J. (February, 1918), 77 feeble-minded males whose

mental ages ranged from 6 to 11 years were given the beta trial series.

In addition 35 men were tested at Camp Meigs, but as the data from this source played

little part in the revision they are not set forth here.

Practically all these examinations were given by Yoakum and Brigham or under their

direction.

The procedure followed in giving and scoring the tests at Meade was essentially that

described in section 3, above. The following experimental variations were introduced at Lee:

For test 6 (cube analysis) the time was reduced from 4 to 3 minutes ; for test 8 (picture sequence)

,

from 4 to 3 minutes; for test 9 (digit symbol), from 3 to 2 minutes; test 10 (spot pattern)

was shortened to 10 items; in test 15 (designs) the models were exposed in pairs. Tests 4 (dot

imitation), 7 (letter line), and 11 (analogies), were omitted for all Camp Lee groups, and tests 2

(form recognition) and 13 (X-0 series) for most of them. With one Vineland group test 11

(analogies) was given by using the third picture of each analogy as a stimulus for free asso-

ciation with a response picture, without regard to the first two terms of the analogy.

The method of demonstration by pantomime proved to be feasible. Most of the tasks were

clearly indicated. As arranged in the preliminary form, however, test 11 (analogies) was

responded to as though it were a free association test, with the thu'd term as stimulus. Even

so the test showed 30.7 per cent of zero scores in the unselected group. Test 2 (form recog-

nition) gave 19.3 per cent zero scores in the unselected group. Test 7 (letter line), though ex-

tremely easy for one who got the idea, nevertheless gave 14.9 per cent zero scores in the un-

selected group. Test 8 (picture aiTangement) was difficult to demonstrate, giving 11.1 per cent

zero scores in the unselected group. It was decided, partly also on other grounds, to drop these

four tests. Of those retained, test 12 (geometrical construction) was the most difficult to

demonstrate. The introduction in the revised form of a simpler sample effected some

improvement.

During the study several different total scores were made up. Five tests were discarded

before the fiurst totals were added and were never included in any beta totals. These were

tests 2 (form recognition) , 4 (dot imitation) , 7 (line comparison) , 8 (picture sequence) , and 1

1

(analogies). The total score first used was the sxmi of the raw scores in the other 10 tests,

that of test 9 (digit-symbol) being divided by 5 and that of test 12 (geometrical construction)

multiplied by 2. This gave a maximum score of 185. (It should be borne in mind, in looking

at the correlations of beta tests with beta total, that the five tests omitted played no part in

determining that total. The distributions of total scores for the three groups of subjects were
characteristically different.)

The Pearson correlations of each test with alpha total and with beta total are giveii in

table 44: ^^^^^ 4^_

Test.
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The Pearson correlations of beta total with alpha total are: Total of 10 beta tests,

unweighted, r with alpha 0.795; total of eight beta tests weighted, r with alpha 0.793; total of

eight beta tests, unweighted, 0.790. The eight tests indicated were those included in the

revised scale.

For the Camp Lee groups, in which all the alpha scores were below 100 (weighted score),

the correlation of alpha total with beta total was 0.65.

The scatter with mental age for the Vineland group of 77 feeble-minded subjects is

shown in table 45. It ^vill be seen from the table that the beta examination is difficult enough
to prevent feeble-minded subjects from making high scores. On the grade basis later adopted
only one of the 77 subjects of mental age 6 to 11 years made a grade of C, and only a small

proportion of the total number succeeded in making D. Certain of the tests proved especially

effective in keeping down the scores of the feeble-minded, notably test 12 (geometiical con-

struction), on which none of these subjects scored above 2. It was partly on this ground
that test 12 received a heavy weighting.

Table 45.

—

Total score, weighted, eight tests.

Mental
age.
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Test 3. Number checking.—Test 3 was retained, being satisfactory on all counts except

that it does not make a very sharp separation between good and poor groups. The only change

is the substitution, in the demonstration, of simpler numbers for some of those originally used.

Test 4. Dot imitation.—Of tests 4, 10, and 15, which seemed to be testing similar processes,

test 4 was dropped as the one of the tliree showing the greatest number of zero and perfect

scores, the poorest correlation with alpha total, and the poorest separation between good and

poor groups. The differences were small, however, and test 4 had the advantage that the feeble-

minded made very low scores in it. It might well be used in an alternative form of beta exam-

ination.

Test 5. Pictorial completion.—^Test 5 was retained on all counts, except that it took two pages

in the book and over 6 minutes to give. By better arrangement of pictures, by rejecting the

largest and putting in drawings with simple lines which could afford reduction, 20 items have

been put on one page. The test was studied item by item for relation to alpha and beta total

scores, and the 11 best items from the original form remain in the present form. Of the six

samples in the new demonstration, four are new. The time was later reduced from 5 minutes

to 3 minutes.

Test 6. Cube analysis.—Test 6, while not among the most successful of the beta tests,

was not particxilarly poor, and had the advantage of brevity. It seemed likely, too, that by
replacing some of its items by less obvious ones it might very easily be improved. Test 6

was thus tentatively included in the new beta, pending improvement, with a reduction of the

time limit to 3 minutes.

Test 7. Line comparison.—^Test 7 was an immediate case for rejection. The very high

per cent of zero scores, in conjunction with the high per cent of perfect scores, showed that it

was much too easy once the idea was conveyed, but that far too often the demonstration failed.

The distribution is the reverse of normal—i. e., U-shaped. It seemed not worth while to

try to remedy these difficulties, which apparently are inherent in the test.

Test 8. Picture sequence.—Test 8 was tried both with response by numbers and arrows.

The former was better, but even so the demonstration did not succeed very well. Since it

seemed closely related to tests 5 and 14, and poorer than either, test 8 was dropped.

Test 9. Digit-symbol.—Test 9 was retained on all counts. The time limit was reduced

because it seemed after trial at Camp Lee that the amount covered in the first 2 minutes was

probably a better index than that in 3 minutes.

Test 10. Spot pattern.—Test 10 was indicated for retention on all coimts except that it

required much time and was closely related to test 15. Test 15, although it gave excellent

results, took even longer to give than 10. Accordingly 10 was retained, but with a reduction

of the number of items from 20 to 12. The correlation between the left-hand and the right-

hand halves of the page (10 items each) was 0.73, and since the items were correlated with alpha

and beta totals and the best 12 selected instead of the left-hand 10, the reliability of this test

in its revised form is probably fairly high. This reduction brings the time under 6 minutes.

Test 1 1 . Analogies.—Test 1 1 was dropped as impossible to demonstrate m its present form.

It was not studied in other respects.

Test 12. Geometrical construction.—Test 12, good in all respects except for its high per cent

of zero scores, was particularly good in differentiating the feeble-minded. It was therefore

included ami heavUy weighted in the new beta total. The time limit was increased to 3 minutes,

with the idea that this might serve to distribute the scores more widely. A simpler sample

in the demonstration was substituted for one of the more difficult samples.

Test 13. X-0 series.—Test 13 is rather easy and gives a high per cent of perfect scores,

but since it seemed to be effective in indicating the institutional feeble-minded group and in

separatmg good and poor groups, and was a brief, one-page test, it was included in the beta.

Test 14- Picture situation.—Test 14 proved an excellent test and was omitted from the new
beta on practical considerations only. It seemed related to test 5 and test 8, and could less

easily be reduced to one page than could test 5. It was hoped, however, to revise test 14 in

this direction and to have it ready for an alternate form of examination beta.
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Test 15. Memoryfor designs.—Much the same may be said of test 15 as of test 14. It was
excellent, but took more time than test 10 (also a visual memory test), wliich was preferred to
test 15 on this basis. It would make an excellent alternative for test 8 (picture sequence).

The revised beta was therefore composed of the following tests: (1) Maze, (2) cube analysis,

(3) X-0 series, (4) digit symbol, (5) nmnber checking, (6) pictorial completion, (7) geometrical
construction, and (8) spot pattern.

Section 6.

—

Scoring the tests.

It was found that if the tests in beta were not weighted, two tests (number checking
and cube analysis) woxild contribute almost half of the variability of the total. Of these,

cube analysis was not considered one of the best tests. Moreover, geometrical construction,

which it was desired to weight heavily, would be making the least contribution. It was
therefore decided that the tests m beta should be weighted. Weighting was done on the basis

of the interquartile range in each test (table 46).

Table 46.

—

Tnterquartile range and weights given in cadi test of revised beta.
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Table 47.

—

Score distHbuiions for the separate tests of the preliminary form of beta—Continued.

TEST 2. FORM RECOGNITION.
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Table 47.

—

Score distributionsfor the separate tests oftha preliminaryform of beta—Continued.

TEST 10. SPOT PATTERN.

Group.





CHAPTER 7.

DATA OBTAINED THROUGH MORE EXTENSIVE CAMP TRIAL OF EXAMINATION BETA, AND
RESULTING MODIFICATIONS.

Sectiox 1.

—

Plan of procedure and reportsfrom camps.

The beta examination was available for camp use in April, 1918. The instructions were
that it be given (a) to all men eliminated from alpha because of relative illiteracy; (6) to all

men taking alpha and falling below weighted score of 100 (below C-). Of those taking beta
all those falling below weighted score of 40 (below D) were to be recalled for individual exami-
nation. It was understood that an individual examination shoiild always be given before
assigning an E grade to a man. It is important to remember this general setting for beta in

the whole scheme of the camp examining as a basis for the iaterpretation of results. As a
matter of fact few camps were able to follow the above instructions absolutely. In many the
pressure of examining illiterates, especially foreign illiterates, was so gieat that no recalls from
alpha were possible; in others only men falling below 50 in alpha (E cases) were recalled, while
in others conformity with the plan as laid down was possible. These variations in procedure
were responsible for numerous differences in results.

Reports of results, with suggestions and criticisms regarding both procedure of giving

the tests and the basis of assigning grades for beta, began to appear shortly from
the various camps. These reports were practically unanimous in their expressions of

opinion regarding the serviceability of the method and the fact that it filled a big gap in the
scheme of examining. They suggested also numerous detailed points of procedure, many of

which were incorporated in the final edition of the Examiners' Guide. This guide (see Part I,

pp. 153 ff) presents the final instructions issued regarding procedm-e. It should be noted, how-
ever, that there remained far greater tendency toward deviation in procedure from camp to

camp \vith reference to beta than with reference to alpha. Adaptations which were reported
as meeting the particular camp conditions more effectively than did the prescribed method
were as a rule permitted.

The main burden of the early reports was to the effect that the most difficult task was
"getting the idea across." A high percentage of zero scores in any given test was considered an
indication of failure to "get that test across." In general it was insisted that the method
of presentation, including especially the work of the orderly, was of prime importance. Such
statements as the following make this clear: "There is no doubt that beta is many times harder
to give than alpha and requires constant effort from everyone concerned. Nothing can be
more fatal to it than the alpha method of giving."

Distributions of scores reported offered considerable difficulties of interpretation. Cer-

tain camps maintained, on the basis of these distributions, that men were being graded too
severely on beta, whereas others held that the reverse was true. Since beta was given only
to men who cither had been eliminated from alpha because of illiteracy or had made a low
score in alpha, there were no standards as to what to expect of these groups. This was partic-

ularly true of distributions which showed great preponderance of low-grade cases. Obviously
a group selected for beta by the procedure as described could not be expected to measiire

up to the general standard of the rest of the camp. Whether any given group was overseverely

rated was, therefore, largelj' a matter of personal opinion, based either on general impressions

of the gi'oup, or on the ratings in individual examination of those recalled from beta. The
former judgment would obviously be largel}- influenced by the personal equation and would
therefore be unconvincing; the latter, while based on facts, would point only in one direction.

379
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Cases recalled unnecessarily would be observed, whereas cases missed who should have been

recalled would not be noted. The tendency would be therefore to urge lowering of the stand-

ard for recall perhaps quite unwarrantedly.

When, on the other hand, a selected beta group was found to show a rating approximating

the level of the remainder of the camp, with the majority of cases raising their ratings above

those obtained by alpha, there was legitimate groimd for suspicion that beta was proving

overlenient, unless it be admitted that alpha was hopelessly unsatisfactory at the lower por-

tion of the scale. An obvious point of practical importance arose when it was remembered

that only men standing lowest in alpha had the opportunity to raise their scores in beta. Accord-

ingly men making C— or more and in many camps men making D had no opportunity to

improve their ratings, while those rating as low as E might raise their grades even to an A or B.

Further light was thrown on the discrepant results reported from different camps by

noting the difference between "beta-only" groups and " beta-from-alpha " gi-oups. The former

contain in largest nmnbers the foreign and entirel}' illiterate; the latter consist largely of

EngUsh-speaking men of at least some schooling, who considered themselves able to take alpha

but who had failed in alpha. On theoretical groimds it might be assumed that the former

would profit most by the opportimity furnished by beta, since they might include all types of

cases from bright to dull from among those who were handicapped either by language dif-

ficulty or by absolute lack of educational opportunity. The beta-from-alpha groups, repre-

senting mainly those of some literacy and little or no language difficulty, who, nevertheless,

had failed in alpha, would seem likely to have been faii'ly low-grade groups. However, these

groups made a consistently better showing in beta than was made by beta-only groups.

The illustrations below are typical. While the gi'oups from the two camps differ from one

another in general level the beta-only group is in both instances lower than the recalled group.

Percentages rnaking given grades in beta.
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language 'difficultr and those not so handicapped and for the sake of brevity shall designate
them as "English speaking" and "non-English speaking."

The figures of Table 48 indicate the numerical relations of the beta groups to the total

group of which they are a part:

Table 48.

—

Camp Custer group.

Group diflerentiation.

English speaking.

Number. Per cent

Non-English speaking.

Number. Per cent. Number. Per cent,

Total number reported
Number below lOO in alpha (Dand E cases) >

Number below 50 in alpha (E cases)'
Number given beta only
Number either below 50 in alpha or given beta only..
Number rated E by beta

100.0
50.3
34.4

100.0
34.0
15.9

' Letter ratings based on standards in force at time of examining.

Correlation tables were plotted for alpha score with beta total score and with score on each
separate test. The values of the coefficients were not computed, as it was realized that these

would necessarily be low, since we were dealing with only a segment of the whole distribution,

and since, moreover, it was imcertaia whether differences in alpha scores within this range had
much significance. From inspection, however, it seemed evident that if the group falling low
in alpha represented, with even approximate fairness, the lower portion of the total group a

surprising number of cases were making high scores in the various tests and on the total beta

score. This was brought out quite strikingly when the data on the 250 English-speaking cases

who had either made E in alpha or been given beta only were summarized. Reference to

Table 48 shows that these cases made up only 13.1 per cent of the total English-spealdng group.

Since they were not handicapped by language difficulty it would appear safe to assume that

they were not far from being the lowest 13 per cent of the group. Assuming even partial

correctness for this statement the following proportions of cases in the various grades as

assigned for beta at this time seemed difficult to justify.

Percentages making given grades on heta—250 Englishrspeaking men, either E in alpha or eliminated from alpha—
Camp Ctister.

E
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Table 49.

—

Percentage dislributiona ofmen who either made scores below SO in alpha or were eliminatedfrom alpha—
Camp Custer—^50 English-speaking cases.

Score.'
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Table 50.

—

Percentage diatribiUions in beta ofmen who either made E in alpha or uere eliminatedfrom, alpha, clasiijied on
basis of probable language handicap and schooling

.

Beta weighted score.
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in the main far more lenient than alpha, at least for the English-speaking cases who were

referred to alpha in the regular course of camp routine. It was felt, however, that no reestab-

lishment of grades for beta should be made without securing data on more unselected groups

extending over the whole range of the scale. Such a group was accordingly obtained and

furnished the basis for the final changes made in beta and in the assignment of letter grades.

Since evidence was accumulating to the effect that alpha was probably scaled too severely, this

group was also made use of in adjusting the alpha grades. An account of the main facts of this

investigation in so far as it bore on the standardization of beta follows.

Section 3.

—

Special investigation on relatively unselected group.

To obtain the desu-ed data a request was sent to 12 camps that approximately 100 relatively

unselected men in each camp be given alpha, beta, and individual examination. Preference was

expressed for Stanford-Binet as the form of imhvidual examination to be tried, in order to

secure a uniformity of data for comparison since it was recognized that Stanford and Point

Scale mental ages were not interchangeable. No attempt was made to include the Perform-

ance Scale in the present comparison.

In response to the request data were received from nine camps, which constituted the main

basis of the present study. Table 51 shows the numbers of cases who had had all three exami-

nations—alpha, beta, and Stanford-Binet—classified according as they were born in English-

speaking or in non-English-speaking countries.

Table 51.

—

Number of cases receivedfrom various camps, examined by alpha, beta, and Stanford-Binet.

Camp.
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should be thus evaluated, since it was the least standardized type of examination of those inclu-

ded in the army series. Data were later obtained from other groups regarding the relationship

of each of these examinations with officers' estimates of their men (see pp. 425 ff), but it seemed
impracticable to attempt to secure these at this time.

One point of special practical importance in connection with this relationship is the ques-

tion of the dividing line between D and E grades in beta. Because of the rule to recall E
beta cases for individual examination, it was important that cases recalled by beta should in-

clude those likely to be rated as very low grade by individual examination but not those likely

to be rated above the questionable range. It was also a matter of practical importance that

too large a number should not be recalled.

EelatiansMp betrveen beta and alpha.—The correlation table' for beta and alpha, total

weighted scores, was plotted and the Pearson product-moment coefficient found to be 0.806 ±0.009.

Inspection of the table showed the relationship to be clearly curvilinear. The correlation ratio

which would represent the relationship more fairly, was not, however, computed for the present

data; later it was figured for the correlation between alpha and beta raw scores, where it was
found to be oidy slightly higher than r (see p. 392).

Inspection of the table showed that the curvilinear relationship was partially due to "jam-
ming" of alpha cases at the lower end. There is evidently a marked tendency in alpha for the

piling up about the lower limit, of cases, many of whom would trail off toward a lower point if

the scale extended further down. This tendency shows more clearly for this group than for the

alpha groups ordinarU}- reported from the camps, because of the fact that we include here some

cases of the type which the camps have endeavored to exclude from alpha, even though we have

not included any non-English-speaking cases. The account of the development of segregation

methods (see p. 347) makes it clear that the purpose of segregation became largely the very

practical one of preventing call of a man for two examinations. Accordingly the attempt was to

exclude from alpha as many as possible of the men who could be expected to make such low scores

that they would need to be recalled for beta, whether this failure was due to illiteracy proper or

to low-grade intelhgence. Such cases have not been thrown out from the present groups.

Reference to the distribution showed also a marked tendency on the part of beta toward

massing cases at the upper part of the scale. This does not show actual jamming against the

perfect score, as does the alpha distribution against zero score; the piling up appears to be

accounted for, in part at least, by the large number making perfect scores in the separate tests.

(For distributions in the separate beta tests see table 52). This fact is important since it re-

sults in making beta a less satisfactory test than alpha for high-grade cases in spite of its supe-

riority to alpha for low-grade cases.

For practical purposes the tj'pe of discrepancy between alpha and beta scores, noted above,

was not necessarily of great importance since assignment of letter grades might be made in

such a way as to correct for these differences. If given grades mean the same whether assigned

for alpha or for beta the main requirement has been met, since the grades and not the scores

were reported to army officials. The following figiires show the percentages of the group of

653 English-speaking cases making various grades by the two scales.^

' To prevent unnecessary duplication this table is not presented because of its similarity to table 66, wjiich shows the correlation of alpha and

beta raw scores (q. v.).

' The basis for assignment of grades at this time (prior to July, 1918) was as follows;

Scale.
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Discrepancies in proportions given E grades by the two scales may be disregarded, since

alpha was understood to be unreliable for this portion of the scale. The table shows, however,

that there is marked discrepancy throughout the range, and that, except for grade A, the dis-

crepancy is always in the direction of greater leniency for beta. Summarizing the data, it

appears that 15.3 per cent make A or B on beta as compared with 11.6 per cent on alpha; that

68.4 per cent make C or better on beta as compared with 43.7 per cent on alpha; and that 78.6

per cent make C — or better on beta as compared with 53.3 per cent on alpha. The outstanding

fact from this evidence is that grades on alpha and on beta were far from meaning the same
thing at this time, and that the probability was that a man rated by beta would get a higher

standing than one rated by alpha. Information received regarding regular draft quotas in-

dicated that there was error in both scales; that alpha was too severe and beta too lenient.

Alterations to accomplish a double adjustment—made in August in connection with additional

changes in beta—will be discussed at a later point. A readjustment of alpha grades, made in

July, reduced the degi-ee of discrepancy slightly. Figures are not presented for this com-
parison, since the August changes represent the final ruling on grade standards.

Comparison of beta with Stanford-Biiiet.—The fact has been noted that beta apparently

makes distinctions within a part of the scale which alpha entirely faUs to reach. It is evident,

therefore, that the adequacy of these distinctions must be judged by reference to some measiure

other than alpha. Comparison with Stanford-Binet is therefore of special importance for this

portion of the scale, which is, for practical pm-poses, the part of beta which it is most important

to have rehable.

The Pearson product-moment coefficient for the correlation between beta weighted score

and Stanford-Binet mental age was found to be 0.731 ±0.012. (It may be noted that correla-

tions figured for fom- of the separate camp groups were fovmd to be as follows : Dix, 0.740 ± 0.032

;

Jackson, 0.646±0.039: Lee, 0. 766±0. 027; Meade, 0. 659±0.040.) It is evident that these

coefficients are not high enough to justify anticipation of a high degi'ee of reliability of pre-

diction. The table' shows a large amount of scatter at all points. In so far, therefore, as the

intention was to secure, in beta, an instrument of group measurement which should produce

results closely similar to those which the individual examination would have given, with great

reduction in time, the results are disappointing.

The statement regarding the lack of certainty of prediction has special importance for

its bearing on the dividing line between D and E in beta. Recognizing that an individual exam-
ination—in case of English-speaking men, either the Stanford-Binet or the Yerkes-Bridges

point scale—furnished the main basis of decision with reference to low-grade cases, the following

assumptions seeriied justified:

1. It is important to recall all cases who would test under 8 years mental age if given indi-

vidual examination.

2. It is desirable to recall the majority of cases who would test between 8 and 9 years.

3. It is desirable, if pressure of camp conditions be not too gi'eat, to recall at least a small

number of cases who would test between 9 and 10 years.

4. It is desirable that few or no cases testing over 10 years be recalled.

In the present gi'oup of 653 cases there are 4 testing under 8 years, 22 testing between 8 and

9, 62 testing between 9 and 10, and 565 testing over 10 years. The dividing line of 40 (beta

weighted score) recalls the following numbers:

Below 8 years, 3 cases (75 per cent of all cases below 8 years).

8 to 9 years, 10 cases (45. 5 per cent of all cases between 8 and 9).

9 to 10 years, 9 cases (14.5 per cent of all cases between 9 and 10).

Above 10 years, 14 cases (2.5 per cent of all cases above 10 years).

Total number recalled, 36 cases (5.5 per cent of total English-speaking group).

1 This table is not presented, because of its close similarity to table 52, which shows the correlation of beta raw score with Stanford-Binet

mental age (q. v.).
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Obviously this is not a satisfactory situation, from the practical point of view, since 14 of

the 36 cases recalled are not within the range which it is desired to recall, whereas 13 cases imder
9 years, who are probabh" at least questionable cases whom the examiner should see, are missed.
Keference to the scatter table for beta with Stanford-Binet made it clear that no way of shifting

this line would make the situation satisfactory. Anj- adjustment would be a compromise be-
tween the desire to secure more low-grade cases and the intention to escape recall of cases above
the questionable range.

That it may be clear that the situation as above described is not dependent upon the fact

that the usual elimination on the basis of alpha had not been made, the following facts are sub-
mitted showing the results which would have been secured had an application of the usual
system of recall been applied to this gioup

:

Number recalled for beta from alpha, 118.

Number of recalled cases testing below 40 in beta, 30.

Mental ages of these 30 cases, by Stanford-Binet:

Below 8 years, 3 cases (75 per cent of all cases below 8 years).

8-9 years, 9 cases (40.9 per cent of all cases between 8 and 9 years).

9-10 years, 7 cases (11.3 per cent of all cases between 9 and 10 years).

Above 10 years, 11 cases (1.9 per cent of all cases above 10 years).

These residts indicate that the same situation exists as that previously outlined, with
merely a trivial reducing of ntunbers bj- the elimination accomplished by alpha.

For this situation there is no satisfactory solution, unless the relationship between Stan-
ford and beta at the lower end of the scale can be improved. The best that can be done is to

estabUsh the dividing line arbitrarily to meet the exigencies of the situation in the camps, know-
ing that a shift in either direction would increase or decrease its efficiency, according as this is

measured by the adequate recall of low-grade cases, or by the absence of excess recall of cases

beyond the questionable range.

Section 4.

—

Possibility of increasing the correlation between beta and Stanford-Binet.

Since, therefore, the immediate practical need seemed to be for a higher degree of corre-

spondence between results in beta and results in individual examinations for cases in the lower
ranges of the scale, an attempt was made to determine, by means of a multiple correlation, the
maximum possible correlation between beta and the Stanford scale, assuming appropriate
weighting. If evidence could be foimd that an appreciable gain could be made bv wei^htin"
of tests in accordance \vith results thus obtained, the intention was to determine the necessarv

weights of the various tests and also to ascertain what tests, if any, could be eliminated from the

series without reduction in the degree of correlation.

Table 52 shows the correlation arrays for Stanford-Binet with the separate tests of beta.

Table 53 presents the Pearson product-moment coefficients of correlation for each beta test

with Stanford-Binet and with the other beta tests. From these figures partial coefficients were
computed making possible application of Yule's formula for determining maximum correlation.'

Application of the formula gives the following results:

R s (12315878) = 0-"'*> where R scjaisers) indicates the maximimi correlation which might be
obtained between Stanford (s) and the beta tests, indicated by the numbers in the subscript, by
the bast possible weighting. The above value (0.74) applies only to the present body of data.

Further application of the formula showed that coasiderable reduction in the niunbcr of

tests used was possible without appreciable reduction in the amoimt of correlation, as indicated

in the following figures

:

Rs/(345«7)=0.74.

Rs((«7)=0.73.

' Yule, G. U., Introduction to the Theory of Statistics, p. 24S, formula 15.
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Table 52.

—

Showing correlations of Stanford-Binet mental age with scores in separate beta tests—English-speaking whites

from nine camps.
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Table 52.

—

Showing correlaiioTis of Slanjord-Binet mental age with scores in separate beta tests—English-speaking whites
from nine camps—Continued.

Beta
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Table 53.

—

CorrehUions of beta tests mth Stan/ord-Binet mevtal age and uith each other (Pearson product-moment
coefficients).

Test.
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This shows no serious drop from the correlation of 0.731 ±0.012 between Stanford and
weighted score.

Table 54 presents the scatter table for Stanford with beta according to the method suggested.
Inspection shows that this form handles the group at the lower end of the scale at least as well as
does the weighted score. (This point will be discussed more fully in connection with the estab-
lishing of the lower dividing line for this method.)

Table 54.

—

Shounng correlation of beta raw score (suggeMed form) with Stanford-Binet mental age—English-spcahing
whitesfrom nine camps.

Beta raw score (sug-
gested (orm).
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does not invalidate the comparison of correlations.) The correlation of alpha raw score with the

proposed beta raw score was found to be 0.811 ±0.009, as compared ^dth 0.806 ±0.009 for alpha

weighted with beta weighted, again an inappreciable difference. The correlation array is shown

in Table 36. It will be noted that this has the characteristics previously noted regarding the

correlation of alpha weighted score with beta weighted (see p. 385). Because of the curvilinear

relationship the correlation ratios were computed and found to be 0.847 ±0.007 and 0.840 ±
0.008.

Table 56.

—

Showing correlation of beta raw score (suggestedform) vnth alpha raw score—English-speaking whites from
nine camps.

Alpha raw score.
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Examiners' Guide. It was put into effect in the camps through instructions issued August 8,

1918. The " suggested form
'

' of heta is, therefore, the "final form" frompoiutof view, of the army
situation, f. .,. l

';,
.

. . - .i,, ' .

.,•_...,,:'

:?oi'I ' :
.SEqripN ^i—FMablishment qflefter grades forJietQ^X^^gSfi^f'^ f'W')-

The fact of the special importance of letter grades for pfactical armH' purposes has heen

noted, as has also the fact of marked discrepancy in rating, as grades were first assigned for alpha

and beta. With the adoption of the modifications m heta described above, it became
essential that new letter grades be assigned. Since final revision of alpha grades was bemg
made at this time no attention was paid to old relationships, but adjustments were made directly

in the light of the proposed ratings for alpha. Assignment of grades on individual examinations

was also made at this time.

It was assumed that we should aim to secure the highest degree of consistency possible

between alpha and beta from C— on up through A; that discrepancy between alpha and beta

for the D and E grades was to be expected; that these grades (D and E) must therefore be

estabhshed mainly with reference to the individual examinations, and that moreover as a

practical consideration it must be remembered that an E grade in beta means actually recall

for final measurement by individual examination. Meetuig these requirements involved a

process of cutting and fitting to secure the greatest consistency. An additional arbitrary

limitation was set up hy the desirability of making the dividing Ihies between grades always

multiples of 5—e. g., 30 rather than 29, 85 rather than 83, etc. This was important for its

bearing on the clerical work of the camps, since it was considered that greater accuracy of

work was secured if more irregular points were not introduced.

As a result of the cutting and fitting process new grade bases were adopted, issued August

8, and incorporated in the Examiners' Guide (see Pt. I, p. 153). (Substitution of the D-grade

for E was also made at about this time, but it has no bearing on the relationship discussed

here.) Table 57 shows the percentages located in the various letter grades by each of the

examinations, in accordance with the new assignment of grades. In addition to the total

Enghsh-speaking group figures are offered for two types of subgroups included in the total-

viz, the Meade and Dix groups on one hand and the Jackson and Lee groups on the other^as

representing ca,mps with large percentages of high-grade and of low-grade cases, respectively.

Table 57.

—

Percentages making given grades on alpha, beta, and Stanford, by grade standards, as Jinally assigned English-

speaking cases.

Grade.
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but this is a matter of less importance, since relatively few cases are graded on Stanford and

grades are ordinarily assigned mainly in the lower ranges.

Considering the dividing line between D and E with a view to its efficiency in recall of

cases for individual examination we note, by reference to table 54, that the same difficulties

appear in establishing this dividuig Ime as we found with reference to present weighted score

(see pp. 386ff), viz, that we must either recall too few whom we want or too many whom

we do not want.

The dividing line of 20, which was adopted, recalls the following numbers as distributed

by Stanford mental age:

Below 8 years, 4 cases (100 per cent of all cases below 8 years, M. A.).

8 to 9 years, 11 cases (50 per cent of all cases S to 9 years, M. A.).

9 to 10 years, 11 cases (17.7 per cent of all cases 9 to 10 years, M. A.).

Above 10 years, 15 cases (2.7 per cent of all cases over 10 years, M. A.).

Total number recalled, 41 cases (6.3 per rent of total EngUsh-spealdng group).

Comparison with the figures given on page 387 for the present dividing line of 40 (weighted

score) shows that while the suggested dividing line of 20 (suggested raw score) recalls a few

more cases, the increase is mainly due to the addition of cases who tested low on Stanford

and whom it was desirable to recall.

Any reduction below the point of 20 seemed unsafe, since it would mean missing too

many cases in the dubious range who should be seen, if possible, before being passed upon.

Section 6.

—

Summary.

The following modifications, all of which are incorporated in the final edition of the

Examiners' Guide, were made in beta after its first introduction into the scheme of camp

examining:

1. Slight changes in procedure recommended by the camps were introduced.

2. Time limits on five of the beta tests were reduced as a result of inspection of distribu-

tions of men making low scores in alpha.

3. Test 8 (spot pattern) was dropped on the basis of evidence to the effect that it could

be dropped without appreciable lowering of correlation between beta and Stanford-Binet.

4. Raw scores were adopted, since their use meant both a saving of time for the scoring

units and a decrease in probability of errors and since their use involved no appreciable reduc-

tion in correlations with either the Stanford-Binet scale or alpha.

5. The numerical value of test 1 (the maze) in the total was reduced by giving one-half

point instead of one point for each half maze correct. This change was due to the evidence

from correlations to the effect that this was one of the least satisfactory tests of beta; also

because inspection of tables showed that many low-grade men as measured by other stand-

ards made very good scores in the maze, thereby raising their total scores unduly and con-

tributing to the difficulty of establishing a satisfactory lower dividing line.

6. New standards for assigning grades were established which increased the consistency

of grades as assigned on beta and on alpha.

The main conclusions based on this more extensive trial of beta were as follows:

1. Beta evidently constitutes an important addition to the series of examinations for

recruits for the following reasons: (a) It helps to compensate for the fact that alpha becomes

rapidly too severe at the lower end of the scale, since beta makes discriminations below the

zero point of alpha. (6) It affords a possible method of examining men who are illiterate in

EnglisTi, whether foreign or native born. For this purpose it is at least far more satisfactory

than alpha.

2. Beta is a distinctly easier type of examination than either alpha or the Stanford scale.

For the total English-speaking group of 653 cases the mode falls in the upper part of the scale

and quite near to the upper limits of beta. In other M^ords, there is no trailing off, such as alpha

shows, at the upper end. This results in making beta less discriminating than alpha for the

upper portion of the scale.
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3. There are indications to the effect that individuals handicapped by language difficulty

and illiteracy are penalized to an appreciable degree in beta as compared with men not so handi-

capped, although this is far less true for beta than for alpha. Further evidence is needed on

this point.

4. Beta in its present form is quite imsatisfactory as an instnmient of selection of cases

for individual examinations. Its efficiency from this point of view is measured by the degree

to which it succeeds in recalling cases who will be considered low-grade mentally on the basis

of the individual examination and in not recalling in any considerable numbers cases who wiU

be classified by the individual examinations as high grade. Reference to the scatter table of

beta with Stanford makes clear the difficulty of drawing a satisfactory lower dividing line in

beta for recall to individual examination. The present dividing line of 40 weighted score

recalls 36 cases, or 5.5 per cent, of the total English-speaking group. Of these, 22 are below

10 years mental age as measured by Stanford and 14 are above 10 j^ears, whereas 13 cases

under 9 years are missed. ^\jiy attempt to remedy the situation results either in recalling

too many cases who are not open to serious question as low-grade cases or in missing too many
who should at least be considered for rejection or for a development battalion.

5. It appeared that no reweighting of tests coiild be made which would produce an appre-

ciable improvement in beta either from the point of view of its application to the whole range of

abilities or from the point of view of its use as in instrument of selection of low-gi-ade cases.

In connection with the above statements regarding inability to make actual improvement

in beta it should be remembered that no changes which would affect the blanks were con-

templated at this time. With opportunity to experiment with changes in the actual content

of the tests, it is entirely possible that an improved test of the beta type might have been

constructed. Among other changes, further adjustment of the time limits might have been

made to the advantage of certain of the tests.
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CHAPTER 8.

REVISION OF METHODS OF INDIVrDTJAL EXAMINATION.

Section 1.

—

Original group of methods for individual examination.

Except at Camp Devens the tests originally proposed for individual exanMning had only
the briefest trial. At the other camps they were earlj- aliandoned in favor of the Yerkes-
Bridges, Stanford-Binet, and Pintner-Patcrson scales. This action appears not to have been
due primarily to unsatisfactoriness of the tests, considered individually, but rather to the fact

that they were not welded into a systematic scale or group of scales. The 22 tests were intended
as the raw material for at least three scales, which were to be developed and standardized as a

result of camp experience. That this expectation was not fulfilled was due to the necessity of

securing results which could be immediately interpreted in the light of generally known stand-

ards. Such a standard was mental age, and test scores which could not be readily translated

into terms of this concept were unsatisfactory both to the psychological examiners themselves

and to the neuropsychiatric officers to whom cases were continually being referred. There is

no doubt, however, that a good system of tests could have been wrought out of the material

which the committee brought together. Five of the non-language tests, in modified form, were
later included in the performance scale.

The validit\- of the separate tests of the individual examination series is to a certain extent

indicated by their correlations vnth total score of the individual tests combined. Unselected

recruits were tested early in October, 1917, as follows: Camp Taylor, 107; Camp Lee, 131;

Camp Devens, 70. These 308 men were given the entire series of individual tests except H (free

association).' The tests were scored according to the supplementary directions given in Part I,

pages 147ff.

The correlation of each test with total score of all the tests was computed for each of the

three groups of data separately. The three correlations were then averaged. The correlations

were computed by the method of unhke signs. The correlations were as follo,ws:
,

. ,,

A. Cube construction
B. Cloefctest
C. Cube imitation (Knox)
D. Mazetest(Porteu3)
E. Form board (Dearbomj....
0. Oricntationalinformation..
1. Digits back^yard
J. Vocabulary
K. l«tterline
L. Disarranged sentences......

Correlation
with total

score of the
20 tests
(unlilce Ur

Absurdities
Rhymes
Likenesses and differences.
Ingenuity (Terman). ...'..

Designs
Lojdcal memory
Comprehension
Sentence construction
Arithmetical problem^
Code learning .'i ;.:.'.

.

''iffii

Correlation
with total
score of the
20 tests
(unlike
signs).

It will be seen that all the tests except K (letter line) give a good correlation with the total

score of the 20 tests. From point of view of size of correlation with the total, the best five

tests are, in order vocabular\-, disarranged sentences, absurdities, likenesses and differences,

and logical memory.

At Camp Devens 114 men (mental ages 5 to 18) were given tests A, B, C, D, E, and G and

in addition either the Yerkes-Bridges or the Stanford-Binet scale. Table 58 shows the corre-

lation between mental age and total score for the five tests.

' Test F fStenquist construction), though listed with the individual <

illiterates. It is discussed in chapter 6.

1 methods, was used mainly as a group method for testing

397 ,,, Hi-.rthiu'i 1
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Table 58.

—

Shoiinng correlation between mental age ami six tests of the individual examination series (r=0.75).

d
B

w

1
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iner in giving the tests. These instructions, in mimeographed form, were sent to the camps
in March and were later included in the revised Examiner's Guide. (See Part I, pp. 167ff.)

The point scale and Stanford-Binet gave general satisfaction for American-born subjects,

except in cases of absolute illiteracy. Some examiners even preferred to test illiterate subjects

by these scales, omitting those tests which presuppose a knowledge of reading and wTiting.

The non-Enghsh-speaking were, of course, always tested by the performance scale. Apart
from this restriction the examiner was free to use the three scales according to his preferences.

All were used as mental-age scales in the sense that a mental age was always determined.

For the point scale the Yerkes-Bridges mental-age norms were used, instead of their Stanford-

Biuet equivalents. The performance-scale scores, however, were calibrated in terms of Stan-

ford-Binet by equating equal percentile ranges.

It was planned that the point scale should be used without abbreviation, but that in the

case of the Stanford-Binet only four tests per year group should ordinarOj' be given. The
Stanford-Binet tests recommended are indicated by asterisks in the record blank on pages 271 to

274 of Part I. These are not always the same as the starred tests of the record blanks supplied

by the Houghton-Mifflin Co. The selection for Army iise was made with reference to diagnostic

value, suitableness for illiterates, and economy of time. More than four tests per 3^ear were
almost never given in the Army, and when Stanford-Binet mental ages are mentioned it should

be borne in mind that these always refer either to the four test per year abbreviation or to

another abbreviation, stUl more radical, to be described later.

The reliability of the abbreviated Stanford-Binet had been determined in pre-war work at

Stanford University with several gi'oups of subjects. For a group of several himdred male
adults, including "hoboes," prisoners, and reform-school inmates, mental age based on three

tests per year (four tests in year 12) correlated 0.96 ^vith the mental ages of the same subjects

based on the entire scale. The mental age range of this group corresponded closely to that found

for soldiers, except that it had a somewhat larger proportion of low-grade cases. The corre-

sponding correlation (between the two halves of the scale) for several gioups of public-school

children varied from 0.93 to 0.97. It is evident, therefore, that the reduction of the scale from

six to four tests per year involves but slight loss of accuracy. An index of reliability based

upon repeated tests had also been determined for the Stanford-Binet in pre-war investigations.

Tests repeated -snthin a few days or a few months usually show a correlation, in the case of

fairly wide-range groups of school children, of 0.95 or better. The correlation remains con-

siderably above 0.90 even when the earlier and later tests are separated by a period of three

or four years.

Correlations of repeated tests with the point scale are not available, but there is no reason

to suppose the results would differ greatly from those furnished by the Stanford-Binet, par-

ticularly in view of the fact that the two scales are composed largely of the same tests. The
reliability of point-scale measurements is indicated by the high correlation of score on the.

alternate tests with score in the entire scale—namely, 0.95 or better for fairly wide-range groups.

That which either scale measures is measured by it fairly reliably, according to present-day

standards of reliability in mental measm'ement.

The reliability of the point scale, however, rapidly decreases in the range above 80 points—

that is, above a mental age of 13 to 14 years. The Stanford-Binet fails to differentiate satis-

factorily above the mental-age score of 17 or 18 j^'ears. In the absence of any appreciable

amount of Army data based on examination of the same individuals by both of these scales,

reference was made to the results obtained at the Laboratory of Social Hygiene on 259 delin-

quent women.' For this group the correlation between Yerkes-Bridges score (in points) and

Stanford-Binet intelligence quotient was 0.872 (Pearson). However, the relationship was

considerably curvilinear. The correlation ratios were found to be 0.894 and 0.904. In the

table of equivalent scores (Examiner's Guide) point scale and Stanford-Binet scores are equated

in terms of percentile ranks on the basis of these data.

> The correlatioa tabic appean in a report ol Undlngs now being prepared fur publication by the Laboratory of Social Hygiene, Bedford Hills,

N.Y.
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scimiij • Section 3.

—

The performance scale. >i'»di ^ayriu (d laai

The tests which had been included in the original individual examination series for testing

non-English-spefiJdng subjects (tests A, B, C, D, and E) did not give satisfaction. Each had
shown reasonably high correlations with other measures, but norms were lacking and the list

did not seem to be sufficiently representative of the types of performance tests. Vaiious sub-

stitutes had been used in the &st four camps, particularly at Camp Lee, where large numbers
were given the Pintner-Paterson tests. Some of these proved extremelj- useful, but it was
decided to make a new secletion of performance tests and to standardize them fin Ai-my subjects.

The choice of tests was made chiefly by Dr. J. W. Bridges and was based upon the following

considerations: (1) That tests should be selected which requhe a minimmii of language on

the part of both examiner and subject; (2) that the scale should be composed chiefly of tests

which had already been found satisfactory ^vith soldiers; (3) that the scale should test a

variety of mental functions; and (4) that the tests should be economical of time. Following

are some of the reasons for the selections made:
1. TTie ship test.—This test proved valuable in pre-war work at Ellis Island.' It is in the

Pintner-Paterson scale ^ and was used and recommended by Camp Lee examiners. The
instructions were changed so as to aUow the subject to see the completed picture for 10 seconds

before the actual test. This was done in order to equalize the test for subjects who had pre-

viously seen a ship and those who had not; and also because the principle of demonstrating

each test in some way was adopted throughout.

2. The maniJcin and feature profile.—(The manikin was devised by Pintner, the feature

profile hj Knox) '. These tests are also in the Pintner-Paterson scale * and were recommended
by Camp Lee examinere. They were used together because they presumably test similar func-

tions, the former at about the five-year level, the latter at about eight. No demonstrat^Jii of

these tests was necessarj^, because everyone has seen a man and a profUe. '

:

,

3. Cube imitation (Knox)^.—The form and the problems now extensively tried out in the

Army were used rather than the Pintner standardization^; but only one trial of each problem
was allowed, instead of two. The scores on this test gave a satisfactory distribution and corre-

lated well ^nth the scores on the total individual examination in the first four camps. This

correlation (Pearson) was almost as high for one trial as for two— e. g., 0.71 as compared m^
0.80 in the case of 70 unselected men at Camp Devens. |'^

,

4.. Cube construction {Goddarciy

.

—This test, which was test A of the old series, was highly
recommended by examinei-s in all foiir camps. It gave a good distribution of scores and a fair

correlation with the total of the old individual examination series. Parts {d) and (f) proved
too difficult for inferior subjects and were dropped. Instructions were also modified to adapt
the test to non-English speaking subjects.

:

•'

"•'
b. Form hoard (Dearborn)^.—This was test E of the old series. It had shown only fair

correlations with total score of the old series, but it gave a satisfactory range of scores and
was favored by a majority of examiners. For the present series it was modified by dropping
part (d) and adapting the instructions to non-English speaking subjects. An attempt was also

made to define more accurately what constitutes "a move."
6. Memoryfor designs.—This was test Q of the old series (Terman designs). It had yielded

high correlations with total score of the individual examination series and had given general

1 Knox, H. A: A Scale Based on the Work at Ellis Island for Estimating Mental Defect, J. of the Amer. Med. Assoc, vol. U2, 1914, pp. 741-747.
' Pintner, R., and Patcrson, P. G. A Scale of Performanco Tests, pp. 58-61.

» Op. cit., p. 744.

hi:* Op. cit., pp. 53-5S.

. .,
5 Op. cit.^p. 742.
•' Op. cit., pp. 67-<;9.

'_'! 1 » Qoddard, H. H. J. of Educ. Psychol., 1917, pp. 175-178.

: .
« Dearborn, W. F., Anderson, J. E. and Christiansen, .\.. 0. Form Board and Construction Tests of Mental Ability. J. of Educ. PsychoL

vol. 7, No. 8, pp. 448-149.
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satisfaction. A more accurate mothod of scoring "was dorised and a demoustrational form

prepared for use with non-English speaking subjects. , < ' < •
. i

7. Digit symbol.—A. test of this kind was specially recommended br examiners at Caanp

Dix, where it was foiind to correlate 0.7S vdth group examination a in the case of approximately

900 irnselected men. It was also a well-prored test in pre-war work. The form of the test

selected was that arranged I)}' Otis for the beta group exiunination.

8. The maze test (Porieiis) K—The Porteus mazes, adapted by Yerkes (test D, old series)

had been extensively used in the first four camps and had given fair satisfaction. They were

specially recommended by the C-amp Dix examiners. They were, therefore, retained, but

with improved scoring and with instructions modified so as to proA-ide for a demonstration of

part (a).

9. Picture arrangeinent {"Foxy Grandpa" series).—The picture arrangement tast had been

used by several investigators, pictures of the "Poxy Grandpa" series having been utUized by

Miss Bowler, Whipple, and others. The pictures selected for the performance scale are far

from satisfactory, but they were the best immediately available. Scoiing offered some diffi-

culty and the method adopted is not entirely satisfactoiy.

10. Picture completion (Eealy)'.—An earlier form of the picture completion test, also

devised by Healy^, had proved satisfactory in the Pintner-Paterson scale * and was recommended

by the Camp Lee examiners. The form of the test chosen is the new Hetily test, Avith the

author's procedure and scoring.

Instructions for giving these 10 tests were prepared by Bridges, \vith suggestions from

the camp examiners. The scale was then tried out at Camp Lee on 228 subjects, 200 of whom
had scored D or E in group examination a. The remaining 28 were A, B, or C men. It seemed

desirable to base the trial of the scale chiefly on data from the kind of suljjects for whom it

would ultimately be iised. i

The method of scoring adopted provided for the assignment of credit for both speed and

accuracy. As a rule, however, no score for time was given unless a degree of accuracy ap-

proaching perfection had been attained. The result is, of couree, that inferior subjects get

their scores chiefly on accuracy, while the superior get a greater and greater percentage of

their total scores for time. Furthermore, points were assigned for time and accuracy in such a

way as to obtain something approximating a normal distribution of scores (see table 60). This

was done, not so much because of any a priori assumption as to the distribution of the functions

measured among this group of men, as because it seemed very proT>a])le that a large number of

zero scores would indicate failure (if the measuring instniment to register small difi'eronces in

amount of the trait measured, and because a large number of perfect scores woidd most likely

indicate an undue limitation of the scale at the upper end.
"

The method of weighting adopted was that provided by Otis for the tesfe of' the old indi-

vidual examination series—a mothod which made it possible to combine the scores of any number

of tests into a total scoi^. The median of each test was assigned 15 points, the upper quartile

20, the lower quartile 10, and other ranks corresponding scores. The maximum score on each

teat is approximately 30 (see p. 182 fl'). ;.>:(. ,
.., .;..,...•., i.;,,:^) .!

In order to determine what tests best represented the 'scale as a whole, corMsi'tibh of dach

test (weighted score) wth total score was computed. The figures obtained by the method

of unlike signs were tis follows:

1. Ship.....;....- 0.61

2. Manikin and feature profile 66

3. Cube imitation 51

4. Cube construction 64

5. Form board 47

6. Designs.

7. Digit symbol
8. Maze
9. Picture arrangement

10. Picture completion

1 Porteus, S. D. Mental Tests for Feeble-iUoded: A new Series 4J. of Psycho-Astbcnics, vol. 19, No. i, 1915, pp. 200-213 .

' Account of this test not yet published.

• Ilealy, W. A Pictorial Completion Test. Psychol. Rev., vol. 21, 1914, pp. 189-203.

* Op. cit., pp. C1-C3. Also Plntncr, K. and Anderson, M. M. The Picture Completion Test. Educ. Psychol. Monog.
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The correlation of total performance scale scores with examination a scores by the same

method was 0.48; but the subjects were chiefly D and E men, and the agreement was higher

in the case of the few A, B, and C men than for those who scored low in examination a. This is

what we should hope to find if examination a is unfair to some of these subjects.

The selection of tests for a short performance scale was based partly upon time required

for giving, satisfactoiiness of scoring, etc. Tests 2, 4, 6, 7, and 8 were recommended as being

the best combination, all things considered, but in order to preserve the adaptability of the

scale examiners were left free to use such tests as seemed best for the particular case.

The method of equal weighting made it possible, when less than the complete scale was

used, to obtain a probable total score by finding the average score for the tests actually used

and multiplying by 10. Hence, only one table of norms was necessary. These norms were

given in terms of percentile rank, but because of the selection of subjects they were only rough

indications. The dividing line between men qualified for regular duty and those to be

recommended for service organizations or development battalions, and the line between the

latter group and those to be recommended for discharge, were determined by examining the

performance scale distribution of men who had made D or E on the group examination and

by estimating that about 10 per cent of these should be recommended for service organizations

or development battalions and 5 per cent for discharge. This placed the dividing lines at

100 and 70 points, respectively. The latter value, however, proved to be considerably too high.

In practice the scale had obvious limitations. While it afforded a reasonablj' satisfactory

basis for recommendation regardmg a subject, the results could not be stated in mental ages.

As these were almost always desired by the psychiatrists to whom inferior men were regularly

reported, it was decided to seciu-e data from which mental-age norms could be obtained. The
examiners at each camp were accordingly requested to send in records of 5 to 20 men who had

been given both the Stanford-Binet and the Performance Scale. The data sent in and used

in the revision were chiefly from examinations of men who had failed in alpha, beta, or both,

and included the following records

:

1. Complete performance scale

:

(a) American-born subjects 134

(6) Foreign-born subjects and negroes 22

2. The recommended abbreviation

:

(a) American-bom subjects 126

(6) Foreign-bom subjects and negroes , 39

All complete scale records were scored also for the short scale and for an eight-test scale

(in which form board and picture completion were omitted). The complete scale records of

foreigners were neglected and the short scale records of foreigners (61 in number, including 22

who had complete scale also) were used only for correlation with Stanford-Binet. There were
not enough cases to establish foreign norms, but this proved to be unnecessary, for the scale

appeared to be as fair to foreign as to American-born subjects. The data used in the revision

were then as follows:

1. Complete performance scale records of American-born 134

2. Short performance scale records of American-born 260

3. Short performance scale records of foreign-born and negroes 61

Score distributions.—Distributions of performance scale scores and of Stanford-Binet

mental ages for these subjects, and of performance scale scores for the 227 Camp Lee subjects

tested in the earUer experiment, are shown in table 59.
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Table 59.

—

Performance Scale and Stanford-Binet distributions.
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The digit symbol test (7) Avas too difficult; but the large number of zero scores was no

doubt partly due to the method of weighting. Raw scores from zero to five equaled zero

weighted. The weighting was therefore changed so as to make the test one to two points

easier at the lower end of the scale.

The picture arrangement test (9) had a rectangular distribution. A study of the method

of scoring in this test showed that there is considerable probabihty of getting credit as a result

of chance juxtaposition of cards. It therefore seems probable that if chance scores were

eliminated the lower portion would approach zero as in the picture completion test (10). Tlie

test was really too difficult, but, nevertheless, it seemed advisable to reduce some of the chance

scores by a change in weighting (increasing the number of zero scores). This new weighting

still allows some credit for chatice arrangement, but a more radical change might interfere too

much -mth. the scale norms.

Both tests 9 and 10 are too difficult for men who have failed m beta, and they can not be

improved by weighting.

The remaining six tests of the scale—manikin and feature profile (2), cube imitation (3),

cube construction (4), form board (5), designs (6), and maze (8)—give good distributions of

scores for each group of subjects, and the original weighting is satisfactory.

The scoring and weighting finally adopted for each test are as given in the revised Examiner's

Guide and in the performance scale record blank.

Mental-age rating.—^Mental-age equivalents were obtaiaed for the long scale (134 cases),

for the eight test scale (134 cases), and for the short scale (260 cases). Since the norms for

eight tests differed very little from those for the whole scale, only the long and short scale norms

are given in the Examiner's Guide. The short-scale norms were derived from tests 2, 4, 6, 7,

and 8 ; but since tests 1 and 3 are very nearly equal to these in difficulty, the same norms may
be used with a minimmu of error for any niunber and anj^ combination of tests 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7,

and 8. If eight or more tests are given the long scale norms should be used.

These mental-age equivalents were obtained by equating equal ranks in the performance

and Stanford-Binet scales. Thus the mental-age equivalent for a given score is not necessarily

the most probable mental-age for any individual making that score. To obtain this result the

regression equation of Stanford-Binet mental age upon performance score would have to be

used. However, smce the relation of the difl'erent individual examination scales to army
achievement is unknown, it ma}' be assmned that each scale ought to give much the same
result, in the sense that the number of men recommended for discharge or development battalions

on the basis of the two scales should be approximately equal. This result is obtained by tne

method used in equating ranks.

Correlations.—Correlation arrays were plotted and Pearson product-moment correlations

computed for long scale, eight test scale, and short scale scores with Stanford-Binet mental ages;

for short scale with long scale scores; and for scores on each test with total performance scale

scores and with Stanford-Binet mental ages. These calculations were based upon 134 cases,

except m the case of correlation of scores on the short scale and its various tests with Stanford-

Binet ratings. Here 260 cases were available.

The correlations of the separate tests with mental age ratings and with total performance

scale scores are on the whole higher than expected. If the tests are arranged according to the

degree of correlation, the foUowuig orders are obtained:

With Stanlord-Binet.

Digit symbol ; 0. 777 (260 cases)

Designs 0. 735 (260 cases)

Picture arrangement 0. 723 (134 cases)

Manikin and feature profile 0. 676 (260 cases)

Ship :. 0.661 (134 cases)

Maze i^.i-......;. 0. 655 (260 cases)

Picture completion 0. 650 (134 cases)

Cube construction 0. 633 (260 cases)

Cube imitation 0. 597 (134 cases)

Form board..
;
j^- ,

,- -^ ,-,-, - Q.ASq flU csaea)

With total performance scale.

Digit B>-mbol 0. 881 (260 cases)

Designs 0. 858 (260 cases)

Picture arrangement 0. 858 (134 cases)

Manikin and feature profile 0. 830 (260 cases)

Cube construction 0. 819 (260 cases)

Picture completion - ^ 0. 815 (134 cases)

Maze 0. 788 (260 cases)

Ship 0. 768 (134 cases)

Cube imitation 0. 661 (134 cases)

Form board 0. 606 (134 cases)
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It will be noted that the first four and the last two tests are the same in both orders. The
form board, by its low position, is indicated as probably the poorest test in the scale, and one
that could therefore be dropped without loss. Inspection of the distributions showed that the

picture completion test, while not one of the lowest from pouit of view of the above correlations,

presented an unfortunately large proportion of zero scores (3S out of 134). Dropping these

two tests (form bo:ird and picture completion) the total score on the remaining eight tests

was determined for each of the 134 cases. These scores show a correlation with Stanford-Binet

mental-ages of 0.834, while the complete scale scores correlate only 0.841 with the same ratings.

The five tests of the short scale seem to have been very well chosen. The picture-arrange-

ment test, which has a high place in both orders above, was not included because of the time

required to give it, and also because of its difficulty in the lower end of the scale. There

seemed to be no reason for changhig the other tests, except that for the absolutely illiterate

(whether foreign or American born) the ship or the cube imitation tests should be substituted

for the digit symbol, which gives a rather high percentage of zero scores.

The short performance scale gave the following correlations: Short scale with long scale

(134 subjects), 0.97; short scale with Stanford-Binet (260 American born), 0.84; short scale with

Stanford-Binet (61 foreign born), 0.70.

Tables 61, 62, and 63 give tvpical correlation arrays for performance scale and Stanford-

Binet scores.
Table 61.

—

Short performance scale and Stanford-Binet mental age. (r=0.S4S).
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Table 63.—Form board and Stanford-Binet mental age {r=0.480).
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An interesting contribution from Greenleaf was a Yiddish translation of the performance
scale by Corpl. William Cohen.

Onticism.—Important criticisms of the performance scale were made by camp examiners
regarding the method of scoring the various tests, the relative diffictilty of the tests, the relia-

bility of results with non-English speaking subjects, etc. As to scoring, the chief points made
were that the scoring rule for test 1 was ambiguous; that the cotmting and evaluation of "moves"
in tests 4 and 5 were unreliable; that the possibiUty of chance scores in tests 1 and 9 were too
great and not adequately corrected in the weighting, etc. It was claimed that tests 10 and 7
(occasionally also 9 and 6) were too difficult, while test 1 was too easy; and that these differences

were not sufficiently corrected m the weighting. The manikin and feature profile (test 2) was
everywhere criticized as being inartistic and unrecognizable; nevertheless, results proved that

this test is one of the best in the scale. The "pencil and paper" tests (6, 7, and 8) received

an imdue amount of adverse criticism, for analysis of the results shows that designs (6) is

probably the best single test in the scale, that maze (8) is fair, and that digit-symbol (7) is

very satisfactory for all subjects except the absolutely iUiterate. The kinds of pictures used
in tests 9 and 10, especially the former, were disapproved; but it was recognized that such
tests would probably be valuable if a selection of pictures more suitable for adults were made.

On the whole the present performance scale, particularly the abbreviated form, gave satis-

factory results, and with improvement along the lines indicated above it could be made a fairly

satisfactory intelligence scale, both for literate and illiterate subjects. Tests 9 and 10 were
not found practicable in the Army.

Section 4.

—

Abbreviation of the Stanford-Binet scale.

During the spring and summer of 1918 when 300,000 or more men were being drafted each

month it was found impossible to give a complete mdividual examuiation to all who failetl in

the group exanunations. Accordingly, abbreviations of the pouit scale, the Stanford-Bmet
scale, and the performance scale were prepared which could be applied in from 12 to 15 minutes.

After September 1 these abbreviated scales were used for the majority of those individual

examinations which did not present exceptional or puzzUng features.

In the case of each scale the attempt was made to select for the abbreviated series those

tests of greatest diagnostic value as indicated by agreement with the scale as a whole. The short

series was mtended to replace, for a certaui proportion of subjects, the complete scale. It was
therefore necessary that it should yield results as nearly as possible the same as would have
been secured from the entire scale.

The data used included 486 examinations m which four tests per year had been used,

usually the four-starred tests (see examination blank. Part I, p. 271). Of the 486 records, 324
were of imselected men wlio entered into the alpha-beta-Stanford experiment described in

chapter 7. The remairing 162 records were sent in from various camps for use in the mental
age standardization of the performance scale.

The distribution of these 486 cases according to mental age, as measured by the regular

scale of four tests per year, is sho\vn in the accompaiijang table. It will be noted that the

limited number of cases at the lower mental ages renders the data unreliable for the tests below
six years.

Table 04.

—

Distribution according to mental age of subjects usedin the abbreviation of Stanford-Biiut scale.

Mental age.
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,,, .The selection of tests- for the abbreviated scale was based upon the followmg considera-

tions: (1) Diagnostic value; (2) order of difficulty; and (3) necessity of retaining tests which

would give mental ages as nearly as possible identical with those based on the entire scale.

The diagnostic value of the tests for white soldiers is roughly indicated by rapidity of

increase in the per cents passing at various mental ages. Table 65, which shows this for the

various tests, presents interesting comparisons. Some tests show a very gradual, others a very

rapid mcrease in number passing with mental age. Obviously, the more gradual the increase

the more tests must be used to secure a rehable measui-e. It will also be noted that there is

usually some particular mental level where a test shows the most rapid rise in number passing,

above this level the increase being so slight that the diagnostic value of the test for this class of

subjects becomes greatly reduced. Table 65 includes the total number of cases (486). All

tests below those actually given a subject were considered to have been passed; those above

the point where the examination ended, to have been failed. In comparing the figm-es of this

table it should be borne in mind that below mental age 7 and above mental age 18 the numbers

are much too small to be significant.

-•I

Table 65.—Pfr cent passing each Stanford-Binet {est at each mental age (white recruits).
,
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Table 6G.— Tests in order of difficulty.

rV—5. Comprehension
3. Counts pennies
1. Compares lines
4. Copies square

V—4. Definitions
VI—1. Rightandleft
V—5. Patience
V— I. Comparison of weights
VI—3. Counts 13 pennies
V—3. Aestheticcomparison.W—1. Comprehension

VII—5. Differences
^^—2. Missing parts
VII—6. Diamond
VIII—3. Comprehension ,

VII—2. Picture description
VII—A. Three digits backwanl
IX—3. Makes change

Vni—2. Counts 2CW) ,

IX— 1. Date ,Vm—1. Similarities
VXn— 1. Balland field

IX—2. Weights

Number
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The abbreviated scale is given and scored in the same way as the original except that sLx

months credit is given for each test passed. The records of 294 subjects ranging up to 12.4

years mental age (on the original scale) were re-scored on the abbreviated scale. The deviations

of new scores from the old were as follows :

1 Median deviation, 0.3 year; mean deviation, 0.46 year; mean deviation, 0.37 year, omitting cases 11.5 to 12.4.

The correlation of original and abbreviated scales is shown in Table 68. It will be seen

that the mental ages agree very closely as far as mental age 10, but above this point the

abbreviated scale yields mental ages which are considerably too low and apparently lacking

in reliability. As far as the mental age of 9 years the agreement between original and short

scales represents a correlation of approximately 0.95. As few rejections were recommended

above the mental age of 9 years, the abbreviated scale could be used with a fair degree of

safety in the large majority of cases. In order to measure as high as 12 years the abbreviated

scale would have to have several tests above the 12-year level.

Table 68.

—

Correlation of original and abbrenated Stanford-Binet scales. (r=0.91; for mental ages below 10.5 by short

scale, r=0.95.)

Mental age, 2
tests per year.
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V. Right to left: Weights (3-15 grams).

VI. Comprehension (VI); Aesthetic comparison.

VII. Comprehension (VIII); Missing parts.

\T^II. Counting backward; Making change.

IX. Date; comprehension (X).

X. Absurdities; Arranging weights.

XI. Sixty words.

Considering only the mental ages as far as 11 years, the median deviation of short scale

from complete scale was 0..3 year. "If a subject passes all the tests it is practically certain

that his mental age is above 10.5 years."

A Camp Upton report on 100 men whose mental ages were computed both by the 4 tests

per year scale and the above abbreviation showed a correlation of 0.955 (Pearson) between
long and short scales. The short scale showed a median deviation of 3 months (.25 year) from
the long scale.

Section 5.

—

Abbreviation of the Yerkes-Bridges point scale.

The data for the abbreviation of the point scale consisted of 479 records. Of these 186

came from Camp Greenleaf, about 200 from Camp Meade, and the remainder from Camps
Travis and Stewart. The distribution of these cases according to total score was as follows:

The diagnostic value of the separate tests was determined by plotting a correlation array

for score in each test against score on the whole scale. These are shown in Table 73. The tests

may be classified as follows:
EXCKU.ENT TO GOOD.

Test 15. Comprehension.

Test 7. Reaction to pictures.

Teat 17. Absurdities.

Test 19. Abstract words.

Test 20. Analogies.

Test 2. Missing parts.

Test 4. Memory for digits.

Test 14. Three words.

Test 18. Dissected sentences.

Test 13. Naming words.

Test 12. Square and diamond.

Test 10. Definitions, concrete terms.

Test 9. Comparison of objects.

GOOD TO PAIR.

Test 16. Memory for designs.

Test 6. Memory for sentences.

Test 1. Chooses prettier.

Test 3. Lines and weights.

Test 5. Counting 20-1.

Test 8. Arranging weights.

Test 11. Suggestibility.

The average score for each test was found and reduced to a percentage value of the maximimi
possible score on that test. The order of difficulty of the tests based upon this percentage

value is given in Table 60. This order differs markedly from the order for children determined

in the same way and represented by the present order of tests in the scale.

Tabi,e 69.

—

Point scale tests in order of difficulty for white recruits.

1. Aesthetic comparison and Judgment
3. Comparison oflines and weights

•2. Missing parts
5. Counting backward
9. Comparison of objects
8. .\rranguig weights

•12. Copying square and diamond
7. Reaction to I! inet pictures

11. Resistance to suggestion
*10. Definitions of concrete terms

3.67
3.14
4.40
1.45
2.78
•.02
2.05
4.66

Ratio of
average to
possiDle
score.

95.7
W.3
89.2
78.5
73.3
72.5
69.5
66.9
64.2
SS3

. Memory span lor digits

. Comprehension of questions...

. Repetition of sentences

. Free a.s.sociation

, Criticism of absurd statements
. Definition of abstract terms...
. Three words In one sentence. .

,

, Drawing designs from memory
. Analogies
. Construction ofsentences
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The starred tests of the above list are the ones selected for the abbreviated scale. They

are not in all oases the tests having highest diagnostic value, since it was necessary to consider

time required to give a test, suitableness for ilhterate subjects, and desirability of obtaining

a short scale comparable in difficulty throughout its range with the entire scale. The average

of the ratios in the last column of Table 69, for the starred tests, is practically the same as

the average of the ratios for the entire scale, the former being 53.9 per cent and the latter 55.9

per cent. The average score for the entire scale is 53.3; for the abbreviated scale, 26.6. The

average percentage of zero scores for the whole scale is 18.4; for the abbreviated scale, 12.9.

The total score on the abbreviated scale is 50 points. Records of 476 men were rescored

on the abbreviated scale and the scores obtained multiplied by 2. The deviations of the

short scale scores in points from the scores on the entire scale were as follows:
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Table 72.

—

Number of subjects making each score in each test.
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Table 73.

—

Correlations of separate tests of point scale v)ith total score o/point scale—Continued.

Total
score.



CHAPTER 9.

EFFECT OF DOUBLING THE TIME LIMITS IN THE ALPHA AND BETA EXAMINATIONS.

The alpha and beta examinations are frequently characterized as "speed" tests because of

the fact that they are done against time and, further, because of the beUef that with imlimited

time all tests could be done nearly perfectly. It is not possible, however, to state, a priori, just

what part time does play in the examinations, or whether there are individuals at certain levels

of intelligence who could improve their performance but little vrith a considerable extension of

the period. In order to inv^tigate this point, to determine more fully what these time relations

are within any particular test, and to find out what an extension of the period would do in the

case of persons at different levels of inteUigence, arrangements were made for an experiment in

which the alpha examination was given with double time, and performance under double time

was compared with performance in single time.

It should be noted in this connection that it is often argued that the alpha examinations,

because of the limited period, are especially imfair to persons who may be described as a slow,

cautious, intelligent type. It is ai'gued, often in military contexts, that there are individuals

who are entirely adequate to the kind of performance required in the tests, but who, since they

combine slowness with accuracy, require a longer period of time in order to do themselves

justice. An experiment in doubhng the time on alpha will show to what extent performance

is improved by extending the time limits. It can not, however, be expected that the order of

abilities of various persons wiU be very materially altered. A change of order would occur only

if the tests were of the type in which time was relatively unimportant—so-called "power" tests.

Here it might happen that quick individuals, scoring high, wotdd reach the limit of their abilities

and fail to profit by additional time, whereas slow, capable persons would plod unerringly on in

the extended period and outdistance in the end their more speedy rivals.

The experiment consisted in giving alpha with double time to 510 men at Camps Beauregard
and MacArthur. At Camp Beauregard 10 companies (387 men) were examined; at Camp Mac-
Arthur, three companies (123 men). At Camp Beauregard no men had been segregated from
the group for the beta examination, but the high range of scores indicates that but few should

properly have been sent to beta. At Camp MacArthur 60 men had been withdrawn from the

group for beta; the remaining 123 took alpha. The distribution of scores of the two groups

thus selected show that they are comparable. The method of giving alpha was as follows : At
the end of the usual time (e. g., 5 minutes on test 2, 1^ minutes on test 3) the examiner called

"stop" and instructed the men to draw a line across the page at the point reached. This line

marked the work done in "single time." The men were then instructed not to change anything

above this line but to work on do\vn the page. Time was called when a double period had been
completed.

In all companies but one, company commanders were requested to assign ratings of intelli-

gence for all men taking the examination. Independent ratings were made by three company
officers. In all, 475 of the 510 men were thus rated. The men had been known to their officers

for periods ranging from two to twelve weeks. That the officers did their rating by approxi-

mately the same standards is indicated by the following correlations for 99 men taken from the

MacArthiu- data:

Ratings of captain with first lieutenant correlate 0.79.

Ratings of captain with second lieutenant correlate 0.77.

Ratings of first and second lieutenants correlate 0.74.

416
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The following correlations sum up the results so far as they can be mdicated in the total

scores for single time and for double time:

Correlation of single-time total score with officers' rating, 0.490.

Correlation of double-time total score ^vith officers' rating, 0..530.

Correlation of single-time total score with double-time total score, 0.965.

Correlation ratio of single-time total score with double-time total score, 0.980.

It will be seen from the above that doubling the time does not greatly alter the character of

alpha. The coefficient of correlation between single time and double time is 0.965 and is based

on approximately linear data, since the correlation ratio is but slightly greater. The close agree-

ment between the two coefficients of correlation of officers' ratmgs with tune substantiates this

conclusion. The sUght difference of 4 per cent is scarcely significant (especially siiice the data

are for the same group), and can not be taken to mean that double time would give a better

measure of the quantity which officers rate as intelligence.

In general, then, we have no reason to assume that an extension of time limits would have

improved the test or have given an opportunity to many individuals materially to alter their

ratiQgs. We can, of course, gaiu considerable information concerning the characteristics of

alpha by a further study of the data.

Table 74 shows the amount of gam made by persons of different levels of iateUigence (as

indicatedby score, "single time") and the percentage of gain. The coltmm forpercentage indicates

that, in general, individuals scoring low gam more than individuals scoring high—a fact that is

undoubtedly due ia part to the limited possibihty for gain at the upper end of the scale. A sub-

ject can not do more than all the items. The column for totals in Table 75 gives these facts m
summary. The increase in score was, on the average, from 62 to 80.5—a mean gain of 18.5.

Table 74.—The mean gain, the percentage ofgain, and thefrequencyfor men making various scores, single time.

Alpha score,

single time.
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Table 76 shows for every one of the tests the coefficients of correlation between scores

obtained under different times and officers' ratings. It will be noted that the correlations

between double and single time for all tests except 3 are above 0.90. This means, again, that

double time has no great general effect. Arranging the tests in order of the size of these co-

efficients we have from greatest to least 6, 4, 2, 7, 8, 5, 3—the same general order as above.

Tests 2, 4, and 6 occupy the three first positions—that is, they are affected least.

Table 76.

—

Correlations between the separate tests, double and single time, with a variety of different measures.

Correlation between—

1. Double and single time
2. Officers* ratings and double time
3. Officers' rating and single time
4. OiTicers' rating and gain *

5. Total score (single tunc) and gain *

6. Total score (single time) and single time-

7. Total score (single time) and double time
8. Single time and total score of remaining six tests (single time). .

.

9. Double time and total score on remaining six tests (single time)

.

0.940
.422
.433

0.920
.409
.352
.329

.805

.745

.740

.690

.711

.701

.662

1 Correlations only approximately representative, since distributions are greatly skewed.

Table 77.

—

Correlation for alpha total score single time with alpha total score double time. i,r=0.967.)
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If we take the agreement of one test with all the others as our standard of excellence,

then we are interested in the changes of correlation from row 6 to row 7, for, subtracting row

6 from row 7, we get the differences between the coefHcients of each test, single time, with total

score, single time, and each test, double time, with the same. These differences are:

Tests
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Table 78 shows the per cent of the individuals making any particular score (single time)
who gain in the second half of the double period. If all tests were "speed" tests, then these

percentages should all be high—i. e., all individuals at all levels should gain with additional

time. If any test were entirely a "power" test, then the percentages should be uniformly
low; the individuals should have reached their limit within the initial period and be unable
to better themselves. Inspection of the table shows that, in general, the percentages tend to

increase as the level of intelligence increases. This condition can certainly be said to obtain

for tests 2, 4, 5, 6, and possibly 7. We might say, therefore, in the case of these tests that they
are neither principally "speed" tests nor "power" tests, but tend to show the characteristics

of a "power" test more at the low levels than they do at the high levels. The high frequencies

of persons gaining at the upper levels (often 100 per cent) indicate that for the people making
high scores on single time the "speed" element is predominant. In the middle and lower

ranges the "power" element is more important. Many persons do not gain in the additional

time. It can hardly be said, however, that at these levels the "power" factor is ever so impor-

tant as is "speed." Very small percentages do not occur with the frequency of high percent-

ages. The falling off of percentages of test 5 and 7 at the upper end must not be taken to

mean that the "power" factor, in any legitimate sense of the term, comes in at this point.

Men of maximmn intelligence are unable to increase their performance here because they

complete the test in considerably less than double time.

Tests 3 and 8 differ from the other tests in not showing any dependence of the relative

importance of "speed" and "power" upon the level of intelligence. The series of percentages

seem to show no particular change (except at the very lower end of test .3 where there seems to

be some limitation of "power" and at the very upper end where double time ceases to be useful).

It would be possible to give in all the cases of table 78 the median amount gained. These

values are, however, meaningless because the various items from one test to another, and even

within the same test, do not represent equal differences of difficulty. It is of interest to dis-

cover, however, to what extent individuals are prevented from doing themselves justice by
virtue of the fact that the times are too long; that is to say, to what extent the quick, alert

individual is handicapped in alpha. Table 79 shows the percentage of those attempting all

items and at least all but two items on each of the tests. The third colmnn of the table shows

that only negligible percentages finish the test in single time, whereas a considerable ninnber

finish in double time. In all tests but test 2 more than 16 per cent are through in double

time and are, therefore, scored too low. The rule upon which the time limits of alpha were

originally based was that not more than 5 per cent of an unselected group should complete all

items on any test. Double time, it will be seen, violates this rule in all tests. In view of these

results it is improbable that anyone would argue for an increase to double time, much less for

an increase greater than double time. The last column of table 79 indicates that even very

much greater percentages would accrue to the various tests were the time extended beyond

double time.

Table 79.

—

Percentages attempting all items, and at least all but two items in double and single time.

Test.
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Assuming that we are dealing with an unselected group, table 79 shows that some limit

between double and single time would probably be more suitable. Arranging the tests here

La the order of "per cent attempting all items ia double time" and arranging from lowest to

highest per cents we have 2, 4, 7, 6, 8, 3, 5.

We can get before us a picture of the relative effects of double time on the separate tests

by collecting the various rankings of tests made ia the preceding paragraphs.

1. Tests in order of agreement of distributions for double time and single time, 2, 4, 6, 7,

8, 5, 3.

2. Tests in order of degree of correlation between scores in single time and double time,

6, 4, 2, 7, 8, 5, 3.

3. Tests in order of improvement of double time over siagle time as measm-ed by officers'

ratings, 3, 4, 8, 5, 6, 7, 2.

4. Tests ia order of improvement of double time over single time as measured by correla-

tion with total score (single time), 5, 3, 6, 7, 8, 4, 2.

5. Tests in order of improvement of double time over siagle time as measured by corre-

latioa with total score of remaining six tests, 5, 3, 6, 7, 8, 4, 2.

6. Tests in order of the degree in which they can afford increase of time without an injus-

tice to quick men, 5, 3, 8, 6, 7, 4, 2.

Similar results were obtained in a second experiment with double time on alpha. The

data for this experiment are not given ia detaU because they add little that is new to the fore-

going conclusions. The conditions were somewhat different: The men were allowed to finish

the alpha examiaatioa in the usual manner; then, when the last test was completed, they were

instructed to go back to test 2, to draw a line across the page at the point which they had

reached when time was called and to begin there and work on down the page. After they had

continued with test 2 an additional period equal to the first, the same procedure was followed

successively with the remaining tests. lastructions were given aot to make aay corrections

or changes in the part of the test done duriag the first period. There were 155 men given

alpha at Camp MacArthur under these conditions.

The correlation between total score, single time, and total score, double time, in this

experiment, is 0.967, as against 0.965 in the preceding experimeat. The correlation of total

score, double time, with officers' ratings, is 0.559; of total score, single time, with officers'

ratiags, 0.526—a difference of 0.033 as against 0.04 in the precediag experimeat.

The correlations between double time and single time for the various tests are as follows:



CHAPTER 10.

THE ASSIGNMENT OF lETTEB KATINGS.

Section 1.

—

Examinations a and alpha.

The question of the nature of ratings to be assigned was not considered at length in the
Vineland sessions of the committee on examination of recruits, although various suggestions
were made, .\mong these were: (1) Classification into deciles; (2) classification into five

groups—very superior, superior, average, inferior, and very inferior. After the imofficial

trial in July and August, 1917, it was decided to use both methods of classification, and space
was accordingly provided on the individual record card for recording the decUe rank to which
a man belonged, and in addition a letter grade, A, B, C, D, or E. On the recommendation of

Thomdike it was decided to assign letter grades on examination a as follows:

E
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On August 1, 1918, the rating system was revised for both the group examinations and

for aU three of the individual examinations. At this time grade E was redefined and grade

D— was inserted below D. E henceforth was used to designate those who were considered

mentally unsuitable for recommendation for regular service and who were therefore recom-

mended for special service organizations, development battalions, or discharge. Since fitness

for regular service was not considered to depend upon intelligence alone, the grade E was there-

fore no longer strictly an intelligence rating. As employed it was applied to many who, on

the basis of intelligence alone, would have graded D— or even D. The assignment of E on the

basis of a group examination was strictly forbidden. This rating basis, which remained in

use \mtil the close of the war, gave the following distribution of grades for the same group

:

Letter rating .

.
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On July 2, 1918, letter ratings on the basis of mental age (for all the individual examination
methods) were authorized on the following basis:

E
\ ^ ^~
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3. To assist in selecting men of superior mental ability, who should be considered for promotion, and for tasks

of special responsibility.

4. To aid in the segregation or elimination of the mentally defective.

Men possessing a moderate degree of English literacy take group examination alpha; the illiterates and foreign

take group examination beta; men of exceptionally low intelligence lat«r are examined individually.

[Here followed a statement of the basis for assignment of letter grades.]

Grades A and B are the grades typically obtained by officers; C grades by privates; D grades by men of inferior

intelligence; E grades by dull laborers and by men either feeble-minded or bordering upon feeblemindedness.

These tests do not measure occupational fitness nor educational acquirement; they uieaeuie intellectual ability.

This latter has been shown to be important in estimating military value, since many thousand rankings of men by

their officers agree very closely with the results of the tests.

Psychological rating should be supplemented by knowledge of personal appearance, energy, military knowledge

possessed, etc., if used aa a baas of promotion.

Because of the uneven value of the explanatory circulars issued in the camps it was decided

to provide a standard form for general use. The following statement was then accordingly-

prepared in the ofBce of the Surgeon General and forwarded to the camps with the request

that it be used, with such changes as special conditions in any given camp might necessitate.

EXPLANATION OF INTELLIGENCE GRADES.

The purpose of the psychological tests.—In no previous war has military efficiency depended so much upon the

prompt and complete utilization of the intelligence of the indi\adual soldier. The purpose of the psychological testa

is to give a quick and fairly accurate clasfdfication of the men according to general int«lligence. They aid

:

(a) In the discovery of men whose superior ability recommends their advancement.

(6) In the prompt segregation in Development Battalions of intellectually inferior men whose inaptitude would

retard the training of the unit.

(c) In building organizations of equal or appropriate strength.

((f) In selecting suitable men for various army occupations or for special training in technical schools.

(c) In eliminating the feeble-minded.

What the tests measure.—The tests give a reliable index of a man's ability to learn, to think quickly and accurately,

to analyse situations, to maintain a state of mental alertness, and to comprehend instructions. They do not measure

loyalty, bravery, dependability, or the emotional traits that make a man "carry on." A man's value to the service

is measured by his intelligence, plus other necessary qualifications.

What the grades mean.'—All men are classified by the tests as A, B, C+, C, C— , D, DD— , or E, as follows:

A. Very superior intelligence.—High officer type when backed by other necessary qualities.

B. Superior intelligence.—Commissioned officer type and splendid sergeant material.

C+. High average intelligence.—Good N. C. O. material with occasionally a man worthy of higher rank.

C. Average intelligence.-—Good private type, with some fair to good N. C. 0. material.

C— . Low average intelligence.—Ordinarj' private.

D. Inferior intelligence.—Largely illiterate or foreign. Usually fair soldiers, but often slow in learning.

D— . Very inferior intelligence, but considered fit for regular service.

E. Mental inferiority, justifying recommendation for Development Battalion, special service organizations, rejec-

tion or discharge.

The grades should be consulted.—(a) In the selection cf candidates for officers' training schools; (6) in the selection

of all noncommissioned officers; (e) in balancing organizations; (d) in picking men for special detail; (e) in the classi-

fication and training of men in Development Battalions; (/) in court cases; (<;) in the better understanding of men
who are in any way peculiar or exceptional, (h) the tests have also been used effectively in the selection of nurses,

Y. M. C. A. personnel, etc.

Important points.

1. Commissioned officer material is found chiefly in the A and B groups. Mefi grading C+ should be accepted

for 0. T. C. only after careful scrutiny.

2. The majority of noncommissioned officers rate A, B, or C-|-. Men below C-f should not be entrusted with

complicated paper work.

3. D men are rarely suited for tasks requiring special skill, forethought, resourcefulness or sustained alertness.

4. It is unsafe to expect D or E men to read and understand written directions.

5. Only high score men should be selected for tasks that require quick learning and rapid adjustments.

6. A man's value to the ser\-ice should not be judged by his intelligence rating alone.



CHAPTER 11.

PEBFOKMANCE IN INTELLIGENCE EXAJdINATIONS AS KELATED TO OFFICERS' ESTIMATES OF
INTELLIGENCE.

Section 1.

—

Alpha and beta and intelligence ratings.

The use of intelligence ratings based on alpha and beta scores in the Army assvimes that

intelligence, or, more accurately, the sort of abihty that is measured by these two examina-

tions, is a very important factor in the complex that determines a man's value in the miUtary

service. Evidence in various forms has sufRciently demonstrated the value of the alpha and

beta tests as measvu-cs of the ill-defined quality designated as "mihtary value." The ques-

tion of the efficiency of the alpha and beta tests in diagnosing grades of "inteUigence," as

estimated by Army officers in the mifitary environment, but exclusive as far as possible of

other factors that are undoubtedly of considerable importance in the determination of mihtary

value, wiU be studied in this section.

For the purposes of this study material has been obtained from t'm-ee camps—Beaure-

gard, MacArthm-, and Meade. There are difficulties in obtainmg material for a study of tliis

kind, especially in the draftuig of a rating scale and instructions for its use that Mall insure a

high degree of quafitative and quantitative resemblance between the ratings made by different

officers, and in putting the scale into effect in very large units, where the personnel has remained

the same for several months. Clearly, an officer must have had several months of close contact

with a group of 200 men before he can rate them even moderately well.

In Camp Meade the Seventy-second Infantry cooperated with the Psychological Examining

Board in furnishing ratings of approximately 900 of its men. This regiment had been rela-

tively stable as regards personnel for a period of about four months previous to the time the

ratings were made. The men had not been given psychological examination, and, of course,

the results of the experimental examination were not commmiicated to the officers until the

ratings had been made. The rating scale and instructions as given to the officers are repro-

duced verbatim herewith

:

INSTRUCTIONS FOR RATING INTELLIGENCE.

1. Disregard everything about a man except his general intelligence.

2. By intelligence is meant ability to think quickly, accurately, and independently; to comprehend new prob-

lems; to meet new and difBcult situations; to understand and to be able to carry in mind complicated directions, etc.

3. With this definition of intelligence in mind rate the intelligence of each man in your company whom you know,

by placing before his name the number of the class in which he belongs, in accordance with the following scale:

7 means intelligent as the average commissioned officer.

6 means intelligent as the average sergeant.

5 means intelligent as the average corporal.

4 means intelligent as the average private.

3 means intelligent as a.poor private.

2 means intelligent as an extremely poor private.

1 means barely intelligent enough for labor battalion.

4. Remember that intelligence alone is to be considered. For example, grade a man 7 if ho is as intelligent as the

average commissioned officer. For many reasons he might be unfit to be an officer, but this does not matter. We
are concerned here only with intelligence.

5. In rating an individual avoid being too much influenced by his rank. Kemember that some jtrivates are as intelli-

gent as an average commissioned officer; that some corporals are more intelligent than some sci^oants, etc.

This scale defines the various grades of intelfigence entirely in terms of mifitary status,

but expressly forbids taking the individual's status into accotmt in determining his rating.

121435°—21 28 425
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Independent ratings of the same men by two or more oflBcers were not requested. It is not

possible to state whether the rating of one man originated with one officer only, or as the com-

bined judgment of two or tlxree in conference, nor can it be said whether all the men in a

given company were rated by the same officer. There is good reason to beUeve that all the

ratings were painstakingly made, and are thus of considerable value, for the rating officers had

had foiu- months of acquaintance with their men, and the regimental adjutant lu-ged upon the

officers the desirability of careful judgments in the interests of scientific investigation.

Examinations alpha, beta, and a were used and the distribution of men by companies,

groups, and procedures is given in Table 80. No segregation was made. Every man, illiterate

or otherwise, took both examinations of the pair given his group.

Table 80.

—

Distribution of men by companies, groups, and examinations—Camp Meade.

Examination group.
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Table 81.

—

Individual officers' estimates.

427
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Table 83.—Alpha raw total—beta-before-alphi (.Meade).

Officers'

ratings.
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Table 86.

—

Alpha raw total—Beauregard.

429

Combined 1

officers'

ratings.
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Table 89.

—

Beta raw total—alpha after beta (Meade).

Officers'

ratings.
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ALPHA CORRELATIONS.

Alpha before beta (Meade)
Beta belore alpha (Meade)
Alpha before a (Meade)
MacArthur (aU alpha)
Beauregard (all alpha)
Company H, Fifth Battalion, Infantry Replacement Camp (MacArthui)

0.671 ±0.023
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BETA COEEELATIONS.

Alpha before beta (Meade)
Beta before alpha (Meade)
MacArthur (all beta)
Beaureaard (all beta) .--:/•>

Co. n, Fifth Battalion, Infantry Replacement Camp (MacArtnur)

(0.647)
0.593
.468

Thus the elimination of the factor of " selectedness " of groups does not eliminate the

differences in degree of correlation between ratings and scores. These diiferences might be

due to:

(a) Qualitative differences in standards by which the men of the different groups were rated.

(&) Nearer approach to accuracy in the ratings of some groups than in others, because of

officers' longer acquaintance with men, or differing degrees of ability to "size up" men.

(c) Lowering of correlation by throwing together in the same table a considerable variety

of ratings, as ratings from several different officers. It will be seen from table 81 that subjective

ratings are essentially the class marks of ranked classes, and not measures upon an absolute

scale. Therefore if these class marks are averaged we obtain different means from different

officer's ratings of the same group of men.

As regards (a) it is to be noted that the correlation of total alpha scores with ratings in

the MacArthvu- group is lower than the similar correlation for the Beauregard group, while the

contrary is true of beta total scores correlations. Owing to the imperfect standardization of

procedure in the beta examination, this should be taken as merely suggestive of qualitative

differences in rating standards, however.

With respect to (b) above we have the information that the Camp Meade ratings were made
by officers who had known their men for at least three months, while the great majority of

MacArthiu- and Beauregard cases had been under the observation of their officers for six weeks

or less. This point will be discussed at greater length later.

Fiu"ther investigation of the point raised in (a) above, and any study of the problem of

(c) requires detailed consideration of the correlations of separate alpha and beta tests with

ratings, in the groups already cited with reference to total scores, and also in smaller groups

rated by the same officer or officers throughout.

Tables 92 and 93 give correlations and standard- deviations of the separate tests of alpha

and beta, respectively. The standard deviations of scores in alpha tests indicate two things at

once—viz, that the groups differ appreciably in "selectedness" in the same way as indicated

by the total scores, and that there is little if any qualitative variation among groups. The
only evidence against the latter conclusion is the exceptional standard deviation of test 4,

beta before alpha group, which is larger than the standard deviation of test 4 for the alpha

before beta group, while in all other tests the standard deviations are greatest for the alpha

before beta group. This divergence is very small, however.

Table 92.
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Table 93.

—

Correlations of beta tests with officers' ratings.

433

Test.
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coefficients to the same degree of individual variability for each group, we have, as an extreme

case, the following contrasted results:

Test.
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The actual values of the product-moment coefficients from these tables are as follows:

Table 96, Officer 1, r = 0.171

Table 97, Officer 2, r = 0.321

Table 98, Officer 3, r = 0.411

but for the reasons stated above probably only the first of these is even approximately correct.

We might apply a correction or class index correlation, by dividing each one of these coefficients

by the corresponding r^Cy for the vertical marginal frequencies. The values of TyCy for each

table are (Pearson, Biometrika, vol. ix, pp. 116-139): - Officer 1, 0.9662; Officer, 2, 0.8242;

Office 3, 0.7523. The resulting corrected values of the correlation coefficients are: Officer 1,

0.177; Officer 2, 0.397; Officer 3, 0.546. But suspicion is aroused against even these results

by the results of application of the same corrections to contingency coefficients for each possible

pair of officers.

To measure the agreement between officers in their ratings the following three contingency

tables were formed

:

Officer 2.
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The best method of calculating the correlation between ratings and scores would therefore

be one which takes account only of those cases which the officer felt justified in rating higher or

lower than " average." Such a method consists in calculating a " biserial" r.' Two such values

maj be calculated from the present data, one by taking all cases rated above average as the

subgroup, and the other by taking all cases rated below average as the subgroup. The following

results were obtained:

Officer 1:

Subgroup—Above average r=

Subgroup—Below average r=

Officer 2:

Subgroup—^Above average r=

Subgroup—Below average r-

Officer 3:

Subgroup—Above average r=

Subgroup—Below average r=

:0.202 ±0.104

=0.142±0.094

=0.304±0.101

=0.539±0.080

=0.549 ±0.089

=0.656±0.072

Evidently the correlation of score with the ratings of officer 1 is insignificant, but the

relatively high correlation of scores with the ratings of officer 3 lends support to the theory

that this officer made his ratmgs very carefully, but followed the prmciple of rating all, con-

cerning whom he had insufficient knowledge, 4, or "average." Presumably his inability to

differentiate among the great majority of cases was due to the short period of time for which

they had been under his observation. Officer 2 seems to have followed the same principle,

but less rigidly. Officer 1 must have made his ratings very largely by sheer guess. This

statement seems warranted by the evidence of the contmgency coefficients given above,

showing that his ratings agreed less with those of officers 2 and 3 than the ratings of these two

agreed with each other. One more pomt seems worthy of notice. It is that both officers,

whose ratings agree significantly with the total alpha scores of the men they rated, have chosen

low-grade men more accm'ately than liigh-grade men, unless we suppose that the alpha exami-

nation discrinunates between grades of abihty m the lower end of the scale more efiiciently

than in the upper end of the scale. Other evidence indicates that the reverse of this is true,

for some of the tests are so difficult that iiadividuals of low inteUigence fail to score on them,

so that their total scores are simpler, and consequently less reliable composites.

It seemed not desirable to dismiss the ratmgs of officer 1 finally as being mere guesswork,

irntU their correlation with the beta examination scores had been worked out. The standard

deviation of scores of this group was fomad to be 4.04685 and r= 0.2231. This value when
adjusted to the common basis of "selectedness," as mdicated by scores, becomes 0.2894.

Thus, this officer's ratmgs have a sfightly higher correlation with the beta scores than with

the alpha scores of the same mdividuals, but the correlations in both cases are so low and

subject to so many accidental factors that they need not be taken into accomit further.

After obtaining the relatively good results with the biserial r for the ratuags of officer 3

it seemed desirable to work out similar coefficients for each alpha test. The following values

were obtained:

T.\BLE 99.

—

Company H, Fifth. Battalion, Infantry Replacement Camp, MacArthur.—Officer S, with scores.—{Biserial.)

Test.
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Although there is no definite ioformation that the ratings of all men in a company in Camp
Meade were rated by the same officer, thoheterogeneity of ratings will certainly be considerably

reduced for any particular group if tfiat group is made up exclusively of men in one company.

To carry out further the investigations of the effect of combining material more or less hetero-

geneous as to ratijigs, coiTelations between officers' ratings and separate tests of alpha have

been calculated for the following groups: Company B, 149 cases; Company F, 101 cases;

alpha before beta grou]}—omitting all Company B men—74 in Company H, 2.3 in Company K,

and 3 in company not speciGed.

Table 100

—

Correlations between officers' ratings and separate tests of alpha.
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between deviations of sampling of these same two coefficients, a quantity which is nearly as

large as the correlation of the two variables, whose correlations with the third are being com-

pared. In this case the correlation is between measurements by tests 4 and 7. The value

used in the calculation of the probable error just given is taken as 0.50, which is probably too

low.

When we consider the difference between correlations of tests 2 and 8 with ratings in Com-

pany F group it is evident, without actually calculating the probable error, that the difference

is clearly significant of a certain kind of individuality of the ratings. Not only is the absolute

value of the difference between coefficients, 0.209, much greater than in the case first dis-

cussed, by the correlation between tests 2 and 8 is greater, approximately 0.80. This latter

condition would make the probable error smaller than in the previous case, other things being

equal.

Without going deeper into the detailed (and idle) calculation of probable errors, since the

samples are too small to justify greater refinement of this sort, it seems safe to conclude that

the evidence indicates qualitative variability of ratuigs. Or, to state the fact differently, the

set of correlation coefficients for the eight alpha tests for a group of individuals rated by a par-

ticular officer, is an indirect qualitative as well as quantitative analysis of that officer's judg-

ments of the intellectual ability of the individuals he rated. Several sets of such correlation

coefficients for several different officers (supposing no qualitative variation in the groups rated

by them) constitute a qualitative and quantitative basis of comparison of these several officers'

methods of estimating intelligence. The variability of the system of coefficients for the eight

alpha tests would undoubtedly be greater if the intercorrelations were lower.

If the foregoing interpretation of the results obtained up to this point be the correct one, it

follows that the use of subjective intelligence ratmgs m estiniating the relative diagnostic values

of a set of tests does not insure the best possible results. Within the limits set by the inter-

correlations a set of tests can be made to measiu-e a variety of aspects of ability by appropri-

ate adjustment of weights. If the intercorrelations are high, the number of possible types of

measurement is small, and vice versa. But even with the relatively high intercorrelations

shown by the alpha tests, it is evident that multiple regression equations obtained from the

different groups that have been discussed above would be quite different.

There might be, however, a resultant of the ratings by a large number of individuals that

would constitute the ideal estimate of intelligence. . This ideal measiu-ement would, of com^e,

necessarily be ideal by statistical definition, suice no other definition is available. In order to

obtain a reliable comparison of several tests as to their diagnostic efficiency a moderate number

of estimates of intelligence of tested individuals would be needed from a large number of differ-

ent persons, not a large number of estimates of intelligence by a relatively small niunber of

persons, for the probable errors of the results would arise mainly not from the number of cases

tested and rated, but from the number of cases fiu^ishmg the ratmgs. In practice such a

scheme would meet another difficulty that is showii by the material of the present study. In-

spection of Table 81 indicates that, as far as the ratings of Camps Beauregard and MacArthur

were concerned, they were class ranks, rather than absolute measvu-es. In the Camp Meade

material there are only two companies which were examined exclusively by alpha as a first

examination, or by alpha following beta. They were Companies B and K, and the following

comparison of median scores and mean ratings is of interest:
Median Mean

total score. rating

Company B 55. 9 5. 066

Company K 55. 4. 175

Although the differences are both in the same direction, they are out of all jirojiortion to

each other, and support rather than contradict the opinion that the apparent correlation is

purely accidental. Furthermore, it seems a wholly gratuitous assiunptiou that even the defi-

nitions and instructions funxished with the rating scale would enable the rating officers to do

more than give class ranks when dealing with groups as nearly alike as the score distributions

indicate them to be. It foUows, therefore, that if we place all individuals rated "6," for ex-
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ami)le, in the same class in our contingency table, whether they are all rated by the same
person or not, the computed measure of relationship wtU be affected by factors other than those
relevant to the problem.

The effect of such fortuitous factors is best seen from the following formula expressino- the
correlation and standard de^-iations of a combination of two distributions in terms of the com-
ponent r's and standard deviations, and the difference of means

:

N N _
NcTxiTyriy = X,<ri,(7y,ri,yi + Nja^ffyjrijyj +-^ (Xi - Xj) (y, - y,)

.

Thus the means of both variables being different in the two distributions, the third term of
the above formula is not zero, and contributes to the magnitude of the correlation coefficient

of the combined distribution. If, as in the present study, one of the variables, say x, is "rat-
ing, " and we suppose ratings to be not absolute quantities, but class ranks, then the contribu-
tion of the third term in the formula to the correlation of the combined distribution is wholly
irrelevant. It is necessarj-, therefore, to equalize the mean ratings of all groups before thev are
combined. This may be done by treating the class intervals on the rating scale as intervals

on the axis of abscissae of a normal probability ciuTe, their lengths determined by their fre-

quencies, and their deviation values as best expressed by the deviation from the center of the
normal curve of the mean of the segments whose bounding ordinates are thus fixed.

Sxmmaarizing, then, with reference to the three points raised on Jiage 432

:

(a) Qualitative differences in ratings do quite evidently exist, and it is suggested that in so
far as one is limited to subjective estimates of intelligence for a comparison of tests, he should
work for a qualitative mean, if such a term is permissible, by obtaining ratmgs made by as many
different individuals as possible, rather than by multipljong the number of cases rated by the
same mdividual. The latter procedure evidently reduces the accuracy of the ratings, whereas
the greatest possible accurac}- of each kind of rating is necessary*. The pouit is again empha-
sized that, speaking in statistical terms, the kind of sampling dealt ^vith is not of individuals

tested and rated, but of individuals rating those who are tested.

{h) The analysis of the ratings of officer 3, Infantry Replacement Camp, MacArthur, brings

out the relation between extensiveness of observation of the subject to be rated and the acciu-acy

of this rating. The low correlations obtained from most of the Beauregard and MacArthur
data are, therefore, to be regarded as mainly accounted for by the known brevity of period

during which the officers had an opportunity to become acquamted with their men. Con-
versely, the same considerations lead to the conclusions that the Meade ratmgs are rather un-
usually accurately made.

(c) Ratings are essentially class ranks rather than absolute measures and should be treated

accordingly. The low correlations from the Beaiu-egard and MacArthur material are probably
partially due also to the mixture in the same contmgency table of many different sorts of ranks,

thrown into classes according to the purely arbitrary class symbol with which they happened
to be labeled.

The final problem is to obtain a correlation coefficient for each alpha and beta test from a

composite mass of data, with the conditions that as many different kinds of ratings as possible

shall be represented, and that these ratings shall be as accurate as possible. These conditions

ehminate the Beauregard and MacArthur data, owing to the probable inaccuracy of the ratings,

although by this ehmination we sacrifice (probably, but not certainly) a great variety of ratings.

In the Camp Meade material there are alpha and beta records of men from five different com-
panies, 80 that at least five different rating officers are represented. There are 672 alpha cases

and 416 beta cases available.

One further point needs to be considered. Thus far aU correlations have been calculated

without regard to the different lengths of effective range of the different tests. In other words,

all correlations given so far are class-index correlations, and not correlations of the variatcs

represented by the class indices. Thus the zero class interval has been treated as if of length

equal to any other class interval.
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No anthropologist would think of determining the correlation between height and weight

of a human tribe from data obtained by the use of apparatus that allowed him to weigh accu-

rately aU individuals but allowed correct measurement of height of only the tallest 70 per cent,

the remaining 30 per cent being recorded merely as not taller than a certain amount. This is

precisely the case with certain of the alpha tests. The position is taken here that the alpha

tests are different techniques for the measurement of a rather general, but iU-defined, attribute

of the human being. It seems, therefore, that the comparison of techniques may be much more

precisely made if the absolute efficiency of each is determined within the limits of its effective

range, liut stated as the value it would have if the technique in question were extended or

extendable to cover an unlimited range, with supplementary information as to the exact nature

and extent of the existing limitation. This is proposed as a needed improvement upon the

highly inaccurate and sometimes misleading statement of correlation coefficients calculated

uncritically from data containing relatively large proportions of unmeasm-ed cases, which are

falsely treated as measured cases.

The above proposal can be carried out in the following way: We calculate in the ordinary

manner a product-moment n, but ignoring completely all cases in the zero-class interval, or if

there is good reason to believe that scores of two or three points are accidental and nonsignificant

in a great many cases, even these may be ignored. The resulting n is substituted in the formula:

'« 7i + (i_;..2)j

where J is a quantity depending on the percentage of cases ignored during the calculation of ri,

and may be determined from Sheppard's tables by the following formula:

J=
i(l+a)

-{z!i{i + oi)y

For the normal correlation surface this formula is identical with (2), p. 8 and J
s.'

-1.

Table 101 presents the correlation coefficients for each alpha and beta test, and for alpha

and beta total scores, calculated for ratings treated as outlined on page 22, and corrected for

length of range by formula (3) . It is based upon the correlation^tables, 102 to 1 18.

Table 101.

—

Statistical constants.

ALPHA TESTS (672 CASES).

Test.
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The deviations for the rating classes used in the calculation of Table 101 -were obtained for
each company separately, taking into account all ratings in the company, even though some of
the cases are not actually in the contingency tables. Tliis was considered a logical lequirement
of the supposition that ratings were to be treated as class ranks, rather than as absolute values.
Since all of the men in a company who were rated at all were probably ranked individually, to
a greater or less extent, as well as in classes, it seemed best to determine the deviation values
for each rating class on the basis of the total frequencies in each class in the company. Thus
the frequencies of each rating and the deviation values of the latter for each company are as
follows:
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Table 102.—Correlation o/intelligence ratings with score.

Rating.
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Table 104.

—

Correlation ofintelligence ratings with score.

RatlDg.
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Table 106.

—

Correlation of intelligence ratings with score.

[Vol. XV,

Eaang.
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Table 108.

—

Correlation of intelligence ratings with score.

Eating.
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Table 110.

—

Correlation of intelligence ratings with score.

[Vol. XV,

Rating.
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Tablb 112.

—

Correlation of inUlligence ratings with score.

Rating.
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Table 114.

—

Correlation of intelligence ratings with score.

Eatings.
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Table 116.

—

Correlation of intelligence ratings with score.

449

Rating.
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Table 118.

—

Correlation of intelligence ratings with score.

Rating.
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Table 120.

—

Correlation of examination "a" scores with officers' ratings—"a" after alpha (Camp Meade).

Officers'
ratings.
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The complete partial correlation of each a test with officers' ratings has been canned out.

The results are of little use as far as the piu-pose for which such work is usually done is concerned.

Inspection of the ninth order coefficients presented in table 124 shows that (1) none of them is

large enough compared with its probable error to be clearly significant ; (2) at least two are totally

absurd results and can only be taken as invalidating the whole final result. The negative

partial coefficients of tests 4 (arithmetic) and 6 (synonym-antonym) mean, if accepted, that to

get the best total score the appropriately weighted scores in these two tests must be subtracted

from the weighted smn of the others. It is true, of course, that the partial coefficient for test

4 is niunerically so small that its negative sign is unimportant, but the coefficient for test 6 is

numerically one of the largest of the whole series, and had the same result been obtained from

1,000 cases instead of 236, its mathematical significance would have been practically as great

as that of any of the other partial coefficients. This result can mean one or both of two things

—

(1) that the "intelligence ratings" upon which these results are based are not qualitatively

acceptable as intelligence ratings; (2) that the zero order coefficeints obtained from the original

data are erroneous measures of the intercorrelations of tests, and of the correlations of tests

with ratings. That (2) is very probably, at least partially, explanatory of the results of table 124

is apparent when we take into consideration the fact that none of the zero order coefficients was
corrected for length of range of test. It is impossible to guess what effect such correction would
have upon the value of the partial correlations of the ninth order, but it is clear that the omission

of corrections that effect very considerable changes in the values of some of the zero order

coefficients makes any computations based upon them wholly unreliable.

It may also be pointed out that the 236 cases upon which these results are based were not

aU members of the same company, and were consequently not rated by the same officer, nor

even ranked with respect to each other. That this fact adds one more item of imreliability

to the case against our results is clear m the hght of the results of the study of the alpha tests.

The total maximum correlation as determined from the partial coefficients, between the

sum, with best weights, of the score in all 10 tests of examination a with intelligence ratings by our

particular group of officers is 0.5644. The coefficient was 0.546 with the old weighting (not based

on partial correlation) and with tests 2 and 10 omitted and all others weighted equally 0.530.

That no great gain over unweighted scores by any system of weighting would result was to

be expected in view of tthe very high intercorrelations, but the actual gain is scarcely even

significant for the sample.

The net result is therefore a negative one. The futility of attempting to estimate the rela-

tive values of tests, and their corresponding weights in a composite score when all mtercorrela-

tions are high is clear. Further, the results strongly suggest, if they do not prove, the falla-

ciousness of a partial correlation system based upon zero order coefficients that are not reduced

to a common basis of comparabihty by correction for the limitations of range of measurement
of the different methods of measurement they represent.

The foregomg discussion of the relation of subjective ratings to test performance has not

been given without appreciation of one important respect in which such ratings may have

a great advantage over intelligence ratings based on psychological tests. The psychological

test admittedly meastu-es oidy what might be termed instantaneous intellectual capacity,

whereas what we want to predict is mean effective intellectual capacity, which is the resultant

of instantaneous capacity and aU of the instinctive and emotional factors which constitute

the motivation of the individual. It is not at all improbable that a very high degree of accu-

racy has already been attamed in the measurement of instantaneous intelligence, but only

in a competent observer's estimate of intelligence based upon a considerable period of observation

are the factors of motivation taken into account. Herein lies a reason why most correlations

between ratings and test performance are between 0.50 and 0.60 instead of between 0.90 and 1

.



CHAPTER 12.

PEEFOEMANCE IN INTELLIGENCE EXAMINATIONS AS EELATED TO MILTTAEY EFFICIENCY.

Section 1.

—

Examination alpJia.

The amount of weight that should be placed upon intelligence ratings, as determined by
psychological examination, in the selection of men for military duty, depends upon the degree

to which examination ratings are prognostic of military value. The present chapter discusses

the relation of performance in examinations alpha and beta to military efficiency, as such effi-

ciency is estimated by company commanders.

The data come from four camps—Kearny, Travis, Meade, and Custer. The following

descriptions of the material from these sources show that differences in the methods of obtaining

data must be taken into account in the final summary of results.

(a) In Camp Kearny company commanders of certain organizations were asked to select

approximately equal numbers of men from each of three classes defined as follows:

(1) The moat successful enlisted men of the organization, preferably noncommissioned officers; (2) men of average

ability in the work of the command, neither exceptionally good nor exceptionally poor; (3) the least successful men in

the work of the command, of definitely less than average ability, but also clearly not utter failures; men just "getting

by."

The individual cards of the men thus selected in the One hundred and fifty-eighth Infantry

only have been used. There were 85 cases in class 1 ; 68 cases in class 2; and 50 cases in class 3.

As a matter of fact all of the men in class (1) who were defined to be "preferably noncommis-
sioned officers" were either corporals or sergeants. Only one corporal was placed in class (2).

(b) In Camp Travis the company and battery commanders in the Nineteenth Infantry and
Fifty-second, Fifty-third, and Fifty-fourth Field Artillerj' were asked by the Psychological Ex-
amining Board to designate the 10 poorest privates and the 10 best privates in their respective

units. These men were examined according to the regular procedure with the result that many
of the " poorest" privates were given examination beta, and in some cases were recalled for indi-

vidual examination. The individual examinations, however, were not sufficiently numerous
to justify inclusion in this investigation. There are 885 noncommissioned officers included,

400 cases of "best" privates, and 240 cases of "poorest" privates.

(c) At Camp Meade the Seventeenth Infantry was examined by means of alpha and beta

in the usual way, and the distribution of letter grades for this regiment was determined. Before

the results of the psychological examination were reported, company commanders were asked

to rate their men. The following is the form of request for a group of 75 men:

We ask you to grade them according to their militarj- efficiency, which means practical soldier value to the Army,
all things considered. In estimating military efficiency keep in mind such points as judgment, discipline, comrade-

ehip, and initiative. Give your beat man the grade of 1; give the 10 next best men the grade of 2; give your three

poorest men the grade of 5; give the second poorest group, composed of 11 men, the grade of 4; give all the others (50

men) the grade of 3.

The definite numbers of men to be placed in each class were obtained by prorating the

numbers of men actually found from psychological examination in each of the letter grade

groups (treating C + , C, and C— as one group).

{d) The data from Camp Custer consist of 48 alpha records and 78 beta records of miscel-

laneous individuals reported by company commanders as of "low military value."

(e) In addition to these specially selected groups the alpha and beta records of 984 unse-

lected recruits have been used as a standard group for purposes of comparison.

453
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Table 125.—Means and standard devialions of the mean for scores in the eight alpha tests made by various military groups.

A. 984"UNSELECTED" CASES.

Tests.
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this ratio for different tests in any one comparison of the two groups may be taken to indicate

roughly the relative values of the tests for differentiation between the two groups. This method
has certain limitations, however, which become verj' acute when studying tests which are so

difficult that a large proportion of those tested fail to make any score. In such a case calculation

of the mean and the standard deviation of the distribution mathematically implies a situation

that psychologically is far from the truth, because zero, mathematically, is one unit less than

one, while a score of zero for a test may mean one arbitrary unit of abihty less than that repre-

sented by a score of 1, or it may mean any number of such units. The comparison of two tests

by this method where one tast covers a much greater range of abiUty than any other is at best

very unsafe.

A second method which avoids this difficulty to a considerable extent is an appUcation of

Pearson's criterion ' for significance of difference between two distributions. This method
makes no assumption regarding the type of distribution under consideration. It takes into

accoimt the undistributed zero cases in a much more adequate manner than the first method
described above. The only assumption made by this process of comparing distributions is that

the deviations of the proportional frequency in any class interval, due to random sampling,

from the true proportional frequency in the sampled population, form a normal or Guassian

distribution.

In applying this method we calculate a quantity, x", from the formula

\/'in n\'

m + n

where 2f and vV are the total numbers of cases in the distributions and m and n are frequencies

in corresponding class intervals.

The quantity x^ thus obtained may be used in two ways: (1) By means of the formula

—

C,
-[.IZ-i-.V+x^J'

a coefficient of mean square contingency might be obtained. This would be rather imsatis-

facton,' for the reason that the proper class-index corrections could not be made even approxi-

mately. (2) A measure of the probability that the observed divergence would be equaled or

excelled in two samples of the same size drawoi from a single population, may be obtained from

Elderton's tables.^ This is, in principle, the procedure followed.

Before apphdng the x" test for divergence all score distributions for all groups ha/e been

reclassified as indicated by the following table:

ALPHA TESTS.

Class interval, 1
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In this classification two things have been sought: (1) Smoothness of the resulting fre-

quencies, so that the values of x^ Jnay be as free as possible from irregularities in frequencies

that have no significance for the diagnostic values of the tests; (2) frequencies in all classes as

large as possible relative to the total for the distribution in order that the fundamental assump-

tion of the X" test may be satisfied.

The following table, abbreviated and modified from Elderton, shows the approximate

odds against obtaining the corresponding values of x^ by chance alone:

x-
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or more indicate an operation, in addition to the piu^ely chance variations of sampling in choosing
the groups, of selective factors that are correlated to some extent with the t}-pe of selection

achieved in the alpha and beta tests. We said above that if two tests were highly correlated

then a change in the difference between two sample groups would not tend to produce a change
in the difference of x^. We are now reversing the argument. If ui two cases we get very large

differences in x^ (say, greater than 10) we conclude that the great size of this difference indi-

cates that a variation from one sample to the other is not merely a chance variation, but
includes an actual difference in capacities specifically measured by the tests and not common
to both (i. e., those capacities not tending to produce correlational.

Each "best private," "poorest private," and noncommissioned officer group in the Camp
Travis Infantry and Artillery regiments, as well as the "superior" and "inferior" groups from
Camp Kearny, has been compared with the standard group, and several intercomparisons of

these groups have been made (Table 127).

The Camp Meade data are not of such a kind that the iise of the product-moment method
of correlation is justifiable, but two different biserial correlation coefficients have been calcu-

lated as follows: (1) By treating the combined "military value" classes a and b (the two
highest classes) as the subgroup of the total sample, and (2) by treating similarly "military

value" classes d and e (the two lowest classes) as the subgroup. These two sets of coefficients

are indicated in Table 126 by the symbols ab/cde and abc/de, respectively. The correlation

ratios of score on militarj' value, mvisc, and mihtary value on score, sc'imv; are also given in this table.

Finally, correlation with military value of total score on various combinations of fom- alpha

tests have been calculated, as indicated also in Table 126.

Table 120.

—

Comparison of alpha tests.

[Coefficients of relationship between performance in each test and in certain combinations of four tests and officers' estimates of military value.
Camp Meade experiment. The biserial coefliciems of correlation are calculated with the two highest officers' ratings, a and b, as a subgroup
(column headed ab/cde), and also with the two lowest ratings, d and e, as a subgroup (column headed abc/de). The correlation ratios are
given for test score on military value, mTi7H and for military value on test score, lotjinT-]

Test.
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Table 127.

—

Comparison of alpha tests—Continued.

Tests.

Noncommissioned oliicers, Infantry v, "Standard"

"Best" Infantry v. "poorest" Infantry

" Best " Infantry v. "Standard "

"Best" Infantry v. Noncommissioned officers, Infantry.

"Best" Tleld Artillery v. "poorest" Field A-rtillery

"Best" Field Artillery II. "Standard"

"Best" Field Artillery v. "best" Infantry

Noncommissioned ofiBcers, Field Artillery v. "poorest"
Field Artillery.

Noncommissioned officers, Field Artillery »." Standard "—
Noncommissioned officers, Field Artillery ti. noncommis-
sioned officers, Infantry.

"Superior" v. "inferior" (Kearny)

"Superior" (Keamy, Infantry) v. "Standard"

"Standard" v. "inferior" (Keamy, Infantry)

(2)

(5)

(8)

.39
1.4

(6.5)
2.63

10.1

(1.5)
2.03
11.5

(2)
1.16
6.2

(2)

(3)
.50

1.2

(0.5)

(1)
3.37

10.1

(1.5)
2.75
11.8

(1)
1.67

(2)

9.7
(4.5)
2.71
10.0

(3)
1.57
8.6

1.7

(5)
8.42
10.0

(3)
5.03
8.1

Table 128.

—

Comparison of alpha tests.

[Degree in which pairs of groups (at left of table) are differentiated by performance in every test (cf. preceding table). Degree of differentiation

is measured by the x^ test (see text) and figures in table are values of x^. The figures in parentheses give the rank order of every test with
respect to its effectiveness in differentiatfon as measured by the x^ test. Data are from Camps Custer, Kearny and Travis.]

1
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Table 126 gives the various coefEcieuts of relationship between test performance and
military efficiency for the Camp Meade data.

Table 127 presents the results of comparing special groups in other camps by the method
of ratios of differences of means to their probable errors. This table gives for every comparison,

first, the difference between means; second, the ratio of that difference to its probable error;

and, third, in parentheses, the rank of the test concerned with respect to the other seven tests.

Table 12S jiresents the x" values for the same set of comparisons. The numbers in parenthe-

ses are the ranks of the tests for each comparison. Numbers single starred are those derived

from distributions which intersect more than once, and are consequently slightly affected by the

factors other than thoseofprime importance for the evaluation of tests. This inaccuracy, however,

is practically negligible. Numbers double starred are those wliich are affected in the same way
to a much greater degree. It will bo noted, however, that such cases occur usual!}" when the dis-

tributions compared are so nearly alike that their differences may be entirely due to chance
factors. No use, therefore, wUl be made of these cases in the interpretation of results.

Figure 1 represents diagrammaticaUy a comparison of the rank orders for tests derived

from the methods of analysis. The vertical dotted lines in the chart represent diagrammati-
caUy the various groups compared, as designated at the top. Two inset numbers are carried

by each double-pointed arrow. The number in the circle is the rank of the test with respect to

the others for the comparison of the two groups indicated by the points of the arrow by the

x" method of comparison. The number in the square is the corresponding rank for the method
of the ratio of the difference to its standard deviation. It will be seen that there is generally

close agreement between the two sets of ranks. As abeady pointed out, however, it seems
safer to base conclusions on the x" test.

The outstanding result is a great variation of rank orders from one comparison to another

by either method of analysis. These variations in rank order can scarcely all be due to purol}-

chance factors. As a starting point the order of tests by length of effective range has been

compared with some of the orders of tests according to their effectiveness in differentiating

between two groups. The distributions for each test of the standard group of 984 cases show
that some tests cleai-h" have much shorter ranges than others, with the result that large per-

centages of zero scores occur in some distributions since the limitation of range is at the lower

end. This order of tests according to range is given approximately by the middle column of

Table 129. Test 2 has probably the longest range and test 7 the shortest. It is reasonable to

suppose that tests failing to measure the lower grades of ability will be considerably handi-

capped by this fact in differentiating between low-grade groups. Those tests having the longest

range, other things being equal, may be expected to differentiate most sharply between low-

grade groups. Reference to table 129 shows that the pattern of differentiation defined by the

comparison "poorest" Infantry v. standard agrees rather closely with the order of tests accord-

ing to their lengths of range. The chief difference is that the differentiation by tests 4 and 7

is apparently better than was to be expected in view of their short range handicap.

In the case of the next higher group, "poorest," Field Artillery, v. standard, tests 1 and 2

rank lowest, and 4, 7, and 8 (especially 7) show a greatly increased sharpness of differentiation.

A direct comparison of differentiation patterns for "poorest," Infantry, v. standard and "poorest,"

Field Artillery, v. standard (Table 130) indicates that these two differ in the relative positions

of 1, 2, 6, 7, and 8, while 4 has the same rank in both. Tests 1 and 2 differentiate most sharply

the "poorest" Infantry from standard and least sharply " poorest, "Field Artillery, from standard

while 6, 7, and 8 play relatively more important rdles in the differentiation pattern for "poorest,
"

Field ^\jtillery, v. standard. Next considering the two differentiation patterns "best," Field

Artillery, v. standard and "best," Infantry, v. standard (Table 131), almost a complete reversal

is foimd. Tests 6 and 7 for "best," Infantry, v. standard, and udth the exception of 5 are

the smallest factors for "best," Field Artillery, v. standard. On the other hand, tests 1 and 2,

though not definitely least important for the "best" Infantry differentiation, are definitely infe-

rior to 6 and 7; and, though not clearly most important in the other comparison, do definitely

outweigli the least important ones which include 6 and 7.
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Fio. 1.—Comparison of alpha tests according to rank order of each test in dilTerentiating between certain mihtary groups. The arrowhead

shows the particular pair of military groups (named at the top of the diagram) diflerentiatcd between by a particular test (listed at the left of the

diagram): the number on the arrows give the rank order of the particular test as a differentiator between these two groups. The number in the

circle is the rank order based on the x ' critenon; the number in the rectangle is the rank order based upon the ratio of the difTerence to its probable

error. Sea text for discussion of these criteria.
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Table 129.

—

Comparison of alpha tests.

[The columns of numbers not in parentheses are the numbers of the eight alpha tests arranged m order of their efficiency in differentiating the twx)

mihtary groups named at the head of the column; the test listed at the head of the column is the test that differentiates best. The numbers

m parentheses are the numbers of those tests which are so superior or inferior in differentiatmg capacity to the test beside which they are placed

as to give, when compared with that test , a difference in the values of x' of 10 or more. For the significance of differences in values of x* greater

than 10 as criteria of reliability, see discussion in the text.]
" Poorest

"

Field Artil-
lery V.

standard.

" Poorest

"

Infantry v.
standard.

[5

\l

(12
(1 2

(12 3

(4567)

(5 6 7

(5 6

6

5

3

3

4

8
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Table 132.

—

Comparison of alpha tests.

[See legend to Table 129.]
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Table 135.

—

Comparison of alpha tests.

See legend to Table 129.

Noncommissioned officers, Infantry,

standard.

(1

(1 2

2 4 5

(1 5

\l

\l

(3 4
3 4 6

Table 136.

—

Comparison of alpha tests

See legend to Table 129.

Noncommissioned officers, Field Artillery,

standard.

Dsaa
(1

(235678)
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As a possible aid to interpretation the fact should be noted that the two "poorest" groups

under consideration are both inferior to the standard group and the two "best" groups are both

superior to the standard. The fact, then, that tests 1 and 2 differentiate "poorest" Infantry

privates from unselected recruits most sharply means that "poorest" Infantry privates are

relatively lower in these two tests than in the other tests of alpha. Conversely, the fact that 1

and 2 differentiate "poorest" Field Artillery privates least sharply from imselected recruits

indicates that "poorest," Field Artillery, are relatively higher in these two tests than in the other

tests of alpha. Moreover, if a selection of "poorest" Field Artillery privates results in a group

differing insignificantly from tmselected recruits, as is the case when considered as a group, the

conclusion is obvious and necessary that the entire group of Field Artillery is superior to the group

of tmselected recruits, and is, therefore, a selected group. Hence, we are dealing with a second-

ary selection' when considering these groups of "poorest" and "best" privates. The shift of

emphasis from tests 6 and 7 to 1 and to a lesser degree to 2 in passing from "best," Infantry, v.

standard to "best," Field Artillery, v. standard, confirms this interpretation. Further, either

the primary selection has produced qualitatively different gi'oups, Infantry and Field Artillery,

or the secondary selection, giving the two sets of "best" and "poorest" groups, has been made
according to standards of miUtary value varying from Infantry qualitatively to Field Artillery.

In the latter case the qualitative difference due to secondary selection follows a primary selection

that may be qualitatively the same for Infantry and Field Artillery— i. e., merely quantitative.

The results for test 8 are peculiar. In the differentiations for Infantry of tables 129, 130,

131, and 132 it retains the same rank, but in the Field Artillery it differentiates the "poorest"

from the standard and the "best" from the "poorest" most sharply, and the "best" from the

standard only to a moderate degree. These facts suggest that the primary selection of the sampled

Artillery regiments has resulted in a group not measm-ing up in test 8 to the standard set in other

tests, but that general information, which test 8 tests, has coimted heavily in the secondary

selections. It would be interesting to know more of the variations in the distribution of scores

for test 8 for different parts of the country, since a number of the items of this test are probably

much better known in some parts of the country than in others. It may happen, therefore, that

the men in the Artillery regiments in Camp Travis have come largely from parts of the country

where the information required for scoring high on test 8 is rather xmusual.

The patterns of differentiation for the noncommissioned officers of the Infantry and Field

Artillery regiments tend to confirm some of om* previous conclusions and also to complicate the

situation further. We note again the evidence of primary selection of artillerymen of a sort that

correlates with test 1. Wlien the differentiation pattern for noncommissioned officers, Field

Artillery, v. standard is compared with noncommissioned officers. Infantry, v. standard, the

contrast between these two types of differentiation occms in the ranks of tests 3 and 8. The
inference made above with respect to test 8 that the primary selection in the Ai'tillery was not

highly correlated with knowledge of miscellaneous facts, is supported here. When Field Artil-

lery noncommissioned officers are compared with "poorest," Field Artillery, this inference

(that general information was an important factor ia the secondary selection) is further confirmed.

Fm-ther evidence of the qualitative differences in the selection types under discussion is given by
the consistently high rank of test 3 in all the intra-Infantry comparisons and its mediimi or low

rank in the intra-Artillery comparison.

It is perhaps worthy of notice that tests 3 and 8 differentiate Infantry noncommissioned

officers most sharply from the standard group, and Field Artillery noncommissioned officers

least sharply (excepting only test 5). Yet paradoxically these tests differentiate least clearly

Infantry noncommissioned officers from Artillery noncommissioned officers. This apparently

again is evidence of considerable difference in the standards to wliich men in the two arms of

service have had to measm-e up in order to be granted warrants as noncommissioned officers.

The fact that the two groups of noncommissioned officers are most ahke as regards tests 3

and 8 is probably not significant of any special relationship between performance in these

' The fundamental selection of men by principal groups (Infantry, Artillery, standard group) may be referred to as a primary selection; a

selection within one of these groups of the "best "or "poorest" men, say, is then a secondary selection.
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tests and ability as noncommissioned officers, but due to a largely fortuitous combination of

difference in general levels of ability of these two groups with the quaUtative differences between
the two groups—a combination in which tests 3 and 8 are the points of contact.

We may summarize our results for the Travis data: (1) Artillery organizations as a whole
seem to constitute a moderately highly selected group as compared with the Infantry organiza-

tions. Certain phases of value to the service, correlated differently with different alpha tests,

have been important factors in the primary selection, or more accurately, elimination. The
tests apparently most highly correlated with the primary selection of artillerj^men are 1 and 2.

(2) The selection with which we are immediately concerned is superimposed upon this basic

selection and this fact apparently introduces new factors, especially those factors correlated

with tests 6, 7, and S. (3) In the Infantry there is not much indication of primary selection

of a type that can be distinguished from the secondary selection. The diagnostic values of

tests in the secondary selection are probably somewhat obscured in the comparison of low-

grade groups by the shortness of range of the tests; but tests 1, 2, and 3 apparently correlate

most highly with the factors of the secondary selection. (4) Generally speaking tests 1,2, and
3 appear to show sharper discrimination than other tests. (5) Test 5 almost invariably has

the lowest rank.

The hypothesis outhned above is not presented as a definite conclusion established by
statistical analysis of the data, but is a frank attempt to fit the large nimiber of rather dis-

cordant results into some kind of a system. The attempt has not been very successful, and the

one safe conclusion that can be drawn is that the standards of viilitary value according to which

the several groups have been selected are so variable that an attempt to estimate the relative values

of the alpha tests must necessarily fail until such variability of standards is adequately controlled.

Since the alpha tests have rather high intercorrelations it is evident that there can be no very

great differences in the way in which they differentiate individuals.

The attempt to provide a statistical criterion of rehability has evidently been beside the

point since this criterion of rehability takes account only of the individuals in the selected

groups /or constant selectivefactors and does not give a measure of the variability of the selective

agents. As already pointed out, the selective agents have been so few in number that their

resultant is subject to a large variabihty.

If we take into accoimt the results of comparing the tlu-ee groups from Camp Kearny, we
merely add more variation to ova results.

The results obtained from the Camp Meade data, which required treatment by methods
different from those employed with the Travis and Kearny data, increase the chaos. This

case, however, is the only one in which there is a classification of the individuals of a complete

(though selected) group (if we neglect the classification by alpha and beta examinations).

In the other cases we had a selection of a special suhjroup to the total neglect of all individuals

in the other subgroups. It is thus theoretically possible to measm'e the degree of correlation

between the standard of classification and the scores in separate tests or in combinations of

them. Practically, however, such work is unsatisfactory, since we have to break up into two

parts (alpha-beta segregation) the group that is complete from the point of view of army
selection (i. e., of permanent assignment to mUitary tmits). Treatment of the two fragments

separately is bound to lead to very small correlation coefficients. The complete group of 773

cases is divided between the alpha and beta examinations in the proportion of 362 to 411. If

we consider the relation of the alpha-beta segregation (Camp Meade never gave both examina-

tions to the same man) and mihtary value we have the following distribution:

Military value rating.
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It is clearly necessary to define exactly "military efficiency" or "value to the service"

before any attempt is made to study correlations of test performance with it. (The alpha

tests, although often claimed to be alike, are nevertheless different enough to reflect the quali-

tative differences of selected groups.) All of the tests show a rather satisfactory degree of

differentiation between groups of considerable differences in military efficiency. It is possible

that greater refinement in the definition of standards of military efficiency and in the appUca-

tion of them would make possible a better selection of alpha tests than exists at present. So

long as such standards remain as vague and undefined as the present study indicates them to

be there is little ground for regarding one alpha test as considerably more or considerably less

efficient than another, always excepting test 5, which seems consistently from every point of

view the least effective.

Section 2.

—

Examination beta.

In general the beta tests show the same tendency to vary in sharpness of differentiation

in the different groups compared. Data on three groups only have been available and these

groups are rather small. There are but 242 cases in all. These facts make it almost im-

possible to draw any certain conclusion as to the relative values of the tests. Tables 138 to

140 give the comparisons.

Unfortunately the distributions of scores for the "poorest" Field Artillery, group of test

4 could not be used owing to clerical errors in transferring scores to individual record cards.

In the comparison of "poorest" Infantry v. "poorest" Field Artillery, test 3 ranks first

in sharpness of differentiation, and in the differentiation of "poorest" Field Artillery v. standard

it is second. In the comparison of "poorest" Infantry v. standard and men of "low mihtary

value" V. standard, it ranks sixth. This is probably the only case of considerable shift in rank

for which an explanation can be offered. A study of the distribution of scores of the standard

group indicates that test 3 is of the " all-or-none " variety, since its frequency curve is U-shaped.

Such a test will give a very clear distinction between two groups which lie on opposite sides of

the point in the scale of ability which is crucial for the test.

Table 138. Means and standard deviations of the mean for scores in the seven beta tests made by various military groups

A. 984"UNSELECTED" (ENGLISH-SPEAKING) CASES.

Test.
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Table 139.

—

Comparison of beta tests.

[Coefficients ofrelationship between performance in each test (as well as in the total oxamination and in the sum of tests 4, 5, 6, and 7) and ofhcers'
estimates of military value. Camp Meade experiment. The biserial coefficients of correlation are calculated with the two highest officers'
ratings, a and b, as a subgroup (column headed abjcdt) and also with the two lowest ratings, d and f , as a subgroup (column headed abclde).
The correlation ratios are given for score on military vaJue, myisc, and for military value on score, .oIist. The numbers in parentheses show
the rank order of correlations. ]

*

Correlation ratios.

Total raw score
Testl
Test2 .. ..

Testa
Test 4
Tests
Teste

Tests4/sJ6^7(sum)l'''!'"!l"''^llll'!!^''!'!^'!';;;i!!!!!!!!"!!;;"!!!!!;!;!!!^...i

ahlcde
0.4192

. 1933 (7)

.2618(5)

.3035(3)

.3910(1)

.2827(4)

.3810(2)

. 2497 (6)

.4299

atc/dc
0.31S5

. 1931 (

.2530(

.1811 (

.2910
(

.2026(

.3277 (

. 1495 (

.3117

Table 140.

—

Comparison of beta tests.

[Decree in which paired groups are differentiated by performance in every test. The first column for each paired
^

oetween the means of the performances of the two groups in every test. The second column gives the ratio of t'

deviation ofthe difference I
j

, which is a measure of the eflectlveness of the differentiation between the groups in the pair by the test.

The third column (figures in parentheses) gives the rank order of every test with respect to its effectiveness in diflerentiation. Data are from
Camps Custer and Travis.]

Testl
Test 2

Tests
Test 4
Tests
Teste
Test 7

Men of *'low military
value'* V. standard

group
(Camp Custer).

2.37
4.87
3.44
8.57
7.74
5.39
2.61

8.1(7)
10. 6 (4)

9.8(5)
14.3(1)
14. 1 (2)
11.8(3)
8.2(6)

' Poorest" Infantry
V. standard group

(Nineteenth Infantry,
Camp Travis).

4.84
6.75
4.23
6.21
8.21
4.96
4.37

"Poorest" Field
Artillery' i'. .standard

group
(Fiftv-second, Fiftv-
third. Fifty-fourth,

Field Artillery,
Camp Travis).

1.65
2.36
1.34

2.0(5)
4.5(3)
3.5(4)

' Poorest" Infantry
V. "poor«3t,"
Field Artillery
(Camp Travis).

1.18
3.56
4.10

6.56
2.60
3.04

Table 141.

—

Comparison of beta tests.

(Degree In which paired groups are differentiated by performance in every test (cf. preceding tabic). Degree of differentiation Is measured by the
x' criterion (see text) and figures in the table are values of x'- The figures in parentheses (rive the rank order of every test with respect tolta
effectiveness in differentiation as measured by the x' criterion. Data are from Camps Custer and Travis.)
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consequently the group makes a very poor showing. The Artillery privates, on the other hand,

as a group have enough intelligence to understand the test, and, owing to its aU-or-none

nature, make very high scores. The result is that the two groups are very sharply differ-

entiated.

The order of tests in differentiating "poorest" Infantry from standard differs from that

in the differentiation of "men of low miUtary value" from standard chiefly in the positions

of tests 4, 6, and 7. Test 7 ranks last in the latter case and first in the former. Tests 6 and 4

show the same almost complete exchange of positions. There is probably no other explanation

than the one given in the case of the alpha test—viz, that the standards of selection of these

two groups have been qualitatively different.

The comparison of beta tests on the basis of the Camp Meade data adds another degree

of variation to the results. The correlations between military efficiency and score which it has

been possible to obtain from these data are generally higher than the corresponding correlations

for alpha tests. This, however, does not mean that the beta tests are necessarily better

measures of miUtary efficiency than the alpha tests. It is merely an apparent superiority due

probably to the fact that a greater proportion of the individuals tested by beta fall within the

effective ranges of the tests than is the case with the alpha group. There is not much common
groimd upon which a comparison of alpha and beta can be made. Both are effective only

within special ranges which do not overlap to any great extent.

Correlation ratios for military value on scores indicate that tests 4 and 6 are the best

tests of the set. This conclusion agrees with the result of the comparison of "men of low mil-

itary value" with standard, referred to above, but contradicts the result of the comparison of

"poorest" Infantry with the standard.



CHAPTER 13.

CONDITIONS OF EXAMINING AND PBOCEDTTEES ADOPTED DTTKING THE INITIAL EXPEBIMENT.

Section 1.

—

Character of groups examined.

The four camps in which psychological examining began in the fall of 1917 were National
Army cantonmemts. The men examined were thus in large measure obtained by the opera-

tion of the selective service act. Several small organizations in each of these cantonments
were volimteer units. A nucleus of Regular Army troops was also sent to these contonments.

Though the selective service act intended and produced a certain form of random selection,

it is necessary, nevertheless, to make it clear that the data presented are not based on a random
selection from the general population. The large niunbers of individuals examined are hable

to obscure this important fact.

Other conditions further limit the character of the groups examined. Draft boards kept
in deferred classes certain feeble-minded types. The proportion of men of average and superior

intelhgence volunteering their services to the Regular Army, to officers' training camps, to

staff corps, to speciahzed branches such as gas defense, inteUigence, aviation, etc., can not be
confidently stated. Still other war activities, together with Navy enlistments, constitute

factors that seriously affect the probabihty of obtaining a general inteUigence distribution.

With the exceptions mentioned above, the operation of the selective service act deter-

mined the source and nature of the cantonment popxilation. Relatively few women were tested

by the use of examination a, and none is included in the summaries given. The men tested

were practically all of the ages of 21 to 31, inclusive. They came primarily from Class I of

the classes produced by the operation of the above act. Class I was composed largely of men
whose ages were nearer 21 than 31. The operation of the selective service act placed in this

class those men between the ages mentioned who carried less important social and business

responsibihties. In the first months of its operation there were called in the draft only those

who were physically quahfied. There is therefore no guaranty that a social and intellectual

cross section of the general population is represented.

Draft calls were based on quotas drawn from certain sections specified for each canton-

ment. The psychological examinations using examination a were given in Camp Devens, Ayer,

Mass., Camp Dix, Wrightstown, N. J., Camp Lee, Petersburg, Va., and Camp Zachary Taylor,

Louisville, Ky. The commimities furnishing men to these camps were located near the several

camps. Camp Devens drew recruits from the New England States and northeastern New
York; Camp Dix recruited from Delaware, New Jersey, and northern New York; Camp Lee
drew from Virginia, West Virginia, and western Pennsylvania; and Camp Taylor troops came
from Kentucky, Indiana, and southern lUinois. These areas provided practically all drafted

men in the fom* cantonments during the fall of 1917. (This method of drafting for certain

camps from within definite boundaries was not continued in later draft calls.)

Certain special conditions of race and social condition also operate to limi t, the general

nature of the intelhgence distribution. Two camps contamed an exceptionally large percentage

of illiterates and foreign bom, one a large percentage of foreign born, and the foiirth a large

number of ilhterates. It is not possible to state in full the weights that should be given to such
variables as educational opportunity, race, speciahzed training, hteracy, etc., on the general

curve of intelligence. They undoubtedly affect the character of the groups examined in con-

siderable degree.

In giving the data on organizations and units in the sunmiary of results, the reports are

limited to the status of the units at the time of examination. Assignments in the early phases

of the training period were not permanent, and many of tlio solihers were shifted from one

469
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organization to another. Tlie original assignments in the four cantonments examined in the

fall of 1917 were made largely according to district and local board quotas. The principle

involved planned to keep men from the same locahty together. It often produced wide varia-

tions in the distributions of inteUigence, in percentages of native illiterates and foreign-speaking

groups. Certain professional groups, such as mechcal officers, Regular Army imits, the field

signal battahons, engineer officers, and the less speciaHzed artillery officers, also produce partly

skewed distributions.

In general, therefore, the men examined with examination a in the fall of 1917 are a selected

group. They probably represent the types in the National Army, but do not give us a final

national inteUigence distribution. The above considerations hmit the general significance

of results. They further deteniiined certain modifications and additions maie to the original

methods during this period.

Section 2.

—

Conditions unihin the cantonments.

Numerous details of camp administration affected the original plan of examining. In

the four camps skeleton organizations were formed previous to the arrival of the psychological

staffs. Officers attached to them were new. To interrupt the already sufficiently unstable

and novel relations by an entirely strange examination called for unusual appreciation of the

probable value of such tests on the part of commanding generals and other commanding officers.

Few officers objected seriously to the order for such examinations, but the time required for

repeated examination of the same men became an important issue in the administration of

the tests. It was found practically impossible to hold men for successive trials. The importance

of careful preliminary segregation became apparent at once. Various expedients were devised

to prevent men from attempting examinations in which they were certain to fail, thus neces-

sitating a second and third examination. For the same reason recalls of men who had failed

in some examination were partially abandoned. To increase speed, the size of groups examined

by a single examiner was rapidly increased in examination a and in the group skill test. In

rooms capable of holding comfortably 150 to 200 men, the smaller groups recommended in

instructions to examiners proved to present less satisfactory examining conditions than a

filled room.

The conditions inchoated led some of the camp staffs to defer practically all individual

examinations imtil the completion of the group examination of an organization. Psychiatric

work, also new, was organized as a part of the base hospital staft' only. Reports on low mental

age cases were therefore made through the commanding officer of the hospital and full appro-

priate action on all men was not possible. Only extremely low-grade men could be discharged

and border-line cases were returned to their respective units in the absence of opportunity

to assign them to service and labor organizations.

The fall work of examining began, as stated above, with divisional organizations. These

were usually incomplete and in one camp second and third calls from the different organizations

were necessary to obtain all men for examination. For example, an organization would be

examined in October. In December succeeding drafts and transfers had increased the strength

of the organization often to double its original size. Practically none of these newly assigned

men had been examined. The chief examiner must send requests to have all men not exam-

ined report for the examination. The continued confusion thus produced was not conducive

to a favorable attitude on the part of officers and men. It led psychological examiners to plan

the work so that extra recalls, experiments, and objective checks on method would be reduced

to the minimum. Reports of results were necessarily partial; totals of men examined practi-

cally never checked; and distributions prepared for special emei^encies often overlapped.

Opportunity to install psychological examining differed in the camps. Devens and Lee

began work fairly promptly. Dix and Taylor were delayed. Dix was unable to establish regular

examining on account of lack of space for group examining and incomplete organization of units

within the division. Taylor began examining in November. Incomplete official instructions

and unfavorable local conditions operated to delay the work and to make the demonstration
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of the value of psychological examining relatively unsatisfactory. After beginning the regular
program at Devens, the prospective reduction of available space forced the staff to suspend all

recalls and rush group examinations in order to complete the survey of all men in camp. The
lai^e percentage of foreign and ilUterate at Camp Lee made it necessary to modify the arrange-
ments for segregation and recall; examination h was dropped after careful study and group
skill reduced to haK time. Individual examinations, relatively unimportant since satisfactory

action on reports was not obtainable, were delayed imtil the major portion of the group survey
was over.

This division of the report is entitled, "The initial experiment. " The period of examining
ending December 31, 1917, was characterized by a large number of reports on the organization

of routine work, on statistical studies, and on attempts to invent new procedures in testing.

The staffs were expected to report as fully as possible on the success of the methods. They
were authorized to present all suggestions that concerned changes in procedure. Every enccfur-

agement to devise new and more suitable tests was given, and criticisms of examining materials

invited. This freedom of action tended to produce considerable variation in treatment of

results. A few experiments were suggested by the central office but in the main the different

camps experimented and discarded according to local findings.

Differences in interpretation of instructions sent to the four cantonments and in interests

of the staffs affected the preliminary procedure. The reaction of the staffs in the face of camp
conditions varied with the interests and experience of their individual members. Freedom
to suggest and experiment gave rein to much variation that might otherwise have been avoided.

In general, many new data were prepared. Many forms of testing were tried out; of these the

majority were discarded.

It is due partly to different interests exhibited by the staffs of the four cantonments that

the work with examination a brought out such a varied series of studies and special ijivestiga-

tions. The work at Devens centered on problems of segi-egation and standardization of indi-

vidual examinations. Dix did a large amount of careful statistical work on examination a
and studies correlating the army tests with existing methods of determining mental age. Lee
centered attention on inteUigence distributions and evidences of military value. The Taylor

staff presented several short methods of detecting low mentality and investigated the abilities

measured by the group skill test. The specific lines mentioned are suggested as showing the

differences in type of results reported. AH camps, nevertheless, gave data bearing on the general

significance of the army tests. It is due to their energy and perseverance that materials for

revision were available when the order for extension of psychological examining was given.

Numerous differences in procedure and interpretation may be traced to the fact that the

staffs were uniformly instructed merely in general terms. Many of the examiners called in to

administer the tests had had no instruction or previous practice in handling the work. Exam-
ination a was affected very little by the inexperience of examiners. The directions given for

administering the test were detailed and had been carefully standardized in advance. The
results of its administration are therefore comparable within the limits permitted by the character

of recruits examined and physical conditions surrounding the group at the time of examination.

Section Z.^Description of procedure in examination.

The original plan of examinations begun in September, 1917, called for a literacy test to

segregate literates and illiterates. The group was divided by this test into those who were
presumably able to do themselves justice in examination a and those who could not read suffi-

ciently well to indicate intellectual status in a test involving reading ability.

The "literate" group then proceeded to take examination a. A certain percentage of

this latter group making low scores on examination a was then recalled and given examination

6. This test used a different form of the same blanks used in examination a. Tests 1, 2, and 10,

(directions, memory span for digits and number comparison) were omitted. The time allowed

was approximately doubled. The directions were not read aloud by the examiner.
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Those failing to make a satisfactory score on the literacy test were given the group skill

test (Stenquist). Men failing in any of the above tests were called back and given individual

examinations. The tests provided for this iiidividxial examination are given in detail ia the

first revision of the Examiner's Guide. (See pp. 123, ff.) Stanford-Binet, Point Scale, and Pint-

ner-Paterson materials were not supplied examinere and were not authorized parts of the army

inteUigence examinations at this time. The original plan also contemplated recalling men of

superior ability for individual examination. Time and opportvmity to develop this portion

of the general method were not offered during 1917.

Section 4.

—

Segregation of various grades of illiterates.

The most frequent and insistent objection to psychological examining rested on the inter-

ference with training programs. It was readily and early demonstrated by the psychological

staffs that the group examining caUing one thousand to two thousand men a day interfered very

little with this training of troops. It was never successfully shown, however, that the contin-

ued recalls necessary to give examination I, the gi-oup skill test, and individual examinations

were so essential that repeated interference with company maneuvers should be permitted.

The Devens staff succeeded in recalling one or two groups a week for examination h and gave

practically all the individual examinations indicated. The other three camps departed widely

from the original program of examining. Such changes as were made in the four camps were

aU planned to reduce the time necessary to report a score for each recruit and to make final

recommendation on ilhterate and low-grade cases.

Three phases of the segregation problem resulted. The original Hteracy test that consti-

tuted a part of the fall examining program was expected to provide a means for the segregation

of literates and nonhterates, and also a literacy grading for all semUiterates and literates.

The urgent necessity for rapid handhng of groups and avoidance of recalls emphasized the need

for a brief segregation test. The probabihty that many who passed this test still failed to do

themselves justice in examination a because of hmited reading knowledge suggested the advisa-

bihty of giving a literacy grade along with the score. The tliird consideration was based on the

conviction that men xmable to write their own letters, to read the newspapers, or imable to make
a score in examination a indicating their level of abUity because of ilhteracy, should be credited

only with the score that their combined hteracy and intelligence levels produced; that is, the

additional literacy rating was not necessary for Army purposes, except in those cases where

inability to read Enghsh resulted in no score or an extremely low one.

The Devens staff made extensive investigations to estabhsh a more definite hteracy grading

for all recruits than that afforded by the original test. At the same time they desired to make
it so that by rapid inspection proper segregation would also be provided. The Camp Dix staff

selected the dictation method primarily to provide for rapid segregation. Lee and Taylor

aiming at segregation only, used reading abihty as determined by questioning and supplemented

this by inspection of attempts made on examination a. These three camps, therefore, ceased

using the literacy test early in the examining program. No careful check was made during

the fall to determine the actual difference in standards as used in the four camps. Ap-
proximately fifth to sixth grade hteracy was used at Camp Devens. The methods in use

at the other camps are indicated below ;^ they probably segregate at about fom-th grade

literacy'

.

The task of separating the illiterate and semi-literate from the hterate was recognized

previous to the fall examining in the Army. It had been shown conclusively that a large per-

centage of men, especially in National Guard camps, could not do themselves justice in exami-

nation a on account of inability to read. A literacy test adapted from the Thorndike

Reading Scale to be given previous to examination a was prepared and sent out as a part of the

equipment of each staff. Its origin and a description of the tost are given on page 347 of this

volume. Insti-uctions to examiners stated that this test, in addition to segregating the two

groups, would give a grading on literacy for those making a score on the test. These scores,

' See page 473.
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including zero literacy, were to be recorded on individual record cards. This information was
available for use in reports on individual cases when desired by company commanders. In the

following discussion we shall refer only to those alternative methods that were tried and discarded

or were used in segregating groups in the fall of 1917.'

Two general reasons may be presented that led the foui- camps to discard this literacy test

or to attempt to find substitutes therefor. The necessity for speed and prompt and expeditious

handling of groups was the first difficulty encoimtered that led to the shortening of the prelimi-

nary questioning. Extra blanks were needed to give this test, and these had to be collected and

scored: in the meantime the men would become restless, and gi-een examiners feared losing

control of their groups. No satisfactory scoring or inspection procedure was developed that

hastened the manipiilation of this test. In the second place, as the test was arranged, it proved

difficult to standardize and gave results that seemed ambiguous. The standards set were too

high. The test failed to "get over," frequenth' even in the case of men who made average

scores or better on examination a. On the other hand, several reports on the use of the literacy

test indicated that it apparently operated as a rough intelligence test, thereby tending to

remove men of low intelligence whatever their degree of literacy. It did not perform satisfac-

torily either of the operations intended.

A number of different methods was tried out in the attempt to obtain a satisfactory pro-

cedure in the segregation of those who could not do themselves justice in examination a. At
Camp Lee the examiners first tried the method of picking out only those who could do no more

than \mte their name and age. These men were asked if they read their own letters or wrote

letters home themselves; if they did they were sent back and allowed to try examination a.

During the third test of examination a the examiner inspected papei-s and those who were doing

little or nothing were sent to the group skill test. A number of other suggestions was made as to

procedure in attempting to solve the segregation problem. These were primarily attempts to

find short scoring and inspection methods suitable.for detecting men who would make low scpres

in examination a.

Early in November a new literacy test, prepared by Dr. T. L. Kelley, was tried out at

Camps Lee, Devens, and Dix. A dL^cxission of this test will be found on page 348 of this part.

From this account it is evident that this test showed no advantages over the original literacy

test. It was therefore not used after the preliminary trials.

The Devens literacy test and the Dix dictation test are discussed in connection with the

accoimt of the segregation procedures in these two camps.

Camp Lee.—The final segregation procedure agreed upon at Camp Lee may be described

somewhat as follows: When all the men were seated the examiner said, "All those who do not

read and write put down their books and come to the front of the room." Many underetood

these directions and came immediately; others were pointed out by men who knew them and
who knew that they could not write their own letters or read the newspapers. After these men
were picked out examination a was begun. The examiner and his orderlies selected other

men who were unable to fill in the information desired at the top of the examination a blank.

During the arithmetic test the examiner and orderlies again had opportunity to inspect the

papers. Men who were not showing any evidence of ability to handle the simplest items in

this test and the preceding ones were sent at once to the group sicill test.

The psychological staff at Camp Lee foimd their segregation problem complicated by the

presence of both foreigners and native illiterates in considerable numbers. At Devens the

foreigners were the more numerous. Demonstration methods received greater attention at

Devens and Dix than at either Lee or Taylor on this account. The findings on the original

literacy test correspond, nevertheless, quite closely to those found at Lee.

Camp Taylor.—Camp Taylor reported no systematic trial of the original literacy blanks

along the fines originaUy planned. The instructions issued at the time examining on a large

scale began in November were based on tho experience of the other camps and are as foUows:

' See In general, chap. 5, Methods of Segregation and Tests of Literacy, pp. 347, ff. of this volume.

121435"'—21 31
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Each literary test paper [the blanks of original literary test] will be examined briefly as it is taken from the man

who has written it. As an examiner or his assistant picks up a paper he will note whether the heading has been filled

out and at least one or two words identified . If no words have been identified on the sheet the man will be questioned

briefly.

Any man who has written his name legibly in the proper space on the literacy test, even though he has not

identified a single word in the list to be marked, will be held for the group intelligence test if he declares, upon being

questioned, that he can read the newspaper and write his own letters to the folks at home.

The man who is unable to read and ^vrite will be directed to step to the end of the room and get in line with

the others there. Ab soon as all literacy test papers have been coDected, the line of illiterate men will be marched

to the mechanical skill teste.

On November 5, 1917, the office of the Surgeon General in a letter to Camp Taylor stated

that it was extremely important that staffs develop successful procedure for segregating the

literates and nonliterates. The report of Camp Taylor on the 25th of December summarizes

their experience. It is quoted in full:

In view of our experience here we recommend that no specific literacy test be used. The time required for

passing out the literacy test blanks, giving the instructions, and then gathering the papers up is in itself a great waste

in view of the fact that the illiterates who can not take the test are removed practically as certainly by the method

we have been using here. We ask, as soon as a group is seated and ready for the test, that all "men who can not

read well enough to read an ordinary newspaper or who can not write well enough to \\-rite their own letters to their

friends" stand up and pass to the rear of the room, in order that they may be taken to ''an examination of a little

different sort." Mentioning the fact that they are to be taken to another examination keeps those who would try to

escape by feigning illiteracy. The great objection to the literary test is the time required to score the papers and

then match up the scores ^vith the score in intelligence or skill. The company commanders have shown no interest

whatever in the "degree of literacy." It seems to us an absolute waste of time and energy to use any other than our

common-sense method of sorting, together mth the sorting that results from the intelligence examination itself.

Inspection of the papers during the progress of examination a enabled the examiners to

send a few others to the examination for illiterates. No special efforts were made to produce

a new group literacy test.

Oamp Devens.—The original literacy test was used as the main procedure for the segrega-

tion of recruits at Camp Devens. That it served materially to reduce the nimibers of low-

grade men given examination a is indicated by the fact that of 18,000 men examined, 264, or

only 1.5 per cent, fell below 50 in examination a. At the same time it appears that the distinc-

tion as made by this test did not closely follow grade differences as reported. Evidence is

presented elsewhere (see p. 347) to show that the grade standards assigned to the original literacy

test were too severe, due in part at least to the elimination of the preliminary demonstration

form. Data obtained at Camp Devens indicated that almost half of the men would be forced

to take the gi'oup skill test if all men below sixth grade literacy as determined by the literacy

test were eliniinated from exanaination a. In order to avoid this, the Devens staff planned to

be very liberal in scoring literacy and aimed to retain all men who could be expected to do

"half respectable
'

' work in examination a. Evidence presented indicates that this "liberality"

meant in fact approximately fom'th to sixth grade literacy, wath a fairly wide range of variation.

Camp Devens imjnediately began to experiment with other methods of segregation than

the original literacy test. A suggested alternative to the regular literacy test was to send

to the skill test room men whose record of schooling was less than seventh grade and who
obtained a score of less than 5 on test 1 in examination a. Considerable data were presented

to indicate that this method sends to the skill test practically all who would obtain a score

of less than 100 in examination a. The most important step in the attempt to solve the segre-

gation problem was made at this oamp. Several new tests were devised, and one which is

described on pages 349 to 354 of this volume was standardized for school children. This test

was used to some extent in the actual work of examining at Camp Devens. It was carefully

standardizcid for later use on adults at Devens and Dix.

Another equivalent method was used. A large revolving disk was placed at the entrance

to the examining room. On the disk were a number of commands that could be obeyed by
simply pointing to large drawings printed on a card near the disk. Each man was expected
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to read the directions and to point to the appropriate drawing. This method was not oxten-
sirely used because it gave segregation merely, and not a hteracy gradation. A modification
of the original literacy test was also tried. This consisted in the omission of written instructions

and the use of blackboard demonstration. No definite results were reported.

Camp Dix.—A carefully summarized statement of the relation between the results of the
literacy test and examination a on 307 cases was reported by the Camp Dix staff. They con-
clude that the literacy test does not fairly eliminate those who can not read English from
the a examination. Certain material facts support this conclusion. Fifty-one per cent of the
entire group received grades of or 2 in Uteracy and would therefore have been eliminated

from the a examination. Nine per cent of those scormg zero and 46 per cent of those scoring 2

in hteracy exceed the median of the entire group in examination a.

The staff at Camp DLs concluded after actual experience with the test:

It is doubtful whether we may expect to develop for immediate use a satisfactory test which will form a basis

for distinguishing different degrees of literacy and at the same time be adapted for use in the rapid preliminary division
of men for the group test. To meet the first requirement we probably need a longer test; to meet the second a
very brief test. It is believed that the literacy test as given in the Examiner's Guide is tinsatisfactory.

Considering the information given in the regular intelligence examinations and that available in the personnel
office, one may doubt whether a gradation in literacy, such as that proposed, is worth the effort necessary to obtain it.

And, if it is highly desirable to obtain such information, one would think that it might best be obtained by a somewhat
more extensive examination in the regular intelligence series.

It is believed that the chief purpose of the preliminary group examination should be that of selecting (1) those
who can profitably be examined by group methods which necessitate an elementary knowledge of the English language
as printed and written as well as spoken and (2) those who must be examined by group methods requiring little or no
knowledge of English and by the indi^idual examination method.

For experimental pin-poses, Dix modified instructions for giving the literacy test. In one
modification the directions were read aloud. In another the printed directions were folded
back and the men were instructed orallj' to ch'aw a line under every word that meant an animal.
The result seemed to indicate that the complication in the instructions of the original form
prevented the test from measuring the lower degrees of literacj^ A third form omitted all

reading material except the four lines of test words. A demonstration blackboard with dem-
onstration material similar to the test material was used.

In order to attain the second result desired—namely, the discovery of a brief test which
will segregate those unable to do themselves justice in examination a from those who can prop-
erly take the examination—a dictation hteracy test was proposed. The form first reported was
tried on a small group and seemed to the Dix staff to have the evident advantage of simplicity.

It, offered the further possibiUty of keeping away from the test situation as far as possible in the
first work with a group. This seemed to be necessary, since the examiners reported that many
of the men did not become at ease until after the completion of the hteracy test. Since the
preliminary trial of this test seemed to give good results, careful instructions for its use were
dra-wn up. (See account of this test, p. 348.) The dictation literacy test was adopted as the
main procedure for segregating hterates and nonhterates at Camp Dix dm-ing the fall examining.

Section 5.

—

Testing semiliterates, illiterates, and non-EnglisJi speaking recruits.

We have indicated above the process of segregation. Those considered sufficiently literate

to take examination a proceeded to take that examination. In practically all cases a certain
percentage of men tried examination a and failed to make the critical score. As a result of

segregation and examination a, four classes of recruits remained to be given further examina-
tion—those who failed to make a satisfactory score in examination a (these may have been
either unable to read rapidly enough or men of low-grade intelligence) ; the semihterate who were
spUt off by the preliminary segregation process; the ilhterate; and the non-English speaking
who have not learned to read English. A fifth group also must bo considered in the general
discussion. Examination a lays considerable emphasis on speed of performance. Tliero is

probably a small group of individuals who read well and are to bo considered of average intelli-
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gence or above, but who can not make the score corresponding to their inteUigence level

because of the speed requirement. Examination b giving longer time to certain of the tests

was designed to retest this group. It will be discussed later.

The percentage of recruits by company xmits imable to make satisfactory ratings on exami-

nation a ranged from per cent to 50 per cent, depending on the character of the gi-oup under-

going examination. The total average percentages given examinations other than examina-

tion a because of detected low Uteracy are: Devens, 20.4 per cent; Dix, 8.6 per cent; Lee, 17.7

per cent; Taylor, 7.4 per cent. (See p. 489 of this report.) As stated above, the men
faUing in examination a were retested with examination b, with the group skill test, or by

methods devised for individual examination. All who were ehminated by segregation methods

above described took either the group skill test or individual examination or both.

The definition of failm-e to pass the examination for hterates remained open. Camp pro-

cedme varied according to the opinions of examiners, the tentative standards of line officers,

or even in obedience to limitations of space and time. At one time in the course of the work

one camp sent to group skill examination men who made below 100 points in examination a;

another sent those who made 60 or less; a third, those who made 30 or less; and the fourth

camp only sent to gi-oup skill those making less than 20 in examination a. This particular

critical point concerns those recruits who had been previously judged hterate. The ehmina-

tion of examination b made it necessary to re-examine low-score men from examination a with

group skill or individual examination.

It was necessary to make reports on imexpectedly large niimbers of men thus eliminated

from examination a. Companj^ commanders needed more than the simple statement that

these men were too ilhterate to take the regular examination or imable to read orders and in-

structions issued in the military service. The individual examination methods given in the

Examiner's Guide would not enable an examining staff to report results expeditiously on such

large percentages of the recruits. The Stenquist construction test was suggested as a means

of testing these men in groups or singly. (See Examiner's Guide, first revision, pp. 146 f;

and pi. 12, p. 91.) It constituted, therefore, part of the equipment of the foiu" camps and is

referred to in Examiner's Guide as group skill test.

The size of groups that could be examined by this performance test varied according to

physical equipment, space, and number of orderhes. As high as 60 or 75 men were often exam-

ined at once by this group method for ilhterates. Relatively few men failed to show interest

in the test and to make an attempt to do some portion of the test. Some score was therefore

obtained for all recruits by the combined use of examination a and the construction test.

Special difficulties arose in connection with the handluig of this test. The breakage of parts

was considerable. Efforts to force pieces together twisted and deformed parts of a miit so that the

subject who followed lost time and score in attempting to assemble the object. Previous ex-

perience with the objects could not be entirely controlled, and so far as investigation went seemed

to be an important factor m final score. The taking apart of objects and the scormg could not

be made sufficiently mechanical and both mast be completed before a second group could be

examined. The tendency to watch someone else for cues was so strong that special partitions

were necessary to prevent cop3nng (pi. 12, p. 91).

In the foxu" cantonments 14,610 men were examined by this method. The statistical results

are giv^en elsewhere. Technical criticisms of the tests have also been discussed. The method
gave a rough estimate of intelligence and enabled examiners to report some special information

concerning each man e.xamined. The actual significance of the test was not deternuned satis-

factorily. (See ch. 2, pp. 321 ff, and ch. 6, pp. 363 ff.)

The failure of the skill test to correlate highly with any of the usual tests of general intel-

ligence and to correlate satisfactorily with officers' estimates and performance of recruits ui mili-

tary duties, led the four staffs to seek other group methods of testmg "illiterates." The dif-

ficulties of administration mentioned above directed the attention of the Devens and Lee staffs

toward nonlanguage tests that could be given and scored like examination a. The Taylor and
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Dix staffs endeavoretl to continue the principle of the performance test by selectmg a battery

of tests that would yield higher correlations with the known measures of general intelligence

than did the Stenquist. The search for other tests for "iUiterates" materially modified the ex-

amination procedure in Dix. The other three camps continued the use of the original group

skill test. Taylor used to some extent a group cube and a dissected pictiu-e test for quick sm-veys

of groups waitmg for individual examuiation.

Lee used the group skill test in examining 8,049 men. The first several hundred were exam-

ined by its use according to original directions. It was then foimd necessary to increase the rate

of examuiing. Correlations of several sorts were nui and the staff decided to use one-half of

the number of tests and reduce the time to 15 minutes. The items used were A (wrench), B
(chain), D (bell), E (com holder), and I (lock).

After this trial of the grouj> skill Lee proposed the use of digit-symbol, symbol-digit and
picture completion tests ii; place of Stenquist. Examination a and the three substitute tests

correlated 0.76; short Stenquist and these three tests correlated 0.1.5 (47 illiterates). Work on a

new test for "illiterates" stopped at this point imtil late Ln December. A complete set of tests

for ' illiterates" was reported at this later date but ^^^th relatively few data on their validity as a

measure of intelligence. Devens also reported a complete new set of tests for "illiterate" %vith

considerable data for criticism and further use. (See ch. 6, pp. 367 ff.)

At the close of the preliminary experiments Camp Dix reported a number of variations on

the group skill test and suggested droppuig tests C (paper clip) , H (push button) , and J (mouse-

trap) . These are probabh' the more difficult items. By the elimination of these tests, mechanical

difficulties because of breakage and adjustments of the materials were greatly reduced. If

dropped, the total time allowed was to be reduced from 30 to 20 minutes. A preliminary scheme
of weighthig was also given as follows:

A
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Establishment of the basis of selection of men who should report for hidividual examination

proved to be a difficult problem. The critical score indicating failure and the resultmg necessity

for individual examination varied from camp to camp and was changed several times. Efforts

were made to give proper opportunity for each man to do his best and at the same time avoid a

large amount of repeated exammation. Men who made 40 points and even more in group skill

were recalled in some camps. Others set a standard of 20 pomts for recall. In exammation h

men making less than 50 weighted score were recalled and given mdividual exammation.

The methods of psychological examining m general use previoiis to the introduction of mental

testmg in the jlrmy were not at fu-st adopted for Army use. The tests and materials which were

supplied the exammers (see Ch. 1, Pt. II, pp. 299 ff) were planned for three piu-poses:

(1) The determination of the mental age and mtellectual ability of cases suspected of feeble-

mindedness. It was believed that specially trained psychologists coidd made these determina-

tions rapidly and subsequently make suitable recommendations for disposal.

(2) The detection of cases of emotional and mental instability. Preliminary data on cases

giving company commanders trouble in drill, discipline, etc., followed by the testing of these

cases by the psychologist, would be of great assistance to medical officers in the disposition of the

cases.

(3) The determination and moredefuiite specification of the special abilities of exceptional

individuals. However, a program to solve this problem was not developed during the fall of

1917. Considerable data indicated that the second task above mentioned could be made an im-

portant adjimct to the work of the neuro-psychiatrist.

Investigations to determuie standards and validity of tests for purposes described were made

m the simimer of 1917 prior to the beginning of work m the National Army. Over 400 individual

examinations were also made by the four staffs before beginning regular programs of examinmg.

None of the results from these preliminary try-outs was available to the camp examiners before

the latter part of November, 1917. The forms received then were based on only a small portion of

the data and were of little value to the staffs.

Establishment of contacts with camp authorities preparatory to group examining, the

more conspicuous nature of the service to be rendered by the mental classification resultuig

from the group procediire, and the dearth of uaformation on the sigToficance of the individual

testing methods provided led to several variations in procedure. Three camps did not use to

any extent the tests provided. Devens prepared norms and used them to a considerable

degree m testing for suspected feeble-mindedness. Dix used their battery of tests referred to

above. Taylor and Lee used largely the Stanford-Binet scale, the point scale, and the Pintner-

Paterson performance scale materials. Taylor, Lee, and Dix used the material in the Exam-
iner's Guide and other tests, largely according to the preferences of the individual examiners.

The methods of individual examining originally proposed proved less satisfactory on the

whole than the procedm-es for gxoup examinations. Furthermore it was difficult in several of

the camps to conduct individual examinations satisfactorily, and for this reason the nimiber

of individual examinations made was smaller than anticipated and the results less valuable.

The principal statistics of the work done during the fall of 1917 are presented briefly in

the accompanying table, which refers only to enlisted men. The figures include negroes as well

as' white soldiers from camps (Dix and Lee) in which these were examined:

Table 142.

—

Summary of results of individual examinations.
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It should not be understood tliat all cases referred to psychiatrists were thereby designated

as suitable cases for discharge. For example, of the 414 men referred from Camp Lee, 1.54, or

.37.2 per cent, were considered by the psychologists as imfit for the Army; the remaining 260

were referred as imfit for regular military duty but usefid for service battalions. Since there

was no service battalion at Camp Lee at this time, it was impossible for the psychiatrists to

follow the latter recommendation.

The extreme differences among the four camps are due cliiefly to local conditions. Thus in

Camp Taylor the examinations were made relatively late in 1917 and there was almost no oppor-

tunity for conductmg individual examinations. Otherwise five or possibly 10 times as many
men would have been examined. In Camp Dix, on the other hand, although examining was late,

a large number of the men was given individual examination by means of a special procedure

wliicli was devised in that station.

With reference to the number of men rejected because of mental deficiency as uidicated by
psychological examination, it should be stated that the figiu-es are misleading. They show
only the cases knoAvn to have been rejected on medical recommendations. In many cases men
designated as referred to psychiatrists failed actually to be examined by them be(!ause of transfer

or other reasons. Thus at Camp Lee, at tlie time the statistics of the table were compiled, only

154 of the cases referred had been examuied by the psychiatrists. Undoubtedly certain addi-

tional cases, possibly a considerable number, were ultimately rejected from the various caraps,

but even allowing for this addition the rejections on account of Lt^tellectual deficiency would not

exceed O.o per cent.

In this work psychological examiners had notlung whatever to do with the discharge of

mentally deficient men or even of recommendations concenimg the same. They were instructed

through the office of the Sm-geon General merely to report to the chief medical oQicer or to the

psychiatric officer all cases of low-grade mentality or suspected mental peculiarities.

Camp Devens reports a total of 243 cases referred to medical officers for special considera-

tion either in connection with assignment or recommendation for discharge. Of tliis niunber

36 had previously been referred by the psychiatrist to the psychologist. Tliis leaves a total of

207 men discovered by the psychological sm^vey of the men of the camp, wlio proved to be of

such mental level as to demaixd special study, special assignment, or rejection.

Reports of commanding ofilcers indicated that m 83.5 per cent of these cases (163 reported

on), the judgment of tlie company commander with respect to the military value of the indi-

vidual agreed with that of the psychological staiF. Of cases especially recommended by the psy-

chologists to tlie psychiatrists for examination, 55 per cent of 180 reported were accepted for

service. This mdicates that the psychologists' findings corresponded more closely with the

judgment of company commanders than with the action of the medical officers especially

responsible for mental problems.

Of 193 cases on wliicli definite report of action was received at Camp Lee, 56 per cent were

accepted for service by the psychiatrists. Lee also checked results of individual examining by

visits to the drill gromids and ci^nferences with company commanders. Officers were asked

to pick out men who were doing poorly in drill and these cases were called back for individual

examination. The distribution of 101 of these men is as follows:

Mental age
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taUons, tlie army woiild have profited by the separation of these relatively inefficient soldier

rom its combatant units.

Sample results of the work of the psychologist detailed at the request of the psycluatric

survey commission at Camp Lee were summarized as follows:

10 Above 10

The psychologist reported further concerrung the nature of the work:

It is interesting to note, however, that psychopathic cases have also been referred to determine the extent and

nature of intellectual deterioration. Some cases of suspected hysteria, dementia prsecox, aphasia, epilepsy, paresis,

psychopathic personality, and constitutional inferiority have also been referred. * * * The development of such

cooperation seems to be the most significant feature of the recent plan of detailing a psychologist to work with the

psychiatric commission.

We have stated above that the expected service of psychologists with reference to low-

grade men was completed when they had referred these men to the psychiatrist. However,

their recommendation concerning disposition was requested so frequently that it became a

matter of routme to indicate what seemed the best way of handling each case uadividually

examined. It was to be expected that closer agi'eement between the findings of the psychol-

ogist and those of compaixy commanders would exist than existed between psycliiatrists and
psychologists, for the pressure on medical men to retain all men with any possibility of becoming
soldiers did not extend in the same way to psychologist and company commander. These

reported only on their findings. The support given the psychiatrist by determinations of

mental age and reports of inaptitude from company commaiiders aided liim quite materially

in reducing the number of mentally deficient ineffectives in the Army.
A sample distribution will nevertheless indicate that many men passed on into the Army

who were below the mental age levels previously set as minima for adequate social functioning

in civil life. Of this total given below, 85 are Icnown to have been discharged. No data are

at hand on the disposition or the success, if still in the Army, of the 747 others.

Mental ages.
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the usefulness of the work depended on its results being in the hands of unit commanders before

the xmits were organized. Requests for information concerning companies, regiments, and
individual recruits required inunediate answers. Systematic procedure was often impossible.

The more rapidly and completely a command could be handled, the easier the admhiistration

of examining became and the more open-miaded were officers toward the usefuhaess of intelli-

gence ratings. Examination h seemed an imnecessary repetition.

The second consideration that led to the disuse of examination b arose from the findings

on it as a method. It is not oxu* purpose to discuss these results m detail at this point. It

seems more than probable that a modification of examination b, or, what is practically the

same thing, increased time on certain tests in examination a, would have met two important

objections to group examination a for literates. It was held that examination a was not fair

to those who are "slow but sure," and that the time was so short that the majority had no
opportmiity to try more than half or two-thii'ds of the test.' In other words, the feeliiig that

they had in nowise reached the limit of their ability produced among examinees considerable

real dissatisfaction with the examination as a whole. Statistical studies showed that examinar

tion b ought to be given to all who had taken examination a, if it was given to anj'.

Examination a was fiu-nished to the four cantonments with full scoring procedure, stand-

ardized norms, and detailed directions for its interpretation. No specific information on prac-

tice gains for examination b was available and no norms were fimiished for its use. The decision

to retain examination a without supplementary use of examination b seemed justified by the

situation met in the camps.

Examination b was therefore discarded as a part of the testing procedui'e in tliree of the

camps. Camp Devens continued to iise it during the fall work. They reported that with its

use they were able to reduce the number of indi%-idual examinations quite materially. It was

given once a week to men who had made between 30 and 70 iu examination a. If the

weighted score of the seven tests of examination b was 70 or more, the man was excused from

individual examination. By tliis means the amomit of individual exanunation required was

reduced to about half of what would otherwise have been indicated as necessary.

In the selection of high-grade men examination a exceeded the expectations of the staffs

m the fom- cantonments. The specific successes stood out as advertising media frequently

%vith rather alarming sharpness. It Avill be remembered that psychological examining began

early in October, 1917. A few scattered groups were examined late in September, but these

were groups selected at random, and primarily used for standardizing procedure and training

examiners. The troops examined had been in camp almost two months. They were relatively

few in number. As a result officers knew them and had estimated their abilitj' on the basis of

performance. Few auxiliary troop organizations had been established, hence there was an

abundance of good material for sjiecial duty, for noncommissioned officer positions, for squad

leaders, and assistant instructors in drill, aiad for teaching military regulations.

Into tliis locally adjusted situation psychological examining entered to pick its own clerks,

to select men for special organizations, and to point out both those who had made good and

those who would do so, as well as those who probably never would fit into the Army. The

results were imiform in all four cantonments. The selection of clerks by means of the psy-

chological examination from details sent the examiners for that pur])ose always brought com-

plaints from company commanders that their best men were being taken away from them,

that the leading men of the company were in the group selected as assistants to the examiners.

Efforts on the part of commauduig officers to organize new miits by selecting men according

to psychological score aroused similar ol)jections. In this early period requests from company

officers to designate their low-grade men were frequently received. It was soon discovered

that those requests followed close on an order to select and prepare for transfer out of camp a

' For discussion at similar objections raised in connection with the problem ot time limits for examination alpha, see ch. 9, pp. 415 fl.
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certain number of men. From 80 per cent to 90 per cent of the high-grade men, as recognized

by their own officers, could be positively identified by psychological examiners on the basis of

scores in examination a.

The advertising value of the results thus obtained served primarily to give the psychological

staffs confidence in theu- work. The amount of skepticism among psychologists was if anything

greater than that exhibited by persons only slightly familiar with such work. The striking

evidence from the results in the early examining was proof that the percentage of high grade

men needed for company organizations could readily be selected by this means. It became

evident that when the examiners gave the tests to recruits upon arrival the data would be

extremely valuable in the preliminary selection of noncoromissioned officers. The reports of

company commanders on the value of psychological scores for then- use, requested by the Gen-

eral Staff at the close of the fall work, indicate again and again that they could have made

extremely valuable use of scores in the initial organization of their companies.

Examination a therefore produced immediate restilts. Its success, as indicated above,

assured the acceptance of psychological examining so far as the merits of the proposition were

concerned. Numerous specific objections were raised. Many of these have been discussed.

They may be classffied as administrative difficulties, criticisms aimed at validity of results or

usefulness of results where considered valid, and technical criticisms of the tests themselves.

The first two types of criticism were important in view of the speed required in the organization

and training of divisions. Eepetition of argimient and even of demonstration were necessary

to prove that 1,000 to 1,.500 men could be }mt through the tests in the morning of a single day

and retimied in time for their afternoon drill. In the end the details of administration which so

often threatened to disrupt examining and to cause its forcible ejection or to bring it at least into

permanent disrepute were reduced to smoothly working plans.

Among the objections raised it was argued that, even though the results were correct and

gave evidence concerning the military value of men, this information should be obtained by the

company officers through contact with their men. The results could become actually harmful

if they prevented the close acquaintance of officers with their men. Such information had been

obtained by the officers, as shown by the close correspondence of results of the examination and

officers' estimates of their men. It was, therefore, obtainable in usual ways, hence there was no

necessity of biu-dening the Army with this additional cost ui time, money, and extra officers

and men to do the examining. The importance of such arguments is greatest where they refer

to small imits and small armies with abundance of opportunity and time for organization and

training. The arguments retain validity in so far as the final product of military efficiency is

measured by the close cooperation of officers and men. But, however the ultimate result to be

attained might be stated, it was apparent that camp examiners were saving time. They were

measuring one important quality of a soldier. Several others remained to be estimated and made
common knowledge. Much important work remained before company officers would properly

know their men. Armies were to be organized and it was necessary to know where exceptional

ability could be foimd when needed. It was quickly shown by psychological scores that such

ability was not evenly distributed. Extremely weak links in companies, in regiments, and in

divisions were discovered by the examiners. Two regiments differed widely in mental strength

within a single division. Psychological examining could point out weaknesses that extended to

differences between divisions. It not merely pointed them out but indicated the specific cause

where that was due to low intelligence. Numerous evidences of these inequalities are given in

chapter 14.

The technical criticisms of the tests and personal objections of subjects have been discussed

ra the early chapters of tliis voliune. A few may be noticed at this point, however. The mental
grip of many subjects seemed weak to them; they felt unable to mdicate their real ability and
beUeved that practice would increase their available mental power. This feeling produced two
criticisms—one that many officers and men had not been working at such o])erations as the tests

covered and the tests did not therefore adequately measure their practiced abilities; the other

that the time was so short for each sort of test that the subject was only faidy into the spirit
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of the test before he must stop and try to understand a different one. The slow man was un-

fairly treated; the unpracticed one could not marshal his skill and ability in the time allowed.

The importance of such criticisms for the future of testing in the Army was not overlooked. It

was necessary to make the essential fairness of the examinations plain to all concerned.

The psychological staffs pointed out to critics that two to four separate examinations were

often given the low-grade man before liis final score was obtained. Practice gains were meas-

ured; the reliability of examination a was calculated. Specific cases of officers or men con-

sidered utnusually rapid thinkers or especially slow thinkers were compared. Enough evidence

accumulated to show that personal estimates of quick or slow thinkers were not borne out by the

scores. Men of recognized ability made scores roughly equivalent to such ability in comparison

with those made by other men of different standing. Discrepancies occm-red also. It is impos-

sible to say that every man was measured accurately. Sufficient proof existed, however, to

substantiate the main body of results luid clearly to estabhsh the existence of errors of personal

judgment. It was further acknowledged that a man might have high intellectual ability and
still be useless out of or in the Army.

Section 8.

—

Special studies conducted in the camps.

Several detailed studies were made on different problems connected with examination a.

Ten psychologists, each with somewhat different interests and training, were assigned to each

of the four camps. The abundance of material, of clerical assistance at times, the novelty of the

methods, all tended to provoke inquiry into the natm-e and validity of the testing materials.

The principal work was in connection with the improvement of methods for semihterates, illiter-

ates, and foreigners, but, as stated, much study was given to the technique and signfficance of

group inteUigence examining.

Reference to the more important studies on the technical aspects of examination a will

indicate the nature of the investigations begun by the different staffs during the fall of 1917.

The material supplied for examination a contained five different forms. By this means,

coaching and other possibilities of cheating were probably reduced to the mioimiun. An entire

series of reports concerned the relative difficulty of these different forms. Comparisons were

made on the distributions of each form as a whole and detailed studies made of differences in

difficulty of each test in each form. Although 36,000 cases were distiibuted to determine the

relative difficulty of forms, no definite conclusion beyond the probability that form A was easiest

and form E most difficult was reached. The inability to obtain unselected grou].s probably

explains the reason for this failure. The method used, comparison of different groups with

separate forms, hinges on equality of ability in the groups. The result ])roves somev/hat con-

clusively that this method does not lead to a final statement of differences. The details of these

studies concerning forms are summarized in the chapters on methods.

Some seven or eight detailed investigations were mitiated to estalJish the relations of

examination a, examination i, group skill test, and the different procedures used in individual

examining. These necessitated working nimierous correlation coefficients and a large amoimt of

auxiliary statistical computation. Whenever a new test was suggested, as the grou]) perform-

ance tests at Dix, the Devens literacy test, the use of point scale, Stanford-Binet and Pintner-

Paterson jjerformance tests at Lee or the performance tests devised at Taylor to sejiarate age

groups at the mental age of 10^, it was correlated with the tests in use, on Army recruits and on

grou])s of known mental age or known mental abihty in civil institutions.

Examination a was also studied in its relation to different levels of intelligence. Its diag-

nostic value was measured for different army grades and correlations computed for its value in

comparison with officers' estimates. Several reports were prejiared on the relation of scores to

age, reported schooHng, salary, previous occupation, etc. Detailed studies were made of cer-

tain groups, notably the Three hundred and third Engineers at Dix and the Three hundred and

thirty-third Infantry at Taylor. A total of 106 special reports were pre]>ared and submitted

by January 1, 1918. Half as many more were in preparation and were completed during the

two following months.
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These investigations were at all times made secondary to the conduct of examining, estab-

lishment of relations with camp authorities, and immediate service to the existing organizations.

Nevertheless, the importance of these studies to the development of this new service in the Army
should not be imderestimated. They were necessary to assm-e the examiners themselves of the

essential soimdness of their methods. Investigations could not be made rapidly enough to

supply answers to questions and criticisms raised by officers and inspectors of the service.

Requests for additional assistance were often based on the reports of studies verbally commimi-

cated by members of the psychological staff. Conferences with commanding officers, in which

the results of these studies were presented, led to changes in methods of selecting candidate

officers and noncommissioned officers, to the reorganization of divisional units, and to the recon-

sideration by their superior officers of many officers and men. The importance of the reported

investigations for the later revision of methods is stressed in the section on methods.

Section 9.— Work of the clerical staff.

The necessity of an efficient and fairly extensive clerical staff to insure accurate and prompt

reports to the military authorities is evident. Even with the reduction in the task of scoring

papers brought about by the use of stencils, the work of grading separate tests, totaling scores,

and making up reports for company commanders, covering, perhaps, a thousand or more men
in one day, was no light task.

The clerical force was selected as far as possible on the basis of their scores in examination

a. A and B men were preferred. The staff of enlisted men used as orderlies, scorers, stenogra-

phers, recording clerks, filing clerks, supply clerks, and as assistants in individual examinations

varied from 20 to 65 or more. The number varied mainly according to the speed of examining.

The statistical treatment of resixlts, important for revision of method, was largely done by the

psychologists when not examining recruits.

No single method was in use to insme the minimum of error in scoring, recording, and

reporting results. The general principles of checking results were put into operation, and

from reports on errors seemed to be successfully applied.

Full reports containing names and scores were made to company commanders, to the

Washington office, and were also kept on file in the office of the psychological staff in the camp.

Statistical and graphical siunmaries were made and reported to regimental and divisional

commanders. These are reproduced in part in the section on results (Ch. 14).

Section 10.

—

Summary of camp activities.

The discussion of the psychological examining in the fall of 1917 and the presentation

of the results involves two main considerations. It is essential to remember in the following

presentation of statistical results and estimates of values that many new and unexpected condi-

tions had to be met. The foregoing account presents only the more important of these. Many
changes in examining procedure and in camp conditions not enumerated necessitated slight

modifications of the work. These though not affecting the practical aspects of the examining

do make it impossible to present a finished statistical summary.
In the second place the fall work was deliberately experimental in method and in practical

application. We have endeavored to show the main lines of this experimentation.

First the problem of illiteracy in its various degrees was encountered. Examinations a

and b, requiring an undetermined ability to read English, could not be used to measure approxi-

mately 20 per cent of the recruits. The methods of individual examining supplied and the

available standard methods, with one exception, required at least the ability to speak and under-

stand English. The group skill test and certain of the tests for individual examination were
prepared to meet this difficulty. This problem when faced in the four cantonments broke up
into three parts. By what means could those unable to record their real mental age by scores

in the examinations for literates be detected ? Was it necessary to obtain and report a literacy

grade for any or for all recruits? Were the methods supplied for testing the semiliteratc, the
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illiterate, and the foreign speaking adequate? We have summarized the efforts of the staffs

to answer these. The literacy test supplied proved inadequate. All four staffs finally adopted cri-

teria such as ability to write one's name or to read a simple sentence, or the lowest possible positive

score on the literacy test, as the point of segregation. The degree of literacy obtained by these

methods probably differed quite -widely. They nevertheless had one point in common; they
enabled examiners to segregate groups rapidly. Three staffs answered the second question

by making no special report on the literacy of recruits. The Camp Devens staff invented and
standardized a new method for giving literacy grades to all recruits. The methods supplied for

testing the group of "illiterates" did not prove satisfactory. The group skill test was not

testing abilities similar to those tested by examination a; the individual examination methods
were only partly suited for testing foreign speaking and actual illiterates. The necessity for a

group examination that would test the "illiterate" group and give results more nearly com-
parable to the results of examination a was clearly demonstrated.

In the second place the detection of the feeble-mmded and those unfit for military service

because of inadequate intelligence proved to be possible. The fotu* different staffs demonstrated
that they could be valuable assistants to medical and line officers in handling these cases. The
need for additional methods for individual examining came out definitely in connection with
efforts to test "illiterate" and non-English speaking with such standard methods as the point

scale and Stanford-Binet.

Finally the method of examining men m groups for intellectual status was fully and satis-

factorily demonstrated.

The immediately practical results of the work of the psychological examiners during the

fall examining were primarily demonstrations of the variety of ways in which their services

could be made useful, rather than of the amounts of such practical service. They demon-
strated the usefulness of the tests in selecting high-grade men, in picking out the mentally

deficient and men of low military value, in detecting wide variations in the mental strength

of companies, regiments, and divisions, in forming units of uniform, superior, or inferior in-

tellectual abUity, and in the analysis of cases presenting various peculiarities of behavior,

such as sununary and general court-martial cases or cases unable to learn drill or other mili-

tary duties.





CHAPTER 14.

SUMMARY OF DATA CONCESNING GEOUPS EXAMINED.

Section 1.

—

Limitations affecting consideration of results.

The account in the preceding chapter of conditions underlying intelhgence examining in the

first foiu- cantonments should make it clear that results obtained must be considered as sug-

gestive rather than as conclusive. They may indicate probable directions of likeness or differ-

ence, which later experimentation may establish or disprove, but except where differences are

very striking can not be offered as final evidence. The main contribution of the fall work
must be recognized as having been made in the very direct ways of meeting immediate local needs

and of devising more effective means of meeting similar demands in the futxu-e. Planning

of work ^vith a view to complete and adequate presentation of results at the expense of such

direct service was strictly riiled out by the stress of the militaiy situation.

Accordingly, when the attempt is made to compare groups in the light of the results

obtaiued, numerous limitations appear which emphasize the fact that only large crude differ-

ences can be treated as significant. Finer distinctions must be lost sight of, because of the

uncertainty as to whether it is the groups which differ or the local background of selection.

In certain cases the cumulative value of comparisons made separately in each of the four sta-

tions adds contributory evidence of value. For example, if branches of the service are being

considered, and it is found that tlie differences, even though slight, are in the same direction

for all camps, interpretation regarding the relative standing of these branches mider the condi-

tions wliich obtained during the fall seems relatively safe. If, on the other hand, there is

variation in rank order, this may mean either that the groups are quite different in the different

camps or that irregularities of procedxu-e obscured the comparison. For this reason it is espe-

cially important that consideration of results be not limited to the summarized total for all four

camps. A certain interest attaches also to the possibility of checking the reliability of sug-

gested differences by comparing these with results secured later with more adequately devel-

oped methods, thus obtaining a still more important weight of cumulative evidence.

The limitations which affect the interpretation of results determine largely the method of

presentation of material. The necessary adjustments made in the treatment of the data will

be discussed later. At this point we shall merely note the main lines of limitation.

One basic limitation is due directly to the character of the exandning methods, the fact

that examination a presupposes a certain degree of literacy in English, and that a consider-

able niimber of men were, therefore, eliminated from the possibility of measmement
by this examination. Unfortimately men are lost in varying proportions from different

groups, so that this loss can not be treated as a constant factor. Moreover, as has been indicated,

the methods of segregation were sufficiently variable from camp to camp, and from one time
to another within the same camp, so that the men eliminated can not be thought of as even a
definite type of case. In other words, it is not possible to drop them from the groups and com-
pare the remainder as representing the literates of all groups, with any intention of implying

that the same thing is meant by "literates" in all cases. It has been shown that the standards

of literacy set up as prerequisite for examination c varied from an approximation to sixth

grade requirements to little more than ability to write one's name. To complicate the problem
fiu-ther there is the fact that in the early period of the work certain gi'oups were examined com-
pletely by examination a, as, for example, the major part of the Three hundred and third

Engineers at Camp Dix. From the data alone we should bo led to infer that these men w-ere,

therefore, all literates. In later discussions we shall use the term "illiterates" to designate

cases ehminated on the ground of illiteracy, without meaning to indicate that the proportions

487
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of these can be used as an actual basis of comparison of percentages of illiteracy in the various

groups. The numbers are offered rather as necessary descriptive background and as a check

on interpretation of resiilts.

Another main type of limitation is that due to variations in the general conditions of

examining. Groups were examined vnih varying degrees of completeness, the selection being

sometimes such as to afford probably a random sample of the whole and sometimes affected

by a very definite bias of some sort. An important illustration of the latter type of variation

is the case of Camp Taylor as compared with Camp Lee. The work of examining began late

in the former camp and as a result a considerable number of men, picked by their officers as

inferior, were known to have been ehminated from the division before the examining began.

No such selection occurred at Lee prior to the examinations. In fact, any man suspected of

low mentahty was especially, likely to be sent to the psychologists for examination. Obviously

this difference between the camps should not be overlooked, even though it is impossible to

o-auc'e it in quantitative terms in considering the results. Unfortunately in the majority of

cases the variations which existed were not known, or at least were not made a matter of record.

Still a third limitation of importance arose from the general characteristics of the Army

which was being examined—the fact that it was largely an unknown quantity from the military

point of view. For example, in considering branch of the service, we are deahng not vv-ith

established units of loio-'.vn efficiency but with organizations just assembled from the incoming

draft. Obviously we can not expect to obtain from such elements norms which could be used

as standards to indicate the needs of different branches. The most that can be hoped for is

descriptive material, yielding information as to what was actually selected for each type of

service. Unfortunately the groups are imperfect even for this use, since many of the units

were unfinished organizations. Before going into active service they both lost and gained

men, thereby possibly changing their character to a marked degree.

In presenting the data we shall foUow the original separation by camps for each type of

comparison offered. Except in case of the officers' training camp candidates data have been

confined to examinations given prior to January 1, 1918, although the fall methods were con-

tinued without radical change until the latter part of April, 1918. The totals given in various

tables will often fail to agree yviih one another, since it has been necessary to make up the

present statement from summaries made from the material at various stages of completion.

No attempt will be made to note these discrepancies in detail as they occur. Since it was

impossible to handle all the cards at one time and by a uniform method, such discrepancies

were inevitable.
_ ,- ,

Section 2.

—

Comiyanson of camps, enlisted men.

Within each National iVrmy camp it was expected that a series of divisions would be

formed and trained. The Seventy-sixth Division, National Army, was to be the first formed

from recruits sent to Camp Devens; the Seventy-eighth was to form at Camp Dix; the Eightieth

at Camp Lee ; and the Eighty-fourth, out of those drafted men sent to Camp Taylor. A perma-

nent camp organization consisting of a depot brigade, remount depot, camp quartermaster

unit base hospital, and a few smaller separate units was also to be organized at the same time

in each camp. Later changes in this general plan did not affect the organization of the camps

before the close of the fall examining.

Since these four camps, dra-v^ing from different sections of the coimtry, fm-nished the

material for the fall sm-'vey, it is of interest to know whether appreciable differences appeared

in the mental caliber of the different stations. Ultimately such iixformation regarding camps

would be of great importance to the Army. For example, a camp of relatively low caliber

should be expected to have an unusually large proportion of cases for discharge, assignment to

development battahons or labor organizations, etc. On the other hand, it should not be ex-

pected to furnish the same quota of men for officei-s' training schools, as a camp of superior grade.

In tables 144 and 145 we present the percentage distribution of scores of white enlisted

men from each camp, together with certain constants computed from these data. In table

144 those excluded from examination a on the groimd of illiteracy are included for consideration
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in the total, whereas in table 145 only those men who actually took examination a are included.

The two tables should not be considered without reference to each other. They serve to

illustrate quite clearly the type of problem which arises because of the elimination of illiterates,

and the necessary consequent adjustments in the treatment of data.

Figure 2 shows graphically the tlata of table 144 summarized by letter grades.

6.15^ I3.4«/. 52.5 7"° 9.1^ 4.9^13.9!^

ALLCAMP5

20.4io VAJ^lH 52.Ai^ 1 1.0°^ 7.0%

DEVEN5

6.6'/o 53< 9-6:^ 59-3'5^ 12.3^ -6.9?^

v//////////////m DIX.

17.7% <^1< AS.&'fo 67X36/,

LEL

JAJ' 50^ 14 47^ 56.6 tC 9.5% ABJ,

TAYLOR

ILLIT

VA
Fig. 2. Comparisonofcamps.showingpercentagoineachlpttergrade. Examination a. White enlisted :

Dlx, 10,936; Lee, 26,ft40; Taylor, 16,76.5.

Total, 65,267: Devens, in,S

Table 144.

—

Perceniarje distribution of scores by camps—examination a—enlisted men (while), all cases, including those

unable to lake examination a because of illiteracy .'

350-414
300-349
290-299
200-249
150-199
10O-H9
50-99
0-49
Eliminated as illiterate

.

Number of oases.

Median (Md.)
Upper quartile (Q«)'.

.

Range from Qj to Md.>
Percentage .\ or B

Devens,
Seventy-

sixth Divi-
sion.

11.0
15.2
19.6
17.6

10,926

Dix, Sev-
enty-eighth
Division.

12.3
IS. 1

21..

S

19.4

Lee, Eight-
ieth Divi-

sion.

11.1
16.0

18.7
16.5

Taylor,
Eighty-
fourth

Di%'ision.

15.7
21.6
21.3
14.4

16,765

All four
camps.

14.2
19.0
19.3
13.4

1 Medians are computed on the assumption that the cases eliminated as illiterate would have appeared in the lower half of the distribution;

upper quartiles on the assumption that they would have appeared below the highest quarter.

121435°—21- 32
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Referring to table 144 and figure 2 we note first the variation in percentages eliminated

as illiterate in the different camps, ranging from 7.4 per cent at Camp Taylor to 20.4 per cent

at Camp Devens. This precipitates at once the question whether we can take these data at

their face value and conclude that Devens is actually characterized by a peculiarly large per-

centage of ilUterates (including the foreigners illiterate in English), and whether the other

camps are characterized by the relative per cents indicated.

Two hues of evidence bear upon this point. Tlie first of these is drawn from the known

facts regarding procedure, as given on pages 473 ff. chapter 1.3. It has been shown there

that the standard for segregation recommended by Camp Devens and tried out for at least

part of the time was higher than that used consistently by any of the other camps. Camp
Lee, on the other hand, set up very nearly a minimal requirement. When, therefore, we find

Camp Devens credited with 20.4 per cent illiterates as compared with 17.7 per cent for Lee, it

seems probable that this is more significant of differences in standards of segi-egation than of

differences in numbere of "illiterates."

We note also, as shown clearly by figm-e 2, that, whereas Camp Lee has both a large pro-

portion of illiterates and a large proportion of D and E men left over after elimination of the

so-caUed illiterates. Camp Devens has a large proportion of illiterates, but a very small pro-

portion of D and E cases as compared not only with Camp Lee but with Camps Dix and Taylor

as well. This fact suggests that the high literacy standard of Camp Devens operated to exclude

considerable numbers of the men of inferior intelUgence. This probability reduces the signifi-

cance of the data concerning relative numbers of men maldng low scores in the various groups.

If the group actually excluded from examination is to be treated as an integral part of the

whole, certain assumptions regarding the mentaUty of these oases become necessary. The

assumption which seems best justified is that such cases would mass toward the lower portion

of the intelligence scale. Results obtained later by the use of examination beta, 'lesigned for

illiterates show that this is the case to such an extent that the number of men eliminated

making scores above the average is small in comparison with the total and that the number

making scores above the upper quartile is negligible.

One conclusion following upon this assumption is that the significance of percentages

makino- given scores for intelligence increases toward the upper portion of the intelligence

scale. Stated in other terms we can compare the groups with respect to the proportions of

superior men with a reasonable degree of accuracy, whereas we can not, from the present data,

compare them vdih reference to their proportions of inferior men. Accordingly we have shown

in table 144 the percentages of men making A and B grades, and would call especial attention

to the relative lengths of the bars representing these two grades in figure 2. From this point

of view the order of the camps from best to poorest is Dix, Devens, Taylor, Lee, although the

difference between Dix and Devens (1.2 per cent) is too small to emphasize.

Comparison of groups in terms of some measure of central tendency seems also desirable.

We have chosen the median for this purpose since it was possible by this means to compare

total groups, assmning that the cases excluded for iUiteracy would fall in the lower half of the

group. Medians computed thus are shown in table 144. Here, again, the order of excellence

of the camps is Dix, Devens, Tayloi", and Lee, shomng in this case a marked superiority for

Dix and only a sUght difference between Devens and Taylor. The upper quartiles, which are

less affected than the medians by the uncertainty regarding the "illiterates," show the same

order, with Devens approximating more closely to Dix and more widely separated from Taylor.

Lower quartiles were not computed, since the assumption that the excluded groups would fall

in tlie lowest 2.5 per cent seemed quite unjustified. Instead of offering the quartile deviation

(semi-interquartUe range) as a measure of dispersion we therefore show the range from the

median to the upper quartile. If we could assume the distribution to be symmetrical this

measure would be identical with the quartile deviation. Since we have no data in support of

this assumption we offer this as indicating merely the range of variation for that portion of the

scale which we are justified in considering. The measure indicates a slightly wider scatter of

cases toward the upper end of the scale in the case of Lee and Devens than in the case of Dix

and Taylor.
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If we t\irn to table 145, wliicli differs from table 144 by the fact that oiily cases who actually

took examination a are considered in finding percentages and in computing constants, we note

that the only change in order of excellence of camps occure between Dix and Devens, Devens
taking precedence to a slight degi'ee by this method. This order holds whether we consider

percentages of "superior" (A and B grade) cases, medians, or upper or lower quartUes. The
quartde deviations do not differ from one another except for Camp Lee, which shows a slightly

greater amount of dispersion than the other camps.

The outstanding facts concerning the relative mental status of the four camps appear,

therefore, to be the following: (1) On any basis of comparison Camp Lee is clearly indicated

as the lowest of the four; (2) similarly on any basis of comparison Camp Taylor stands next in

rank, though not alwa}'s sharply contrasted with the camp next above it. In view of the

facts mentioned previouslj- regartling elimination of an appreciable number of low-grade cases

before <iny examining was done at Camp Taylor, it seems safe to conclude that the relative

standing of this camp was at least as low as the results indicate. It may, in fact, have approxi-

mated more closely to the position of Camp Lee than is indicated. (3) The relative precedence

of Dix or Devens is determined l>y the basis of comparison used. By the one which compares

total groups and wliich appears the more justifiable at least a slight superiority in favor of

Dix is indicated.

Table 145.—Percentage distribulion of scores by camps: Examination a—Enlistedmen (white)—Literate cases only.

Score.
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men of the several camps, as well as the percentage distribution of the total actually reported

from all four camps. The final column shows the percentage distribution of a total made up
of the foiu" camps so combined that equal weight is assigned to each. It is evident from the

table that it makes little difference in this case which method of combining is used.

Figure 3 presents graphically the percentage distributions of the four camps. Superim-

posed on the distribution for each camp is that for the four camps averaged. Though com-

parison of camps is not our pm-pose at this point, it is of interest to bear in mind the status of

each camp with reference to the whole. Certain conspicuous differences in type of cm^e also

appear. Means, with their probable errors and standard deviations, are indicated on each

figure and given also in table 147.

In spite of all limitations which have been noted on the completeness and the random
character of these samples they nevertheless represent more nearly than any data on menta
measurements hitherto available random samples of the adult male population. A« such

they should be of great service in furnishing standards of reference for use in interpretation

of other groups.

Table 146.

—

Percentage distribution of scores by camps: Examination a—Enlisted men (white)—Literate cases only.

Score.
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CAMP DEVEN6

Mean =I37.7±.40

NoC!>.ses = l<5270

Mea-n =1843+48

Ho.Ca.ses, =11380

CAMP lee:

Mea.n =I47.6±.37
o- = 81.8

No.C&ses -2 I 9 24

lio- ' aio- '

' '.sio- ' 4ic

CAMP TAYLOR

Mea»n
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Section 4.

—

Oomparison of branches of the service.

Table 148 presepts data on enlisted men of the various branches of the service. All

figures of this table have been obtained on the assumption that those segregated as "illiterate"

may be treated as falling in the lower half of the distribution and the complete groups thus

compared. The percentages eliminated as "illiterate" have been noted for each group, chiefly

for their value as indicative of the extent to which any given group was examined by a.

Within any given camp these figures doubtless indicate roughly the relative degrees of illit-

eracy of the various branches, in accordance with tlie standards of literacy set up for the camp
in question (see pp. 473 ff.). Exception to this statement should be noted in the case of the

Engineers at Camp Dix. Figures for this group regarding percentages eliminated as illiterate

are not comparable with those for other branches at this camp, since the Engineers weie

examined with an exceptionally high degree of thoroughness, and men who would ordinarily

have been segregated from the rest were retained in group examination a.

By reference to table 148, comparison of the various branches may be made on the basis

of median scores, upper quartiles, or percentages of superior (A and B) cases. Shghtly different

results would be obtained according as one or another of these measures is used, though they

do not differ widely in direction. We shall use the median as the main basis of comparison.

The relative excellence of the various branches within the several camps may be obtained

readUy from table 148. Comparison of the general trend of these results, as influenced by

the data from all four camps, is further facilitated by figure 4.

Table 148.

—

Examination a—Comparison of branches of the service by camps—Enlisted m^n {white)—Computations based

on all cases, including illiterates.

Camp and branch of sen'ice.

Devens:
Infantry
Machine Gun Battalions.
Field Artillery
Engineers. .

.

"

Field Signal Battalion
Sanitary Train
Supply Train
Ammunition Train

Dix:
Infantry
Machine Gim Battalions
Field Artillery
Engineers
Field Signal Battalion
Sanitary Train

Lee:
Infantry
Machine Gim Battalions
Field Artillery
Engineers
Field Signal Battalion
Sanitary Train
Ammunition train

Taylor:
Infantry
Machine Gim Battalions
Field Artillery
Engineers
Field Signal Battalion
Sani tary Train
Supply Train
Anunimition Train

.\11 four camps (based on actual totals):

Infantry
Machine Gun Battalions
Field ArtUlery ;

F.ngincers
Field Signal Battalion
Sanitary Train
Supply Train (2)

Ammunition Train (3)

All four camps (based on averages of percentages):

Infanirv
Machine un Battalions
Fifld A rtillcry

l\ niriueers

Field Signal Battalion
Sanitary Train
Supply Train (2)

Ammunition Train (3)

IS. 5
13.8
16.0
23.5

16.3
13.5
13.5
11.8

Upper
Quartile:

Qs.

Range:
Qa to Md.

15.2
11.1
18.1
20.6
50.9
23.6
13.9
17.0

17.9
13.2
20.7
16.6
42.1
25.6

12.1
11.0
14.2
27.4
46.9
30.1

12.8
11.1
14.0
18.6
45.2
25.4
11.1
14.9

13.7
11.3
15.2
19.3
43.8
25.2
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Field 5tG. Bn
237

5an. Train
\9A

E*NGirSEErR5
163

Tld. Artillery
157

Ammun. Train
155

IlSFAJSTT^V
144

Machine- Gun
145

5upPi:^ Train
138

DfiVE-NS 164
DIX 156
LEEr US

DBVE.HS 164.
DIX 1T9
L-ErE- 106

DEVETS»3 253
DIX 233
LEE- 219
TAYLOR 244

•—

r

PEVET^6 166

L&S 141
TAYLOR. 155

BEVENS 152
BIX 164
LE-E* UO
TAVLO^R 14-6

rJEVEISS 137
DIX 151
LErE- 151
TAVLOR 154

DEVETtS 163

TAVLOF-119

r'

1

I
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I
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I50
aCORE

200 250

Fig. 4. Median scores in examination a for various branches of the service. White enlisted men. The main bars outlinedin heavy hnes rep-

resent medians for combined data from ail four camps, each camp being given equal weight in the combination. Figures below the names of the va-

rious branches give the numerical values of these medians. Dotted lines represent the medians for the separate camps, the numerical values of which
aregiven besidethe names of thecamps.
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In this figure the dotted lines representing the medians of the various camp^ axe of impor-

tance as indicating the degree of variability from camp to camp, and accordingly the extent

to which the combined data correctly represent the separate camps. Reference to the graph

shows that the variation among the camps in absolute values of the medians for the various

branches is large, the most constant element of variability being introduced by the low scores

characteristic of Camp Lee. An extreme instance appears in case of the Field Artillery, where

the medians vary from 106 for Lee to 179 for Dix. The Sanitary Train shows the most

consistent results for the four camps.

Not only do the camps vary with respect to the absolute scores for given branches, but

they differ also to some extent with respect to the relative standing of the various branches,

and very markedly with reference to the degree of difference between branches. The order

of excellence, as indicated by the median scores, is as follows for each camp separately, and

for the combination based on averages of percentages from all four camps:
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It may be noted, further, that, even had such information been available, it would not

have provided the norms for the various branches so urgently needed if the psychological

examinations were to become practically serviceable in connection with assignment to branches

of the service. Data for such use could only be obtained from estabhshed units which had

been tried out and found to meet the needs of their respective branches. The early fall work
on the problem was particularly significant in settuag the problem and in showing the dearth

of information available for its solution. In addition to the mere differences in excellence, as

indicated by any of several measures, the possible importance of other types of difference was
also recognized; the fact that certain branches might recjuire a relatively normal distribution of

mental abihty, with the majority of cases massing about the average and a gradual dropping

off in either direction, whereas other branches might require a large percentage of high-grade

men and might at the same time be able to utilize a considerable proportion of relatively low-

grade cases, thus giving possibly a bimodal distribution. These problems await solution,

which could be reached, as has been said, only by study of \mits of known value. The impor-

tance of such information in meeting any future emergency is obvious.

Secttox 5.

—

-Comparison of organizations {regiments and companies).

Comparison of smaller organizations within the military system involves the problem of

inequality among units which have no apparent differences in function. Within a given

brigade of a given division, conspicuous differences between regiments would seem to represent

an element of weakness in the whole military organization, except in so far as the development

of a certain mmiber of "crack" regiments may be a part of the military policy. Similarlj',

marked inequalities of companies within a given regiment appear undesirable, since they intro-

duce difficulties in training and place unnecessarily heavy burdens upon commanders of low-

grade groups. A company which has a meager percentage of high-grade cases, moreover, is

seriously handicapped in providing suitable men for noncommissioned officers or lines of work
calling for superior abUity.

The service which the psychological examinations might render in connection with balanc-

ing of regiments and of companies mth reference to mental ability was early recognized and

pointed out. The lack of standards for units did not handicap this line of usefulness, as it

did the appUcation of psychological results to the assignment of men to various branches of the

service. The main thing of importance was to demonstrate the inequalities present at any given

stage of completeness of the organization. In case of a relatively incomplete organization

differences could be reduced or eliminated by proper selection of cases from the incoming

draft for assigimient to the various groups. In case of a relatively complete organization, on

the other hand, adjustments could only be made by shifting of men from one group to another.

The facts regarding inecjualities were brought to the attention of the military authorities

in the various camps, especially in the form of certain effective graphic presentations. In one

camp, at least, the experiment was tried, with certain organizations, of balancing, with these

data as one consideration. Such a use of the data grew in importance in the succeeding period

of the psychological service. In the present discussion of the problem we shall aim mainly to

show by a few representative samples the tj^e and degree of inequalities foimd.

In the material here presented our interest is mainly in comparisons inside the larger units

already chscussed. It follows naturally, from the differences which have been found to exist

V)ctween camps, that extreme discrepancies could be demonstrated by comparing regiments

from a superior camp with those from an inferior. These we do not wish to stress at this point,

although it should be remembered that they might contribute in important measure to the

unevenness of the line when divisions are side by side at the front, instead of being widely

separated from one another by the geographical locations of the various camps.
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We have even less interest, at this point, in calling attention to differences between regi-

ments of different branches of the ser^-ice. If it is desirable that there be different standards
for different branches it would follow that differences in the xuiits of the several branches must
e.xist. Thej should not, therefore, be thought of as contributing to inequality or unevenness
in the sense that we are here considering.

Table 149 presents data concerning the main regimental imits of the four divisions. In
the light of the foregoing statement it is evident that irregularities of the type we are discussing

may be observed by intercomparisons (1) of Infantry regiments and (2) of Artillery regiments
in the several groups. In making such comparisons it has proved especially illuminating to
call attention to two elements of the whole—i. e., the men making A or B grades, distinctly

superior cases mentally, and the men eliminated as relatively ilhterate. The importance of

having in each organization a fair percentage of superior men, able to assume responsibility and
exercise leadership on occasion, or, lacking the necessary qualities for leadership, at least com-
petent to handle complicated paper work, is readily recognized. A regiment which contains
as few as 4 or 5 per cent of such cases (see Table 149) would seem to have lost more than its

margin of safety from this point of view. On the other hand, the relatively "illiterate,"

which have been shown by later experimentation to include a preponderance of cases of low-
grade mentahty, may seriously clog the machiner}' of the organization, especially if the oro'ani-

zation does not require a large amoimt of work of the "laborer" type. Because of the obvious
importance of these considerations graphic presentation such as that of figures 5 and 6 has been
found useful in demonstrating the existence of such inequalities in the various camps. They
are offered here as illustrative of the differences which may exist between regiments of the
same branch in the same division.

The same point might be brought out by use of measures of central tendency—the mean
or the median. Reference to table 149 shows the existence of varibility as thus measured.

Table 149.

—

Comparison of regiments, hy camps, showing percentages relatively illiterate, percentages gradinn A
and mean scores in examination a—Enlisted men (white).

1. CAMP DEVENS (SEVENTY-SIXTH DIVISION).

Organization.
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Table 149.

—

Comparison of regiments, by camps, showing percentages relatively illiterate, percentages grading A or B,
and mean scores in examination a—Enlisted men (tohite)—Continued.

3. CAMP LEE (EIGHTIETH DIVISION)-

Organization.
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Table 150.

—

Comparison of companies in four infantry regiments showing percentages relatively illiterate and percentages
gradiruj A or B in examination a—Enlisted men (ichite).

1. SEVENTY-SIXTH DR'ISION.

Three hundred and first Inlantry. Three hundred and third Infantry.

Company.

Kachinegun.
Headquarters

Percentage
eliminated
as " illiter-

ate."

IB.S
3«.5
14.4
15.9

13.5
24.2
23.5
20.7
13.9
23.0
15.2

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

K
L
M
tfachinegim.
Headquarters

Percentage
Number of eliminated

cases. as "illiter-

ate."

28.8
16.5
28.

8

26.6
26.1
31.2
22.2
30.3
32.6
22.2
24.7
2&2
23.5

18.5
14.4
12.2
10.8
12.4
16.2
lo.«
10.3
14.2
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150.

—

Comparison of companies mfour infantry regiments shelving percentages relatively illiterate and percentages

grading A or B in examination a—Enlisted men (white)—Continued.

2. EIGHTIETH DIVISION.

Three hundred and seA-onteenth Infantry.
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ing types of groups: (1) Noncominissioned officere, (2) officers, (3) candidate officers in officers'

training camps. The data on the first of these groups were incomplete; for the latter two
groups, officers and officers' training camps, a representative survey was made.

DATA ON NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICERS.

Information regarding noncommissioned officers was difficult to obtain, since the majority

of these at the time of the examination were only acting corporals or sergeants and not permanent
appointments. At Camp Taylor, however, where examining was done late, records were obtained

for 243 corporals and 196 sergeants, picked at random from the various groups examined. Table

152 and figure 11 show the data on this group in comparison with the whole body of Taylor

enlisted men on the one hand and the officer group on the other.

TOTAU
Enlisted
MEN

(16765)

CORPORALS

SERGEAtfrS
(196)

OFTlCeRS
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essary information was not available to their officers at the time warrants were issued. The

importance of securing early returns from the psychological examinations and putting these at

the disposal of the company officers for their reference in connection with appointments follows

from these findings. The further problem which suggests itseK is that concerning the extent

to which the selection might have been improved by judicious use of the psychological results,

especially by reduction in the number of low-grade cases. This problem was not followed up

until the later period of psychological examining. In the light of later evidence the proportion

of C— , D, and E cases in these two groups seems over large.

It is further important to remember the actual relationship between the noncommissioned

officer group and the cormnissioned officers—the fact that appointment to the former rank may
be a step toward the latter.

' The noncommissioned officer group should therefore contain

much potential officer material. This relationship is illustrated by data from Camp Devens

on a special group of 176 sergeants who were admitted to officers' training camp. For this

group we find 74.4 per cent of A or B cases, only 1.1 per cent of C— cases, and none of lower

grade, and a median score of 291. These show a distinct superiority to the random selection of

sergeants reported above, indicating the selection of picked members of the noncommissioned

group for officers' training camp.

DATA ON OFFICERS AND ON CANDIDATE OFFICERS IN OFFICERS' TRAINING CAMPS.

Comparison of enhsted men with officers is made possible by extensive data obtained from

the four camps. The importance of this material can hardly be overestimated for its bearing on

the possible usefulness of psychological examining in the Army. Dm-ing the fall the psycho-

logical methods were still under trial. Their serviceability, especially in connection with officer

groups and prospective officer material, had not been fully established, in spite of the clear

indications of the summer tryouts with various other types of groups. The results of the fall

trial demonstrated beyond any question that the psychological examinations were able to

differentiate between officers and enlisted men in striking fashion.

A natural corollary of this fact was the idea of the usefulness of such data in connection

with selection of men for officers' training camps. It would seem an obvious waste, of no small

moment under the pressure of war needs, to send for training men whose mental caliber is

definitely inferior to the standards for officers as indicated by existing Army practice. It may
very well be true that the training school itself is a sufficient sieve to prevent any man who is

below par from coming through to a commission, but it would seem higldy imdesirable that an

unnecessary number of such cases shoiUd be admitted to the school. A smwey of 22 officers'

training camps of the third series was undertaken in January, 1918, with a view to determimng

the caliber of the men admitted to these schools.

The resiilts obtained from examination (1) of officers and (2) of men admitted to officers'

training camps are presented herewith in comparison with data on enlisted men. Intercom-

parison of the various subgroups within each of these groups will be discussed in a later section.

Officers.—Considering, first, the comparison of officers mth men we note that differences

are so marked in degree that it is practically immaterial what basis of comparison we use, what
specific groups of officers and of men we compare, and whether allowance is made for the pres-

ence of the relatively illiterate in the group of enlisted men or not. The latter point afiects

slightly the degree of difference showTi between the groups, since the officer group loses no cases

by elimination for illiteracy, but entire disregard of this fact can not obscure the difference

between the groups. The accompanying graphs present the comparison in a variety of ways
and require little comment or explanation.

Figiu'e 12 shows the distribution, by examination a, of enlisted men from the four camps
in comparison %vith that of officers. Distances along the abscissae are divided into rough imits

(50 points in exammation a), which correspond in the main to the letter grade groups. It may
be noted here that it was considered an important matter, m camp practice, to hold for the

most part to such rough groupings to counteract the tendency to ascribe importance to fine
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distinctions. The massing of officers above 250, in the A and B grades, is noteworthy by virtue

of the sharp contrast -with the distribution for enHsted men, wliich shows its greatest massuag

in the C groups, especially in the range from 100 to 200. Of the officers who fall in the C group

the majority fall above 200. It should be noted further that the existence of a well-defined

difference between these groups does not imply the absence of overlapping. Fortunately for

the future of the service, the group of enlisted men received through the draft shows repre-

sentatives over the whole range covered by the officer group.

76th DIVISION
CAMP DEVEN3

a4tt. DIVISION
CAMP TAYLOR

GRADE

FORE.IGN 2

ILLIT. 6
ENJj'STEp OFFICERS ENLmeo officcRS^•^LiSTeD OFFICERS

Fio. 13. Percentages of otBcers and of enlisted men making (I) A or B grades, (2) C grades, (3) D or E grades, and (4) eliminated on the ground

of Illiteracy. Numbers in parentheses show numbers of cases.

A stUl rougher comparison of these two groups is presented in figure 1.3. This shows, for

each camp, the percentages of officers and of enlisted men making (1) A or B grades, (2) C
grades (C+ , C, or C— ), (3) D or E grades, and (4) men eliminated from examination a on the

groimd of illiteracy. The above distinction centers about the significance of the C group as

most representative of the whole class of privates. The characterization of C as designating

the "private type," or the typical private, based first on the preliminary summer investigation,

is further justified by the fall data shoAving that the mean, the mediaii, and the mode for en-

listed men are in C, and that over 50 per cent of the cases fall in this class. The accompanyuag

figure, therefore, shows the relative numbers above, below, and in the class of the average enlisted

man, and also the numbers in the additional, somewhat indeterminate group of the relatively
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illiterate. It is evident that all camps tell the same story, regardless of whether the camp in

question is of relatively high or low cahber, showing the preponderance among the officers of

men "superior to the average,' ' the small proportion of men of the level of the "average private,

"

and the negligible number falling below this level.

Figure 14 shows the median score for enlisted men in comparison with the median for

officers. Tlie main bars represent medians of the totals from the four camps; the dotted fines

the medians of the separate camps. It is apparent that the superiority of the officer group

over the enfisted men is not affected by the existing variations among camps.

The foregoing comparisons have been made between officers and total groups of men,
including fifiterates. It is possible to make more detailed comparisons by using only those of

the latter group who took examination a, disregarding illiterates. Figures 15 and 16 show
distributions of scores, by intervals of 10, for officers and men. Figure 15 gives the percentage

distribution for each group; the sofid line represents the distribution of men and the dotted

fine that of officers. The superiority previously noted in favor of the officers is fully as evident

here as in the rougher diagrams.

Figure 16 shows the same two groups drawn not to a percentage scale but to a common
scale for niunber of cases. The relative mmibers included in the two groups are therefore

ENUIiTED MEN
14.3

(n«. Ca<c>-65267)

OFFICERS

DEVEN5 1ST
DlX 171

LE.E. 116
TAYLOR 154

DEVEr>45 31 I

01 X 294
LEE 294
TAYLOR 2&T0

100 150 ZOO
MEDIAN SCORE

Main bars represent data for four camps combined. Dotted lines represent data forFig. 14. Uedians for enlisted men and for officers,

separate camps.

proportional to the areas covered by the two cvu-ves. This comparison is important as showing

that it is possible to find, within the group of enfisted men at these four camps, a body of men
of the same range of intelligence as the officer group shown, and with as many cases at each level.

The existence of such a group is important as indicating the presence of future officer material

in the body of enlisted men received through the draft, though the proportions as here shown

are not intended to represent the normal proportions of officers to men in the Army. They
show merely the mmibers of both groups actuaUy examuied diu-ing this period. Since the

officer group was more completely exanuned than the group of enfisted men, the officers are

present here in more than then usual proportions.

Reference to the means for officers and enfisted men shows the same strildng differences

that other comparisons have brought out:

Mean, enlisted men, 168.7 ±0.21.

Mean, officers, 288.6 ±4.82.

We note also a difference between the standard deviations of the two groups:

Standard deviation, enfisted men, 79.

Standard deviation, officers, 53.3.

The dispersion of the enfisted men is clearly wider than that of the officers. This difference

in dispersion was, in fact, apparent from figiu-es 15 and 16, which show the enlisted men covering
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a much wider range tlian the officers, containing representatives in the highest classes of the

latter group as weU as over an extensive range below their lower limit.

n
i

I I

'

l l .
, , , ,

O- 49 ,50 -99 100-149 150-199 200-249 250
e I o I c- I c I c* I B
FiQ. 15. Percentage distributions in examination o.- All four camps. Oflaoers, 5,563. Enlisted men, 63,847.

300-3491 350-4 14
A

SCORR
GRAOC

Candidate officers in officers' training camps.—The group of men picked for officers' training

camps presents a situation of rather special interest. Selections for the third series were made

3000—1

2000-

1000-

I I I I r-T-T'TT-T-rT-r-rT'

I

i

"
l l l l l l l l i i i i i i i i r

O - -49 pO - 99 too- 149 '50 - l9920O-»49 2.50 - 2991300-3491Eioie-icio bF a
Fi

I I I—I I I I r~i

OO-349I 360-414.
A

FiQ. 16. nistributionsofofflcersandof meninexaminationo. Drawn to numerical scale. Same group as in fig. 14.

SCORE
GRADE

mainly from the body of men already in the Army. They constitute a selection toward the group

of officers, but a selection which may vary witliin wide limits of effectiveness, depending both
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on the caliber of the specific group from which the men were picked and on the skill and judg-

ment of the officers making the choice. We shall see in a later section that there is wide varia-

tion between the camps in the general character of their groups, depending, doubtless, on both
factors. It should be remembered also that the men here shown do not represent the final

ENLIiTED MEN
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much more closely to the officers than to the enlisted men from whom they were chosen. In

connection with the medians it is of interest to note the quartile deviations of the three groups

given in table 153. (As previously explained, the range from the upper quartile to the median

is used as approximately equivalent to the quartile deviation in the case of the enlisted men,

whose group includes illiterates.) It will be noted that the officers' training camp group, like

the group of officers, has a much narrower dispersion than the enlisted men—a fact which

follows naturally from the tendency to select the officer candidates from the upper portion of the

group of enlisted men. Again, the fact of the slightly greater dispersion of the officers' training

camp students as compared with the officers leaves room for the further constricting of the

group to officer proportions by pruning.

Table 153.—Compamon of data on enlisted men, candidate officers in officers' training camps, and officers.

Score in examination (

350-414
300-349
250-299
200-249
150-199
100-149
50-99
0-49

Eliminated as illiterate

.

Number of cases.

Median
Upper quartile (Q3)
Lower quartile ( Qi ) . . .

.

Quartile deviation (Q) .

Percentage above 300. .

.

Percentage above 250. .

.

Percentage below 200. .

.

14.2
19.0
19.3
13.4

Officers'

training
camps.

10.7
36.2
31.0
15.4

In figure 18 are shown the percentage distributions of these groups by intervals of 50

points. For this comparison we have added also the curve for noncommissioned officers exam-

ined at Camp Taylor, summarized from the figures on corporals and sergeants given in table 152.

It is obvious that we have here an ascending series from enlisted men to officers, with the candi-

date officers again approximatmg most closely to the officer group, the noncommissioned

officers next, and the enlisted men lowest but extending over the whole range covered by the

other groups.

Not only was it important to point out the fact of difference between these groups, but

from the practical point of view of future recommendations for officers' training camps it was

also important to locate the dividing lines which distinguish the groups in most signfficant

fashion. Figure 19 shows the percentages of the various groups falling above and below each

of three dividing luies—300, 250, and 200. These give, above the line, respectively, the A men,

the A and B men, and the A, B, and C + men. The relative position of the three groups remains

the same wherever the division is made. It will be noted that the dividing line of 300 almost

eliminates from consideration the body of enlisted men, only 4.9 per cent appearing above the

line. Suxce, moreover, tHs hne of division selects out slightly less than 50 per cent of the

officer group, an A grade is obviously too high a standard to expect of officer candidates in

general. The A and B grades together include over 75 per cent of the officer group ai^d 14 per

cent of the drafted men. There is thus a fairly extensive group available from wliich further

selection can be made for officers' training, allowing choice mth reference to other qualities than

general intelligence. The dividiiig line of 200 offers a still more conservative requirement.

Over 90 per cent of the officers and almost 30 per cent of enlisted men surpass this level. There

is thus an aljmidant field for choice from among the drafted men having the degree of intelligence

here suggested.

It was urged by the psychologists, as a conservative recommendation, that men falling

below 200 in examination a be scrutinized with the utmost care before admission to officers'

trainmg camps, in order to deterniino whether they possess in unusual measure other qualities

necessary for an officer, especially qualities of leadership and initiative.
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300

tNtlSTEO
MEN

4.9

BELOW
A

arc OFFICERS

46.9

29.1

A

^O

BE.LOW

62.3

A,B
M C* 2S.3

ZOO

S6.I
93.3

BEU3W
C+

Fio. 19. PercenUfc'es ol enlisted men (65,267), candidate officers (16,798), and officers (5,563) (idling above and below various dividing lino';.
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Table 154 gives more detailed distributions and constants for certain groups of candidate
officers in comparison with closely related officer groups. For this purpose the training camps
of two stations (Camp Devens and Camp Taylor) are shown in relation with officers at these

same camps. Similarly the students in Engineer officers' training camp at Camp Lee, which
drew from a considerable number of camps, are shown in comparison with the Engineer officers

from all foiu- camps. Figure 20 presents graphically the data on the two groups from Camp
Devens. In all three combinations here shown a slight difference in favor of the officer group

I I I I

I
I I I

300-3491350-4 14 IscoRe
A Igrade

Pig. 20. Percentage distributions of officers ( ) and officer candidates ( ), Camp Devens. Oflicers, 1,147; officer candidates, 799.

is indicated. Computing the probable errors of the differences between the means of the several

groups gives the following results:

Difference of the means (Devens ofl&cers v. Officers' training camp) = 6.6 P. E. dia.

Difference of the means (Taylor officers v. Officers' training camp) =2.6 P. E. cifl.

Difference of the means (Engineer officers v. Engineer officers' training camp) = 6.7 P. E. dih.

If we consider that a difference is great enough to carry conviction regardmg its significance

when it is at least 4 times the probable error of the difference, it is evident that two of the above
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comparisons meet this reqviirement, •while the third (Camp Taylor officers i-. Officers' training

camp) is too small to be considered certainly valid. These groups, therefore, illustrate again

the close approximation of the group of officer candidates to that of officers and the usual

superiority of the latter.

Table 154.

—

Detailed comparison of officers and officer candidates—Percentage distributions and constants—Examination a.
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COMPARISON WITHIN THE OFFICER GROUP.

Analysis of the data regarding officers is less complicated than similar analysis of the various

groups of enlisted men. This is largely due to the fact that there is no problem of segregation for

illiteracy, and that, accordingly, the whole group can be measured by one method; in this

case examination a. More exact comparison between groups (e. g., between camps or between

branches) is therefore possible.

Comparison of camps.—Table 155 gives the percentage distribution of officers' scores by

camps. The distribution for all four camps combuied, given ia the final column, has been shown

graphically in connection with the distribution for enlisted men on page 507.

O.Z°/o 2\.<^i. 31.0% 46.9 7^
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Table 155.

—

Percentage dUtritmtion of scores by camps: Examination a—Officers (white).

Score.
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Table 158.

—

Comparison of officers by camps—Ratio of the dijj^erences between means to probable errors of differences.
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Table 160 and figxire 23 give the medians for these groups showixig the same order of excel-

lence and the same type of marked difiFerence between extreme groups. The medians for the

various branches are given also by camps, indicated on the diagram by dotted lines. A fair

amount of variabihty is evident between camps for any given branch. Nevertheless the general

ENGINEERS
316

ARTILLLRV
310

INFANTRN
296

5. M
266

ME.OICAU
270

OEINTAL
262

VETERtNARY
2«l

DEVCNS 307
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Table 159.

—

Percentage distribution of scores by branches of the service—Examination a—Officers (white) from Camp
Devens, Dix, Lee, and Taylor.
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Figure 21 may also be considered in comparison with the similar diagram for enlisted

men (fig. 4). It will be noted that the sharp distinction apparent wherever officers in general

are compared with enlisted men in general disappears when classification is made by branches,

the steps appearing far more gradual. In fact, the branch ranking highest among the enlisted

men (the field signal battahon) surpasses the lowest branch of the officers (the Veterinary Corps).

Table 162 gives means and standard deviations for the officer groups, affording stiU another

basis of comparison of branches of the service. Table 163, supplementing the preceding table,

indicates the importance to be attached to the observed differences by expressing these as

multiples of their probable errors. It has seemed necessary to compare only pairs adjacent

to one another in order of excellence, except where the difference fails to carry conviction regard-

ing its vahdity. Inspection of Table 163 shows that differences between branches exceed foiu-

times the probable error in all cases except in the comparison of the Medical Corps with the

dental and of the dental \\-ith the veterinary. The relative unrehability of these differences is

apparently mainly due to the smaU nimiber of cases in the latter two groups. The Medical

Corps is, however, clearly distinguished from the Veterinary Corps on the one hand as it is from

the Quartermaster on the other.

Table 162.

—

Comparison of officers by braruiies of service—Means and standard deviations—Examinati/m a.
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It is evident from figm-e 24 that the differences between ranks arc not large and also

that there is not a consistent trend from lower to higher ranks. The slight inferiority of first

lieutenants to second lieutenants attracts attention, though this is reduced by the dropping

^///////A
I SI LIEUTENANTS
INCLUDING MEDICAL

01/. 16.67^ ; 31.27^

EZM
50. 1 y.

Z^ LIEUTENANTS
NOT MEDICAL

03% 25.9 7^ ] 26.0JC Ar&'Z-
1*7 LIEUTENANTS

NOT MEDICAU

aa/o 19.0/. : 31.7 7i

y////Al-\:::-

A9\i-

CAPTAIN5

14.1^ J 2727^

Z2a
55.7 /»

MAJORS

179% r 25.7% S>GAi.
HIGHER THAN
MAJOR

•/o BELOW P. "/o B OR A

^ n
Fig. 24. Comparison o£ officers by ranks, showing percentages in each letter grade. Second lieutenants, 2,4S1; first lieutenants (including

medical), 1, MO; first lieutenants (not medical), 1,0S0: captains, 989; majors, 121; higher than major, 7S.

out of medical first lieutenants. The main other point of interest in this rough comparison is

the fact that the superiority of the ranks of major and "higher" is evident chiefly ia their pro-

portion of distinctly superior men (A grade) and their lack of extremely inferior men.
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Table lii4.

—

Percentaje distribution of scores by ranks—Examination a—Officers (white), from Camps Devens, Dix, Lee,

and Taylor.

Score.
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Table 1G8.

—

Comparison of officers by ranks—Ratio of the differences between means to the probable errors of the differences.

Rant.
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E.R.O.T.C.
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Table 169.

—

Comparison of officers' training camps— Medians, first and third qiuirtiles, and quartile deviations—Examina-
tion a—SS stations (third series) and Engineer reserve officers' training camp at Lee.

Engineer reserve officers' trainmg camp

.

1. Devens...
2. Grant
3. Dodge
4. Custer
5. Shennan.
6. Taylor...
7. Meade
8. Jackson..
9. Upton

Total.

12. Funston

—

13. Lee
14. Doniphan..
15. Travis
Ifi. Hancock...
17. McClellan..
18. Pike
19. Gordon
20. Bowie
21. Stanley
22. Oglethorpe.

Total. 9,306

First
quartile.

^ Including Engineer officers' training camps.

FuUy as obvious differences are to he noted in table 170. Percentages of A grades range

from 49.7 per cent to 15.3 per cent, and percentages of A and B grades from 79.5 per cent to

44. f-/.

ENGINEERS
21 4 -/o

\mm
ZiA-Sj.

o..5y. A^>.^i.

a5.4-/. Z53i,

V///////////////A

32.0^ ZA.Zi.

^ BLLOW B

ARTILLERY

INFANTQY

y* B OR A

D

Fig. 26. Comparison of infantry (s,573), artillery (3,707), and engineer (1,506) candidate officers, showing percentages in each letter grade.

46.9 per cent. In the 11 better camps, as a whole, the percentage of A grades is 38.4 per cent,

and that of A and B grades 71.9 per cent, as contrasted with percentages for the 11 poorer camps

of 20.7 per cent of A grades and 53.6 per cent of A or B grades. This discrepancy in percent-

ages of high-grado cases is even more important for its bearing on the efficiency of the several

training camps than differences in the central tendencies of the groups, since the mam requisite
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is that the trauaing unit contains officer timber in sufficient quantity. A camp contaming only

50 to 60 per cent of A and B men, as did the majority of the poorer camps listed above, must
have been seriously handicapped in the attempt to select men for commissions who should

measure up to the standard of mental ability of the officers already in the Army. To what
extent the officers commissioned from these training schools reflected the general status of their

schools can not be stated in the absence of figures regarding elimination from these camps.

Table 170.

—

Comparison of officers' trainiruj camps—Percentages in various grades by examination a-
series) and En'jineer reserve officers' training camp at Lee.

stations (third

Station.
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Section 7.

—

Data concerning negro troops.

[Vol. XV,

Examining of negro troops in any considerable numbers was carried on only at Lee and at

Dix. Differences shown in these two camps were sufficiently marked to leave no question

regarding their genuineness.

At Camp Dix 1,111 negro enlisted men of the Three hundred and forty-ninth and Three

hundred and fiftieth Field Artillery Regiments were examined. Of these, 266, or 23.9 per cent,

were imable to take examination a, because of ilhteracy. Contrasted with the 8.6 per cent of

white enlisted men excluded from a at this camp, this percentage in itself is indicative of an

important difference between negro and white troops. The negro group was made up of men
drafted from the same general section of the coimtry as the white troops (New York and New
Jersey), so that geographical selection is not responsible for the difference. Table 172 and figure

27 show the percentage distributions of this group of negro enlisted men in comparison ^vith the

white enlisted men at Dix. The difference is sufficiently striking to require no comment.

Comparison of medians shows equally marked differences—median for white enhsted men (Dix)

= 171; median for negro enlisted men (Dix) =53. In fact, the upper quartile of the negro

group is far below the median for the wliites. Only 1 .3 per cent of the negroes madeA or B grades

as compared with 19.2 per cent of the whites.

Table 172.

—

Percentage distribution of scores by race—Enlisted men.

Score.
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ILLITCBATE O'O 50-99 100-I49 lflO-199 200-249 230-299 300-349 350^14
SCORe

Fio. 27. Percentage distributions of negro ( ) and of white ( ) enlisted men. Camp DLx, negro, 1,111; white, 10,936. (Note that

'illiterates," for whom percentages are given, do not properly fall on same scale of absciss* as do the score values.)

i'-y
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30-

\
\

I I I I I II 1
1ILLITERATE 049 50-99 100-149 (50-199 20O-249 250-299 300-349 350-4I4

SCORE.
Fio. 28. Percentage distributions of negro( ) and of white ( ) enlisted men. Camp Lee, negro, 6,774; white, 26,540. (See note

on fig. 26.)
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Fio. 29. Detailed percentage distributions of negro ( ) and of white ( ) enlisted men. Camp Lee, negro, 3,4S9; white, 21,92-1

(Arrows show range of standard deviations. Means indicated by cross line on line connecting arrows.)
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Table 173.

—

Percentage distribution of negro enlisted men and of lohite enlisted m-en {Camp Lee)—Examination a.

[Literate cases only; 39.6 per cent of total negro group are not included in table because prevented by illiteracy from taking examination «

17.7 per cent of white group are similarly excluded.]
only

Score.
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Fio. 30. Percentage distributions of negro officers ( ) and of negro enlisted men( ). Camp Dix, officers, 106; enlisted men, 1,111.

(See note on flg. 26.)
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FiQ. 31. Percentage distributions ot negro oQlcersC ) and of white officers { ). Camp DLx negro, 106; white, 1,052.



CHAPTER 15.

ADDITIONAL STATISTICS ON EXAMINATION a

A certain amount of statistical data in addition to that discussed in connection with the

account of the revision of examination a was received as a result both of camp studies and of

special investigations with other groups. The more important of these data are presented

here for purposes of reference.

Sectiox 1.

—

Distributions of scores for the separate tests of examination a.

Distributions of scores in the separate tests of examination a were received for several

different types of groups. These are presented herewith without discussion or computation

of constants. Raw scores are used in all cases.

Since these distributions were sent in from different camps and at different times the

grouping of scores for purposes of summary is not always the same. For example, in test 3

the grouping in one case is 0-1, 2-3, etc., while for the others it is 0, 1-2, 3-4, etc. This intro-

duces a certain amount of awkwardness into the tables.

A brief description of the several groups is offered, for its bearing on the interpretation of

results.

Group 1 . Officers, Camp Lee.—^This group of ofScers from Camp Lee is probably reasonably

representative not only of the officers of Camp Lee, but of the whole group of officers given

examination a. (It has been shown elsewhere that the mean score of the Lee officers is prao-

tioally the same as that for the officers of all four camps.) The nmnbers of cases reported for the

various tests varies from 569 to 576.

Group 2. Candidate officers. Camp Dix.—This group is made up of 249 men admitted to

the third officers' training camp at Camp Dix who had not been given the examination pre-

viously as privates.

Group S. Selected group of sergeants, Camp Devens.—This group of 176 men had been ser-

geants before their selection for admission to officers' training camp. They are distinctly

superior to the usual run of sergeants. They are doubtless more nearly representative of the

Devens officers' training camp group.

Group 4- Enlisted men, Camp Devens.—These 400 cases were selected in such a way that

the distribution of their total weighted scores corresponds approximately to the distribution

of total weighted scores of all enlisted men who took examination a at Camp Devens. This

implies the usual segregation for illiteracy, which, we have seen (see p. 489), eliminated approxi-

mately 20 per cent of the cases at this oamp.

Group 5. Enlisted men, Camp Dix.—These 921 cases constitute the major part of the

Three hundred and thirty-third Engineers as made up in the early fall of 1917. This organiza-

tion was examined very completely; no elimination on the ground of illiteracy was made.

This procedure natm-ally operates to increase greatly the percentages maldng low scores, as

compared with those for the other group of enlisted men reported (group 4).

Group 6. Negro enlisted men, Camp Lee.—The 260 negroes here reported were from three

companies. These men were considered typical of all the negro troops examined at Camp Lee,

since their distribution corresponded closely with that of the total group. It may bo noted that

the negroes examined at Camp Lee had been found distinctly inferior to those examined at

Dix.

The distributions of the various groups above described are presented in tables 176 to 185.

533
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Table 17G.

—

Examination a—Distribution of scores.

Group.
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Table 181.—Examination a—DistribiiXion of scores.

Group.
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Table 185,

—

Examination a—Distribution of scores.

[Vol. XV,

Group.
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Table 186.

—

Distrihulions of total score, examination a, by age, for California school children, grades 2 to S.

Total score.
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Table ISS.—Chronological age medians Jo* tests oj examination a. Form A, based on 1,162 California children, grades

S to 9, children o/Joreign parentage excluded. The first year of high school is included. Boys (B), girls (G), and

sexes taken together ( TV
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Median score ojunselected men on beta tests—6SS English-speahing , 9 camps.

Tests

Medians.

Table 191.

—

Correlation oj beta with school grade. 597 white school children of Petersburg, Va. {r=O.So)—School grade
(by halj years).
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Table l93.—Intercorrelations oj tests oj examination a—Battery B, Three hundred and thirteenth Field Artillery, Camp
Dix, 172 cases.

1. Oral directions

2. Memory span
3. Disarranged sentences
4. Arithmetical problems
5. Iniormfltion
6. Synonym—antonym
7. Practical judgment
8. Number series completion.

9. Analogies
10. Number comparison

Average

.

Table 194.- -Intercorrelations of tests of examination a—Second reserve officers' training camp, Fort Snelling, 21S suc-

cessful candidates.

1. Oral directions

2. Memory span
3. Disarranged sentences

4. Arithmetical problems
.5, Information
6. Synonym—antonym
7. Practical judgment
8. Number series completion.

10. Number comparison..

Average

.388

.427

.553

.169

0.409
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Table 197.

—

Ranh order of tests of examination a according to average intercorreUttion with other nine tests.

Unselected groups.

Dix Field
Artillery

(172 cases).

National
Guard'

(313 cases).

Combined
order for

unselected
men.

Fort Snell
ing reserve

officers'

training
camp (213
successful
candidates.)

High-grade groups.

University
of

Minnesota
(201 male
freshmen).

Minnesota
(209 female
freshmen).

Combined
order for

high-srade
groups.

Oral directions
Memory span
Disarranged sentences
Arithmetical problems. .

.

Information
Synonym—antonym
Practical judgment
Nimiber series completion
Analogies
Number comparison

1 Reported on p. 316.

-Correlation of each test of examination a vnth total weighted score.

A. DRAFT OKOUPS UNSELECTED.
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It is not to be expected that these several groups should give the same results, since data

were not obtained under constant conditions. There was variation in the time intervening

between examinations, in the forms of examination a which were used, and in the general intel-

lectual level of the groups examined. Such of the conditions as are known regarding the groups

are given for their bearing on interpretation of the results.

The group of enlisted men from Devens and Dix was examined as part of an investigation

undertaken in response to instructions issued October 13, 1917. These instructions specified

that the two examinations be given on succeeding days, that forms A and C be the two forms

used, and that A precede C for half the group and follow for the other half. This procedure

would obviously tend to neutralize the effect of differences in difficulty of the forms. The

group showed a wide distribution over the whole scale, the mean faUing toward the lower limit

of grade C.

In case of the two officers' training camps the reexamination was incidental to the exami-

nation of candidate officer groups. The cases here considered had been examined previously

in the o-eneral camp survey. The periods intervening between the two examinations were

therefore variable, ranging for the most part from one to three months. Both groups were

highly selected, their means falhng in grade B and their distributions covering a range from C to

A,'^inclusive, with a few scattering cases in C - . For the Taylor group no information is given

concerning forms used. With the Devens group all five forms had been used for the first exami-

nation, but form C was used exclusively in the second. The foUomng data show the mean gain

in score, sunmiarized with reference to form used in first examination:
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Table 199.

—

Comparison of results by first and second trials—Examination a.

543

statistical data. Devens,
officers'

training
camp.

Nijinber of cases.
Mean:

First trial

Second trial

Meangain.
Percental of eains
Percentage of losses
Percentage same
r (first and second trial).

155.6
180.5
24.9
79.5

283.5
313.4
29.9
90.9

278.6
312.0
33.4
90.2

313.3
330.2
16.9

112.6
152.0
39.4
91.1

' Not computed.

All groups show a high pprwntago of cases who improved their scores on second exam-
ination, varying in the diflerent groups from 75 per cent to 91 per cent. The mean gain in score

varies from 16.6 for the officer group to 39.4 for the school children. The relatively small
amount of gain in the officer group is largely attributable to the high initial scores of this group.

(It may be noted that 19.3 per cent of this group actually made lower scores than in their

first examinations.) We have already noted the circumstances with regard to examination
forms which made for somewhat exaggerated gains in case of the group of school children.

Owing to the imcertainties connected with this group we shall disregard it in the remaining
discussion. The correlation coefficients (Pearson product moment) are given where these

have been computed, though the significance of these is more directly related to the problem
of reliability than to that of practice effects.

Inspection of the scatter tables for the various groups shows that there is not an even
gain over the whole range. For the two officers' training camp groups correlations were com-
puted between score in the first examination and change in score on second examination. The
correlation coefficients were both negative: Devens, r= —0.476; Taylor, r= —0.38. In
other words, there is reduction in gain toward the upper part of the intelligence scale. As a

fm"ther check on the relationship of position on the scale to amoimt of gain we have computed
the mean gain for oases making given letter grades on their first examinations. These are given

in Table 200. (Wliere the number of cases in any letter grade was very small the figures have
been omitted and the number of cases indicated in parentheses.)

Table 200.

—

Mean gain on second trial of groups classified by grade made on first.

Military group.
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(3) The E cases also make a very slight mean gain in the one group where such cases appear.

It is important also to note the gain by grades—i. e., the per cent of E men raising their

grades to D, of D to C— , etc. Table 201 shows in summary form the grade changes:

Table 201.

—

Changes in grade on second examination in comparison tvith grade on first.

Enlisted
men (190).

Devens,
officers'

training
camp
(33lf.

Taylor,
officers'

training
camp
(224).

Devens,
officers

(202).

One grade higher

.

Two grades liigher.

One grade lower .

.

Pfr cent.

56.3
40.5

Per cent.

58.3
34.1

Per cent.

50.7
41.8

Per cent.

73.3
22.7

Section 5.

—

Equivalence of Jomis, exaTnination a.

On the basis of the original standardization of examination a, scores on form B were at

all times increased by 13. In the following discussion, form B scores have always received this

addition. There is no suggestion in any data bearing on differences among the five forms of

examination a that form B was thus made relatively too easy.

Within a few weeks after examining was begun the equality of the forms of examination a

was called in question by a report from Camp Lee. "The data indicate," it was stated "not

only that the E form is more difficult than the others, but also that the forms increase progres-

sively in difficulty from A to E."

A letter was accordingly sent to the chief psychological examiners at Camps Devens, Dix,

Lee, and Taylor, asking that similar data be tabulated and forwarded as promptly as possible.

Camp Dix sent the statement that the groups taking each form among the Three hundred

and third Engineers gave evidence of "a large variation between forms, form A being the highest,

form E the lowest, and B, C, and D in between, the latter three being of approximately

the same difficulty. Although these totals in general are in accordance with the results from

other camps, large differences in the performances of those taking form A and those taking

form E on tests 2 and 10 (tests in which the performance should be quite independent of the

contest) would indicate an actual difference in intelligence between the groups."

Camp Devens sent distributions for two groups. Camp Lee for a second group, and Camp
Taylor for one group. There is, in addition, a record of the medians and quartiles of a com-

bined group (Nashville, 'SjTacuse, Indiana, and the Mosquito Fleet) from the preliminary

summer examining. These are summarized in Tables 202 to 212:

Table
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Table 204.

—

Camp Devens, groups combined.

545

Number of cases.

2,28S
1,919.

2,178.
2,410.

2,145.

Form.
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Table 210.—Devens, Lee, Taylor, combined—Average per cent making each grade.

Form.
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INTRODUCTION TO PART III.

The preparation of this part of the report was directed by Capt. E. G. Boring, who also

planned and superintended the statistical analysis of data of examination by means of the

Hollerith system, directed the preparation of the manuscript for Part III, and took an im-

portant share of responsibility in preparing the entire manuscript of the report for press.

^Vssistance in the preparation of Part III was rendered by Maj. W. S. Foster, who wrote

accounts of segregation and tests of literacy, officers' opinions concerning values of intelligence

ratings, and varieties of psychological service; by Capt. R. M. Elliott and Lieut. J. T. Motcalf,

who brought together material bearing on the intelligence of the negro; by Capt. D. G. Paterson,

who prepared the data on the relation of intelligence to occupation; by Dr. J. W. Bridges, who

prepared the accounts of the materials of the performance scale and of the abbreviations of the

several forms of individual examination; by Miss Cobb, who assembled reports on literacy and

schooling, and on organization of the camps; by Lieut. M. A. May, who brought together the

information on conscientious objectors and on the time element in the alpha examination, and

who, with Mr. Brown, was concerned primarily with mathematical aspects of this report; and

by Lieut. E. A. Lincoln, who contributed numerous reports on the differentiation of intelligence

ratings with respect to various factors. Further details concerning the responsibility for work

on Part III will be found in section 4 of chapter 1, page 570.

It proved utterly impossible, for the reasons already indicated in the general introduction

to this report, to satisfactorily analyze and completely present even the obviously important

data resulting from psychological examination of nearly 2,000,000 men in the United States

Army. Original records of examination are preserved by the War Department, and it is possible

that it may prove feasible at some time to make more thoroughgoing and intensive use of them

for scientific purposes.

Robert M. Yerkes,
Lieutenant Colonel, U. S. R.

Washington, D. C, May 15, 1920.





PSYCHOLOGICAL EXAMNING IN THE UNITED STATES AEMY.

Part m—MEASUREMENTS OF INTELLIGENCE IN THE UNITED STATES
ARMY.

CHAPTER 1.

SAMPLING or INTELLIGENCE RECORDS AND MODE OF ANALYSIS.

Section 1.

—

Tlie principal sample.

In view of the fact that nearly two million psychological record cards were returned from

the camps to the Office of the Surgeon General it became necessary, for the statistical summary
of the results of examining, to select a considerable sample for analytical treatment. A sorting

of the entire group of cards would have been impossible ^vith the facilities available and would,

moreover, have added little to the value of the results. The entire group is, after all, by no

means a random group, but depends upon such chance conditions as the particular camps in

which examining was progressing, the draft quotas sent to those camps, and many other minor

considerations that affected the numbers of examinations given to different classes of recruits.

The problem of selecting a sample is obviously twofold. In the first place it is necessary

to obtain as far as possible a sample that is truly representative of the group under considera-

tion—in this case the drafted recruits of the United States Army. When the total group is

affected by such chance conditions as we have mentioned the sample must be chosen so as, if

possible, to be more representative than the total set of records.

The second phase of the problem of sampling is the determination of the number of cases

in the sample. With respect to the reliability of results based upon a particular sample a law

of diminishing returns applies, for with equal added increments less and less increase of reliability

is acquired. Mathematically, the precision of data increases only as the square root of the

number of cases. There is no way of settling a priori upon the total number of cases for any

given sample. The greater the number of cases the more precise the data and the smaller the

differences that can subsequently be made out from it, but gross differences can be reliably

based upon a very few cases only. Since the comparisons can be made only subsequently to

the selecting of the sample, the safe rule is to choose as large a representative group as is prac-

ticable under the circumstances and to trust that it will prove itself a reliable basis for such

conclusions as may later be indicated. Thus it was planned to select a sample of approximately

100,000 records as representing white recruits in the draft Army and additional samples for

negroes, officers, and enlisted men of stages of military trahiing more advanced than that of

the recruit.

The ideal sample of data is the "random" sample. The selection of a "random" sample,

however, requires, paradoxical as it may seem, great pains and much planning. The psycho-

logical record cards received in Washington from the camps came in various sorts of files. Some

cards were arranged apparently without rule by companies; others were alphabetized by com-

panies; others were in large alphabetical files for total draft quotas, or even, in some cases, for

the total period of examining in the camp. Very often the individual examinations were sepa-

rated from the other examinations; sometimes even they were kept in separate files. Occa-

sionally alpha and beta examinations were separate. There was varied practice as to the

inclusion of negro recruits in the same files with the white. The cards unfortunately were none

of them dated, so that it was not always possible in the case of separation of fdes to find the set

121435°—21 3G 553
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of individual examinations that belonged with a given set of group examinations. It is evident

that the selection of a representative sample from such data could be done only by the scrutiny

of every card and by a careful checking of the numbers of the various types of examinations

against such records of these numbers as happened to be available. Very often it occurred

that the relative numbers of the different types of examination taken from a file that gave

every evidence of being complete would not tally very closely with the corresponding figures

in the weekly reports from the camp. In such cases the cards for the sample were taken in

the frequencies in which they were foimd (or in the case of a small sample in the frequencies

in which they occurred in a larger group) . Such discrepancies are quite possibly to be accounted

for by the fact that the weekly reports could never be exactly identified with a group of undated

cards,

In order to fix certain of the conditions of sampling and to meet in part the difficulties

arising from the varying constitution of the groups reported by the different camps, it was

decided to separate the principal sample into the four main groups mentioned above, viz, the

white draft (representative of the greater part of examining), the negro draft, the selected

group of white officers, and the more or less selected group of men already established in training

in permanent divisional or other military organizations. Hence, in selecting cards, attention

had always to be paid to the group in which the card belonged, although, fortunately, in many
camps separate files had been kept for these four divisions.

The principal sample for the white draft, as well as that for the negro draft, is intended to

provide a group that shall be representative of the draft from the country at large. Since it

was necessary to select particular camps from which the cards should be drawn and since these

camps had a somewhat abnormal geographical distribution which was in turn cut across by some

imusual assignments of draft quotas, it was decided to pull from the records a large nimiber

of cards in accordance with the State from which the men had been drafted. From May to

August, 1918, psychological examiners had been instructed to place on the back of every psycho-

logical record card the home town and State of the recruit, and it was in accordance with these

entries that the geographical selection by State was made. The discontinuance of the rule for

entering the recruit's residence necessitated the selection of all cards in these geographical

groups from the period of examining prior to the middle of Aiigust, 1918. In other groups the

cards may, and frequently do, come from later periods. It was not possible to select all the

cards in the same period of time, because in some jcases sufficient niunbers were not available.

The general rule for selection of records from the files in the case of an alphabetical arrange-

ment was to pull cards from different parts of the alphabet, most usually by taking an equal

number from the front of every file box (a file box contains about 2,000 cards). After the

requisite number of cards had been obtained in a particular case the numbers taking examina-

tion alpha only, examination beta only, alpha and beta together, and any form of individual

examination were counted separately and compared with such statistical or general data as

were available for that camp. For example, a failure to find alpha-beta records should have

meant that the camp at some time or other was imable to recall men from alpha to beta.

Absence of records of individual examination most frequently meant that the cards had been

filed elsewhere. In such a case the additional file was located, cards of the same group were

isolated when feasible, and a sufficient number of individual records added to the group already

pulled to make a fair sample. The number of individual records was determined either by the

weekly reports from the camps or, when the total group could be isolated both for group exami-

nations and individual examinations, by estimating the number of cards in each part and pro-

rating. When tliis course was necessary, small batches of cards were coimted by hand, large

batches were counted by placing the cards under compression and measuring—there are almost

exactly 100 cards to the half inch.

When discrepancies between actual findings in the files and office records were great an

effort was made to secure other samples and thus avoid the possibility of error. For example,

the records for Camp Sherman were abandoned entirely in the case of draft quotas because no
individual examinations could be found to go with the group examinations. On the other hand,
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it was necessary in some cases to admit cards from complete alphabetical files in which the

percentage of individual examinations varied considerably from the average reported from the

camp. The errors arising from such discrepancies are probably not'great, since the individual

examinations are few in comparison with the total group. Errors of this order do exist, how-
ever, and must be kept in mind as bearing upon the precision of the data.

In counting the cards to make up a single sample and in determining the relative numbers
of the different types of examination, the counts were made rapidly by hand with the aid of

rubber finger tips. All the counting and selection of cards was done by a single officer and an

assistant. It is no small task thus to select 160,000 cards. Only rarely can most of the consecu-

tive cards in a file be taken for a single group. Very often it is necessary to leaf over several

thousand cards in order to find a bare fifty or a himdxed. Usually every card had to be handled

several times; once, say, to make the selection by States (written on the back), again perhaps

to exclude negroes or noncommissioned ofiicers or privates who were not recruits, and then

finally to make the coimt of different types of examination. This counting was so time-con-

suming that it proved impracticable to check the numbers, and many differences between desired

totals and the totals actually appearing in the tables of sortings are due undoubtedly to errors

in the original selection. These errors are as a matter of fact of no serious moment. They are

always small because a rough check was exercised by measuring the piles or by placing successive

piles of 100 cards alongside of one another and noting an equivalence of height.

An additional source of error lies in the uncertainty of the meaning of the State-name

written on the back of the card. It was intended that this entry of State should represent the

State from which the recruit was drafted, but in one camp at least it is known that State of

birth was written instead. In some other files disparity of procedure seemed to e.xist, for in

some cases the State written on the back of the card would differ from the State entered under

birthplace on the front of the card, while in other cases in the same file the entry on the back

of the card would be the name of some foreign country, obviously an entry of nativity and not

of residence. It is thought that this error is perhaps also not large when compared with other

forced errors of selection that occurred later; for example, the failure to find any cards at all

for Arizona and but few for Florida.

A description of groups is given below in section 2. A map, showing the geographical

significance of the various camps at which psychological examining was done, is presented

herewith. It must be remembered, however, that the camps did not draw entirely in the draft

from adjacent territory, although such had been the original plan.

Section 2.

—

Description of groups.

The principal sample for Hollerith analysis was divided, as indicated above, into eight

mam groups. The description of these groups follows:

Group I: white draft, pro-rated, by States.—This group is intended to represent the draft of

the United States at large. It was selected from 15 camps which were, with one exception,

the National Army camps in which examining was firmly established at an early date and to

which the greater part of the draft was assigned. These camps are: Custer, Devens, Dix,

Dodge, Funston, Gordon, Grant, Lee, Lewis, Meade, Pike, Taylor, Travis, Upton, and Wads-
worth. The camps in themselves show a wide geographical scatter and it was thought at first

that this distribution would render a sample, selected with equal increments from every one of

the camps, representative of the country. It was found, however, that there were many of

unexpected assignments (c. g., Camp Wadsworth had mostly Pennsylvania men) which would

leave some section of the country totally unrepresented and some other section miduly weighted.

For this reason it was decided to pro-rate in proportion to the male population of the States as

given in the census of 1910. Inspection of the records indicated that it might be difficult or

impossible to obtain a sample on this method of selection that was larger than 40,000 or 50,000

cards.
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Table l.—Group I: White drift, pro-rated, by States.

Numbers of cases in Group I of the principal sample. Figures show for every State numbers taking each examination,
the actual total number selected for the State, and the desired total on a pro-rata basis of 1 per 1.000 white male
population in 1910. The last column gives the total for Groups I and 11 (cf. Table 2) taken together. These
figures are the maxima available for anv one State.
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Growp II: White draft, additional, by States.—It was intended at the time the plan for analysis

was made to make a comparison of States with respect to intelligence. Examination of the

figures of table 1 shows that the samples for separate States in Group I would be in many cases

inadequate as a basis for comparison. It may be assiuned that New York State would be fairly

sampled by 4,511 cards or that California might be represented by its 1,233 cards, but it would

obviously be imfair to conclude to statements of the intelligence of the Maine draft on the

basis of only 376 cards or of the Wyoming draft on the basis of 87 cards. The intention in

Group II was, therefore, to select sufficient additional cards for every State so that the total

number of cards in Groups I and II for that State should not be less than 1,000. Table 2 gives

an analysis of Group II, and the last column of table 1 gives the totals for Groups I and II

together. From this column it will be seen that cards proved not to be available in sufficient

numbers for Arizona, Colorado, Delaware, Florida, Nevada, New Mexico, Utah, Virginia, and

Wyoming.
Table 2.

—

Group II: White draft, additicmal by States.

Numberg of cases in Group II of the principal sample. Additional selections intended to bring the pro-rata samples

of less than 1,000 in the small States of Group I up to a minimum of 1,000 for each State. This total of Groups I

and II is shown in the last column of table 1. It was not always possible to obtain 1,000 cases, however.
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Group I. These increments were intended to approximate 2,500 each. The comitinc was
done roughly, and in some cases considerably more than 2,500 cards were pulled. An analysis

of the group is shown in table 3.

Table 3.—Group III: White draft, additional, by camps.

Xumbere of cases in Group III of principal sample. Additional selections, approximately 2,500 from each of the main
cam{>3 used for white draft, intended to increase the size of the total sample. States are for the most part not
known.

Camp.
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Table 4.

—

Group IV: Negro draft, pro-rated, by States—Continued.

Examination taken.

Alpha
only.

Alpha-
beta only.

Camp at which examined.
Total
Group

Pro rata
1:250
negro
males.

Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts.

.

Michigan
Minnesota

Meade . .

.

Devens.

.

Custer. ..

Dodge . .

.

Funs ton.
Missoiiri.
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North CaroUna.

.

North Dakota. .

.

Ohio

Oklahoma.

.do.

Custer, 137; Taylor, 56; Sherman, 25; scat-

tered, 33.

Peimsylvania..
Rhode Island .

.

South Carolina.
South Dakota.

.

Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia.

.

Wisconsin
Wyoming

1,303

Lewis
Custer
Scattered
Wadsworth
Funston
Taylor, 674; Dodge, 363.
Travis
Lewis

Meade.
Lewis..
Custer.

Total.

Growp V: Negro draft, additional,for Northern States.—Eeports on the camps have indicated

a very great difference in the records of Northern and Southern negroes. Accordingly it seemed

desirable to provide for a comparison between negroes from the North and from the South.

A typical group for the South can readily be made up by the selection of certain Southern

States from Group IV. A number of Hollerith tables intended to represent the South were

prepared, using the negro recruits from Alabama, Georgia, Louisiana, and Mississippi. The
number of negroes from Northern States in Group IV is, however, too small to provide a sufTi-

ciently large sample. Group V was chosen to represent the negro of the North, and selections

were made from the typically Northern States in which the negro population is great, namely,

Illinois, Indiana, New Jersey, New York, Ohio, and Pennsylvania. In the absence of a better

principle it seemed desirable to choose negro recruits on a pro-rata basis from these States, and

the ratio of 1 recruit for 50 negi'o males was chosen. Due to the absence of records of individual

examinations from Camp Sherman it was not possible, however, to find records for negroes

from Ohio, and for Indiana and Pennsylvania the numbers also fell short. For this reason

extra cards were included in the samples from New York, New Jersey, and lUinois. Table 5

gives an analysis of Group V.

Table 5.

—

Group V: Negro draft, additional, for Northern States.

Numbers of cases in Group V of principal sample. Additional selections, intended to be on a pro-rata basis of 1 per
50 negro male population in 1910, to give an adequate sample of negroes from the Northern States. The States
chosen are listed below, but there proved to be no available cases for Ohio.

state.
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Group VI: White officers.—It was the original intention in selecting officers for Group VI
to take them in numbers proportional to their occurrence in each arm of the service in a typical

divisional organization. The numbers of officers were noted from Tables of Organization for

August, 1918, and selections were made to approximate these numbers for infantry, field artil-

lery, engineers, field signal battalions, machine-gun battalions, and the Medical Department.
These proportional figures give, however, groups that are too small in the case of the field signal

battalions and the machine-gun battalions. Accordingly the field signal battaUon group was
made as large as possible (390), and the machine-gun battahon group was increased to 500.

The Medical Department was subsequently enlarged because of the availabihty of records from
this department, and in order that sortings might be made separately for Medical Corps, Dental
Corps, Veterinary Corps, and Sanitary Corps. A group from the Quartermaster Corps was
added, and a small group of chaplains and members of the school for chaplains was appended
still later. An analysis of Group VI is given in table 6.

Table G.—Group VI: White officers.

Xumber of cases in Group VI of principal sample. Figures show number of cases (all examination alpha), code number
for military organization (v. Hollerith code), and camp at which examinations were made.
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camps on the Hollerith machines and no other such data are therefore available. The discrep-

ancies are small and the columns of the table serve thus to give an approximate knowledge of

the constitution of each group.

It was initially planned to select a group of negro officers (Group VII). This group was

omitted because it was foimd that there were only a few himdred cards available.

Grou-p VIII: WIdte esUihlvsJied organizations.—This group was selected to provide comparison

between various arms of the service. In it records of men in the various military organizations

of divisions and camps were taken in large enough numbers to permit of intercomparison.

According to an original plan it was intended to select at least a thousand cards for every group

and to take this thousand in four packs of 2.50 from each of the same four camps where a division

had been in training. This plan proved, however, largely impracticable. In some cases not

so large groups could be found, and in most cases it was necessary to go to different camps for

different arms and to more than four camps. An attempt was made, however, to keep a certain

amount of balance by offsetting a selection from a camp in which the scores were known to run

high by an additional selection from a camp where the men were inferior. The ultimate inclusion

of additional camps made it possible to increase the size of the main infantry group (rifle com-

panies) and the main artillery group (batteries)—the two organizations a comparison of which

is especially interesting. Two thousand cards were pulled for each of these groups.

Table 7 gives the analysis of Group VIII. The separation is in accordance with divisional

Tables of Organization: Infantry into rifle companies, machine-gun companies, supply compa-

nies, and headquarters companies; field artillery into batteries, trench mortar batteries, supply

companies, and headquarters companies; the letter companies of the engineers, the field signal

battalions, and the machine-gun battaUons; the trains into divisional military pohce, ammuni-

tion trains, supply trains, the ambulance companies of the sanitary train, and the field hospitals

of the sanitary train; and the medical organizations into the medical detachments to be found

with Une organizations. In addition to these organizations were added base hospitals trained

for overseas, base hospitals organized in camps in the United States, nurses, an officers training

camp group of 2,O0U, and a development battalion group of 2,000.

Table 7.

—

Group VIII: While established organizatirms.

Number of cases in Group VIII of principal sample. Table shows various organizations sampled, corresponding

code numbers (v. Hollerith code), and, in the last row, the total size of the samples. The number of cases stated

for the camps separately is approximate, not exact, since final sortings were not made by camps. They show,

however, the approximate constitution of the sample.
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Tablet.—Group VIII. White atahliihed organizations

.

Camp ai which
examined.
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this procedure rendered the adequacy of the beta examination unquestionable, since it was

not certain at that time that foreign-born men were not under a certain handicap even in beta

because of language deficiencies. Table 8 summarizes Group X.

Table S.—Grouv X. Special experimental group.

Niimberof cases in Group X, 1,047 English-speaking, but otherwise unselected, men from the white draft, who took

both alpha and beta examinations for correlational purposes; 653 of these men also took the Stanford-Binet examina-

tion. Table shows the distribution by camps.

Taking alpha, beta, and Stanford-Binet examinations:

Camp Custer 64

Camp Dix 93

Camp Jackson ' ^^^

Camp Lee 105

Camp Meade 91

Camp Pike
,

67

Camp Upton 54

Camp Wadsworth 41

Camp Wheeler 36

Total 653

Taking alpha and beta examinations:
Camp Custer 15

Camp Greenleaf 233

Camp Pike 36

Camp Taylor 65

Camp IJpton 17

Camp wheeler 28

Total 394

Total Group X 1,047

This group is a very important group, because upon it most of the analysis of tests and

the statistical treatment for the combination of different types of examination has been based.

It forms the foundation of the immediately subsequent chapters of this part (q. v.).'

Summary.—Table 9 gives a summary of all groups. It will be noted that there is available

altogether a sample of 96,354 records of white recruits, a sample which is fairly representative

of the coimtry, for Groups I, II, and III give approximately the same form of distribution.

The total of records for negro recruits is 25,392, of which 5,400 are for northern negroes only.

The sample for wliite officers is 15,528, and for white estabUshed organizations 24,205. The

approximate total of the principal sample is 162,526.

Table 9.

—

Summary of principal sampling.

Nimiber of cases in various groups of principal sample: cf. tables 1 to 8.

Group
No.
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Section 3.

—

Hollerith analysis.

Statistical analysis of the principal sample was planned for the Hollerith system of

mechanical sorting. In this system it is necessary that the information to be dealt with be

coded in numerical terms and then punched into Hollerith record cards. It was decided to

code the following items (see reproduction of Hollerith record card, p. 568) : Statistical group

nmnber for the principal sample as mentioned above (section 2), camp at which the examination

was made, State from which the man was drafted, age, rank, arm of service or whether a

recruit, country of nativity in the case of foreign-born men, number of years that foreign-born

men have been in the United States, number of years schooling reported, the form of alpha

examination, the score on each of the separate tests of the alpha or beta examination (but in

the case of men taking both examinations only the score for alpha, since the record card is not

large enough to include both sets), total raw score in the alpha examination, total raw score

of the first seven tests in the beta examination, the form of the individual examination (i. e.,

whether performance scale, point scale, or Stanford-Binet scale), the score in individual

examination, and finally an index (used later in the statistical combination of results) of

the particular combination of examinations taken by the man (whether alpha alone, or alpha

with beta, or beta with an individual, etc.). It should be noted that this arrangement makes
available considerable information on the separate tests, information which it has, however,

not been possible to utilize very fully. The object of giving the alpha scores in the separate

tests in preference to the beta scores when both are available was to provide a complete

distribution of performances in alpha. The beta group is already highly selected at the

upper end by the segregational procedme for dividmg between alpha and beta; hence, fiu-ther

distortion due to the elimination of cases at the lower end is not a matter for concern. The
total scores for alpha and beta are both given when both examinations were taken.

The examination scores were coded so as to give the following class intervals: For alpha,

5 points; for beta, 5 points; for performance scale, 5 points (an interval, however, which

proved too small and which has therefore been doubled—10 points—in the tables); Stanford-

Binet scale, one-half year.

The principal statistical difficulty encountered in the comparison of these psychological

records is the one that occurs when it is desired to compare two groups, each of which contains

various numbers of records based on the different types of examination. Some theory of

combination must be adopted. Alpha, beta, and individual examination need to be expressed

in some common system of measmements in order that the comparisons may be simple and

brought readily within the range of attention. The difficulties of such a combination and

the mathematical development of a scheme are set forth in chapter 2. The scheme of

this chapter should have been developed prior to the maldng of the plan of analysis. It

would have been highly desirable, for example, if a rating in terms of an ideal common scale

could have been placed upon each record selected and coded on the Hollerith card. Unfor-

tunately, however, a shortage of statistical aid not only delayed the completion of this study

imtil after the initiation of the mechanical analysis, but even until after the completion of most

of the other studies of this part, which should logicafiy have been based upon the ideal scheme

of combination. Failing a common set of terms for the various examinations, it was decided

to code the principal sample and to make the Hollerith sortings in such manner that there

would be separate tables for each type of examination and also for the cases where one t3^pe

of examination overlapped another type. The various items given below in the code for

"combination of examinations" provide for sortings with respect to these various divisions.

Rules for coding.—The rules for coding are given herewith in part because they explain in

detail the general statements made just above and in part because in the event that these

records, now in the Surgeon General's Office, should be used for subsequent research they

make plain the details of the information available on the Hollerith cards.
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Group niimber was not coded on the psychological record card ' but was marked on each

package of cards. It was punched, however, on each Hollerith card.

Personal information was coded in red mk along the left-hand margin of the upper part

of the card in the following order: Camp, State, age, rank, arm, nativity, years in United

States, schooling. An omitted item was indicated by "X" or "XX."
The column of raw scores in the separate tests to be pimched on the Hollerith card was

checked. Raw scores were always used, even when weighted scores were given, in order to

place all data upon the same basis. When test 1 of beta was given with weighted score it was

an indication that the raw score had been assigned on the basis of a perfect score of 10 points.

Half the recorded value was in such cases written in so that test 1 might be scored in a manner

of the later rule. Test 8 in beta was never recorded, in order that the data might be com-

parable with the latest procedure for giving beta. When a score for it did occur it was marked

with an "X."
The code numbers for type of individual examination, total score in individual examination,

and combination of examination were entered successively at the lower right-hand corner of

the card under "Mechanical Test."

When any item was missing, illegible, doubtful, or obvious! 3' incorrect, and could not

therefore be coded, an "X" (or, for a two-digit number, "XX") was placed on the card in the

position in which the code number should have stood.

1. Group:
HOLLEEITH CODE.

1. White draft, pro-rated, by States.

2. White draft, additional, by States.

3. White draft, additional, by camps.

4. Negro draft, pro-rated, by States.

2, 3. Camp:
01. Beaureg3.rd.

02. Bowie.

03. Cody.

04. Custer.

05. Devens.

06. Dix.

07. Dodge.

08. Fremont.

09. Funston.

10. Gordon.

11. Grant.

4, 5. State from which drafted (S. G. O. code);

XX. State not given.

01. Alabama.

02. Alaska.

03. Arizona.

04. Arkansas.

05. California.

06. Colorado.

07. Connecticut.

08. Delaware.

09. District of Columbia.

10. Florida.

11. Georgia.

12. Idaho.

13. Illinois.

14. Indiana.

15. Iowa.

16. Kansaa.

17. Kentucky.

18. Ijouisiana.

12. Greene.

13. Greenleaf.

14. Hancock.

15. Jackson.

16. Kearney.

17. Lee.

18. Lewis.

19. Logan.

20. MacArthur.

21. McClellan.

22. Meade.

19. Maine.

20. Marj'Iand.

21. Massachusetts.

22. Michigan.

23. Minnesota.

24. Mississippi.

25. Missoiui.

26. Montana.

27. Nebraska.

28. Nevada.

29. New Hampshire.

30. New Jer.sey.

31. New Mexico.

32. New York.

33. North Carolina.

34. North Dakota.

35. Ohio.

36. Oklahoma.

37. Oregon.

' Of. Part I, p. 2S9.

5. Negro draft, additional, for Northern States.

6. White officers.

7. White established organizations.

23. Pike.

24. Sevier.

25. Shelby.

26. Sheridan.

27. Sherman.

28. Taylor.

29. Travis.

30. Upton.

31. Wadsworth.

32. Wheeler.

33. Humphreys.

38. Pennsylvania.

39. Rhode Island.

40. South Carolina.

41. South Dakota.

42. Tennessee.

43. Texas.

44. Utah.

45. Vermont.

46. Virginia.

47. Washington.

48. West Virginia.

49. Wisconsin.

50. Wyoming.
51. Panama.

52. Porto Rico.

53. Philippines.

54. Hawaii.

55. Other.
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0. 20 and less.

1. 21-22.

2. 23-24.

3. 25-26.

7. Rank:
0. Miscellaneous.

1. Recruit.

2. Priv'ate, private first class.

3. Corporal.

4. Sergeant, sergeant first class, sergeant major,

8, 9. Militarj- organization:

01. Infantry (general^

31. Infantry, headquarters companies.

41. Infantry, rifle (lettered) companies.

61. Infantrj', supply companies.

61. Infantry, machine-gun companies.

02. Artillerj' (general).

32. Artillerj', headquarters companies.

42. Artillery, batteries (lettered).

52. ArtUler}', supply companies.

62. Artiller>-, trench mortar batteries.

16. Artillerj-, ammunition trains.

03. Machine-gun battaUons.

05. Engineers.

06. Field Signal Corps.

08. Quartermaster (officers).

17. Supplj trains (enlisted men; cf. 08).

09. Medical (M. C. officers and divisional M. D.
enlisted men not in sanitary train or base

hospitals; cf. 19, 20, 39, 40).

10. Dental Corps.

11. Veterinary Corps.

10, 11. Nati%-ity (S. G. O. code):

00. United States.

60. Armenia.

61. Austria.

62. Belgium.

93. Bohemia.

63. Bulgaria.

64. Canada.

65. Central America.

66. China.

67. Cuba.

68. Denmark.
69. Eg>'pt.

70. England.

12. Years of foreign-bom in United States:

0. Less than 1 year.

1. 1 year.

2. 2 years.

3. 3 years.

13 14. Schooling:

00. No schooling.

01. 1 grade.

02. 2 grades.

03. 3 grades.

04. 4 grades.

05. 5 grades.

06. 6 grades.

07. 7 grades.

08. 8 grades.

09. 9 grades: 1 year in high school.

4. 27-28.
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15. Alpha form number (no coding)

:

5. Form 5.

6. Form 6.

7. Form 7.

8. Forms.

9. Form 9.

When beta is checked, place an "X" in the raw

score space for test 8.

When beta is weighted and checked, write in

for test 1 one-half the raw score indicated.

16-31. Haw scores for separate tests:

Actual scores (no coding).

Check the column to be punched.

When both alpha and beta are on the same card,

check alpha.

32, 33. Total r.aw alpha score (8 tests):

Di\ide the score by 5 and drop the remainder. Precede a one-digit number by a "0."

34, 35. Total raw beta score (7 tests):

Divide the score by 5 and drop the remainder. Precede a one-digit number by a "0."

36. Type of individual examination:

1. Performance scale. 2. Point scale. 3. Stanford-Binet scale.

37, 38. Total score in individual examination:

Performance—Divide the number of points by

5 and drop the remainder.

Point scale—Divide the number of points by 5

and drop the remainder.

Combination of examination:

1. Alpha only.

2. Beta only.

3. Indi\'idual only.

4. Alpha and beta.

5. Alpha and individual.

Stanford-Binet scale—Double the mental age

(expressed with one decimal) and drop the

decimal. Always precede a one-digit num-
ber by a "0."

6. Beta and individual.

7. Alpha, beta, and individual.

The Hollerith card for mechanical sorting is reproduced, slightly diminished in size,

herewith in a figure. The information coded on the psychological record cards was transferred

to code slips on which the numbers were recorded regularly, one below another; the numbers

on the code slips were checked and then punched on the Hollerith card. (The procedure is

that of punching a hole through the proper number in each colimm. When ain item is coded

by a two-digit number, then the ten's place is punched in the first column and the unit's in

the second.) The punching was also checked.

/
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time was available for checking the entire group. Samples of every clerk's work were taken
at various times; errors were indicated on less than 1 per cent of the cards. Some of these
errors were foimd later when the records were transferred to code slips. If an adequate force

of 50 clerks could have been available for two weeks all records could have been done promptly
and checked and work of the analysis could have proceeded without the numerous delays that
occurred subsequently.

The transfer of the information to code slips, the punching of cards, the mechanical sorting,

and the tabulation of the records was accomplished by the assistance of the Actuary of the
Bureau of War Risk Insurance. At one time over 100 clerks were employed on the work.
Had it not been for gratuitous assistance from outside the War Department it would not be
possible to put forth the present tables.

Sorting.—It would have been desirable to prepare Hollerith tables with respect to

every pair of relevant variables both for every one of the combinations of examination (see code)
separately and for every kind of score. For example, in a comparison of schooling mth intelli-

gence it would be desirable to prepare scatter tables of schoolmg against the alpha scores of men
who took alpha only, against the beta scores of men who took beta only, against the alpha scores

of men who took alpha and beta together but no individual examination, and against the beta
scores of men who took alpha and beta together. When the three types of individual examina-
tion are added to such a scheme we find, however, that 28 tables are necessary for every
comparison, for we need to have the alpha scores of men who took alpha, beta, and performance,
and the beta scores of men who took alpha, beta, and perfonnance, and the performance scores

of men who took alpha, beta, and performance, and the alpha scores of men who took alpha,

beta, and point scale, and so on. To multiply the nujnber of desired comparisons by 28 is,

however, impracticable. Accordingly the number of tables for every comparison had, in the

mechanical sorting, to be reduced to seven, as foUows:

1. Alpha scores of alpha only.

2. Beta scores of beta only.

3. Alpha scores of alpha-beta only.*

4. Beta scores of alpha-beta only.

5. Performance scale scores of all men who took the performance scale whether with
alpha or beta or without.

6. Point scale scores of all men who took point scale whether with alpha or beta or

without.

7. Stanford-Bine t mental ages of aU men who took the Stanford-Binet examination
whether with alpha or beta or ^\^thout.

Ideally it would also be desirable to have available in the treatment of these data separate

tables for every camp. The results are always a function of camp procedure and frequently

it is impossible to teU whether we are dealing with a real difference or .with an artifact that
grows out of differences between camps which contribute, it may be, imequallj' to two different

samples. In almost no case, however, are less than 15 camps involved, and in many cases the

nmnber of camps is over 20. To multiply the desired nimaber of comparisons by 15 is just as

impracticable with the available facilities for analysis as it would have been to have increased

the comparisons for all the various combinations of examination. Accordingly it has been
necessary to be satisfied with sorting various main divisions of the principal sample by camps
and to trust that the samphng has so far distributed the camps as to render camp differences

ineffective in the particular comparisons.

It may he noted in this connection that an early plan for sorting, in which the minimnTn
number of divisions by combination of examination were made and in which it was planned
to sort separately for camps in all the more important sortings, called for the preparation of

I We have referred to the alpha examination briefly as "alpha" and to the beta examination as "beta." Wo shall use the term "alpha-beta"
for the combination ofexamination in which alpha and beta were taken but no individual examination. Similarly, we shall speak of "alpha-bcta-
indlvldual" when all three examinations were taken. .Similarly, the terms "alpha-individual" and "beta-Individual" indicate an individual
examination with one or the other of the two group examinations.

121435°—21 37
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nearly 2,000 tables. By considerable pruning and in particular by giving up the separation

by camps this number was finally reduced to 255 tables. After the sorting had begun it was

necessary to reduce the number of tables still further to 180 in order to keep the work within

reasonable time. Even with this reduction sLx Hollerith sorting machines and four Hollerith

tabulators were kept busy for the greater part of three weeks in making the sortings.

Section 4.

—

Presentation of data.

A word upon the history of the preparation of Part III will make understandable

both certain omissions from the part and also some failures of coordination between nat-

urally related chapters. Work upon the main statistical analysis of psychological examining

was begun in December, 1918, under the du-ection of Maj. Yerkes and the immediate supervision

of Capt. Boring. Plans for Hollerith analysis and the tentative lists of sortings referred to

above were made out and finally approved. Considerable difficulty was experienced, however,

in obtaining authority for clerical help to undertake the coding.

Finally, after numerous delays, sLx clerks were secured early in January, 1919, and the

work of the selection of cards and of coding progressed. Capt. Boring and an assistant made

the selections from the files and counted the cards. Incidentally, at the same time they

unpacked the boxes from the camps and put these cards in files. The six clerks continued the

coding until March 15, when the coding was completed. During this period occasional samples

of the coders' work were checked. It was obviously impossible to check the entire task with

such insufficient clerical help; complete checking would have required a month to six weeks

lono'er. The transfer of the coded information from the psychological record cards to code

slips was made unexpectedly necessary by the system in use where the Hollerith sorting was

done. It had not been foreseen from the first that this sorting could not be done by the

statistical division of the Surgeon General's Office, and, when it was found necessary later to

accept the courtesy of the Actuarj^ of the Bureau of War Risk Insurance, it proved necessary

to have the records in simpler form for the use of his punch operators.

The transfer of all this information to code slips and its entire checking was accompUshed

by about 150 clerks in 10 days' time. Thereafter the cards went to the punch operators and

early in April sorting on the Hollerith machines was begun. For this purpose the Actuary

of the Bureau of War Risk Insurance made available sLx sorting machines and four tabulating

machines, together with their operators. An officer of the Section of Psychology was placed

in charge. The tables were completed by the beginning of May, after approximately three

weeks of sorting.

Had the preparation of Part III been delaj-ed until the completion of these tables no

work for the part could have been undertaken until May. Since -the discontinuance of both

commissioned and clerical personnel was promised for July 1 such a procedure would have

been disastrous to the completion of Part III. The difficulty was avoided, though only in a

small part, by deciding on the program for Part III and having authors begin their work

where possible prior to the completion of the Hollerith sorting.

It was foreseen that a scheme for the combination of examinations alpha and beta in

particular and of the individual exammations with alpha and beta would be necessary in any

such detailed comparison of groups as this part contemplated. Considerable doubt occurred

in the early stages of the work as to the proper mode of combination; for example, the question

arose whether regressions of beta and individual examinations upon alpha should be used or

regressions upon beta, or whether the examinations should be made equivalent by equating

scores corresponding to equal percentile points, or whether some other procedure should bo

adopted. The fact that the distributions for these examinations are presumably not normal

distributions, that correlations between them are not linear, and that in general the examina-

tion scales are not made up throughout of equivalent units, cast doubt upon the validity of

any very accurate appUcation of the ordinary theory of probabilities and of correlation to

these data. Accordingly Mr. Brown and Lieut. May prepared early in February a memorandum
presenting a plan of combination of examinations alpha and beta—the plan which is worked
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out in chapter 2 of Part III. This plan was adopted with the intention of completing

the scheme of analysis before any M'ork upon the Hollerith sortings was undertaken. The
cards of Group X were to be used as its statistical basis and the 1.36 correlation tables between

the eight tests of alpha and the seven tests of beta were prepared by officers of the staff of the

Section of Psychology during two weeks in February when thej' were permitted the use of the

Hollerith machines in the Surgeon General's Office during the evening.

Statistical work on the scheme of combLaation began late m February and it was hoped
that it might be completed by the time that the Hollerith sortmgs were ready for use. The
task, however, proved to be very much greater than had been at first supposed and the scheme

was not completed until the first few days in June. By this time most of the manuscript for

Part III was well under way. It had been necessary to assign June 15 as the final date for all

manuscripts. Accordingly it was not possible to use the scheme widely in the other chapters

of Part III. The scheme is presented in detail because it is in itself a valuable contribution

to statistical method in the treatment of tests, because it furnishes more light on the nature

of the separate tests in the group examinations and of their interrelations than could any other

treatment, and because it provides the basis for further research should such opportunity

arise.

The manuscript for Part II was completed, with the exception of editing, on May 1. At
this time, however, the personnel of the Section of Psychology was considerably diminished.

Throughout the month of May there were available for work on this report Capt. Boring, Lieut.

Lincoln, Lieut. May, and Mr. Brown. Capt. Boring was obliged to give considerable time to

the editing of Parts I and II during May. Miss Cobb and Lieut. Mertz gave part time to the

report. Since Lieut. May and Mr. Brown were entirely engaged in statistical work, the WTiting

of all the subsequent chapters, with the exception of a few that had been prepared earlier

during the winter, devolved upon three psychologists. Clerical help was also diminished on
the first of May, so that the authors had very little assistance. Sergt. First Class B. M. Oppen-
heim, who prepared the original drawings for the figures of Parts II and III, was retained as

draftsman until July 1. During the first two weeks of June Lieut. Metcalf was added to the

group of authors and Miss Cobb gave full time. This shortage of personnel is responsible for

a less thorough treatment of many of the topics than could be desired. The general plan

agreed upon to meet the emergency was the printing, with a view to future research, of as

much of the original data coming from the Hollerith sortmgs as possible, and then a more
superficial discussion of such principal results as could be arrived at by a simple statistical

treatment of the tables.

The reader of the chapters of this ])art wUl find, in accordance with this plan, that in

general chapters which are based upon data from the Hollerith analysis b^in with a set of

tables from the principal sample. These tables are followed by such discussion as is feasible

and additional tables which are hnmediately relevant to the discussion. It was plamied to

print in every such case seven tables of Hollerith sortings which it is presimaed wdl furnish an
adequate basis for any form of statistical treatment that may be desired in the future. The
seven tables are as follows:

1

.

.Vlpha scores of men taking examination alpha only.

2. Beta scores of men taking examination beta only, or examination beta with

examination alpha only.

3. Total score of all men takuig performance examination, with or \\ithout a group
examination.

4. Total score of all men taking point scale examination, with or without a group
examination.

5. Mental ages of all men taking Stanford-Binet examijiation, with or without a

group examination.

(). Alpha scores of aU men who took alpha, with or without beta and with or without

an individual examination.

7. Beta scores of all men who took beta, with or without alpJia and with or without

an indiAndual o.xaniination.
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The first five tables are reciprocally exclusive; no single case occurs in more than one table.

They can be combined on any scheme of regressions that seems desirable, provided the statistician

is willing to admit that the beta score of a man recalled from alpha to beta is the preferable

measure, and the score in individual exammation of a man recalled from either of the group

examinations is also preferable to his score in the group examination. The printing of the

alpha and beta scores of men taking individual examinations or of the alpha scores of men
taking beta is prohibited by lack of space. The sixth and seventh tables do, however, give

complete distributions for alpha and beta for any one that is interested in an analysis of these

examinations alone; and tables 3, 4, and 5 are similarly complete for each of the individual

examinations. In some instances the number of cases falling in some of these seven fundamental

tables is so small as to be negligible (for example, performance scores of negroes, who were

practically always given Stanford-Binet) . In such cases the table is omitted.

The work of the various members of the staff of the Section of Psychology has been so

closely interrelated, assistance has been so frequently rendered, and authors have so frequently

submitted to compromises or to revisions of their work that it is not possible to assign either

credit or responsibility for the chapters of this part with any degree of accuracy. The Hollerith

analysis was under the immediate supervision of Capt. Boring, who has also prepared this

chapter and exercised with Maj. Yerkes editorial supervision over Part III.

Chapter 2 presents in the main the statistical work of Mr. Brown and Lieut. May, which

has already been referred to. The data on forms of alpha were prepared by Miss Cobb. The

Section of Psychology is indebted to Prof. Karl Pearson of the University College, London,

for considerable statistical work on the regression curves of alpha and beta, which are also

presented in these chaptei-s. Unfortunately, these curves were received at a time which

rendered their full utilization in the general scheme of treatment difficult.

It is rather important that camps shoxild Ije compared, one with another, since (cf. tables

6 and 7 and relevant discussion) camp differences may readily be reflected in differences

between other groups and lead to erroneous mterpretations. This comparison, however,

involves the application of the scheme of combination which was completed too late for use.

Lieut. Lincoln has made the comparison, however, upon a more superficial basis.

The original selection of Group II was made with the intention of determining intelligence

averages for the various States. It was found on a comparison of the returns from different

camps, however, that differences between camps were very great indeed. Since a single State

was for the most part selected from a single camp, it is practically impossible to isolate dif-

ferences between States from camp differences. It may be that a detailed study would reveal

certain States examined in like camps and therefore comparable. The results are inaportant

and, since the pressure of time would render anything but a most inadequate treatment

imjiossible, it has seemed better to omit statistical treatment altogether, rather than to run the

risk of factitious conclusions.'

The same argument ap])lies to a less extent to differences in nativity of foreign-born

recruits. Lieut. Lincoln has, however, foimd time to deal with this subject briefly. The

data on the relation of intelligence ratings to age were brought together by Lieut. Lincoln;

those on the relation to physical factors by Dr. Hayes. Miss Cobb has prepared the chapters

on literacy, schooling, and the relation to the number of years that foreign-born recruits have

been in the United States. Capt. Elliott began the study of the intelligence of the negro,

which was completed by Lieut. Metcalf. Lieut. Lincoln has dealt with the problem of the

rank of officers, with the officers' training camps, noncommissioned officers' schools, and the

Students' Army Training Corps, and in general with disciplinary cases. Maj. Foster prepared

the chapter on arms of the service. The chapter on the relation of intelligence rating to

occupation was begun by Dr. Bridges and completed by Capt. Paterson. The description of

the general intelligence of the draft and its relation to discharge or rejection from the Army
has been made jointly in the office on the basis of data brought together by Miss Cobb.

' Cf. chap. 5, page 681.



CHAPTER 2.

A GENEBAL METHOD OF STATISTICAL ENTEBPKETATION OF THE PRINCIPAL SAMPLE.

Section 1.

—

Statistical interpretation.

The plan to tabulate on a large scale the data of intelligence examinations obtained in the

Army required as its complement an adequate method of interpretation. An ideal method
would eliminate irrelevant factors, such as differences in the technique of examination, and

permit direct comparison of the subgroups of the tabulated sample with respect to the intel-

lectual ability that is measurable by the iVrmy tests. The ])roblem of interpretation stated in

its simplest terms is to combine the results of the several different methods of testmg intelli-

gence (i. e., different kinds of examinations) in such a way as to permit the calculation of the

more important statistical constants by means of which the quantitative aspects of groups are

ordinarily described. Otherwise stated, we require for a given group, part of which has been

examined by alpha, part by beta, and part by individual examination, measiu-es of central

tendency and variability, which shall be independent of the proportions of the group tested

by each of these examinations, for only thus can we directly compare the given group \vith

another group which (for reasons wholly irrelevant to the distribution of intelligence within

itself) may be composed of alpha, beta, and individual cases in very different proportions.'

At the outset we must set up a certain limitation and we must establish some terms. We
are not concerned with the question of the relation of illiteracy to intelligence when we deal

with scores in the two group examinations, alpha and beta; for, if the final statistical constants

can be freed from the effect of differences in the examination technique they will also be freed

from the literacy factors to the extent that these are independent of intelligence. The terms

"illiteracy" and " mtelligence " are in this connection used in the sense m which they are defined

by alpha and beta. "Illiteracy" is to be miderstood in this chapter as meaning nothuig but

the inability to read well enough to earn a score in alpha consistent with whatever score in beta

the illiterate individual may be capable of eammg. What is meant by "consistent with" will

appear later in this chapter. By "intelligence" we mean the ability that manifests itself

quantitatively in a set of consistent scores in all of the types of exanunation upon which our

data are based.

The problem of combining the data obtauied from the different examinations demands

the discovery of some sort of "common denominator." Our definition of mtelligence ^ immedi-

ately suggests the nature of the most probably valid "common denominator," viz, a composite

scale formed by poolmg the alpha, beta, and individual examinations. Thus, if an individual

has actually taken all the different examuiations we consider his best rating to be given by the

sum of all his scores. Lacking an "outside criterion" of intelligence we are unable to determine

the relative weights to be assigned to scores in the different types of tests and we therefore

adopt the simplest policy, that of addmg them together unweighted.

As a matter of fact, however, almost no individual was given all forms of examination,

except in the case of a small special group (Group X) described in this volume. Chap. I, sec. 2.

Therefore in order to rate all individuals on a scale which is based upon all examinations, it will

be necessary in most cases to calculate from the earned score m some one examination probable

scores in the remaining examuaations and add these calculated scores to the earned scores.

Such procedure would require all the possible regression equations connectmg the different

variables (scores in different examinations) and would be a simple treatment of the data, or

not, according to the degree of difficulty experienced in obtaining satisfactory regression equa-

' Trot. Raymond Pearl kindly advised the Section of I'sychologj- concerning the treatment of results.

' No attempt Is made here to give a novel definition of intelliKence; but clearly a definition of intelligence in terms other than those in which

our data are given would be useless. We therefore propose to avoid circumlocution by usLag the word "intelligence" to refer to the ability that

has actually been measured, without concerning ourselves about the theoretical problem of what types of potentiality for reaction may bo properly

Included under the term "intelligence" in its technical sense.

673
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tions. As a matter of fact, the relationship between alpha total scores and beta total scores,

treated as simple variables, is of such a nature that it is very doubtful if good regression equations
can be obtained.

Prof. Karl Pearson has verr kindly attempted this problem. Using contingency tables for

total scores only he has obtained the equations and curves shown in figures 1 and 2. His
material included, besides the data of the special experimental Group X, data from a more
highly selected group of 1102 infantrymen from Camp Meade. The equation for the regression
of beta on alpha gives very good results both as a fit to the observation points and, as nearly as
can be judged, as an extrapolation curve. But Prof. Pearson, however, points out an impor-
tant difficulty in dealing \s-ith the other regression, that of alpha on beta. He considers (with
excellent grounds as will appear later) it imsafe to calculate mean alpha scores for beta arrays
below 50 points. (Table 154.) The cubic equation fitted to the arrays above 50 turns out to
be impossible as an extrapolation curve, while a straight liae serves practically as well within
the range for which the cubic is satisfactory, and probably gives good results in extrapolation.
Using this straight line for extrapolation we find an alpha score of about —71 for a beta score
of zero.

Unfortunately, Prof. Pearson was not provided with distributions and contingency tables

for scores in the component tests of alpha and beta, anah^sis of which shows clearly the nature
of the relationship between alpha and beta total scores, and suggests a method of avoidmg some
of the difficulties met in treating total scores as simple variables.

From Group X of the principal sample, coutuigenc}' tables for all pairs of variables, i. e.,

eight alpha tests, seven beta tests, Stanford-Binet mental age ratings, and each of these with
total alpha score and total beta score, have been obtained. Of these tables those showing
contingenc}" of each beta test with Stanford-Binet mental age and of total beta score mth
Stanford-Bmet mental age are shown in Part II, chapter 7, table 52. The other contingency
tables are printed herewith as tables 10 to 154. The distribution of scores hi each test and
examination is shown by the histograms of figures 3, 4, and 5.

T/LBLE 10.— Variables: Alpha score, test 1 X alpha score, test 2. Group X: Special experimental group.

ALPHA TEST 2.
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Table 12.— Variables: Alpha score, lest 1 X alpha score, test 4- Group X: Special experimental group.

ALPHA TEST 4.
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Table Id.— Variable: Alpha score, test 1 X alpha score, test 8. Group X: Special experimental group.

ALPHA TEST 8.
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Table 20.— Variables: Beta score, test 4 X alpha score, test 1. Group X: Special experimental group.

ALPHA TEST 1.

579
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Table 24.—-Variables: Alpha score, test 2 X al-pha score, test S. Group X: Special experimental group.

ALPHA TEST 3.
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Table 27.— Variables: Alpha score, test 2 X alpha score, test 6. Group X: Special experimental group.

ALPHA TEST 6.
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Table 30.— Variables: Beta score, test 1 X alpha, test 2. Group X: Special experimental group.

ALPHA TEST 2.
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Table 34.— Variabl-es: Alpha score, test 2 X beta score, tests. Group X: Special experimental group.

BETA TEST 5.
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Table 37.— Variables: Alpha score, test 3 X alpha score, test 4- Group X: Special experinental group.

ALPHA TEST 4.
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TABtE 40.— Variables: Alpha score, test S X alpha score, test 7. Group X: Special experimental group.

ALPHA TEST 7.

585
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Table 43.— Variables: Beta score, test i X alpha score, test 3. Group X: Special experimental group.

ALPHA TEST 3
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Table 46.— Variables: Alpha score, test S X beta score, test 5. Group X: Special experimental group.

BETA TEBT 6.
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Table 49.— Vwiublcs: Alpha score, test 4 X alpha score, test 5. Group X: Special experimental group.

ALPHA TEST 6.
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Table 52.— Variables: Alpha score, lest 4 X alpha score, test 8. Group X: Special experimental group.

ALPHA TEST 8.
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Table 55.— Variables: Beta score, test 3 X alpha score, test 4. Group X: Special experimental group.

ALPHA TEST 4.
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Table 58.— Variables: Alpha score, test 4 X beta score, test 6. Group X: Special experimental group.

BETA TEST 6.
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Table &1.— Variables: Alpha score, test 7 X alpha score, test 5. Group X: Special experimental group.

ALPHA TEST 5.
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Table 64.— Variables: Alpha score, test 2 X alpha score, test 3. Group X: Special experimental group.

.\LPHA TEST 5.

593
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Table e7.— Variables: Alpha score, test 5 X heta score, test 5. Group X: Special experimental group.

BETA TEST 5.

[ Vou XV,
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Table 70.— Variable!:: Alplia score, test 6 X alpha score, test 7. Group X: Special experimental group.

ALPHA TEST 7.
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Table 73.^

—

Variables: Beta score, test 2 X alpha score, test 6. Group X: Special experimental group.

ALPHA TEST 6.
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TABtE 76.— Variables: Alpha score, test 6 X beta score, test S. Group X: Special experimentol group.

BETA TEST 5.
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Table 79.— Variables: Alpha score, test 7 X alpha score, test 8. Group X: Special experimental group.

ALPHA TEST 8.
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Table 82.— Variables: Beta score, test 3X beta score, test 7. Group X: Special experimental group.

ALPHA TEST 7.
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Table 85.^ Variables: Alpha score, test 7 X beta score, test 6. Group X: Special expenmental group.

BETA TEST S.

40
38-39
36-37
34-35
33-33
30-31
28-29
26-27
24-25
22-23
20-21
18-19
16-17
14-15
12-13
10-11
8- 9
6-7
4- 5
2-3
0- 1
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Table 88.— Variabki: Beta score, test 2 X alpha score, test S. Group X: Special experimental group.

ALPHA TEST 8.
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Table 91.^Variables: Alpha score, test 8 X beta score, test 5. Group X: Special experimental group.

BETA TEST 6.
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Table 94.— Variables: Beta score, test 1 X beta score, test 3. Group X: Special experimental group.

BETA TEST 2.

603
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Table QS.^Variables: Beta score, test 1 X 6«M ^<^^, «««' 6- Group X: Special experir.iental group.

BETA TEST 6.
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Table 102.— Variables: Beta score, test S X beta score, test 5. Group X: Special experimental group.

BETA TEST 5.
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Table 10^.— Variables: Beta score, test 4 X beta score, test 3. Group X: Special experimental group.

BETA TEST 3.
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Table 109.— Variables: Beta score, test 4 X beta score, test 5. Group X: Special experimental group.

BETA TEST 5.
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Table 112.— Variables: Beta score, teste X beta score, Ust 5. Group X: Special experimental group.

BETA TEST 5.
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Table 116.— Variabk^: Alpha score, test B X alpha total score. Group X: Special experimental group.

ALPHA TOTAL.
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Table 119.— Variables: Alpha score, test 5 X alpha total score. Group X: Special experimental group.

ALPHA TOTAL.

24
23
22
21
20
19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7

6
5
4

3
2
1
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Table 122.— Variables: Alpha score, test S X alpha total score. Group X: Special experimental group.

ALPHA TOTAL.
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Table 125.— Variables: Beta score, test 3 X alpha total score. Group X: Special experimental group.

ALPHA TOTAL.
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Table 128.— Variables: Beta score, test 6 X alpha total score. Group X: Special experimental group.

ALPHA TOTAL.

20
19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11

10
9
8
7

6
5
4
3
2
1
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Table 131.— Variables: Alpha score, test 2 X beta total score. Group X: Special experimental group.

BETA TOTAL.
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Table 134.— Variables: Alpha score, lest 5 X beta total score. Group X: Special experimental group.

BETA TOTAL.
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Table 137.— Variables: Alpha score, test S X beta total score. Group X: Special experimental group.

BETA TOTAL.
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Table 140.— Variables: Beta score, Ust S X beta total score. Group X: Special experimental group.

BETA TOTAL.
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Table 143.— Variables: Beta score, test 6 X beta total score. Group X: Special experimental group.

BETA TOTAL.
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Tablb 146.— Variables: Alpha score, test 2 X mental age Stanford-Bind examination. Group X: Special experimental
group.

STANFORD-BINET MENTAL AGE.
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Table 14S.— Variables: Alpha score, test 5 X mental age Stanford-Binet examination. Group X: Special experimental

group.

STANFORD-BINET MENTAL AGE.
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Table 152.— Variables: AlpM score, test S X mental age Stanford-Binct examination. Group X: Special experimental
group.

STANFORD-BINET MENTAL AGE.
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In the first place, it is evident from study of score distributions of each of the alpha and

beta tests that they are not coextensive as regards range of ability measured. The alpha

examination itself is not a homogeneous scale, but a composite of eight short scales, each much

more nearly homogeneous than the composite total alpha. Alpha must be treated as a com-

posite for two reasons: (1) Certain of its component tests are very much more difficult than

others, so that examinees of less than average intelligence do not in general register their

ability in all of the tests. (2) Owing to the fact that the total time allowed for the alpha

examination is rigidly apportioned among the eight tests, since all subjects begin and stop

each test according to a fixed schedule, the collection of the eight tests into an "examination"

is mainly a matter of administrative convenience, with relatively little implication of quan-

titative or qualitative equivalence. It follows from what has just been stated that subjects who

are able to score in all of the alpha tests obtain total scores that are not comparable with total

scores earned by individuals who failed in some of the tests. The reason for this difference is

that in obtaining an individual's total score by adding together the scores in each test, scores

of are treated arithmetically the same as other scores. There are psychological reasons, how-

ever, why as a score can not be regarded as a point on a linear scale, although other scores

can be so regarded. This distinction between the mathematical zero and "psychological"

zero is an important one, for failure to recognize it is a serious pitfall in the statistical analysis

of psychological data. Zero as a test score means some unmeasured amoimt of ability that

is less than the amount required to earn a score of one point. Thus, if a high degree of ability

is necessary to earn a score of one point in a certain test, it is obvious that the range of ability

covered by the zero-score is a very wide one, although the ranges corresponding to scores of

one point, two points, etc., may be very short. A score of zero, therefore, does not mean no

ability at all; it does not mean the point of discontinuance of the thing measured ; it means the

point of discontinuance of the instrument of measurement, the test. Zero is an arbitrary

origin on the measuring scale, corresponding in some tests to much higher grades of ability

than in others; above zero we count in positive numbers and below it we should count in

negative numbers. Why in practice the range of negative scores is not used is the necessary

consequence of the methods of testing intelligence, but this limitation constitutes no obstacle

to the use of negative scores in the statistical analysis of test data.

The fact that zero points are disposed at different levels of intelligence for different tests

would be of no consequence if negative scores could be registered ; but smce they can not be,

the individual who fails to earn a positive score and is marked zero is actually thereby given a

bonus varying in value directly with his stupidity. Since in alpha the zero points in most of

the tests are relatively high in the scale of mtelligence, many individuals of low intelligence

would obtain negative total scores, if their intelligence could betray itself in appropriate

negative scores in each of the component tests. As it actually works out, these low-grade

individuals are improperly piled up, in the total score distribution, above the zero point.

Thus the skewness or, better, pUing-up of cases in the lower class intervals of the alpha total

score distribution is accounted for.

The situation is somewhat different with beta total scores. Here certain tests, besides

being limited at the lower end of the acale, are also limited at the top, so that high-grade indi-

viduals do not have the opportunity to earn all that they are capable of earning. The beta

tests were primarily designed to measure low-grade intelligence, and they are for the most

part inadequate measures of high-grade intelhgence. The piling up of cases in terminal class

intervals, which we interpret as indicative of linutation of range, is predominantly at the

upper end of three of the seven beta tests, with a resulting negative skewness of the total score

distribution.

These peculiarities of the components of the alpha and beta examinations also account

for the very marked skewness of regression of either variable on the other, that is apparent

from the form of the regression curves calculated by Prof. Pearson. To be satisfactory a

regression equation for alpha or beta, and vice versa, must be serviceable for extrapolation.
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This requirement is not consistent with the fact that regression parabolas commonly do not
give admissible results as extrapolation fonnulae. On the other hand, a linear regression

equation, if satisfactorily descriptive of observation may generally be trusted to give good
extrapolated results for short distances at least beyond the ends of the range of observation.

Thus, when the regression cubic for alpha on beta (fig. 1) fails completely as an extrapolation
formula. Prof. Pearson considers a straight line as quite satisfactory even at rather great dis-

tances from the last observation point to which the line is fitted.

Since the skew relationship between alpha and beta total scores can be traced to the
varying limitations of range of the separate alpha and beta tests, the problem of combination
of tests can be dealt with most directly by starting from the interrelations of the separate tests,

provided these form a linear system within the portions of the total range of intelligence common
to the tests taken in all possible pairs.

Without making precise tests of the linearity of regression of each test on every other,

we have considered that but slight errors would be made if we treated our system of variables

as a linear one. Group X (see Chap. I, sec. 2, page 555) provides a set of data upon which
to base the plan of analysis. For this sample at least we are able to drop the terms alpha and
beta and deal with 16 variables (8 alpha tests, 7 beta tests, and Stanford-Binet mental age)

instead of 3, gaming an approximately linear system at the expense of the increase in number
of variables. We can immediately distribute the 1,047 cases of the experimental sample
upon a scale of the sort we have already suggested for the common denominator for the various
types of examination, viz, a scale of ratings obtained by summing scores in all tests; provided,
however, that we treat zero scores, not impartially with other scores, but consider them rather

as defects in the record, and that we supply values to substitute for them by means of multiple

regression equations based on all the tests in which points are earned. Such a distribution

might be reasonably regarded as descriptive of the intelligence of our sample measured by a
nearly linear scale, i. e., a scale equal subdivisions of which correspond to approximately equal
ranges of intelligence.

We can not here enter into a lengthy philosophical discussion of the significance of different

types of frequency distribution for the linearity of the scales used in obtaining them, but one
point needs to be considered. Equality of the successive segments of a scale may be defined

in various ways. If we transpose some of the elements, say centimeters of a meter rule, we wiU
obtain exactly the same measurements as before, whether we measure the length of bone, the
height of plants, or the thickness of cakes of ice. This is true because the centimeter as a unit

of measurement is definable quite independently of the laws of growth of bones or plants or

of the physical conditions requisite to the freezing of ice. But the "unit" of measurement in

a psychological test presents a fundamentally different situation. As an element in a quanti-
tative scale of intelligence, or accuracy, or what not, it is definable solely in terms of the variable

measured. Therefore, for an answer to the question whether a given scale of intelligence is

linear, we lack, so to speak, a fi_xed point of reference. We may assume that intelligence in

the unselected popvdation is distributed normally, but we shall never get beyond assmnption
until we have a scale the ''units" of which are equal, and demonstrably so, from other premises
than our original assumption. On the other hand, since the frequency distribution of variates,

the quantitative aspects of which depend upon a large number of partially independent and
relatively small factors, is precisely the Gaussian normal curve, and since most psychological
tests are anything but measures of specific, isolated types of reaction, but rather measures of

reactions determined by a great number of partially or completely independent and, considered
singly, almost insignificant factors, we might argue that in the case where an approximately nor-

mal distribution arises the "units" of the scale used are actually practically equal. The validity

of this argument rests, of course, upon the correctness of our supposition in regard to the

number, magnitude, and independence of the factors which determine the reactions measured.
This is, in fact, the assumption from which we proceed in treating our system of 16 variables as

a linear one. We consider that the frequency distributions of 13 out of the 16 variables suffi-
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ciently approximate to the normal distribution (allowance being made of course for the proper

distribution of inadequately measiu-ed or unmeasured cases) to permit us to treat theu- scales

as linear and the regressions of the corresponding variables upon each other as linear. To be

in accord with ovu- assumption we must admit that the other three variables, beta tests 1 2.

and 3, do not fit well into a linear system.

We shall now consider somewhat more specifically the histograms of the various tests.

It will be seen from mere inspection that none of the distributions of "class marks" except

alpha 1 and 7 and beta 1 and 6 could be fitted satisfactorily by any typo of Pearson frequency
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ciirve. But allowing for the probable distribution of cases in the terminal class intervals (i. e.,

the distribution of these cases had they been as adequately measiu-ed as were all other cases),

it is apparent that at least a moderately good fit by some type of Pearson curve' could be
obtained for all distributions except that for beta 3. Such frequency curves, however, would
be descriptive not of the distribution of class marks but of the distribution of the variate back
of the class mark, i. e., of the distribution of intelligence as measured by different methods and
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FlQ. 3b. Histograms of scores In alpha tests. Special experimental Group X. 1,047 cases. Horizontalscaloisscorein test; vertical scale is number

of cases.

quantitatively interpreted in different units. It is again evident that a distribution of total

scores when such scores are merely sums of class marks can not be descriptive of the distribu-

tion of intelligence as measured by a linear, homogeneous scale.

Inspection of the histograms of the alpha tests (fig. 3) indicates how much the various

tests differ in the length of range of ability measm-ed. Tests 1 and 2 appear to be almost negli-

1 Pearson, K., Skew Variation in Homogeneous Material, Phil. Trans., Series A, vol. 186, 1895, pp. 263fl.
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gibly limited, and tests 4 and 7 extremely limited. Although the distribution of scores for

test 7 might be easily fitted with a Pearson type J curve, it seems clear that this would be a

sterile interpretation, for we can scarcely consider the type of reaction called for by test 7 to
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Fio. 3c. Histogramsof scores in alpha tests. Special experimental Group X. 1,047 cases. Horizontal scale is score in test; vertical scale is number
of cases.

be of such specific nature as to justify an interpretation of discontinuity of "function" that

would be implied by the use of the type J curve. We must prefer to interpret all tests as different

methods of measuring a rather general capacity, and the histogram of test 7 exactly as we
interpret all others, as meaning incompleteness of the scale, in this case so extensive that only

individuals of approximately average intelligence or better can earn points. Beta tests (Fig. 4)

4, 5, 6, and 7 give histograms interpretable along exactly the same lines. Beta 7 displays limi-

tation of range at both ends. It may be remarked here that limitation of range may cause

massing of cases not only in the terminal class interval, but even in the adjoining ones, in some
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cases to the number of two or three. At the lower end of a scale this phenomenon is probably

largely due to purely accidentally correct responses. The types of responses called for in the

alpha and beta tests, viz, simple lines, crosses, etc., makes accidental scores of from 1 to 3 or 4

points in some tests quite possible for individuals whose ability may be much lower than the
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any item correctly responded to counts whether or not preceding items have elicited incorrect

responses. Thus those individuals who reach the last item in a test, but who find there more
than ordinary difficulty, are massed in the next lower class interval, although many may have
had time to have done items on the average even more difficult had they been available. Thus
the histogram of beta test 7 is accounted for.

<<

n
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On the basis of the interpretations outlined above we have considered that in the main the
system of 16 variables might be treated as a linear one without doing serious violence to the
facts. But its treatment even as a linear system requires a knowledge of means, standard
deviations, and correlation coefficients that have been freed from the effect of incompleteness
of range of the tests, for without such a set of constants we could scarcely provide the most
probable negative scores to substitute for zero-scores. Given these constants we might obtain
a total score in alpha and beta for every individual that would be directly comparable with those
for all other individuals, because all would then be measiu-ements upon a linear scale. We
should therefore be able to eliminate most if not all of the skewness of the alpha total score

distribution, likewise of the beta total score distribution, and consequently the skewness of the

regression relationship between the two. For in all but a small nmnber of cases alpha total

scores could be built up within the eight tests. As we have seen, tests 1 and 2 are not seriously

limited, and therefore very few cases fail to score at least 1 or 2 points in one or the other of these

two tests, although faihng in all others.

The fact that the distributions of 13 of the variables (8 alpha tests, beta tests 4, 5, 6, and 7,

and Stanford-Binet mental age) do not diverge considerably from the normal form, provided

we assume redistribution of uimieasured or inadequately measxired cases, permits us to adopt
a method of analysis based upon the normal correlation stu-face. The problem of calculating

the correlation coefficients, and standard deviations and means that we require is the problem
of obtaining these constants for a complete correlation surface in terms of the corresponding

constants of a truncated correlation surface.

The equation of the normal frequency surface for two independent variables is:

JV __i / xt 2hzy y>\

2= , e 2(1-A«)V»." 'T^, "r'J

27ro-i<ryVl — «'

Let us consider the truncated portion of the surface mcluded between the two planes x = Xi,

X = X,, and define a quantity, p for this portion of the surface thus

:

where p',,, p'^^ and p'„j are incomplete moments corresponding to the moments used in the

ordinary definition of a coefficient of correlation:

After substitutmg

f ^ r yx'=—> y =—

in the double integrals giving the incomplete moments required by (1) the equations take the

following forms

:

, Ji ''fy p re-i^'xydxdy-- ^
."^

^, P (" e-i^'xdxdy --—^^= T f e-i^'ydxdy
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Where
)^ = j?— 2iixy+y'^

and

S^feFlT/-'"'"''
n is the portion of the total population represented by the volume of the tnmcated correlation

surface.

Simple integration by parts reduces these double integrals in such a way that upon substi-

tution in (1) we obtain the following:

''"(l+r^J)^
^'^'

Where

V2

or, in the notation of Sheppard's tables,

1 C^ _e!

2rX

V27r V2^

^Jh
e 2dx

(3)

^~ n/N ~\n/N] ^*^

Since h is the lower limit of integration, it will be negative if less than half of the total population

lie below it. Likewise, I- will be positive imless more than half of the population is above it.

Therefore J, which depends entirely upon the percentages of cases cut off at the upper and

lower ends of the distribution of x-variates, can be readily determined by the aid of Sheppard's

tables, and will always be negative.

From (2) we now get the following equation expressing r, the correlation coefficient of the

complete surface, in terms of s the analogous quantity derived from the incomplete surface, and

of the percentages of cases beyond the stumps of the distribution of x-variates (if the surface be

a truncated normal surface)

:

r= ,

'* = (5)

If the distribution of the a;-variate is truncated at one end only, say the lower, so that Jc is

infinite, we have

The complete distribution of x-variates is given by the equation

If we find the standard deviation of the truncated portion formed by cutting off the lower tail

at the point Xi, so that xJ(T-^ = h, we have:

=^ I e ^x

= ^{he 2 +
I

e Hx\

Ni

V2^
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«x' =/«, — m,'

TuJ

/»00
-+1-

'dx

h« -12

V2^

'dx

= <TxMl +

Therefore
id

;£h r 2h T
+ a) U(1+«)J'

^=1+J

If we substitute this value of J in (2) we obtain

which is the formula derived by Prof. Pearson ' showing the effect of selection upon the correla-

tion between two measurements of the selected sample. It is evident, therefore, that the use

of formula (5) is merely a device for proceeding from the correlation within a selected popula-

tion to that for an unselected population, the standard deviation of the directly selected

variates, s being given by the data, and the corresponding standard deviation of the total

population, a, being approximately determinable by the use of Sheppard's tables, if the dis-

tribution of variates does not diverge widely from the normal.

Besides the correlation coefficients for all pairs of variables, we need to know the mean
and standard deviation of each distribution. The following formulae are readily deducible

from the normal correlation surface. If t is the variable corresponding to the truncated dis-

tribution and n is the variable of the nontnmcated distribution, we have:

Sn ^ 8n^flTTl-r)J

M„ TOn

Mt = mt,-ai

gfa
—

gfc

n/N

n/N

where s and m are respectively the standard deviation and mean of the incomplete distribution,

and 0- and M are the corresponding moments of the hypotheticaUy complete distribution.

The symbols Zh, Zi, and n/N have the same significance as in formula (4). With the aid of

these formulae we are enabled to obtain the desired constants from all but eighteen of our

correlation tables. Although many more than eighteen are obviously truncated with respect

to both scales, we are able to avoid the necessity of treating them as such by cutting the table

higher in one scale than its limitation alone would require. Moreover, the unreliability of

' Pearson, K., On the Influence of Natural Selection on the Variability and Correlation o( Organs, Phil. Trans., Series A, vol. 200, 1903, pp. Iff
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frequencies in the lowest three or four class intervals for many of the tests, due to accidental

scores, as pointed out above, seems to warrant cutting them ofiF along with the zero-arrays.

This procedure is especially valid in the case of alpha tests 3, 6, and 7. On the other hand,

owing to the fact that the score in alpha test 4 is obtained by subtracting the number of wrong

items from the niunber of right ones, accidental scores practically do not exist, and the lowest

array only needs to be cut off. In no case have we based our constants upon less than half of

the total population.

In order to make the above procedure perfectly clear the arithmetic involved in applying

the method to a sample table is here given. Take for an example the contingency table of

alpha test 4 and alpha test 8, Table 52. It is obvious from the table that there is an enormous

piling up of cases in the zero class interval on the alpha test 4 variable. So we eliminate this

first array entirely and treat the remainder of the table as though it had never been there.

We have now cut out 393 cases, leavmg 654 of the 1,047, or 62.46 per cent. This 62.46 per

cent is the truncated surface, from which we calculate p, Sn, and Sf In this case alpha test

4 is the truncated variable, so we have for St = 4.0109 and for Sn = 4.5261; these two standard

deviations are calculated in the usual straightforward way. The calculation of the product

13 5394
moment is also straightforward, and is in this case 13.5394. Thus p is

(4 oi09)(4 5261)
^^'^'^^^

J is calculated in the following way: In this case we are dealing with 62.46 per cent of the

cases, i. e., -^ is 0.6246. If we turn now to Sheppard's tables ' and look up 0.6246 in the column

headed "PermiUe," we find the entry in the table corresponding to 0.624 to be 0.3160. Then

by making the proper interpolation for our fourth decimal place we get 0.3175. This quantity

is negative and is "^." To find "Sh," we turn over to Table II (same volume) and look up

0.3175 in the column headed "x," and the corresponding entry in the column headed "2" is

the required quantity. After making the proper interpolation for the third and fourth decimal

place we have "zh" equal to 0.3793327. From this point on the work is simply a matter of

substitution in the various formidae given above.

By substituting -tt, A, and z^ in the formula for J we have

:

-. /-

(

0.3175) (0.3793327)\ /0.3793327V n ^rirrqq
-^^V 0:6246 r\ 0.6246 )

-0-5616632

Then by substituting J and p and p^ in the proper formula we get r:

0.7458

Vl + (1 - 0.5562) (- 0.5616632)
= 0.8608

We therefore consider 0.8608 to be the correlation between variaUe alpha 4 and variable alpha 8,

as exhibited in our sample. It should be remembered that in applying this method we have

not cut off 393 cases and thrown them away, but have redistributed them in accordance with

the normal correlation surface. Our calculations have been made from all the cases. For the

relative size of p and r depends on the size of J, which in turn is large or small as we cut off

large or small numbers. In applying this method to the contingency tables (Tables 10 to

154) an effort was made in each case to remove sufficient cases to relieve the jamming (i.e., the

piling up of cases in the extreme arrays), yet at the same time to leave as many cases in the

truncated portion as possible. A large number of the tables are jammed on one side only.

These are simple to deal with, for all that is necessary is to cut off the array or arrays in which

the cases are piled up. Other tables show jammmg on two sides; still others are jammed on

three sides. In cutting tables which exhibit jamming on two adjacent sides an effort was made
to remove enough cases to relieve the jam on each of the variables. In tables like the one for

alpha 3 and beta 7 (Table 48), which show jamming on three sides, the J method was abandoned

and the method of tetrachoric functions employed. This method is fully described in Pearson's

> Table No. I In "Tables for Statisticians and Blometrlclans," by Karl Pearson, 1914.
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"Tables for Statisticians and Biometricians," where tables for its use are given. Our contin-

gency tables, therefore, with respect to the jamming or limitations of the scales range all the

way from such tables as alpha 1 and beta 6 (Table 22), in which there is no jamming, to tables

like alpha 6 and beta 7 (Table 78), which is jammed on three sides. As indicated above, no

general method was applied, but each table was treated according to its own peculiarities and

limitations. Thus m curtailmg these correlation surfaces two things were taken into account,

(1) the shape of the distribution of the two test scores, and (2) the way in which the.v were

disposed or scattered in the table. In the first cases it seemed desirable to eliminate all, or

nearly all, of the zero scores. In some cases scores of 1 or 2 were eUminated with the zeros.

Further an effort was made to cut each distribution in such a place that if a normal curve were

fitted to the stump the number of cases cut off would just fill up the place provided for them

by the curve. This ideal condition was not always attained. It could have been attained

had it not been for the fact that it was just as necessary to consider the peculiar limitations of

each table separately, for in cutting a table an effort was made to cut deep enough so that the

arrays of the noncut variable would be nearly symmetrical. Thus it was necessary to cut a

given distribution in various places accorduig to the distribution mth which it was paired in a

table. In the table below when a distribution appears to be cut twice (each time below the

mean) it means that it was sometimes cut at one place and sometines at another, according to

the requirements of the table. Beta 7 was regiilarly cut twice in all tables above and below

the mean. This test shows decided limitations at both ends, and hence the first two and last

two class intervals were cut off and redistributed.

Alpha II

Alpha 2.
Alpha 2.
Alphas.
Alphas.
Alpha 4.

Alphas.
Alphas.
Alpha 6.
Alpha?.
Alpha?.
Alphas.
Betal...
Beta 2...

Betas...
Beta 4. .

.

Beta 5. .

.

Beta 6...

Beta"...
Beta?...

Place cut in class marks.

Between 1 and 2 ,

Between and 1 '.

Between 1 and 2
Between 1 and 2
Between 2 and 3
Between and 2
Between and 1

Between 2 and 3
Between 2 and 3
Between and 2
Between 2 and 4
Between and 2
Not cut at all

Between 1 and 2
Not cut because of very peculiar distribution (see flg. 4)

.

Between and 2
Between 5 and 6
Not cut at all (see fig. 4)
Between 1 and 2\
Between 8 and 9/

.9007

.7860

.7392

.7827

.5740

.8481

1 This test was cut in but one table.

The means and standard deviation used in this study were obtained by taking an arith-

metical average of all the possible means and standard of any given variable calculated directly

and indirectly. By "directly" we mean calculated from the truncated distribution. By
"indirectly" we mean the mean or standard deviation for any given variable calculated from

the correlation of that variable with other variables, when the variable in question is always

the nontnmcated one. It is clear that if a correlation surface is truncated along one variable

the mean and standard deviation of the nontnmcated variable can be obtained from the cor-

relation. The formulse for making these calculations have already been given immediately

above.

In some surfaces both variables were tnmcated and in other surfaces neither was truncated.

In all cases, however, in which neither or both variables were tnmcated we did not calculate

means or standard deviations indirectly. This fact will explain some apparent gaps in the

following tables. Other apparent gaps in the tables can be accounted for if note is taken of

the fact that in these tables the variable (i. e., test) in question is always the nontnmcated one.
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Table 155.— Coefficients of correlation for all possible pairs of variables (kalt with. For method of calculation see text.
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Table 156.

—

Shotving the means and standard deviations used in t/tis study and hoiv they were obtained—Continued.
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alpha only, or beta only, or individual examination only, we might calculate the most probable

scores on the combined scale from the points actually earned m the examination taken. Such

procedure would require a great variety of regression equations to fit all of the combinations

of scores that are to be found, and would prove an interminable task if attempted for the

principal sample.

A different procedure is therefore necessitated. The principal sample is already tabulated

according to total scores in the various forms of examination and combinations of them; hence,

the problem is one of combiuing distributions—i. e., one of manipulating masses instead of

individuals. Since the only data of the principal sample are those given by distribution of

total scores, ia which scores ia component tests are entirely submerged, it might appear that,

so far as the priacipal sample is concerned, we have gained nothing by our analysis of the

experimental group. But we have seen how the limitations of range of the component tests

of alpha and beta effect the distribution of total scores, and that individuals in the lowest

class intervals do not score in general in aU the tests, but in different combinations of them,

depending upon their ability. Now if it is possible to analyze total scores tyjiical of each

class interval into their typical components we shall still be able to make use of our linear

system.

For normal correlation ' the frequency "surface" for n variables is:

N
(2ir) -o-iO-jO-j ^^!Ro

2 Rl <J-p2 ffqlTq /

where R is the determinant

^12

1

rm
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Solving these equations for 2,, Xj, etc., we obtain the following results:
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We shall now apply these results to the problem of analyzmg typical scores in each class

interval of a distribution of total scores. Since x,, x^, x^, etc., in the above formula} are dis-

tances from their respective means, d is the difference between their sum and the sum of their

Table 157.—Showing the scores in each alpha and beta test and in mental age in terms of standard deviations.

The table reads aa follows: 2.0 S. D. above the mean ia 11.73 points in alpha test 1, 15.53 in alpha test 2, 14.11 in alpha

test 3, and so on.

Stand-
ard

devia-
Hon.
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of each test on the total, for combinations of the first two tests, the first three, the first four,

etc. These multipliers are as follows

:

Alpha 2. ' Alpha 1.
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Proceeding in this manner for each class interval we obtain a table of deviation values

(table 158) for the complete range of alpha total scores:

Table 158.

—

Deviation values for every class-interval of the alpha scale and every alpha teM. {See text.)

Class interval.
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the sxun of all alpha and beta scores, plus mental age rating. Since this sum is an ujiweighted
one, we can calculate these correlations from the correlation coeflBcients of table 155 and the
appropriate standard deviations of table 156.

variables the basic determinant is:

Thus, for the equation including all eight alpha
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Otherwise stated the variabilities of the groups in the alpha total score class intervals as measured

by a combination scale are given by

so that for the class intervals in order we get:

Class inlerval
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value. We have therefore to adopt the following method of treatment. Tests 4, 5, 6, and 7

we may consider as properly treated as a normal system in the same manner as the alpha tests.

Table 160.— Variables: Beta total score X sum of scores in beta tests 4, 5, 6', 7. Group X: Special experimental group.

Beta
4,5,
6,7.
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(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)
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The equations as determined from these correlation coefficients are:

= J/c + 2e[0.5076(^^)+ 0.4210(^;))

= i/c + 2e[o.4403('^*) + 0.2565(^=) + 0.2789(^)1

= ilfc + 2oJQ39g3/^4V o.i978(^^) + 0.1997(^^)+0.2468(^)]

and the total correlations and standard deviations of class interval subgroups are:

Equation (13) i? = 0.7067 Standard deviation 57.33

(14) .8219 46.21

(15) .8636 40.89

(16) .8841 37.91

In the same manner as the class-interval subgroups of the distribution of alpha total

scores were redistributed upon the combination scale, we redistribute the class-interval sub-

groups for the beta total score by means of table 162, which is calculated from the equations

and standard deviations given above.

Table 162.

—

Showing how the frequeiides of each doss interval of a beta distribution should be disposed on the combined

scale.
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the same procedure with class-mterval frequencies for mental age, although the variability of
these groups is practically constant so far as can be determined from our data. Such a pro-
cedure simplifies the addition of frequencies coming from the three original, different distribu-

tions at the same level of the combined scale. The result of this treatment of the mental age
variable is table 163, in which the standard deviation of the mental age arrays is 37.45 in

points of combined scale.

Table 163.

—

Shozving how the frequencies of each class interval of a Stanford-Binet menial age distribution should be

disposed on the combined scale.

(This table is made from the regression of combined scale on mental age, wbich is : Combined scale=1.01 M. A. (in
year8)-|-0.33. Standard dex-iation of combined scale arrays of any tjT>e (mental age) is 1.49S class intervals.)

Stanford-
Binet
mental
age.
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The above constants are in terms of class intervals. A class interval is taken as 25 points

of the combined scale. When it is considered that the range of the combined scale is approxi-

mately 600 points, and that our experimental sample is actually distributed over 20 of these

25-point class intervals, it will be apparent at once that the means and standard deviations

given above, especially the former, differ only negligibly, and that means and standard deviations

of subgroups of the principal sample are probably reliable to a degree conamensurate with

interpretable differences. What significance is to be attached to the values of the third and

fourth moments and to the /3's is not clear. We believe, however, that the approximate sym-

etry of all four of the distributions warrants the conclusion that one of the objects aimed at

from the beginning, viz, the distribution of intelligence upon a linear or nearly linear scale has

been reached. If this has been attained, then the means and standard deviations of the sub-

groups of the principal sample which it may be desirable to compare are in less danger of

misinterpretation than they would be if the combined distribution had been based upon a scale

much foreshortened at the lower end as is the scale of alpha total scores.

The theoretical mean combined scale score of our experimental sample as obtained by

summing means for aU alpha and beta tests and mental age (treated as so many points, on the

basis of one point per quarter year) is 172.56, or, in terms of class intervals of 25 points, 13.901.

Since our combined scale is only an hypothetical one, we may as well drop the use of the original

points and adopt any convenient class interval as the imit of the scale. Thus, calling the interval

from — 150 to — 126, 1, — 125 to — 101, 2, etc., we have a scale of, theoretically, 24 subdivisions

or units. In terms of these class intervals or units the standard deviation of our experimental

sample is theoretically 3.245, as calculated from the standard deviations and intercorrelations

of all component variables. The close agreement between these expected values and the ones

actually obtained from the various combinations of alpha and beta total score distributions of

the sample that we have tried appears to be justification of the validity of our transformation

tables in addition to that given by the approximate agreement among the constants from the

four different trials of the method.

An apology should be offered for the absence of probable errors and other constants relating

to the reliability of om- results. FaUiu-e to provide these important auxiliaries of statistical

analysis has been due to a combination of circumstances, most important of which was the lack

of both time and methods for their calculation. The pressure of time has required the focusing

of attention upon the fundamental steps necessary to reach the goal, and it has been necessary

to be content with the assumption that the size of the experimental sample was sufficient to

justify results from a "common-sense" point of view, notwithstanding the failure to provide

precise determinations of their validity.

No claim is made for completeness in treatment of the problem stated at the beginning of

this chapter, but it appears that in a rough way the more important difficulties of analysis

pecuhar to the statistics of psychological data have been overcome, if only in a way that empha-

sizes more sharply than ever the need for more precise methods.

Section 2.

—

Interrelation of alpha and heta tests.

The following regression equations are by-products of the study outlined in the preceding

section. They are added because they tell a condensed story of the interdependence of the

tests, and because they are of practical value in predicting probable scores on tests in which

individuals may have for various reasons failed to score.

All of these equations were calculated directly from the correlation determinant given in

table 155, the alpha-alpha section, and by the formula given on page —. Some of the longer

equations are given in two forms: In the usual form, J?', = a + &jXj + JjiTj -f- . . . haXa]

and, secondly, in the form

<r, \Rn o-j iZ„ 0-3 J?i, <7n
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7?

In this form 75^^ is simplv the ratio of two determiaants, and the coefficients ia the equations

are in a more elemental form and resemble more closely the partial coefScients of correlation.'

Hence, they teU a simpler story about the interdependence of the tests than they do after

each has been multipUed by the ratio of the standard deviations. A single glance at one of

these equations teUs immediately the extent to which the test named in the left-hand member

of the equation is dependent on the various tests on the right-hand side.

^,= 1.33-l-0.56i4j

^1 = 2.73 + 0.461^3

^, = 3.31 + 0.187^5

^1 = 1 .28 + 0.505A + 0.079^3

A, = 1.55 + 0.41 5^2 + 0.0744,

^1 = 1 .31 + 0.426^, - 0.028^3 + 0.079^,

^, = 2.99 + 0.224A- 0.101^3 + 0.066^^ + 0.044^5 + 0.126.4e + 0.035^7 + 0.005^8

a, = 0.290a,- 0.129a3 + 0.262a^ + 0.106a5 + 0.1S3a, + 0.129a7 + 0.018a,

^j = 2.30 + 0.946^1

= 2.88 + 0.755^3

= 4.24 + 0.275^3

= 1.29 + 0.578^1 + 0.489^3

= 1.62 + 0.489J, + 0.355^3 + 0.082^3

= 2.74 + 0.255.1, + 0.214^3 + 0.043-4, + 0.049J5 + 0.276^„ + 0.028^,-- 0.015^,

aj = 0.174a, + 0.211a3 + 0.1S9a4 + 0.092as+ 0.307as + 0.080a7 0.040a8

^3 = 2.05 + 0.755^1

= 0.69 + 0.736^2

= 3.27 + 0.4S0^e
= 3.77 + 0.206^8

= 0.53 + 0.124^1 + 0.666^2

= 2.32 + 0.186.4, + O.ISIA + O.239J5

= 1.92-0.035^1 + 0.387^2 + 0.138^8

= 1.78 - 0.023^, + 0.433^2- 0.046.4„ + 0.133^,

= 2.05 - 0.044^, + 0.357J, + 0.132^^ - 0.016^e + 0.083^,

= 3.08-0.126^, + 0.265^2 + 0.113yl, + 0.052^5- 0.056^ + 0.031^, + 0.088^8

03 = - 0.0980, + 0.269a2+ 0.351a, + 0.0990,- 0.063o, + 0.089o,+ 0.242a,

^,= -9.74 + 2.818^1

= -12.37 + 2.42742

= -9.63 + 2.500yl3

= -5.70+1.868A
= -5.91 + 1.00.48

= - 13.86 + 1.12^, + 1.80^2

= - 13.52 + 1.42^, + 1.84^3

= -9.22 + 1.00^1 + 0.788vl8

= -12.68 + 1.35^2 + 0-690^8

= - 14.61 + 0.940^, + 0.844^2 + 1.43^,

= - 13.66 + 1.02^1 + 1.62^2 + 0.272^8

= _ 9.27 + 0.561y1i + 0.894^2 + 0.834^,

= -10.55 + 0.509^1 + 0.479^2 + 0-681^3 -0.157^8 + 0.129^, + 0.508^1,

= _ 9.39 + 0.482^1 + 0.444^2 + 0.4274, + 0.330^,- 0.087^„ + 0.417^8

= -10.12 + 0.451^1 + 0.418^2 + 0.619^ + 0.283^5- 0.129^ + 0.0704, + 0.4274,

a, = 0.114a, + 0.136a2 + 0.199a3 + 0.172a5-0.047a„ + 0.066ff7 + 0.377a8

I All that is needed to convert these into partial coefficients of correlation is to multiply each one by its appropriate
^^J.

See the formute

at the end oJ this section.

121435°—21 42
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^5 =-2.85 + 1.66^1

= -4.37 + 1.43^2

= -2.49 + 1.43^3

= -0.62 + 1.13A
= -0.51+0.567^8
= - 5.26 + 0.667^1 + 1.05^2
= -4.93 + 0.896^1+1.02^3
= -2.56 + 0.617^1 + 0.452^8
= - 3.20 + O.635.A2 + 0.394^8
= - 5.65 + 0.575^. + 0.555^2 + 0.743^3

= - 3.75 + 0.348^1 + 0.491^2 + 0.369^^

= - 4.16 + 0.3584i + 0.358^2 + 0.343^3 + 0.3054g

= - 7.66 + 0.298^1 + 0.310^2 + 0.278^3 + 0.0894 j + 0.282^8

= - 2.87 + 0.2454, + 0.243^2 + 0.206J3 + 0.313^, + 0.0464, + 0.2134g

= - 0.226 + 0.138^1 + 0.15342 + 0.13243 + 0.1304, - 0.077^, + 0.191^^+ 0.223^8

a, = + 0.057ai + 0.082a2 + 0.070a3 + 0.213a, - 0.046ae + 0.294a7 + 0.322a8

46==0.7S + 0.9864i
= - 0.258 + 0.8644j
= 1.96 + 0.69443

= 2.80 + 0.2874,
= - 0.74 + 0.359^j + 0.662^2

= 0.027 + 0.7084, + 0.36843

= 0.90 + 0.5734, + 0.1794,
= -1.00 + 0.351^, + 0.61842 + 0.10343

= - 0.37 + 0.2824, + 0.527^2 + 0.089^,

= - 0.28 + 0.279^, + 0.55342 - 0.06743 + 0.10148

= _ 0.38 + 0.2844, + 0.5454, - 0.05743 - 0.0254, + 0.02545 + 0.106^,

= +0.346 + 0.2284, + 0.493^2- 0.081^3 -0.0314,- 0.0444^ + 0.0994, + 0.11948

Gj = 0.157O, + 0.44102 - 0.071a3 - 0.094a,- 0.074a5 + 0.254a, + 0.288a8

4,= -9.39 + 2.4974,

= -11.47 + 2.124,

= -7.66 + 1.9543

= -4.15 + 0.7154,
= - 12.88 + 1.054,+ 1.5242

= -11.93 + 1.564, + 1.244,

= -9.12 + 1.504, + 0.43448

= -9.08 + 0.577^, + 0.75742 + 0.72745

= -19.28 + 0.669^, + 1.50^2 + 0.7104,

= - 12.32 + 0.8054, + 1.0642 + 0.697^,

= - 12.67 + 0.8834, + 0.947^2 + 0.55543 + 0.1334,

= - 1 1.89 + 0.8454, + 0.758^2 + 0.5974, + 0.181.4,

= _ 11.49 + 0.5574, + 0.67242 + 0.419^3 + 0.2344, + 0.6444, - 0.051^,

= - 8.22 + 0.390^, + 0.3084, + 0.276^3 + 0.1 154, + 0.68345+ 0.612^, - 0.196^,

a, = 0.105a, + 0.197a2 + 0.095a, + 0.123a, + 0.44.3a5 + 0.238a, - 0.1850,

4,= -0.65+ 2.3064,
= -2.96 + 2.004,
= -1.03 + 2.124,

= +1.72 + 1.6754, r

= -4.11 +0.869^, + 1.5142

= -2.156+1.084, + 1.334,

= -4.82 + 0.709^, + 0.6444, + 1.31^3

= -3.70 + 0.6624, + 1.134, + 0.5844,

= +2.17 + 0.032vl, + 0.0944, + 0.4544, + 0.400^, + 0.497^, + 0.422^, - 0.1 12^

,

a, = + 0.009a, + 0.035a,+ 0.166a, + 0.454a, + 0.314a, + 0. 175a, - 0. 1 19a,
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In addition to the foregoing equations, which are of practical value in calculating scores in

the alpha examination which are interpretable as points upon a scale having nearly linear

relationship with " intelhgence " or the abiUty measured, we present the following equations of
mainly theoretical interest. These equations connect each alpha test with all beta tests, and
are given in the second of the two forms in which the equations connecting various alpha tests

with each other are given, i. e., each variable, a,, &„ 6,, ^3, etc., is a deviation from the mean
divided by the standard deviation. By means of the substitutions

a,= —i ^, 61= -J £i, etc.,

where A^, B^, etc., are scores in points, and 3/*,, J/b,, are corresponding means, scores in alpha
tests might be predicted from scores in beta tests (provided none of these is zero) with a
degree of accuracy indicated hj the coefficients of maximum correlation, R, presented with
each equation.

Oi= 0.0069 &1 + 0.1960 &, +0.1259 hs + 0.2&24 &, + 0.05S2 &5 + 0.0706
/!>e
+ 0.1427 ft, (/? = 0.7109)

a,= 0.0231 &i +0.1894 ft, + 0.2022 &3 + 0.2546 6, + 0.1720 &5 + 0.0626
?)s + 0.0097 6, (i? = 0.7628)

^3= -0.0566 ft,-0.0316 ft,-0.0021 63 + O.4I85 6, + 0.1159 ft5 + 0.1027 ft, + 0.2727 ft, (i? = 0.7299)
a,= 0.0369 fti+0.0501ft2 + 0.0907 63 + 0.3377 ft4 + 0.0283ft5 + 0.1361fte + 0.1577 ft, (i?= 0.6964)

a,= 0.0191 fti + 0.1579 ft, + 0.0503 \ + 0.2822 ft, + 0.1478 ft^ + 0.1382 ft^ + 0.0469 6, (R - 0.6985)

a,= 0.0100 fti + 0.2106 ft, + 0.1286 63 + O.IO85 ft, + 0.1927 ft5 + 0.0223 fte+ 0.2213 6, (i?= 0.7315)

0,= 0.0705 fti-0.1144 ftj + 0.1606 63 + 0.3357 ft, + 0.0862 &5 + 0.0252 6, + 0.2368 6, (i?= 0.6889)

a, = - 0.0674 ftj - 0.0400 ftj + 0. 1278 6, + 0.3365 ft, + 0.0699 ft5 + 0.2454 ftj + 0.1537 ft, (i? = 0.7261)

Comparison of the above R's with the correlation of each alpha test with beta total score

(see Table 155) indicates two things: (1) That the method of calculating correlation coefficients

from truncated frequency surfaces made use of in this chapter has been practically a vaUd one,

since we obtain consistent series of correlations of variables with weighted and with unweighted
sxmis of other variables, and (2) that weight of scores in beta is of no practical value in obtaining

scores maximally comparable with alpha scores. Hence our original use of the sum of imweighted
scores in all tests as the definition of the combined scale for the measurement of intelhgence is

not in error for all practical purposes in so far as the internal evidence of the system is relevant.

In a footnote at the beginning of this section reference was made to the fact that the partial

coefficients of correlation could be obtained bj- multiplying each term in the regression equation

by its appropriate -/-jJ-' provided the equation is left in the form — = — <t>^
— + -75^ — + • • -etc !•

V^ii 0-, [Rn<^2 'Ai<^3 J

It has been shown by Prof. Pearson ' that the partial correlation between any two vari-

ables, Xi and Xj, of a system of n correlated variables, x,, Zj, x^, • • Jq, with all the others kept

constant is given by

:

--R.j

y/Rll Rjj

This may be written:

r,, .„ „=-'^J.V^i

thus exhibiting the relation between the coefficients in a multiple regression equation and the

corresponding partial correlation coefficients.

_ R12 Rii

R,,\ R,,
y 12.34 • • •

— R,.

22,1 Vi?2;

I Pearson, K: Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc., Scries A, vol. 200, pp. 1 fl.
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Table 164.— Table of partial correlations between all pairs of alpha tests.
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Table lGo.—D^stributions on the combined scale of the main groups of the sample.

Combined scale in class intervals.
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Table 167.

Combined scale In class Intervals.
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Table 1G9.— Variables: Alpha score X score on point scale examinatwn. Groups I, II, III: White draft.

For men Vfiio took point scale examination following alpha or following alpha and beta.

Alpha score.
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Table 172.— Variables: Beta score X score on point scale examination. Groups I, II, III: White draft.

For men who took the point scale examination following beta, or following alpha and beta.

Beta score.





CHAPTER 3.

COMPABISON OF FOBMS OF EXAMINATION ALPHA.

Five forms of examination alpha, numbered consecutively from 5 to 9, were used. The
tests in each form were of the same types and arranged in the same order. The items differed,

but their difficulty had been carefully adjusted in an attempt to secm-e equivalence of each
form of each test ^vith any other form of that test. These forms are reproduced in Part I,

pp. 220 to 234. The data hare not been analyzed test by test to see whether this ideal was
reached, but a comparison based on total scores is available. The principal Hollerith sample
of alpha scores of the white draft (Group I) given alpha included 31,967 cases, in which the

form used had been recorded; 2,448 of these had been given beta also. These two groups
were each sorted according to form of alpha used, and comparisons made between the dis-

tributions of alpha scores on each form. The distributions in both actual numbers of cases

and percentages appear in tables 174 and 175. Similar procedure was attempted with the

principal Hollerith sample of the negro draft (Group IV), but the numbers proved too small

to make comparison valid.

For the white draft the comparitive means, standard deviations, and probable errors

were computed, and are shown in table 176.

Table 174.— Variable-'^: Alpha score X afphaform. Group I: While draft.

For men who took alpha only.

Alpha score.
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Table 175.— Variables: Alpha score X alphaform. Group I: White draft.

For men who took alpha only or alpha and beta.

Alpha score.
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The distribution of letter grades, as is shown in table 178, is affected by these differences

in difficulty between forms.

Table 178.

—

Per cent distribution of letter grades, alphafomu.
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20^-1 FORM 5 FORM 6 FORM? FORMS FORM 9

\0%-

A&E>

Tpx^'aa')^ 66S 60.9 64.3 61.7 6O9

0&

Fjg. 9. Comparison of alpha forms. Percentages of A or B grades, and of D or D— grades, on each of the five forms. Form 5, 6,648 cases: form

6, 5,803 cases; form 7, 8,038 cases; form 8, 5,151 cases; form 9, 6,327 cases; all from principal Hollerith sample, Group I (white draft).

Distributions of total score on examination alpha for the five forms separately were at

hand for five groups, totaling 19,907; draft groups from Camp Dix, 3,048; Jackson, 3,540;

Sevier, 4,742; and Wadsworth, 7,481; and a group of officers from Camp Wadsworth, 1,096.

Tables 179 to 181 present data from these distributions.
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Table 179.

—

Alpha medians and quartilc^, byform.

Form.
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Table 181.—Per cent dutrihution of grades, by form.

Form.



CHAPTER 4.

CAMP DIFFEEENCES IN INTELLIGENCE BATINGS.

Anyone whose duties in the Army brought him into intimate contact w'ith several camps
realizes that there existed in the abilities of both officers and men camp differences of con-

siderable magnitude. It is the pm-pose of this chapter to point to these differences as they

appear in the results of psychological examinations.

The data of this chapter pertain to white recruits and officers and are derived from Groups

I, II, III, and \T!II. The first thi-ee groups are white men of the draft: Group I is composed
of about 40,000 men pro-rated by States; Group II consists of about 20,000 men, supplying

additional cases for the smaller States; Group III is made up of about 40,000 men selected to

give additional data by camps. Group Ylll is composed wholly of wliite officers. Tables 182

to 189, inclusive, present the distributions of these samples as they were determined by camps

in the Hollerith sortings.
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Table 183.— Variables: Alpha score X camp. Groups I, II, III: White draft.

For men who took alpha only.

Alpha Score.
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Table 185.— Variables: Mental age on Stanford-Binet examinationXuimp. Groups I, II, III: White draft.

For men who took Stanford-Binet examination only, or following alpha, following beta, or following alpha and beta.

MentsI age on
Stanford-Binet
examination.
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Table 187.— Vanables: Score on performarux scale examiTiaiionXcamp. Groups I, II, III: White draft.

For men who took performance Bcale examination only, or following alpha, following beta, or following alpha and beta.

Score on perform-
ance examina-
tion.
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Table 189.— Variables: Beta scoreXeamp. Groupg I, II, III: While draft.

For all men who took beta, as beta only, alpha and beta only, beta with an individual examination, or alpha, beta, and
an individual examination.

115-118.
110-114.
105-109.
100-104.
95- 99.
90- 94.
85- 89.
80- 84.
75-79.
70- 74.
65- 69.
60- 64.
S&- 59.
5(>- 54.
45- 49.
40- 44.
35- 39.
30- 34.
25- 29.
20- 24.
15- 19.
10- 14.
.5- 9.
0- 4.

Total 1,136 |2, 153 1,179 1,525 1,1S3 1,301 2,163 1,092 2,150 834 1.946 2,855 2,147 2li.012

1, 248
1,523
1,675
1,907
1,985
2,071
2,000
2,086
2,064
1,972
1.692
1,501
1,053

673

T.\BLE 190.

—

Percentages affinal grades made on each type of examination.
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thing, some of the differences between camps may be explained by these varying percentages

of men who took the different examinations.

Another source of inaccuracy may have been in the selecting of the cards for the various

groups. If there was any factor of selection working when the cards were chosen it would be

possible to get results which did not pictm-e the camps as they actually were. A rough index

of the validity of the selections is furnished by a comparison of Groups I, II, and III as a whole.

If these large groups give comparable resxilts, selection is more likely to have been free from

gross prejudicial factors. Table 191 gives the percentage distribution of the alpha scores of

GROUP I

GROUP I
GROUP m

Fig. 10.—Percentage distribution of the alpha scores of men in Groups I, II, and III who were graded on the basis of alpha.

the men in Groups I, II, and III who took alpha only and these same data are presented

diagrammaticaUy in figure 10. Both the table and the figure show that the differences between

the groups are not great. In table 192 there is presented a percentage distribution of beta

scores of men in Groups I, II, and III who took beta only or alpha and beta only. Figure 1

1

presents the facts shown in table 192. In this case there is a slight difference in the groups

between the scores of 15 and 45. Groups I and II differ rather widely through this interval,

1 i I 1

I

I
1 1 1

1

1 1 1 1
1

1 1 1

1

I

I' 1

25 50 75 lOO

FiQ. II.—Percentage distribution of beta scores of men in Groups I, II, and III who were graded on the basis of beta.

while Group III falls practically between them. However, when the facts are considered in

the light of the letter grades this difference practically disappears. Probably the chief dif-

ference between the three groups lies in the fact that in Group II a larger number of the men
were graded on the basis of beta than was the case in the other two groups, where the per-

centages of men who were graded on the basis of alpha and the men who were graded on the

basis of beta were about equal. The percentage of men in each group who received final grades

on the basis of each examination is shown in table 193.
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TABhslQl.—Percentage distribtUion of alpha scores of men in Groups I, II, and III who took alpha only. (Cf.fig. lo.)

Alpha score.
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Table 194.

—

Percentage distribution by groupfor three sehcted camps of the alpha scores of men who took alpha only.

Alpha score.
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12 -i

It -

10-

9 -

8 -

7 -

6 -

5 -

4 -

3-

2

I H

o

GQOUP I

GROUP n (4 CA5E5 ONLV)
GROUP m

r r I r I 1 I

I

I I

25 50 75
Fig. 12.—Percentage distribution oi the alph:

lOO 25 I50 J75 200
3 ol Camp DLs men in Groups I, II, and III who took alpha only.

GROUP 1

GROUP 1
GROUP E

I I I

I

I I I I

25 50 75 100
Fig. 13.—Percentage distribution of alpha scores ot Camp Dodge i

125 150 175 200
In groups I, II, and III who took alpha only.
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GROUP 1

GROUP I
GROUP HI

FiQ. 14.—Percentage distribution of alplia scores of Camp Lee men In Groups I, II, and III who took alpha only.

-1 1 1
1

1 1 1 1

1
1 r

25 SO 73
Fio. 15.—Percentage distribution of beta scores ofCamp Funston men of Groups I, II, and III who were

1
j ^-T 1

lOO
on the basis of beta.
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GQOuP 1

GROUP n
GROoP H

T 1
1

1 T"

O 25 50 is 100

Fio. 18.—Percentage distribution ot beta scores otCamp Lee man in Groups t , II, and III who were graded on the basis of beta.

-1 1 1 r

25 SO 75 \OQ

-Percentage distribution ot beta scores of Camp Lewis men of Groups I, II, and III who wore graded on the basis of beta.
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Table 195.

—

Percentage distribution by groups for three selected camps of the beta scores of men who took beta only or alpha

and beta only.

Beta score.
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Table 197.

—

Rank of camps ly intelligence ratings of officers.

677

Per cent
A grade.
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mental caliber of the officers at the various camps, though it is impossible to say on the basis

of the data now available how great these differences were or how much they affected the work

of training the men.

1 wmmm/M//MmA

\M/m/m/M/m//m//M//mA

w/m//////////////////m//////M//m
GRANT

m//////////////////////m/m/////m

wm///////////////////m/////m///m

m/m///m//M//m///m/m

ALL CAMPS

'mm//mm/mm//mM n
WAOSWORTH

m///m/////////m///////////mA

'///////////////////////////////////////,

m///////////////////m//////m

mm/////////////m////m

w///mmm////////////M

'///m///////m////M///////\

m m \zn
D C B A

Fio. 18.—Percentage distribution o( letter grades for individual camps.
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In table 199 will be found the percentages of final letter grades made on all examinations
by enlisted men of the 15 camps xised in this study. Figm-e 18 presents the same data shown
in table 199, with the camps arranged in the rank order of the percentage of men scoring better
than D. The percentage of men scoring D, D — , or E ranges from only 8.4 per cent in Camp
Le-w-is to 42.7 per cent in Camp Lee. There is a range in the percentage of A grades from 1.6

per cent in Camp Lee to 6.1 per cent in Camps Lewis and Devens. Considering A and B grades
combined there is a range from 5.8 per cent in Camp Lee to 18.7 per cent in Camp Lewis. Th-ere

is not always a perfect agreement between the percentage of low grades and the percentage of

high grades. Camp Devens, for instance, is fifth on the basis of grades better than D, but
would stand second if the camps were arranged in the rank order of A and B grades combined.

Table 199.

—

Percentage offinal letter grades made on all examinations, Groups I, II, III.

Letter grade.





CHAPTER 5.

INTELLIGENCE RATINGS BY STATES.

In the original plan for statistical analysis records were selected by States in order that a

geographical pictiu-e of the country yrith. respect to inteUigence as it occurred in the draft might

ultimately be achieved. Much effort was spent in obtaining cards on this basis, and the separa-

tion of the records composing Group II was accomplished entirely with the pm-pose of making

the samples from the smaller States large enough for satisfactory statistical use. The resulting

data are presented here-\vith in tables 200 to 206.

Unfortunately, it has not been feasible to treat these data statistically under the con-

ditions existent during the preparation of the present report (cf. chap. 1, sect. 4), and it is

necessary therefore to be satisfied with the mere presentation of the original distributions aa

they resulted from Hollerith analysis and to leave interpretation for future research.

It has been sho^vn in the chapter on the comparison of camps (chap. 4) that there are

decided differences from one camp to another and that these differences may depend to an

unknown amount on differences in camp procediu-e or on other conditions that are not matters

of actual inteUigence of the men examined. In general, the staff feared to come to hasty

conclusions upon the comparison of States with data of which the precision was so greatly

affected by camp differences. On the other hand, as has been pointed out, many of these

discrepancies between camps may be due to real differences of intelligence that in turn depend

upon the different sections of the country from which the camps drew. It is quite possible,

then, that a comparison of camps is in part a geographical comparison. The study of the

distribution of intelligence by residential section in the United States is of prime importance

and should be made as soon as feasible. Its very importance, however, made its undertaking

seem unwise -with the limited time and statistical assistance available in the office of the Section

of Psychology. The comparison could undoubtedly best be made in terms of the theoretical

combined scale outhned in chapter 2. It will be recalled that this scale was not available

until too late in the preparation of the report for more than a few casual applications to some

of the fundamental distributions.

It is to be hoped that a statistical treatment based on the data here pubUshed in tables

200 to 203 can be undertaken and that the geographical picture of intelligence can thus finally

be made out. The application of the theoretical combined scale referred to above affords a

ready method for comparison. Enough data are, however, presumably given for a combination

on any principle of regression that the statistician may desire. It is probable that results of

great importance would be obtained simply by grouping States from various sections of the

country together. Such a procedure would give larger samples and by involving several camps

(in general, all recruits for one State were selected from a -single camp) do away to a large

extent with the variable conditions resulting from the departure of individual camps from

normal procedure. It may also be true that results of great interest could be obtained by

selecting particular States or small groups of States from typically different parts of the country

and making an extensive comparison of these groups. By proper selection it might be possible

to leave camps from which the data are of doubtful validity out of account.

Tables 200 to 206 are all for white recruits. They include foreign-bom cases. Tables

of distribution of foroign-bom recruits by States have been prepared and are on file in the

office of the Surgeon General. By subtraction from the tables given here distributions of

native white recruits would be obtained. Limitations of time and clerical poi-sonnel have

prevented this work, but it is possible that these additional tables could be obtained for the

purposes of futiu-o research.

121435°—21 44 681
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Table 200.— Variables: Alpha X State. Groups I and II: White draft.

For men who took alpha only.

Alpha score.
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Table 200.— Variable: Alpha X State. Groups land II: White rfra//—Continued.

Alpha score.
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Table 201.— Variables: Beta score X State. Groups I and IL White draft—Continued.

Beta score.
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Table 202.— Variables: Score on performance scale examination X State. Groups I and II: While draft.

For men who took the performance scale examination only, or following alpha, or following beta, or following alpha
and beta.
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Table 202.— Variables: Score on performance scale examination X State. Groups land II: White draft—Continued.

Score on perform-
ance scale examin-

ation.
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Table 203.— Variables: Score on point scale examination X Slate. Groups I arid II: White draft—Continued.

Score on point
3cale examination.
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Table 204.— Variables: Mental age on Stanford-Binet examination X State. Groups I and 11; White draft.

For men who took the Stanford-Binet examination only, or following beta, or following alpha, or following alpha and
beta.

Mental age on
Stanford-Binet
examination.
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TAB1.E 204.— Variables: Mental age on Stanford-Binet examination X State. Groups I and II: White draft—Continued.

Mental age on
Stanford-Binet
examination.
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Table 205.-Variables Alpha X State. Gqoups I and II: White draft-Contmued.

205-212
200-204
195-199
190-194
185-189
180-184
175-179
170-174
165-169
160-164
155-159
150-154
145-149
140-144
135-139
130-134
125-129
120-124
115-119
110-114
105-109
100-104
95-99
90-94
85- (

80- 84..
75- 79..
70- 74..
65- 69..
60- 64..
55- 69..
50- 54..
45- 49..
40- 44.,

35- 39.,

30-34.
25- 29.

20- 24.
15- 19.

10- 14.

Total 795
I

616 1,211 1,196 634 679
I

lOS 81 937
I

21S 3. son 702 | 799 2,318

205-212
200-204
195-199
190-194
185-189
180-184
175-179
170-174
165-169
160-164
155-159
150-154
145-149
140-144
135-139
130-134
125-129
120-124
115-119
110-114
105-109
100-104
95- 99
90-94
85-89
80-84
75- 79
70-74 ,

65- 69 ,

60- 64 ,

65- 69
60- 54
45- 49
40-44
35-39
30- 34
25-29
20-24
15- 19
10- 14

1,382
1,433
1,576
1,675
1,886
1,908

2,389
2,366
2,444
2,394
2,246
2,040
1,865
1,535
1,097
677

Total 865 I 888
I

748 710 ll,426 786 423 1,012
I

567
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Table 206.— Variables: Beta score X State. Groups land II: ^Yhite draft.

For men who took beta only, or alpha and beta, or beta and an individual examination, or alpha, beta, and an indi-
vidual examination.

Beta score.
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Table 206.— Variables: Beta X State. Groups I and II: White draft—Continuod.

Beta score.



CHAPTER 6.

RELATION OF INTELLIGENCE RATINGS TO NATIVITY.

Out of some 94,000 men of the white draft whose records were used in the principal

sampMng for Hollerith analysis approximately 13,200 reported that they were bom in a foreign

coimtry. If these figures can be taken as an index of the total Army population, it means that

about 18 per cent of the Army was foreign bom. The 1910 census gives the percentages of

white foreign-born individuals in the United States as 14.2 per cent. The approximate agree-

ment of the census figures with those obtained in the sampling is an indication of the representa-

tiveness of our sample.

There is a wide variation in the ntmiber of men coming from different countries. Italy,

with over 4,000 men, forms nearly one-third of the total group. From Russia there were over

2,300 men. On the other hand, there were many countries from which less than 10 men were

reported. In the comparison of the intelligence ratings of the foreign bom only those countries

were considered from which 100 or more cases were reported in the group selected by the

sampling. The nimaber of men included \mder this basis of selection is all but about 800 of

those reporting foreign birth. Table 213 shows the type of examination that was taken by

these foreign-bom men, and in table 214 the same results are expressed on a percentage basis.

Ta3le 207.— Variables: Alpha score X nativity. Groups I, II, III: White draft (foreign born).

For all men who took alpha only.

Alpha score.
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Table 208.— Variables: Beta score X nativity. Groups I, II, III: White draft (Joreign bom).

For men who took beta only, or alpha and beta.

Bet3 score.
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Table 210.

—

Variables: Score on performance scale examination X nativity. Groups I, II, III: While draft

{foreign horn).

Formen who took performance scale examination only, or following beta, or following alpha, or following alpha and beta.
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Table 212.— Variables: Beta score X nativity. Groups I, II, and III: White drajt (foreign bom).

For men who took beta only, or alpha and beta, or beta and an individual examination.

[Vol. XV,

115-118..
110-114..
105-109..
100-104..
95- 99..
90- 94..
85- 89..
80- S4..
75- 79..
70- 74..
65- 69..
60- 64..
55- 89..

50- 54..

45- 49.,

40- 44.
35- 39.
30- 34.
25- 29.
20- 24.
15- 19.
10- 14.
5- 9.
0- 4.

Nativity.

Total.... 186 224 3,398 416

Table 21Z.—Number oj menjrvm eachjoreign country who received final grades on the basis oj each type oj examination.

Type of examination.

Alpha
Beta
Stanford-Binet.
Performance—

Number of cases.. 325 411 299 572 140 382 2,340 146

4,117
7,253

1 Only 30 men of this group were giyen point scale examination, and these scores were not tabulated.

Table 214.—Percentage ofmen/rom eachjoreign country receiving final ratings on the basis oj each type of examination.

Alpha

Number of cases . 301 140 658 4,007 611 2,340 423 12,407 93,973

' Only 30 men in the group were given a point scale examination, and these scores were not tabulated.

Men from the Eno'lish-speaking countries are the only ones, with the exception of Germany,

who took alpha in large numbers. The percentage of men from England and Scotland who

took alpha is even higher than the percentages of the whole white draft who took alpha. Italy

sent the lowest proportion of men to alpha, while Poland and Greece also stood low in this

respect.

When we come to consider the individual examinations we find that there were more than

five times as many performance examinations given as the others. Only 30 men in the whole

group were given the point scale examinaoion, and the restilts of these were not tabulated.
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Fia. 19. Percentage distiibutloa of letter grades tn Intelligence by nativity of forelgn-bom men In draft.
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In the case of men from Holland and Scotland no individual examinations at all were found

necessary, and the percentage of these examinations among the English-speaking and the Scan-

diaavian units was very small. The greatest number of individual examinations were given

to Itahans, although approximately the same proportion was necessary with the Russians and

the Poles.

In comparison with the white draft as a whole the foreign-bom men required beta and

individual examinations more than twice as frequently as the whole Army group. The high

proportion is at least partially explained, of course, by the large foreign-speaking element among

the foreign born.

The letter grades obtained by the foreign-born men are distributed by number in table 215

and by percentage in table 216. In table 217 are shown the rank order of the countries accord-

ing to the percentage of final ratia^ better than D and also according to the percentage of A
and B ratings combined. Figure 19 shows the percentage of letter ratings in each coimtry with

the countries arranged in the rank order of the percentage of final ratings above D.
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The range of clifTereiioes between the countries is a very -wide one. Among the men from
England only 8.7 per eent were rated D or less, while among the Poles the percentage inakmg
these low ratings was almost 70 per cent. In general, the Scandijiavian and English speaking

countries stand high in the list, while the Slavic and Latin countries stand low. There is not

a perfect relationship between the number of very high grades and the iiumber of very low

grades, although some correlation is present.

Comparing the figures in this grou]> M-ith those obtained froni the white draft as a whole,

we find that only two countries, namely, England and Scotland, exceed the M"hite draft per-

centage of A's and B's. Most of the countries stand very much below the white draft figm-es.

Considering the lower grades, D, D— , and E, wo find that the white draft figures come exactly

in the middle of the group. Here agaui the split is approximately between the Slavic and Latin

countries and the others.

After the completion of the j>receding analysis the method of combuiijig difl'orent examuia-

tions outlined m chapter 2 became available and this method has been applied to the national

groups shown in table 218. Here the distributions are given in terms of the combined scale,

together with the means, standard deviations, and numbers of cases. The mean mental

age, stated at the bottom of the table, hiw the value corresponding to the mean on the com-
bmed scale, as indicated by the regression equation. It is less significant than the value m
terms of the combiiicd scale, but is given as a rough mdication of the meaning of the numbers
in this scale. The ixational groups are arranged in rank order of their means from left to

right.

It ^vill be noted that the differences are consiilerable (an extreme range of ])ractically two
years mental age) and that the countries tend to fall into two groups: Canada, Great Britain,

the Scandinavian and Teutonic countries all fall in the class interval between 13 and 14 points,

whereas the Lathi and Slavic countries fall in the class interval between 11 and 12 points.

Most of the successive differences, when the difference is compared with its probable error,

are significant. The least significant difference lies between Great Britam and Scandinavia.

All the differences between the two larger grou])s mentioned above and many of the others

give ratios of the difference to its probal)le error that are greater than 6.5 (show a probability

that the difference is in the direction found of 1.0000, using four-place tables).

Table 218.

—

Intelligence and nativity offoreign-horn recruits (Oroups I, II, III) in terms of theoretical combined scale

(chap. g).

Combined scale.





CHAPTER 7.

KELATION OF INTELLIGENCE RATINGS TO LENGTH OF RESIDENCE IN UNITED STATES.

The group of 11,295 foreign-boru men included in the white draft (Groups I, II, and III)

have been analyzed for the relation of their intelligence ratings to the number of years' residence

in the United States as reported on the psychological record card. The composition of this

group with respect to the type of examination taken is as foUows:

Type of examination.
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Table 220.— Variables: Beta score X years in the United States. Groups I, II, III: White draft, foreign horn.

For men who took beta only or alpha-beta only.

Beta score.
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Table 222.— ^'arMles: Stanford-Binet score X years in the United States. Group I, II, III: White draft, foreign born.

For men who took Stanford-Binet examination only, or following beta, or following alpha, or following alpha and beta.

Uentalage on Stanford-Binet
examination.
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Table 223.

—

Comparison offoreign-born groups for different numbers of years in the United States in terms of theoretical

combined scale of intelligence (alpha, beta, and all individiuil eocaminations combined).

Combined scale.



CHAPTER 8.

INTELLIGENCE OF THE NEGRO.

Data of two sorts are available for a consideration of the question of the negro's intelligence.

First there is the statistical analysis of the principal sample, and second there are the data

which have already been assembled by a number of different examiners and discussed by them

in various camp reports. Camp procedure m the exammation of recruits was determined by

the practical needs of the Army. Examiners conducted their work with the object of rendering

maximum practical assistance to the military organization, and the collection and study of

scientific data were always incidental to this main purpose. The situation as regards numbers

and make-up of the groups of drafted men varied between camps and was necessarily dealt

with in somewhat different ways by different examiners. Some of the problems presented by

the negro conscripts will be considered briefly below.

The examiner in the camp was confronted by quite a different practical problem when

the draft quota to be tested consisted of negroes than that which was presented by a draft

quota of white men. The matter of distribution according to grades of intelligence was of less

practical importance in the case of negroes, and the matter of elimination was not so much one

of excluding the lowest from regular military service as it was one of admitting the highest.

Several different methods of segregation were used to divide the negroes into literate and

illiterate groups to send to alpha and beta respectively. In some cases the method was used

of making all step out who could not read and write. Usually a standard of proficiency was

indicated, as "to read a newspaper and ^\Tite a letter home." In some cases an educational

qualification was added—three, four, or even five years of schooling. In some cases literacy

tests were used, though generally as a supplement to the simpler and more direct method of

segregation mentioned above. In some cases the negroes were all sent in a body direct to

examination beta.

The very large percentage of negroes too ilhterate to take alpha placed special emphasis

upon the question of the suitability of beta as a test for these subjects. Opinions of examiners

differ somewhat on this question, but the general consensus seems to be that beta is not as

satisfactory a test for ilhterate negro recruits as it is for illiterate whites. Several examiners

report that it is difficult to keep up the interest of the negroes in the beta examination as it

is usually given. This is especially emphasized in a report from Camp Dodge (July 15, 1918)

in which it is stated that, "it took all the energy and enthusiasm the examiner could muster

to maintain the necessary attention, as there was a decided disposition for the negroes to lapse

into mattention and almost into sleep." Two factors which may have been largely responsible

for this condition are, first, the relatively lower inteUigence of the negro beta group as a whole;

and, second, the fact that, speakmg English as they all did, the negroes felt the artificiality of the

situation as they would not have felt it if there had been even a sprinkling of non-English-

speaking subjects in the group.

Camp Sevier (November 16, 1918) reported that beta as usually given is unsatisfactory

as applied to negroes, and suggested as the reason that it "umiaturally limits the negro mind

where it is relatively strong—in the use of language." This camp tried examining a draft of

negroes vnih a system of verbal instructions for beta substituted for the usual pantomime.

This procedure seemed to yield more satisfactory results. The September draft with which

this procedtire was employed was universally recognized in camp as distinctly inferior to the

705
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preceding August draft of negroes. The best indication that verbal instructions raise beta

scores is contained in a comparison of the median alpha and beta scores of each draft

:

Men tak-
ing alpha.

Although the September draft negroes make a median alpha score only 53 per cent of that

made by the August draft, their median score in beta with verbal instructions is exactly the

same as the median score of the August draft in standard beta. Opportunity was lacking at

Camp Sevier to try beta with verbal instructions on a negro draft of even average quality.

Camp Pike (November 1, 1918) suggests the adoption of the following plan when negroes

are to be examined: (1) Duruig rush periods examination alpha to be abandoned except for

negroes in specially selected units; and (2) equivalents of letter ratings in beta to be revised

in order to get a better distribution as follows

:

Letter rating.
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different grades of low-grade mentality is clearly indicated. Whether or not the larger per-

centage of negro failures is due in part to a constitutional difference in their mentality is quite

a different question, and one on which there is less agreement in camp reports. It will be
taken up below when camp studies of the "qualitative" aspect of the negro's mentality are

considered.

We turn now to the consideration of the quantitative aspect of the negro's intelhgence.

The chief mass of statistical data for a consideration of this question is, of course, the Hollerith

principal sample. The method used in selecting the cases for this piece of statistical work, has

been described in Part III, Chapter I, pages 573 to 657. The selection resulted in Groups IV
and V, which are described in section 2 of chapter 1 and analyzed in tables 4 and 5. It will

be seen there that Group IV is approximately a pro-rata selection by States, so that the entire

group is geographically representative of the coimtry at large. Group V is an additional

group of northern negroes (lUinois, Indiana, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania), selected

in order, for purposes of comparison of northern and southern negroes, to increase the northern

group which on a pro-rata basis is small.

The negroes of Group IV, chosen to represent the negro male population of the country,

when compared by percentage making a given letter grade with the total number of white

cases similarly distributed, show at once a striking inferiority in intelligence of the colored

recruits. The comparison is as follows

:

Race.
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centage of men taking alpha, beta, or alpha and beta who received a D— rating, but no fur-

ther examination . In other words, these figures represent the percentage of men receiving

their fuial rating on a gi'oup examination who should have been recalled for further examiaa-

tion. It will be observed that the percentages are large. In all 39.8 per cent of the men ex-

amhied rated D— on group examination and were not recalled. Men recalled from alpha for

beta numbered 1,216, and the total nxmiber of men given individual examinations was 825.

This gives a total of 2,041 men who were recalled for further examination by reason of failure,

or 8.6 per cent of the total number examined. In brief, then, about haK of the negroes were

rated D— on the group examinations, and of those so failing about one-fifth were recalled

and four-fifths allowed to go without further examination.

Table 224.- -Number and percentage of negroes rating D— on group examinations who were not recalledJorfurther exami-

nation {Groups IV and V).

Custer

Devens

Dix

Dodge

Funston . . -

Gordon

Grant

Lewis

Meade

Pike

Taylor

Travis

Upton

Wadsworth

All camps.

-

.Mpha
only.

(1,372)

(S, 429)

732
(296)
27

(1, 592)
840

(1, 769)
919

(1,084)
495

(29)

(1,786)
1,148
(296)

(1,310)
1,103

(13,134)
7,023

(74)

"(6)"

(219)

(74)

"(63)'

"(295)'

(7i)'

-(5)"

(825)'

(2,744)
1,315
(831)
112

(2,920)
1,509
(2,191)
1,140
(2,268)

545
(118)

(2, 268)
1,026
(874)
367

(2, 667)

1, 355

(1,375)

(1,642)
1,279

(23,604)

Alpha
only.

42.4

16.1

52.5

26.1

36.2

Beta
only.

35.6

11.9

52.6

9.1

52-7

51. S

45.6

53.5

48.0

47.4

13.5

61.6

45.2

42.1

A comparative study of the negroes by camp was one of the objects of the Hollerith analysis.

The results of the sortings are given in tables 225 to 244. These tables give the figures for

Group IV and Group V and also for Groups IV and V combined. The results are given by letter

grade in tables 245 and 246 for Groups TV and V, respectively. In each table the first column

gives the number of cases and the following ones the percentage of this number making the

different letter grades. The superiority of the camps of Group V over the corresponding camps

of Group IV is at once apparent. Group V includes only northern negroes. Group IV the general

nm. When Group IV is considered alone, it seems that here the northern camps are somewhat

superior to the southern ones in negro intelligence. If we compare the percentage distribution

of each camp with the total percentage distribution, we may call a camp "better" if it has a

larger percentage of superior and a smaller percentage of mferior men than the total, and

"poorer" if the percentage of superior men is less than the total and the percentage of inferior

men greater. If such comparisons are made, we find that Camps Custer, Devens, Dodge, Grant,

Lewis, and Upton have distributions which may be considered "better" than the total distri-

bution; Camps Taylor and Travis have distributions which approximately correspond to the

total distribution; while Camps Dix, Funston, Gordon, Meade, Pike, and Wadsworth have

distributions which may be considered "poorer" than the total distribution.
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Table 22b.— Variables: Alpha score X camp. Group IV: Colored draft.

For men who took alpha only.

Alpha score.
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Table 227.— Vanables: Beta score X camp. Group IV: Colored draft.

For men who took beta only and alpha and beta only.

Beta score.
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Table 229.— Variables: Point scale score X camp. Group IV: Colored draft.

For all men who took point scale examination.
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Table 231.— Variables: Alpha score X camp. Group IV: Colored draft.

For men who took alpha only, alpha and beta, alpha and individual examination, and alpha, beta, and individual
examination.

Alpha score.
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Table 233.

—

Variables: Alpha score X camp. Group V: Colored draft.

For men who took alpha only.

Alpha score.
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Table 235.— Variables: Beta score X camp. GroupV: Colored draft.

For men who took beta only and alpha and beta only.

Beta score.
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Table 237.— Variables: Alpha score X camp. Group V: Colored draft

For all men who took alpha only, alpha and beta only, alpha and individual examination, and alpha, beta, and
individual examination.

Alpha score.
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Table 239.— Variables: Alpha score X camp. Groups IV and V: Colored draft.

For men who took alpha only.

Alpha score.
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Table 241.— Variables: Beta score X camp. Groups H'' and V: Colored draft.

For men who took beta only and alpha and beta only.

Beta score.
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Table 243.— Variables: Alpha score X camp. Groups IV and V: Colored draft.

For men who took alpha only, alpha and beta only, alpha and individual examination, and alpha, beta, and individual
examination.

Alpha score.
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Table 245.

—

Percentage distribution of letter ffrades by camp. Group IV: Xeijroes.

719

Camp.
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Table 247.—Percentage distribution of letter grades by State.
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Table 249.— Variables: Beta score X State. Group IV: Colored draft.

For all men who took beta only.

Beta score.
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Table 251.— Variables: Perfonnance scale score X State. Group IV: Colored draft.

For all men who took performance scale examination.

r23

Periormance scale score.
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Table 253.— Variables: Stanford-Binet mental age X State. Group IV: Colored draft.

For all men who took Stanford-Binet examination.

Stanlord-Binet mental age.
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Table 255.— Variables: Beta score, X State. Group IV: Colored draft

.

For all men -who took beta only, alpha and beta only, beta and indhadual examination, and alpha, beta, and indiv-idual
examination.
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Table 257.— Variables: Beta score X State. Group V: Colored draft.

For all men who took beta only.

Beta score.
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Table 259.— Viniables: Stanford^Binet mental age X State. Group V: Colored draft.

For all men who took Stanford-Binet examination.

Stanford-Binet mental age.
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Table 261.— Variables: Beta score X State. Group V: Colored draft.

For all men who took beta only, alpha and beta only, beta and individual examination, and alpha, beta, and indi-

\ddual examination.

Beta score.
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Table 263.— Variables: Beta score X State. Groups IV and V: Colored draft.

For all men Trho took beta only.

Beta score.
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Table 265.— Variables: Stanford-Binet mental age X State. Groups IV and V: Colored draft.

For all men who took Stanford-Binet examination.

SanJord-Benet mental age.
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Table 267.— Variables: Beta score X Slate. Groups IV and V: Colored draft.

For all men who took beta only, alpha and beta only, beta and indhadual examination, and alpha, beta, and individu;il

examination.
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Table 268.

—

Comparison of northern and southern negroes. Percentage distribution by letter grade.

GROUP V: NEGROES OF FIVE NORTHERN STATES.
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Graat, Greene, Jackson, Lee, Pike, Travis, and Upton. This distribution is compared with
tile distribution obtained in Group IV as foUdws:

Source of di-Stribution.
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negro recruits as foUows: "The lighter class contained those whose color indicated that they

were true mulattoes or persons of a larger proportion of white blood than true mulattoes.

The darker class contained pure negroes and those whose skin color indicated that they had a

smaller proportion of white blood than true mulattoes. The classification was made by the

various examiners of the groups.

"In alpha, the lighternegroes obtained a median score of 50; the darker obtained a median

of 30. In beta, the lighter negroes obtained a median score of 36; the darker obtained a

median of 29.

"The percentage of darker negroes was greater among the illiterates than among the

literates. In the alpha group 82 per cent of the negroes were darker and 18 per cent lighter;

in the beta group 88.5 per cent of the negroes were darker and 11.5 per cent were lighter."
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It should be borne in mind that the negroes a.re all Engli.sh-speakinar, and that since they
were allowed to take alpha thev must have ha<l some claim to literacy. The result seem^ to
suggest tliat "neax-hteracy'' may be the reason for a good many alpha failures.

The redistribution of beta failures by point scale and Stanford-Binet examinations (b and c

fig. 23) shows much less difference lietween the results of the first and second examinations.
In the first group of 340 cases examined by beta and the point scale examination the percentao'e
of D- grades decreases from 96.S per cent to 67.6 per cent, and the percentage of men making
grades higher than D - increases from 3.2 per cent to 32.4 per cent. In the second group of 337
cases examined by beta and the Stanford-Binet examination the percentage of D— o-rades

decreases from 91.7 per cent to 77.1 per cent, and the percentage of men making higher gi-ades

than D— increases from 8.3 per cent to 22.9 per cent.

Table 270.— Variables: Alpha score X beta score. Groups IV and V: Colored draft.

For men who took alplia and beta only, or alpha, beta, and an indh-idual examination.

Alpha score.
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The question of the manner in which the inteUigence of the negro differe from that of the

white man is of much less immediate practical importance from the point of view of the mihtary

organization than the question of the degree to which it differs. The amount of available data

bearing on the qualitative aspect of the negro's inteUigence is correspondingly less full and
illuminating. The Hollerith principal sample offers no material for a consideration of this

question. The most complete camp studies which attack the problem of the chfferential analysis

of wliite and negro mentalities are those from Camps Sevier, Funston, and Dix. It has already

been noted that the Camp Sevier report considered the negro strong in the use of language and
that in this camp there was developed a method of giving beta with verbal instructions.

In the Camp Sevier report (November 16, 1918) the comparison between negroes and
whites is made by taking "200 cases of negroes and 200 cases of whites: (1) Distributed within

the letter ratings in the same proportions as those ratings exist in the total negro draft, i. e., so

chosen as to have the same percentage of A's, B's, C's, etc., as in the total negro draft of 1,762

men; and (2) with each negro case paired off with a white making the same total score, i. e.,

each negro total score of 8, 20, 40, etc., paired off with a white total scoi-e of 8, 20, 40, etc.

Thus this material compares equal amounts of negro and white intelligence typical of the total

amount of inteUigence of the whole negro draft." This is done for alpha and beta. For com-
pariscn of results on the performance scale 82 cases of negroes are paired off with an equal

number of cases of whites of equal mental age, and for the point scale examination the results

of 188 cases of negroes and whites are simUarly treated. The average score made by negroes

on the separate tests of the different examinations are compared with the average scores made
by the corresponding whites. The comparison is expressed in terms of the percentage of white

score made by negroes. The results are given in table 273, which gives opposite the name of

each test the percentage of white score made by the negroes. In the tests of alpha and beta

there are given also the percentage of white score made by Negroes of C and D gi-ade separately.

C includes also C+ and C— , and D includes also D — . Four A's and B's are included in the

entire group, but are not treated as a separate group. Taking the results at their face value,

the negroes excel the whites in the the synonym-antonym and range of information tests of

alpha; the picture completion test of beta; the free association test, using three words in one

sentence, definition of abstract terms, and analogies in the point scale examination; and in

the manikin and feature profUe and designs from memory of the performance scale. They are

inferior to the whites in the arithmetic, judgment, and number series completion tests of alpha;

the cube analysis, X-0 series, number checldng, and geometrical construction tests of beta; the

repetition of sentences, designs from memory, and absurdities of the point scale examination,

and in the maze of the performance scale. The negroes are inferior in the memory for designs

in the point scale (test 16) and superior in the designs test of the performance scale (test 6).

The report suggests that the high score in the latter test is probably due to the fact that the

first designs, in which the negro makes his points, are simple, and there is a gradual transition

from simple to complex. The report takes the above results to indicate that the negro as

compared with the white man of equal inteUigence is relatively strong in the use of language,

in acquaintance with verbal meanings, and in perception and observation; and that he is rela-

tively weak in judgment, in abUity to analyze and define exactly, and in reasoning.

Camp Funston (October, 1918) reports the results of the examination of 938 negro recruits

by the Stanford-Binet scale. Their mental age ratings range between 5 and 9 years, with con-

siderably over two-thirds the total number making either 6 or 7 yeai-s mentaUy. For com-

parative purposes the results of these examinations are presented together with those of 351

white recruits also tested by the Stanford-Binet scale at Camp Funston. The white recruits

rated between 6 and 10 years mentaUy, a large majority rating either 8 or 9 years.
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Table 273.

—

Percentage of uhite score made by nerp-oes of equal intelligence rating {Camp Sefier).

739

, Commands
. Arithmetic problems..
. Judgment
, Synonym-antonym . .

.

, DLsarranged sentences.
, Nmnber series

S. Information.

, Cube analysis
, X-0 series

. Digit symbol

. Number checking

. Picture completion

. Geometric construction
{II. Manikin and featine profile

IV . Cube construction
VI. Designs
VII. Digit symbol
vm. Ma7<3

94.2
87.7
90.2
124.6
96.8
91.1
89.6
114.6
84.5
98.3
118.1
99.5
107.7

90.9
90.6
84.6
160.0
123.1
84.6
77.8
115.8

129.9
100.5
91.4
93.2
114.2
104.4
89.8
81. 1

107.3
90.2
117.6
82.3
120.0
98.3
113.8
lOS.

62.0

, Esthetic comparison
. Missing parts
. Linos and weights
. Digits ,

. Counting backward

. Memory for sentences

. Description of picttircs

. Arrangement of weights..

. Differences

. Definition
, Resistance to suggest ions.

.

. Square and diamond

. Free association

. Three words in sentence.

.

. Questions

. Designs from memory

. Absurdities ."

. Sentence constniction

. Definition of abstract tfrm

. Analogies

105.1
100. S
103.0
91.9
72.1
100.9
101.3
97.1
97.2
91.7
106.6
166.6
155.0
94.1
77.0
72.6
100.0
111.2
119.5

Table 274 (negroes) and table 275 (whites) show the percentages of men passing each test

at each mental ago. The tests are arranged in order of difficulty from easiest to most difficult,

as determined by the total number of passes, including assumed passes below the basic year

and assumed failures above the year in which no tests were passed. Table 276 arranges for

ease in comparison the respective performances of negroes and whites in certain tests in which

there is indication of superiority or inferiority of negroes to whites.

Table 274.

—

Xumber of cases passing each test at each mental age, Stanford-Binet scale, 938 Negroes. Camp Funston.
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Table 275.

—

Number of cases passing each test at each mental age, Stanford-Binet scale, S5J whites. Camp Funston.
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Camp DLx (October 31, 1918) makes a comparison of the results on alpha and beta exami-
nations of negroes and whites and states that ''it is the obvious conclusion of this study that
the difference (between whites and negroes) is chiefly quantitative and not qualitative. This
conclusion is suggested by the close parallelism of scores in performance in thegroup psychological
examinations. This parallelism persists whether the analysis is made from the point of view
of total scores, scores in the individual tests, correlations, or distributions. The inferiority is

almost invariably constant at a lower level than the standards of whites."

Tables 277 and 27S, taken from this report, compare the results of negroes and whites oq
the individual tests of alpha and beta, respectively. The comparison is made in three ways.
The coefficients of correlation for score on each individual test with total score, mean scores,

and percentage of zero scores are ail given for negroes and whites, respectively. In alpha 1,239

negroes are compared with 5,178 whites. In beta 500 negroes are compared with 2,276 whites.

No comparison of negroes and whites on the basis of results of individual examinations is

made in this report.

Table 277.

—

Comparison of negroes and whites on individual alpha tests, Camp Dix.

In case of whites the coefEdents of correlation are based on the old method of scoring in which weighted scores were used.

Test.
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C. Level of good white privates; the large average group of the white draft.

D. Inferior. Only just good enough to make a satisfactory soldier.

E. Very inferior. Too poor to make a satisfactory soldier.

If there were not as many as 10 men who fell certainly within the A gi-oup or the E group,

as many were to be reported as seemed capable of certain classification in these groups. A
rating on military value in relation to white troops was expressly asked for, since what was
desired was an estimate of the absolute rather than of the relative value of the men. Such
ratings were requested from two different groups of drafted negroes.

From tliis procedui'e there resulted 2.38 negro cases for which the examiner had both a

rating on militaiy value and a psychological rating. The following is the correlation table for

these two ratings, for which the coefficient of correlation is 0.60.

Military value.



CHAPTER 9.

LITEBACY.

Information on illiteracy in the drafted army was obtained only incidentally as it was
indicated by the type of examination given recruits. The beta examination was developed
primarily for men who could not read and write English and was used for these men in place

of the alpha examination which presupposes English literacy. The percentages of men taking
the beta examination are available, but imfortimately the method of segregation for beta in

different camps and at different times differed greatly, so that no positive definition of illiteracy

can be laid down on this basis.' Without a definition, statistics of illiteracy are meaningless
for men vary by all degrees from inability to sign their names or to read even digits up to

degrees of ability that would be classed as literate by anyone. In general it may be said that

many of the camps aimed at an "ability to read and imderstand newspapers and write letters

home" as a basis for the alpha examination, and that the figures for the numbers of men taking

beta do approximately reflect this level of literacy. Unfortunately, however, the degree of

adequacy with which the intended separation was made depended on chance conditions, such
as the skill of a sergeant who separated the men, the presence of an interpreter, the time
available for segregation, or even, perhaps, the immediate availability of space in the beta
examination room. Camp conditions were rough and examining procedure was constantly

being adapted to meet the ever-present emergency. The figures for men taking beta, given

in this chapter, are rather the figures for the "less literate" in the drafted army than for the

illiterate in any strictly defined sense of the term.=

Notwithstanding these limitations the extent of illiteracy among the drafted men is a

striking fact. The figures for beta are not an exact measure of this fact, and it is equally

obvious that without a more definite measure of literacy and a imiform standard for the

segregation of groups detailed statements are impossible. Nevertheless these measures, though
rough and varied, do indicate conditions of serious public concern.

The weekly statistical reports to the Surgeon General's Office from the camps give the

numbers of men taking the beta examination. The usual basis of separation for beta was
"ability to read and imderstand newspapers and write letters home." In a number of camps,

however, an educational qualification (four, five, or six years' schooling) was added, and in a

few camps an educational qualification alone was used. Table 279 indicates, for 28 stations

in which extensive examination was carried out, both the basis on which a man was considered

literate, and the number and per cent of all men examined whom it .was found necessary to

send to the beta examination for illiterates. The extent of illiteracy is often largely dependent
on the proportion of negroes in the group; this is therefore indicated in the final column.

The figures cover the period from April 27, 1918, to the close of examining.

' .See section on camp organization in Part I, chapter 3, section 6 (pages 62 to 87), and the chapter on methods of segregation, Part U, chapter

5, especially section 1 (pages 347 to 355).

' Very roughly the figures for beta correspond to a literacy of the fifth grade or less, although the variation about this point is great. It is

evident that to call fifth or fourth grade literacy " illiteracy " is to ase the term "iihteracy" in a very dilTorent sense from the usual usage. The
United States Bureau of the Cen.sus classifies as illiterate any one 10 years of age or over reporting themselves as unable to write. (Sec Abstract

of the Tliirtcenth Census of the United States, Washington, 1913, p. 239.) This classification is quite as indefinite as the segregational division

in the psychological service, but it represents presumably a much lower degree of literate ability.

743
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Table 279.

—

A'umbers of men given examination, beta, as bearing upon the literacy ofrecndts.

Bowie...
Cody
Custer...
Devens..
Dva

Funston
Gordon
Grant
Greene
Greenleaf
Hancock
Humphreys.
Jackson
Kearney
Lee

Logan.,

Pike
Sevier
Sheridan
Sherman
Taylor
Travis
Upton
Wadsworth.

Wlieeler..

Read and WTite, finished fourth grade
Fourth grade
Bead and write; negroes, 5 years at school.

Read and write
Read easily, si:sth grade
Read and write, finished fourth grade
Read and write
Read and write rapidly, or seventh grade
Read 'and write, 4 years at school
Read and write, fourth grade, and 5 years in United States.

Read and write fairly, reached sixth grade

Read and ^^Tite

Read and write, speak English, and over fifth grade..

Read and write t
Read and write
Reached filth grade
Read and write
Four years at school (later. 6 years at school)

Read and write (later. 6 years at school)

Sixth grade; negroes, 8 y'ears at school
Read and write; negroes, finished sixth grade
Read and write
Read newspapers
Northern recruits, third grade; southern recruits, foiu-th

grade.
Read and -^Tite, reached sixth grade (later, seventh grade)

.

27,464
43,482
54,3&f
60.031
67, 768
69,927
75, 678
63,848
83,229
27, 807
56,097
44,433
13, 981

98,996
IS, 921
82.441
75, 619
19,984
65.700
75.942
24,139
55, 165
64,408
53,336
77,555
01,559
67,704

32,988

Number
sent to
beta.

5,497
6,003
10.004
11.370
19, 768
22,701
21,967
16, 119

24. 218
10.512
9,992
12,714
1,957

19,587
2.931
23,104
10,209
3,679
21,069
21,891
6,667
11,985
26,938
10, 672
17,403
14,488
13,442

10,411

Per
cent
beta.

20.0
18.8
18.4
22.7
29.2
32.5
29.0
25.3
29.1

15.5
28.0
13.5
18.4
32.1
28.8
27.2
21.7
41.8
20.0

Per
cent
negro.

20.8
16.1
18.7
10.0
30.4

' "Read and write" means "ability to read and imderstand newspapers and write letters home."

A number of special repoi'ts from camps give comparative data of various sorts. Although

an absolute definition of literacy is still lacking, the results within a smgle camp give more
valid comparisons than data including several camps.

The following table from Camp Devens shows for New England and for each New England

State the per cent of the draft who were given beta. Figures are given for the native-born

foreign, and negro groups separately. These per cents are not comparable with those in table

279, for they include besides the men originally sent to examination beta also those who failed

in the alpha examination for literates and were subsequently given examination beta.

Group.
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In view of the importance of problems of Americanization the following table comparing
the English acquirements of men from different European countries is of particular interest.

From some countries the number of cases is small and the figures somewhat unreliable, but the
larger differences between nationalities appear consistently at various camps. Figures are
percentages of men given beta only.

England.

.

Scotland.

.

Ireland . .

.

Canada...
Norway .

.

Sweden . .

.

Denmark.
Holland .

.

Belgium.

.

Germany.
Austria

—

61.6
5S.0
62.5
17.0
73.0

Portugal..
Italy
Poland....
Lithuania.
Finland. .

.

Russia

—

Greece
Turkej;...
Armenia..
Syria

41.0
62.8
53.0
S3.

4

A special report from Camp Upton gives more detailed data on 2,338 cases from the New
York City draft. The following definitions were laid down for the classes listed in the table

below

:

"Literate: Fair"—men given examination alpha because stating an ability to read ".Vmerican newspaper."
"Literate: Poor"—men less literate than the above, but who can write their age, name, home town, and occupation

without help even though with misspellings—i. e., the men who were given examination beta but who were able to

fill in the information at the top of the examination form without help from the orderlies.

'Illiterate: EngUsh "—men who can not fill in the information on the beta examination blank but who can furnish

the information to the orderly by question and answer in English.

"Illiterate; Xon-English "—men who can not furnish the required information for the beta examination blank

except by aid of an interpreter.

"Low-grade feeble-minded"—men recommended for discharge from the Army on the ground of mental deficiency;

in general, men with a mental age of less than nine years.

Literacy classification.

American born:
Literate, (air

Literate, poor
Illiterate, English
Illiterate, non-English. .

.

Low-grade feeble-minded

Total
Foreign bom:

Literate, fair

Literate, poor
Illiterate, English
Illiterate, non-English . .

.

Low-graae feeble-minded

Total
Total -American and foreign:

Literate, fair

Literate, poor
Illiterate, English
Illiterate, non-English . .

.

Low-grade feeble-minded

Total

So.i (given alpha).
13. 1 (given beta).
1.5 (given beta).

32.0(g
35.B(g
25.8 (g
6.6 (g:

100.0

69.0 (g
20.0 (g
9.0 (g
2.0(g
L6(g

ven alpha).
ven beta).
,ven beta).
venbcta).
ren beta).

ven alpha),
ven beta),
ven beta),
ven beta),
ven beta).

100.0

The following brief report from Camp Wadsworth was requested by the camp personnel

adjutant in order to furnish information for the Commission on Illiteracy of South Carolina.

For the practical purposes of gi'ving one kind of psychological examination to those who can read and write English

and of giving another kind of psychological examination to those who are unable to read and write EngUsh, illiteracy

is defined as follows: All those who can not read and write their own letters, who can not read English newspapers,

or who have only been one or two years in American public schools are illiterate. This illiteracy may be due to foreign

parentage, lack of education, or inferior intelligence.
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The percentage of illiteracy for various localities represented in recent draft examinations is as follows:

New York State.

South Carolina.

-

Minnesota

Date of draft.

May 25,1918
Judy 5,1918
July 24,1918

16.6
49.5
14.2

The above figures are most significant in light of the fact that the drafted men from New York State include

many foreigners. In spite of that fact the percentage of illiteracy (16.6 per cent) seems to be very small when com-

pared with the percentage of illiteracy found among the men reporting from South Carolina. In fact the percentage

for the latter group was found to be so high as to make us doubt the accuracy of the data. A check was therefore made

as follows: The records of all South Carolina men in one company were analyzed, with the result that of the 177 men
in the company 109, or 61.6 per cent, were illiterate. It seems from this check that the percentage of illiteracy (49.5

per cent) for the whole group from South Carolina is probably correct.

Such a percentage of illiteracy as is found among the men from South Carolina is startling. Among Virginia

negroes reporting at Camp Lee, Va., in the fall of 1917 the percentage of illiteracy was 40 per cent. The conclusion

is that the problem of illiteracy among South Carolina drafted men is a most serious one.



CHAPTER 10.

STATISTICS ON EDXTCATION AND ITS RELATIONS TO INTELLIGENCE EXAMINATIONS.

Section 1.

—

The schooling of the Army.

The principal Hollerith samples of a number of groups in the Army of the United States

have been analyzed in various ways in order to learn the degree of schooling attained by men in

the Army and to discover as far as possible any dependence of schooling on intelligence or of

intelligence scores on schooling. Records for each group were sorted according to the numbers
of years (or grade) of schooling reported and then by inteUigeuce scores, giving 22 Hollerith

tables. The resulting tables (Nos. 280 to 301) are presented herewith. Six projected tables

do not appear because the cases in each were too few.

Table 280.— Variables: Alpha X, schooling. Group VI: White officers.

Officers who took alpha only.

Alpha
score.
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Table 281.— Variables: Alpha score X schooling. Group I, II, III: While draft (native horn).

For men who took alpha only.

Alpha score.
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Table 283.— Variables: Score on performance scale examination X schooling. Group I, II, III: While draft (native horn.)

For men who took performance scale following alpha, or following beta, or following alpha and beta, or who took
performance scale examination only.

Score on perform-
ance scale.
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Table 285.— Variables: Mental age on Stanford-Binet examination X schooling. Group I, II, III: White draft (native bom).

For men who took Stanford-Binet following alpha, or following beta, or following alpha and beta, or who took Stanford-
Binet examination only.

Score on Stanford-Binet scale.
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Table 287.— Variables: Beta X schooling. Groups I. II. Ill: White draft {native bom).

For men who took beta only, or alpha and beta only, or beta and an indi^'idual examination, or alpha and beta and an
individual examination.

Beta score.
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Table 289.— Variables: Beta score X schooling. Groups I, II, III: While draft (foreign bom).

For men who took beta only, or alpha and beta.

Beta score.
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Table 291.— Variables: Mental age (m Stanford-Bhicl examination X schooling. Groups I, II, III: White draft (foreign
bom).

For men -n-ho took Stanford-Binet following alpha, or following beta, or following alpha and beta, or who took Stanford-
Binet only.

Score on Stanford-Binct scale.
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Table 293.— Variables: Beta X schoolmg. Groups I, II, III: White draft (Joreign horn).

For men who took beta only, or alpha and beta only, or beta and an individual examination, or alpha and beta and
an individual examination.

Beta score.
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Table 295.— Variables: Beta score X schooling. Group V: Colored draft, A^orth.

For men who took beta only, or alpha and beta only.

Beta score.
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Table 297.— Variables: Alpha X schooling. Group V: Colored draft, North.

For men who took alpha only, or alpha and beta only.

Alpha score.
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Table 299.— Variables: Alpha y, schooling . Part of Group IV: Colored draft, South (Alabatna, Georgia, Louisiana, and

For men who took alpha only.

Alpba score.
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Table 301.— Variables: Beta X schooling. Group IV: Colored draft , South.

For men who took beta only, or alpha and beta only.

Beta score.
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Almost one-third of all officers are college graduates who have gone no farther; this is

the schoolmg most frequently reported among the officer group. Practically all officers must
have graduated from eighth grade; one fourth have not gone beyond high school; more than
another fourth have begun but not completed a college course. The remainder, about one-
seventh, have done one, two, or more years of graduate work. This distribution, which is

MEOiCau -

ARTILLERY

Fig. 25. Distribution of schooling. Tlie differences between the amounts of schooUng reported by officers in ditlerent branches of the service is

quite appreciable. Medical officers have remained in school longer than officers in the Infantry or the Artillery. (See tables 002 and 303.)

negligible below eight years with a steep mode at sixteen years (see table 302, figure 24),

is in striking contrast to that representing the schooling of recruits. Of native-born white

recruits, one-fourth are eighth-grade graduates who have had no further schooling; this is the

schooling most frequently reported. More than half have gone no farther than the seventh

grade; almost one-fourth have had more or less high-school training, wliilo only 5.4 per cent

—

one-twentieth—have entered college and only 1.25 per cent have been graduated. The white

draft of foreign birth is less schooled; more than half of this group have not gone beyond the

fifth grade, while one-eighth, or 12.5 per cent, report no schooling. Negro recruits, though

brought up in this country where elementary education is supposedly not only free but com-
pulsory on all, report no schooling in astonishingly large proportion (19 per cent in the southern,

7 per cent in the northern States) ; more than half the negroes from southern States have not

gone beyond the third grade, and only 7 per cent finish the eighth. In northern States, half

tlo not go bcvond the fifth grade, and about one-fourth finish the eighth. The median schooling

for each group is as follows:

Table 302 and figures 25, 26, and 27 present further analysis of the educationa) achieve-

ments of officers. "Officers" make a fairly homogeneous group, yet distinct differences appear

when each arm of the service is separately plotted. It is not surprising, in view of the require-

ments of the medical profession, that the Medical Corps has in general longer education than

any other; this is, however, surprising when it is remembered that all branches outside the
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Medical Department make better records on the intelligence examinations than does the

Medical Corps. (See Part II, chapter 14.) The contrast -mth the Quartermaster Corps, which
makes a very similar intelligence record but is much less schooled, is especially interesting in

considering to what extent examination alpha is dependent on schooling. The Dental and
Veterinary Corps also stand high relative to other officers as to schooling, and low as to

intelligence rating. That the most frequent schooling among dentists, and especially among
veterinarians, is three years college is doubtless explained by the fact that many dental colleges

and most veterinary colleges normally offer a three-year course. (See also table 303.)

Table 303.— Median years schooling.

Group.
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MEOlCAt.
OEMTAL
VETERlMAftV .

VCAR) SCHOOLlrta

Fio. 27. Distribution of schooling. Dental and veterinary officers are less schooled than medical officers. The mode falls at third year

because a three-year course is what is usually offered in their professional schools. (See tables 302 and 303.

)

Later study of medical records has shown that the scattering cases where officers reported,

for instance, four, or seven, years schooling, etc., were usually actually "four years college,"

"seven years college," etc. This lower "tail" of the distribution may therefore best be

disregarded as an artifact due to the method by which the data were collected.

'

The light thrown by these tables on the extent of elimination in our public-school systems

will doubtless attract attention in school circles. The facts reported by white recruits may
be stated in this form: Of 100 white recruits who entered the first grade in this country, 95

remained in school till grade two, 92 till grade three, 87 till grade four, 79 till grade five, 70

till grade six, 59 till grade seven, and 45 till grade eight; 21 of them entered high school, 16

kept on till the second year, 11 till the third, and 9 of the 100 graduated from high school;

5 of these entered college, and 1 graduated from college. (See table 304, figure 28.) It

is to be remembered that this includes the foreign-born but not the negro draft, and does not

include officers. Figures for the native-born white draft are given in table 304, which also

gives previous estimates of elimination from school. It is interesting to see how closely some

of these have approached the figures actually reported by the draft.

1 Intellectual and Educational status of the Medical Profession as Represented in the United States Army. Bull. National Researcb

Council, No. 8, 1921.
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AVRES
5TRAVER
THORNDIKE
WHITE DRAFT
NEGRO DRAFT

High School.

Fio. 28. Elimination from schoo!. Of each 100 white recruits ready to enter first grade 45 continued long enough to graduate (rem eighth grade,

9 trom high school, and 1 from college.

Table 304.

—

Elimination /Torn grades, high school and college.

Studies of elimination from school.
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-Per cent distribution of total alpha scores made by officers and recruits of various groups.

Alpha score.
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schooled though less intelligent than the foreign draft group; it is just in line with this dis-

crepancy, too, that the southern negro group, lowest in each comparison, is nevertheless much
farther removed from the others in intelligence rating than it is in schooling. The normal
relation between the intelligence of a race and its interest in the training of its youth, one

might say, has been upset by contact with a highly educated civilization, which has enormously

increased the time the negro spends on education without correspondingly increasing his

intelligence (as measured by these examinations). The position of Army officers in the two
comparisons also falls in line here; in each respect it holds the highest position, but is much
farther separated from the other groups in schooling than it is in intelligence. This greatly

increased education, in other words, is not accompanied by an equal increase in the intelligence

rating; in the latter the distributions for officers and white draft still overlap appreciably,

while schooling separates them quite sharply. The alpha aiid beta median scores for these

groups appear at the foot of the corresponding distribution tables.

Section 3.

—

IrdeTligence as independent of schooling.

When the entire groups described in the previous paragraphs (officers, native born and

foreign white draft, and northern and southern negro draft) are broken up into subgroups

according to schooling, a series of interesting comparisons becomes evident. The schooling

groups used are 0-4 years, 5-8 years, high school 1-4 years, college 1-4 years, and graduate

1 or more years. (See tables 308 to 316, figures 31 to 39.) (Statements previously made
regarding the proportion in which each group had to take examination beta should be called

to mind ia this connection.) Again, it is obvious that schooling and intelligence are related.

Witiiin each group, subgroups which are successively better schooled make successively better

showing in intelligence examinations.'

Table 308.

—

Per cent distribution of alpha scores. Officer groups of different schooling.

Alpha score.
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GRADES. 5- 6 YR5.
HIGH SCHOOL, 1-4 YR5
COLUEGe, 1-4 YR5

175 200

Fio. 31. Distribution of alpha scores. The group of officers is here broken up according to schooling to
show the intelligence scores which successive amounts of schooling accompany.

Table 309.—Per cent distribution of alpha scores. White draft (native bom of Groups I, II. Ill) o] different schooling.

Alpha score.
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GRADES, 0-4 YR5.
GRADES. 5-6 YR3.
HIGH SCHOOL. I -4 YR5.
COLLEGE. 1-4 YR3.
COLLEGE, 6 YRS. & OVEO—

ALPHA

lOO 125 l50 175 20O

If' 1

Flos. 32 and 33. Pistnbutlon ol alpha and beta scores. The white native-born draft group is here broken up according to schooling to show the

intelligence scores which successive amounts of schooling accompany.

Table 311.

—

Per cent distribution of alpha scores. White draft (foreign of Groups 1, II, III) of different schooling.

Alpha score.
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Table 312.—Pfr cent distribution of beta tcora. WhUe draft (foreign bom of Groups I, IT, III) of different schooling.

Beta score.
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-Per cent distribution of alpha scores. Colored draft, North (Group V), of different schooling.

Alpha score.
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*-, GRADES. 0-4 YR5.'
GPADES, 5-6 YR5.-
HI6H5CH00L 1-4 YRS.-
COLLEGE? i-4 YR5.-

BETA

Fios. 36 and 37. Distribution of alplia and beta scores. Tlie nortliern negro draft group is here broken up to sliow tlje intelligence scores whlcii

successive amounts of schooling accompany.

Table 316.

—

Per cent distribution of beta scores. Colored draft, South (Group IV) of different schooling.

Beta score.
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«?*

GR-ADtS. 0-4 YRS.-
GRADE5, 5-S YRS

-

HIGH ^HOOL, 1-4 YRa-

ALPMA

FiQS. 3R and 39. Pistribution oj alpha and beta scores. The southern negro draft group is here broken up to show the IntelUgenco scores which
successive amounts of schooling accompany.
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The differences in intelligence between subgroups of different schooling are greatest in the

native-born white draft, where the range of intelligence is widest. They are least in the officer

and southern negro draft groups, where the range of intelligence is least; officers are already

highly selected on a basis in which intelligence plays an important part so that even the least

schooled group of officers is highly intelhgent, while even the best educated southern negroes

are of relatively low intelligence.

Tables 317 to 323 and figures 40 to 49 make comparisons between subgroups equally

schooled, taken from our original groups (officers, native-born and foreign white draft, and
northern and southern negroes). The schooling groups used in this case were the fourth grade,

eighth grade, fourth year high school, and fourth year college groups. In tables 317 and 318
and figures 40 and 41 appear all the recruits who reported that they stopped school at grade four.

The grade standards, of course, are not identical all over the country, especially as between
schools for white and for negro children, so that "fourth grade schooling" doubtless varies in

meaning from group to group, but this variability certainlj^ can not account for the clear intel-

ligence differences between groups. In the alpha curves for grade four, the most interesting

feature is that the foreign appears better than the native born draft, though the difference is

not great. This relation is easy to understand when it is considered that there may be greater

pressure to continue in school in native than in foreign communities in this country, and
sometimes better school opportunities; native-born children who drop out at this age are

likely to do so because of low intelligence, whereas the foreign-born cliildren may more often

leave for other reasons. The parts of the two groups who took examination beta make very

similar scores. The extremely poor showing of the southern negroes is only the more striking

when it is recalled that this fourth grade group has more than the average schooling for southern

negroes.

Table 317.

—

Per cent distribution of alpha scores of various groups, based on schooling level offourth grade.

Alpha score.
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4f*t Oft«#T. N&Tlve ee>*H*

> 0<»A»T, N»RTMtRH *
MUMIe ORaTt. 6««TH«iri4 »-

FiQS. 40 and 41. Distribution of alpha and beta scores. These groups contain only recruits who reported that they were in the fourth grade when
they left school. The comparison is then between the intelligence scores of white (native and foreign), and negro (northern and southern)

recruits who had had equal school opportunities, i. e., fourth grade.
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Table 319.

—

Per cetU distribution of alpha scores of various groups, based ori schooling level of eighth grade.

Alpha score.
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Table 320.

—

Per cent distribution of beta scores of various groups, based on schooling level of eighth grade.

Beta score.
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Table 321.

—

Per cent dutrxbution of alpha scores of varUms groups, baaed on schooling level of 4 years of high school.

Apha score.
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Table 323.

—

Per cent distribution of alpha scores of officers. Comparison of officers with schooling only to eighth grade or
Ifss liith recruits of more than eighth-grade schooling.

AJpha score.
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Table 324.

—

Correlations between examination alpha and reported schooling

.

Cody (alpha group).

Do

Hancock (alpha group)

.

Sixteen camps (alpha group)

.

Meade (unselected)

.

Nine camps (unselected).

Group.

Oklahoma recrUits, October Castial
Camp.

Minnesota recruits, October Casual
Camp.

Recruits from Colorado, New Mex-
ico, Oklahoma, and Texas.

Companies A and B, Third Provi-
siona 1 Regiment Ordnance Train-
IngCamp.

Company B, Ordnance Supply
School.

Company B, Ordnance Supply
School, and Companies A and B,
Third Provisional Regiment, Ord-
nance Training Camp.

Principal Hollerith sample. Groups
I, II, and III, native bom.

Same, foreign
Same, northern negroes
Same, southern negroes

Three hundred and fourth Ammu-
nition Train, native-bom and
foreign men.

Draft groups, native-bom sample.
Group X.

Grade IV to college 4: alpha raw,
to 170.

Grade IV to college 4; alpha raw,
to 185.

Grade I to high school 4: alpha
weighted, to 330.

Grade IV to college 4; alpha
weighted, to 380.

High school 1 to college 7; alpha
weighted, 100-380.

Grade IV to college 7; alpha
weighted, to 380.

None to college 8; alpha raw, to 205.

None to college 0; alpha raw, to 205.
None to college (i; alpha raw, to 185.

None to college 4: alpha raw, to 105,

Grade VIII to college 12; alpha raw,
n to 205.

None to college 4; alpha, to 350

None to college, 4; alpha, to 360.

Number
Of cases.
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Correlation of each of the eight alpha tests with reported schooling has been made in two
of the groups in table 326, the combined Hancock alpha group, and the imselected English-

speaking group of 653 (Group X). The coefficients are as foUows:

Table 326.

—

Correlations between alpha tests and schooling

.

Name of test.

Oral directions
Arithmetic
Comjnon sense
Opposites
Disarranged sentences.
Number series
Analogies
Information

Hancock. Group X

Inspection of the scatter diagrams shows that the discrepancies between these two sets of

figures are due chiefly to the inclusion in the unselected group of 653 of a number of illiterate

men. The extreme skewness due to the large number of low scores on tests 4, 5, and 7 tends

to lower the correlation coefficients on these tests in the unselected group, while in tests 1 and 8

the unusual number of low scores makes the distributions more nearly normal, and thus helps

to raise the correlation coefficients. The differences in tests 3 and 6, and especially in test 2,

have not been explained.

Most correlations of beta and individual examinations with schooling are of an entirely

different significance than those of alpha, because the groups are so selected that the schooling

is restricted. Schooling (4, 5, or 6 j^ears) is indeed frequently the sole basis of the separation

into alpha and beta groups. Intelligence scores are low in these groups for the most part, and

under these limitations the correlation coefficient is bound to be low. This relation holds for

the correlations of the principal samplings shown in table 327. These coefficients should be
compared with the figures for the unselected group from Camp Meade (includes foreigners)

and for Group X (excludes foreigners), which conclude the table. The correlation plot for

Group X (beta raw total with years schooling) is shown in table 328.

Table 327.

—

Correlations between examination beta and schooling.

Camp.
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Table Z2S.^Correlation between beta raw total and reported schooling. Group X: Native-bom draft, nine camps.

Beta raw total score.
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Probably the best measure of intelligence which the Army tests have yielded is a com-
bination of the standing on alpha, beta, and individual examinations.' This, though not
practicable for actual use, was computed for the experimental group of 653 men from nine
camps. The schooling reported by this group was plotted against this combined standing with
the result shown in table 331.

Table 331.

—

Relation of schooling to intelligence.

Combined standing on
alpha, beta and Stanford

scales.





CHAPTER 11.

INTELLIGENCE OF THE DBAFT IN EELATION TO FITNESS FOB HILITABY SEBVICE.

Section 1.

—

Intelligence of the draft.

The psychological examiner is frequently asked this question: "How intelligent is the
Army?" There is an inherent difficultj- in making an answer, for there are no standards in
terms of which the statement can be made. The most famiUar measures of inteUigence, years
of mental age as determined by the Stanford-Bine t examination, are the results of investigations

of a much smaller group (approximately 1,000 cases) than the group studied in the Army.
For norms of adult intelUgence the results of the Army examinations are imdoubtedly the most
representative. It is customary to say that the mental age of the average adult is about 16
years. This figure is based, however, upon examinations of only 62 persons; 32 of them high-

school pupils from 16 to 20 years of age, and 30 of them "business men of moderate success and
of very limited educational advantages." ' This group is too small to give very reliable results

and is furthermore probably not typical. High-school pupils and biisiness men of moderate
success presumably do not represent the average American adult with respect to intelligence.

(See Chapter 10, table 330, in which 85 per cent of the men who had been to high school show
mental ages above average.)

It appears that the intelligence of the principal sample of the white draft, when transmuted
from alpha and beta examinations into terms of mental age, is about 13 years (13.08). Here
we have a measure of the average inteUigence of nearly 100,000 white recruits. We can hardly

say, however, with assurance that these recruits are three years mental age below the average.

Indeed, it might be argued on extrinsic grounds that the draft itself is more representative of

the average inteUigence of the coimtry than is a group of high school students and business men.
The draft, it is true, is highlj^ selected at the upper end by reason of the fact that men of higher

inteUigence became officers ^athout being drafted or constituted the greater part of the group
of professional and business experts that were exempted from draft because essential to industrial

activity in the war. It is impossible to guess the extent of this selection with respect to intelli-

gence. It seems qiiite impossible that it could have reduced the intelligence level of the draft

so much as three years. Considerably less than 15 per cent of the draft (cf. table 333) he above

16 years mental age. This discrepancy would mean that a very large number of men in propor-

tion to the draft (considerably more than one man to every three of the draft, perhaps even so

great a proportion as two to every three) would have been exempted because of service as an
officer or because in some essential industrial occupation. No positive figures of the number
of men exempted for these reasons are at present avaUable, but there seems to be no doubt that

it was considerably smaUer than these indicated proportions. Undoubtedly the inteUigence of

the draft is somewhat lower than that of the country at large, although it is quite unlikely that

the difference should be so great. It must be recalled further that there was also selection at

the lower end of the scale on intelUgence. The low-grade feeble-minded were not in general

included in the draft. This selection tends to offset the selection at the upper end, although

presumably it does not completely counterbalance it, and thus to render the average inteUi-

gence of the draft more nearly representative of the population at large than would otherwise

be the case.

In general, then, we are forced to reply to the question "How inteUigent is the Ami}^ ? " by

stating arbitrary figures that refer to the draft itself, and by arguing further that the draft is

approximately a representative group which is presumably, however, a little lower in inteUi-

gence than is the coimtry at large.

' See Tcrman, L. M., et al, The Stonlord Revision and Extension of the B'net-Simon Scale for Measuring Intelligence, 1917, p. 49.

785
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OFFICERS. GROUP 3C1
WHITE DRAFT, GROVJP.5 t. 31 . HI
WHITE DRAFT. GROUP 2
NEGRO DRAFT, GROUP 12
WHITE. DRAFT, INDIV. EXAM5. (SHEOiOAN)
NEGRO DRAFT, INDIV. EXAMS. (5HER\0AN)
WHITE DRAFT, DISCHARGE RECOM. (GRANT)
NEGRO DRAFT, DISCHARGE RECOM. (GRANT)

26

15

24

23

20
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The intelligence of the draft in terms of the theoretical combined scale derived in chapter 2

is shown in table 165. These figures transformed into percentiles are given herewith in table 332
and graphically in figure 50. The values of the class intervals of the combined scale have been
transmuted into terms of mental age in table 333 and figures 51 and 52. This transmutation
was made, not b}' the regression equation, but by equating the means of the experimental group
in terms of combined scale and of mental age and multiplying deviations from the mean of the
combined scale by the ratio of the two standard deviations. These tables and graphs include

also, for pin-poses of comparison, the negro draft, white officers, and groups of men examined
individually. The transmutation into mental age is given because those terms have now
acquired some absolute meaning and are therefore familiar. Rejections from the Army as well

as special treatment of the feeble-minded in civil life can be thought of best in relation to units

of mental age. On the other hand, as we have just seen, it may be necessarj- to revise our
notion of the frequency of occurrence of these various levels of intelUgence. We know now
approximately from clinical experience the capacity and mental ability of a man of 13 years

mental age. We have never heretofore supposed that the mental abihty of this man was the

average of the coimtrj' or an\^where near it. A moron has been defined as anyone with a mental

age from 7 to 12 years. If this definition is interpreted as meaning anyone with a mental age

less than 13 years, as has recently been done, then almost half of the white draft (47.3 per cent)

would have been morons. Thus it appears that feeble-mindedness, as at present defined, is of

much greater frequency of occurrence than had been originally supposed.

T.\BLE 332.

—

Per cent distribution on combined scale of officer and draft groups.

Combined scale.
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Table 333.—Percentage comparison of mental age of groupsfrom the draft.

Mental age.
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rears mental age for rejection would mean the elimination of from one-half to 2 per cent of white
recruits and approximately 17 per cent of negro recruits. Placing the level at nine years would
eliminate 4 or 5 per cent of whites and presumably 32 per cent of negroes. A 10-vear limit
rejects from 10 to 13 per cent of white and 48 per cent of negro recruits. It would be totally
impossible to exclude all morons as that term is at present defined, for there are imder 13 yeare
47 per cent of whites and 89 per cent of negroes.

Several studies of the groups of men who were individually examined or who were recom-
mended for discharge throw light on the social value of men unable to pass the group exami-
nations. Smnmaries of two such studies follow in sections 2 and 3.

Section 2.

—

(Jharacteristics ofmen recalledfor individual examination.

Men who are recalled for individual examination in camp are those who have failed to pass
a group examination. They may fail because of defective inteUigence or because of some social
maladjustment that renders them unable or xmwilling to cooperate in the group examination.
Although no stricter definition can be laid down, they do in general constitute a "low-grade"
group, a large proportion of which requires special treatment or assignment in the military
machine. A qualitative study of such a group is therefore of interest.

For this purpose there are available records of a group of men, both white and colored, who
were examined at Camp Sheridan, Ala., between May and December, 1918. These records
are imusually complete. Almost 4 per cent of the total nmnber examined at this camp were
given the individual test. The corresponding percentage in the whole Army is about 5 per cent.

Of 2,181 men examined, such vital facts as disease history and education were recorded for 1,216.

This group is separated into the whites and the negroes. It is further divided according
to the disposition recommended by the psychologist, on the basis of the result of individud
examination, as follows: Kegular service, development battalion, domestic service, discharge,

and "attention of psychiatrist." Because of the few cases, 15 in all, of white men referred to

the psychiatrist, this group -will drop out of discussion. Kecommendation was usually based
entirely on mental age determined.

In table 334 are shown the numbers included in each group. From this table it wiU be

observed that aknost half (4.5 per cent of whites, 44.6 per cent of negroes) were recommended
for regular service.

The percentage distributions of mental ages in this group are given in table 335 and in

figure 53.

The median mental age of the negro group is about one year less than the median for the

white group—8.6 and 9.6 years. The medians for the total group individually examined at

Camp Sheridan are 8.3 years for the negroes and 9.7 for the whites. This verj' slight difference

shows that the smaller group which is being studied is representative of the total nmnber. It is

of interest to note that of men examined individually 82.9 per cent of the whites and 90.4 per

cent of the negroes have a mental age of 10 years or under.

Table 334.

—

Numbers of various recommendations made by psychologist to psychiatrist of men examined individually at
Camp Sheridan.

RecommendBtion.
Negro.

Regular service
Development battalion
Domestic service
Discharge
Attention of psychiatrist . .

.

Total number of cases

43.0
18.1
24.1
10.6
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Fio. 63. Per cent distributions ofschooling. Recruits mdlviduallye^minod Qt Camp Sheridan are seen to have dropped out o( school much earlier

than was usual in the draft as a whole.
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Table 335.

—

Percentage distribiuions of mental ages of whites arid negroes examined individually at Camp Sheridan.

Color.
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Table 337.

—

Distribution of negroes by rerommendation according to mental age.

Mental age.
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Table 340.

—

Percentage distribvikm of whites and negroes, by mental age, according to venereal and nonuenereal diseases.

Mental age.
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The weekly salary range of this group of men exammed individually runs up to $65 for

the whites and $40 for the negroes, with the median of the whites earning $16.60 and the

median of the negroes $15. It can be observed from table 343 that 50.2 per cent of the negroes

and 41.8 per cent of the whites had a weekly wage of less than $15.

Ta3LB 343.

—

Percentage distribution of weekly wages of whites and negroes.

Wage in dollnrs.
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Section 3.

—

Three hundred discharge casesfrom Camp Grant.

This study is of the cases of 300 enlisted men who have been returned to civil life because
of mental incompetence for mihtary duty through process of rejection on entrance examination
or of certificate of discharge for disability. These discharges and rejections were ordered by
the authorities at Camp Grant during the period beginning May 1 and ending August 15, 1918.

The material is otherwise unselected.

The cases studied are those of 159 Negroes, 144 Caucasians, and 1 Mongolian. All the
negroes and 96 of the Caucasians are native bom. For convenience, the single Mongolian has
been placed in the group of foreign-bom Caucasians.

Fifty per cent of the 300 subjects examined gave farming as their principal occupation.

Of this number, 47 are native-bom whites, 100 are negroes, and 3 are foreign-born whites.

The 62 (30.6 per cent) recorded as unskilled laborers are divided as follows: Native-bom whites,

13; negroes, 29; foreign-bom whites, 20. The remaining 88 are distributed among 30 different

occupations.

In collecting data concerning incomes, average weekly earnings for the year preceding the

date of entrance into the Army were recorded. The results are not to be contrasted with ante-

bellum figures since the demand for labor which has been growing rapidly since 1914 has greatly

increased the earning power even in groups as low in the scale as those of our study.

An accurate estimate of earnings in the 300 cases examined is impossible due to lack of

definite information concerning maintenance values which fluctuate according to the social,

economic, and geographical distribution of the subjects. Fifty-six (18.6 per cent) received no
money compensation whatever and 77 (25.6 per cent) received maintenance in addition to a
money return.

With two or three exceptions, these subjects were farmers. A few of the whites were
homesteaders and about one-third of the negroes were crop farmers (owners of small farms,

renters, or share laborers). The rest were either working for their parents without wages or

earning small sums as farm laborers. The maximum weekly cash income for white farmers

was $35 (1 case) and for negro farmers $20 (1 case). The average weekly money return

for 64 per cent of the white farmers who received a money wage was $13, while for the 52 per

cent of negro farmers earning $5 or more per week the average return was $10. Most of these

received maintenance in addition to cash. Thirty-six per cent of the white farmers and 33

per cent of the negro farmers received maintenance only. For the 300 cases the average weekly

earning power of those receiving a cash compensation exclusive of maintenance, was:

For 7G native-born whites $14. 894

For 124 negroes 10. 935

For 43 foreign-bom whites 18. 302

Average for 300 13. 426

The largest single wage recorded is $70 per week. This amount was earned by a white man
engaged in the construction of steel ships and probably includes pay for overtime. The subject

has a mental age of 9 years, 11 months. He was discharged as a "constitutional inferior"

because of obvious mental defect and a long criminal history in civil life and in the Army.
Twenty-three per cent (23.3 per cent) of the total number reported no disease history.

Language difficulties, faulty memories, and ignorance of nomenclature on the part of the subjects

account to a degree for this high figure. If recourse could have been had to the testimony of

civil physicians and relatives, a considerable decrease doubtless would be shown.

Among native-bom whites the diseases showing the higher frequencies are: Measles, 14.75

per cent; pneumonia, 14.75 per cent; gastrointestinal troubles, 13.11 per cent; gonorrhea,

11.47 per cent; and rheumatism, 11.47 per cent. Among negroes the higher frequencies are:

Gonorrhea, 82.86 per cent; sjrphilis, 48.57 per cent; malaria, 32.86 per cent; and typhoid fever,

14.29 per cent. Higher disease frequencies in the group of foreign-born wliites are: Gonorrhea,

48.28 per cent, and sypliihs, 13.8 per cent. The figures for venereal diseases are probably too

low, particularly in the syphilis item.
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In the cases of 51 native-born whites, 22 negroes, and 11 foreign-bom whites, psychoses

were diagnosed. In many of these instances, psychotic conditions were coupled with feeble-

mindedness.

Three hundred and nine clinical examinations furnished the basis for mental-age reckonings.

The distributions for wliites and negroes separately have been included in table 333. The

average mental ages are as follows:

96 native-born Caucasians 7 years, llj months.

159 Negroes 5 years, 6 months.

45 foreign-bom Caucasians 7 years.

300 total group 6 years, 10 months.

Ten native-bom whit&s, 108 negroes, and 29 foreign-bom whites never went to school.

Nine native-born whites, 8 negroes, and 1 foreign-bom white attended school for less than one

year. Of the total group, 147 did not attend school and 18 spent less than one year in a class-

room.

The average attendance time of subjects having one or more years in school is as follows:

77 native-bom whites 6.00 years.

43 negroes 3.51 years.

15 foreign-bom whites 5.20 years.

' 135 total group 5.12 years.

The coefficient of correlation between periods of school attendance and mental ages is 0.54.

The second, first, third, and fourth grades show the greatest frequency numbers, having

31, 30, 23, and 23 cases, respectively. Of the whole group 53.3 per cent are illiterate. One
individual had completed high-school course and one was a college graduate.

The coefficient of con-elation between school gi-ades and mental ages (140 cases) is 0.64.

The rural type preponderates in the cases studied. Not only the 150 farmers but also a

great many of those listed as drivers, laborers, railroad section hands, woodsmen, etc., are of

country origin. Almost without exception, the foreign-bom subjects were of the lower peasant

type, while a very small proportion of the negroes could be termed urban dwellers. Approxi-

mately 32 of the native wliites were city-bom.

The natural difficulties attendant upon attempts to obtain sex histories of subjects during a

single intei-view were comphcated by language difficulties, low mentality, psychoses, and lack

of frankness on the part of many individuals. The data secured are therefore fragmentary.

Habitual masturbati'!"! ^^-as acknowledged by 23 native-bom wliites, 5 negroes, and 1 foreign-

born white. Eleven v/hites claimed that they had never had sexual intercourse. One case of

infantile sex development, one of beastiality, and two of chronic enuresis were found.



CHAPTER 12.

BISCIPUNABT CASES.

The data for the study of disciplinary cases came from two sources. At Camp Dix an
extensive examination was made of 939 whites and 484 negroes convicted by summary and
special courts-martial from July to November, 1918. Like data were secured for 597 men
convicted at Camp Cody and 65 men in the depot brigade stockade at Camp McCleUan.

Further data were obtained through the studj^ at the United States Disciplinary Barracks

at Fort Leavenworth, Kans., of some 3,300 records made by the men confined there.

Section 1.

—

Level ofintdligence of disciplinary cases.

In the depot brigade at Camp Dix, during the months Jime and July, 1918, there were

479 white offenders. The figures in tables 345, 346, and 347, which show the distributions

of the psychological ratings of these men, indicate that 21 per cent of these offenders had an

intelligence rating of E. This means that these men were in the lowest decile of the Army
so far as intelligence is concerned. Such a rating means that the psychologist recommends
discharge for mental deficiency, assignment to labor or development battalion, or to some

duty requiring less than average mentality. Considering the group in relation to what is

approximately average intelligence, the C rating, we find that 66.4 per cent of the men are below

the average and only 10.4 per cent above it. Comparison with the white draft is significant,

for only 7 per cent of the white draft, as shown by the principal sampUng for Hollerith analysis,

were rated E, and only 47.7 per cent were rated below the average. The percentages show

that these low-grade men are two or three times as likely to commit offenses as men of average

intelhgence, and from four to six times as likely to get into trouble as are men of markedly

superior ability.

Table 345.

—

Numbers ofwhile men in variovs groups tried by special and summary courls-Tnarlial who made each intelligence

rating.

Camp DLx, June, July
Camp DLx, October, November ; 81

Camp Dtx, all cases 180
Camp McClellan

"
Camp Cody, convicted men
Camp Cody, acquitted men

Table 346.

—

PerceMagea of white men in various groups tried by special and summary courts-martial who made each intelli-

gence rating. Based on table 3^5 above.

Whites.
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Table 347.

—

Intelligence ratings of negroes tried by special and summary courts-martial; 484 cases from Camp Dix.

Negroes.
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Table 349.

—

Percentage comparisnn of Intelligence ralhigs of prisoners confined in camps and those confined at Leavenworth,

Prisoner.?.
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1. The men in the disciplinary battahon are in general a little above the regular prisoners

in intelligence. However, this superiority is very slight, and is perhaps not significant in view

of the fact that the number of men in the battahon is small.

2. The men sentenced for acquisitive crimes (group X) are rather decidedly above the

average and above most of the other groups.

3. The conscientioiis objectors of the religious and political groups are liigh-grade men
very markedly above the average of the whole group. This superiority is especially noticeable

in the cases of the pohtical objectors.

4. The men classed as conscientious objectors because of being alien enemies, having

aUen enemy relatives, etc. (Q group), are decidedly low in intelhgence. This seems to be the

one group in the institution whose troubles we may ascribe to low mentahty.

5. Men who commit aggressive crimes of a militarj' nature—disobedience of orders, dis-

respect to officer, etc.—are somewhat below the average mentahty. On the other hand,

however, men whose aggressiveness amounts to disloyalty are considerably better than the

average group, as less than 20 per cent of them fall below C.

A supplementary study was made of the conscientious objectors who have continually

refused to do any work. Of these, six refused to take any examination. The records of the

others are given in table 351. The superiority of these men to any other group in the institu-

tion is very apparent.

Table 351.

—

Percentage ofinlelligence ratings ofconscientious objectors in isolation at Leavenworth.

Group.
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2. The men in the battalion are on the whole somewhat better educated than the regular

prisoners.

3. Men convicted of sex crimes arjd crimes of violence liave less education than tho ^ouj)

average and less than most of the other groups.

4. The roligioas and political con.scientious objectors are the best educated of the inmates.

5. The men convicted of the acquisitive crimes have more education than the average,

and more than any of the other groups except the reUgious and political objectors.

It is a noticeable fact that there is a marked relationship between the intelligence and the

education of the various crime groups. For the study of this relationship three groups were

selected: (1) Prisoners not conscientious objectors; (2) conscientious objectors; and (3) the

two groups combined. In classifying tho men as to education tho highest grade reached was

the group into which each man was put. Four groups were made for the men who had more

than a common school education: (1) Men who got into high school, but did not graduate;

(2) high school graduates; (3) men who got into tho university, but did not graduate; and

(4) university graduates.

The results of this study are set forth in tables 353 to 356.

Table 353.

—

Percentage table shtiwing the schooliny of the Leavenwortli j/ruorurs not conscientious objectors in each intel-

ligcnce group.

Schooling.
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Table 3r>6.—Products-moments coifficicnts of correlation between intelligence and education of Leavenvorlh prisoners.

Crime group.

Non-conscientious objectors.

.

Conscientious objectors
Combined

Both the percentage tables and the correlation coefficients indicate a close relationship

between intelligence and education. It is especially noticeable that the larger part of the E
men got little or no schooling, wtiilo of the A men only about 13 per cent failed to get at least a

common school education.

Sectiox 3.

—

Recidivism and its relation to intelligence.

Data for the study of recidivism among the military prisoners at Leavenworth became avail

able through records obtained in the psychiatric survey which took place coincidontly with

the mental testing. The records of the man's previous criminal history were obtained by the

psychiatrists in an interview and are perhaps not altogether trustworthy. It was the general

belief, however, among the men who did the examining that the prisoners were for the most

part trutliful in their reports. Another source of error in the figures given hero hes in the fact

that some of the worst cases were in isolation or solitary confinement and so could not be exam-

ined by either psychiatrists or psychologists. It is more than hkely that some of the worst

recidivists were in this group.

On the basis of the records the prisoners were classed into what may be called, for want of

a better term, recidivist groups. These groups were as follows: (1) Men reporting no previous

criminal history; (2) men who had been found guilty of minor delinquencies, such as drunken-

ness, disorderly conduct, violation of the traffic regulations, and who had been punished by
fines or short sentences in jails, workhouses, and such institutions; (3) men who had been sen-

tenced to reformatories; (4) men who had served time for serious offenses in prisons and peni-

tentiaries. In case a man's record was such that he would fall in two or more of those groups

he was classified according to his worst offense.

It became apparent as soon as the figures were examined that the results wore affected by

the inclusion of the political prisoners. Because of this fact tables were prepared giving sepa-

rately data for conscientious objectors and ordinary prisoners, as well as a combination including

the entire group. A comparison of the recidivist records of the conscientious objectors and

other prisoners (see table 357) shows that very few of the former have gotten into difficulties

previous to their becoming a part of the military estabhshment. It should be noted that those

previous difficulties were probably also the result of pohtical or rehgious beliefs and activities.

Table 357 .—Percentage comparison of previous criminal records of cowcienlious objectors and nonobjectors.

Previous criminal history.

No criminal history . .

.

Minor delinquencies...
Reformatory
Prison or penitentiary

Number of cases

Tables 358, 359, and 360 show the distribution of recidivist groups of men making each

intelligence rating. It is quite clear that the A men and the E men have less difficulties than

others, for among the A men 82.1 per cent, and among the E men 78.9 per cent, admit no previous

criminal history. However, a fair percentage of the E men did get into minor difficulties. It

is hard to choose from the other intelligence groups the one which contains the greater per cent

of repeated offenders. The C, B, and D men have slightly higher records of recidivism, but

the C+ and C men are not very different. The facts seem to be practically the same both for
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the separate groups and for the group of Leavenworth prisoners as a whole. In tables 361,

362, and 363 the data are presented in another way. These tables show the percentage of the

different intelligence ratings in each recidivist group. Comparing the figures with the percent-

ages for the total group, the men admitting no criminal history have comparatively more A's

and more E's. The men having prison or penitentiary records contains 56 per cent of C and

D men.

Table 358.

—

Percentage distribution by recediviat group of nonobjectors making each intelligence rating.

Group."
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Table 363.

—

Percentage dislribution of intelligence ratings of all Learenworlh prisoners in each recediinst group.

Group.
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Table 364.

—

J>istnbution of msntal ages of 126 prostitutes on the Binet-Simon (Goddard revision) examination. {Port of
Embarkation, Newport News, Va.)

Mental age.



CHAPTER 13.

INFLUENCE OF CEETAIN PHYSICAL CONDITIONS ON THE INTELLIGENCE SCOEE.

Typhoid inoculation.—Because of the criticisms frequently urged regarding the possible

injurious effects of a recent typhoid inoculation on performance in the psychological examina-
tion, a comparison was made at Camp Custer of the intelligence scores of 178 men who had
been given their complete inoculation approximately 24 hours before examination with the

scores of 239 men of the same unit who had not bad recent inoculation and also with the scores

of the entire increment of the same month, 7,167 men.
The first comparison made was between 70 men, who themselves judged that their showing

on the scale had been affected by their recent inoculation, and the remaming 108 men, who felt

this to have had no effect. The means are practically identical.

Typhoid inoculation.

Men reporting effect from inoculation
Men reporting no effect from inoculation

.

Comparing next the means of those recently inoculated with those not recently inoculated

we have:

Typhoid inoculation.

Recently inoculated
Not recently inooUated

.

Probable
error of

the mean.

Difference between means 6.5

Probable error of difference of the means 2. 29

Ratio of the difference to probable error of difference 2. S4

The difference found in the last comparison is of doubtful significance in view of the fact

that this group contained a good many superior men, who were being held over in the depot

brigade because of possible fitness for officers' training camps. The following comparison of

the inoculated group with the 7,167 men who made up the entire July, 1918, increment is deemed

more satisfactory

:

Typhoid inoculation.
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white men and 2,877 negroes who were free from the disease. The comparison included both
alpha and beta scores and involved the following numbers:

Hookworm disease.
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whole. The median of the distribution of the 97 hterates who took examination a is 89, whereas
the median for the entire regiment is 102. Compai-ing the frequencies of the two distributions

we fhid the chances to be only 14 in 1,000 that as great a difference could have occurred by
sampling. This result tends to confirm the data obtained from Camp Travis.

It is important, however, to guard against the assumption that data of this kind prove the
existence of a causal relation between hookworm disease and mental inferiority. Low native
ability may induce such conditions of living as to result in hookworm infection, or poor environ-
mental conditions may be responsible for both the disease and the low test record.

Venereal disease.—-Camp Meade reported intelligence ratings (by letter grades from alpha,

beta, and individual examinations) of a development battalion composed of 1,231 negro vene-
reals. Their grades are here compared with those of 32,916 imselected negroes of several

draft increments. Tlie percentage distributions of grades were as follows:

Colored group.





CHAPTER 14.

HELATION OF INTELLIGENCE BATINGS TO AGE.

The dependence of intelligence upon age of adults is a theoretical problem of great interest
upon which, however, the results of psychological examining in the Armj^ can throw little

light. It is possible to draw up tables of inteUigence ratings and age as reported on the
examination blank, to compute the regressions, and thus to determine the relation between
age of officers or of men in the ^Vrmy and their inteUigence; but mth the relationship once
determined there is still no way of saying to what extent it reflects a fundamental dependence
of inteUigence upon age or to what extent it may be caused by the selective processes always
at work in separating the Army from the total population of the country. If among the older
men only the more intelligent sought to be officers or were so weU estabhshed in life that they
could afford to be officers, or if, on the contrary, among the older men only the poorer
professional men coiild leave their businesses to enter the Army or were industrially unessential
so that they were forced into the Army, then we should find a very positive relation of the one
sort or the other between inteUigence and age in the Army—a relation which would arise

entirely as a residt of selection in the Army and be utterly factitious as an indicator of a
dependence of intelligence on adult age in general. SimUar selective factors might work
equally weU in the case of drafted men. At best, then, we can not expect much from a study
of age and inteUigence ratings in military records, and for this reason, under the pressure of

time and insufficient clerical personnel, the HoUerith sortings between age and inteUigence

ratings of the white and the negro drafts as originaUy planned for the principal sample were
abandoned. The sortings were carried out for officers because the greater range of ages made
some sort of a positive relationship, whatever its interpretation, hkely.

These figures are avaUable and to them may be added the results of studies on either

examination a or alpha from six camps. The results are for the most part self-consistent

in that they show a shght but persistent tendency for decrease of mean inteUigence rating

with age—at least in the higher age groups which range above the upper limit of the draft.

They are presented in order that the facts may be at hand. In view of our ignorance of the
operation of the selective forces in the Army it is unsafe for us to assert that the apparent
relation is not spurious. The most reasonable surmise is that older officers are selected more
on the basis of then- specific experience and training, professional or mUitary, and less on
native inteUigence than are younger officers who have as yet little valuable experience. Given
time for it to accrue, it may be that experience offsets inteUigence in the requisites for an
Army officer. The Medical Corps, for example, is distinctly a professional corps and its officers

are consequently on the average much older than any other group of officers (see below).

The low level of the inteUigence ratings in this corps may be in part due to the selection of

officers on the basis of professional experience and avaiUbihty rather than on general mental
abUity.'

It has been argued that older officers are at an unfair disadvantage in the alpha examhia-
tion in that they have the kind of intelligence that works surely but slowly—that alpha is a

"speed test." ' It was never clear in practice, however, that the older officers actually did

do more poorly than the younger; it appeared as if it might be that the older officers who
made poor ratings simply attracted to themselves more attention than did the young officers

' But it is not probable that the intelligence level of the Medical Department is entirely to be explained In this manner. The younger officers

of the Dental and Veterinary Corps score lower on the average than the officers ol the Medical Corps.

' See the discussion of alpha as a "speed test" In the chapter on the Effect of Doubling the Time Limits In the Alpha and Heta Eiamlna-
tiors, chapter, 9, I'art n, pages 415 to 420.

813
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with low grades. The present data do seem to estabhsh the fact of a definite tendency for

the older men to obtain slightly lower scores than the younger; the difference is as it has been

claimed but it is not great. The interpretation of this tendency is another matter; it can

not be said on the basis of present information to point to a decrease of intelligence with age,

or even to a decrease with age of the abihty to succeed in the so-called "speed test" alpha.

Table 366 gives the comparative data on 15,385 white officers from Group VI of the

principal sample. These data are shown graphically in figures 55 and 56. The class intervals

of age are those coded in the principal sample; they proceed by two-year intervals ^vithin the

limits of the draft (i. e., up to 30 years) and thereafter by decades. It will be noted that the

A ratings decrease and the C ratings increase with age. The medians regularly decrease.

The graphic representation in figures 55 and 56 is striking. The extreme groups (less than

21 and above 60 years) are the smallest in size and may be left out of account in the general

tendenc}'.
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Fig. 55. Intelligence ratings and age. Median alpha scores for different age groups ot I.'),3S5 white officers.

Table 366.

—

Relation of age to intelligence rating: 15,385 white officers of Group VI of the principal sample. Examina-
tion alpha.

Intelligence rating.
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Fig. 58. Intelligence ratings and age. Percentage comparison of letter grades for different ago groups of 15,385 white officers.

A study was made at Camp Dix of the relation between age and score (alpha) for officers.

Three groups were compared—Ime officers, quartermaster officers, and medical officers. Table

367 indicates roughly the variation of score with change m age groups. The table shows a

slight lowering of the score with increasing age. In the three age groups, line officers maintain

their percentage for scores of 350 and above. Medical officers show increase in the number

scoring above 350. All three branches give increases in numbers and percentages of those

scoring below 250. However, the differences for the age groups are slight. The range (Q3-Q1)

increases with increasing age. The general trend of the medians is downward wath the higher

Table 3G7.

—

Relation 0/ intelligence rating to age o/l,OH white officers, Camp Dix. Examination alpha.

Statistical measurement.
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Tables 368, 369, and 370 give comparisons of officer groups at Camps Taylor, Greenleaf , and

Lee. In all cases there is a definite trend toward decreasing score with increasing age. These

tables are based on examination a.

Table 368.

—

Relation of intelligence ratings to age of 1,192 white officers, Camp Taylor. Median scores of ejcamination a.

Statistical measurement.
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Table 371.

—

Relation of intelligence ratings to age of 949 white officers, Camp Devens. Means and standard deviations
with examination a.

Ann.
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Here there seems to l)e an increase, if anything. In a corresponding report from Camp
Upton on 600 negro enlisted men there is a definite increase:

statistical measurement.



CHAPTER 15.

INTEILIGENCE BATINGS OF OCCUPATIONAL GEOTTPS.

The relationship between intelligence as measured by the ^Vrmy psychological examina-
tions and various occupational groups was a by-product of the development of the Army
psychological work. Serious study of this relationship was not attempted in the early months
largely because the attention of the psychological examiners was not called to the possible uses of
intelligence ratings m comiection with the occupational classification and placement of men.
A number of studies had been made, however, prior to the signmg of the armistice and the
mdications are that they would have been carried still further had not the military situation
changed so radically.

The first study reported was made at Camp DLx during October, 1917. It is concerned
with the relationship between intelligence (examination a), skill (Stenquist skill test), wages
(earnings prior to entering the .Irmy), and nineteen occupations. Table 373 gives the 204
cases showing the relationship between average scores m mtelligence and the nineteen reported
occupations.

Table 373.

—

Intelligence and occupation. Average scores in examination "a" according lo occupation, Camp Dix, October
1917, arranged in rank order.

Occupation.
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Table 374.

—

Intelligence and occupation. Median scores in examination **a'* according to occupation^ Camp Lee, January^
191S, arranged in rank order.

Teachers
Draftsman
Students
Accountants and book-
keepers

Postal employees
Salesman
Business executives—
Engineers
Clerical workers
Electricians
Artisans and actors
Telephone.and telegraph
operators

Chemical workers
Painters and pattern
makers

Merchants
Plumbers
Miners and machinists.

.

Firemen
Motor workers

Number
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Ta-ble 37a.—InUlligence and occupation. Median and quartile scores of white draft of May-June, 191S, in e
alpha, Camp Wadsworth, arranged in rank order. The median score for all drafted men is 121.

'

Occupations.
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as to avoid the statistical errors involved in the previous studies. Before presenting this inves-

tigation it may be of interest to note the results of the Camp Devens study, which is quite

comparable to the Wadsworth study.

This study is based on the results of the alpha examination of the May, Jxine, and July

drafts of 1918 (literate whites). Fifty-seven occupations are presented, representing 15,122

men. The first quartile, median, and third quartile scores are given for each occupational

group. The resiilts are shown in table 376.

Table 376.

—

Intelligence and occupation. Median and quartile scores of white drafts of May to July, 191S, in examination
alpha, Camp Devens, arranged alphabetically by occupation.

Occupation.
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The chief interest of this study for the present report is the possibihty of comparing it

with the Wadsworth study in certain particulars. Unforttmately there are only 29 occupa-
tions common to both studies. Tliese 29 occupations were ranked according to the median
scores shovm in the Wadsworth study and also as shoMTi in the Devens study. These two
rank orders were then compared. The Spearman i? value equals +0,71, wluch corresponds
to a Pearson r value of +0.90. This indicates that in general the relative rating of these 29
occupations according to intelligence is much the same in the Wadsworth study as in the
Devens study. It is interesting to note that of these 29 occupations 23 had a higher median
score in the Devens study than in the Wadsworth study and only 6 had a lower median score.
The average difference in score is 16.3 points. The median score of the literate whites in the
Wadsworth draft was 121. The median score of the literate whites in the Devens survey
was 133. This is a difference of 12 points. It is probable that the higher median scores both
for the occupational groups and for the general survey groups in Camp Devens as compared
with Wadsworth groups was due to a slightly higher literacy standard in the former camp.

It was pointed out in discussing the Wadsworth study that in all probability tlie median
score of 99 points for printers was unreUable. That this point of view was correct is indicated
by the fact that the Devens printers have a median score of 162 points. This disagreement
of 63 points for a given occupational group is the greatest disagreement that was found between
the two studies.

The similarities foimd in the above comparisons indicate that these two occupational
investigations are roughly accurate and justify themselves on practical groimds.

The interest shown by personnel officers in the Wadsworth study indicated that such a
table of occupational intelligence ratings was of considerable practical value for Army personnel
work. The Division of Psychology of the Surgeon General's Office planned a much more com-
prehensive study and sent out a letter to all chief psychological examiners requesting that

score distributions for certam occupational groups be tabulated and reported to the Surgeon
General's Office at the earliest possible moment. The letter requested data on 114 occupations,

an urgent list of 69, and an additional list of 45. These occupations were designated by the
Committee on Classification of Personnel for such special report. Instructions covering the

method of securing and recording the data were also included in the letter. Effort was made
to avoid the errors of the earlier studies. The question of precise standard of occupational

definition and classification was solved by referring in each case to the soldier's qualification

card. It was planned to secure enough cases in each occupational group to give reUable

standards, and to insure this each examining station was requested to report on from 1,000 to

10,000 cases. Provision was also made to record both alpha and beta scores.

The work of assembhng and analyzing the data was done by Dr. James W. Bridges in the

Office of the Surgeon General, and was completed by September 1, 1918. At that time reports

had been received from 16 camps, viz: Sherman, Sheridan, Lee, Greenleaf, Logan, Wheeler,

Custer, Grant, Cody, Jackson, Dix, Travis, Pike, Gordon, Fimston, and Taylor.

The report as made by Dr. Bridges is as follows

:

After the data were tabulated and Bummarized, it was found that for many occupations there were too few cases

to give a reliable range or central tendency. Upon the basis of reliability of results, the 114 occupations were grouped

into five classes. Each class contains occupations for which there is a certain range of cases, and the steps from group

to group represent equal decreases of reliability. The limiting numbers are roughly the Bquares of 16, 12, 9, and C.

The groups, range of cases, and number of occupations in each are as follows:
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Table 377.

—

Intelligence and occupation. Median and quanile scores in examination alpha of occupational groups in
study by Surgeon GeneraVs Office.

The number at the left is the classification number for the occupation assigned by the committee on classification of

personnel.

T=Total.
A=Apprentice.
J=Joumeyman.
E=Expert.

M=Median.

Qi= First quartile.

Q2=Second quartile.

No.=Number of cases.

GROUP A (250 OR MORE CASES).

-
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Table 377.

—

Luelligence and occupation. Median and quartile scores in examination alpha of occupational groups in
stvjdy by Surgeon General's Office—Continued.

GROUP A C250 OR MORE CASES).
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Table 377.

—

InUlligence and occupation. Median and quartile scores m examination alpha of occupational groups in
study by Surgeon Gevfral's Office—Continued.

GROUP B (140-250 CASES)—Continued.
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Table 377.

—

Intelligence aixd occupation. Median and quartile score* in examination alpha of occupational groupi in
study hy Surgeon General's Office—Continued.

GROUP D (45-SO C.\SES).
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Table 378. -Intelligence and occupation. Percentage distribution of Utter grades of occupational groups in study by
Surgeon General's Office. Based on same data as table 377, q. v.

GROUP A (250- ).

2t

3

l\

11
lOg

;?i

15b
nif
18r
18s
22a
23t
24g
25s
27h
27t
27tr
31t
32t
38b
38g
38r
39

40b
40c
41

44b
45
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In order to obtain a more direct comparison of the intelligence requirements of the occupations a composite graph
(Fig. 57) wa-o prepared. This shows the median and range of the middle 50 per cent for each occupation. In this
graph the occupations are arranged in order from inferior to superior based upon the position of the median score in
the letter-grade inter\'als, irrespective of the number of cases from which the median was calculated. The position
of the median and quartile scores were computed from the percentage distributions of letter grades.

I
D- I D I C- I C 1 C4- I B

I
A J

C-^

Laborer . .

Cen. miner
I'oamst er .

Barber . .

r

.

C <

Horaeshoer . . .

Bricklayer . .

Cook

Baker
Painter
Gen. blacksmitrh . . ,

Gen. carpenter . . .

Butcher

Gen. machinist . . .

Hand riveter . . . .

Tel. & tol., lineman
Gen. pipefitter . . .

PlujDber

Tool and gatige maker
Gunsmith ......
Gen', mechanic . . . .

Gen. auto repairman .

Auto engine mechanic
Auto assembler . . .

Ship carpenter . . .

Telephone operator .

C-f^

Concrete const.

Stock-keeper .

Photographer .

Telegrapher . .

R.R. clerk . .

Piling clerk. .

Gen. clerk . .

Army nurse . .

Bookkeeper - .

B-^

Dental officer . . .

j.Iooh '^T-ical draftsman
Accountant
Civil engineer ...
Medical offifeer . . .

/\ -l iinjjineer officer .

r P- I
D I c-

I 1 c-h
I B r

Flo. 67. Occupational latelUgence Ratings. (CI. table 378.) Letter-grades on horizontal scale. Length of bar for each occupation is midrange
of 50 percent (distance between first and third quartiles); median point is shown by a crossline. Classincatlon Is that of Committee on Classi-

fication of Personnel.
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Before attempting to evaluate the significance of the data presented in the above tables

it would be well to consider carefully some general criticisms of the work. The significance of

these data is limited because of two general difficulties inherent in the Army situation at the

time the data were gathered. In the first place, the data are representative of draft quotas

ordy and the natm'e of draft quotas is dependent upon the selective factors at work to produce

them. In the second place, the accuracy of the data for any occupational group is dependent

upon the accuracy of the personnel methods then operative in classifying recruits occupationally

and in differentiating between levels of skill or expertness. These two general criticisms will

be discussed in order.

It must be borne in mind that draft quotas arrived in camps in accordance with the

operation of the selective service act. Only those between 21 and 31 were registered prior to

September, 1918. More than seven-tenths of those registering were placed in the deferred

classes. Provision was made to place in deferred classes (1) necessary skilled farm or industrial

laborers in essential agricultural or industrial enterprises, (2) higlily trained firemen or police-

men in service of municipality, (.3) necessary assistant, associate, or liired manager of essential

agricultural enterprise, (4) necessary highly specialized technical or mechanical expert of

essential industrial enterprise, (5) necessary assistant or associate or sole manager of essential

industrial enterprise, (6) all legislative, executive, or judicial officers of the United States, or

of State, Territory, or District of Columbia, (7) ministers or students of religion, and aU

necessary employees in the service of the United States, necessary customhouse clerks, necessary

employees in the transmission of mails, and mariners and licensed pilots. In adcUtion to the

above deferments for occupational, industrial, and religious reasons we have seven different

conditions of dependency involving varying degrees of deferment.

Of the 6,973,270 total deferments and exemptions we find 473,892 or 6.8 per cent who were

given deferred classification because of occupational and industrial reasons; 34,740 or 0.5 per

cent because of rehgious reasons; 3,559,099, or 51.1 per cent, because of various conditions of

dependency; 619,727, or 8.9 per cent, because they were already in the military or naval service

of the United States; 540,226, or 7.75 per cent, because they were totally and permanently

physically, mentally, or moraUj' unfit to be a soldier; and 918,178, or 13.16 per cent, because

of alien allegiance.

The 619,727 men already in the miUtary or naval service of the United States were for the

most part members of the various National Guard organizations, or were volunteers in the

Regular Army, National Guard, or in officers' training camps, and the naval service. Although

there are no figiu-es available, it is probable that tliis volunteer group is much above the average

intelligence of the later draft quotas. The 473,892 men in defen-ed classes for occupational and

industrial reasons are xmdoubtedly nmch above the average of men in the same occupation who
were not considered to be sufficiently necessary to be given defen-ed classification. Clearly the

selective service act tended to keep out of the Army the most skilled and most intelligent in

those agricultiu-al or industrial enterprises that were considered "essential." For tliis reason

one can not hold that the occupational intelligence standards set forth in the above tables are

reliable standards of the inteUigence of various occupational groups in civil life.

With the facts in mind concerning the tendency of the selective service act to send men to

camp who on the average are probably shghtly inferior to the average of the general population

we can readily explain some of the inconsistencies involved in figure 57. That farmers should be

ranked so low in intelligence is surprising. In all probability the bulk of this group represents

immarried, unskilled farm laborers. The married (with dependents) and the necessary skilled

farm laborers in essential agricultural enterprises were exempted according to the provisions

of the selective service act.

The low standing of tailors is probably due to a loose definition of that trade; many are

probably classified as taQors who do routine mechanical macliine labor in large tailoring estab-

lishments. Also there is probably a large percentage of the group who are of foreign parentage.

Such a fact in itself would lower the rating of the group.
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Our railroads were classified as essential industries, and exemptions have undoubtedly
occurred in the case of locomotive enginemen and firemen. Those cnginemen and firemen who
failed to obtain exemption are probably those who, because of inferior abihty, were imable to

secure the necessary affidavits declaring them to be "necessary for the indiistry." The data
for these two groups is therefore probably um-ehable. That the engineer group has a rating

slightly (although not significantly) inferior to that of the firemen group seems to indicate that

the ratings of men in these two groups have been serioiisly affected by "selection."

It is entirely possible that many of the occupational groups (particularly those skilled and
technical trades in the middle of the graph) are misplaced relative to one another, and it is pos-

sible too that many of them show too low a median rating. The exemptions granted the

'necessary highly specialized technical or mechanical expert of necessary industrial enterprise
"

have undoubtedly tended to leave as representative of the affected trade those who are below
the average attainments of the trade in civil life. In addition to that specific exemption factor

we have the fact that those in a given trade who were married and had dependents were
exempted. It is reasonable to suppose that those skilled and technical workers in a trade that

have married and thus assumed the social and family responsibiUty involved therein are superior

on the average to those who have remained unmarried and were therefore not placed in deferred

classification.

Among the professional groups wo find similar selective factors at work to lower the ratings

of those groups. For example, it is doubtful whether the "accountants" found in draft quotas

are representative of accountants found in civil life. It is probable that most "certified pubhc
accountants" were exempted because of marriage, involving dependents, or because their

technical and expert knowledge was needed by essential industrial enterprises.

It is probable that some of the occupational groups show a reverse tendency, viz, a higher

median intelligence rating than is typical for the corresponding group in civil life. It is possible

that the group of "stenographers and typists" is such. It has been suggested that many college

and imiversity students who had learned to use a typewriter classified themselves occupationaUy

as "typists" upon arrival in depot brigades, and it is certain that a majority of college and
university students are above the average intelligence of stenographers and typists in civil life,

as the latter rarely go beyond high school. It must also be remembered that male stenog-

raphers and typists are not typical representatives of that particular clerical occupation in civil

life. The United States Census, 1910, states that female stenographers and typists are five

times as frequent as males.

In the preceding paragraphs enough has been said to indicate that the occupational intelli-

gence standards are representative of draft quotas only, and that because of selective factore

these Army standards may be quite different from the standards of civil life. Ntit only

must the selective factors be considered but the accm-acy of the personnel classification system

must be taken into account in determining the significance of the data at hand. The trade

classification of the men was based on the personnel interviewing method. Trade k>sts had not

come into general use at the time the study was made. It is possible that the personnel inter-

viewing method was sufficiently inaccurate to affect the reliability of the occupational intelli-

gence standards.

A study of table 377 shows that conflist(!nt significant differences in mental ability between

apprentices, journeymen, and experts are not present. Of the 32 occupations in group A, we

find only 16 which show the experts as superior to the journeymen and journeymen superior to

apprentices. And these 16 cases involved only the alpha ratings. With regard to th(^ beta

ratings, only 6 occupations show these differences. The differences that are present are only

shght; for the alpha ratings the differences between the medians of the three degi-eos of skill

vary' from 2 to 13 points, the median difference being 7 points. The beta ratings are not so

consistent. These differences vary between 2 points and 34 points, the median difference being

11 points.

It seems reasonable to suppose that a selective process goes on in industry which results in

a selection of the mentally more alert for promotion from the apprentice stage to the journeymen
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stage and likewise from the jom-neymen stage to the expert. Those inferior mentally would

stick at the lower levels of skill or be weeded out of the particular trade. On this hypothesis

one begins to question the accuracy of the persormel interviewing procedure. It is to be noted

that the hypothesis does not assimie that skill and intelligence are synonymous. It merely

involves the assumption that other things being equal, the more intelligent will succeed better in

any given trade. The validity of this hypothesis will be brought out later in connection with

some data derived from occupational groups that have been trade tested.

It is well to point out in passing that "other things" are not equal. In addition to intel-

ligence we have a special abihty fitting one for a special trade and we have "trade customs"

that operate to promote from one level of expertness to a higher one on the basis of time spent

in the trade. This latter fact militates against a selection of only the most efficient in the higher

levels of skiU. According to this custom the weak and the strong, the efficient and the inefficient,

alike proceed from the apprenticeship stage to the expert stage merely by fulfilling the require-

ment of time. The classification of soldiers into the A (apprentice), J (journeymen), and E
(expert) groups of skill in any trade and occupation by the personnel intervie\\'ing method was

based partly on the recognition and utihzation of this concept that time spent in the trade is

the chief differentiating factor. In so far as the personnel system utilized such a criterion it is

to be inferred that mistakes were made. The data presented would indicate the desirability

of objective measurements of trade ability.

While it is probable that mistakes were made as indicated above it is also probable that

many soldiers were classified in occupations in which they actually possessed no ability. The

use of trade tests in the camps indicates that approximately 30 per cent of the men claiming

trade abiUty are really novices in that trade. Thus the table of occupational intelligence

standards must be looked upon as far from perfect, as being merely indicative and as repre-

sentative in a general way only of conditions as they exist in depot brigades receiving draft

quotas selected under the provisions of the selective service act. Such limitations upon the

accuracy of the standards do not invalidate the use of such a table in preventing the misplacement

of the poorest 10 or 25 per cent of each occupational group. Such rough and practical use

would probably justify itseK in a resulting increased percentage of successful placement.

The above criticisms must not be emphasized to the exclusion of certain features of the

study that are of the utmost significance. This significance is not limited to its function as an

additional aid for Army personnel work but has wider application in the fields of economic

theorj', emplojTnent management, and vocational guidance and training.

Figiire 57 brings out the fact that there seem to be four or five occupational levels. The
highest level might be termed the professional level, and is probably subdivided into two parts

—

those professional groups having very high educational and professional standards (median

inteUigence rating A) and those professional groups having sfightly lower educational and

professional standards (median inteUigence rating B). The next lower level contains such

occupational groups as clerical workers, technical workers, and probably those skilled mechanics

and skilled operatives who because of high average inteUigence and leadership become foremen

(the median intelligence of this level isC+). In the next lower level we have apparently

a larger number of occupational groups than in any other. The bulk of these occupational

groups fall under the heading of skilled mechanics and skiUed operatives and the semiskilled

worker (median inteUigence of this level is C). The lowest level is next and contains those

occupational groups that may be characterized as unskUled labor (median inteUigence of this

level is C — )

.

To demonstrate whether the differences between these four or five levels are significant,

statistical methods were utilized in the case of the midmost occupations in each group. In

the lowest occupational level teamsters are midway in intelligence between laborers and

barbers. The ratings for teamsters therefore were taken as representative of that occupa-

tional level. Similarlj^ locomotive firemen were taken as representative of the next higher

level, telegraphers as representative of the next higher level, accountants of the next higher

level, and engineering officers of the highest level.
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Mr. Carl R. Brown utilized Pearson's method of comparing distributions in order to deter-
mine the probability that the observed differences between them are due to the operation of
different types of selection (or significantly different degrees of the same type of selection). He
reports as follows:

Using letter-grade frequencies, the quantity x' was calculated for pairs of distribution as follows:

Comparison.

Engineers v. accountants 242. 97
Accountants v. telegraphers 100.

7

Telegraphers v. locomotive firemen 100. 17

Locomotive firemen v. teamsters 124. 44

These values of x^ are too large to allow the use of Elderton's tables. By means of the original formula the value
of P for the first comparison (Engineers v. accountants) was found to be —47, (P=25.10). Since the probabilitj' that
the difference between these two distributions of letter grades is the result of chance is so small, we may conclude (using
the converse statement) that the two populations represented by our samples are clearly differentiated as regards Army
intelligence ratings.

Although the x= values obtained from the other comparisons are only about half that for engineers v. accountants,
they are outside the limits of Elderton's tables, and indicate such an infinitesimal probability that chance is the sole

factor that all of the groups under consideration may be regarded as distinct from the point of \dew of Army intelligence

ratings.

The significance of Group I is brought out not only by its subdivision into four or five

occupational levels, but also by the fact that similar occupations are "bunched" on tne intelli-

gence scale. That is, similar occupations have similar distributions of intelligence with medians
approximately the same. For example: General auto repairmen, auto-engine mechanics, and
auto assemblers are all in the upper part of the C group of occupations. Tlien in the upper part
of the C+ group we have railroad clerks, filing clerks, and general clerks "bunched" together
with practically the same median scores. It is also interesting to note that telephone operators
fall in the uppermost part of the C group, while telegraphers are well in the middle of the C +
group. Bookkeepers bear the same relation to accountants with the exception that each is in

a higher letter grade.

In view of the possibility that the table of occupational intelligence standards is unreliable

in part because of inaccuracies of the personnel methods, data were requested for soldiers who
had been occupationally classified by trade tests. Sufiicient returns were obtained on eight

occupations to warrant the construction of table 379, which gives a percentage distribution

of intelligence ratings of men not trade tested (data previously secured and reported in table

378), and of men who passed the trade test, i. e., qualified as apprentices or better in that trade.

Table 379.

—

Intelligence and occupation. Percentage distribution of letter grades of men not trade tested and of men who
passed the trade tests. Study of Surgeon General's Office.
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Inspection of the table also indicates that in every case the distribution of cases for those pass-

ing the trade tests is skewed toward the A and B end of the scale. For those not trade tested

we have a relatively larger number of cases located toward the D and D — end of the scale.

The significance of the differences of these intelligence distributions was determined by

Mr. Broi^Ti with Pearson's method used above. The results are as follows

:

Occupation.
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In the case of both 24g and 6g we have significant differences in two of the three com-
parisons. In the case of 27h we have a significant difference between apprentices and joiu-ney-

men. In the case of 23t we find that none of the differences between any of tlie pairs of degrees
of skill are significant. It would seem that the function of intelUgence plajs a varying part
in its relation to degrees of skill as classified by trade tests. For example, in the case of 24g we
seem to find a difference only between the apprenticeship level and the higher levels of skill.

In the case of 6g we find the difference ordy between the ex])ert level and the two lower levels.

In the case of 23t we find no significant differences between levels of sldll, although intelli-

gence is demonstrably a factor in qualLfyuag in the apprenticesliip level of that trade.

To secure a single measure representative of the degree of relationship between intelhgence

ratings and degree of expertness as measm-ed by trade tests Pearson's coefficient of mean square
contingency was utilized. Results were as follows:

Occupation

Auto repairman
Machinist
Heavy tniclc driver
Horse hostler

The above coefficients indicate that there is a slight degree of relationship existing between
intelligence and degree of expertness measured by trade tests, particularly oral trade tests.

The trade tests for heavy truck drivers is a performance test, and one woiild hardly expect

intelligence as measured by Army intelligence tests to show any relationship to a nonlanguage

performance test. It is not surprising, therefore, to find the coefficient to be only 0.13. How-
ever, to cjuahfy in the trade does involve the intelligence factor. This is showTi by the fact

that those passing the trade test for truck drivers are significantly more intelligent than those

who claimed trade ability and were so classified by persormel interview.

Not enough data are available to determine in any satisfactory way the interrelations of

intelligence, skill, and expertness in various trades. That the relative importance of these

factors should vary from trade to trade is probably to be expected and is probably dependent

upon a wide variety of caiises involving the nature of the specific trade and the types of people

who gravitate into that trade.

Enough e^^dence is present concerning the influence of inteUigence upon the results of

trade tests to warrant the use of intelhgence tests in conjunction with trade tests. Such use

would be based on the principle that, assuming equal ability of two or more persons as measured

by a trade test, the more inteffigent should be selected for placement.

A further comparison between the results of the studies made in Camp Wadsworth, Camp
Devens, and the Surgeon General's Office brings out in detail the fact that the relative ranking

of various occupations by the alpha examination is very similar in the studies mentioned.

Tables 381, 382, and 383 give the several comparisons. To summarize the results of these

comparisons we have the following correlation values

:

Yv^adsworth study v. Devens study -|-0. 90

Deveus study v. Surgeon General's study -|- .88

Wadsworth study v. Surgeon General's study -|- .98
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Table 381.

—

Intelligence and occupation. Foot-rule coefficients of correlation of occupational groups common to the

studiesfrom Camp Wadsworth and Camp Dei-ens.

Occupations are ranked according to median alpha scores.

Occupation.
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Table 383.

—

Intelligence and occupation. Fool-rule coefficients of correlation of ocnipatio-nal groups common to the
studiesfrom Camp Wadsworth and of the Surgeon GcneraVs Office.

Occupations are ranked according to median alplia scores.

Occupation.





CHAPTER 16.

BELATION OF RATINGS TO ASM OF THE SEBVICE.

In the chapter on the results of examination a (Part II, pages 494ff), comparisons
of the intelligence of the enlisted personnel in various organizations and various branches
of the service have already been made. Owing to the fact that at the earlier time referred
to no intelligence test had been developed for the foreign bom and illiterate soldier, and owing
further to differences among the four camps m regard to the basis of segregation, the compara-
tive results there found were not regarded as altogether reliable. Comparisons of the ratmgs
received in examination a by officers in different branches of the ser\-ice have also been made.

This chapter is an attempt to furnish more reliable information. The matter is thought
to be of significance, smce at some camps organizations with similar ftmctions were balanced
with regard to psychological grades, and m others allowances were made in assignments on
the basis of psychological grades after occupational needs had been met. It was thought
that such a.ssignment3 could best be based upon results actually found true in the case of well-

established organizations.

After the work w ith examination a in the first four camps for the most part newly drafted

men, and not established organizations, were exammed. In only a few cases were di^-i-

sional organizations examined. The lack of uniformity with regard to the basis of segregation

of illiterates persisted, however. It was ne%ertheless considered worth while to make a second
computation at the later time, since the addition of the beta e.xamiuation had made possible

the determination of letter grades for entire organizations.

The basis of the present discussion is the principal sample of enlisted men, Group
VIII, and the principal sample of officers Group VI. For details as to the method of

selection of these groups, see chapter 1, Part III. It is worth noting, however, that the

record cards for Group VIII were drawn, in so far as possible, from a small number of

camps with as many different branches of the service as possible represented in each camp.
Thus it was hoped that differences of segregation might neither obliterate nor unjustifiably

increase real differences between organizations. It is worth noting that 56 per cent of

Group VIII was draw^l from four camps (Cody, Lee, Sheridan, Kearny) ; and that 80 per cent

of the group was dra\vn from these four and four other camps (Travis, Sevier, Bowie, and
Lewis). Camps knowTi to have received especially good or especially poor men were chosen

ui as nearly as possible equal numbers ui order that the combined figures should represent

as nearly as might be the ty])ical situation.

The fact that the new figures to a strikuig degree confirm the earlier findings still further

convinces us that the comjiarLsons now to be made are reliable for practical ])urposes.

Tables 384 to 390 show the detailed results for enlisted men. Table 391 is derived

by considering and combining the alpha grades of men who took aljjha only, the beta

grades of men who took beta only, and alpha-beta only, and the grades received in each

of the three individual examinations. For the sake of comparison certam other per-

centages are given in this table. Thus the negro draft (Group IV,) a negro infantry

regiment, and the white officers (Group VI) are also represented. In the case of the

uifantry the general percentages are computed by combinuig infantry supply, infantry-

rifle, infautrj' machuie gun, and infantry headquarters company percentages pro-rated by

companies, i. e., giving weights of 1, 12, 1, and 1, respectivel.y. In the case of artillery the

839
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general percentages are similarly obtained by giving pro rata weights of 1, 8, 1, 1, respectively,

to the percentages obtained by artillery supply company, artillery battery, trench mortar

battery, and artillery headquarters company. In the case of the sanitaiy traiii the general

percentage is obtained by giving the weight of 8 to the jiercentage of the ambulance company

and 5 to the percentage of the field hospital company, since the ratio of strength in these

organizations is approximately 8 to 5.

A bird's-eye view of the results of this study maj' be obtained by reference to figure 58.

Table 384.— Variables: Alpha score X military organization. Group VIII: Established white organizations.

For men who took alpha only.
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Table 385.— Variables: Alpha score X military organization. Group VIII: Established white organizations.

For men who took alpha only, or alpha-beta only, or, with alpha, an individual examination.

Alpha score.
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Table 386— VariabUt: Beta score X military organization. Group VIII: Establishid white organizations.

For men who took beta only or alpha-beta only.

Code No 31

110-114 3
1(»-109

1 2
100-104 I...

90-94
,

7

60-64
1 3

55-1
60-54

I
17

45-49 U
40-44 7

35-39 1 S
30-34 1 9
25- 29

1
2

20-24 6
15-19 3
10-14 3
5- 9 3
0- 4

Total !ll6 259 179 140 61 213 161 22 130 72 27 178

3 '1~
m 'to

70 120 894 89 235 3,095

Table 387.— Variables: Beta score X military organization. Group VIII: Established white organizations.

For men who took beta only, or alpha-beta only, or, with beta, an individual examination.

Beta score.
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Table 388.— Variables: Stanford-Binet scale score X military organization. Group VIII: Established white organizations.

For men who took Stanford-Binet examination.

Stanford-Binet mental
age.
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Table 390.— Variables: Point aeaU score X military organization. GroupVTII: Established white organizations.

For men who took point scale.

Point scale soore.

n la aH p-i "H

Code No.

100
9S-99....
90-M.
85-89.
80-84.
75-79.
70-74.
85-69.
60-84.
55-59.
50-54.
45-49.
40-44.

Total 3 12

15
I
16

Table 391.

—

Percentage distributions of letter grades/or comparison of military organizations.

18,891
2,811

94,004
1,092

1,169
Weighted.

1,007
Weighted.

642
618

Weighted.

Organliation.

Negro draft
Negro Inlantry
Development battalion
Whltedraft
Inlantry supply company
Infantry rifle company
Inlantry machine-gun company..
Inlantry headquarters company.

.

Artillery supply company
Artillery battery
Trench-mortar battery
ArtUleryheadquarterscompany.

.

Medical detachment
Ambulance company
Overseas ba.se hospital
Field hospital company
Camp base hospital
Inlantry
Machine-gun battalion
Artillery
Engineers
Supply t rain
Ammunition train
Military police
Sanitary train
i^lcld signal battalion
Nurses
Officers' training campcandidates.
Officers ,

Beta
and
indi-

12,0
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In the previous study of branches of the service made on the basis of the examining in

the four original camps (Part II, loc. cit.) a comparison was made of six branches (infantry,

machine gun, artillery, engineer, sanitary train, field signal battalion) on the basis of median

scores and of percentage of A and B grades. The present study shows an increase over the

fonner figures in the percentage of A and B grades in these branches of from 2.9 per cent in

the engineers to 8 per cent in the case of the machine-gun battalions. The field signal bat-

talions, however, show a decrease of 3 per cent. The general tendency toward an increase

may perhaps be due to a lower norm in alpha than in examination a. The exceptional increase

in the case of the machine-gun battalion may be due to the fact that in later times it was

recognized that a considerably higher quality of man was needed for this special duty. It

is noteworthy that the present comparison gives the same rank order among these six branches

as was found in the previous study except for the single inversion of infantry and machine-

gun battalion where the 8 per cent increase of the latter is responsible. The only other striking

difference that now occurs is the increase by 10.1 per cent over the older findings with regard

to percentage of A and B grades in the supply train. We have no information which would

tend to explain this difference.

A large part of the divisions trained in the spring of 1918 at Camps Sheridan and Cody

were examined after assignment from the depot brigade. At Camp Kearny at a later time

men were assigned to organizations on the basis of a "table of psychological needs." This

table was based upon a combination of the percentages of the various psychological grades

obtained by the 10 best, 10 average, and 10 poorest men as selected in mmierous organizations

by their commanding officers. The rank order of the six branches is precisely the same in

our present results as in the "table of psychological needs" at Camp Kearny. The actual

percentages of A and B grades are somewhat higher at Camp Kearny. At Camp Sheridan

the percentage of A and B men in the sanitary train was comparatively quite low, while at

Cody the percentage of A and B men in machine-gun battalions was comparatively very high;

otherwise there was close agreement, and the order of the branches was very similar to the

one at which we have here arrived.

The intelligence ratings of officers of different branches of the service at the four original

camps were discussed in Part II, pages 494 ff. Significant differences in median scores and

in percentages of A and B grades were foimd to exist between different branches of the service.

The combined rank order from highest to lowest obtained through this treatment of results

from all fouir camps combined was : Engineers, Field Artillery, Infantry, Quartermaster Corps,

Medical Corps, Dental Corps, Veterinary Corps.

The principal Hollerith sample for officers by branch of service is exhibited in tables 392

to 396. Table 397 was derived therefrom to show again the percentages of the different grades

in various branches. Figure 59 presents the chief results of table 397 in graphic form. Cal-

ciilation on the basis of the percentage of A and B grades gives exactly the same rank order

in the seven branches mentioned. The percentages of A and B grades were approximately

7 to 18 per cent less with examination a than with alpha. This is probably due chiefly to the

more rigorous and exacting norms used in the former examination. The additional branches

of the service now considered are also of interest where any considerable number of cases is

given.
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Table 392.— Variables: Alpha score X,inilitary organization. Group VI: Whits officers, second lieuienanls only.

For second lieutenants who took alpha only.

Alpha score.
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Table 393.— Variables: Alpha score X mUiiary organization. Group VI: White officers, first lieutenants only.

For first lieutenants who took alpha only.

.\Ipha score.
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Table 394.— Variables: Alpha score X military organization. Group VI: White officers, captains only.

For captains who took alpha only.

Alpha score.
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Table 395.— Variables: Alpha score X military organization. Group VI: White officers viajors only.

For majors who took alpha only.

Alpha score.
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Table 397.

—

Percentage distributions of psychological grades of uhile officers, arranged according to military organization
{arm).

Endneers
Field Artillery
Sanitary Cori^s
Field3ignal battalion.

.

Machine-gTin battalion.
Infantry
Quartermaster
Medical ,

Dental
Veterinary



CHAPTER 17.

RELATION OF KANK TO INTELLIGENCE.

The degree of the dependence of rank upon intelligence rating may be taken to indicate
approximately the extent to wliich intelligence is operative ui selection for promotion. A
complete comparison of ranks requires that both the commissioned and noncommissioned
grades, in relation to enlisted men, be taken into account. In this study officers and enlisted
men were grouped according to their rank—one rank to a group, except that the group of
sergeants included sergeants, sergeants first class, and sergeant majors, and that, among the
oflScers, a single group was made for "above major." The term "recruit"' is used for a new
man not so far along in his training as a private, but still far enough along to have vmdergone
some selection beyond the draft and the depot brigade. Tables 399 to 405 present the figures

concerning enlisted men obtained from the principal sampling for Hollerith analysis. Data
presenting records for the officers will be found in tables 392-397 in the previous chapter.

Table 399.— Variables: Alpha score X rank. Group VIII: Established organimtions (white).

For men who took alpha only.

Rank.
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Table 'lOl.^ Variables: Score on performance scale examination X rank. Group VIII: Established organizations (white).

For men who took performance scale examination following alpha, following beta, following alpha and beta, or who
took performance examination only.

Rank.
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Table 40o.~Vanabks: Beta score X rank. Group VIII: Established organizations (irhite).

For men who took beta only, or alpha and beta only, or beta with an indi^ddual, or alpha, beta, and an indi\'idual
examination.

BETA SCORE.

Rank.
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The irregularity in the ratings of the officers is due, it appears, to the inclusion of the

medical officers with the others. Officers of the Medical Department grade lower than

the officers of any other branch of the service (v. infra). There are no second lieutenants in

either the Medical Corps or the Dental Corps, and this fact caused the percentage of high

grades to be greater among the second lieutenants and less among the firet lieutenants than

would otherv/ise have been the case. Of the first lieutenants and captains used in this study

more than one-third are from the Medical Department; these two ranks rate low. In view of

these facts table 407 has been prepared in which ratings of medical officers are omitted,

figure 60 presents the facts shown in table 407, together with the data concerning the enlisted

men; figure 61 and table 408 present the same data for the officers of the Medical Department.

Table 407.

—

Percentages oj intelligence ratings ly rank of white officers except officers in Medical Department.

n,)00 OASES.

Intelligenco ratine.
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great difference between the captains and the majors. Apparently the low rating of the medical
officers is due to the fact that the captains and first lieutenants who score low keep the average
of the entire Medical Department down. The higher ranking officers make shghtly better records
than the higher officers of the other branches of the service combined; the majors and higher
officers in the Medical Corps rate higher than officers of like rank in the Infantry and ^Vrtillery,

and are surpassed only by the Engineers.

Table 409.

—

yfeans oj the alpha scores oj the officers according to rank.

Officers of the Medical Department not included in these figures.

statistical measurement.





CHAPTER 18.

OFFICEKS' TRAINING CAMPS AND NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICERS' SCHOOLS.

Systematic psychological examination of the officers' training schools began with the

camps of the third series. Few camps had psychological staffs at this time, so examiners were
sent out, each examiner to test the men in several camps. In this way approximately 1,500

men were tested in 22 diffcent schools. Examination a was used in this testing exclusively.

Table 414 ^shows the distribution of letter grades in the individual camps and table 415
presents the same facts on a percentage basis, together with median scores. Figure 63

expresses diagrammatically facts shown in table 415 with the camps arranged in order of

the number of A and B grades obtained. There is a wide range of variation both in the

median scores and in the percentage of A and B grades. There are four times as many A
grades made in Devens as in Bowie or in Oglethorpe. If the camps are divided into two
groups, the grade D is three times as frequent in the lower as in the upper half. In the main,
the southern camps rank much lower than those of the North. Camp Wadsworth is the only
exception to this rule.

Table 414.

—

Distribution of letter grades in the individiuil officers' training camps of the third series.

Camp. E.
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The following figvires make possible comparison of the intelligence rating of students in

the ofScers' training group with enlisted men and with officers.

Military group.
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Table 418 shows the comparative rank order of those schools of which records appear
in both series. There is some tendency for camps to remain at the same level. Four camps
remain in the same quartile and two of these are in exactly the same position in both series.

Six camps move one quartile only, and only two camps move as much as two quartiles. The
last four camps in the hst, which are all located in the South, seem to form a homogeneous
group among themselves.

Table 418.- -ComparUon ofrank order o/camps of third andfourth scries officers' training schools; rank based on percentage

of A and B grades combined.

Third series ofBcers' training schools.
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above. There had also been a revision of the examination which made it easier to obtain

ratings of A and B. For discussion of tliis last point, see Part II, page 342.

Several studies were made concerning the relationship of intelligence rating to success in

the officers' training schools. One of the best of these was made at Camp Lee with data

obtained from the class graduating in October, 1918. The results of this study are shown

in table 420. Men are classified according to their success in the school. Those who were

commissioned immediately upon graduation were put into the first group. In the second group

are the men held for one month additional training. In the third group are those held for

two months' additional training. The fourth group consists of those who failed at the end

of the course, and the fifth- gi-oup are those dismissed before their course was finished. An
examination of the median scores shows that there were differences between the levels of

inteUigence of these different groups. The difference between the median of 115 in the group

of men failing and the median of 131 made by the men commissioned immecUately at the end

of the course is significant. The relative success of men in the several inteUigence groups

indicates that the A men have five times as much chance as the C— men of getting commis-

sions at the end of the course and nearly seven times as much chance of getting commissions

eventually. The B and C + men have six times as much chance of success as C - men. The

D men have practically no chance at all. This relationship between intelligence rating and

success is very high when we consider the other quaUties besides inteUigence winch must be

considered in deciding whether or not a man is fit to become an officer.

Table 420.

—

Relation of intelligence rating to success in officers' training school; 1,072 cases reportedfrom Camp Lee, fifth

series officers' training school.

Letter grade and score.
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Data concerning the intelligence ratings made in several noncommissioned officers' schools
are presented in tables 421 and 422. These schools show a poorer selection than the officers'

training schools, as is to be expected, since the men are what might be termed second choice.
Here again we find 'svide differences between the quality of the men in different camps,

but in all cases the candidates rate better than the draft. Tables 423 and 424 present data
showing the relation of success in nine commissioned officers' schools to intelligence ratings.
At both Greenleaf and Hancock the men graduating as sergeants score a larger percentage of
A and B grades than the others, and the corporals do much better than unsuccessful men.
Only a small per cent of C- and D men were given warrants of any sort.

Table 421.

—

Distribution of letter grades made by students in several noncommissioned officers' training sdiools.

Camp.





CHAPTER 19.

BATA FEOM COLLEGES AND THE STUDENTS' AKMY TRAINING CORPS.

Data resulting from giving the alpha exammation to the Students' Army Training Corps
and to the coUege grou]:)s are of interest as bearmg upon the approximate intelligence of such
groups and, conversely, of the position of these groups on the scale of alpha scores. They
show, further, the results obtained from the revision of procedure for the use of the Students'
Army Training Corps (see Part I, page 200) . Accordingly it seems desirable to present a number
of comparisons based on such data as are available.

Caution is necessary in the interpretation of the figures in the tables. It is by no means
certain that the values given are typical of the groups which they are supposed to represent.
The institutions from which the figures were obtained will be seen to be largely the smaller
schools and colleges from the West and South. Few data are at hand from the larger imiversi-

ties, and the records suggest that inclusion of figures from a number of large universities of
high standing would materially raise the medians and the percentage of the higher ratings.

Again, it can not be stated with any certainty that the grou])s to which the examinations
were given were truly representative of the institutions. There are from Brown University,

for instance, records of only 210 men. This group is such a small proportion of the total

registration that the chances are very much against its being representative. At some of

the institutions the tests were given only to those who volunteered to take them, a procedure
which introduces a factor of selection that we have no means of measuring. Sometimes the

records were obtained from only one class. Such a limitation probably gives a selected group,;

the figures from the University of Illinois show distinct class d'ilerences.

A third factor making for variability in the results is the fact that tests were given under
widely varying conditions and by many examiners, most of whom were untrained. WliUe
the chances of variations from this source are not large, yet the possibility of such variations

must be held in mind while examining the figures.

Table 425 shows the distribution of alpha scores in several of the larger groups, and table

426 the median scores, quartdes, and percentages of A and B grades for the groups listed in

table 425. There are wide differences between these groups. The medians vary from 111

for the normal school women to 130 for the college men, and the percentage of A and B grades

combined for the same groups varies from 57.4 to 75.2. None of the groups make a record

as good as that of the Army officers chosen for the principal sampling for Hollerith analj-sis,

but all groups rate higher than the Army sergeants, who made 50 per cent A and B grades.

The men of the Students' Army Training Corps and the Reserve Officers' Training Corps seem
to offer good material for the selection of officers for the Army.

In table 427 an analysis is made of the records of five imits of the Students' Army
Training Corps which included more than a hundred men. Here again wide differences are

apparent.

Two of the groups of the Reserve Officers' Training Corps were made up of more than a

hundred men each, and these two groups are compared in table 428. There is a difference of

10 points in the median scores and a difference of 18.5 per cent in the number of A and B grades

obtained.

The figures for various groups of college men are presented in table 429. Here the

differences are even more striking, for the medians range all the way from 80 to 150, wliile

the percentages of A and B grades run from 17.4 to 95.5. Several colleges present here a better

record than that made by the white officers in the principal sampling.

869
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The data for the women from various colleges (table 430) again emphasize the differences

between institutions. The variations are not so great as they were in the case of the college

men, but they are large enough to be of signifioance.

None of the normal schools reported records of enough men to make a study of the

differences worth while, but the fact that there are large differences between normal schools

as well as between colleges is shown in table 431, which gives the results of four groups of

normal-school women.
In table 432 the division is by sex. While the median scores made by the women are

in every case a few points lower than the median scores for the men in similar groups, the

differences are so small that they may be regarded as insignificant. The same statement

may be made regardmg the percentage of A and B grades combined. The men tend toward

a higher proportion of A grades.

As the figures sent in by the University of lUmois were grouped accordmg to the depart-

ment of study, it was possible to investigate intelligence differences between the various de-

partments. These data are set forth in table 433. As would be expected, the graduate

students rate considerably higher than the students in the undergraduate departments, but

this is the only difference of importance. The very slight drop for the students of agriciilture

is probably not significant.

Differences between the men in the four years of college were also obtained from the

Illinois data, and the results of this study are shown in table 434. There is a slight but

definite increase in the percentage of higher grades with the longer stay at coUege, presumably

as the result of the elimination of poorer men by the ordinary coUegiate process.

Table 425.

—

Distrihutwns of alpha scores/or various groups from higher educational institutions.

205-212.,
200-204.
195-199.
190-194.

180-184..
175-179..
170-174..
165-169..
160-164..
155-159..
150-154..
145-149..
140-144..
135-139..
130-134..
125-129..
120-124..
115-119..
110-114.
105-109..
100-104.

.

95-99.
90-94.
85-89.,

65-69.
60- 64.

55- 59.
50-54.
45- 49.
40- 44.

35- 39.
30-34.
25-29.
20- 24.

15- 19.
10- 14.

0- 4.

.\Ipha score.

Total 3,146

15 Stu-
dents'
Army
Train-
ing
Corps
(men).

3 Reserve
Officers'

Training
Corps
(men).

20 col-

leges
(men).

4 normal
schools
(men). (women).

7 normal
schools

(women).
(men
and

women).

4,760
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Table 426.—Median alpha scores, quaTtiles, and percentages of A and B grades made by various groups from higher educa-
tional institutions.

Edacatioiial group.
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Table iSl.^Median alpha scores, quarliles, and percentages of A and B grades made by various groups of normal-school

women.

Nonnal-school women.
Lower

quartile.

Per cent
A and B
grades.

First District, Missouri—
Peru, Nebraska
Meliensville, Pennsylvatiia
Sam Houston, Texas
7 normal schools combined

37.0
35.2
16.4

83.8
72.9
67.2
24.9
57.4

Table 432.

—

Intelligence ratings according to ser.

University
Colorado of Minne-
CoUege. sota

Southern
Methodist
University.

Normal
schools

combined.

Median

Quartile deviation

Per cent A grades

Per cent A and B grades.

.

Number of cases

"\'>Vomen
/Men
\Women

42.4
40.3
79.9
78.

8

42.1
32.8
79.3
70.6

75.4



CHAPTER 20.

DISTKIBUTION OF SCORES ON THE TESTS m EXAMINATIONS ALPHA AND BETA.

The following tables present the clistrilnitions of scores on the separate tests of the alpha
and beta examinations as they were found among officers and among white and negro recruits.

For the alpha tests these groups are unselectcd officers and unselected recruits; for the beta
tests the recruit groups, both white and negro, include only men who were too illiterate to

take the written examination or who had failed on it. These beta groups can not be fully

defined; in fact the way in which they were selected differed from camp to camp. As norms,

therefore, these distributions of scores on beta tests are suggestive merely; but for making
comparisons of the beta tests with one another they may properly be used.

Table 435.

—

Variables: Score on single alpha test X test. Group: White officers {Group VI).

Score.
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Table 436.— Variables: Score on single alpha test X test. Group: White draft (Group I).

For men who took alpha only or alpha and beta.

Score.
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Table 438.— Variables: Score on single beta test X test. Croup: White draft (Group I).

For men who took beta onlv.

Score.
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beta comparison 385

camp differences 665f , 668

camp distributions 709. 712, 713, 715, 716, 718

civil servdce correlations 837

combined scale and 642, 656

contingency tables 576££

criticism of 344, 346

directions IGlff

distributions of scores 764ff

examination a and 342ff

filing card for 289

forms of 659£f , 664

graphotype operation, correlations 837

hookworm cases 810

letter ratings, assignment of 162. 195, 421f

military efficiency and 459f, 543fi

military rank and 858f

nati\-ity and 693, 695

negro draft 707

negro recruits taking 91 (plate 6)

officers' estimates and 425ff , 431fi

occupation and 821ff, 824fE, 836f

other scales, distributions with 737

other scales, equivalent scores for 195

percentage distribution 670, 736ff

printed booklet 219

printed testa 220£f

procedure 157ff

rank and 863f 859

raw scores 162

regression on beta 574, 576

replaces examination a 342

school ability and 344

schooling, correlations with 780

schooling, distributions by 747f , 750f , 753f . 756f

scoring papers 90 (plate 7)

separate tests

—

correlations with schooling 781

deviation values for class intervals 640

distributions of scores 873f

doubling time 4178

Alpha examination—Continued,

separate tests—Continued.

effect of revision 342fi

histograms 624ff

intercorrelations 652

interrelation with beta tests 648fi

military efficiency and 457ff

scores in terms of standard de\Tations 638

''speed" vs. "power" 419

state of residence 682,

683, 689. 690. 721. 724. 727, 728, 730

statistical considerations 622££

stencils 259

Students' Army Training Corps 200. 201, 870fi

time limits doubled 415fi, 420

time in U. S 701

total score, histogram of 646

white draft 664ff

zero scores 622£f

American Association for the Advancement of

Science 8

American Psychological Association 7, 8, 26, 299, 320

.Analysis of results:

difficulties 565

presentation 570ff

Analogies test 128, 300, 301, 302

directions 149, 160, 162

evaluation 374

instructions 201

military efficiency and 459fi

printed blank 210, 217, 226, 233, 244, 245

revision 341

Appointments (see also Personnel):

restrictions in 98

Arithmetical problems test 127, 308

directions 148, 160f

instructions 200

military efficiency and 459£f

printed blank 205, 221, 228

Arithmetical reasoning test 144, 300, 301, 302, 341

Arms of service

:

age and alpha score 815, 817

comparison 494ff

intelligence ratings by 839ff

letter grades by 845, 857

officers, age groups of 818

officers, training camps for 865

sample of 562

schooling 758, 760£f

Association test 133, 307

Balancing organizations, ratings used for 117

Beauregard, (amp:
examining at 69

officers' estimates and intelligence ratings 425ff

877
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Beta examination

;

alpha comparison 385

apparatus 162f

arms of service and 843

blackboard demonstrations 164 (plate 15)

165 (plate 16)

Camp Cuater data 380ff

camp differences 666, 669

camp distributions 709, 710, 712ff

camp reports 379, 380

camp trial, result of 379ff

characteristics, sumtmary of 394f

choice of tests for Form 373ff

combined scale and 644, 655

contingency tables with other tests 578ff

contingency tables with Stanford Binet 388ff

contributions to, from Camp Dix 363

demonstration of tests 91 (plate 8)

filing card 289

Form 0, printed blanks 251ff

Form 0, printed booklet 250

hookworm cases 810

illiteracy indicated by 743f

language problem, the 3S0ff

letter grades, assignment of 167, 195, 375

letter grades, establishment of 393f

list of tests 368ff

military efficiency and 466ff

modifications, summary of 394f

nativity, distributions for 694, 696

need for 363

negro draft 706f

negro recruits taking 91 (plate 6), 90 (plate 7)

occupation and 824ff

officers' estimates and 425ff, 429ff

other scales, equivalent scores 195

other scales, distributions with 737

percentage distributions 381,

382, 670, 671, 674, 675, 676, 736

plan of procedure 379

preliminary form, printed blank 235ff

preliminary form, procedure in 370

preliminary results 372f

procedure in giving 163ff

purposes and requirements 368

rank and 853, 855

raw scores in separate tests 166

recommended change 390ff

advantages of 392f

effect on foreigners 392

relation to alpha 368

re\'ision 371ff

data used in 372

schooling, correlations with 781

schooling, distributions by -748, 751f, 754ff, 758

score distriljutions 764ff

scoring of tests 375

scoring, modifications in 390ff

separate tests

—

directions for scoring 165f

distribution of scores in 873, 875

histograms of 627f

interrelation with alpha tests 648ff

Beta examination—Continued,

separate tests—Continued.

medians for 782

order of 375

score distributions 375ff

standard deviations of scores 638

time limits 377

Staniord-Binet

—

comparisons 386f

coiTelations 387ff

possibilities of improving 390

state of residence 683,

684, 691, 692, 722, 725, 726, 728, 729, 731

statistical considerations 622ff

stencils 259

success of method 372

superior ratings and rank 859

time in United States 702

time limits 415ff

effect of doubling 420

total score, histogram of 646

trial series 368ff

unselected group , experimental 384ff

white draft 654ff

Boston Psychopathic Hospital 304

Bowie, Camp:
examining at 89f

opinion of psychological examining at Ill

Breathing in rifle practice 118

Buildings:

authorized in deficiency appropriation 58

construction prevented 97

deficiency appropriation for 61

equipment for 198

illustration of 197

location of 58

. plans for, description of 196

provision for 57ff

recommendation for, disapproved 61

withdrawal of approval 59

Bulletin, monthly, to field staffs 62ff

Call list, individual examination 287

Camp comparisons:

examination a score distributions 492

mean scores 492, 493

Camp differences:

distributions of scores 489, 491

enlisted men 488£f

geographical considerations 679

intelligence ratings 665ff

negro draft 708

rank order 677

Canada, Military Hospital's Commission of 8

Carnegie Institute of Technology 304

Chief of Staff 29

Chronology 91ff

Civil Service Commission, appointment of civilian

personnel by 10, 11

Civil service ratings, correlations with intelligence

ratings 837

Clock test 131, 306

instructions for 152

Code learning test 144ft, 308
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Cody, Camp:
disciplinarj- cases 799f

examining at 70

Colleges:

intelligence examinations...-....i.... 8G9ff

sex differences j ; .
.

'. 870, 872
Colored soldiers (see Negro).

Columliia University, committee on examining re-

cruits 320

Combined scale 5701,5738
alpha and beta distributions , C55

applied to samples 652S
distributions by nati\'itj- 699

distributions by time in the United States 703f

distributions of samples 654

distributions of scores 789

histograms ^.;. 647,653

mathematical derivation 629ff

percentile curves of intelligence 786

summary- of method 645

Committees:

American Association for the Advancement of

Science 8

American Psychological Association 8

Classification of Personnel T*, 90, 103, 117

cooperation with 325

Education and Special Training 118

examiner's guide for 200f

revision of alpha for 343

examination of recruits 299, 304, 306, 311, 320

summar>- of work 310

experimental psychologists 7

Medicine and Hygiene 325

methods 9

National Academy of Sciences 8

National Committee for Mental Hygiene 10

National Research Council 8, 41

Vineland (X. J.) 299 ff, 304, 306

War College 24f

committee on organization " 42

Company commanders, reports on official trial by.

.

25

Completion test:

(see also Picture completion test and Number
series completion test.)

number series 300S

Comprehension teat U2(, 308

Concord, Mass., reformatory for men 304

Conscientious objectors 802ff

examined by order of Secretary of War 117

Construction tests, experiments with 365

Contents, table of 3,4

Contingency tables:

alpha tests and other teste 575ff

beta tests and Stanford-Pinct 388ff

beta tests and other tests 578ff

Stanford-Binet and other tests OlSff

Controlled association test 139

instructions for 153

Cost:

materials 121

preofficial trial 9f

Counting backward test, experiments with 366

Course of study for military psychology 33

Crime, miUtarj- (see Disciplinary cases).

Cube anah-sis test:

beta examination

—

evaluation of 374
origin of 369
procedure in 371

blackboard demon.-;tration of 164 (plate 15)

directions for gi^'ing 164

directions for scoring 166
experiments with 3G6
military efficiency and 467
printed blank 252

Cube construction test i30f

directions for I84f

experiments with 363f

instructions for I5if

non-English-speaking subjects 191
origin of 400

Cube counting (see Cube analysis).

Cube distribution test 364

Cube imitation test 132, 3O6
directions for 134
non-English-speaking subjects ; 190
origin of 400

Custer, Camp:
alpha and military efficiency 453
examining at 7if

opinion of psychological examining at m
performance scale investigations 406
special study of beta resulte 380ff

Deferred classification 830ff

Deficiency appropriation:

buildings included 53

psychology building gi
Designs test:

directions for 185ff

exposure designs for 199

non-English-speaking subjects 191

Detection of differences test, experiments with . .

.

365f

Detection of similarities test, experiments with 365
Development battalions:

assignment to 99

combined scale, distributions by 654

liistogram for 653

psychological service in 116

Devens, Camp:
age and examination a 816f

beta examinations by State, percentage of 744

examining at 72

group examination for illiterates, experiments. 476f

group performance scale 367f

inspection of examining at I8f

occupation and alpha score 822

official trial at I4f

opinion of psychological examining Ill

other camps, comparison with 488ff

personnel 14

regiments, comparison of 499

segregation and literacy investigations 472, 474

segregation test 348

Stenquist test 322

trial of methods 469ff

individual procedure 478ff
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Devens literacy test 349ff

criticism of 353

norms for 349ff

Digits backward test 134

Digit symbol test:

beta examination

—

evaluation of 374

origin of 369

procedure in 371

blackboard demonstration 164 (plate 15)

changes in procedure 404

directions .' 188f

for giving 164f

for scoring 166

experiments with 363f

military efficiency and 467

non-English-speaking subjects 191

origin of 401

printed blank 254

Disciplinary Barracks:

{see also Leavenworth, Fort ) 7993

examining at 86

Disciplinary cases 799£f

classification of crimes 802

intelligence of 799ft

Leavenworth and camp prisoners compared . . . 802

use of ratings in 115

Disarranged sentences test 127, 137, 300ff

directions for giving 160

directions for scoring 148, 162

instructions 153, 201

military efficiency and 459ff

printed blank 204, 212, 224, 231

revision of 340

Dissected sentences test 307

Dix, Camp:

age and alpha score 815

alpha distribution 672

alpha scores, percentage distribution 673

dictation test 348

disciplinary cases 799f

examining at 72f

group examination for illiterates, experiments. 477

group performance tests at, experiments in

developing 363

intelligence of negroes 741

negro exa.mining 706

occupation and intelligence 819

official trial at 15

opinion of psychological examining 112

other camps, comparison with 488ff

raiments, comparison of 499

segregation methods 472, 475

St«nquist test 322

trial of methods 469ft

trial of methods, individual procedure 478ff

Dodge, Camp:
alpha distribution.. 672

alpha scores, percentage distribution 673

examining at 73f

opinion of psychological examining 112

Dot imitation test:

evaluation of 374

origin of 369

printed blank for 240

procedure in 370

Drawing designs test, experiments with 366

Education {see also Schooling):

crime and 803ff

intelligence and 747ff

Enlisted men:
comparison by camps 48Sff

distribution of scores 533ff

Equipment {see Materials).

Examination a:

additional data 533ff

arms of service compared 494ff, 518ff

camp differences indicated 488£t

Camp Lee 90 (plate 5)

camp studies 483f

directions for 123ff

directions for scoring 148ff

educability measured by 335

equivalence of forms 542, 544ff

forms, relative difficulty of 318

interpretation of scores 325

letter ratings, assignment of 421

military status 504ft

negro troops 528ff

normal and feeble minded differentiated by. .

.

329

norms 536ft

occupation and 819f

officers and enlisted men compared 507ft

officers and enlisted men, differentiation be-

tween 328

officers compared, four camps 516S

officers' estimates and 450ff

officers' grades, comparison of 521ff

officers' training camps, compared 524ff

other ratings, correlations with 337

performance scale, correlations 402

practice effects 541ft

preofficial results, distribution of scores 315

preofficial trial of 313ft

replaced by Alpha examination 342

revision 327ff

effect of 450ff

revision summarized 340ff

school ability measured by 344

schooling and 334ff

scoring 325

scoring and weighting 339f

separate tests

—

correlated with officers' ratings 315

correlations with total score 338

intercorrelations of 316,539ff

officers' ratings and 331

preofficial data on 317

rank order of 332, 541

relative value of 329, 331

scoring and weighting of 313, 314, 339t

time limits of 338f

zero and perfect scores 330f
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Examination a—Continued.

Buccess of 481ff

supplementations of 320
Stanford-Binet and 331ff

statistical report on 316S
teachers' estimates and 334fi

time limits 338{
total score, correlationfl with each test 338
trial of 469ff

Examination 6:

description of 320
discontinuance 480f

nature and purpose of 128f

failiire of 32i
procedure in 129

purpose of 320
Examinations a and b

:

filing card 286

printed blanks in 202ff

printed booklet for 201

Examination of recruits:

approved by War Department 325£f

clerical staff for 484

conference with officers 155

forms for reporting 286ff

general orders for 29

general plan of 153

officers' estimates 425ff, 439
organization and routine 154

principal eample 553ff

proposed plan for 9

purpose of 153

summary of 99

suiamary of results 487£f

trial period, conditions of examining 469H
utilization of results 155

Examinations, psychological:

illiterates 100

individual, analysis of 102

monthly summary 101

negroes 100

object of 123

prior to April 28, 1918 100

procedure in 123

purposes of 103

trial period 100

value of 104ff

Examiner's Guide:

first and second revisions of -.i-.u.i 122ff

original edition .VMI :.j .i. j :.

.

325

second revision of 153ff

Students' Army Training Corps 200£f

Examining:

demonstration of practical value of 96

favorable influences 95f

favorable outcome of investigations 96

favorable reports by commanding officers 96

favorable report.^ by company commanders 96

favorable reports by inspectors of 95

favorable results of official trial 95

ignorance of purpose of 97

investigation of 42

official period 91ff

Examining—Continued

.

opposition of conservatives to 97
preofEcial period of 7, 10, 91

summary of 99ff , 102, 103

unfavorable influences 97fi

value of, inspection by General Staff 46ff

value of, inspection by Secretary of War 45
Experimental group 384£f

Experimental psychology, possible contributions of 299
Experimental psychologists, committee of 7

Extension of examining:

approval of, by General Staff 25
approval of, by War Department 26
favorable influences of 95£f

examining, period of 273
recommended by General Staff 25
recommended by official inspector 22

recommended by Surgeon General 24
Feature profile test:

(see also Manikin and feature profile teat.)

origin of 400
Feeble-minded

:

(see also Mental deficiency.)

committee on provision for 9
Filing card , individual

:

preliminary form 286

revised form 289
Financial support, development of methods 9

Foreign bom:
(see also Nativity.

)

examinations used 696

intelligence and 693ff

schooling T58f, 761

schooling and intelligence 751ff

time in United States, intelligence ratings by.

.

701ff

Form board I32f

Form board test 307
directions for 185
illiutration of 186
instructions for 152
non-English-speaking subjects 191

origin of 40O
Form recognition test:

beta examination, evaluation of 373
beta examination, origin of 369
beta examination, procedure in 370
printed blank for, cut.s of 236f

Fremont, Camp, examining at 74
Funston, Camp:

beta scores, percentage distribution C74, 676
examining at 74
intelligence of negroes 738ff

General orders:

issued , 97f

No. 74 54fE

proposed re%Tsion of 56f

psychological examining 29
General Staff:

authorized buildings disapproved by 59

committee on organization 42
extension of examining recommended liy 25

limited knowledge of psychological service 97
ollicial trial investigated by 24
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General Staff—Continued.

psychological examining investigated by 45

psychologj' and morale considered by 117

report to War Department by 25

training committee of War College 29

General summary of examining 91£f

Geometrical construction test:

blackboard demonstration of 165 (plate 16)

directions for scoring 166

evaluation of 374

military- efficiency' and 467

origin of - 369

printed blank for, cut of 257

procedure in 371

(Jordon, Camp:
examining at 75

psychological service at 115

Grade, miUtan.' (see Rank).

Grant, Camp:
discharge cases 797f

examining at 75

n^jo illiteracy 744

opinion of psychological examining 112

Graphotype operators, correlation with intelligence

ratings 837

Greene, Camp, examining at 76

Greenleaf, Camp:
age and examination a 8161

commissioned psychologists, first company

of
".

32 (plate 1)

enlisted psychologists, first company of . . 33 (plate 2)

examining at 76

letter ratings, interpretation for commanding

officers 423f

medical officers' training camp 31ff

morale staff at 34 (plate 3)

morale work at 117f

noncommissioned officers ' school 867

opinion of psychological examining 105

performance scale investigations 406f

prostitutes examined 808

school for military psychology', course of study. 33

school for military ps>'cholog>', organization of. 31ff

school for military psychologj", report of in-

structor 34S

staff of the school of psychology at 34 tplate 3)

training personnel at 99

Group examination:

adaptability of tests for 303

cheating in 304

coaching, prevention of 303

development of 299ff

economy of time 304

elimination of writing 304

evaluation of trial results 305

influence of schooling 304

interest and appeal 304

malingering in 303

preliminary work on 299ff

selection of tests for 300ff

separate tests

—

different forms of 302f

instructions for 303

range covered by 303

reliabilitv of... 303

Group examination—Continued.

scoring, objectivity of 303

soirrces of method 311

specifications for 299ff

time limits, experiments on 415ff

trial of 304f

Group method S

Group method:

(see also Alpha, Beta, Literacy tests, and

Stenquist).

discussed by committee at Columbia University 320

discussed by committee at Vineland 299

examination a 123ff

examination alpha 157ff

examination 6 128f

examination beta 162ff

mechanical skill tests 129f

original procedure, shortcomings in 326

stencils for scoring 259

success of 326

trial of 9, 10

Hancock, Camp:
examining at 77

noncommissioned officers ' school 867

opinion of psychological examining lOoff

Harvard University', meeting of experimental psy-

chologists at 7

Hollerith analysis:

coding

—

numbers for 565ff

rules for 565

sorting, plan of 569

Hancock, Camp, machine gun school 865

Hookworm disease, intelligence and 809ff

Humphreys, Camp:
engineers' school 865

examining at 77

opinion of psychological examining 112

Illiterates [see Segregation, also Literacy).

examination for 162S

examination of 326

number of 100

segregation of 156

Indi\idual examination:

(see also Point scale, Performance scale, Stan-

ford-Binet, Stenquist).

blanks for 2592

call list for 287

enlisted men 90 (plates 9, 11), 91 (plate 10)

equalizing raw scores 151

filing card, preliminary 286

filing card for 289

foreigners 310

general directions for conducting 167f

high grade men 310

instructions for ISlff

letter ratings 422t

low grade men 310

methods de^'ised for, nine criteria of 309

methods of 167ff

methods for, selection of 306ff

n^ro draft 707

original form, substitutions for 398
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Individual examiQation—Continued.
original method 397ff

defects 397
separate tests, correlations 397£

point scale 306, 309
printed blank for 260ff

purpose of 130
recalls for 791ff

re^ision of 397ff

scoring and combining tests 149S
scoring tests of 149ff'

Stanford-Binet 306, 309
test for

—

proposed but rejected 308f

requirements of 306
trial period 477ff

purpose of 478
summary of results 478

Individual method 130ff

Imitation test, experiments with 366

Information test 127,300ff

directions for giving 161

directions for scoring 148, 162

instructions for 201

militarj' efficiency and 459ff

printed blank for 206, 213, 227, 234

revision of 341

Ingenuit>' teat 140f, 308

instructions for 153

Inoculation, t>T)hoid, influence on intelligence

rating 809

Inspection, Camp Lee 19ff, 23

Intelligence

:

classification of

—

conferences on, with officers 155

forms for reporting 286ff

general plan of 153

importance recognized by public 96

officers' estimates and 425ff

organization and roiitine 154

purposes of 153

utilization of results 155

crime and 802ff

drafted army 790

measurements of sampling of records 553ff

militarj' fitness and 785ff

regular and special service 793f

schooling and 779ff. 7S3

Intelligence a. (See Examination a.)

Intelligence ratings:

age and 813ff

age groups, distributions by 814f

arms of service 839ff

camp differences in 665ff

education and 747ff

hookworm cases and 810

militar>- efficiency and 10;ff, 425ff, 453ff

nativity and 693ff, 697f

negro draft 705ff

noncommissioned officers 861ff

occupational groups 819ff

officers' training camps 861ff

prostitutes and 808

Intelligence ratings—Continued.

rank and 853ff
recidivism, relation to 805ff
States and 6Slff
time in United States and . 70lff
t\-phoid inoculation 809
venereal disease and sil
white officers by camp and 676

Intelligence scale, inequality of units 623
Investigations:

by General Staff 45
by Secretar,- of War 45
by War Plans Division 42
fa.vorable outcome of 95
of examining 104
uncertainty of psychological service suggested

'">' 99

JackEonCamp:
beta examinations by locality, percentageof . .

.

744
Judge advocates, use of ratings by 117

Kearny, Camp:
alpha and militarj' efficiency 453
examining at 78
opinion of psychological examining 112

Labor battalions 99
Language proV>lem, the 381ff

Leaders, selection of 115

Leavenworth, Fort:

(see also Disciplinary liarracks.')

survey of prisoners at 117^ 799ff

Leavenworth prisoners, letter ratings of soof

Lee, Camp:
abbre\'iated performance scale 406
abbreAdation of Stanford-Binet scale 4l0f

age and examination a 816f
alpha distribution for 672
aljiha scores, percentage distribution 674
balance of organizations at 117

beta scores, percentage distribution 675f

examination a at 90 1 plate 5)

examining at 79

inspection of isff

group examination for illiterates 476f

group performance scale at 365f

hookworm disease and intelligence 810f

individual examining 477

intelligence and skin color of negroes 735f

occupation and intelligence 819f

officers' training school ,S66

official trial at 15

opinion of psychological examiniiiL' 112

other camps compared with -ISSff

regiments compared 500

segregation method 472f

Stenquist test at 322f

trial of methods, individual procedure 478ff

trial of military psychology at 469£f

venereal disease and intelligence 811

Length of residence, foreign born, percentage dis-

tribution 704

Letter grades:

arms of service 845, 852

by camps 67Sf
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Letter grades—Continued.

by natmty 697f

by officers' training schools 866

noncommissioned officers training schools 867

occupational groups 828ff

officers' training camps 861f , 863f

percentage distributions 736

superior, rank order of officers' training camps. 865

Letter-Une test 135, 136, 307

instructions for 153

printed blank for 241

Letter ratings

:

conscientious objectors 803f

criminal groups 802

distributions, disciplinary cases 799f

distributions for officers 735

distribution of Leavenworth prisoners 800

percentage distribution by camps 719f

percentage distribution by states 721, 732

rank 855ff

recidivist groups 806f

Lewis, Camp:
beta scores, percentage distribution 675f

examining at 79

opinion of psychological examining 108

Likenesses and differences test 139, 140, 308

Line comparison test:

evaluation of 374

origin of 369

procedure in 371

Line length test, experiments with 367

Linguality tests 119

camp practice 361

demands for 355

individual 355ff

results 360f

Linguality test, group 357ff

printed form of 358f

Literacy 743£t

indicated by segregation 743ff

nativity and 745

Literacy tests 123

(see also Segregation).

Devens 349ff

forms 281ft

during trial period 472ff

filing card
,
preliminary 286

filing card for 289

for segregation 347ft

Kelley modification 280f

Kelley test:

objections to 348

reason for discarding 473

to supplement examination a 320

Thorndike forms 279f

modification of .' 347

objections to 347f

reason for discarding 473

Logan, Camp:
examining at 80

opinion of psychological examining 108

Logical memory test 141f. 308

MacArthur, Camp:
examining at 80

experiment on time limits 415ff, 420

intelligence ratings and officers' estimates 425£t

McClellan, Camp:
disciplinary cases 799t

examining at 81

Manikin test:

experiments with 365

origin of 400

Manikin and feature-profile teFt;

directions for 183f

for non-English-speaking subjects 190

illustration of 183

Materials:
,

economy in production of 121

examination 120ft

examiner's outfit of 195f

for preliminary trial 304

list and quantities of 120f

provision of 120ft

surplus of 121

transportation of 121

Maze test 133, 307

beta examination procedure in 370

blackboard demonstration of 164 (plate 15)

directions for 188f

giving 164

scoring 165

experiments with 363, 364, 367

for beta examination

—

evaluation of 373

origin of 369

for non-English-speaking subjects 191

instructions for 152

keys for 188

military efficiency and 467

origin of 401

printed blank for, cut of 251

first page 264

fourth page 266

second and third pages 265

Meade, Camp:
alpha and military efficiency 453

examining at 81

intelligence ratings and officers' estimate 425ft

negro examining 706

opinion of psychological examining 113

venereal disease and intelligence 811

Mechanical-skill tests 129f

(see also Stenquist test.

)

abbreviation of 194

directions for 193f

scoring of 194

Medical officers:

opposition to psychological methods 97

report of inspector on 22f

Memory-for-designs test 141, 308

for beta examination

—

evaluation of 375

origin of 370

procedure in 371
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Memory-for-designs tests— Continued.

exposure designs 147f

origin of 400

printed blank for cut of 249

Memory-for-digits test 300ff

elimination of, reasons for 340, 342

Memor\--span test 126f

directions for scoring 148

experiments with 366

printed blank for cut of 203

Mental age {see Mental deficiency).

Mental defectives:

(see also Mental deficiency).

elimination of 8Sf

Mental deficiency:

age levels indicating prevalence of 99

cost to Government 100

definition of 785, 789

disposition of cases of 99

elimination of 103

normal and feeble minded differentiated by
examination a 329

summary of mental ages 101

Methods:

discussed by Vineland committee 299

efficiency of 96

inadequate information about 99

initial trial of 9, 10

plans for official trial of 10

special development of 118f

to eliminate mental defective.' 103

Methods of examining:

revision of 327ff

scoring, recording, and reporting results 484

trial period, summarj' of camp acti\-ities 484f

Military efficiency

:

indicated by alpha ratings 453ff

indicated by beta ratings 466ff

indicated by intelligence ratings. . . lOoff, 425ff, 453ff

Morale branch, cooperation ^vith 117

Morale staff at Camp Greeuleaf .34 (plate 3)

Morale work at Camp Greenleaf 3.5f

Mutilated pictures test, experiments with 365

National Academy of Sciences 8

National Committee for Mental Hygiene 10

National Research ( 'ouncil 41

psychologj- committee of 8

ps\'chological examining supported by 91

National service, preofficial preparation for 7. 10

Nativity

:

{see aho Foreign bom).

intelligence ratings by 693£f

literacy and 745

rank order of countries 698

Negro draft 705ff

age and score 818

alpha score, distributions 874f

camp reports 734ff

camp reports and procedure 705ff

combined scale, distributions by 6.54

different from white draft 705, 707

disciplinary cases 800

distributions 764

Negro draft—Continued.

histogram for 653

hookworm disease and intelligence 810

individual examinees, diseases of 793£f

indiv-idual examinations 793

intelligence, standards for 790

letter ratings by camp 719

letter ratings by State 721

militarj- fitness and intelligence 785ff

northern and southern 733ff

percentage distributions 736

by States 732

sample of 559t

schooling of 75Sff

schooling and intelligence 756£f, 771fi

skin color and intelligence 735f

venereal diseases and intelligenc o 811

Negro officers, distribution of scores 531f

Negro troops, distribution of scores 528£f

Noncommissioned ofiicers:

comparison of grades 505

distribution of scores 533ff

intelligence ratings of 853£t

Noncommissioned officers' schools, intelligence

ratings from 861ff

Noncommissioned officers' training schools, distri-

bution of letter grades 867

Number checking test:

blackboard demonstration of 165 (plate 16)

directions for scoring 166

evaluation of 374

military efficiency and 467

origin of 369

printed blank for 255

procedure in 370

Number comparison test 128, 300£f

directions for scoring 149

elimination of, reason for 341f

printed blank for 211, 218

Number series completion test 128, 300ff

directions for giving 160

directions for scoring 148, 162

instructions for 201

military efficiency and 469£f

printed' blank for. 209, 216, 225, 232

revTsion of 341

Occupation, median ratings 796f

Occupational groups

:

degrees of skill and intelligence 834f

intelligence ratings of 819S

levels of intelligence S32ff

special investigation 8233

Occupational status, intelligence ratings and 117

Officers:

age and intelligence 814

age groups and arms of service 818

arms of service

—

means and standard deviations 521

median scores 520

score distributions 520

anna of service and intelligence 846ff

camp comparisons 516fl

comparison by grades 522
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Officers—Continued.
I

distribution of scores 533fi, 764

enlisted men and 506ff

four camps compared 518ff

intelligence of S55fi

medical 855ff

schooling and intelligence 766f

schooling, percentage distribution 75Sff

Officers, candidate:

arms of sen,-ice compared 526

distribution of scores . 533ff

examination a results 511ff

third series, differences among stations 524ff

Officers, different grades, distribution of scores for. . 523

Officers' estimates;

psychological ratings and 425ff. 439

standards for 425f

variations in 427

Officers, grades and camps, median scores 523

Officers, negi'o, white officers and 735

Officers' ratings, examination a and 331

Officers' training camps:

assistance of psychologists in 115

chaplain's school and letter ratings 865

engineers' schools and 1 etter ratings 865

infantry schools and letter ratings 865

intelligence of candidates 861ff

machine-gun school and letter ratings 865

Officers' training schools, success in and intelli-

gence ratings S66

Officers vs. enlisted men, differentiated by exami-

nation a 328

Officers, white:

alpha score distributions 873

camp differences 665

combined scale, distributions 654

histogram for 653

intelligence ratings by camps 676

military fitness and intelligence 785ff

negro officers and 735

sample of 561

schooling and intelligence 747

Oglethorpe, Fort {see Greenleat).

Opposites test 300

Oral directions test 124ff, 300ff

directions for giving 157if

directions for scoring 148, 161

instructions for 200

military efficiency, and 459ff

printed blank for 202, 220

revision of 340

Organizations, balancing 497, 504

inequalities among companies 500ff

inequalities among regiments 497ff

Organization commanders, aid of psychologists to. .
114f

Organization of staff:

for examining in camps C2ff

in di\'ision of psychology 30

Orientation test 133, 307

Painted cube test 306

Performance scale 310

abbreviation of 192

interpreting results for 193

Performance scale—Continued.

camp differences 668

camp studies 406f

choice of tests 400

correlations 404ff

correlation with examination a 402

criticisms 407

directions for giving 182ff

directions for non-English-speaking subjects. .

.

190ff

distributions by arm of ser\ace 844

distributions by camp 710

distributions by nativity 695

distributions by rank 854

distributions by state 685, 686, 723

distributions by time in United States 702

equivalent scores for 195

filing card for 289

letter rating equivalents 195

letter ratings in. assignment of 193

limitations of 402

mental age rating 404ff

origin of the tests 400ff

printed blank for 275ff

record blank for 289

recruit taking 90 (plate 11), 91 (plate 10)

re\'ision of 402ff

schooling and 749, 752

score distributions 402f

white draft 655ff

scoring and weighting tests 401f

separate tests

—

correlated with total score 400f

correlations with Stanford-Binet 404ft

evaluation 403f

short scale 402

correlations mth Stanford-Binet 405

further abbreviations 406

trial experiment 401f

weighting scores, directions for 192

Personnel:

authorized table of organization for 54

commissioned psychologists, first company

of 32 (plate 1)

enlisted psychologists, first company of. 33 (plate 2)

exceptional qualifications of 96

for initial trial of methods 10

for official trial llff

office of Surgeon General 30f

promotion of 41, 44

provision of 30ff

rank of 44

request for additional officers 47f

requested taljle of organization 47

selection of 41

school for training of 31

special request for 41

training at Camp Greenleaf 96

Personnel, commissioned 36ff

low rank of 98

Personnel, committee on classification of 18

cooperation with 17

Personnel, enlisted 38ff
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Personnel, increase of:

appeal to Chief of Staff for 48£t

authorized 54

disapproval by The Adjutant General 48
Personal officers, cooperation n'ith 116f

Personnel work:.

at Camp Greenleaf 36
psychological examining and 90ff

ps>'chological sendee and 103

psjxhologist as expert in 103

Physical condition, iofluence on intelligence rating 809ff

Picture analogy test:

experiments with 367

origin of ,. , 369

procedure in ..i.f. ,..,..;,. 4.. 371

Picture arrangement test:

changes in procedure 404

directions for 189

illustration of 188 (plate 18)

non-English-speaking subjects 191

origin of 401

printed blank for 242f

Picture completion test:

{see also Completion test.)

blackboard demonstration of 1()5 (plate 16)

directions for lS9f

scoring 166

evaluation of 374

experiments with 366

illustrations of 190, 191 (plates 19, 20, 21)

non-English-speaking subjects 191

origin of 369, 401

printed blank for 238, 239. 256

procedure in .j^-^., i.-^-^-.. 370

use of authorized.... ,.^-., 121

Picture sequence test:

evaluation of 374

experiments with 3G7

origin of 369

procedure in 371

Picture situation test:

evaluation of 374

origin of 369

printed blank for 246f

procedure in 371

Pike, Camp

:

examining at r r - r 81

Negro examining 706

opinion of psj'chological examining 113

Point scale 309

abbreviation 411ff

correlations for separate tests 413

correlation with complete scale 412

data used 411

evaluation of 412f

selection of tests 411

adoption of 398£f

for illiterates 171

assignment of letter ratings in 171

camp differences 667

directions for giving tests of . . .

.

168£f

Point scale—Continued,

distributions by

—

arm of service 846

camp 711

rank 854
schooling 749
States 686, 687, 723

distributions with other scales 737

equivalent scores for 195

expressing and interpreting results of 171

filing card for 289
letter grades, assignment of 195

mental age equivalents of scores in 171
percentage distributions 736
printed blank for

—

first page 268
second page 269
third page 270

reliability of 399
score distributions, white draft 656f

separate tests, order of difficulty 411
use of 399

Port of embarkation, examining at 82

Position test, experiments with 336

Practical judgment test 128, 300ff

dii-ections for giving 160

directions for scoiing 148, 161
instructions for 200
military efficiency and 459ff

Printed blank for 208, 215, 222, 229
re\'ision of 341

Prejudices 97

Promotions:

delay of 4lg
disapproved 44
disapproval of 98
recommended 44

Prostitutes, intelligence of 807f

Psychiatrists, cooperation with 116

Psj'chiatry:

confusion with psychology 43ff, 88, 98, 99

joint committee, psychology and 9

relations to psychological service 87ff

Psychiatry and psychology, pro\-i8ion for coordina^

tion of 154

Qiiartermaster General:

constniction of building l>y 57

memorandum from, concerning buildings 58

Bank:
{set also Grade, military.)

intelligence and '...'... '.'.'.

.

853S
intelligence ratings and 848ff

Ratings:

agreement with recognized al)ility 96

forms for reporting 286£E

indi\idual, filing cord for 286, 289

report of, form for 287

Ratings, intelligence, officers' ratings and 425£f, 439

Ratings, letter:

examinations a and alpha 421f

final classification 422
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Ratmgs, letter—Continued.

individual examinations 422f

interpretation for officers 423f

interpretation from Surgeon General 424

skill test 422

Ratings, psychological:

balancing organizations, accomplished by 117

organization of commands and 115

practical uses of 103

transfers controlled by 117

use of ; 104

used by Judge Advocate 117

Recidivism 805ff

Record cards, psychological, sample of 553ff

Record of psychological examinations, individual

filing card for ^ 286, 289

Recruits, training of, use of ratings in 115

Report form, psychological 291

Reports, blanks for 286ff

Reports, monthly, to psychological staffs 62ff

Report, psychological, form for 292

Report of psychological examination 287

form for 288,290,291

Reports, special:

by inspector at Camp Lee 19ff

from examining stations 17

Residence in United States, length of, intelligence

ratings by 701ff

Results:

analysis of 553ff, 565

combined scale 570f, 573ff

plan of presentation 571f

presentation of 570ff

responsibility for 570ff

statistical interpretation of 573ff

Results of examining, consideration of 487f

Rimes test {see Controlled association t.

Sample of results 553ft

arms of service 562

combined scale treatment 654

groups selected 554ff

Hollerith analysis 565ff

method of treatment 570ff

negro draft 559f

presentation of data 570ff

statistical interpretation 573ff

white draft 555ff

white officers 561

special experimental group 563, 564

summary of 564

School for Military Psychologj' (see Greenleaf,

Camp).
Schooling:

{see also Education.)

criminal groups and 803f

discontinuance '- 763

examination a and 334ff

examination a and alpha and 344

individual examinees and 792

influence on intelligence scores 304

intelligence and 747ff, 779ff, 783, 795

intelligence correlation with 805

Schooling—Continued.

officers' groups 766f

percentage distribution 758

white draft 767ff

Secretary of War:
examination of conscientious objectors ordered

by - 117

inquiry about psychology buildings by 61

investigation of psychological examining by. .

.

45

plans for official trial approved by 12

request for plan of extension by 27

support of examining by 95

Segregation:

{see also Linguality tests; Literacy tests.)

during trial period 472ff

method adopted 354f

methods of 156, 347ff

{see also Literacy testa.)

problem of 354

rapid scoring of alpha 355

Segregation test:

at Camp Devens 348

at Camp Dix 348

Selective-service act S30ff

Sentence construction test 143, 308

instructions for 153

Series completion test:

{see also Number series completion test.)

experiments with 367

Sender, Camp:
examining at 82

intelligence of negroes 738f

negro examining 705f

opinion of psychological examining 113

Shelby, Camp, examining at 83

Sheridan, Camp:
examining at 83

individual examinations 791ff

low-grade group summary 796

opinion of psychological examining 109

Sherman, Camp:
examining at 84

opinion of psychological examining 114

prostitutes examined 808

Ship test:

changes in procedure 403

directions for 182

illustration of 182 (plate 17)

for non-English-speaking subjects 190

origin of 400

Situation test, experiments with 366

Skill test:

letter ratings 422

objections to 476

Special examinations 118

Spot pattern test:

blackboard demonstration of 165 (plate 16)

evaluation of 374

origin of 369

printed blank for 248, 258

procedure in 371
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Stanford-Binet scale 309
abbreviation 407ft
advantages of 4IO
correlation with complete scale 410
data used 407
selection of tests 408

adoption of 398f
for illiterates 182

arm of ser^'ice and 844
assignment of letter ratings in 182
beta comparison 386f
beta correlations with 387ff

camp differences 667
camp results 711^ 714 717
combined scale and 645, 652
contingency tables with beta testa 388ff

contingency tables with other tests 618ff

directions for giving tests of 172ff

equivalent scores for I95
examination a and SSlff

expressing and interpreting results of 182

filing card for 289
letter grades for assignment of 195

nativity and 694

negro intelligence measured by 738ff

other scales and 737

percentage distributions 736

performance scale and 404ff

printed blank for:

first page 271

second page 272

third page 273

fourth page 274

rank and 854

recruit taking 90 (plate 9)

reliability of 399

schooling and 750, 753, 755, 782

score distributions 403

separate tests, order of difficulty 409

State of residence and 688, 689, 724, 727, 730

time in United States and 703

total score, histogram of 646

use of 399

authorized 121

white draft and 656f

States:

intelligence ratings by 681ff

letter ratings and 732

letter ratings by 721

Stencils, scoring tests 259

Stenquist test 1 47, 307

filing card , preliminary 286

filing card for 289

for illiterates 32 Iff

for recruits. . 91 (plate 12), 146 (plate 13),147(plate 14)

objection to 321

provision of substitute for 327

score sheet for 267

to supplement examination a 320

Students' Army Training Corps:

examiner's guide for 200f

examining in 118

intelligence ratings 869ff

revision of alpha for 343

variability in examinations 869

121435°—21 57

INDEX. 889

Substitution test, experiments with 366
Summary of psychological examinations, form for re-

porting 288
Supplies. (See Materials.)

Surgeon General 9 iq
extension of examining recommended by 24
extension of psychological examining 27ff
letter ratings, interpretation of 424
letter from, regarding buildings 59fE

letter from, regarding mental defectives 88
monthly reports to psychological staffs 62ff

psychologii-al examining, investigated by 104ff

psychological methods offered to 325
sjTnpathetic interest by 95

Symbol-digit test, experiments with 366
Synonym-antonym test 127, 300ff

directions for giving 16O
directions for scoring 148 162
instructions for 2OO
military efBciency and 459ff

printed blank for 207, 214, 223, 230
revision of 341

Taylor, Camp:
age and examination a 816f

chaplains' school 8G5
comparison of regiments 500
examining at 84
group examination for illiterates, experiments. 476f
group performance tests at, experiments in

developing 364f
official trial at ic

opinion of psychological examining 109
other camps compared with 488ff

segregation method 472, 474
Stenquist test at 321

trial of methods, individual procedure 478ff

trial of military psychology at 469ff

Teachers' estimates, examination a and 334ff

Thorndike test (see Literacy test).

Trade test records, intelligence ratings and 833
Trade testing at Camp Greenleaf 36
Transfers, use of ratings in 117

Travis, Camp:
alpha and military efficiency 453
examining at 85
negro examining 706

o])inion of psychological examining 109

Trial of group method , results of 304f

Trial of methods:

initiated by Surgeon General 325

unofficial 3l3ff

Trial of military psycholog>':

approved by War Department 26

Camp Devens 14, 15

Camp Dix 13, 15
Camp Leo 135
('amp Taylor 13, 16

character of groups examined 469ff

coroments by official inspector 21

conditions of examining 469ff

conditions within the cantonments 470f

examination of illiterates 476

group procedure 475

individual examining 477£E
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Trial of military psychology—Continued.

inspection of 18ff

official llff

personnel 13, 14

preofficial 9^ 10

procedure in examining 471f

recall problem 472

recommendations of official inspection 22

recommendations of the Surgeon General 24

reports by company commanders 25

results obtained from 487ff

statement of results by official inspector 20f

summary of camp activities 14ff

Trigger squeeze in rifle practice. 118

Upton, Camp:
age and score 817f

examining at 86

linguality tests at 355ff

literacy report 745

military value of negro , 741f

negro illiteracy 744

opinion of psychological examining 110

Varieties of psychological service:

demanded by the military organization 103

outlined by Vineland committee 299

rendered to military organization 114ff

Venereal diseases, intelligence and 811

Vineland, N. J.:

committee on examination of recruits at 299, 306

committee on methods at 9

summarj' of work 310f

the training school at 9

Vocabulary test 134, 135, 300, 307

Wadsworth, Camp:
literacy report 745f

occupation and intelligence 820ff

opinion of psychological examining 110

Wages 796f

War College (see General Staff).

War Department, acceptance of psychological

methods 325

Waverly, Mass.. Massachusetts School for Feeble-

minded at 304

Wheeler, Camp:
examining at 87

opinion of psychological examining 114

White draft:

alpha examination forms, performance in 659ff

alpha score, separate tests 873f

camp differences 665ff

combined scale distributions 654

distribution of scores 764

histogram for 653

hoolcworm and intelligence 809ff

individual examinees, diseases of 793£t

military fitness and intelligence 785ft

nativity of 693ff

Negro draft and 705, 707

sample of 553£t

schooling and intelligence 747ff, 766ff

schooling, percentage distribution 758£t

score distributions 654ff

States of residence 681ff

time in United States 701ff

venereal diseases and intelligence 811

Wire puzzle test, Ruger .'. .

.

363f

X-0 series test:

blackboard demonstration of 164 (plate 15)

directions for giving 164

directions for scoring 166

evaluation of 374

military efficiency and 467

origin of 369

printed blanks for 253

procedure in 371
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